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PREFACE.

THE first of the two volumes which I now publish is

an introductory volume designed to throw light on the

political teaching of Aristotle. I have sought to view his

political teaching in connexion not only with the central

principles of his philosophical system, but also with the

results of earlier speculation. I have endeavoured to

discover how it came to be what it is, and especially to

trace its relation to the political teaching of Plato, and

to ask how far the paths followed by the two inquirers

lay together, how far and at what points they diverged.

It is only thus that we can learn how much came to

Aristotle by inheritance and how much is in a more es

pecial sense his own. If the investigation of these ques

tions has often carried me beyond the limits of the Politics,

I have sought in recapitulating and illustrating Aristotle’s

political teaching to follow as far as possible in the track

of its inquiries. It will be seen, however, that I have dealt

in my First Volume with some books of the Politics at far

greater length than with others. Thus, while I have

analysed with some fulness the contents of the Third,

Fourth, and Fifth Books (in the order which I have

adopted) and have also had much to say with regard to

the inquiries of the First, I have dwelt but little on the

Second Book and have given only a short summary of

the contents of the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth. My plan

has been in my First Volume to devote most space to

the books in which the Political Theory of Aristotle is

more especially embodied, particularly as they are books
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vi PREFACE.

the full significance of which is easily missed, and which

are perhaps better dealt with in a continuous exposition

than in notes on the text, so far at least as their substance

is concerned. Other books seemed to be best studied in a

commentary: thus, while I have said but little in my First

Volume with regard to the Second Book, I have dealt with

it at some length in the Notes contained in the Second

Volume. The two volumes are, in fact, designed to com

plete each other. I shall have much to add in a subsequent

volume on the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Books.

In both volumes I have sought to keep in view the

links which connect the Politics with Greek literature

generally. It is the work of a widely read man who writes

for readers hardly less familiar with Greek literature than

himself, and light is often thrown not'only on the origin

of a doctrine, but also on the meaning of a sentence or the

turn of a phrase, when we can recall some kindred passage

from the poets or prose-writers of Greece. Aristotle’s

contemporaries were probably far more aware than any

modern reader of the Politics can be, how often he tacitly

repeats or amends or controverts the opinions of others.

He is especially fond of tacitly echoing or impugning the

opinions of Plato, and in a less degree of Xenophon and

Isocrates. But not a few works are lost to us which

Aristotle had before him in writing the Politics. Among

these is the historical work of Ephorus, of which we possess

only fragments. We have no doubt lost much by losing

all but the fragments of Aristotle’s own ‘ Polities.’

My inquiries have carried me over a wide field, and the

conclusions at which I have arrived cannot fail to be often

open to correction. I would gladly have made my two vol

umes shorter than they are, but I have not found it easy to

do so. The length of my explanatory notes is mainly due

to the frequent—indeed, almost incessant—occurrence of

ambiguities of language in the Greek of the Politics, which
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cannot be cleared up without discussion, and which often

need all the light that can be thrown on them from parallel

passages. The style of the Politics is of an easy, half

conversational character and readily lends itself to am

biguities of this kind. My notes, however, would have

been shorter if I had not often thought it well to print

in full passages referred to in them. I hope to be less

lengthy in my notes on the Third, Fourth, and Fifth

Books, with which I have already dealt pretty fully in

my Introduction. I fear that I shall frequently be found

to try the patience of my readers, and not least in some

of the opening pages of the First Volume, which treat of

matters of a somewhat technical nature. I trust, however,

that this volume may sometimes serve to smooth the path

of thoughtful readers of the Politics, though I am well

aware that no single student of the treatise can hope to

exhaust its meaning. The volume, or volumes, completing

the work will, I hope, follow after a not too long interval.

Since my remarks on the M55. of the Politics (vol. 2.

p. xli sqq.) were in type, the general preference which I

have expressed in them for the authority of the second

family of M55. has received welcome confirmation from

the discovery, or rediscovery, in the Vatican Library of

twelve palimpsest leaves forming part of the second

volume of a Vatican MS. of Aristides (gr. 1298), which

contain fragmentary portions of the Third and Sixth

Books of the Politics and are said to belong to the tenth

century. These fragments were already known to Mai, who

gives a short notice of them in Script. vet. nova collectio

2. 584 without, however, enabling his readers to identify

the MS. in which they occur; hence they were lost sight

of till the winter of 1886, when they were brought to the

knowledge of Dr. G. Heylbut, who has published a

collation of them in the Rkeim'sc/zes Museum for 1887

(p. 102 sqq.), to which I may refer my readers. The

1 VOL. 1. b 2
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twelve leaves are stated by him to comprise the following

passages of the Politics :—

3. 1. 1275a 13—3. 2.1275 b 33,

3. 4. 1276b 17—1277b 1,

3. 5. 1278 a 24—3. 10. 1281 a 37,

3. 15. 1286b 16—6 I. 1288 b 37,

6 4. 1290 a 36—6 (4). 5. 1292 b 20.

According to a short notice of Dr. Heylbut’s article

contributed by Mr. R. D. Hicks to the Classical Review,

No. I, p. 20 sq., Professor Susemth finds that these

Palimpsest Fragments agree with the readings of the

second family of M55. in sixty-two cases and with those

of the first family in twenty-seven only. Mr. Hicks

suggests that the codex of which these are the fragments,

or its original, ‘belongs to a period anterior to any sharp

distinction between the manuscripts of the two families’:

be that, however, as it may, it is clear that the fragments

lend the support of whatever authority they possess rather

to the second family than to the first. Dr. Heylbut, in

fact, holds (p. 107), that ‘any future recension of the text'

of the Politics should be based primarily on the manu

scripts of the second family (eine kunftige Textrecension

in erster Linie auf Grund von H2 herzustellen ist).’ He

here anticipates the conclusion at which I had myself

already in the main arrived.

My indebtedness to the writings of others may be

measured by the frequency with which I refer to them.

To no one do I owe more than to Professor Susemihl.

His editions of the Politics, and especially that of 1872,

have been invaluable to me, though I have never been able

to follow him in his preference for the first family of M55.

and have often arrived at conclusions respecting the text

at variance with his. I need not repeat here what I have

said elsewhere (vol. 2. pp. xlii, 57 sqq.) of my indebted

ness to his apparatus crz'tz'cus. My debt to the Index
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Aristotelicus of Bonitz is only second to that which I owe

to Susemihl. The concise but important comments on pas

sages of the Politics which it contains are but too likely to

escape notice from their brevity, and I have done my

best to draw attention to them. Among the works which

I have found especially useful I may mention Zeller’s

Philosophie der Griechen; C. F. Hermann’s Lehrbuch

der griechischen Antiquitaten; several of the writings of

Vahlen, Bernays, Teichmiiller, and Eucken; Leopold

Schmidt’s Ethik der alten Griechen ; Biichsenschiitz’ Besitz

und Erwerb im griechischen Alterthume, and Henkel’s

Studien zur Geschichte der griechischen Lehre vom Staat.

Dittenberger’s valuable review of Susemihl’s first edition

of the Politics has long been known to me. To my many

predecessors in the task of editing and commenting on the

Politics from Victorius downwards, and to the numerous

translators of the work, beginning with Sepulveda, I owe

not a little. Mr. Welldon’s careful and thoughtful version

has constantly been consulted by me and often with profit,

and I have made as much use of Professor Jowett’s in

teresting work on the Politics as the comparative lateness

of its appearance allowed. For a mention of other works

which have been used by me I may refer my readers to

the citations scattered over my two volumes.

My best thanks are due to the President and Fellows of

Corpus Christi College, Oxford, for twice allowing me the

use at the Bodleian Library of the MS. of the Politics

(No. 112) belonging to the College; to the authorities of

Balliol and New College for the loan of their M55. 112

and 228; and to the authorities of the Bodleian and

Phillipps Libraries for the courtesy they have shown me.

I have mentioned elsewhere (vol. 2. p. 60) how much I am

indebted to Mr. E. Maunde Thompson, Keeper of the M55.

in the British Museum, and to Mr. F. Madan, Sub-Librarian

of the Bodleian Library, for important assistance in the
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interpretation of an inscription in MS. Phillipps 891. To

the friends who have done me the service of criticising

my proof-sheets as they have passed through the press

I am under the greatest obligations, and especially to

Mr. Alfred Robinson of New College, who has kindly

found time in the midst of his many engagements patiently

to peruse the whole of them, and whose criticisms and

suggestions have been of much value to me, to the Warden

of Wadham College, to whom I owe a similar acknowledg

ment, and to Mr. Ingram Bywater, who has perused many

of my proofs. The comments of Mr. R. L. Nettleship and

Mr. Evelyn Abbott of Balliol College, and of Professor

Andrew Bradley, on portions of my proof-sheets have also

been of much use to me. I have profited much by the

criticisms of friends, but for the shortcomings of this

work I am alone responsible. I should add that Mr.

Bywater has kindly lent me the late Mr. Mark Pattison’s

copy of Stahr’s edition of the Politics, containing a few

annotations from his hand, from which I have been glad to

have the opportunity of quoting now and then.

In referring to the works of Aristotle, I give, in addition

to the book and chapter of the treatise cited, the page,

column, and line of Bekker’s edition of 1831. My references

to the work of Zeller are to the last edition, except where

another is specified; those to C. F. Hermann’s Lehrbuch

are to K. B. Stark’s edition of it, unless the contrary is

specified, the latest edition being still incomplete. The

abbreviation Sus.l refers to Susemihl’s first edition of the

Politics published in 1872, Sus.2 and Sus.3 to the two

editions subsequently published by him. I have thought

it better, especially in my First Volume, to translate the

quotations which I have occasionally made from German

books; I have, however, usually left German renderings of

passages in the Politics untranslated.

Aucus'r, 1887.
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THE POLITICS OF ARISTOTLE.

 

INTRODUCTION.

ARISTOTLE’S treatment of the science of noM-rucfi falls, The Poli

tics linked

unlike Plato’s, into two distinct parts, and extends over to the Ni_

two treatises, the Nicomachean Ethics and the Politics. °°m_a¢h¢m

165—

The fact is significant, and we are not surprised to find thetmnsi

that the two sections show, as we shall see hereafter,

a certain tendency to draw away from each other. They

stand, however, in the closest mutual relation: the Ethics

comes first in order, the Politics second. The Ethics

naturally precedes, as it mainly analyses happiness in

the individual, and Aristotle’s principle is that the study

of the part (-rb éAde-rov, r6 z’wrivflerov) should precede

the study of the whole. Other reasons for the prece

dence of the Ethics will be pointed out elsewhere.

The transition from the one treatise to the other, how

ever, is by no means as smooth and easy as we might

expect. We are told in the last chapter of the Ethics that

it is not enough for the student of Practical Philosophy to

know what happiness and virtue and pleasure are without

seeking their realization in practice, and that they can

hardly be realized in practice without the aid of Law.

The State, Aristotle continues, should use Law with a view

to their realization, but the Lacedaemonian State is almost

the only one which does this systematically, and which ex

ercises a supervision over the rearing and life of its members.

The head of the household is almost everywhere left to him

self by the State and allowed to rule his household as he

VOL. I. B

tion from

the latter

treatise to

the former

examined.



2 TRANSITION TO THE POLITICS

pleases. He is, in fact, a lawgiver on a small scale, and

hence it is desirable that he should learn to use Law

scientifically for the purpose of making those he rules

better, or in other words, that he should acquire the art of

Legislation. He will hardly learn this art from persons

versed in political life; still less will he learn it from the

Sophists: Aristotle will therefore himself take in hand the

subject of legislation, and indeed the whole topic of consti

tutional organization, in order that, as far as may be, his

philosophy of things human1 may be brought to comple

tion.

‘ First, then,’ he proceeds, ‘1et us try to notice anything

of value on the subject, which has been said by those who

have gone before us, and then to learn from a comparison of

constitutions what things are preservative of, or destructive

to, States, and what are so to each separate constitutionz,

and for what reasons some constitutions are good and

others bad : for when we have considered all these matters,

we shall perhaps be better able to discern both what form

of constitution is the best, and how each form must be

ordered, and with what laws and customs, to be what we

should desire it to be 3.’

When Aristotle wrote these, the concluding sentences

of the Ethics, he evidently intended to deduce the true

structure of the best and other States from a study of

various constitutions and from a study of the causes which

tend to the preservation or decay of States and of each con

stitution. This is, in fact, to some extent the plan followed

by Plato in the Laws, though he does not go on to draw

conclusions as to the true form of every constitution,

1 This expression is apparently

inherited from Socrates (Xen.

Mem. I. I).

’ This inquiry would seem to

involve a study of the history of

the States themselves-a matter,

however, into which Aristotle

does not propose to enter.

’ As much doubt has been

thrown, not without good ground,

on the authenticity of many of the

references, backwards or forwards,

to be found in the writings which

bear the name of Aristotle, it may

be as well to remark that this

programme would hardly have

been forged by any one who had

the Politics before him either in its

traditional order or perhaps in any

conceivable order.



FROM THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS. 3

but confines himself to tracing the outline of one ideal

community. He reviews in the Third Book the Lacedae

monian, Persian, and Athenian constitutions, noting the

causes of the failure or success of each, and then proceeds

to construct his State. The Politics, however, is arranged

on a different plan. The Second Book, which contains

the review of constitutions, does not commence the work,

nor does it include or introduce an inquiry into the things

which preserve or destroy States or constitutions. This

is reserved for a book which, wherever we place it, must

come much later. The first book of the Politics deals

with a subject not marked out for consideration in the

last chapter of the Ethics: it seeks to establish and

emphasize a distinction between the householder and the

statesman, the household and the State. We hear no more

of the notion that the individual householder can, by

acquiring the legislative art, in some degree make up for

the State’s neglect of education.

In some respects, no doubt, the close of the Ethics and

the opening of the Politics are in harmony. The one

implies what the other emphatically asserts—the natural

supremacy of the State over the household and the indi

vidual. So again, the programme in the Ethics correctly

foreshadows the scope of the inquiries of the Politics. It

prepares us for an inquiry, not merely into the best con

stitution, but into every constitution. Both treatises agree

that the true lawgiver will be capable of organizing all

constitutions aright, and not merely of devising a best

constitution. Still the fact remains that a track is marked

out in the Ethics for the investigations of the Politics

which they certainly do not follow. There is no need

to imagine any other cause for Aristotle’s departure from

his programme than a simple change of plan on his part.

The Politics was probably not only not written, but also

not fully conceived, when the paragraph in the Ethics

was drawn up, and the paragraph had not been amended

when Aristotle died.

B2



4 PLACE OF HOAITIKH

Nature of Our first step must be to discuss as briefly as we may

315152;? the somewhat thorny question, what is the nature of the

by Aristo- science of 'rroM'erj and its relation to other sciences. Is it

tle between . . . . . . .

Theoretic, a scrence 1n the sense in which Physics is a scrence, and

Practical, how far is it related to sciences such as Physics?

and Pro- . . . . . .

ductive If we follow the diV1s10n of Science which we find 1n

Smence‘ the Metaphysics 1. 1025 b 18 sqq., E. 2. 1026 b 4)

the 1mm

run) ém- into theoretic, practical, and productive Science, mime; as

a whole appears to fall within, or to be identical with,

Practical Science, the kind of Science which serves as a

guide to right action.

The groundwork of this classification of the Sciences

seems to have been laid by Plato. Plato had already

classified sciences by their subject-matter. In the Philebus

(55 C sqq.) we find sciences contrasted in respect of the

degree of truth attained by them, and this proves to vary

according to their subject-matter, as does also the method

employed. Sciences concerned with sensible things (1-21.

yLyvo'peva Kai. yevno'dpeua Kai yeyovo'ra, 58 E sqq.) ask the

aid of Opinion and attain only a low degree of truth:

whereas the- science dealing with Being and that which

really is and that which is unchangeable is far the truest

(58 A). This is Dialectic, which is thus distinguished

from Physics (59 A). HoMnmj is not here mentioned, but

would no doubt be distinguished by Plato from both,

though we know not Whether he conceived it as less or

more exact than Physics: he describes it in the Gorgias

(464) as ‘ministering to the soul for its highest good,’

and as comprising two parts, the art of legislation, which

does for the soul what gymnastic does for the body, and

justice, which does for the soul what medicine does for the

body.

The distinction between Theoretic and Practical Science,

again, is inherited by Aristotle from Plato, who dis

tinguishes in the Politicus (258 E) between Cognitive

(vaa'rtxai) and Practical (npax'rmaf) Sciences, but the

Practical Sciences of Plato correspond more nearly to the

Productive Sciences of Aristotle, and the Political or
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Kingly Science is classed by him among Cognitive Sciences:

it is said to belong to that species of Cognitive Science

which does not stop short at judging, but also rules (260

A—D). Plato seems to merge Ethical Science in irohmmi 1,er

he has no separate name for it, and as his Political Science

always has an ethical aim, he is quite consistent in closely

connecting the two sciences of Ethics and Politics. Indeed,

he not only relates Ethics more closely to Politics than

Aristotle, but also makes the link between Dialectic and

the less exact sciences a closer one than that which exists

. between the Theoretic Science of Aristotle and the other

sciences. He seems usually to treat Political Science, at

all events, as inseparably bound up with philosophy (Rep.

473 C, 501). A knowledge of the Ideas is as much a

condition of true virtue and true statesmanship as it is of

true knowledge 2.

Aristotle, on the other hand, though he describes the

‘First Philosophy’ in a remarkable passage of the Meta

physics (A. 2. 982b 4 sqq.) as ‘the most sovereign of the

sciences, determining for what end everything is to be

done,’ appears in the Ethics to derive the first principles of

Ethical, and probably also of Political, Science, not from

the First Philosophy, but from Experience. He commonly

speaks in the Ethics as if Practical Science sprang from a.

different root from Theoretic Science. It is to Opinion

that he appeals in the First Book, not to the First Philo

sophy, when he seeks to discover what is ‘the good for

man’ (-rb dvepui-n'wov dya60'v)3. It is from correct minor

premisses furnished by experience that the end of moral

action is obtained (Eth. Nic.5. 12. 1 143 b 4), or, as we read

le. Euthyd. 291 C—D, where

wohvruzr'] is called 1‘1 ain'a 'roii dpfidis

'n'pa'r'rcrv 511 1f; 'n'dhn.

” See Zeller, Plato E. T., pp.

152, 218; and cp. Rep. 517 C, 6s;

rad-mu (11):! 1'06 dyadofi ide'av) ideiv

16v pe'hhowa e’ptppéwns 1rpri§ew 1‘)

ma, 1“; Squom'q. Plato does not

seem even to arrange for any

special training of his guardians

in Political Science : all be ap

pears to do in this direction is to

give them fifteen years’ practical

experience in military command

and in ofiices suited to young men

(ReP- 537 D 5911-)

” Cp. Eth.N1c.1.5. 1097a 28,115 8’

r'ipw'rov rc'heuiv n (pains-rat: 30,11)“:

6'repov de‘ M'yopev: 34, rotofirov 8'

1') eddatpom'a pdhw-r' sir/at duxei.



6 CONTRAST 0F THEORETIC

elsewhere, in somewhat different language, from virtue

rooted in the character by habituation.

Theoretic and Practical Science are regarded by him as

differing (I) in subject-matter, (2) in aim, (3) in the faculty

employed, and (4) in method 1.

1. The subject-matter of Theoretic Science is either

‘things self-existent, unchangeable, and separable from

matter ’ (this is the subject-matter of the First Philosophy),

or ‘things unchangeable and separable from matter only

in logical conception ’ (the subject-matter of Mathematics),

or ‘things inseparable from matter and subject to change ’

(the subject-matter of Physics): see Metaph. E. 1. 1026 a

132. The subject-matter of Physics is in close contact

with that of Practical Science, though it is marked off from

the latter by the fact that its principle is within and not

outside itself (Ev afrrq'i, not év 6AM»). Man is a subject of

Physics, so far as he has a soul which is the source of

nutrition and growth (de Part. An. 1. 1. 641a 32 sqq.:

Metaph. E. 1. 1026a 5), but at the point at which he com

mences to act, he ceases to be a subject of Physics and

becomes the subject of Practical Science. 50 suddenly

does the field of Physics break off and that of Practical

Science begin. Both ‘ things done ’ (rd wpax'rd), which are

the subject of noMrmj, and ‘things produced ’ (rd womrri)

have their originating principle (dpxfi) outside themselves

in an agent or producer (Eth. Nic. 6. 4. 1140 a I, r06 6’

évoexoue'vov thws é'Xav é'o'rl. TL Kai nomrov mil. npaxro'v: cp.

Metaph. E. I. 1025 b 22, r611 p211 yap wornrtxév év rq'i wowiivrt

1‘7 dpxfi, f] 11059 i] re'xvn ij dimple 78,1611 5% 'rrpaKrLKc'bv in re?

wpdrrovrt 1‘7 wpoat’peo-ts). It is thus that ‘things done’ lie

as it were passively at the disposition of the agent, just as

‘things produced’ do at the disposition of the producer.

They are therefore said to be in our power (£49 int'iv, Eth. Nic.

3. 5. 1112a. 31), and we are said to deliberate about things

1 In dealing with this subject I “(use 860 rd )tdyov dxov-ra, 2v ,us'v

have found more than one of <5 eewpoilpsv rd retail-m raw iii/raw

Teichmiiller’s works useful. 00-0511 ai ripxal pr) e'vde'xovrtu dhhws

a Cp. Eth. Nic. 6.2. ll3936,i11ro- :xcw, iv 13% qi rd s’vdrxdpeva.
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which ‘ come to pass by our agency, but not always

uniformly’ (1112b 3). The defective exactness (dxpifieta)

of practical science is perhaps regarded by Aristotle as

partly due to this subjection of ‘things done’ (rd npax-ré) to

human arbz‘z'rz'um, but it is still more due to the fact that

practical science, being concerned with action, is concerned

with particulars. The Universal of Practical Science is

only roughly exact. It cannot supply the place of a keen

insight into particulars.

2. It follows from the modifiability both of the subject

matter of action and of the agent that the purpose of

practical science is different from that of theoretic science.

However much it may inquire, it never loses sight of the

aim of promoting right action (Eth. Nic. 2. 2. r 103 b 26 sqq.).

This need not, indeed, be its sole aim: cp. Pol. 3. 8. 1279 b

12, rq'i 6E wepl éxda'rnv '26'005011 ¢thoiro¢05vn ml pi] 11.61101:

(ifiOflAf’WOL'TL npos‘ r5 npdr'rew oZKe'Eo'v Earl. Tb pi] napopiiv #1766,

TL Karahef'lrew, (1AM). 5nhoi3v rip; "nepl é'xao'rov dhfifistav! and

Eth. Eud. I. I. 1214a 10,11} [Ru minim (SC. r6311 Gempnpdrmv)

o'vv'reZz/el. npos Tb yvéival. #611011, rd 8% mi wspi Tris K-rfio'ets Kai.

nepi. rd; npdfeis roii rrpdyparos. Nor should it be forgotten

that even in the interest of right action it is desirable to

arrive at conclusions as scientifically accurate as possible

(Eth. Nic. 10. I. 1172b 3, e’oixao-w 017v oi. M11655; 1'61! ho'ywv

01’) po'vov 'n'pbs rd elde'vat Xpnmpoirarot eivat, dhhiz Kai. npos 1'61:

,Bt'ou‘ o'vvrpdoi. yap (iv-res 'ro'Zs {pyots rrw'reziovrat, 6L5 fiPOTpéflOVTGL

rails fume'v-ras' (flu Ka'r’ al’n'ozis).

3. Non-theoretic science differs from theoretic also in

respect of the faculty employed in it. The rational part of

the soul (16 Aéyov é’Xov) is divided into two parts, the

scientific and the calculative : Aeyéaflw 3% rourwu r?) uh: ém

o'rnpomxov r5 5% AOYLO'TLKO'D' To ydp fiovhezisofiat Kai. AoyKechu.

rail-r611, oz’ibeis 6% Bauhaus-rat wepi r6311 [13] ivdsxouéku dhhws éxetv

(Eth. Nic. 6. I. 1139a 11). Both re'xvn, the faculty which

operates in productive science, and ¢p6vnms, the chief virtue

of the Practical Reason (Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 655. I), belong

to the calculative part. In strictness ¢p6vnms deals with

the individual and his welfare, noht'rtxfi with that of the
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State (Eth. Nic. 6. 7. 1141 b 23 sqq.), but they are so nearly

the same that we need not attend to this distinction. The

faculty concerned in moral action would seem to be in

Aristotle’s opinion the same as that which deals with the

science of moral action. The deliberation which precedes

a moral act and which is expressed in the practical syllo

gism is apparently regarded by him as a repetition on a

small scale of the process which ends in the construction of

practical science. In both operations the act of delibera

tion, as we'shall see, is conceived to follow the same pathl.

The ends, or at all events the ultimate ends, of action

are held by Aristotle to be given by the character, the

true end by moral virtue: it remains for ¢p6vnms to

determine the means, under which term we must pro

bably include the intermediate ends. (bpo'myms conducts

the whole process of deliberation, till it lights on the

actual step which must be taken in order that the end

may be attained: this is the last point reached in the

deliberation, and the point at which action begins (Zeller,

ibid. 65o. 2). As these means must be morally correct, or

in other words, as ¢p6vncns has to adjust its choice of means

to the end suggested by moral virtue, qbpo'vno-Ls needs to be

completed by moral virtue, just as moral virtue is incom

plete without ¢p6v11crtsn Its close connexion with moral

virtue relates it to the passions and even to man’s physical

nature, and separates it from speculative virtue (Eth. Nic.

10. 8. 1178 a 9 sqq.). It belongs to the more human part of

man’s nature, as that to the more divine. Its genesis is also

different. Moral virtue, from which it is inseparable, is the

outcome of correct habituation: the germ of it only, an

undeveloped perception of the good and the bad, the just

‘ We note, however, in Eth. Nic.

6.8. 1141 b 22 sqq. the recognition

oftwo forms Of ¢po'vr]ms nepl 1r0'hw:

one dpxrrex'rowxr'], the other more

distinctly 1rpax1'ur1‘; Kai Bouhsv'rmr'],

and therefore more impressed

with the characteristics of¢p6urj¢ns3

for ¢p6wj01s is essentially 1rpaxnxr‘]

Kai Bovhev-rm']. Thus it would

seem that the ¢pziv17rnc 0f the

vopoGé-rq: is to some extent differ

ent from that of the practical

statesman and less characteris

tically ¢p6quns. We should have

been glad of some further treat

ment of the subject, but we do not

seem to learn anything more about

it from Aristotle.
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and the unjust (Pol. I. 2. 1253a 1 5), is born with us and comes

by nature. @pézma-is, again, is mainly, though not exclusively

(Eth. Nic. 6. 7. 1141 b 14), concerned with particulars (1-21 KaG’

é’xaa-ra). Its particular judgments need to be correct, and this

they can hardly be without experience: experience, though

it arrives at a sort of Universal, never wanders far from par

ticulars. It is evident, then, that the faculty which is con

cerned with practical science, is to be developed in life and in

life only. Its beginning lies in habituation, its growth in

experience. The young fall short in both respects. It is a

faculty which cannot be passed from hand to hand. Hence,

though the sphere of Contingency (and this is the sphere of

Practical and Productive Science) is that which is most amen

able to human influence, the faculty which is concerned with

it can only be produced by a circuitous and indirect process

beginning in infancy—a slower process than that by which

speculative virtue comes into being, though intellectual

virtue generally, which includes speculative virtue no less

than ¢po'm10'l.s and réxmy, is said to ‘ stand in need of

experience and time’ (Eth. Nic. 2. I. 1103 a 15). Thus the

faculty which presides over conduct was once for all parted

off by Aristotle from the speculative faculty. The two

faculties might be and should he possessed by the same

person, but they were different. The Greek language already

distinguished between yvaiim and iroqbia, and Aristotle

reasserted the important truth embodied in this distinc

tion.

4. Lastly, non-theoretic science differs .from theoretic in

met/20d. @ewpi’a. finds a place in the methods of both ;

but the Gewpia of the one is not the same as the fiswpi’a

of the other. In theoretic science, the object is simply

to analyse: in practical and productive science, to bring

into being. T6 6’1: is to the former what 113 éo'o'nevov is to

the latter (de Part. An. 1. 1. 640a 3). Theoretic Science

takes a given fact or thing and inquires into its 'cause.

Thus ‘ the plan of Aristotle’s biological treatise on the Parts

of Animals is to take the parts in succession and inquire

what share Necessity and the Final Cause respectively have
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in their formationl.’ Practical science, on the other hand

(and productive science also), starts from an end to be

attained, and inquires into the means of attaining it, till it

arrives at a means which it lies within the power of the

inquirer to set in action. Cp. Metaph. Z. 7. 1032 b 6, yi'yuerat

6'}; T5 fiyrés‘ vofiaavros‘ oii'rms‘ emu-.7 mat i'ryfua, dvdqu, cl Ilytes

é'a-rai, mat zi'mipéai, oIov duano'rnra, 61’. 6% 10570, Geppo'rn'ra' Kai.

oil'er (iii. 11er é'ws av dydyy sis 'roii'ro h ai’rros Suva-rat é'a'xa'rov

wore'iv. Ei'ra 17517 1‘) dub Torirov Kt'vno'ts nofno'ts KaAe'i-rai. i7 érri

r6 fiyialuew. (The illustration here is taken from productive

science, not practical, but in this point there is no difference

between the two: cp. Eth. Nic. 3. 5. 1112b 12 sqq.) In

practical and productive science the analysis is pressed

forward till we reach ‘that which we have it in our power to

do.’ The man of practical science who wishes to produce

happiness inquires into its cause, which he finds to be

mainly virtue, then he inquires into the cause of virtue and

finds it to be law ; the framing of law, however, is a thing

which lies in his power; hence here his analysis stops, and

the question which he has to solve is, how should laws

be framed so as to produce virtue? Thus, while both in

theoretic and non-theoretic science there is a search for the

cause, in the former we search for the cause which will

explain a given thing or fact, in the latter for the cause with

the aid of which we can attain a given end.

It is easy to see how different the plan of the Politics

would have been if Aristotle had identified the methods

of physical and political study. We should have had the

actual phenomena presented by the life of States accepted

as normal, and the problem would have been to refer them

to the Material or the Final Cause. As it is, happiness is

the starting-point of Political Science, and the object of

the inquiry is to discover some line of action lying within

the power of the inquirer—the correct way of framing laws,

in fact—which will bring it into being to the utmost extent

possible in each particular case.

The difference which exists between the problem of

1 Ogle’s translation, p. xxxv.
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Practical Science and that of Theoretic Science is not,

however, the only cause of the difference between their

methods of inquiry. The subject-matter of Practical Science

is more variable and less universal, and the faculty which

operates in it, though scientific in its nature, ripens only

with the help of Experience and correct habituation: it can

not hope to achieve the same exactness as is attained in

Theoretic Science, and leans more largely on Opinion, and

especially the opinion of ¢p0lllLfAOL

We might almost expect, looking to the language which How far

Aristotle holds, to find him constructing Practical Science it???

from the judgments of experienced and well-habituated actually

. . . . . . f 11 dbGreeks, and accepting in its fulness the principle that 1n §,,§t‘f,ilei,y,

this sphere the ¢p6mpos is the standard. 2h:

But this he is far from doing. If he consults Opinion, tfizatwhich

as he constantly does, the opinion he consults is not ex

clusively the opinion of this small class, but that of 1d,?

Philosophers or even of the Many. The opinions 'of the

Many are valuable as expressions of Experiencel. But he

does not accept Opinion as conclusive without verification:

he subjects it to a variety of tests. First, that of ‘observed

fact’ (rd é'pya, rd ywo'neva). Evydeveiu 5i) rois Ao'yow éofxaa'u/

ai. r6312 o'o'dmw 665a!) m’a'rw pin 0512 Kai rd 'rozafi'ra é'XsL 'rwd, rd

5’ dAnGEs (’11 1'02; 'n'pax‘ro'is‘ Ex rdw e'pywv Kai 1'05 [it'ov Kpt've'rat' e’v

rotirozs‘ yap To Ktiptov. Zxo'n'e'iv 51) rd npoetpmre'va Xpi] @117. rd

dpya Kal 16:) Bio!) Emclir'pov'ras, Kai o'vquo'vrwv piv rois é'pyots‘

dnodex're'ov, 6La¢wv06vrwv at Adyovs t'nroltnn'rc'ov (Eth. Nic. IO.

9. 1179 a 16 sqq.). Thus, for instance, questions as to the

true nature of happiness are to _be settled by observing

what sort of persons are, as a matter of fact, happy, and

how they come to be so. We see that the happy in

dividual is he who has much virtue and a not more than

adequate amount of external goods (P01. 4 (7). I. 1323a

38 sqq.); that a State, if it is to be well ordered, must not

exceed a certain size (P01. 4 (7). 4. I 326 a 25 sqq.). We

learn best from the lives men lead what their real opinions

are (Eth. Nic. 10. I. 1172a 27 sqq.). It is true, that even

1 See the authorities in Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 243. 3.
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when Aristotle appeals to observed fact, he often means by

this not so much ‘ facts' as men’s impressions about them.

This is not always so, however: see for instance the well

known passage, de Gen. An. 3. IO. 76ob 27 sqq.

Next, he controls Opinion by ‘ reasoning’ ()w'yos‘). That.

which is reasonable and probable (1-6 silhoyov) has a certain

prz'ma facz'e weight with him: of this the arguments in de

Gen. An. 3. 11. 760a 31—b 27 afford an instance. These

are arguments from our reasonable anticipations, looking

to the principles which prevail generally in Nature. He

has, indeed, more confidence in deductions from less general

principles: still we shall find that his conception of Nature

and the natural is constantly present to him in his political

inquiries, and the conception of Nature is one which falls

within the province of Theoretic Science.

Aristotle’s own account in the Ethics of the method of

woAmmj leads us, in fact, to expect in his treatment of the

subject a larger use of unproved Opinion and a slighter

reference to the results of Theoretic Science than we

actually discover in it. Practical Science turns out to be

more a matter of reasoning and less a matter of insight

than we were prepared to find it. The interval which parts

man as an agent—~the subject of Practical Science—from

man as possessing a nutritive and perceptive soul—the

subject of Physics—cannot, after all, be insuperably great.

The study of the passions falls within the province of

Ethics, yet they are closely related to man’s physical

nature (Eth. Nic. 10. 8. 1178 a 9 sqq.), with which Physics

has to do. The principle which enables Aristotle to explain

the subject-matter of Physics is also that which enables

him to explain moral action and the State: the movement

from Potentiality to Actuality is common to both. The

end of Man and of Society—living nobly and well (r6 (1’;

(ind—is an end which appears also in the field of Physics 1.

The truth that man lives for this end, and that the State

should be constructed for its attainment, is one which

Aristotle does not need to rest on Opinion, for his physical

1 De Part. An. 2. 10. 656 a 3 sqq.
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studies have proved to him that the end of every individual

thing, according to the design of Nature, is ‘the best of

which it is capable ’ (1-6 éxdo'np évBeXo'pevov Be'A-rw-rov). And

if it be urged that without the aid of Opinion we cannot

tell what is the best which is possible to man, we may reply

that when Aristotle seeks to discover the highest element

in happiness (Eth. Nic. 10. 7), or to illustrate its depen

dence on character rather than on external goods (P01. 41. 1323 b 23), he refers us to his conception of God—a chief

topic of the First Philosophy, or, as it is otherwise called, the

Theologic Science. Teichmiiller has pointed out in reference

to the Ethics, how much the actual method of Aristotle in

Practical Science differs from that which he lays down for

himself in theory. ‘The philosophy of Aristotle,’ he re

marks, ‘with its fondness for sharp distinctions cannot

possibly preserve its logical consistency. It is as a com

plete man (als ganzer Mensch), in full possession of all

practical, technical, and theoretic powers and perceptions,

that Aristotle everywhere speaks: he forgets that he has

only the right to speak as a good and wise man or States

man (¢P6UL}LOS)1-’

Aristotle does not probably intend, even in theory, to

ignore the links between Theoretic and Practical Science,

or the elements which are common to both. He traces, as

we have said, in ‘things done’ (11‘: npax-ro’i) no less than in the

subject-matter of Physics the operation of the Four Causes

—the movement of matter to an end, an advance from

Potentiality to Actuality. If this could not be done, there

would be no Science of Practice. He is less clear on the

question whether Practical Science derives any of its prin

ciples from Theoretic. But even if he answered this ques

tion in the affirmative, it would still be open to him to assert

the distinctness of Practical and Theoretic Science, as he

unquestionably does. He not only holds that Practical

Science aims at Practice in addition to knowledge, but

that neither the end of man nor the means to its attain

ment can be ascertained, at all events in detail, except by

1 Neue Studien zur Geschichte der Begriffe, 3. 354—7.
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an appeal to the judgment of the ¢p6mpios, and also to the

collective experience of men, sifted and corrected as we

have seen that he sifts and corrects it. Even Plato does

not think that a knowledge of the Ideas will suffice to

make his guardians good rulers without fifteen years of

practical experience. Perhaps, if Aristotle’s treatment of

Ethical and Political Science had been more abstract and

had concerned itself less with concrete detail, and if, again,

he had not construed its aim to be the promotion of

correct Practice, he might have been better able to dispense

with the aid of Opinion: but, after all, do not all inquirers

on these subjects to this day tacitly follow the method

which Aristotle avowedly adopts? Where is the inquirer

who does not tacitly refer to the best Opinion of his own

epoch in framing his account of virtue? What European

philosopher ever doubts that European institutions are the

best P _

The alleged difference between the aims of Practical and

Theoretic Science, which seems more than anything else to

lead Aristotle to distinguish between the two, appears,

indeed, to be an unreal ground of distinction between them.

May not moral and political science speculate about moral

action without any aim beyond the attainment of truth?

Is not Aristotle himself led by his view that the aim of

Political Science is to promote right action to make his

study of social facts, patient and comprehensive though

it is, less the central feature of the Politics than the study

of Society as it ought to be? Should not the careful

analysis of social tendencies, which we find, for instance,

in the book on Revolutions, have preceded and prepared

the way for the attempt to depict a best state]? Might

we not have been gainers, if he had addressed himself even

more closely than he has done to understanding social

phenomena and less to modifying them? Political Science

1 We have already noticed investigations, when he penned

that this would seem to have the concluding sentences of the

been the plan which Aristotle Nicomachean Ethics.

intended to adopt in his political
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‘begins’ for him ‘in History,’ no less than in Ethics: but

might not History have filled with advantage an even

greater place in his investigations?

It is possible, again, to overrate the value of the verdict

of the ¢po'vip.os, both in ethical and political questions. In

politics, the ‘wise and good man’ often clings overmuch

to the Good at the very moment when the Better is about

to take its place. Even on ethical questions, the ¢p6vnios

perhaps has no monopoly of insight. There is some truth

in one of the many shrewd remarks which are scattered

over the Laws of Plato—01’: yap 500v oz’io-L'as dperfis vianbah

pe'vm. 'rvyxdvova'w oi wohhof, i'oaofi'rov mi. 7013 Kpfvew rails

(’00in 0i wovnpoi. Kai. axpna'roc, 66?on 56' 11 mi. eiio'ToXov

é'vso'n Kai. rois‘ KaKoi‘s, 6301's wapm'ohhoi Kai 113v o'¢0'5pa Kaxt'liv

e?) T029 )uiyom Kai 'ra'is‘ 565mg oraipofiv'ral. rails dueivovs r6511

(’zvfipén'aov Kai Tails Xeipovas (Laws, 950 B—C). With this

we may compare a remarkable saying of Niebuhr :——‘ I am

bold enough not to shrink from the admission that I can

picture to myself as the inspired preacher of a wisdom at

once elevated and profound, I won’t exactly say Satan

himself, but a possessed person over whom the evil spirit

often comes and whom he often pervades; and looking to

the risk that denouncers of heresy may lay hold of what I

say, I will not speak hypothetically, but name Rousseau

and Mirabeaul.’

We need not wonder that the science of wohtrixfi is one Powersact

which is ‘hardly meet to be called’ a science, and that

it demands maturity both of mind and character, if WC°f11:I¢’>\"'""'I

- . . . . . —— BSbear in mind the sphere 1n which 1t works and the difli- sity’efra

culties with which it has to grapple. Its sphere is, as 31:23?”

we have seen, that of the Contingent—one in which the Fortune,

tendencies to Good, that here, as elsewhere, exist, are met, Mm

and often baflled, by the irregularities which attach to

matter and, above all, to human agency. It possesses

1 Kleine Schriften, I. 472, fectlyl have rendered this ener

quoted by Bernays, Phokion, p. getic and highly characteristic

104. I am well aware how imper- utterance.
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not only all the variability which characterises Matter, but

also that which characterises Man.

The first rude analysis of the subject-matter with which

it has to deal—we now confine our attention to the political

branch of woM'rmfi—reveals to us the working of powers

well known to Greek literature and speculation—Necessity,

Nature, Chance, and' Man; and if, as we gain a clearer

view of things, these agencies tend to fade away and to

be replaced by less familiar and less personal entities—

the four causes, or again, Potentiality and Actuality—it

will still be worth while to cast a hasty glance over these

more popular conceptions before they disappear.

The poets had spoken in well -known utterances of

Chance, Art, Necessity and Nature, as supreme in human

things. Agathon (Fr. 8) had said—

Kai pr‘p/ rd pe'v ye re'xvy npriaa'erv, 'rd 8%

1'1va rimiyxy Kai nix!) npoayiyvc-rar.

Euripides had connected Necessity and Nature—

Ti rad-m de'i

are'vsw dnep 8:1 xa-rr‘r (1)6011! dtsmspav;

66min yr‘zp ofide‘u raw riva-yxaiaw Bpor'ois.

Fr. 757, from the Hypsipyle :

and had elsewhere doubted whether Zeus is the necessity

which reigns in nature, or the intelligence of man—

'Oc'rts' 1r01" si 0'15, duo'rénad'ros ride'var,

Zeus, sir, dwiqu (pianos, sire voi/s Bporibv.

Troad. 847—8 : cp. Fragm. 1007.

There were philosophers who traced back the universe of

things to Nature and Chance, Art supervening upon them

but not adding much to their work (Plato, Laws, 889 A sqq. :

cp. 967 A); and Plato himself finds it easy to understand

how everything in the State, at all events, looks like the

outcome of Chance (Laws, 709 A); but he adds at once

that this is not the fact; on the contrary, God and Art

co-operate with Chance to shape its destinies. More

scientifically, Plato finds Matter, or Necessity, and Mind,

or the Idea, at the root of things 1. ‘ He is unable, owing

1 Cp. Tim. 68 E—69 A.
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to his Dualism, to merge these two causes in one, or to

recognize in Necessity the work of Reason and the positive

intermediary, not merely the limitation and negative con

dition, of her working’ (Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. I. 489 sq., ed. 2).

It is the tendency of Aristotle to soften thissharp Necessity.

antithesis, and to view the Necessary as the friend, if often

the inconstant friend, of the Good. He distinguishes three

kinds of the Necessary, two of which have no place in

the State (Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 331. 1): cp. Metaph. A. 7.

1072b 11, rd yap dvayxa'iov 'roo'av'raxéis, 'rb pEv flfq 5n

1rapz‘1 rip: dppxrjv, 1'6 5% 01': 01’”: draw 16 (17,75 6% pi] evoexo'ps

vov dAAws' 6AA, drrAc'Bs‘: de Part. An. I. I. 642 a. I, sic-iv iipa

515’ aZ-ri'ai. aiirar, r0' 9’ 01'; Evsxa Kai 1'5 6’5 dvdyxns“ woAMz.

yap yfveral. 5n dvd-yxn' Toms 6’ dz: TLS‘ Zuropfiirere 'rrofav M'

yovo-w c’wdquv oi Ae'yovres sf dvdyxns' r651; MEI: yizp 8150

'rpd-rrcov ofidércpov oio'v re fiwdpxew, 'ré‘w 6prw'pévwv 8v r029

Kurd ¢Lhoao¢iarr é'ir'ri. 5’ é'v ye To'is é'xovo'l. ye'veo-w 1‘] 'rpf'n)‘

Ae'yopeu yizp riyv 'rporpiyv dvayxaio'v TL Ka'r’ ofioe'rspov roiirmv

r611 rpo'rrwv, (PM, 511 oz’zx olo'v 're dvev Tali-rays eivat' 'rofiro

5’ 601% a'io'rrep Q: 15100406.... The State falls so far under

the sway of Necessity, as it begins in Matter1 and needs

instruments (6pyava)2: its matter and its provision of instru

ments are necessary pre-requisites, if it is to attain the

Good: they are conditionally necessary (ég 151.0040...»

évayxai‘a). But these indispensable conditions may assume

two very different characters. They may, if favourably

present, be positive contributors to the End, almost rising

to the level of its efficient cause (de Gen. An. 2. 6. 742a

19 sqq.). Necessity, if only we have to do with favourable

Matter, may be the fore-runner, the first or nascent form

of the Best: it may be Nature in disguise. On the other

hand, there may lurk in it an element of unfitness for the

Best, which will mar the whole evolution : the indispensable

condition, which may be the friend of the Best, may also

be its worst foe. The State must have a territory; yet

1 Phys. 2. 9. 200a 3o sqq. : cp. 2 Zeller, ibid.: cp. de Gen. An.

209a 14, iv yr‘ip 1i; iiky 1-6 dva'y- 2. 6. 742a 22 sqq.

KGIOII.
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Nature.

the characteristics of this territory may be unfavourable to

its political wellbeing (P01. 7 3. 1303b 7 sqq.). It must

start with a population, and here again the same thing

may occur (P01. 4 7. 1327 b 23 sqq.). It must have a

due supply of external goods; yet the pursuit of them

may draw men away from higher things. Thus the indis

pensable condition may prove a fetter and even a stumbling

block, for men may mistake the necessary for the best, the

means for the end. In any case, as the statesman, unlike

the carpenter or builder, is seldom free to select the mate

rial for his State, this element is likely, whether for weal

or for woe, to play a considerable part in shaping its

destiny. It might be better away, were this possible: but

there is a power capable of giving it a new direction and

making it a positive aid to the Best. Many things come

into existence for one end, marked out by Necessity;

and then Nature adroitly gives them a new turn, directing

them to the Best. The State itself came into existence,

in the hands of Necessity, ‘for the sake of mere life’; but

Nature carries it on to the higher end of ‘good life.’ Slavery,

which originates in necessity (P01. 1. 3. 1253b 25), becomes

eventually a source of virtue: the household in general

undergoes a similar re-adaptation. But indeed things

that are necessary may often be also expedientz'thus the

relation of ruling and being ruled is not only a necessary

condition of unity, but also expedient (Pol. I. 5. 1254a 21);

and if Necessity forges the link which binds together man

and wife, father and child, master and slave (P01. 1. 2.

1252 a 26 sqq.), and so calls into existence the Household

and State, Necessity and Expediency here coincide.

Closely allied with the ‘conditionally necessary’ is one

side of the conception which Aristotle terms Nature. "Eva

p.211 0511 rpd-n'ov oil-nos 1'] (#15019 )te'yerat, 1‘) npairn éxdo'rtp {morta

pe'vn iihn 763v exo'u'rwv Ev aim-01‘s dpxijv Kw'rjaews xal peraBohfis‘,

dAAou 5E rpdn’ov'i] pop¢i7 Kai 1'5 eldos 'rb Ka'rd 'rbv Miyov (Phys.

2. I. 193 a 28). It is in the former of these two senses that

Nature borders closely on Necessity. Nature is also spoken
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of as the end (f7 6% ¢17¢ns réAos ml 01’, é’vexa, Phys. 2. 2. 194a

28) ; and even as the path which leads from the one point

to the other (in 5% 1‘) (prints 1‘] Myope'vr; <59 ye'veo'ts 650'; 6411'“)

sis (11150111, Phys. 2. 1. 193b 12)‘. Nature is thus ‘a principle

of motion and rest implanted and essentially inherent in

things, whether that motion be locomotion, increase, decay,

or alteration’ (Phys. 2. 1. 192b I For though Aristotle

in countless passages speaks of Nature as a person, seeking

to realize aims and giving evidence of wisdom and virtue,

we soon learn to seek its agency rather in things them

selves. Its working seems hardly distinguishable from

that of God 2, except that it is more ubiquitous, more im

manent in things, more Protean and multiform; evidencing

itself, as we see in the Politics, not only in ‘ that which is

best,’ but also in ‘that which is necessary,’ ‘that which is

coeval with birth ’ (To ez’iflbs s’x yeve‘rfis‘), ‘ that which obtains

for the most part’ (-rb és 6’er r6 110M). If we know the

State to be the work of Nature from the fact that it brings

what is best, we learn this also by tracing it back to its

beginnings in Necessity, by investigating its origin in the

Household and Village. The real being, however, of

Nature is rather to be found in the end than in the process,

and rather in the process than its starting-point.

With Aristotle’s conception of Nature as bringing the

Best we may contrast the less cheerful Epicurean view,

which Lucretius adopts (5. 195 sqq.) :—

Quod superest arvi, tamen id natura sua vi

Sentibus obducat, ni vis humana resistat

Vitai causa valido consueta bidenti

lngemere et terram pressis proscindere aratris:

and Virgil in his train (Georg. 1. 197 sqq.):—

Vidi lecta diu et multo spectata labore

Degenerare tamen, ni vis humana quotannis

Maxima quaeque manu legeret: sic omnia fatis

In peius ruere, ac retro sublapsa referri.

Aristotle, on the contrary, finds in things a tendency to

1 SirA. Grant, Ethics, 1.278—9. and cp. de Gen. An. 731 b 24

‘ See Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 387-9, sqq.

C2
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evolve themselves right. Men sometimes can hardly choose

but do or say the right thing (de Part. An. I. 1. 642 a 19,

27: Metaph. A. 3. 984a 18: Teichmuller, Kunst, p. 383):

and if the State needs human contrivance to bring it into

existence (cp. 6 wpé‘iros‘ avarfiaas, P01. 1. z. 1253 a 30), its

contriver perhaps only ‘followed the guidance of things

themselves,’ for we hear of a ‘growth in things’ (r21 wpdy

para ¢v6psva) in connexion with the rise of the State

(P01. 1. 2. 12528. 24). Nature often gives us clear intima

tions of the true course: she seeks, for instance, to mark

off the natural slave by a special physical aspect and

bearing (1. 5. 1254b 27 sqq.); she creates in men a differ

ence of age, and so suggests the true basis for distinctions

of political privilege within the citizen body (4 I4.

1332 b 35). Yet she is often baffled (I. 5. 1254 b 32 sqq.),

and needs the aid of Art to bring things right. Thus it is

that Art partly completes what Nature is unable to carry

to completion, partly imitates Nature (Phys. 2.8. 199 a 15).

Aristotle, as we shall see, is at even more pains to show

that the State is a product of Nature than Plato1 had

been before him. His direct object in so doing is to

strengthen and consecrate its authority and to exhibit

its true relation to the individual. An incidental con

sequence of his arguments, however, is that whatever holds

good of ‘compounds formed by Nature’(-r& 4mm avvearc'fira)

holds good of the State. Thus, as Nature does everything

‘either from considerations of that which is necessary or

from considerations of that which is better 2,’ the structure

of the State must satisfy one or other of these tests. So

again, in all things that exist by nature, and not by acci

dent, whose essence is disorder (d-rafi'a)3, we look to find

order (rdfts) and proportion (cp. Phys. 8. 1. 252 a 11, éMo‘i

[u‘w 01’156'11 ye liraKrov r611 (info-er Kai. Kara. ¢15aw' fiyzip (pile-Ls

airia m'io't roigews' Ti‘) 6’ (’i-n'etpov wpos Tb i’irrelpov oilfie'va Ao'yov

E'Xet, rafts 5% Warm Ao'yos: Phys. 8. 6. 259 a IO, Ev yap

1 Laws, 889 sq. cp. Plato, Tim. 75 D.

2 De Gen.An. i. 4. 717a 15,1“; 8 De Part. An. 1. l. 641 b 23.

3:21 To liva-ykalovr’; 8rd Tb Be'hnov 2
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7on ¢ti<ret 56? Ta newepao-ue'vov Kai. To Be'hnov, 5v e'voe'xnrai,

uwépxew ur'iAon). Consequently, Aristotle insists on order

and proportion in the State: he cannot accept the hap

hazard organization of actual communities (Pol. 42. 1324b 5), the social anarchy of democracies (8 4.

1319b 27 sqq.), or even the indefinite and varying mag

nitude of Greek cities (4 (7). 4. 1326 a 8 sqq.: cp. de An. 2.

4. 4163. I6, r6511 5% ¢15<m o'vvw'raue'vwv mivrwv c’rr'ri ne'pas Kai.

Ao'yos' peye'fiovs re Kai. afigfio-ews). So again, ‘Nature always

gives things to those who can use them, either exclusively

or more largely than to others’ (de Part. An. 4. 8. 684 a 28).

The State, therefore, must follow the same rule in dis

tributing the advantages at its disposal—wealth, ofiice,

political power, and the like. So again, in all products

of Nature we find elements of two kinds—<3» oi’m d.qu and

uépn: the former necessary conditions of the thing but not

parts of it, the latter its parts. This holds also of the

State (P01. 4 8. 1328a 21 sqq.), and thus we find

Aristotle breaking the population of his State into two

sections, the one merely a necessary condition of the State

and not a part of it, the other concentrating in itself the

substance and true life of the State.

We have already seen that Matter, while indispensable as Sponta

a condition of the things into which it enters, is also so

variable that it may prove either the first step in the

process of Nature which ends in Actuality, or a distorting

and enfeebling influence. It is in this variability of Matter

that Spontaneity (r6 airo'uarou) and Fortune (115x17) take

their rise (Metaph. E. 2. 1027 a 13, (liars 1‘7 5M7 é’a-rat airi'a 1‘7

Evosxops'vr) 'n'api‘z 1'?) dis e’n'i. To nohi; dhhws 1'06 rrvpfiefinxo'ros).

‘The accidental,’ says Zeller 1, ‘arises when a free or

unfree activity directed to an end is brought by the

influence of external circumstances to produce a result

other than that end.’ Spontaneity is predicated in the

case of such a disturbance generally, whether the activity

disturbed and impeded is that of a being exercising Moral

1 Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 335.
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Choice or not ; Fortune, only when the agent whose activity

is thus modified is a being exercising Moral Choice. A third

form of the Accidental is the min-nmna—e. g. the occurrence

of an eclipse while one is taking a walk; and here the

Accidental appears in its purest form 1. It here takes the

shape of a mere co-existence in Space or Time of two

events standing in no causal relation to each other. As

Torstrik points out 2, Accident is not always a marring

influence: the movement to an end may be satisfactorily

accomplished, and yet incidentally set going the aimless

activity of Chance. Chance plays round the ordered

process of Nature, careless whether it mars or aids it3

or does neither. Its essential characteristic is to be with

out design and irregular; it is the negation of Intelli

gence and Nature—a power which acts without reason and

without that approach to regularity (To (39 e’vri r6 mm?)

which Nature exhibits. Aristotle evidently holds that if

everything happened by accident, nothing would be cal

culable beforehand. This is not really the case. Chance

itself is in some degree reducible to uniformities.

The popular Greek view set down the Accidental to the

Gods: thus Herodotus speaks frequently of 66in nixn,

Thucydides of 1‘] nixr, éx r01"; 0660114; Timoleon, according

to Plutarch 5, ‘having built a temple to Automatia close

to his house, sacrificed to her and consecrated the house

itself to the ‘Iepbs Aaipwv.’ Euripides, however, distin

guished between Fortune and the hand of the Deity 6, and

we find Philemon" placing in the mouth of one of his

characters the utterance—‘

1 Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 335. 3.

z Hermes, 9. 425.

a It sometimes aids Art at all

tus, 180), was perhaps present to

Timoleon’s mind.

6 L. Schmidt, Ethik der alten

events: cp. 're'xw; rtixrlv é'a'repge

ml 16x17 re'xqu (Eth. Nic. 6. 4.

1140 a :9 .

* Thuc. 5. 104, 112.

5 Timol. c. 36. The fate of the

Athenian Timotheus, who had

said that his success was due to

himself more than to Fortune

(Scholiast on Aristophanes, Plu

Griechen, I. 56, who refers to

Cycl. 606 (582 Bothe), Hecub. 49!

(465 Bothe)—to which references

may be added Herc. furens, 1205

sqq., where gods no less than

men are viewed as the sport of

fortune.

7 Inc. Fab. Fragm. 48 Didot.
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06K arer flpiv oridquia Tuxr) 666;,

01'1K :11le, dhhd Tal’fl'éll-GTOII, 5 'yiuc-rur

(be E'rvx' éKliUTtP,1fp0(Td‘y0p€l’/€TGL Trixr].

Menander makes a near approach to Aristotle in the lines—

‘99 dduzou, firm! 1') new ¢6m

drrodqi 'n. (re/1.11611, 'roii'ro 5' 1'; Tim KaKoi',

and

0685‘]! Ka-rr‘r hd-yov yived' for 110161 Trixr].

To Aristotle, at any rate when he speaks scientifically,

Accident is an influence arising at the opposite pole of

things to the Deity, and inasmuch as it is not directed

to an end, bordering closely on the non-existent 2.

The domain of Politics is exposed to the action of

Accident in all its forms. It was a mfnir-rwna that brought

the extreme democracy of Athens into being (P01. 2. 12.

1274 a 12). It rests with Fortune whether the State

possesses the adequate supply of accessories (minus-rpm

Xopnyfa) with which it should start, or not (P01. 4 (7). 13.

1332a 29: cp. c. 4. 1325 b 37 sq.).

To these powers Aristotle apparently adds as a fourth Man.

that of human agency, for though we might conceive it

as already included under the heads of Nature, Necessity,

and Accident, inasmuch as human beings form, as we

shall see, the Matter of the State, he clearly marks off

the agency of hiiz'wota from that of (info-is (e.g. Phys. 2. 5.

196 b 21) a.

He does not trace the gradual ripening of political

wisdom in man, as he traces in the Poetics the dawn of

Poetry. We do not learn whether Chance played the same

part in the growth of the State as it did in the develop

ment of the Poetic Art (Poet. 4. 1448 b 22: 14. 1454a 10).

Was the State the outcome of Trial and Failure (neipa, Poet.

24. 1459b 32)? We are not told, but we may probably

1 ’Ohvvfifa, Fragm. I Didot. Kai m'iv 1'5 81' dwdpriwrou, may also be

’ Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 336. referred to, though it loses weight

3 The enumeration in Eth. Nic. owing to the employment of the

3. 5. 1112 a 31, ai'rw. doxoizo'w rival word doKof/a'w.

(1)1301: Kai timiqu Kai 16x1], E'fl. Be 1101?:
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The State

only im

perfectly

amenable

to human

control.

assume that in this, as in other fields, Experience long

preceded Science.

But even when human agency approaches the subject

matter of Politics with all the resources both of Experience

and Science, it finds the State only imperfectly amenable

to its control. The reason of this will be readily inferred

from our review of the agencies at work in this sphere.

Science has to steer her way among the potent influences

of Necessity, Nature, and Accident, not to speak of human

aberrations. Nature, indeed, is her ally and guide, but with

the rest she has to do the best she can. '

The State is to Aristotle neither an ‘organism’ which

it is beyond man’s power to influence, nor a creation of

man which man can mould as he likes. It is in part, though

only in part, beyond his control. The Matter out of

which the State issues—the population with which it starts

—-may be untowardly; the territory may be other than

it should be; and even if, as in the best State, both

population and territory are all that can he wished, Acci

dent may still mar its development. The lawgiver often

has to deal with adverse conditions which he cannot alter,

and it is the business of Political Science to point out

not only what is to be done when wind and tide are

favourable, but also how the best may be made of adverse

circumstances 1.

In entering on his subject, Aristotle's first care is to

reassert the authority of the State, nominally in opposi

tion to those who had drawn only a quantitative distinc

tion between it and the household, but really in correction

of more serious errors—the error of those who had asserted

The neces

sity of the

State, its

value to

man and its

authority

over the

1 Cp. 6 (4). r. 1289 a 5 sqq. It

is hardly necessary to remark that

in asserting the existence of a

Science of Society Aristotle is

far from claiming that it enables

us to ‘ascertain the fundamental

laws of social evolution’ or to

‘forecast the future of society.’

History hardly groups itself to

him as an evolution. Accident

plays a large part in it. All he

asserts is that it is possible to

determine more or less scientifi

cally how the State should be

organized and administered under

varying social conditions.
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it to exist, not dado-a, but vo'piqi, and the error of those individual

who, like the Cynics, regarded it as a non-essential.

The distinction between r21 (juice; and To 116an arose in H's-Human

connexion with the question as to the reality of things— 31:21:?

a question which presented itself early in the history of

Greek philosophy. Gorgias appears to have denied exist- the State is

ence in toto. Others distinguished between things which l’nrgi’iitfuglw

exist (info-a and things which exist vo'plp. Some inquirers andthe

found that which exists by nature mainly in sensible 223533}?

things—in the elements, earth, air, fire, and water, and “’29:their compounds (Plato, Laws, 889 A sqq.); others denied :lrelgmsf'y

existence by nature to the heaven, but allowed it to the

world of animal life 1. More commonly, the natural was

identified with the necessary, as in the already quoted

fragment of Euripides: or with that which is fixed and

invariable (cp. Eth. Nic. I. 1. 1094b 14, To 8% mm Kat rd

Zit'Kaw. . . . roo'aiirnv é'XEI. 5ta¢opizv Kai nAtiqu, (Zia-re BoKe'iv vo'pcp

11.611011 ei’vat, qbziaet 6% an): or the immemorial, not ‘made

with handS’; as in Diog. Laert. 9. 45, now-rd 5E vo'mpa

(Ivar (sc. €¢a<rKev 6 Anudxpt'ros), (pile-st 6E dropa Kai. Kevo'v, and

in the famous lines of the Antigone of Sophocles, which

Aristotle quotes (Rhet. 1. 13. 1373b 9 sqq.: cp. 15. 1375a

32 sqq.), and understands as asserting existence by nature :4

Oi: ydp TL uiiv ye deds'r, dhh' def 1rore

(f; 70510, Kai/dds 025611 65 {iron (bring:

or the true, as distinguished from that which seems true

to the many (Aristot. Soph. Elench. I2. 173 a 15): or that

which is universally or generally recognized: thus the

sophist Hippias refused to recognize any laws as divinely

authorized, except those which are everywhere accepted

(Xen. Mem. 4. 4. 19 ; cp. the passages from Aristotle’s

Rhetoric just quoted).

Plato would probably find the natural, above all, in that

which participates in the Idea of Good; and Aristotle,

1 Cp. Aristot. de Part. An. I. I. ail-ropdrou Toioiirov a'vtr'rfival, e’v64I b 20 sqq., oi 85‘ raw ps‘v (qimv drrd nix”: Kai dragias 0:16,,61101711

Elmo-10v (lulu-st ¢aaiv eivat Kill 7614- ¢niverat.

0611i, 1131/ 8' oizpam‘w dm‘r 'rf/xqs Kai 1'06
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following in the same path, finds the natural in that which

is either a necessary condition of, or a direct contri

butor to, that which is best for the species—the specific,

not the universal, end. The tests of primitiveness (1'6 (1301):

éx yeve'rfis, P01. 1. 5. 1254a 23: 1'6 dpxa'iov, P01. 4 10.

I 329 a 40 sqq.) and of generality of occurrence (r6 6»; e’vri.

r6 10M) are also accepted by him. To ascertain what is

natural, we are taught to ask what obtains in normal

instances, what holds good of healthy and well—constituted

subjects (P01. 1. 5. 1254a 36 sqq.). It is not from bar

barians, but from Greeks that we learn the natural type of

the State and household (P01. 1. 2. 1252a 34 sqq., (Info-a

“Ev 017v . . . iv 62 mi; Bapficipots: cp. 6. 12553. 33 sq.).

It is by showing that the State satisfies these tests that

Aristotle is enabled to reassert its naturalness and its

authority over the individual. Both had been impugned.

The assertion that Right is not ¢15cra but vo'piq: led almost

inevitably to a similar assertion with respect to the State,

which represents a distribution of rights; and the effect of

this view was to weaken the authority of the State over

the individual. Some, indeed, like Callicles in the Gorgias

of Plato, by implication allowed the State to be natural

if it were in the hands of a man of transcendent ability

and force of character, but this condition of things was the

exception, not the rule.

Those who claimed that the State is not (Ma-er but vo’pup

did not necessarily imply that it owes its existence to a

compact, though the two ideas do not lie far apart: they

might mean only that its claims rest on general acceptance

—that it is the traditional, received thing—that its authority

is artificial, not based on Nature, but " of man’s devising,’

and that it need not have existed, if men had not chosen

that it should. The phrase brought its origin, however,

perilously near that of money (vo'uw'pta) or of law (vo’pos),

both of them things commonly conceived to rest on compact

and to depend on it for acceptance and authority‘; and we

1 Cp. Eth. Nic. 5. 8. n33a 28 ist Hippias (Xen. Mem. 4. 4. 13)

sqq.: Pol. 1.9.1257a 35. The soph- treated law as a kind of compact,
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are not surprised to find Glaucon, who undertakes in the

Republic to state the views of Thrasymachus, tracing the

origin of law and justice to compact. His language implies

that not only law but anything like legally regulated society

originates in compact. There are, indeed, passages even in

the Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle in which social relations

seem to be rested on contract: thus we read in Eth. Nic. 8.

I4. 1161 b 13, ai. 5E 1roM'ruraZ Kai. ¢vhenxal Kal o'vp'n'Ao'ixal. ml

300.; Totafi'rat (rptMat) Kowwvtxa'is (duMals) @oixaa't yWov' 010v

ydp KaO’ ripokoyt’av 'rwb. (bah/01110.1. eivat (cp. Eth. Nic. 9. 1 . I 163 b

32sqq. : P01. 2. 2. 1261 a 30 sqq., passages on which some

light is thrown by Rhet. I. I5. 1376 b II sqq.). In the Poli

tics, however, Aristotle not only contrasts law with compact

(P01. 3. 9. 1280 b 10), but seems everywhere to imply that

the State neither came into being by way of compact nor

is dependent on compact for its authority. It began in

the blind impulses which first formed the household and

broadened there into wider aims which nothing but the State

could satisfy. It glided imperceptibly into existence, as

men became successively aware of the various needs bound

up with their nature. Men could not choose but form it, or

some imperfect substitute for it. It is as much a necessity

of human existence as food or fire. Its authority rests on

the same basis as the authority of the father, not on consent,

but on the constitution of human nature. Epicurus, on the

contrary, ‘ insisted on an original compact between the

individual members of society as the origin of its establish

ment‘,’ and in so doing reasserted the doctrine ascribed by

Glaucon to Thrasymachus in a slightly more unequivocal

form2.

in agreement with popular opinion

(Aristot. Rhet. 1. 15. 1376b 9),

and asked, vépovs‘, Z) Edmpa'res‘, mi);
Ev 'ns‘ r'lyrlla'avro wrouBaiov 'rrpfiyua

slum i) 11‘) wsiaeudal. aim-air, oils 'ye

wohhdkts airroi oi. de'pevol. droaom

pdo'av-rec perurifieu-rm ;

‘ Prof. Wallace, Epicureanism,

. r 58.

2 The doctrine of the origin of

society in contract, when Epi

curus at last distinctly put it

forth, was put forth, not with the

comparatively restricted aim of

limiting monarchical authority,

with which it has often been up

held in modern times, but with

the far more revolutionary aim of

throwing the State further into the

background of human life by

representing it as a thing of man’s

devising, not an imperious dic
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As the teaching of some of the Sophists had tended to

impair the authority of the State, or to limit its functions to

the protection of the individual from wrong, so the teaching

of the Cynics led up to a denial that the wise man needs a

State of his own other than the whole world. The doctrines

of the Cynics, no less than those of these Sophists, are con—

troverted in the opening chapters of the Politics. Even Plato,

in one of his dialogues at all events, had failed, in Aristotle's

opinion, to do full justice to the State and its claims. He

had treated the City-State as a mere enlarged household,

and had spoken as if the master of slaves, the head of a

household, and the King or citizen-ruler of a State only

differed in the number of those they ruled. It is primarily

in correction of this doctrine, which is not indeed much in

harmony with Plato’s ordinary view of the comparative

claims of State and household, and is perhaps rather Socratic

than Platonic, that Aristotle traces, first the beginnings of

the household, and then the rise of the household into the

City—State. The inquiry, however, offers a convenient op

portunity of refuting other and more serious errors—those

of the Sophists and Cynics.

The genetic method which Aristotle follows in this

inquiry- may surprise those who remember that he lays

down the prirr‘iple elsewherel, that the genesis of a thing is

to be explained by its nature or essence (mic-Ea), not the

nature of it by its genesis. It is, he says, because the thing

is what it is, that it came into being as it did. If we want,

therefore, to know what the State is, we must ask, it would

seem, not the mode of its genesis, but rather its end. Yet

he invites us, at the very outset of the Politics, to study the

growth of the State ab 01/0 (r21 npéypa-ra (bud/lava). His

object, however, in this is not so much to ascertain what

the State is as to prove that it exists by nature, and to show

_ tate of his nature. Epicurus, in They struck down the traditional

fact, trod in the footsteps of the guide ofhumanlife without having

Sophists referred to in the text. anything to substitute for it.

' But then he had a philosophical 1 De Part. An. 1. 1.640a I3sqq.

discipline to set in the place of (especiallya 33—h 4): 642a 31.

the State, which they had not.
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that it stands to the household as a whole stands to its part

or as a full-grown plant stands to the seed from which it

sprang.

In correction of the errors of Plato and others to which

reference has been made, Aristotle first traces back the

household to necessity and nature, and then shows that the

'State is a derivative of the household. It differs in species

from the household, but yet it is akin to it and issues from

it. He takes the two relations which make up the earliest

form of the household, before, with the birth of children, a

third is added, that of father and child, and he shows how

they issue, not from deliberate choice, but from impulse

and necessity—the relation of husband and wife from an

impulse common to man with animals and plants, that of

master and slave from the instinct of self-preservation. The

household thus arises; and probably some of those who

were most earnest in impugning the naturalness of the

State accepted the household as natural. The sophist

Hippias, at .all events, regarded the law which enjoins

reverence to parents as a law universally accepted and

imposed by the gods (Xen. Mem. 4. 4. 20). But the State

rises out of the household through the intermediate institu

tion of the Village, which is properly a Clan-Village, and

thus betrays its relation to the household. Already the

Village supplies a wider range of wants than the house

hold—ministers to some wants which are not mere daily

wants; and the State does no more than proceed a little

farther in the same path. The State itself originally exists

for the sake of ministering to life, and only by degrees goes

on to minister to noble living. Thus there is no traceable

break in the rise of the State out of the household; the

early State, like the household, is under kingly rule; and

if the one is self-complete, while the other is not, if the one

is the culmination, or full-grown form, of the other, there

is but one movement, one aim—that of supplying human

needs—underlying the whole process. The household can—

not be natural and the State other than natural : what holds

of the former must hold of the latter: if the household is
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natural, 0 fortz'orz' the State is so, for it is the completion

of the household. We need not, however, trace the State

back to the household, in order to prove that it is natural.

It is by nature, because its end is the end of all natural

things—that which is best (1252 b 34 sq.).

These facts already justify the assertion that man is a

naturally political being, for we find that man is, as it were,

started by nature on an inclined plane which carries him in

the direction of the Best, and that thus a movement is

initiated which cannot pause till it closes in the State: but

he is a naturally political being for another reason also ; he

possesses the gift of language, which reflects a consciousness

of the just and the unjust, the good and the bad, and it is

this consciousness that serves as a basis for household and

State; whereas even the most naturally social of the lower

animals only possess voice, and voice expresses no more

than a sense of pleasure and pain. In drawing this marked

distinction between the sociality of man and that of gre

garious animals, Aristotle probably aims at correcting the

mistake, as he conceives it to be, of Plato, who had pro

tested in the Politicus (262 A sqq.) against an abrupt distinc

tion of dyekawrpoqzlmj in relation to man from dyehawrpoqumj

in relation to other animals, explaining that one might just

as well divide mankind into Hellenes and barbarians, or

into Lydians and non-Lydians‘. If, then, at the outset we

found Society traced to impulses shared by the lower

animals, we now learn to regard the household and State as

exclusively human institutions 2. We see also that the State

‘ He may possibly also have in ist among the lower animals, if its

Animalshis mind a passage of the Laws

(680 E)—ol': s'1r6juvot Kada'm'p 6'va

Bes‘ ri-yéhrjv play flou'jo'ouu'i, 'n'a-rpovo

you/1.51101 Kai Baa-theiav 1rao'5w 6mm

o-rdrqv Bamheuépevm, which occurs

in Plato’s sketch of the origin of

society. Plato strangely enough

seems more inclined than Aristotle

to reason from the lower animals

to man (cp. P01. 2. 5. 1264 b 4:

and Laws, 713 D).

2 It is indeed implied, P01. 3. 9.

1280a 32, that the "67“: might ex

end were r6 {fiv pévov.

are said (Eth. Nic. 6. 13. 1144 b 4

sqq.: cp.Eth.Nic.7.I.II45a25)to

possess qbvmxr‘; dprrr'; (see also Hist.

An. 8. I. 589 a 1 sqq.). Some echo

of Pol.1. 2. 1253 a 9 sqq. is pos

sibly traceable in Plutarch de

Amore Prolis, c. 3,a passage which

may be based on, or contain ex

tracts from, some composition of

the great physician Erasistratus,

who was a pupil ofTheophrastus.
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is not merely forced on man by his needs, but foreshadowed

by his nature, and requisite to give full play to his faculties;

that man bears marks of being intended for life in the State.

The dfi‘oIth‘, if a man and not above or below humanity, is

not only a man whose needs are incompletely satisfied, but

also one whose faculties are without an adequate field for

their exercise.

We might imagine that Aristotle would stop at this point,

having now come to the end of the argument by which he

seeks to establish that the State is by nature and that man

is intended by nature for life in the State; but he goes on

to assert that the State is prior in nature to the household

and the individual. He argues that the individual, being

incomplete without the State, is related to it as a part to a

whole, and that the whole is prior in nature to its part. He

makes no subsequent use of this principlel; so that we can

only conjecture why he lays stress upon it. He does so

probably, partly because if the State and individual were

both pronounced to be by nature and therefore to stand so

far on an equality, the authority of the State over the

individual would still be imperfectly restored, and its relative

dignity imperfectly vindicated; partly in order to place in

the strongest light the disparity of the household and the

State, and therefore the contrast of the householder and

the statesman. He goes on further to enforce the claims

of the State by showing from what a depth of degradation

the State saves man, and how great are the benefits it has

conferred upon him. Without the State and the virtue it

developes in man, man would be the worst of animals:

with it he rises far above their level.

In Aristotle’s view, the State is as essential to man’s

existence as the act of birth. For existence means com

plete existence, and without the State a man is a mere

bundle of capacities for good or evil without the faculty

(rppo'v'qa-is Kai. apmi), for whose hand they were intended:

I It is not on the priority of the bling that of a whole to its part

State to the individual, but on the that he dwells in 5 (8). 1. I 337 a 27.

fact of its relation to him resem
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he is, as it were, a helm without a helmsman—‘ nave senza

nocchiero in gran tempesta.’ Existence also means real

living existence, not such an existence as that of the part

after the whole is destroyed—as that of the hand or eye

after life has left the body. The State is a condition of

complete and real human existence—of existence in the full

sense of the word: its place in the process of man’s life is

thus as assured as that of the act of birth, or of the taking

of food. It matters not that whole races of men are

doomed to remain half-grown and never to realize the

City-State: we judge of what is natural for man by that

which holds good of well-constituted natures. Man is a

being marked out by nature for the gradual attainment of

a definite limit of growth, and the State is the means of

enabling him to do so. Man’s duty to the State is no

more a matter of compact than his duty to be virtuous.

Compact is not needed as a basis for the authority of a

State which fulfils the end of the State, nor can it lend

authority to a State which does not do so.

The State does not come into being, in Aristotle’s view,

in derogation from, or limitation of, man’s natural rights:

on the contrary, it calls them into existence. It enunciates

what is just (P01. 1. 2. I253a 37, 1‘7 8% 5mmon noMrLKo'v'

1‘] yap filmy WOALTLKfiS‘ Kowaivfas‘ 'rdfts‘ éa-riv‘ 1'7 5% 5007 r013 duratiov

xpt'a-ts): it is in the State, and with reference to its end, that

men’s rights are to be determined (P01. 3. 12. 1282 b 14sqq.).

If persons outside a given State are recognized by those

belonging to it as possessing rights—for example, rights to

freedom or to be ruled not despotically but as freemen

should be ruled, Aristotle would probably nevertheless say

that rights in their origin are traceable to the internal

relations of the State. Contrast Chrysippus, Hepl (9er (ap.

Plutarch. de Stoicorum Repugn. c. 9)—01’1 ydp @0er 613,051: rfis

ammonium tian dpxiqv 0138' thm: ye'veaw 1‘] H71! @x 1'06 A169

ml rijv Ex r1“); Kowfis (Inform. Finding the natural in the best

form of the State, Aristotle has no call to imagine a state

of nature antecedent .to society, and involving risks which

compel the formation of the State as a pz's aller. The State
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exists, according to him, because of the better elements in

human nature, rather than because human nature is a

compound of good and bad. The love of society and the

perception of right and wrong implanted by nature in man,

the impulse of self-perpetuation, the need of protection and

sustenance, the higher needs that gradually assert them—

selves: these are the things to which the State owes its

existence. Man is a being the satisfaction of whose material

needs suggests and leads on to the satisfaction of higher

needs. The rise of the State merely reflects man’s destin

ation to moral development. Kant, on the contrary, in his

‘ Idee zu einer allgemeiner Geschichte in weltbiirgerlicher

Absicht,’ traces the State to antagonisms resulting from

the fact that men have both tendencies to social union

and tendencies disruptive of it, both general sympathies

and private interests‘.

The argument of Aristotle must probably have failed to Remarks

convince the partisans of the opposite doctrine. Some of

his opponents would reject his account of the functions of gumm

the State, and would confine them to the protection of

men’s rights: others might say that the picture he draws of

the State is a picture of an ideal State very different from

the State as it is, and that his defence of the State is con

sequently a defence of a State which is nowhere to be

found: others would perhaps dispute the genesis of the

State from the household, and make it out to be rather a

thing of man’s devising, and to be designed less for man’s

improvement, than his convenience.

For ourselves, the close historical connexion between the

family relation and the State has been placed beyond

doubt, though the intrinsic difference between the two

institutions is more evident to us than to the Greeks, whose

State was in many respects more like a household than our

own. Aristotle indeed himself rightly rests the claims of

the State rather on its adaptation to human nature and its

incalculable services than on its succession to the household.

1 Kant, Werke, 7. 321 sq. See Flint, Philosophy of History, 1. 391.

VOL. 1. I)
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Its authority, however, may be vindicated without seeking

to prove that it is everything to man; or even that it is a

product of nature. The word ‘nature’ means less to us

than it did to the Greeks. On the other hand, so far as

Aristotle’s argument goes to show that the authority of the

State is not based on consent, it possesses permanent im

portance.

Cicero (de Rep. 1. 24. 38) is sarcastic at the expense of

some inquirers who had begun their political speculations

in a similar fashion to Aristotle, though one or two of his

expressions (e. g. ‘quot modis quidque dicatur’) make it

doubtful whether he is thinking of Aristotle :—‘ Nec vero,

inquit Africanus, ita disseram de re tam illustri tamque nota,

ut ad illa elementa revolvar, quibus uti docti homines his in

rebus solent, ut a prima congressione maris et feminae,

deinde a progenie et cognatione ordiar, verbisque quid sit

et quot modis quidque dicatur definiam saepius: apud pru

dentes enim homines et in maxima re publica summa cum

gloria belli domique versatos quum loquar, non commit

tam ut sit illustrior illa ipsa res, de qua disputem, quam

oratio mea.’ He so states the primary cause of the forma

tion of the State, as to give a greater prominence to man’s

natural sociality than to his needs: ‘ Coetus autem prima

causa coeundi est non tam imbecillitas quam naturalis quae

dam hominum quasi congregatio: non est enim singulare

nec solivagum genus hoc’ (Cic. de Rep. 1. 25. 39). Else

where, however, neglecting Aristotle’s distinction between

the cause of the original formation of the State and the

cause of its existencel, he makes ra a”: fiiv the cause of its

formation: ‘Considerate nunc cetera quam sint provisa

sapienter ad illam civium beate et honeste vivendi societa

tern: ea est enim prima causa coeundi et id hominibus

efiici ex re publica debet partim institutis, alia legibuss

(de Rep. 4. 3.

Bacon's account of the origin of society2 is noticeable,

l Something not altogether un- friend has pointed out to me, in

like Cicero’s statement appears, Eth. Nic. 8. II. 1160a 11 sqq.

however, to be implied in P01. 3. z ‘Argument of Sir F. Bacon,

6. 1278b 21 sqq., and also, as a His Majesty’s Solicitor-General,
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both because it is obviously influenced by Aristotle's

views, and because it does not trace society to a primitive

compact. ‘The first platform of monarchy,’ he says, ‘is

that of a father, who governing over his wife by prerogative

of sex, over his children by prerogative of age and because

he is author unto them of being, and over his servants by

prerogative of virtue and providence (for he that is able of

body and improvident of mind is natura serum), is the very

model of a king.’ On this pattern the earliest society was

constructed. ‘ The first original submission is paternity or

patriarchy, which was, when a family growing so great, as

it could not contain itself within one habitation, some

branches of the descendants were forced to plant them

selves into new families, which second families could not by

a natural instinct and inclination, but bear a reverence and

yield an obeisance to the eldest line of the ancient family

from which they were derived.’ Bacon adds, as secondary

and later sources of monarchy, admiration of virtue or

gratitude towards merit, gratitude for salvation in war, or

enforced submission to a conqueror. ‘All these four sub

missions are evident to be natural and more ancient than

law.’ ‘All other commonwealths, monarchies only ex

cepted, do subsist by a law precedent . . . but in monarchies,

especially hereditary . . . the submission is more natural

and simple, which afterwards by laws subsequent is per

fected and made more formal, but it is grounded upon

naturel.’ ‘Nulla apud Baconem,’ Friedl'ander remarks,

in the case of the Postnati of

Scotland ;’ quoted by C. Fried

lander, De Francisci Baconis

Verulamii doctrina politica, p. 15.

1 Bacon evidently intends to

suggest that the claims of Mon

archy are superior to those of

other constitutions—an inference

which Aristotle is far from draw

ing from its priority in point of

time. ‘While the Protestant

writers on Natural Law persist

ently maintain that the State is a

divine ordinance—while they in

cline to place the subject in the

same position with respect to his

King as that which the child holds

to the father whom he has had no

part in selecting—while again

they firmly assert the inde

feasible Majesty of the Head of

the State, the jesuit writers on

the subject take a diametrically

opposite view. They insist in

the interest of the Church on the

human origin of the State, on its

origin in a primitive social com

pact, and infer from this that

where the Prince shows himself

unworthy of the power committed

D2
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Aristotle's

account of

the rigin

of t1 :

Statt.

‘vestigia ficti illius, quem Hobbesius profert, status natura

lis, qui bellum fuisse cogitatur omnium contra omnes;

nulla vestigia pactorum illorum quibus homines se invicem

obstrinxissent, occurrunt.’

It will be observed that, if Aristotle deals with the

question of the origin of the State, he deals with it only

incidentally, and in course of proving that the State exists

by nature. We must not, therefore, expect from him more

than a cursory treatment of the question.

Plato had twice sketched the origin of society——first in

the Republic and again in the Laws; and his two accounts

do not altogether coincide. He had traced its origin in

the Republic 1 to man’s need of the services of his fellows :

he here starts with the single individual and shows how

unable he would be to supply his own needs without the

aid of at least four or five others, and how the efforts of

this group of individuals would fail of full efiicicr. y in the

absence of a scheme for distributing and combining their

labour. The interchange of the products of their industry

is thus, according to this passage, the first-and most ch'a

racteristic fact of social life. In the Laws 2, however, while

tracing the succession of constitutions from its starting

point, he incidentally developes another view of the origin

of society. He had apparently noticed that the sites of

ancient cities were often close under the slopes of high

hills, still more ancient traces of habitation being found

on the summits of these hillsa; and these facts seemed

to him, the mandate he holds may

be withdrawn from him’ (J. E.

Erdmann, Geschichte der Phil

osophie, r. 574). A Solicitor

General’s argument in the time of

James I, and especially an argu

ment of Bacon as Solicitor-Gen—

eral, was, however, certain to be

sufficiently monarchical in tone.

1 Rep. 369A Sqq., (i 'yt-yvotte'mlv

1767\11/ asao'aiyeea Mi'ytp x.-r.)\. Plato’s

treatment of the subject in the

Republic is no doubt, however,

more ideal and less historical than

in the Laws. Perhaps indeed we

could hardly expect him to trace

the State back to the household

in a dialogue in which the house

hold was about to be abolished.

2 B. 3, 676 A682 B.

5 Or, very probably, be was

merely building on Homer’s de

scription of the Cyclopes, which

both Plato and Aristotle take as

a picture of the earliest human

society :—
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to him to point to the further fact of a primitive deluge,

the survivors of which began society afresh on the hill

tops, each household being ruled by the father and exist

ing either independently or in combination with a few

others. Why the survivors of the deluge should be found,

when the curtain draws up, grouped in such small bodies,

Plato does not explain. The next phase of society is

a larger agglomeration of households, accompanied with a

change of the site of the settlement to the foot of the

hill-slope.

It is evident both from the general tenour of Aristotle's

account of the origin of society, and from the repetition

in it of incidental expressions used in this passage of the

Laws 1, that he has this sketch before him in his own

treatment of the subject. The deluge, indeed, is dropped

out, and all the picturesque features of Plato’s story: we

lose also some instructive hints, such as the apart-u that

the earliest men were hunters and herdsmen (Laws, 679 A) ;

and the series of societies—household, clan-village, and

city-State—is marshalled before us, stripped of historical

detail and reduced to a somewhat bald outline. But Aris

totle has seized the idea that society begins with the house

hold, not with the group of producers to which the Re

public traces it back, and he holds firmly to it. He adds,

however, an account of the origin of the household—a

subject which Plato had not touched. As we have seen,

he traces this, not, like Locke, to the long infancy and

long minority of the human being, which, but for wedlock,

would impose an overwhelming burden on the mother, but

1901 oi-y' injnjhév dpe'mv vnioucn

Klipqvu,

2. 1252 b 18: and Laws, 680 D—E,

p6»: 05v oi’m e'K rotier (sc. Bumm

e'v one'a'o't yhadwpoia't.

Cp. Laws, 677 B.

1 e.g. Laws, 681 A, rr'bv oixiju-swv

1'06er 11-61(6va al’ltfm'ope'vmv 5!: 11311

Htm-rduwv Kai npérmv—cp. P01. 1. 2.

1252 b IS, 1'] 6’ 6')! "Acuiqu oZKqu

notvwvia flplifl'f] xprjo'caos 3:10:61! '11)

e’tprjpc'pov Kdip-r] 2 Laws, 68I B, 1mi

3419 Kai Waist-w nuidar—Cp. P01. I.

1"?!“ yi-yuoutat) ‘rc'bv Kafl‘z piav oi'xrjmu

Km Kara 'ysuos‘ sieonap/Ae'vwv info

drropiac 1'1"]: e'v mis ¢00pais, s'v nie

1'6 npswfiura'rou EstL 6121 n‘) rr‘lv

dpxr‘jv airrois c’x mrrpos xal pvl'rpdc

‘yGYOI’Iél/fll, ms f'ndpevot xadu'rrcp 3pm

Ges‘ dyehryv [Ll-0‘1! wotqo'oum, mi-rpn

vapoupsuol. Kfll, Bamhsuw 1.1105"!

thato-rd'rrjv Bamhsudpsvm;
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to certain powerful instincts, which hardly, perhaps, account

for the permanence of the conjugal relation.

We see that, in Aristotle’s view, the State so far treads

in the steps of the Household and Village, that it never

ceases to be a common life, for this is implied in the term

Kowwvfa. A sundered and scattered citizen—body, like that

of Rome, would not be to Aristotle a citizen-body‘ at all.

Mutual personal acquaintance (4 4. 1326 b 14 sqq.) was

essential to the citizens for the discharge of their political

duties; and besides, a common life (r6 ovffiv), though not

enough of itself to constitute a State (3. 9. 1280b 29 sqq.),

is, in his opinion, a necessary condition of State-life. But

though the State resembles the household and village in

this particular, it developes virtues unknown or imperfectly

known to them. justice, in the true sense, first appears in

the State.

We have already seen that too much must not be

expected from a sketch of the origin of society, which

is introduced mainly to prove its naturalness, and does

not profess to aim at exhaustiveness. It is, evidently,

largely ideal. Each of the successive Kowwvfcu. is repre

sented in its correct and normal form. _The confusion,

common among barbarians, of the wife with the slave

(I. 2. 1252b 5 sq.) is just noticed and no more. No time

is spent on such deviation-forms of the Household as that

mentioned as prevalent in Persia (Eth. Nic. 8. 12. 1160b 27),

where the father uses his sons as slaves. The relation

between master and slave is conceived as a relation in which

each side finds its advantage. The retrospect thus acquires

rather an ideal aspect. It is an historical retrospect, but

the many erroneous types of each Kowwvt'a which have pre

sented themselves are thrown on one side, and we take

note only of the normal evolution. The gradual expan

sion of the solitary household into the clan-village and

the city-State is an ideal picture, rather than an historically

traceable fact. If Aristotle intends to imply that the

household is coeval with the first origin of society, he

omits to notice that society occasionally exists, as Hero
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dotus already knew, Without the institution of marriage,

even in its rudest polyandric form. Aristotle, again, traces

the development of society without reference either to

religion or to war, each of which has probably exercised

a powerful influence upon it, even if they have not been

the main factors in the movement.

If we doubt whether the household finds a place in the

most rudimentary form of society, and therefore whether

the starting-point of’Aristotle’s evolution is really the true

starting-point, we need not hesitate to deny that the cul_

mination of the process, as he conceives it, is really its

eulmination. He seems to close the social evolution long

before its real termination. The city-State, as he depicts

it, without a Church, without fully developed professions,

with an imperfectly organized industrial and agricultural

system and a merely parochial extent of territory, cannot

be considered ‘self-complete,’ as he asserts it to be:

perhaps, indeed, no single State can be held to be so.

The é’Ovos, again, finds no place in this sketch of social

development: Aristotle’s view of it, indeed, does not seem

to be wholly self-consistent. For though not only Baa-L

Asia, which is one of the normal constitutions, but even

wapflamkefa, the most divine of them all, might exist in

an é’0vos or group of £01m (P01. 3. 14. 1285b 31 sq.), the

é'duos is pronounced to be self-complete only in respect of

things necessary (adrdpxns- £11 'ro'is dvayxafots‘, 4 4. 1326 b

4), and also deficient in the ‘difi'erentiation’ which marks

the State (2. 2. 1261 a 27).

Two conclusions, especially, result from this inquiry: The 116)“;

the one, that the min; is the true subject of the investi- 3:32:13'

gations of Political Science; the other, that the no'Ms‘, 11PM s°~

being a natural entity (r611 Kard (Mo-w avveo-rairwv), is not 321,222

a. thing to take any and every shape that the convenience $21.22?“

of the individual may dictate, but, on the contrary, has political

a physiology of its own, and a natural structure of its own, Sludy'

which must be ascertained.

The Greek language left Aristotle no alternative, save
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to identify the 116M; with the State. The term, which was

thus placed before him for analysis, was not a term like our

word ‘State,’ vague in etymology and meaning and thus

susceptible of any connotation. It came to him fresh from

popular use and full of associations of a definite kind.

Evidently it implied, in the first place, that a State with

out a city at its centre was not a State at all. It is true

that the word 7rd)“; is occasionally used in the sense of

‘a country"; but it has nothing of the vagueness in this

respect of the Latin word ‘ respublica.‘

Another obvious inference from the word wo'Ats was that

the State was something inclusive and all-comprehending.

The word ‘respublica,’ on the contrary, implies a distinction

between ‘res publica’ and ‘res privata.’ The Greek word

made it easy to regard the State as the Whole of which the

individual was a part. It led to a view of human society

as a whole: no line was drawn between the social and the

political system : production, trade, science, religion were as

much phenomena of the State as government. Hommi

was held to regulate all human activities and to provide

for their harmonious co-operation for a common end.

The word 116mg, again, tended to suggest a limit to the

size of the State. The city, it would be felt, could not be

indefinitely large, and therefore, as the State was a city,

neither could the State. It implied, further, that the State

involved a common social life (Ta avffiv); that a mere

participation in a common government was not enough. It

perhaps suggested the idea that the State was not an

abstraction, existing apart from the human beings and the

territory which made it up, but that it was a concrete thing

hardly separable from its walls, its soil, its inhabitants, and,

above all, its citizens. Aristotle, indeed, uses the word

116M; in conflicting senses. He often seems to use it so as

to include all who exchange services of whatever kind

within the State (e. g. P01. 1. 3. 1253b 2 sqq.: 2. 2. 1261 a

23: 3. 4. 1277a 5 sqq., a passage which is perhaps only

aporetic): more strictly, the woAZrat are the 11'0'Ms' (6

‘ See Liddell and Scott, s. v.
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11. 1295b 25: 3. 6. 1279a 21); and this appears to be his

prevailing view (3. 1. 1274 b 41).

Lastly, the word implied, by its antithesis to the House

hold and the Village, that the State, though the highest,

was not the only form of Society. To Hobbes the State

is the earliest social unity. It was not so to Aristotle.

I

Aristotle assumes, in the very first sentence of the Politics,

that the State is a Kowwvia. 1. But What is a Kowva'a? \Ve

search in vain in Aristotle’s writings for any systematic ac

count of Kowwvi’a. As in the case of many other terms, we

are left to make out the meaning he attaches to the word

from a number of scattered passages which rather imply

than state it. The subject of Kowva'a is touched upon by

Aristotle, partly in the Nicomachean Ethics, partly in the

Politics. The household, for instance, so far as it is a form

of Friendship (¢i)u’a), is treated in the Ethics. The virtues

which go to the maintenance of a Katmai/[a are described in

the Ethics. In the Politics we have mostly to do with

Kowwm'ai composed of rulers and ruled, and with the prin

ciples which determine the nature of the rule exercised.

For there are Kowwviai which are not composed of rulers

and ruled, as will shortly be seen. We seem to gather from

the scattered data we possess that every Kowawia must—

1. Consist of at least two human beings diverse from

each other (Eth. Nic. 5. 3. 11339. 16 sqq.) : and these human

beings must not stand to each other in the relation of

instrument and end, for in that case there will not be

enough in common between them. At least, this is the

teaching of P01. 4 8. 1328 a 21 sqq., and Eth. Nic. 8. 13.

1161 a 32 sqq.: yet the first book of the Politics asserts

a Kowwvt'a between master and slave, which is a case of

precisely that disparity. Perhaps the very unequal Kowawia,

like the unequal form of friendship, is to be regarded as

a lower form of the thing, though not so low as wholly

to forfeit the name.

1 The word Kowowia is hardly

translatable in English. It is, as

will be seen from the text, a far

wxcler terrr than ‘association.’

The mm:

a. Kowwm'a,

and a

compound

Whole, a.

alivaerov.
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2. These human beings are regarded as possessing éyafié.

and exchanging them: thus a Kowwvt'a is formed by a

buyer and a seller, or by husband and wife. Beings who

do not stand in need of anything or anybody do not form

xowwm’at: thus the gods, whom the Stoics conceived as being

in Koivwvt’a with men, cannot be so in Aristotle’s view.

The dyaGd exchanged, even if in truth so diverse as to be

incommensurable, must be commensurable in relation to

demand (Eth. Nic. 5. 8. 1133 b 18): their ratio will in a fully

developed society be measured by money.

3. The two parties unite in a common action (npiifts): see

for illustrations Eth. Nic. 9. 12. 1172a 3sqq. Buyer and

seller unite in exchanging. The Kowwvot' of a State unite

in ‘the best life of which they are capable’ (P01. 4 8.

1328a 36): those of the best State in ‘the actualization

and perfect exercise of virtue’ (38). This is the Kowo'v n,

which the existence of the Kowmuia implies—a common aim

(Eth. Nic. 8. 11. 1160 a 8 sqq.) and common action.

4. A passage here and there in the Ethics seems to imply

a compact, tacit or other, between the parties to the Kowwm'a.

So in Eth. Nic. 8. 14.1161b 13 sq. we are told that ‘Political

Friendship’ appears to rest on compact ai. noM-rtxai Kai.

(MM-rural Kai o'vjtnko‘ixai Kai b'o'at Tomi-rat (duhiat) Kowva

Ka'is‘ (¢L)\fats) e’ofxao‘t pfikhov‘ oiov ydp Kafi’ duohoyfav 'rwr‘z.

(pail/011ml. eivat' (is razi'ras 8% rdifetev iiv rts Kai. Till! Esvuojv),

while the friendship of relatives and comrades is held, on

the contrary, not to rest on any such basis. There is

nothing, however, to this effect in the Politics, where the

State is distinctly traced to a root in the family relation.

If we examine the ziMaKnKfi Kowwvt'a, or union for

exchange, we shall find all these features present. Buyer

and seller combine to exchange certain commodities on

certain terms with a view to their own advantage.

In a Kowwvt’a of this simple kind, however, we notice the

absence of one feature which is conspicuously present in the

xowwvt'al. which pass before us in the opening chapters of

the Politics—the household, village, and State. In Trade

no relation of rule and subjection is established between
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the xowwvoi 1. The parties to an union for exchange stand,

as such, on one and the same level.

The State is thus not only a Kowmm'a, but a Kowmm'a.

consisting of rulers and ruled. It is a Whole composed of

parts (1. 2. 1253a 20: 4 (7). 8. 1328a 21 sq.), not a [Lifts

or a xpficrts in which the mingled elements vanish, replaced

by a new entity, the result of the mixture; still less is

it a mip¢vats (P01. 2. 4. 1262b 10 sq.): it is, on the con

trary, a o-u’vOeo-ts (3. 3. 1276b 6), an union in a compound

form of uncompounded elements (dmivfiem), which continue

to subsist as elements or parts within the compound Whole.

Being a Whole, the State is composed of dissimilars (2. 2.

1261 a 29), and includes within itself a ruling element and

a ruled (1. 5. 1254a 28 sq.). Its parts—and here its parts

are taken to be the individuals composing it—stand to it in

just the same relation as the parts of any other Whole do

to that Whole (1. 2. 1253 a 26). The fact that the State is

a Whole thus leads to various important inferences as to

its nature.

Plato had drawn a close parallel between the State and

the soul of the individual human being, but had not ex

plained how this resemblance comes to exist. Aristotle

finds a parallel between the structure of the State and that

of all o-u'vtlem; so that it resembles, according to him, not

one single exceptional 'entity, but nine-tenths of existent

things, and the analogy becomes more comprehensible.

If Aristotle seems, in one passage (P01. 1. 2. 1252a 24),

to speak of the State as the outcome of a process of

growth, he does not apparently entertain the idea that this

creates a special resemblance between it and a plant or

animal—an ‘organism,’ as we term it. Still all Wholes,

‘ By using the expression 066’

ahrlc Kowmvias obdqmis E5 ijs‘ 311 n

16 yévos (P01. 4 (7). 8. 1328 a 25 :

cp. 1. 5. 1254 a 28), Aristotle seems

to imply that there are xowom'at

which do not issue, like the State,

in a Generic Unity, but if so, it is

doubtful to what xowwvt'm he refers.

For the meaning of this term,

see Metaph. A. 6. 1016a 24 sqq. :

1016b 31 sqq. Just as men, horses,

and dogs are one in kind, for they

are all animals, so the members

of a State are one in kind, for they

are all Kowawoi. One in kind, not

merely one dvahoyt'q: cp. Eth. Nic.

1. 4. 1096 b 27.
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To under

stand a

thing, how

ever, it is

necessary

to trace it

to its four

causes, and

especially

to discover

its matter

and its end.

and animals among them, are used occasionally to throw

light on the structure of the State (e. g. I. 5. 1254a 2 sqq.).

The individual man, composed of soul and body, beyond

all other members of the class—not, as Plato thought, the

soul of the individualuaffords an instructive analogy to

the State, for he is, like it, a moral agent (4 I. 1323 b

33 sq.). Still, even here the parallel is not complete; for

the State is essentially a plurality of human beings (2. 5.

1263 b 36), and far more self-complete than the individual

(2. 2. 1261 b 11). The State, however, as we have seen,

resembles the individual in being a Whole constituted by

nature.

We have thus ascertained the genus of things to which

the State belongs, but we must ascertain much more than

this about it, before we can claim to understand what the

State is. Aristotle knew more clearly than any of his

predecessors how much an answer to the old Socratic

inquiry, what this or that thing is, involved. The definition

of a thing is the statement of its causes: it involves the

tracing out of all the causes which make it what it is:

but, above all, it involves a knowledge of its end. To

understand a thing is not to understand what it is made

of, or what it looks like 1, but to understand its living

operation; and if we are to understand this, we must,

above all, know its end. It is thus and thus only

that we penetrate into its inmost being. This holds of

the State, as of other things, though, as we have already

seen, Political Science does not speculate about the State

with a purely speculative aim, but with the aim of regulating

human action.

In every object not devoid of Matter, the source of its

being, or cause, which first attracts attention, is the mate

‘ Cp. de Part. An. r. 1. 640b 29

sqq., lei Pa; 0511' 1?; (TXle-ll'l'l. Kai

rtp‘ xewjiun merlrov‘sa'rt raw 'rf (rpm:

Km raw popimv, opflms- av ArjjioKpL-ros

)te'yo: ' (bail/Hm ytip oiifws‘ I'lrrohnficiv.

¢7ltTi ynfiv 1rnv‘ri dfihov Gil/m oidu TL

\ ' , f ’I ‘

117v pop¢rjv err-[w 0 qupmros, 029

51/109 min-oi) 'ra'i re o'xrjjm-ri Kai 'rrp
,

xpaiipart yvmpipov' Kat-rot Kai 6
.. .

chi/etbs' eri 'rfiv m’rrrjv 'rou O'XTHJ-G‘I'OS
, , , n i .- n

p0p¢rjll, ahh one): 011K ea'rtv av

0pw1rns‘.
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rial out of which it is made. Ex nihilo nihil fit. How

this material came to exist, how the Potential was brought

into being, Aristotle does not attempt to explain. It is

evident that his account of Becoming leaves Matter un

explained: it deals only with the later stage of the process,

not with its earliest moments. He held Matter, in fact,

to be eternal. Starting, however, from this point, we see

that, if we wish to refer a statue to its causes, the bronze or

marble of which it is made takes a first place among them.

Apart from this, it would not be in existence at all. "Eva

us» 01711 rpo'rrou ainov As'ye'rat 15 if of; yfve'rai' 1'1. évvmip

Xov-ros‘, oIov 6 Xahxbs r01“; dvoptdv'ros mi 6 dpyvpos 'rfis ¢L0il\7]9,

Phys. 2. 3. 194 b 23. In this case the material is material

in our sense of the word—it is body: in other cases it is

not so—in fact not sensible, but intelligible: cp. Metaph.

Z. 10. 10362. 8,1) 6' 17M] dvaa'ros me’ azirrjv' 17M] 8’ 1’] psi!

aiaenrij 60'er 1’) 5’6 vonrrj, altrthjri] pEv oiov Xahxbs Kai £13on

mi. 507] xwrj'ri] 17M], vorjri'] 6% 1‘] @v roir aio-Grjrois‘ fm’dpxovtra

p.17 aiafinrd, oiov r31 nadnua-rmi 1. But whether body or

not, matter is always a substratum in things susceptible

of change; cp. Metaph. H. 1. 10423. 32, (in 6’ @0er Oi’JO'fa

mi 1) 17M], ofihov' e’v WdO‘CLLS‘ yap rai’s‘ dvrmetpe'vais‘ ps'rafiio—

Aais‘ Ear-f 'ri To fiwoxefuevov mis usraflohai’s'. Thus cold air

becomes warm air or warm air becomes cold air: there is

a transition from one contrary affection to another: but

this, and any other change, implies the existence of a

tertz'um quid in addition to ‘cold’ and ‘warm,’ a thing

neither cold nor warm in itself, but capable of becoming

cold or warm—this is ‘air.’ Air, then, is in this example

the matter and substratum (17M and uroxei'uevov). ’Avdym]

ilrre'ivat' r1. r6 nerafldhhov 6Z9 rijv évavrimtrw' 01’: 'ydp rd

e’vavn'a usrafldhha, Metaph. A. 1. 1069 b 6. The characte

ristic, then, of matter is its capability of becoming this or

that—its ‘ potentiality ’ (r6 fivvéuu 511), in a word. ‘ Matter

is the potential, imperfect, inchoate, which the supervening

Form actualizes into the perfect and complete, a transition

from half-reality to entire reality or act. The Potential is

1 Quoted by Grote, Aristotle, 2. 185.
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the undefined or indeterminate—what may be or what may

not be—what is not yet actual, and may perhaps never

become so, but is prepared to pass into actuality when the

energizing principle comes to aid’ (Grote, Aristotle, 2. 184).

Aristotle’s account of Matter varies from time to time,

according as he finds himself obliged to read more or fewer

attributes into the primitive 01"] mix duet) or e’f I'mofie'a'ews

dvayxaiov. Taken at the lowest, this must possess a certain

amount of spontaneous power—a capability of favouring

by its suitability or marring by its defects the process from

Potentiality to Actuality. Aristotle, however, as we have

seen‘, occasionally treats it as almost an efficient cause.

Indeed, as the 'n'pa'n'r/ 17M and the étrxé-rn {boy are both of

them Matter, its nature must inevitably vary greatly.

Evidently, then, though Matter is for certain things an

indispensable condition of their being, it is nevertheless

insufficient by itself fully to account for their existence.

’EK ydp XGAKO‘O (’wdptdvra 'yfyveaeat' (Papal, 01’; 1'61) XGAKOIJ dv

Bpuivra, Phys. 1. 7. 190a 25. If bronze is to become a

statue, the form of a statue must be impressed upon it.

Thus (Phys. 2. 3. 194b 26) dhhov [Tpdvrov airfa )te'yerat] 'ri‘)

sides Kai rd napddetypa' 'roiiro 8’ early 6 )io'yos d roii rf fin

sivat mi 11‘; rofirov ye'vn (the kinds or genera under which

the species and specific form falls). ’If a saw is to be a saw,

it must not only have a correct Material Cause (be made of

iron), but also assume a correct Form (have teeth). It is

then that the Potential passes into Actuality. ‘In this

way of putting the antithesis, the Potential is not so much

implicated with the Actual as merged and suppressed to

make room for the Actual; it is as a half-grown passing into

a full-grown ; being itself essential as a preliminary stage in

the order of logical generation. The three logical divisions

—Matter, Form, and the resulting Compound or Concrete

(rd mionv, rb o'vvemnaae’vov)—are here compressed into

two, the Potential and the Actualization thereof. Actuality

(e’vs'pyeuz, G’VTGIté'XGLa) coincides in meaning partly with the

Form, partly with the resulting Compound ; the Form being

1 P. 17, where de Gen. An. 2. 6. 742a 19 sqq. was referred to.
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so much exalted, that the distinction between the two is

almost effaced ’ (Grote, Aristotle, ibid.).

But, however we conceive the process by which Matter

receives Form—whether as a growth of one into the other

or as a combination of the two (dvfleo-ts)—in either case

a further power is necessary, whether to assist the growth

or to effect the combination. This is the ‘source of change’

(600: 1‘7 Kqurrts)—the efficient cause (Phys. 2. 3. 194b 29 sqq.,

50w 1‘] 3sz1} 'rfis‘ ps‘rafiokfis 1'7 wpui'rn 1) His 'r’lpepnja-ems, olov 6

Bovhnia'as airtos ml. 6 warilp 'roii 're'xvov Ital 5km; 1'6 'rrowiiv

'roii worovpe'vov mi. 11‘: perafléAon 1'05 peraBaAAoue'vov). But

what is the efficient cause of a thing? A house is built by

a man: but then it is built by the man qua builder; and

he is a builder so far as he is possessed of the art of

building. 'Avfipmvros oixooouei’ 5n. olxooo'pos, 6 6E oixooo'pos‘

Kard T‘l’fl) olxoooutxfiv' 'rofrro rot'vvu 1rpo'rcpou To .i'rtov (Phys.

2. 3. 195 b 23). The art of building, then, we find, is the

efficient cause of the house. But then—still observing the

same rule of following the chain of causation up to the

highest cause (86? del 11‘) airtov éxcia'rov 12> tixpcira'rov (“n-rein,

Phys. 2. 3. 195b 21)——the art of building a house is insight

into the Form of a house, possession of the Form (1‘7 yap

're'xm] T8) 660;, Metaph. Z. 9. 1034a 24): it is the presence

in the mind of the conception, the type (Ta napdoetypa,

Phys. 2. 3. 194b 26): thus both in Nature and in Art like

produces like, a man produces a man, a house a house, and

so forth. We might even expect that Aristotle, like Plato

(Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 1. 439. 3, 2nd edit.), would absorb the

Efiicient Cause wholly in the Formal, but this he does

not do: a place is left by him for the efficient cause and

a part for it to play (cp. de Gen. et Corr. 2. 9. 335 b

7 sqq., 56E 8% qrpoueiual. Kai. rijv rpf-rqv, 1):) {irrav-res p.211 rivet

pair'rovo't, Ae'yet 6’ 0656f: (the efficient cause) . . . . 61’. pix:

ydp éa'rw aina r21. £1517, 6L6. 'nf 01’”: (id yam/(:1 u'vvexéis', tiAM‘x

work per: nor? 5’ 0'6, dvrwv Kai. 'réiv 616131: del Kai 1'61!

pdertflltéim). Thus with him the art of building or the

builder remains the efficient cause of the house, though

we see that the Form must not only be ultimately im
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pressed on the Matter, but must be pre-existent to the

whole operation.

Nor yet is it sufficient that the Form of the thing should

be complete if it cannot fulfil the end for which it is

designed. A hand is not a hand if it does not fulfil

the end of a hand: a stone hand, for instance, is not a

hand at all, except in name. Hdvra n9" é’pyqi dipwrou. Kai.

'rfi Evvcipet, div-re lJJle'TL 10141611: 511111 01’: Aexre'ov 'rd (1131-51.

(Tum ELAN opaiuvpa (P01. 1. 2. 1253 a 23). It is in the

end, and the end alone, that the whole evolution finds

rest and completion. This is its term, and it is, if we

look well into the matter, the deepest and most deter

mining cause throughout the movement. ”Opowv 6’ é'ome

To Ae'yew rd ai'na éf dvdyxns‘ Kav 6i TLS‘ 5L2: T5 paxaipwv

ol'orro 76 {5500p ééehnhvee'vaz #611011 ro'is fifipwniéo'w, (EMU 01’)

Bu}. 'rb liyLaL'vew 017 gvexa Tb paxaipwv é'repcv (de Gen. An.

5. 8. 789 b 12). The End masters, as it were, every

other agency—Form, Efficient Cause, Matter—and bends

it to its service. It determines the Form the thing

must assume: the saw is intended to saw—therefore it

must have teeth (its Form). It sets in motion the effi

cient cause, the worker in iron and his tools. It also

produces, or chooses, or adapts for its purpose, the

material out of which the saw is to be made. It must

be made of iron: why? Because its end is to saw. The

End is thus, in truth, the Beginning. It is a fixed point at

the commencement and termination of a process (Earl To 03

beta (’11 refs (immi'rozs, Metaph. A. 7. 1072b 1). T0 seize

and determine this fixed point is always possible, and till

this has been done, the cause of the thing cannot be said

to have been ascertained. ’E'lrel whet'ovs‘ épc'épev aZ'rias‘ wept

Ti)» ye'veo'w 'riyv (pun-1min, olov rfiv re 01"; é'vexa Kai Thu 59w 1']

dpxiy 'rfis‘ Kwfio'ews, Siopw're'ov Kai wept 1'06er nofa 'n'poiny Kai.

Bev're'pa 'n'e'rbvxw. ¢aiverat 5E WPéTT],1‘)V Ae’yopev Evexd 'rwos"

Ao'yos‘ yap 017109, dpxiy 5’ 6 Ao'yos (3)10in é'v 'rs 'ron‘ Kurd

Te'xvnv Kai 6’11 'roi‘s (Info-6|. o-vveo'rnxo'o'w' f7 yap 'rfi oiavon'q

1‘7 1'") aia-Qfiau 6pwdpevos 6 p.211 la'rpbs rip: I'lyL'eLav, 6 5’ ohm

5611.09 'ri1v oZKL'av, l’zwofitfio'am 'roi/s Ao'yovs‘ Kai 'rds aZ'rZas oi}
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'n'otoiio'w éxda'rov, Kai 8|.er 'rrom're'ov oii'rws' (dc Part. An. I.

1. 639b II sqq.)‘.

In the foregoing statement of a familiar doctrine Teich

miiller’s clear and concise exposition (Kunst, pp. 63—78) has

been especially followed.

So nearly related, in Aristotle’s view, are the formal,

efficient, and final causes, that the four causes are often

treated by him as, in fact, two only: e.g. de Part. An.

I. 1. 642 a. I, citriv r’ipa 515’ air-fat afrral. r6 0’ 01') é'vexa Kai. To 65

avd'YKflS‘! Phys. 2. 8. 199a 30,€1rel 1‘] (1260's 51.71%, 1‘] yEv (89

17M) 1‘] 6’ (its p.0p¢1j, 10w; 5’ az'z'rn, roii Te'hovs 5’ é'vexa rz’iMa,

ail'rn $11 6117 1‘] alria 1‘7 01'; é'vexa. We come back, then, to

the Dualism of influences—Matter, and the Good or the

End—which our examination of Necessity, Spontaneity,

Nature, and Human Agency disclosed to us 2.

This doctrine, it will be observed, does more than merely

enumerate and classify the agencies, whose operation makes

a thing what it is: it asserts that everything into the com

position of which matter enters, bears traces of a process,

and it announces the law of this process—or motion, in the

wide Aristotelian signification of the word—which is, that

it begins in the Potential and ends in the Actual. The

most diverse things can all of them be traced back to an

£5 01'), or material cause : ‘ not only the statue to the metal

of which it is formed, but the tree to seed, the conclusion

to its premisses, moral virtue to desires implanted by nature,

the octave to its component notes, these notes to the

instrument which gives them utterance, words to syllables

or sounds3 ’: and the £5 01'; is always the Potential.

1 This does not exclude occa

sional assertions that ‘ scientiae

natura ac virtus in formali potius

quam in finali causa cognoscenda

ponitur’ (Bonitz), such as that in

Metaph. Z. 6. 1031 b 6, s’mo-rrjpr;

yt‘rp e'mio'rou ('0'er 51-4111 Ta 'ri r’lv lelfll

e’xei’vq) yvéjuv (cp. 20). Contrast

Metaph. A. 9. 992 a 29, 066% 81) Swap

rais s'mzrrr'maw 6p6>luv 811 mirror, 811‘:

xal 1rfis' 1101'}: Kai. mia'a ¢li¢ns notei,

VOL. I.

068% rad-n): rrjs‘ ai'n'ar 17v qbajtev

swat plan niw dpx6311, 01,1864 d1r‘rc1'al 71‘:

£131].

' Aristotle’s theory of the four

causes did not long remain un

challenged, for the Stoics recog

nized only two, the material and

the efficient causes (Zeller, Stoics

Epicureans and Sceptics, p. 136).

3 J. E. Erdmann, Geschichte der

Philosophie, 1. 12 5.



5O MATTER AND END OF THE STATE.

TheMatter If we now turn to the 7TO'AL5‘ or City-State, we shall find

of the - - . - - , .

8mg that it also originates in an appropriate £5 0v, or material

cause (P01. 4 4. 1325 b 40 sqq.). It is not quite clear

whether we are to reckon as part of its Matter, in addition

to a population suitable in numbers and quality, a territory

suitable in character and extent: but perhaps this may

be Aristotle’s meaning. The Matter of the State com~

prises not only things tangible and ‘ material’ (in our sense

of the word), such as the soil of the territory and the

physical frames of the population, but also, as we see from

a subsequent chapter (4 7), those gifts of mind and

character (To é'uavpov, To 8Lavon'rm6v), which are there held

to be characteristic of the Hellenic race, in contradistinction

to other European races and to the races of Asia.

The End of But to understand what the State normally is, we must

the sme' ascertain its true End. Without a knowledge of the End of

the State, we cannot decide what Matter it must start with,

what external goods must be at its command and how they

are to be distributed, what ‘activities’ it presupposes and

to whom they are to be assigned—we cannot, in fact, take

a single step in the exploration of the field of Political

Science.

We see that to Aristotle the two central questions of

Political Science were: I. What is the end of the State—

not the universal end of things, but the end of the thing we

call a State? 2. What Matter and organization will enable

it to realize this end?

The The aim of Plato1 had been less to explain the actual

$32,112,? world, than to find a region of realities which would afford

ailiigcs t° a firm foothold to Science. ‘ His whole philosophy is from

Plato‘sphi- the outset directed far less to the explanation of Becoming

figcpggfgl than to the consideration of Being: the concepts hyposta

point. sized in the Ideas represent to us primarily that which is

permanent in the vicissitude of phenomena, not the causes

1 I have followed Zeller mainly that’the subject is still under in

in this brief reference to the Pla- vestigation.

tonic metaphysics, but I am aware
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of that vicissitude. If Plato conceives them as living powers,

this is only a concession forced from him by the facts of

natural and spiritual life. But it is antagonistic to the main

current of his system, and cannot be harmonized with his

other theories respecting Ideas 1.’ He is thus led, in theory

at all events 2, to throw aside much as unworthy of his

study and greatly to contract the field to which he directs

his scrutinya. The phenomenon is merely a shadow (Rep.

515): it is to be used merely as a starting-point (Rep. 511

B, 508 D): Dialectic must keep as far as possible on the

level of the Ideas and must limit to the utmost its contact

with the sensible world (Rep. 511 B, 532A : Phileb. 58 A).

His effort is to reach ‘what is purest’ (r?) Ka0apa'ira-rov) in

each thing (Phileb. 55 C), to arrive at the abstract (Phileb.

56 D—E): thus the study of ‘matters relating to the sen

sible world, its origin, its affections, and its action on other

things’ will be eschewed as concerned with things involved

in a process Of change ('rc‘t ytyvtijieva Kai 'yevno'o'jteva Kai.

ysyovo'ra, Phileb. 59 A); or else tolerated as ‘a source of

recreation not involving repentance’ (Tim. 59 C, ré’tMta 62

T6311 'rotmi'rmv 0135b trothon é'rl. StaAoyt'trao'Qat rijv r611 eZKo'rwv

jumwv peraotuiKov-ra lfie'av' 1):! 511112 TLS‘ dva'n'mio'ews E'veKa 1'01);

wepi 1‘61! 511er dei Karanfie'pevos Ao'yovs, foils yevéo'ews 'n'e'pl.

5ia0605pevos eZKo'ras dperajie'hn-rov fiEovijv K'rr'i'rat, jie'rpwv av 6’1)

'rqi Blip 'n'atfituv Kai ¢po'vtp.ov 1101.0'81'0: cp. Tim. 29 C—D: Rep.

508 D). Plato seems even to regard this department of

physical study as possessing less exactness (dxpi’fieta) than

Ethics and Politics: we may contrast, at least, his hesi

tating, almost apologetic, tone in the Timaeus (e. g. 29 C,

59 C) with his positiveness in the Republic and the Laws.

But to this view he could not adhere. He could not turn

away from the phenomenal world, just at the moment when

he had, as he thought, obtained a clue to its comprehension.

He subjects the sphere of ‘sensible things’ to examina

1 Zeller, Plato, E. T. p. 269. attempted it only in special in

2 ‘Aristotle does not employ that stances and incompletely’ (Zeller,

purely conceptual method, which Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 173).

Plato inculcates on the philoso- 3 See Zeller, Plato, E. T., p. 147.

pher, although he himself has

E2
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tion, and finds that the Ideas stand related to it as causes.

Thus, in the Meno (98 A, cp. Tim. 51 D—E), the cogni

tion of cause (airfas Aoyuruo's) is made the characteristic

of Science: in the Phaedo the Ideas are viewed as

‘the proper and only efficient causes of things’ (Zeller,

Plato, Eng. Tr. p. 262 sq.): and further, the Idea of Good

is to Plato the highest efficient and the highest final

cause (Rep. 508 C, 517 C: Tim. 28 qu.: and Phaedo 97

B sqq., 100 B: Rep. 540). ‘ In Plato’s mind the concep

tion of knowledge and truth, the conception of objective

reality or essence, and the conception of a systematic

order or cosmos, alike implied the conception of a

‘good,’ which cannot be identified with any of them, but is

the condition or logical [thus of them all 1.’ Aristotle

asserts, in a well-known passage (Metaph. A. 6. 988 a 8 sqq.:

cp. A. 9. 991 a 20: 992a 29), that Plato employed only two

kinds of cause, the formal and the material, but, as Zeller

has pointed out (Plato, p. 76), this does not appear to be

altogether true. His treatment, however, of the efficient

and final causes seems to leave much to be desired in

respect of clearness and completeness. ‘It was a difficult

problem to conceive classes as self-existent substances; but it

was far more difficult to endow these unchangeable entities

with motion, life, and thought’ (as appears to be done in

Soph. 248 E) ; ‘ to conceive them as moved, and yet as invari

able and not subject to Becoming; as powers, in spite of

their absoluteness, operating in things’ (Zeller, Plato, p. 268).

So again, side by side with the Universal End, the Idea of

Good, though far below it, we discern specific ends, or e’pya, of

individual things (e.g. Rep. 352 D sqq.) : and if the connexion

between the two is traceable 2, it hardly seems sufficiently

1Mr. R. L. Nettleship in larger whole of the State' each

' ‘ Hellenica,’ p. 176. member only preserves his true

2 ‘ A thing is what it is in virtue

of its position in such an order.

As in the physical organism the

character of each organ depends

upon its relation to the whole, and

has no existence apart from that

relation (Rep. 420 D); as in the

individuality, so long as he takes

his proper place in the organization

of labour, and loses it when he

ceases to do so (Rep. 420 E—421

A: cp. 417 B, 466 B); so in the

universal order of existence each

constituent not only is understood,
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worked out. ‘The teleology of Plato preserves in the

main the external character of the Socratic view of Nature,

though the end of Nature is no longer exclusively the

welfare of men, but the Good, Beauty, Proportion, and

Order. The natural world and the forces of Nature are

thus referred to an end external to themselves’ (Zeller,

Plato, p. 340). Thus to him the causes of things were not

their immanent tendencies, but entities external to them—

the Ideas and, above all, the Idea of Good~which alone

can be said fully to exist, and whose uncongenial union with

Matter generated a world of secondary and derivative

reality. Plato’s view, in fact, is found to involve the ex

istence of a third power—a \Vorld-Soul or a tin/novpyo's—to

wed Ideas with Matter. It is, indeed, true that Matter

itself is not, with Plato, wholly passive; for he recognizes

in things ‘a kind of existence that cannot be derived from

the Idea’ (Zeller, Plato, p. 333); a power which the Idea

cannot wholly master, the power of Necessity immanent in

Matter, which may co-operate with or thwart the Idea.

Still, on the whole, the one cause stands to the other as the

indispensable condition stands to the actual and operative

cause, for such is the Idea. The true Atlas which holds

the world together is the Idea (Phaedo, 99 C).

It is for this reason that the genuine lawgiver and ruler

is the philosopher, whose gaze is fixed on ‘ordered and

unchanging things, neither wronging nor wronged by each

other, but all keeping order and obedient to Reason,’ and

who has learnt from them lessons of a godlike orderliness

and freedom from change. His business will be to look at

‘ that which is naturally just and noble and temperate ’ and

then at the corresponding elements in man‘, to glance

repeatedly from one to the other, and, mingling the two, to

create by appropriate modes of life ‘the true human image”

but subsists, only so far as it re— 1 Stallbaum compares Rep.

mains true to its place in the order, 597 B, r'] £11 17‘, (time; 050a Mir/r; and

and as that place is determined by fir 6 réK-raw eip‘ydtraroi and Phaedo

the ruling principle,end,or “good” 103 B, 01716 To s’v 1’)va s’uav-riov

of the order, it is to this ultimately 0171‘s rd e’v 'rfj (1)6061.

that it owes what it is’ (Mr. R. L. 3 Prof. Jowett’s Translation, 2.

Nettleship, ‘Hellenica,’pp.176—7). 335 (edit. 1).
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How far

is this

method

followed

by Plato?

(midway between the two P), ‘taking a hint from that which

Homer called divine and godlike in man: he will erase

one feature and paint another in, till he has made human

character as far as possible agreeable to God’.’

The method to which Plato’s philosophical principles

point would seem to be open to objection on the following

grounds :—

I. it gives less prominence than Aristotle’s to the neces

sity of a careful and minute study of the concrete thing:

2. it affords less of definite guidance to the investigator.

It fails to point out with equal clearness the path he is to

follow: it is also less easy to say what contributes to the

realization of the Idea of Good than what contributes to the

realization of the specific end of a given thing, always sup—

posing that that end can be determined :

3. it supplies no philosophical reason for allowing weight

to the opinions of men possessing experience but devoid of

philosophy:

4. in Politics, it points to the absolute rule of the few

who know (i. e. have vision of the Ideas).

How far does the method thus indicated appear to be

employed in the political investigations of Plato? It is

possible, with Zeller (Plato, p. 466), to find the central fact

which determines the structure of the Republic in the

principle that philosophers (or those who are conversant

with the Ideas) are to rule: yet it is on a review of men’s

varied wants, and on a distribution of the task of supply

ing them in conformity with the principle of Division of

Labour, that the organization of the State in three great

classes—a point of critical importance—is made to rest

(Rep. 369—376). The parallel of the soul of the individual

human being also counts for much ; nor is the example of

a I " ',

mill-m 'rt’t 'romura Knl 1rpr GKHI/O av‘ See Rep. 500 B-501 C, esp. 501

B—C. I add the Greek, not feel

ing confident of the correctness of

my own interpretation :—é’1m-m,

ofpat, (iTRP‘WlCéffllIOL mun/1’1 (’iu {Km-é

pcoa'e dnofihé'n'otev 1rp6s' 'rs 'rc’) (1)1301“

dixutou Kai. Kalu’w Ktll. a'étppov Kai

\ , - . . . -
To an rots uvdpm'n'uts, qurototev .fvp

pt-yvfm-rec re ml Kspawuvres 5’): 16111
) I \ 3 I , I

cm-rrjdeupa-rmv 'ro avdpstxekov, u1r
I

e’Keivov rexpatpopevotfi or) Kalqu-flpos‘

gxdhscrcv e’v r029 dufipém'ots e’yyt'yvo

psi/0v decade's 'rs Kai deceixehov.
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the Lacedaemonian State without influence. The method

actually followed in the Republic seems, therefore, to cor

respond only imperfectly with that announced by Platol. If

this is true of the Republic, it is still more conspicuously

true of the Laws. The State of the Laws evidences a closer

attention to the facts of human nature, a fuller consciousness

of its weaker side. The rulers must be less trusted and less

autocratic—the ruled must be flattered with a semblance of

political power. The specific end of the State—the pro

duction of virtue in its citizens—is more largely taken into

account: institutions must tend to produce virtue, or they

have no raz'son d’étre (Laws, 770 D, 771 A). The best Hel

lenic experience is more fully drawn upon.

The method actually followed by Aristotle stands in a The

- . - - - - .closer relation to 1115 philosophlcal prmmples. To him the :ewhich

world is to be explained, not by the fact of a mysterious Aristotle's

intermingling2 of two strongly contrasted things, the non- £2225?

existent and the existent, but by the rise of the semi- priniiples

pom —

existent into the existent. What the world evidences is not ascertain

a conjunction, but an universal process of growth. The $225?“

lowest and earliest term of the process contains the potenti- end.

ality of the highest and last : the evolution is homogeneous

from beginning to end, and must be studied as a whole. In

place of the non-existent and the existent, we have the

Potential and the Actual, means and an end; and it is no

longer possible to say that the one term of the process

must be studied to the exclusion of the other. The end,

again, being to Aristotle the specific end of the concrete

thing, not an universal and extrinsic Idea, could only be

ascertained, and its working traced, by means of a careful

study of the concrete thing. When once identified, how

1 In the view of Mr. H. Jackson

(journal of th'lalngy, No. 19, p.

149), the true, or highest, method

is confessed by Plato both in the

Phaedo (100 A sq.) and in the Re

public (509 D sqq.) to be ‘ an un

realized aspiration.’

’ The Stoics returned to the no

tion of an intermingling (xpfimg)

evidenced in the relation of the

soul to the body, of property to

subject-matter, of quiet: to qwrév,

of God to the world (Zeller, Stoics,

E. T., p. 133, note 2), but to them

the things intermingled were alike

material.
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ever, it afforded real guidance to the investigatorl. The

process, further, was one which had been striving to realize

itself in the past—with imperfect success, no doubt, in the

sphere of things human (noMai ydp ¢60pal Kai )tiipat dvdpoi

'mov yivov-rai, Eth. Nic. 10.5. 1 176a 20), but still the world, or

at all events the Hellenic world, had not gone altogether

astray. The Household had passed into the Village, and

the Village into the City-State; and now it only remained

to make the City-State all that it should be. It was not

reserved for philosophy in the fourth century before Christ

to impress for the first time the Idea on the phenomena of

politics: what was needed was to assist Nature in achieving

her own already half-executed design 2. Political Science is

not called upon, as a deus ex mac/2272a, to bring passive

matter to intermingle with the Ideas: on the contrary, it

finds a natural process already in action, and its business is

to study this process, to assist it and amend it. Aristotle’s

principle, in its application to Political Science, did not,

indeed, amount to a metaphysical justification of History in

general, or even of the History of the best-endowed race or

races, but it suggested an acceptance of the best Greek

experience, whether recorded in institutions or opinion, as

the rough ore of truth, needing to be sifted and purged

from dross, but capable of yielding, in skilful hands, much

that was of permanent value.

To Aristotle the world of concrete existence was not

1 Cp.Aristot.Eth. Nic. I. 4. 1097a

8 sqq., d1ropov 36‘ Kfll. 'ri rb¢ehrj€rjaerat

f1¢d|rrqs f] re'x-rwv 1rpr 1'1)” aim-of:

rs'ijv eiBrhs ai’rrb Tri'yaddv, f; 1769

ia-rpmé'rsposij o'rparrl'ytxa'rrepos Farm.

6 Tip: Zdéau at’I-rr‘jv rsfieape'vos‘ (pai—

ve-rat pe‘v 'yr‘zp 066E rr‘lu {I‘YL’ELGII 051109

e’mo'xoneiv 6 Za-rpér, dMu‘z rr‘lv rivdpcb

rrov, Mikhail 6' laws 'rfii/ 10086 xaH'

Exam-0v yr‘zp ia-rpct'm. On this, how

ever, see Ramsauer’s note on Eth.

Nic. I. 4. 1097 a 12, who contrasts

Rhet. I. 2. 1356b 28, ofiSqn'a 6%

rs'xvv] o'Korrci 1'6 KaB' Ema-row, oiov r']

ia-rptxr‘] 11' Eampé-rsr. 1'6 hymn/0'11 c'crm/

1') Kahht'q, (DUU‘Z 'n' 'rq'i 'rotqidc f; 1'01:

TOLOIO'SG (roiiro pe‘u ydp gu-rcxI/ov, n"

86‘ Knd' Ema-row (’1'1rupov Kai 01% im

0'1111611).

“ Cp- 4 (7)- 10- 1329b 25—35,

where the argument 15 that the

world and mankind have existed

from everlasting, and that the

business of the philosopher is not

so much to discover something

wholly new, as to accept what

men have been obliged by ne

cessity or enabled by leisure long

ago to discover, and to add the

finishing touch where anything

has been overlooked. See also

2. 5. 1264a I sqq.
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a mere world of ‘copies,’ or, at best, of derivative reality,

from which one should escape and pass on as rapidly as

possible to the world of complete reality; it was thoroughly

reall, if not the only reality 2, and deserved the closest study.

That which Plato, starting from the Ideas, had viewed as

a gratuitous or unexplained decadence, Aristotle, starting

from the opposite pole, regards as an upward movement,

l/Vhere Plato had traced a dilution or

obscuration of real existence, Aristotle finds the process

by which real existence is achieved. The world of change,

which Plato approached with half-averted eyes, was exactly

the subject to which Aristotle was most drawn, for he

claimed to have discovered the law of all change. It was

not to him in itself the most knowable of subjects, but it

was perhaps that of which we know most. Physical study,

for example, which Plato had been inclined to eschew, and

which, in fact, occupies only a subordinate position in his

writings, claimed a larger share of Aristotle’s attention than

any other subject; and the greater part of his works as

we possess them has to do with this subject (Zeller,

Plato, p. 146). It is not to him, as it had been to Plato,

in comparison with the study of things eternally existent,

a pastime or recreation, or ‘a source of pleasure not invol

ving repentance’ (Tim. 59 C); it is a part of Theoretic

Science, linked by this common title to Mathematics and

the First Philosophy.

Aristotle had already taken an important step in extend—

ing and accentuating the recognition previously given by

Plato to the Material Cause. Matter to him is something

more than a subordinate power which may assist or impede,

an 6859 (is (info-w.

‘ Cp. Categ. 5. 2 a 11, 060111 66

301111 Kvptdzruni rs Ka‘t "pub-rm; Kai

yéhur'ra Xeyopéuq, ij ju'rrs KaH' irrro

xctjts'vov 'rwos he'ye'rat pn'l'r' 6’” {mo

xnps'vq: nm' c'o'rul, oiov 6 1‘4: iiuapom'os'

1‘; 6 1k 'lmros, and see Zeller, Gr.

Ph. 2. 2. 305 sqq.

‘1 Cp. Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 339:

‘ In addition to corporeal entities,

Aristotle recognizes in the Deity,

the spirits of the spheres’ (as to

these, see Zeller, ibid. p. 45 5), ‘and

the rational part of the human soul

incorporeal entities not encum

bered with Matter, which we must

likewise regard as individual enti

ties.’ See also Heyder, Vergleich

ung der Aristot. uncl Hegel’schen

Dialektik, i. p. 186, n.
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something more than a mere if 013, or of) oi’m é'wev, or a mere

Potential in a passive sense; it is the source not only of the

accidental concomitants of a thing, but also of some which

enter deeply into its essence and help to constitute its

specific form, such as the difference of sex, the contrast

of man and brute, the distinction of the transitory and

variable from the eternal and invariable. It is, apparently,

even the source of individuality in things falling under one

and the same iufima species, for it marks off Socrates

from Callias. It is, above all, the source of the evolution,

which, wherever change and movement find a place, carries

the particular thing on to the realization of its specific endl.

It is susceptible of affection, and, it would seem, of affec

tion for the highest of objects (for God ‘causes motion as

an object of love’—KweZ tbs époijievov, Metaph. A. 7. 1072 b

3), though it reaches the highest only by realizing, as part

of a Compound Whole (mivvov), the specific end of that

Compound \Vhole. Even the ‘First Matter ’ (wpoim thin)—

the furthest point to which we penetrate in stripping off

attributes, the substratum in its most naked form—has

something active in its Potentiality. Trace things back as

far as we may, we come to nothing purely passive. Any

defect in the composition of the Material Cause distorts the

outcome of the evolution, without, however, depriving it of

the reality which always attaches to the concrete thing,

or justifying its neglect by the inquirer. In the Politics,

as we have seen, the defective forms of the 7ro'Ms, if only

the 110711.; type is attained, are held to deserve most careful

study.

It was, however, a far more important step to make the

specific end the key to Science. But in what sense are

things said to have a specific end? In the broadest and

most general interpretation of the term, the specific end

is that for the sake of which the species exists to which the

thing belongs (15 mi é'veKa). But this phrase is susceptible

of many meanings. We are told, for instance, in the

Politics, that the worse exists always for the sake of the

1 On the foregoing, see Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 336—344.
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better (alei. To xe'ipov 'roi Behrfovo's‘ éo'rw 'e’vekev, 4 I4.

1333 a 21). This implies, not only that the worse elements

in the individual thing exist for the sake of the better,

but also that the thing itself exists for the sake of that

which is better than it. So plants and animals exist for

the sake of man (P01. 1. 8. 1256 b 15 sqq.); and we seem

to be on the high road to a purely external teleology 1, like

that of Socrates, a creed which adds this to its other dis

advantages, that the end it assumes throws no light on the

nature of the thing. For how do we learn the nature of

animals by learning that they exist for the sake of man?

The prevailing view of Aristotle, however, is very different

from this. He does not hold that man exists for the sake

of the State, though the State is better than man, or for

the sake of the heavenly bodies, though these are far

diviner than man (Eth. Nic. 6. 7. 1141 a 34 sqq.), nor even

for the sake of God. And so again, man is only in a sense

the end of the things to which he is an end ("Irws‘ réAos,

Phys. 2. 2. 194a 35).

We obtain a clearer view of the true nature of the

specific end, when we conceive it as the term of a move

ment. Movement exists and needs explanation: it be

comes explainable if it has a term. There are four kinds

of movement, or change—change in essence (generation and

destruction), change in quantity (increase and diminution),

change in quality (alteration), change in place (motion).

Aristotle’s theory implies a likeness between the terminal

point of a movement and the aim of a change ; and indeed

a likeness between movement and the act of ‘striving after’

(Ta €¢f600at dyadoii Two's, Eth. Nic. 1. I. 1094 a 2). BOth

analogies seem somewhat strained. If we ask, what is this

terminal point to which each thing is supposed to move

——which appears as the goal of movement, the aim in

change, the object of desire—the answer is ‘Actuality.’

The Actualization of the Potential is always the end. In

what does this consist? ‘That is always most desirable

1 See Eucken, Methode der for the traces in Aristotle’s writ

Aristot.Forschung,pp.83—7: p.98, ings of this point of view.
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for every one which is the highest attainable by him’ (P01.

4 14. 1333 a 29): or, as we are elsewhere told, ‘that

which is special to each thing (161011) is the end for which

it came into being’ (de Gen. An. 2. 3. 736 b 4). The Poten

tial becomes actualized, when the given thing is found to

discharge its highest attainable function, or the function

which is specially its own. Thus the end of the natural

slave is to do the best thing he can do (P01. 1. 5. 1254b

17 sqq., didKewraL 5E rofirov rdv rpo'rrov fie-aw e’o'riv é'pyov 1)

rod o-aiuaros Xpfio-Ls‘, Kat roiir’ é'a-r’ drr’ ai’zrdw ,Be‘Arw'rov); and

the same thing is true of the State. Aristotle, in fact,

identifies ‘that which is best for each thing ’ with ‘ the best

which it can do’ (rd dr’ ain’of) fléA-rwrou, or, as it is usually

expressed, Td e’vdexdpevov Behrw'rov). The relation Of the

specific end to the Supreme End—God—is left obscure,

but we gather that the true way to the latter lies through

the realization of the former.

In this immense generalization, which views everything

as having a single mismz d’étre, and this assignable by

man, a thousand minor distinctions between things seem

to vanish. The law holds of things inanimate and things

animate—of movement (or change), of growth, of the action

of brutes, of moral action, of thought. An end is viewed

as equally an end, whether pursued unconsciously or

consciously, by an inanimate object or by man, with an

exercise of Moral Choice or without it. Moral action

(npfzéis) and movement (Kivnms), though usually distin

guished (e. g. Metaph. O. 6. 1048 b 21), agree in obeying

this law.

We need not wonder that Aristotle himself feels the

principle to be more applicable to some things than to

others. As we go upward in Nature, the end discloses

itself more distinctly (dd 5% pdhhov dfihov s’n'i r611 flo're'pmv

Kat ('1‘th Zia-a oiov d'pyava Kal EveKa‘. rov . . . firrov 5’ £112 o'apde

Kai. dorofi rd rorafira Bfiha. EH 5’ e’rrl. 1111de Kai iJ'Baros [Kat] yfis‘

firrov' rd ydp ofi é'vexa 1'1'Kurra c’vrafifia dfihov drrov nitric-rev 1'1"]9

iz'hns, Meteor. 4. I2. 389 b 29: mi £11 ro'is‘ ¢vrois é'vwrt rd

é'veKd rov, firrov 5E dujpdpwrat, Phys. 2. 8. 199 b 9 : both pas
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sages are referred to by Eucken, Op. cit., p. 70). Compare the

noble passage in the Metaphysics (A. 10. 1075 a 11 sqq.),

mivra 5e o-vv're'raxraf mos, dAA’ 013x duofms‘, Kai who-rd Ital

1"qu Kai. ¢vr¢i° Ital mix oiirws é'xa (1301's #1) dual. Gare'ptp 'rrpos‘

(hirepov #1186'11, tiM’ Earl-11' wpos piv yap 2v t‘i'n'aura. (mute-rak

TGL, dM’ (fie-wrap 6’11 oim'q 101’s e’AevHe'pozs: fixw'ra. é'feo'rw 6' r1.

é'TvXe wote'iv, (JANE ndvta 5’] Tu. nhe'io'ra. 're'raxrat, refs 6% (it/5pc;

“dam Kai. rois dnpfms‘ )LLKpt’w Tb 6Z9 1'?) Kowév, Ta 6% nolu) 5 1'1.

é'rvxev' 'roth-rr] ydp éxoio'rov dpxij 0.1,1T611 1) (1)6019 éo'n'v. Even

in organic life preferences of Nature can be traced not

contributing to the end (Eucken, p. 79. 2); nor yet to the

preservation of the particular animal or species (ibid. p. 83.

1, 3). If the end eludes us at the lower pole of the scale

of being, can we trace it at the opposite pole? Has the

Supreme End an end? And where the teleological rela

tion most clearly manifests itself, we ask how it is that

each object exists for only one, or one chief, end? Why

has it not twenty ends, all on a level? Is it true, again,

that the end of a thing is not the sum of the functions

it fulfils, or ought to fulfil, but the highest of them only?

And how is the highest to be identified?

We are here, however, concerned with Practical Science, The tele

and in Practical Science the teleological method may be giggligglin

more applicable than in relation to other subjects. It is Politics,

obvious that the question, ‘what a thing is for,’ may be afar more fruitful question in relation to some things than to jiggle

others. It may result in little when we raise it in relation '

to a plant or an animal, and be full of instruction when we

raise it in relation to a State. ‘ In purely physical science

there is not much temptation to assume the ulterior office ’

of deciding whether the ends pursued ‘are such as ought to

be pursued, and, if so, in what cases and to how great a

length ’ ; ‘ but those who treat of human nature and society

invariably claim it; they always undertake to say, not

merely what is, but what ought to be. To entitle them to

do this, a complete doctrine of Teleology is indispensablel.’

1 J. S. Mill, System of Logic, Herbert Spencer’s remarks in

2. 524 (ed. 3). See also Mr. Mz'ndfor Jan. 1881’, p. 82 sqq.
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It is necessary to know what the State is to do before we

can decide what it ought to be.

Yet is it possible to prescribe a single end to the State~

one invariable end at all times and in all places—0r even

one chief end? The difficulty is increased when Aristotle

identifies the end of the State with the end of social exist

ence, and that with the end of human action ; for the vast

question of the end of human life is thus cast like a barrier

across the threshold of Politics. The method, again, by

which he seeks to determine the end of the State seems

hardly adequate to such a problem. We look in vain for a

careful historical investigation into what the State can do:

what it tends to do, is indirectly considered in the chapter

(P01. 1. 2) which treats of the origin of society; but even

this question can hardly be said to receive sufficient con

sideration. Yet these are points which should be investi

gated before we inquire what the State ought to do.

Aristotle seems to rest his solution of this latter problem on

Opinion (that ofoi. amt/3139 Gewpofiures, Pol. 3. 9. 1280 b 23), so

far as he does not rest it on a rather ideal historical retro

spect (P01. 1. 2). He himself sees that the true end of

society only discloses itself after the State has existed a

certain time, for at its first appearance its end is mere life,

not good life; yet he believes that in his day experience

was sufficiently complete to justify an absolute conclusion

on the subject. In reality, however, his view of the end of

the State stands in close connexion with his general concep

tion of the end of organic life. Good life is the end of man

in a higher degree than of animals and plantsl, and as the

State is a collection of human beings, it must be the end of

the State.

Even, however, when the end is ascertained, we are not

in possession of a means of determining once for all the true

structure of the State. The concrete interpretation of the

I Cp. de Part. An. 2. IO. 656a 71.61/01! 1'05 (fir dhht‘r Kai roii :13 (17v

3 sqq., rd 56‘ 1rpos‘ rap (flu aitrtiqaw fitptio'ts pe-ru'hqqfasv‘ rowfrro 8' 50-1}.

gxov-ra nohvpoptfiojepav E'st 'rr)v 1'6 161! dvdprimmv ys'uoc‘ i) 'ydp po'vov

Zde'av, kai 'rot'n'wv crepa 1rp6 e'répmv per-E'st 'roO Bciou riiw r)va vapl'pwv
- ~ . ,

pahhov Kdl. nohvxovo'répav, 5am! pr) (cpmv 1'] puhw'ra ndvrwv.
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end may varyl. One and the same end, again, may be

reached by different paths under different circumstances.

Aristotle, it is true, does not recognize this, for he conceives

that the end which he assigns to the State can only be

fully realized by a single type of social and political organi

zation. But he allows that the instances are few in which

the ‘ best State’ can come into being (6 II. 1295a 25

sqq.), and he seems to make but little use of the end of

the State in his inquiries respecting the imperfect consti

tutions 2, under which, nevertheless, nine-tenths of those who

reach the no'Ms stage of society must expect to live. The

durability of the constitution, rather than its favourableness

to good life,-seems here to be the aim he keeps in view.

Nor can the institutions of even the best State be nakedly

deduced from its end. The means of realizing the end (rd.

was 16 're'kos)—in other words, the organization of the State

—have to be otherwise ascertained. For this purpose, the

‘ social functions ’ (épya) necessary to the wo'Ms are enume

rated,-and as it proves on inquiry that they ought not to

be indiscriminately opened to all the denizens of the State,

the creation of 'ye'v'q—a term under which classes, trades, and

departments of the State are included without distinction—

follows of necessity 3. In the whole inquiry it is evident that

the institutions of actually existing societies, and especially

of Hellenic societies, are present to Aristotle’s mind, the End

being used as a standard by which to correct the data thus

gained. The End is kept in view in selecting the Matter of

the State and in improving it by education and law: it

serves as a measure of rights within the State, for the just

is relative to the End (3. 9: 3. 12-13) : it helps us to

determine the true size of the State, and the limits within

which the participation in dyaGd it implies is to be confined :

‘ Compare, for instance, Aris

totle’s interpretation of 16 :6 (fly

with Cicero’s (de Rep. 4. 3. 3: 5.

6. 8).

2 So far at least as the Sixth,

Seventh, and Eighth Books (the

old Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth) are

concerned, for the true end of the

State is evidently often present to

Aristotle’s mind in his criticisms

of the Lacedaemonian, Cretan,

and Carthaginian constitutions.

3 P01. 4 (7). 8—10.
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it regulates the creation and accumulation of wealth; but

it will not supply the place of a knowledge of human nature,

or of political experience, or of historical information.

The application of the teleological method by Aristotle

is further qualified by an occasional resort to principles not

special to Political, or even to Practical, Science. He not

unfrequently accepts a kind of evidence which he terms

‘ the evidence of reasoning’ (1‘1 ré‘w Ao'ywv 7rZ0'rLs'), and which

is distinguished by him from proof based on principles special

to a given science (éx 1'sz oZKeiwv dpxdvy, and from proof

based on detailed knowledge and experiencez. He recog

nizes, in fact, more roads than one to the truth ; and thus,

when in the Politics (4 4) he investigates the true size of

the State, he finds that the evidence of reasoning—broad

reasoning from the universal conditions of order (figs)—

leads him to a true conclusion; and indeed, not only the

evidence of reasoning, but that of observed facts, and in

particular, the fact that no reputedly well-constituted State

is indefinitely large.

It is thus evident that the teleological method is not

applied by Aristotle in its purity. He could not approach

the problem, how best to adjust the State to its end, with

out a consciousness that the State is not an unique thing,

or a thing capable of being severed from other things, and

dealt with by itself. On the contrary, it belongs, in his

view, to a whole class of things—the class of things into

which Matter enters ; it is, consequently, subject to the play

of Potentiality and Actuality: it is, further, a Kowwm’a and

a Kowwm'a issuing in a Natural Whole. We are not, there

fore, at liberty to determine the mode in which it is to

achieve the end for which it exists, without reference to the

1 e. g. de Gen. An. 2. 8. 747b 28,

M'yw 8“ Xo'yuu‘yv (dwddufiw) 8rd

rain), 611 amp Knedhov [LaAAOV’ 1rup

pw-re'pm riiw oixn'wv e’o-riv dpxiiw.

2 e. g. de Gen. et Corr. 1. 2.

316a 5 sqq., ai'rwv 85‘ 1'05 s’1r’

Eka'rrov But/anew. 'rt‘z. opoho‘ym'lpsva

o'wopav r') cinetpi'a' 8d) 3001. s'wpxr'j

Kazn pfikhov e’u rois (pva‘txois, pfihhov

afivav-rat I'm-0716:0611: 'romt'rrar a’pxr‘zs'

ai €1ri 170)“) 813mm o'vusipcw' oi 6'

5'1: raw nohkibu )to'ywu dfisdapq-rot 1631!
r , ~ \ , . ,
vrrapxovrwv ovrzr, 1rpos‘ ohrya fits

wavrer, tirro¢aivovrat fiqov' 1804 8'
~ \ a l ., ,
au 11; Klu ex 'rov-raw 000v (Madn

povrrw ol ¢vmxibs xal hoyuaim' O'KO

'rroOl/res‘. See on thls subject Zeller,

Gr. Ph. 2. 2. WI. 2.
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general laws which govern all cases of genesis. We cannot

deal with Political Science apart from the Science of Being

and Becoming. Nor can we deal with it without the

guidance of the best attainable Experience and Opinion. In

well-constituted individuals and races, things tend to work

themselves out right, and we must take the history and

institutions of such races into account.

WVe see, therefore, that Aristotle approached the subject

of Politics with some prepossessions: on the one hand, he

brought to its study a metaphysical creed, which led him to

expect the State to conform to the laws of structure and

working which he traced in things in general; on the other,

he was biassed in favour of Hellenic institutions. He was

thus led on from the assertion of a single and invariable end

for the State to the far more questionable doctrine, that the

State can only achieve this end by the adoption of one

unvarying type of structure, which it is possible to map out

in considerable detaill. Nor was the end which he assigned

to the State one that was likely to suggest a satisfactory

structure. The end of a thing is, in his view, as has been

said, not the sum of the functions discharged by it, but the

highest of them only. If that highest function can only be

discharged by a part of the Whole, then that part becomes,

in fact, the Whole. To it all other parts become mere

means; they exist for it and are merely subsidiary to it.

The State thus came to be, as we shall hereafter see, not

only an union of unequals, which may very well be its

character, but an union of classes which are mere means

with a class which is related to them as their end. The

mutual relation of the component elements of the State was

thus distorted and denaturalised. Aristotle’s ‘best State '

is exactly the kind of State to which a Teleology such as

his pointed. The classes of which it is composed are re

morselessly distributed into means and ends. Two thirds

1 Cp. Eth. Nic. 2. 5. 1106b 28, T13 X69. We need not here pause to

pe‘v tipap'rdvew mMuxé: ('0er (1'6 consider, how far Aristotle’s error,

yrip KaKbv 1017 dnsipov, dis oi Hvfia- if such it is, has been repeated,

'yripflm eiKa(0v, 1'6 8' ti-ynflt‘w 'roi) even down to our own day.

newspao'pe'vou), To 35‘ Kat-opt)on pollu

VOL. I. F
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of them fall under the former head, one third under the

latter. Since, further, the particular type of social and

political organization, which Aristotle held to be the only

true one, was nowhere even approximately realized, a

shadow of illegitimacy was cast on the actual State; it

did not, perhaps it could not, fulfil the true end, or dis

tribute social functions and social advantages in accordance

with true justice or true expediency; and a doubt might

well arise whether it possessed any real claim to the

obedience of the citizen, or, at all events, to his active

participation in its concerns. Its authority was weakened,

and a sanction indirectly given to that detachment from

politics, which Aristotle probably desired to combatl, but

which was the growing tendency of the age; and not only

to detachment from politics, but to political indifference

and disaffection.

On the other hand, his emphatic reference of the State to

an end had its advantages. There had been a time when

the State itself had been viewed as the end of human life2;

and if Socrates, Xenophon, and Plato had already ‘taught

the existence of a virtue of man as man, not limited in its

exercise to action on behalf of the State, and had treated the

State only as a means for the realization of virtue, not as the

ultimate moral end"; Aristotle’s more systematic reference

of the State to an end was a welcome confirmation of

their view. It seemed to provide a definite standard, the

application of which would rob political inquiry of its

arbitrariness and uncertainty, would’ supply it with a

criterion of right and wrong, and raise men above those

‘media axiomata,’ among which in these subjects they

1 We may perhaps infer this

from the general tenour of the

Politics. Aristotle not only insists

that the individual is a part of the

State (1. 2. 1253a 18 sq.) and be

longs to the State, not to himself

(5 (8). 1. 1337 a 27 sq.), and that

the active virtues contribute to the

enjoyment of leisure (4 (7). I5.

1334 a I6 sq.), but he also presses

the improvement of actual consti

tutions on the attention of political

inquirers, and declares that this is

as much the business of Political

Science as the portraiture of an

ideal State (6 (4). I. 1289a 1 sqq.).

“ Zeller, Gr. Ph. 1. 61 (4th

edit.): cp. Plato, Meno 73A:

73 C.

3 Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 1. 33 (ed. 2).
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usually move. If a knowledge of the End was useful in

departments of science where we cannot hope to modify

phenomena but only to understand them, it was likely to

be doubly so in Practical Science—a field in which imper

fection seemed to arise more easily, and almost more

legitimately, than elsewhere; where the material cause was

more commonly defective or treacherous, where error or

oversight was more fatal, and ‘deviation from the true

path’ (nape’KBams) was especially frequentl; and where,

at the same time, we might hope to effect amendment,

for though the best State might lie beyond the reach

of almost all, there were (so Aristotle held) fairly satis

factory forms of social and political organization, of which

this could not be said. For one important lesson, at all

events, we may probably thank Aristotle's teleological treat

ment of Politics. It tended to negative in advance the

many theories, which, from century to century, down to our

own day, have claimed for some one social element—whether

King, people, or Pope—an indefeasible right of sovereignty

irrespective of contribution to the general welfare. Power

falls of right, in Aristotle’s view, to those who, be they many

or few, are qualified by intrinsic merit and command of

material resources to contribute effectually to the end for

which the State exists.

Aristotle’s error lay, not in seeking to discover the end

of the State, for he was right in accounting this to be the

first step in Political Science, but in imposing on it one

unvarying end, in giving too narrow an interpretation to

that end, and in holding that it could only be fully attained

through one type of society.

1 Communities are liable to easily the constitution may slip

rixpmn’a no less than individuals

(Pol.7 (5).9. 1310a 18); and Politi

cal Science, in Aristotle’s hands, is

evidently far more tolerant of the

faultier constitutions than Ethical

Science is of the faultier types of

character. We have only to read

the book of the Politics which

treats of Revolutions, to see how

from one form to another: the

configuration of its territory, acci

dent, as at Athens (P01. 2. 12.

1274a 12), a want of vigilance on

the part of the holders of power,

facts in the past history of the

State, may all avail to bring about

a change.

F 2
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The end If we pass on to examine the end assigned by Aristotle

to the no'Ms, we shall find that here he diverges to a certain

the "(M extent from the Socratic tradition, to which both Xenophon

exammed' and Plato adhered. The office of the Statesman, according

to Socrates, was to make the citizens better (Xen. Mem.

1. 2. 32: 2. 6. 13 sq.). Xenophon contrasts the ideal

Persians of his romance, who ‘seek to secure that the

citizens of their State shall be as good as possible’ (Cyrop.

1. 2. 5), with the Assyrians, whose State aimed at the

production of wealth (ibid. 5. 2. 20). So again, Plato

holds that the end of the 'rro'm; is to make the citizens

happy by making them virtuous 1. Aristotle describes the

end of the 716M; somewhat differently: its end is not

merely the production of virtue in its citizens, but the

production of virtuous action; it not only makes men good

and happy, but gives the action of men already good and

happy its full natural scope and character. It produces

virtue and developes virtuous action in those who are not

yet virtuous, but its end is to afford the virtuous and happy

a field for the exercise of their virtue and happiness. It

comes into being ‘for the sake of life,’ but exists ‘for the

sake of good life’ ; or, if this is an end common to it with

other things, it exists for the sake of noble action (r6311

KaMBv 'rrpdfewv), or still mOre definitely, for the sake of

‘life perfect and complete in itself’ (Pol. 3. 9. 1281a 1).

As the Christian is said to be ‘ complete in Christ 2,’ so the

individual is said by Aristotle to be complete in the no’Ats.

Not completeness as a whole (for this includes ‘complete

ness in respect of necessaries’ as well as ‘ completeness in

respect of good life’), but completeness in respect of good

life is the end of the aro'Ms. Its end is, however, some—

times stated to be ‘noble action’ (KaAal npdEeLs)—under

which term, in the Politics (4 3. 1325 b 16 sqq.), though

not in the Ethics (10. 7. 1177a 21), the exercise of the

speculative faculty is included. Aristotle, in fact, though

he still stands firmly in the Politics by his view of the

‘ Gorg. 515 B : Laws 631 B : Zeller, Plato, E. T. p. 464, n. 12.

and other passages referred to by 2 Coloss. 2. 10.
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superiority of the virtues exercised in leisure, which include

those concerned in speculation, shows nevertheless an incli

nation which he had not shown in the Ethics, to dwell

on the features common to speculative and practical activity.

In the Ethics they are parted by the interval which separates

the divine in man from the human, and oo¢fa from ¢pdvmrts.

Aristotle is there, perhaps, still under the impressions which

were present to his mind when he described the ‘creative

reason’ (voiis‘ woumxo's) in the De Anima: he may have seen

the matter in another light when he looked at it from the

more social, less psychological point of view which prevails

in the Politics.

It should be observed, however, that the end of the

ram is not to promote good life in mankind generally, but

only in those within its own pale who are capable of it;

and also that the no'Ms- must not only set itself to foster

good life, but all that is contributory thereto. The no’Ms,

it may be added, will not achieve good life or happiness,

unless some or all of its members achieve it. The happiness

of the Whole will be achieved through the happiness of its

parts, and thus we find the happiness and even the pleasure

of the individual more considered by Aristotle than by

Plato. See (e.g.) P01. 2. 5. 1263 b 5: 4 (7). 9. 1329a 17sqq.:

2. 5. 1264b 17sqq. The sense must further be noticed

which Aristotle attaches to good life. He construes it as

bound up with the pursuit of politics and philosophy. As

we shall see, not all ages nor both sexes are held by him

to be capable of rising to this kind of life; nor are all

callings compatible with it. I

Aristotle’s account of the end of the Tl’éAlS‘, or City-State, Three pro

involves three separate assertions :(1) That the State is, or rather may be and should be, Aristotle‘s

not only the negative condition, but the positive source of

virtuous action in individuals: the "6M

(2) That it is an all-sufficient source of virtuous action

(az'n'épxns npbs‘ Ta (1'1 (flu) in them:

(3) That virtuous action is its end.
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Examina

tion of

these pro

positions—

the first.

(I) So far as the first of these assertions is implied in

his view, Aristotle would not probably feel that he was

departing in any degree from the best opinion current

among his countrymen. The Hellenic State began in a

group of tribes and clans, and was itself, like a tribe or clan,

an unity based on common worship and consecrated by

common festivals. It was thus a common life, as much

as an union for protection against foes, or the redress of

injuries, or the making of laws. The State was the centre

and guide of social existence: Delphi early taught the

citizen to worship the gods which the State directed him

to worship and in the manner which the State prescribed:

the institutions and the laws, written and unwritten, which

every Greek felt had made him what he was, were traced

back by popular belief to some lawgiver commissioned by

the State. Even in barbarous communities, the laws,

whether written or unwritten, were observed to be com

monly directed to the production of military virtuel;

and the end to which their rude legislation was addressed

was sought more scientifically and successfully by the

laws of the Lacedaemonian State. The devotion of the

Three Hundred at Thermopylae was an homage to law:

IQ Eeiv’, dyys'hhnv Aakedatjwm'ots, 5n rfids

I a , r! I 2

“W041, r019 Ken/aw prjpao't wetdopevm .

Each little community, like Israel, drew its moral inspiration

and its moral atmosphere from its laws. The State was

‘ the rock whence’ each man ‘was hewn’ and ‘the hole of

the pit whence he was digged 3.’ Lysias had said: éyd) pEu

yap oipat mirror Tds‘ no'Aets‘ 5nd 'rofi'ro rails vdpovs rfdwdat, 't'va,

' \ Q a a A \ I I

775 l- (DU av 77 a 67(1)]! (1770 (I) 611 11a 0. TOUTOUS‘ @ABom-es O'Kf"W‘ P s

4: and Aristotle takes it

of its prerogatives. Rude early

\[Iaijzsfia 6' TL 1‘1va "IroLrj-re'ov e’rr'rfv

‘ Pol. 4 (7). 2. r324b 5 sqq.

2 ‘Pr’lpam is here explained as

=vopipots. If this is the meaning,

cp. Thuc. r. 84. 3.

3 Probably the same thing

might be traced in the early

Teutonic community, and would

have been still more easily trace

able in it, if the Christian Church

had not relieved the State of many

communities do not trouble them

selves over-much to draw sharp

distinctions between sin and crime.

‘ Lys. 1. 35, uoted by L.

Schmidt, Ethik er alten Grie

chen, !. p. 199, who also refers to

Demosth. 23. 141 (p. 202). See

L. Schmidt’s remarks on the above

subject, pp. 198—203.
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for granted that the aim of every lawgiver is to make

men good: [rapt-Wei.~ 5E Kai. 'rt‘) ywcipevov $1) 'ra't's wdAeo-w' oi.

yap vopofié'rat TO'lJS‘ wohiras‘ éGKov'rss‘ nowfio'w dyadozis, Kai Tb

pEv ,Boziknpa warn-5s vopoee'rov 'roii'r’ ion-iv, 50-01. 5% psi) (ii all-rd

notoiicrw, épaprtivovo'tv‘ Kai. 5La¢€pet Torin? noMru'a ‘Tl’OALTéL’US

dyadi] (patihns (Eth. Nic. 2. I. 1103b quq.)l. But the in

fluence of the Hellenic State asserted itself through other

channels than that of the law, written or unwritten: both

Isocrates and Aristotle dwell on the influence exercised by

the example of the rulers of the Statez, and Plato (Rep.

492 A) contrasts the small effect produced by a few sophists

in comparison with the influence on the individual of a

whole people gathered in its assemblies or law-courts or

theatres. The distinctive characteristic of a 'n'o'Ms‘ accord—

ing to Aristotle—that which marks it off from an alliance

——is to be found in the benevolent care of each citizen for

the virtue of all belonging to the State (P01. 3. 9. 1280b

I sqq.). In every way the saying of Simonides—I'léMs iii/5pm

6t50'wxet3—held good. It is true that another view of the

State had been put forward by the sophist Lycophron, who

treated it as merely a ‘ security to the citizens against mutual

wrong ’ (éyyvq'rijs‘ éAAfiAOLS‘ 'rtBu 5LKaiaiv, P01. 3. 9. 1280b IO);

and that the sophist Hippias, as has been said, acknow

ledged only those laws which are universally accepted

to be divinely authorized: but we note in other sophists a

tendency to accept as just whatever the strongest element

in each State held to be for its own interest (Plato, Rep.

343), and thus to assert the ethical authority, not merely

of a well-ordered State, but of any and every State in

which the strongest element ruled.

No doubt, the Hellenic State had not always, or even

generally, made full use of the position thus accorded to it:

it failed, we are told, even to give its members a training

1 The peculiarity of the Lacedae

monian lawgiver lay in this, that

he sought to regulate the rearing

and habits of his citizens (Eth.Nic.

IO. 10. 1180a 24 sqq.), not in his

seeking to produce virtue. His

aim was the same as that of

others, though his methods were

more eflectual.

2 Aristot. P01. 2. n. 1273a 39:

Isocr. ad Nicocl. 31: Areopag.

§ 22: Nicocl. § 37.

3 Plutarch, An seni sit gerenda

respublica, c.
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appropriate to the constitution (Pol. 7 (5). 9. 1310a 12 sqq.);

and if it failed in this, we need not wonder that it failed,

except in one or two places, to train them systematically

to virtue (Eth. Nic. 10. IO. 1180a 24 sqq.). Its laws were

a chaos, directed to no special aim, or, if to any, to success

in war (Pol. 4 2. 1324b 5): its guidance of religion

was imperfect, its chastisement of heresy fitful: it allowed

education to fall into the hands of men who travelled from

State to State, detached from State-allegiance, or who

sought inspiration from sources other than the laws and

traditions of the Statel. Its authority was still further

impaired, or even made harmful, by falling into the hands

first of one faction, and then of another (3. 3. 1276a 8 sqq.).

Yet those who questioned it were probably the few, rather

than the many; and even Isocrates (de Antid. 295—6)

could claim that culture at Athens was virtually the

product of the State. It was easy to forget how much

(in the Athenian character, for instance, was due to other

than indigenous influences ; how the philosophy of Athens,

its metres and its music, its rhetoric and its triremes, and.

above all, its Homer, came to it from outside. The springs

that fed the moral and intellectual life of an Athenian were

gathered from a wider area than that of the Athenian

State.

It was on this foundation of common sentiment that the

philosophers built up their conception of the office of the

State. Plato, indeed, was not unaware that the State could

not afford to rely exclusively on its own spiritual resources

(Laws 950 Asq.: 951Asqq.), though he subjects com

munications with other States to strict regulation: and if

Aristotle speaks more emphatically of the self-completeness

of the single State (e. g. P01. 4 (7). 3. 1325b 23 sq.), he can

hardly have intended to go beyond Plato in this matter.

Still both seem inclined to recur to the long-past time, if

indeed there ever was such a time, when each Hellenic

1 To Plato men seem to speak real legislator of the State (Laws

not without plausibility when they 709 A).

make out Circumstance to be the
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State was its own spiritual counsellor and oracle, not

drawing life from the central stem of Hellas, but finding the

‘light of the city’ in its own law. The self-contained Lace

daemonian State was, notwithstanding Leuctra, the model

constantly before the eyes of both. Why should not a

nobler State of this kind be possible? They seem to have

thought that moral influence was not a thing which could

be expected to travel far from its source; the conception

of a world-wide Church was alien to their ideas; men could

not be spiritual guides to each other without knowing each

other, without belonging to, and living in, one and the same

city; nor could spiritual authority be effectual without

coercive power behind it. Everything, in their view,

pointed to the City-State. They forgot that it may be

more within the power of the State to communicate what

the Lacedaemonian State had communicated to its citizens

than what they wished to be communicated to theirs.

They did not ask themselves whether a State can make

men philosophers, or give them moral wisdom, as easily as

it can inspire a readiness to die for it.

We must remember that the moral life of a Greek

community would not seem beyond the control of its

authorities and its law: not only was it small, and its

life passed mainly in public, but the popular mind had

hardly perhaps as yet been stirred as deeply as it was

stirred by the rise of Christianity under the Roman

Empire, and by the Reformation and the French Revolu

tion in later days. The forces with which the State has

to deal seemed far more docile than they really are. Even

Aristotle fails to comprehend the possibilities of popular

enthusiasm. In his view, the masses are well content to be

left to their daily struggle for a livelihood, and are little

inclined to press for office, unless they are wronged or out

raged, or unless they see that office is made a source of gain

(7 (5). 8. I308b 34): their aim is rather profit than honour

(8 4. 1318 b 16 sqq.). Passionate loyalty, or patriotism,

or religious feeling, passionate enthusiasm for an idea of

any kind, find no place in his notion of the popular mind.
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The world had not yet drunk deep of the creeds which,

more than aught else, have made men fanatics and robbed

the lawgiver and the statesman of their command over

things; nor did it then know much even of those non

religious popular movements (‘ national’ movements, for

example), which have so often proved beyond the control

of statesmanship.

Aristotle, like Plato before him, thought he saw his way

to making the influence of the State more of a reality. Let

it be so organized as to become to the individual all that

the popular voice' assumed it to be already. Let it regulate

man’s existence from the cradle to the grave—regulate

marriage and education, property, production and trade, art,

poetry and religion. Statesmanship was not statesmanship

unless it was equal to this overwhelming mission: the states

man must be capable of guiding, and indeed of leading, the

whole culture of the community. It is thus that woM-rmfi is

described as supreme over the sciences, as determining

which are to exist within the State and which are not, as

adjusting to her end the arts of war, of household manage—

ment, of rhetoric, and prescribing through legislation what

men ought to do and to abstain from doing (Eth. Nic.

I. I. 1094a 28—b 7).

The whole action of the State in relation to the indi

vidual is apparently conceived by Aristotle (except in the

case of a waufiaa-mda) to be governed by law. He seems

to be aware that there are some things which law is too

general to regulate aright or indeed at all (P01. 3. I 5. 1286 a.

24 sqq.)l : but its limitations are hardly so present to him as

they are to Plato in the Laws (e. g. 788 B : 807 E : 822 D),

though it is true, on the other hand, that he looks to the

educational influence of Law for much that Plato had sought

in the Republic to achieve by laws abolishing the House

hold and Several Property (2. 5. 1263b 37 sqq.). Law

is a means not only of protecting men’s rights, or of

preventing or punishing criminal acts, but of promoting

‘ The writer of the Eudemian law our relations to friends (Eth.

Ethics excepts from the sphere of Bud. 7. 1. 1235 a 2).
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right action and developing virtue—of developing the right

motive of action. We must not measure the operation of

Law in the State by the operation of the law-court: law

finds its true function in distributive rather than in corrective

justice: it assigns to each individual his true position and

work: it speaks through the constitution: it regulates the

relation of the lower vocations to the higher: it regulates

education, property, the household, citizenship, the daily

life of the individual in the syssitia and festivals of the

State. ‘Institutions,’ to use a modern word, are the pro

duct and creature of Law, and whatever they achieve—

whatever, for example, such an institution as that of the

monogamic household achieves —is the achievement of Law.

In full accord with the popular view, Aristotle includes

even ‘unwritten laws’ under Law and ascribes them to a

legislator 1. Much, therefore, of what we term the influence

of Public Opinion, so far at least as it rests on tradition and

custom, would apparently be brought under the head of

Law. Armed with this powerful weapon, atom-rm; need not

fear to undertake the immense mission assigned to her.

Aristotle’s conception of the office of the State un—

questionably possesses elements of truth. It is true that the

State exercises a vast moral influence on the individual,

however narrowly it may construe its functions. The

society of which a man forms a part contributes largely to

the formation of his character. Mere temporary residence,

for instance, in the United States is suflicient, as we say, to

‘Americanize’ the German or Irish immigrant, and the

active discharge of a citizen’s duties must greatly deepen

‘ Cp. P01. 8 (6). 5. 1319b 38,

Ex 'rofrrwv rstpfiadat ka'rao‘KwéQ’w

1'1’11! timbtihetav, sfihafiovpe'vous ,us’v

rd (fiesipov-ra, “66,161,011: 66’ T0106—

'rovr 116,14.on Kai TOI’IL‘ zi'ypdtbovs ml

for): ycypaput'vous K. 1'. X. Herein

he follows Plato (Polit. 295A,

298 D, Laws 793 B-C, referred to

by L. Schmidt, Ethik d. alten

Griechen, 1. 202). Contrast the

language of Plato and Aristotle

on this subject with that of Die

Chrysostom, Or. 76. p. 648M

(quoted by C. F. Hermann, Gr.

Antiqq. 2. § I. 9), 3011. as 16 3'00:

71/03/41] ,ut’v raw xpwpe'vwv Kowr'], wipes

86’ r'z'ypatpos 30110119 1') wéhsws. . .

eiiprljm 8“ rivapdnrwv 06861169, (RM:

Bio!) kal xprivov. Aristotle himself

occasionally uses expressions

which distinguish 301; from 116,110:

(e.g. P01. 2. 5. 1263b 39, 1019

warn Kai 'rj ¢thoao¢ig Kai 'rois

vo'pow).
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the impression. The small mass gravitates to the large

mass: the individual accepts the point of view, the moral

estimate of men and things, which he finds prevailing around

him. This is the general rule, though Plato himself notices

that the ‘ divine men whose acquaintance is beyond all price ’

(Laws 951 B: cp. Memo 99) spring up as much in ill-con

stituted States as in well-constituted ones, and it is evident

that character cannot always be traceable to Society or the

State, for otherwise how could a Socrates arise in the de

fective society of Athens? Even, however, if we admit to

the fullest extent that the character of the individual in

nine cases out of ten takes its impress from that of the

society of which he is a part, the question still remains, how

far, where that is so, the laws of the society have contributed

to the character thus communicated. If it is possible to

exaggerate the influence of the State on character, it is

still more possible to exaggerate the influence of law and

Statesmanship on character; and Aristotle’s doctrine is not

merely that morality insensibly adjusts itself to the State

as the whole which it has to sustain and keep in healthy

working, but that it is in a more positive way its product as

being the offspring of its Law.

To a certain extent constitutions—for example, the

democratic constitution of the United States—do reflect

themselves in character. De Tocqueville and others have

sufficiently proved this. Law does far more than protect

men‘s persons and property, or even the whole sum of their

rights: it would do so even if it designedly confined its

aims within this limit. Even then it would incidentally

develope a type of character (17009), or at all events would

modify in some degree the predominant motives of action.

Laws such as that which enforces monogamy, or those

which regulate the devolution of property, whatever the

motive with which they may be imposed, exercise a power

ful influence on character; they not only enforce certain

outward acts, but they create dispositions. The members

of a polygamic household are ethically different from the

members of a monogamic household. If, again, as Aris
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totle holds, the State can devise and work a system of

education which will not only develope the intelligence, but

train the moral sympathies, the law by which it effects this

will prove itself a moral influence of no ordinary kind.

But the influence of the lawgiver may be overrated. He

contributes something to the character of the society for

which he legislates, but does not circumstance or race con

tribute more? are not a thousand nameless influences more

potent than he? It is the rarest thing in the world when

some lawgiver~Mahomet, for example~subdues society to

his will. Aristotle himself sees that the character of a

community depends to a large extent on matters beyond

the control of the legislator—the nature and situation of

the territory, the initial qualities of the population, the turn

fortune gives to its history. He did not, however, recognize

all the causes which tend to limit the legislators influence:

he did not know how little religion, or science, or the dis

tribution of wealth, or the relative prominence of particular

occupations in a State can be controlled by law. However

favourable the initial Matter of the State may be, it is only

in the world's best moments, when some great Teacher has

won men to him, that Law can assume the position which

Aristotle assigns to it ; and it is precisely at these moments

that law and organization are least needed and least in

place. \Vhen an idea is ‘in the air’ as a pervading influence,

it does not need to be embodied in institutions; these arise

later, and seek, usually in vain, to preserve for posterity

something of its fugitive greatness. Aristotle1 ascribes an

extent of authority and influence to the Statesman which is

hardly ever his, and also invests him with attributes of

spiritual leadership which he hardly ever possesses. He is

in part misled by the notion of a ‘ best State’ immobile and

exempt from change, or at all events travelling in a groove

traced for it by its founder. He did not see that society

lives by incessant renewal, and that the fresh ideas which

reinvigorate it will seldom owe their birth to the statesmen

‘ Plato no doubt in the Republic went even further in this direction

than Aristotle.
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at its head. It is not to them that we look for the first

word of Progress: we are content if they adopt and protect

a movement in advance, when already originated by others.

Still more is this true of Law. Law is usually the last to

register an accomplished advancel. Nor again must we set

down to Law all that it regulates. It regulates the house~

hold ; it may regulate the Church : but we need not assume

that either of these institutions owes its existence, or its

influence, to Law. There are beliefs (the belief in God, for

example) which are not traceable with certainty to the in

fluence of social life, much less to Law—they seem rather

to be, as it were, self-sown—yet which have done as much,

or more, for civilization than any others. Certainly, the

Law cannot ‘prescribe what men ought to do and abstain

from doing.’ Even in the best State, the lawgiver can

hardly be the source of unwritten law. To us Aristotle

seems to call the State to functions too spiritual for it.

We know what law is and what statesmen are: we see

the State constantly doing, not that which it holds to be

right, but that which is dictated by political necessity—

constantly studying in its policy its own security rather than

the broad interests of morality, and while we quite agree

that the State is in some sense a spiritual power, we hesitate

to recognize in it the true and only adequate guide to right

action or the appointed nursing-mother of science and

philosophy.

Still, to whatever extent we may conceive that Aristotle

overrated the influence of the State, and especially of its

Law, as positive sources of virtuous action, it seems clear

that his view contains an element of truth. He was on

less solid ground when he asserted that the State is all

The

second.

1 Or indeed a decline. Plato {moppei 'rrpbs rd 1701] 1': Kai rd

sees this, as we shall find if we

read his picture of the way in
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suflicient for good life (afiro’tpxns- wpos' r6 :1? (flu) 1. Perhaps

in making this assertion he is thinking only of the best

State; still, as has been said, he seems to forget that the

citizen of a Greek State was not a product of that State

alone, but in part of influences originating in other States.

The influence of the common festivals of Greece, of its

poets, philosophers, and historians, overleapt the barriers

between State and State, and Greece would not have

been what it was, if civilizing influences originating outside

the State had not, for the most part, been allowed full

play. It is very probable that, notwithstanding his ex

pressions with regard to the self-completeness of the State,

Aristotle would willingly admit all salutary influences from

outside, but he seems hardly as alive to the value of such

influences as we should expect.

We next come to the question, is good life, in the The third.

sense which Aristotle attaches to it of perfect and self

complete life, not only a thing which the State is capable

of producing, but the end for which it exists?

If we take it for granted that one unvarying end is to

be set before every State, whatever its environment or

circumstances, there is much to be said in favour of Aris

totle’s conclusion. We may wish that he had construed

the end of the State as the production not only in those

within the State, but also in those outside it, of the maxi

mum amount of virtuous activity attainable by them: yet

the view that the State does not exist for the indefinite

increase of its wealth or population or trade, or for con

quest and empire, but that these aims are to be subordi

nated to considerations of moral and intellectual wellbeing,

is one which has by no means lost its value or applicability

at the present day.

Some may hold it to be too comfortable a doctrine, that

the State, whose development often seems to us to follow

laws of its own, not always, apparently, conducive to the

1 He adds (ix: 31w; sin-sin, Pol. I. 2. I252 b 23.
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welfare or happiness of men, is really a thing to be shaped

as may best suit men’s moral and intellectual interests; and

may think that if it subserves this aim, it does so in its

ultimate tendencies and in the long run, rather than directly.

We seem often to notice that institutions and classes, to

which every statesman wishes well, disappear in the torrent

of social change, unable for some reason or other to main

tain their footing. We see the State half the champion,

half the victim of some over-mastering idea which drives

it onward, often to its own destruction. We see it existing,

not for its own happiness, but to play some critical part in

history—~to ‘wander in the gloomy walks of Fate.’ Others,

again, may feel that ends which Aristotle hardly notices—

such as that of self-preservation—more largely influence

the structure and action of the State, than the nobler end

to which he subordinates them—the end of good life: and

it may be true that this latter aim, though never lost sight

of by the State, is commonly so thrown into the back

ground by the difficulties which beset every State, as to

be unable to assert itself with persistency and effect. Here,

as elsewhere, he may have been misled by the mirage of

an ideal State, exempt (ex hypothesz') from the embarrass

ments from which no State is in reality exempt. Others

may insist that the chief duty of a State—the duty it can

least afford to neglect—is the protection of men’s life and

property and freedom of action; or may urge that the

moral and intellectual advancement of the members of a

State is an end to the attainment of which the Statesman

can directly contribute but little, and that, consequently,

it can hardly be the end of the State. Others, again, may

plead that different States may legitimately have different

ends. The end which Aristotle sets before the State may

be the highest, and yet a given State may be right in

adjusting its organization to another end. The individual

State—and this Aristotle forgets—is usually a member of

a group, and should address itself to the work for which

the characteristics of its territory and population fit it,

leaving that which others can do better to be done by
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them 1. It is not necessary that the civilization of each

separate State should be absolutely complete. Occasion

ally, indeed, the cirCumstances of a State leave it no choice

but to be predominantly military or commercial or indus

trial. Even in these cases, however, the spirit of Aristotle’s

teaching, if not its letter, may be observed. The State may

do its utmost to secure that its legislation and its action

shall be in the interest of civilization, rightly understood.

It is when Aristotle descends into detail and interprets

good life as inseparable from the pursuit of politics or

philosophy that we feel least inclined to agree with him.

This doctrine of his forces him to view the less noble

vocations as existing only for the sake of the highest. Good

life is not, in his view, capable of realization in various

degrees by all men; it is the appanage of certain vocations.

There was nothing in his formula which compelled him to

interpret it thus. He was misled, partly by the general

sentiment of his race and age, which exaggerated the con

trast of vocations; partly by his own Teleology, always

too ready to classify things as means and ends.

We must not, however, forget that the conception of the

office of the State which Plato and Aristotle were led to

form was the expression of a profound social need. There

was pressing need of a power capable of taking the spiri_

tual direction of Greek society. In practice, the poets had

long held spiritual sway, and Plato with perfect justice

objected to them as religious and moral guides (e. g. Laws

801 B: 941 B): to such guides as he held many of the

sophists to be, he objected still more: he longed, as is

evident from page after page of the Laws 2, for an autho

ritative religious and moral revelation, such as that which

the modern world possesses, and Greece and Rome did

not: the City-State was to be the depositary of this reve

lation, and to do what the City-State alone could do; by

1 ‘If Great Britain has turned 2 e. g. Laws 887 sq. The re

itself into a coal-shed and black- mark is one which I owe to Mr.

smith’s forge, it is for the behoof Shadworth Hodgson, to whom it

of mankind as well as its own’ was suggested by a perusal of the

( Times, August 27, 1885). Laws.

VOL. I. G
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the regulation of marriage and education, by law, written

and unwritten, coercive and suasory, it was to build up

a people with whose very being the revelation would be

interwoven and who would find in it the principle of their

life. The distinction of Church and State, if the thought

of it could ever have occurred to him, would probably

have struck him as likely to imperil the spiritual influence

for which he sought to find a place in society. It would

do so, even if the Church were made supreme over the

State—the only relation of the two powers which we can

imagine him approving—for the Church even then would

not have in its own hands the means of enforcing its teach

ing: and besides, the very distinction of matters spiritual

from matters temporal would seem to him to imply forget—

fulness of the fact that even the most temporal of temporal

matters has spiritual issues of its own, and is in some sense

a spiritual matter, to be dealt with on spiritual grounds.

Aristotle, with some variations, followed in Plato’s foot

steps. Their conception of the State interests us because

it forms one of the earliest indications (outside jewish

history) of a feeling that society needs a spiritual authority:

the subsequent rise of a Christian Church within the State

is sure evidence that they did not err when they craved

something more of organized spiritual influence than the

actual Greek State offered. So far Plato and Aristotle

were moving in the right direction. But when they sought

to make the City-State an oracle of spiritual truth, and

seemed to aim at providing every man with a kind of

parochial Sinai, they greatly erred. If we are to have

a Pope, we instinctively wish him to be Oecumenical.

Men’s conceptions of the office of the State may possibly

have come to be somewhat more contracted than they

should be, since it has been able to devolve a part of its

burden on the Christian Church; and it may be true

that if we were to imagine Christianity absent from the

scene, it might be necessary for the State, its law and its

authorities to play a different part: but even then it would

hardly be to the City-State of Plato and Aristotle that
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the world would entrust its spiritual fortunes. Its well

proportioned minuteness and Hellenic delicateness of arti

culation would alone suffice to rob it of its authority over

modern minds, which ask for somewhat more of vastness

and mystery.

One remark, however, applies to all attempts to deter

mine the abstract end of the State. The thing which it

is important that every State and nation should make

perfectly clear to itself, is, not what the office of the State

in general is, but what is the work which it is individually

called to do. There can be little doubt that the work

marked out by circumstances for the Greek race and for

every Greek State was not only the realization of the

maximum of good life, but also the diffusion of Hellenic

civilization among the barbarians round about Hellas, and

especially among those who bordered on its Northern

frontier. The two aims were quite reconcileable, and the

latter of them deserved recognition at Aristotle’s hands.

It seems, however, to have been little, if at all, present

to his mind; and even in Alexander's it was probably an

afterthought.

We have now arrived at our definition of the 1rdMs, for A defini.

we have ascertained the genus to which it belongs, and have gnggi‘e

discovered its difererztz'a in its end. It is a xowwvt’o. issuing now been

in a Whole, and formed for the end of perfect and self- $2221“:

complete life. {IOme/fa.

- o c lssul

The next questlon eV1dently wrll be—and here we face,l “415‘,”

the central problem of Political Science, as understood by legidflflfmi

Aristotle—how must this Kotvmvt’a be organized in order to ofperfect

t and self
fulfil this end? This is substantially the question tha complete

Aristotle puts to himself, though it frequently appears in life

other forms. He asks, for instance, in the First Book of the $11,251:“

Politics, what organization of Slavery or of Supply is in 53;?“

accordance with Nature; and in the Third he discusses the attain its

question of the Supreme Authority from the point of view Zggvserne

of justice. These inquiries, however, ultimately pass into givenin the

G2
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portraiture the other: the natural is that which contributes to the End,

of a ‘ best

constitu

tion ’—

merits and

defects of

this mode

of dealing

with the

subject.

and the just cannot be determined without reference to the

End.

The answer is given in the portraiture of a ‘best consti

tutionl.’ Aristotle tacitly implies, that it is possible for the

inquirer to discover once for all the form of Kotvwm'a best

adapted for the attainment of the end, and, under certain

not hopelessly unrealizable conditions, to bring it into

existence.

It was not his view that the oflice of Political Science is

simply to register the phenomena of society, and to refer

them to their laws—t0 watch and to understand a process

which defies modification ——or to inquire what are the con—

ditions which tend to predominate in the future, and to

adjust society to them: it must work hand in hand with

Ethics—ask of Ethics what type of character it should aim

at producing, and then construct the State, if possible, in

such a way as to produce it. The path of Political Science

lies, in his view, rather through Ethics than through History.

It is not enough to watch the tendencies of History and to

accept what it brings. History is the record of a process

which is partly for the best, and partly not—partly the work

of Nature, partly of causes, such as Fortune, which may

bring the opposite of the best. There is nothing fixed or

infallibly beneficent about the historical process. When

the City-State evolves itself out of the Household and

Village, we trace the hand of Nature in History; but even

in well—constituted races, the dominant tendency of things

may be quite other than Natural. The tendency of con—

stitutional development in Greece, for instance, so far from

being in the direction of the best constitution, was in the

direction of democracyz. History, therefore, must be

brought to the bar of Ethics, and its natural tendencies

discriminated from the rest. Its outcome has a legitimate

1 Plato had done more: he

had thought himself called on to

display in the Critias and the

projected Hermocrates the ‘ actual

working and manifestation’ of

‘the political scheme of which

the Republic had described the

constituent elements ’ (Grote, Plato

3. 302).

2 P01. 3. 15. 1286b 20 sqq.
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claim on our acceptance, only so far as it satisfies a teleo

logical test. The ethical point of view must be our guiding

light in the historical wilderness: it alone can enable us to

choose the right path.

Holding, again, the belief that it is possible to assign one

legitimate end to the State, whatever its circumstances,

Aristotle also held that this end could be fully realized only

through one form of social organization. He had not asked

himself the question which Cicero was perhaps the first to

askl, whether it is not beyond the power of any single

inquirer to discover this one form. Cicero (de Rep. 2. 1.

1—3) ascribes to Cato the Censor the striking view, that

the construction of a best State is beyond the power not

only of any single individual, however able, but even

of the united wisdom of humanity at any single moment

of time, and can be accomplished only by the combined

wisdom and good fortune (de Rep. 2. 16. 30) of a number

of individuals spread over a series of generations and

centuries, so that, according to him, a State glides (dc

Rep. 2. 16. 3o: cp. 18. 33) into its ‘perfect form’ (optimus

status) ‘ naturali quodam itinere et cursu.’ In one respect,

however, Aristotle is wiser than Cicero. Cicero apparently

hopes to have an ‘ optimus status civitatis ’ revealed to him

in this way, which will be suitable to all possible commu

nities. Aristotle is aware that his ‘best constitution’ can

only be suitable to a few.

The quest of a ‘best constitution’ was a tradition of

political inquiry in Greece, and Aristotle fully accepts it.

The question, what constitution is the best, was apparently

first raised in Greece by practical statesmen (Aristot. P01.

2. 8. 1267b 29): it was thus, perhaps, that Herodotus

came to imagine a group of Persian grandees discussing the

claims of monarchy, oligarchy, and democracy to be the

best (Hdt. 3. 8o sqq.). It was a later idea that a combina

‘ Cp. de Rep. 2. II. 21 : nos vero however, is no doubt to be found

videmus et te quidem ingressum in the Greek conception of Time

ratione ad disputandum nova, as the Discoverer, which Aristotle

quae nusquam est in Graecorum fully adopts (Eth. N ic. x. 7. 1098a

libris. The germ of Cicero’s view, 23 : P01. 2. 5. 1264a 1 sqq.).
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tion of all three,such as some thought they found in the Lace

daemonian constitution,was the best (Aristot. P01. 2.6. 1 265b

33 sq.). When the question was taken up by men unversed

in political life, like Hippodamus, fancy went farther afield.

Plato was the first to find out that one may discover a ‘best

constitution’ without in so doing discovering a generally

available remedy for political ills. He saw, at all events in

the later years of his lifel, that his earlier ideal of the

Republic had been pitched too high for men, and was only

suitable for ‘gods or the sons of gods.’ Aristotle went

further in this direction, and studied the question why a

given constitution is applicable to one community and not

to another. Not only moral causes, but social or economi

cal circumstances, or the character of the territory, may place

a particular constitution beyond the reach of a particular

community. The best constitution, for example, is un

realizable without exceptional virtue and exceptionally

favourable circumstances (6 11. I295 a 26). In sketching

it, therefore, Aristotle is aware that he is doing what will

be useful only to a few.

We may wonder that under these circumstances he made

the portraiture of an ideal State the chief task of the Politics.

He has not stated the reasons which led him to do so, and

we can only guess what they were. Perhaps he found it

hard to break with a well-established tradition of political

inquiry. Apart from this, however, he would probably feel,

that if the Politics was to ‘complete’ the Ethics, it must

contain a sketch of the ‘ best constitution ’—the constitution

most favourable to virtue and happiness. He would also feel

that if the ‘best constitution’ were only for the few, those

few were the best. The WGflBaO'LAGfa was the rarest, if the

divinest, of possible forms; yet he describes it with the

rest. To omit to tell the Statesman what sort of State he

should construct when everything was in his favour would

be to leave the best moments of Statesmanship without

guidance. The main object of Political Science is to con

‘ See Laws 739D : 853 C: 691 C, collected by Susemihl (Sus.’, Note

and other passages from the Laws 191).
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struct a State which will develope, not mar, man‘s nature—

which will call forth virtuous action and form a fit home for

virtue. The best State is the State ; it is the only form which

can in strictness be said to be the State as Nature willed it

to be, the normal product undistorted by defects of character

or fortune or legislative skill.

We can see that the practice of depicting a best State was

not without its advantages. It taught the political inquirer

not to rest content with suggesting isolated reforms, but to

view them in relation to Society as a whole. It obliged

him to construct a more or less consistent and coherent

whole, in which each element should match the rest.

Territory, national character, the economical and social

system, the political organization, must all be such as to

work together harmoniously for the common good. Nor

could we in any other way have obtained so full a revela

tion in so small a compass of the political views of Plato and

Aristotle.

Yet this practice was a misleading one. It accustomed

the student of politics to imagine the legislator in a position

which he practically never occupies—to imagine him with a

tabula rasa before him, free to write on it whatever he

pleases. It implied that the supreme task of Political

Science is to construct a State ‘in the air ’——with0ut a given

historical past, without given environing circumstances. \Ve

can better understand Plato depicting a ‘best State’ than

Aristotle, for Plato believed that in sketching the States of

the Republic1 and Laws he was sketching States not

hopelessly beyond the reach of the actual States around

him, but Aristotle knows that his best State is realizable

only by a very few. His ideal is pitched too high for most

States. His citizen-body is to consist of men of full virtue

(o-rrovfia'ioi fumés) 2, and they are to possess exactly the right

1 No doubt, when he wrote the

Laws, he had come to see that

the State of the Republic made

too great demands on human na

ture to be suitable to men.

‘1 Pol. 4 (7). 13. 1332 a. 32 sqq.

Dio Chrysostom‘ would seem to

have Aristotle’s ideal State in view

when he says (Or. 36. 443 M)—

zi'yafir‘yv ps‘v 'yi‘xp 6’5 dmivrwu d706er

1r0'Mv 0171's 71-; yer/opium! qrpd-rspou

0235 0mm)” oil-rs 1ror€ (in; c’aope'vrlu

i'nrrspov 115L011 dravoqefival, 100)]! (I

In) 9:510 pamipwv Ira-r" ofipruniv.
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measure of external and bodily goods. Nor is his best

State apparently conceived as likely to be of use as a guide

to reformers of actual societies. When Aristotle turns to

the task of making actual constitutions as tolerable as

possible, we do not find that he makes much use of his

sketch of a best constitutionl. Its value seems to be this,

that it shows how much the State may be to men. It is

the ‘new garment,’ not intended to be used for ‘ patching ’

an old one, but rather as a foil to it and to show what the

State ought to be and naturally is.

The Cynics and Stoics were apparently the first to hit on

the notion of an ideal State which might be superadded to

the actual State, and which a man might regard as his true

home, though he belonged also to an actual Statez; and

in a somewhat similar spirit Christianity taught men to

look up to a ‘kingdom of heaven,’ to which the kingdoms

of the world were to be as far as possible approximated by

the Church. Aristotle’s conception of the relation of the

ideal State to the actual State is wholly different: the

actual State seems to profit but little by the projection of

the ideal State, which is apparently of use only to the fortu

nate few who are in a position to realize it.

The attempt to portray a ‘best State,’ again, led Aristotle

to encumber the broad outlines of his political teaching with

much transitory detail. Lessons of permanent value come

thus to be mixed up in the Politics with recommendations

of institutions like that of common meals, which the world

has long outgrown. Every philosophy, and still more every

political philosophy, is ‘the child of its time,’ and bears

unmistakable marks of its origin, but the Greek method of

portraying a best State made the ephemeral element in

political inquiry larger than it need have been.

1 In criticising the Lacedae

monian, Cretan, and Carthagi

nian constitutions he is careful

to note any points in which they

deviate from the dpia-rr; wists.

But we hear little or nothing of

the dpt'o'rr; “Hist? in the Sixth,

Seventh and Eighth Books.

2 To Marcus Aurelius, at all

events, the actual State is as it

were a household within the true

or universal State (Comm. 3. II.

nohi-rrlv din-a mike-ms rfis a’vm'rzims, 1']:
I

ai honrai mihus rl'm'rrsp oixiat slaw).
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One thing, however, is evident: the vision of an ideal

State did not make Aristotle indifferent to the problems

and difliculties of the actual State. The age which dreams

of ideal States is often on the point of losing its interest in

politics; but this was far from being the case with Aristotle,

who is perhaps all the more unwearied in suggesting prac

ticable amendments of the actual State1, because he has

learnt from the study of the best State how rarely it can

be realized. We even seem to gather from his language in

the Politics that the main service which Political Science

can practically render to the world is that of limited

amelioration. It cannot make things right, but it can make

them bearable.

How, then, is the best State to be constituted? How, the",

is the best

. _ _ State to

The beginnings of the State are in the hands of Nature be consti

and Fortune (4 13. 1331 b 41). These powers must sagas?

supply the founder of the State with appropriate raw ask fit

. . . . . . . Matter of

material; otherW1se hlS labour Will be in vain. This raw Nature and

material (mm, 4 4. 1325’!) 40 sq.: Xoprlyfa 'rroM'ruoj, Fortune:

1326a 5: Xopnyfa rvxqu, 6 11. 1295a 28) must be such

as may be fashioned into a community seeking happiness

rather in virtue than in external or even bodily goods.

Place in the founder’s hands the potentiality of a noble

society—a population and a territory possessing the fit

initial qualities—and he will call one forth in act. We

shall later on study more closely the characteristics for

which we must look in the primitive nucleus of the State,

but a few of them may be at once noticed. The human

beings composing it must, first, be neither too many nor

too few: next, they must possess aptitudes not always

found in combination—the spirited nature which gives

warmth of heart and the will to be free, intelligence which

gives organizing power. Singly, these qualities will not

generate the best State. The territory must be just large

enough to sustain them in a mode of life removed alike

1 Po]. 6 (4). 1. 1289a 5 sqq.
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from meanness and luxury; and it must be of such a nature

as to aid the healthy development of the State—t0 favour,

in fact, both freedom and organization, and make the com

munity independent of foreign commerce.

The next thing is to vitalise this Matter into a State.

We have already seen that a Kotvwvfa is composed of

dissimilar members united by a common aim and by

common action. The same holds good of the State.

The members of the State must participate in something, for

otherwise the State would not be a Kowwvt’a : they must, to

begin with, ‘ participate in locality’; they must inhabit one

and the same spot 1. But they must have more in common

than this. They must unite in common gatherings and

live a common life (3. 9. 1280b 13 sqq.). But, above all,

they must have a common aim (4 8. 1328a 25 sqq.,

esp. 35—37 : 3. 13. 1284 a 2), and a common ethical creed—

a common view as to what gives happiness (4 8. 1328

a 40, cp. 4 (7). 13. 1331 b 26 sqq.), whatever this view may

be. As the constitution is regarded as embodying the life

preferred by the State (6 11. 1295 a 40), the Kowo'v TL

which constitutes the xotvwm’a is, in one passage, said to be

the constitution (3. 3. 1276 b 2).

This is one characteristic of State-life: another is diffe

rentiation. The mere fact that the State begins in need

implies differentiation even at its outset. That which

brings the slave into society is not the need of another

slave, but of a master. He is in quest, not of his like, but

of his complement or correlative. Some things, again,

cannot be enjoyed by all the members of the State at the

same moment—political authority (dpxfi), for instance (2. 2.

1261 a 32)—and hence arises the inevitable contrast of

rulers and ruled. On the other hand, there are things

which may or may not be left to common enjoyment.

Plato had proposed in the Republic, that women, children,

and property should be held in common (2. I. 1261 a 2

sqq.). The same question of several allotment, or the reverse,

may be raised as to the various ‘activities’ (é’pya, 4

2. Diffe

rentiation.

A State

implies a

distribu

tion of

functions

and an ex

change of

service.

' P01. 2. I. 1260b 40, Kai 1rp6rrov dwiqu 105 76701; Kowwwiv.
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8, or npdfeis), of which the State is a co-ordination. There

is the work of the cultivator, the artisan, the soldier, the

man of capital, the priest, the judge, the statesman. Here,

again, the question arises, ‘whether every one is to share in all

these functions’ (4 9. I 328 b 24): that is to say, whether

every individual is to be cultivator, artisan, soldier, judge,

and statesman at once, or whether we are to allow some of

these vocations to be united in the hands of one and the

same individual, and not the whole, or what arrangement is

to be adopted. Democracy, which in its extreme form

(8 4. 1319b 2) drew no line between the artisan and

the statesmanl, solved this question in one way: other

constitutions in another. But if in some communities there

will be less differentiation than in others, it will exist to

some extent in all. It is not only the secret of efficient

work, but in every whole the indispensable condition of its

unity. Aristotle finds differentiation even in a bee-hive

(de Gen. An. 3. 10. 760b 7 sqq.). Not indeed that any

and every scheme of differentiation will secure unity : to do

so, it must be based on principles of justice; and, as has

been said, the differentiated members, or the chief of them,

must be animated by a common aim, must be men of full

virtue (onovha'ioz)". We may compare the words of Milton

in his ‘Areopagiticaa’: ‘Neither can every piece of the

building be of one form ; nay rather, the perfection consists

in this, that out of many moderate varieties and brotherly

dissimilitudes that are not vastly disproportional, arises the

goodly and the graceful symmetry that commends the

whole pile and structure.’ Milton, however, has differences

of opinion here mainly in view, and these, if on vital points,

would hardly be welcome in the Aristotelian, any more

than in the Platonic State.

In adopting the‘principle that the unity of the State

rests on differentiation, Aristotle returns in a measure to

the conception of Pythagoras and Heraclitus of a harmony

1 4 (7). 9. 1328b 32, £11 ,tév 'rais‘ ’ Eth. Nic. 9. 6. 1167b 4 sqq.

anyokpa'rim: perc'xovm mill-res miv- ’ Prose Works 2. 92, ed. Bohn.

raw.
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resting on contrast, if not on seeming or actual conflict 1.

Plato had not expressly done so, though the distinction of

classes in his ideal Republic is apparently viewed by him

as a condition of its unity. His conception of the world,

indeed, often seems at variance with the idea of contrasted

elements working in combination for the best: the element

of Matter is in his view at best passive, and sometimes

unruly and disturbing. Aristotle could adopt the idea

with less of metaphysical inconsistency.

The Stoics, on the other hand, often speak as if the

resemblance between men as rational beings were an

adequate guarantee of political unity, and rest on this

basis their great conception of aWorld-State 2. They were

led, in fact, even to include the gods as citizens of the

World-State. Aristotle rests the State both on the re

semblances between its members and on their dissimi

larities. But for the latter, they would be unable to

satisfy each other’s needs. The State implies an exchange

of service by dissimilars. ‘Aristotle,’ says Auguste Comte3,

‘laid down the true principle of every collective organism,

when he described it as the distribution of functions and

the combination’ (rather the exchange) ‘of labour.’ WVith—

out exchange of service, mere similarity forms no basis

for a State. There are, no doubt, other conditions of the

existence of a State besides differentiation and resemblance

—for instance, a care on the part of the citizens for

each other’s moral well-being4—but these are among its

primary conditions.

Another remark of Comte’s5 deserves to be mentioned

here. ‘The institution of Capital,’ he says, ‘forms the

necessary basis of the Division of Labour, which in the

dawn of true science was considered by Aristotle to be the

rs'mv, f; pfjfitdyos Kowés“ ei r0510, Ital

6 11611.09 Kowds' et’ 'roii'ro, woltirai

s’o-peu' ei Toii'ro,1rol\t1'et'1partis 111/09

neréxojtcv‘ ei Tofiro, 6 min-nos (iia'uvsl

milus e’zrri.

1 Heraclitus, however, had

spoken of e’uavn'a (Eth. End. 7. 1.

1235 a 25 sqq.) where Aristotle

speaks Of dtaqx'pnv-rn.

2 Marcus Aurelius, Comm. 4. 4,

si 11‘: vospov r'jpiu xmmiv, ml 6 )téyos

Kae' 3v ho-ytxoi s’a'psv non/69' ei

'rofi'ro, Kai 6 rpoaraxrtxt‘): 1'5)” 170L11

“ Social Statics, E. T. p. 234.

* P01. 3. 9. 1280b I sqq.

5 Social Statics, E. T. p. 135.
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great practical characteristic of social union. In order

to allow each worker to devote himself to the exclusive

production of one of the various indispensable materials

of human life, the other necessary productions must first

be independently accumulated, so as to allow the simul

taneous satisfaction of all the personal wants by means

of gift or exchange. A closer examination, therefore,

shows that it is the formation of Capital which is the true

source of the great moral and mental results which the

greatest of philosophers attributed to the distribution of

industrial tasks.’

We see then that while a certain amount of social

differentiation is incidental to the State, it rests with the

State to say how far it is to be carried. One State, for

instance, will place the work of an artisan and that of a

statesman in the same hands, while another will not.

The State is, in fact, a distributor. It distributes

‘advantages’ (dyafld)1: it distributes ‘functions’ (é'pya.

or flpdééLS‘)22 it makes possible by its distribution of

advantages that exchange of services (npéfus) which is

the initial fact of society. Aristotle seldom, if ever, goes

behind the services, the exchange of which constitutes

society, to the rights which are implied in that exchange:

still less has he realized the importance of such questions

as ‘what is a right?’ or ‘how do rights come into exis

tence, and why? ’ But if we follow his ideal sketch of the

creation of the best State in the Fourth (old Seventh)

Book, we shall find him allotting functions (c. 9) and pos

sessions (m-fia-ets, c. 9. 1329 a 17 sqq.) as the first step in

its construction.

The principle on which the State makes this allot

bution of Klihamr and rtnwpt'a1 Eth. Nic. 5. 5. 1130b 30,11"): 6“

' seems to be implied. The bounKarzi jie'por dixatorn'n/rjs Kai 'roi} Ka'r

al'lrr‘lv 61Kaiou 5v ,ue'v ('0er 67809 'rb

£11 11119 Siuvoiiais rtpfis i) xprljici-rmv

f) 11111; Iihhwu iiu'a pepw'rti 'rois‘ Koww

uni/0'1 1'1); nohireiar. Cp. P01. 4 (7).

13. 1332a 15 sq. where a distri—

daries of distributive and cor

rective justice, and indeed also of

justice in exchange, seem hardly

to be definitely fixed.

2 4 (7)- 9
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ment is expressed in its wroM-reial or constitution, for this

embodies the end which the community sets before

itself as the end of its common life (P01. 6 1. 1289 a 15,

woM'reL'a. prev ydp éo'rl. rdfts‘ rais vréhea'w 1‘7 wept 'rt‘zs‘ dpxés, 'rfvn.

rpo'rrov Ufllélpfll/Tat Kai. Ti 11‘) Kfipiov 'rfis woM-refas‘ Kai 'ri' Tb 're'Aos‘

éxo’wrns 'rfis Kowwvias éo-n’)2: thus the constitution is said to

be the course of life which the State marks out for itself

(cp. 6 II. 12953. 40, 1'7 wohm'efa Bios ris‘ e’crn 'n'o'Itews,

which is explained by Plutarch, de Monarchia, Demo

cratia, et Oligarchia, C. I, Katio'wrep yap dvdpai'n'ov ,Bt'm. vrAe'o

1165‘, 31171 Kai. fifipov 'n'oMTeia flfos). This course of life may

be that which is really most preferable (4 (7). 1. 1323 a

14 sq.), or it may be ‘in a mean’ in a sense other than

that in which the best life is so (6 11. 1295a 37),

or it may be still lower in the scale, a life in extremes

(K110, tirrepfilohilv ii E'Mteullw).

When the constitution wins its rule of distribution from

a correct appreciation of the end of the State and from a

correct estimate of the relative contributions of different

individuals to that end, it is said by Aristotle to be just.

It must place both the functions and the advantages it has

to distribute in the hands in which it is most conducive to

the end of the State that they should be placed. Nature

entrusts the instruments she has at her disposal to those

who are capable of using them (de Part. An. 4. 10. 687 a 10,

1' The millis- is hardly a néhis, if

it is too large to have a woktru’a

(4 (7). 4. 1326b 3), though it may

have a noXtret’a—for instance, a

6uvaa-ret'a or an extreme democracy

or a tyranny—which scarcely

deserves the name. This passage

of the Fourth Book seems to treat

the 2’0qu as hardly susceptible of

a nohrsia, though we gather from

other passages that Kingship, and

even wapBaa'tht'a (3. I4. 1285 l)

32), may find a place in the 361109.

2 See Susi’, Note 466. Aristotle

inherits his view of the nature of

a mam-rein from Plato and also

from Isocrates. Isocrates regards

the WON-rein as distributing (ipxur'

and é’pya (Areopag. §§ 20-23) : his

Busiris, as the author of ‘ a consti

tution and laws,’ distributes the

population into distinct vocations

(Isocr. Busir.§ 15). He twice calls

the fiohvreia the \l/uxr‘] mike): (Areo

pag. § 14: Panath. § 138). Like

Prudence in the individual, it is

the deliberative element in the

State, guarding and preserving all

good things and warding off ill:

it is the model into accordance

with which all laws, all advisers

Of the State (oi. file'OPES), and all

private men must be brought.

Compare with this Aristot. P01.

3. 4. 1276 b 30: 3. 11. 1282 b

IO.
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1) 5? (#15019 (iii Stavs'pst, Kafid'n'ep vapwrros ¢po'mp.os', é'xao'rov 'rq'i

Evvaue’vp Xpfialiat), and the State should do the same.

Distributive justice—the term itself is not used in the

Politics—is the primary virtue of a State and Constitution‘.

A correct distribution of duties and advantages, and, above

all, of political authority is essential, and no distribution can

be correct which is not just. Cicero went even farther than

Aristotle and brought justice into the very definition of the

State (de Rep. 1. 25. 39, cp. Augustin. de Civ. Dei, 19. 21).

In his view, the ‘ deviation-forms’ of State, being unjust, are

not ‘respublicae’ at all. A constitution may, indeed, be

just without being the best constitution. The conditions

of the best constitution are seldom present. It presup

poses the rule of ‘virtue fully furnished with the means of

virtuous action ’ (ripe-i] xexoprjynpe'un, 6 2. 1289 a 32).

It is thus in justice, and particularly in distributive

justice, that Aristotle finds the true basis of the State.

Distributive justice needs, indeed, to be completed by other

kinds of justice: (I) by justice in exchange, which is

occasionally conceived by Aristotle as not merely confined

to the commercial relation (dAAaKTLK‘l) xowwvt'a) and the

exchange of commodities, but as regulating even the inter

change of offices between free and equal citizens2, whereas

elsewhere3 the distribution of offices is viewed as the sphere

of distributive justice. It is especially in its more com

prehensive sense that justice in exchange is said to be the

secret of safety and union in States 4.

(2) By corrective justice (filopfiw-rtxfi), the justice of the

judge or juror, remedying a faulty exchange, and thus

incidentally redressing crime, which Aristotle brings under

this head 5.

‘ Cp. Eth. End. 7. 9.1241 b 13,

al 66‘ WOALTGIGL naval dtkafov Tl. (1509‘

Kotvwvin 'ydp, rb 5d Kowiw 1rd” 8rd Tot?

durafou o’uve'o'rqxev.

noreiv dvdho'yov aupyc'm 1'] mihs.

2 Pol. 2. 2. 126l a 30 sqq.

‘3 Eth. Nic. 5. 5. 1130b 3!.

* Pol. 2. 2. 126: a 30, Th me n"

dwmsn'ovfibs aé§et n‘zs miners : Eth.

Nic. 5. 8. 1132b 33, 11:3 dun

5 Is the function of the law

court conceived by Aristotle to

be summed up in this? Is its

task completed, when an unjust

withdrawal of advantages allotted

to an individual by Distributive

Justice has been made good by a

restoration at the expense of the
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But both these forms of justice presuppose a correct

original award to individuals, which must be maintained

intact through all processes of exchange. It is the task of

distributive justice to make this original award.

Distributive justice is not, indeed, the sole security for

the cohesion and equilibrium of the State, for the natural

passiveness of the masses will be a suflicient support for

an oligarchy which abstains from insulting or plundering

them (6 I3. 1297b 6 sq.) and from robbing the State

(7 8. 1308 b 34sqq.)1, and democracies are made durable

by mere populousness (8 6. 1321 a I, r129 11.?!) 01311 5W0

Kparfas' [Quasi] nohvavdpwnfa 016(61' roii'ro yap dvrfxu'ral. npos‘

Ta foatov To Kara riqv dffav). But it is the best security:

‘for if a constitution is to last, it should take its stand on

equality proportioned to desert and on giving men their

due’ (7 7. 1307 a 26). A just constitution realizes the

main condition of durability, which is that ‘none of the

parts of the State even desires a change in the constitution’

(6 (4) 9- 1294b 38 sqq.)

An attempt to effect an equipoise between contribution

and requital is thus imposed on the State and its founder.

It must, however, be borne in mind that, in the best State

at all events, the motive by which the citizens are actuated

is love of T?) KaAo'v; and that if requital is secured to them,

they do what they do irrespectively of the requital they

receive.

Before we proceed to consider what distribution of

functions is correct, we must first obtain a list of the

functions which have to be allotted, or, which is the same

thing, of the ye’vn which are to discharge them.

List of

functions

to be dis

tributed.

offender? If so, the law-court of plated (P01. 4 (7). 13. 1332 a 11):

Aristotle seems hardly adjusted

to his conception of the end of

the State, which is the promotion

of good life. \Ne look for a spiritual

court from him, and find only a

temporal court somewhat nar

rowly conceived. KoMa-m and

Ttpwpt'at are, however, contem

and the corrective justlce of the

Fifth Book of the Ethics is not

probably intended as a complete

representation of the action of the

law-court.

1 The same thought is ex

pressed by Isocrates, ad Nicocl.

§ 16.
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Aristotle supplies us with two lists, which we will here

set side by side:

A. Pol. 4(7). 8. 1328b 2 sqq. B. P01. 6 (4). 4. 1290b 4o sqq.

I. yewpyot' I. yewp-yot'

2. reri-ral. 2. r5 {3611111111011

3. 1'6 pdxtpov 3. 16 ri'yopaiou

4. To efi'n'opov 4. 1'1) Hrjnxdv

5. lepeis 5. To nporohenfia'ov

6. Kpt-ral niw riva-yxat'wv Kai 6. n3 dtxaormo'v

a'uptpepziv'rwv 7. 11‘) 1'01; ofm'iats herroup

7. Ti: Gq-rucdv (not enum- yofiv"

erated in its place, 8. To dqmovp'ytko'u (official

but incidentally men- class)

tioned 8.5 necessary . Tb Bouheuo'peuov Kai kpi

in C. 9. 1329 a 36) 1. vov 7repl r5111 dwain Tois

dytplofiq'roiio'l. (where

71‘) 5LKao'rLK6u iS again

mentioned by an evi

dent slip).

The above are called pépr) 'rrjs'

mihews‘, 1290b 38—40: pdpta 1'1):

néAews, 1291 a 32.

\O

 

Of these lists, list A is drawn up for use in the con

struction of the best State: list B is intended to account

for the variety of constitutions by exhibiting the full variety

of classes in a State. The latter is thus the more complete.

In list A H; dyopa'iov and also 78 onptovpytxo'v are omitted:

list B omits the class of priests. Both lists reflect the very

imperfect industrial and professional development of Greek

society: perhaps indeed they fail to do justice even to it.

Instructors of youth and physicians are absent from both

lists. We hear nothing of fishermen, though fishing is

included in the First Book among the natural modes of

obtaining food. Sailors, it is true, are expressly denied a

place among the parts of the State (4 6. 1327 b 7 sqq.),

and fishermen perhaps among them. The oarsmen of the

triremes are to be recruited among the serfs or slaves who

till the soil, and the crews of the trading vessels employed

in bringing the produce of the territory to the port (4

‘ We are surprised to find 'rex- pressed on this subject seem,how

vim: and 0r)": existing in the best ever, to be more uncompromising

State, when in the First Book we than those expressed elsewhere.

find these vocations reckoned 2 Cp. Isocr. de Antid. § 145,

with the unnatural sort Of XPII- 'rot‘le drakoo'iovs Kal xthiovs‘ 'rot‘rs (ZU

parw'ruu']. The Views there ex- ¢epourus Kai. haravp-yofwrar.

VOL. I. H
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5. 1327 a 7 sqq.) are probably to be obtained from the same

source.

The lists recognize no distinction between trades (i. e.

groups formed by similarity of occupation) and classes, or

between either of these and organs of State-authority (e. g.

the deliberative or judicial authority). All are brought

under the comprehensive head of ‘parts of the State"

(uéprj rfis ndhews), a term inherited by Aristotle from Plato,

who includes under it (Rep. 552 A) ‘horsemen, hoplites,

traders, and artisans.’ Terms to express the distinctions

referred to had hardly as yet been developed, though we

find the judicial, administrative, and deliberative organs of

the State described (6 I4) as po'pta rijs‘ noht'ret'as‘. We

learn from the same passage that it is on the constitution

of these organs that the character of the iroAtret’a depends

(5v e’xdv'rwv KaMBs' dutiqu rijv 'n’oht'refav E'Xew Kahciis‘ Kai. 'rr’ls

wahtrefas dAMjva 8La¢épew e’v 'rq'i 8ta¢épew é'xao'rov Tori-raw,

1297 b 38 sq.) 2.

The problem is to organize these diverse elements in

such a way as will accord with justice and prove conducive

to the end of the State.

The first question for consideration is whether those who

practise the lower social functions—husbandmen, artisans,

day-labourers, and the like—are to be admitted to the

higher social functions of legislation, administration, justice,

and war. Most Greek States did admit them to these

functions. Even in oligarchies, artisans were freely admitted

to military service—they formed, it would seem, a large

element in the forces of the allies of the Lacedaemonians3—

and in all but the extremer forms of oligarchy, in which

power went by birth 4, the rich artisan5 or trader would be

admitted to office. Many of the most famous early oli

garchies of Greece—those of Aegina, Corinth, and Corcyra,

for instance—were, like the Venetian, oligarchies of trade.

Are the

lower

functions

to be com

mitted to

the same

hands as

the higher ?

1 This is so at least in P01. 6

(4). 4. 1290 b 38—40: contrast

however 4 (7). 8. 1328 a 21 sqq.

a With regard to Aristotle’s use

of the phrase ,ue'por 'rrjr "(Sher in

the Politics, see Appendix A.

a Plutarch, Ages. c. 26.

‘ 6 (4). 6. 1293a 26 sqq.

5 3. 5. 1278a 21 sqq.
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Democracy went further—it tended to give these classes

political supremacy; and democracy was coming more and

more to prevail in Greece, for cities were growing larger and

large cities tended to democracy. No doubt, even in the

extreme form of democracy—the first form, apparently,

in many cases to admit artisans and day-labourers to

oflicel—persons directly concerned with what Aristotle

terms ‘necessary functionsz’ would not commonly, in all

probability, be either ‘State-orators’ (fifi-ropes) or great

executive oflicers of State; they would not often be

strategi, for instance, at Athens : their power would rather

be exercised collectively through the popular assembly

and dicasteries. Still neither democracy nor oligarchy

made a principle of interposing a barrier between the exer

cise of the minor social functions and the major. Even in

the military city of Thebes the practice of the so-called

‘ sordid arts ’ or of retail trade only involved exclusion from

oflice for ten years after retirement from business 3.

The Lacedaemonian State and the States of Crete stood

almost alone4 in ordering these matters differently. They

set an example in relation to them which Plato and

Aristotle held to be sound, but from which Greece tended

every day to depart more widely. They ‘sorted’ the

elements of the State, and forbade those who discharged

the nobler social functions to meddle with the less noble.

Even in States which admitted the industrial and com- Social

mercial classes to power, popular sentiment held trade

and industry cheap. ‘Nowhere in Homer,’ says Btich-Prfideéand

. . In US
senschiitz 5, ‘1s contempt for any useful occupation ex- cunenzyin

ancient

1 3. 4. 1277b2: cp. 2. 12. 1274a ’ 3. 5. 1278a 25 : 8 (6). 7. 1321a Gm“

18. This is not wonderful, con

sidering that at one time those of

the fidvavo-ot "Xvi-rat who were

not slaves were mostly of alien

origin, and that even in Aristotle’s

day a majority of them continued

to be either slaves or aliens, 3. 5.

1 278 a 6.

" Wealthy employers of slaves

in manufacture, like Cleon, are of

course not here referred to.

26 sqq.

‘ InsomemilitaryStatestheciti

zens were forbidden to practise the

Brit/mural. 'réxvat (Xen. Oecon. 4. 3).

5 Besitz und Erwerb, p. 258. It

is doubtful, however, how far the

Homeric pictures reflect the early

social life of Greece Proper, at all

events as a whole. Plato says in

the Laws (680 C) that the mode

of life Homer depicts is Ionic.

HZ
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pressed.’ But a change of feeling came, he thinks, at the

epoch of the great migrations. ‘The ruling class, in pos

session of wide domains and disposing freely of the labour

of the subject populations and of the purchased slaves whose

numbers begin from this time forward to increase, withdrew

from all occupations connected with the supply of daily

wants, and by leaving labour of this kind exclusively to

the subject races stamped it as unworthy of a freeman.

Accordingly, it is in States which maintained in some

degree intact the traditions of that epoch—in the Lacedae

monian State and that of Thespiae, for instance—that we

find these occupations forbidden to the citizen.’ It was, on

the other hand, in maritime and commercial cities like

Corinth—the first, according to Thucydides, to ‘cleave to

the sea ’—that handicrafts were least despised 1. The

oligarchies of early Greece, however, were less often oli

garchies of trade than oligarchies of knights and warriors,

and the prejudices of the oligarchs may well have spread

to the average citizen. The attempts of the tyrants to

relegate their subjects from the city to the countryz, to

make peasants of them, and to divert their attention from

politics to the useful arts may have had a contrary effect to

that intended. But the prevailing scorn for trade and in

dustry was probably more largely due to the wide diffusion

of military aptitude and efficiency which came with the rise

of the hoplite system of warfare, and which was so important

a factor in the successful resistance of Greece to Persia.

Agriculture stood at the head of the lower occupations.

In this, the healthiest, if not the oldest, of them, the draw

backs were absent which told against so many others.

The work of the cultivator was not work merely for the

body. like that of the day-labourer: it called for alert

intelligence, for foresight and knowledge; it did not impair

the physique like the sedentary arts; the keenness for gain,

which was held to be incidental to the occupation of the

1 Thuc. 1.13: Hdt. 2. 167. Hermann, Gr. Antiqq. 3. § 41.

2 Pol.7(5).10.1311a13: 7(5). 14.

11. 1313b 20 sqq.: and see C.F.
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merchant and retail tradesman, was thought to be less

marked here; above all, agriculture produced no inaptitude

for arms. Thus the Peloponnesians tilled the soil with

their own handsl: the az’rrovpyés was to Euripides the true

safeguard of the Statezz Philopoemen combined farming

with politics3. Yet there were two opinions even about

agriculture, for while Tanagra was a town of cultivators“,

Thespiae held agriculture, no less than handicraft, to be

a pursuit unworthy of freemen“. So one of Menander’s

characters says:

’15:: 1‘01: Trohqn'orc [noheptxois P] inrspe'xeu/ rbv rivdpa 8d,

11') 'ydp 'yemp-yciv gp'yov c'a'ril/ oike'rov 6.

Other pursuits, which demanded far more skill, capacity,

and capital, but which were less favourable to military

aptitude, were held in much lower estimation. The

merchant (é'pflropos) who purchased in the cheapest market

a cargo which he conveyed, in a hired vessel or his own,

for sale in the dearest, needed a thorough knowledge of

the varying requirements of the different ports of the

Greek world: yet, whatever may have been his position

in trading cities such as Corcyra, Byzantium, Corinth, or

the Pontic colonies, his vocation was for the most part

abandoned at Athens to metoeciY, citizens of good position

1 Thuc. r. 141.

"‘ Eurip. Orest. 892 (Bethe).

1' Plut. Philop.c. 4, 1rpr dvau-rr‘i:

ml o‘vvctpad/(ipsvos 'e'pyav 1'01: (hutch—

ovp'yofmw f] Bonharofio'w allele sis"

1rohw dnyisr Klll. nspi. rd dripdoua 1'on

¢Dtow Kai roic Zipxovtn a-vwloxoh

e'i-rn.

‘ Biichsenschiitz, p. 297.

5 Ibid. p. 258.

6 Inc. Fab. Frag. xcvi. ed.

Didot, quoted by Biichsenschiitz,

p. 2 8 n 4

7 Thus Aristotle assumes that

merchants will be s'v r'l'hhols regpap

ps'vol 116/4019, 4 6. 1327 a 142 Cp.

Isocr. de Pace, § 21, (l‘lldpiaa Se‘ 'rv‘pl

mihw durhao-c'as‘ pe‘v f; viiv 1&9 1rpoo-

o'dovr XapBu'l/ovo-av, ,uw'rr‘lv 86‘ yt-yvo

pix/17v e’lnrépwv Kai ge'vwv Kfll. per-of

xmv, (bl! will s'pr'lim Knds'a'rnxeu—a

passage which mentions Eunnpm

in connexion with aliens, and also

indicates that even at Athens the

numbers of these classes varied

from time to time considerably.

In its judgment of :Iu'rropot Greek

feeling would probably some

what differ from Roman. ‘ While

the Romans disdained retail trade

and manual labour, they had not

the same dislike for commercial

enterprise upon a larger scale’

(Capes, Early Empire, p. 194).

Still it is evident from Rhet. ad

Alex. 3. r4z4a 28 sq. that the

vaéxAr/pot, a section of the class of

Fpnopm, were more favoured by

the writer than the d'yopaim.
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preferring not to embark in commerce themselves, but only

to lend money to merchantsl.

The body of rexvirat, again, included in its upper ranks

sculptors, painters, architects, musicians, and singers of

geniusz, some of whom, at all events, would possess a wide

acquaintance with men and things in Greece, might be the

favoured companions of tyrants, (P01. 7 1 I. 1314 b 3), or

might even aspire to make a figure as philosophers (Plato,

Rep. 495 C). Of the latter Hippodamus of Miletus was

perhaps an instance3. Yet, according to Plutarch (Pericl.

c. 2), ‘no well-constituted (aklwfis) Greek youth after view

ing the Zeus at Olympia or the Hera of Argos would wish

to be Phidias or Polycletus, their authors’; and Lucian

(Somn. c. 9) puts the same remark in the mouth of Culture

(Hatoet’a), adding that no one would desire to be accounted

‘ a sordid craftsman living by manual labour.’ The stigma,

indeed, might be escaped, if the work was done, not for

pay, but out of patriotism: so Polygnotus, we are told,

‘was no mere ordinary craftsman, nor did he paint the

portico for hire: he worked without reward, emulous to

add to the splendour of the city‘.’

1 Biichsenschiitz, p. 510.

2 Phidias is called a fexvf'rqc,

Strabo, p. 353: Praxiteles, ibid.

p. 410: Parrhasius the painter

is classed among oi 121s réxvac

E'xov'rsr, Xen. Mem. 3. IO. 1. Aris

totle, however, in one passage,

recognizes a distinction between

arts which must exist of necessity

and arts which contribute to

luxury or 1-6 mm; {flu (P01. 6 (4).

4. 1291 a 2).

3 Socrates himself was said by

some to have worked at his craft

of sculpture before he became a

philosopher, far as the thought of

Socrates is from the mind of

Plato in the passage referred to.

A group on the Acropolis (three

draped Graces) was imagined to

be from his hand (see Zeller, Gr.

Ph. 2. 1. 44. 4, ed. 2).

‘ Plut. Cim. c. 4: the passages

quoted are given by C. F. Her

mann, Gr. Antiqq. 3. § 41. 15.

We shall all approve the alleged

reply of Albert Diirer to the Em

peror Maximilian. ‘The Em

peror, in the attempt to draw

something himself, found the

chalk perpetually break in his

hands, while Diirer had no such

interruption; on which Maxim

ilian asked Albert Diirer how it

came that his chalk did not break,

and the painter answered, smiling,

“ Most gracious Emperor, I should

be sorry your Majesty were as

skilled in this respect as I " (Quart.

Rev. Oct. 1879, p. 404). The story,

however, like many other good

ones, is an adaptation from the

Greek, for a similar anecdote is

told of Philip of Macedon (Plut.

Reg. et Imperat. Apophtheg

mata—Philippi patris Alexandri

29, 179 B). Cp. also Plato, Laws

769 B.
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If occupations of this kind were held to be so little

honourable, we need not ask what was the position of the

useful arts. The handicrafts which fall under this head

are very dissimilar to each other in character. Not all

of them would be either sedentary or prejudicial to health.

If the smith, working at a forge in a hot climate, suffered in

health, the same could not be said of the mason or brick

layer, who wrought in the open air: yet no distinction

seems to have been made between these trades and those

of the carpenter, cook, shoemaker, dyer, and weaver, which

might fairly be accounted sedentary1. Sedentary or not,

those who practised them (and agriculturists no less, P01.

4 9. 1328 b 41) were held to be forced by the necessity

of the case to devote their whole time to their craft, and

thus to lose that leisure which Socrates said was the sister

of e’AevGept’a (Ael. V. H. 10. 14). Their work also involved that

‘living at the disposal of another,’ which was a mark of

slavery (cp. Rhet. 1. 9. 1367 a 31, ml r6 pnéeptfav e’pdescrHat

Brivavaov re'erlv [orypeiov r611 érrawovpte'vmv} 6’Acv66'pov yt’zp Tb

p.17 'n'pos‘ 6M0» (flu: P01. 5 (8). 2. 1337 b 17: 1.13.126oa 33).

Still public sentiment at Athens favoured the artisan

class more than the trading class (16 dyopaiov) or the day

labourers (r6 017r1x6v). Many more citizens would be found

among the former than among the latter (Biichsenschiitz,

p. 344—5, p. 511). A retail tradesman was often a resident

alien (Demosth. c. Eubulid. 30—34, referred to by Buchsen

schiitz, p.511: yet see Xen. Mem. 3. 7. 6). The artisans

probably sold their own manufactures to a large extent;

and this must have contracted the dealings of the trading

class strictly so called. The Peiraeus was perhaps their

headquarters: at Athens much selling seems to have been

done in temporary booths in the agora, probably in part by

persons who came in from the country with their produce.

The shops even at Pompeii ‘indicate that the tribe of shop

keepers was very inferior in wealth and comfort to that of

our own time and country’ (Dyer’s Pompeii, p. 302).

1 See Xen. Oecon. 4. 2 : cp. Plato, Rep. 495 D: Eurip. fragm. 636,

Nauck.
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The position of the 017's, or hired day-labourer (mo-Gw'rlis‘),

on the other hand, was all that extreme poverty could make

it. If the most slave-like of occupations were those in which

the bodily powers were most called into play (Pol. I. II.

1258 b 38), then there was little to choose between the life

of a day-labourer and that of a slave. The class of day

labourers was, however, one in which impoverished freemen

often took refuge (Buchsenschiitz, p. 344 sq.), mainly no

doubt because the work done by this class required no

previous training.

It is worthy of notice that the Greek estimate of these

occupations passed with their civilization to the jews, as we

learn from the remarkable passage in Ecclesiasticus on

the subject (38. 24—34). Here it is the want of leisure

which is held to unfit these classes for high positions, and

agriculture fares no better than the trades of the smith,

potter, and carpenter 1.

There is little need to seek far for the origin of a feeling

which has existed more or less in most ages and countries,

occasionally indeed in an even less discriminating form and

with less excuse than in Greece, and considerable traces of

which, to say the least, are observable among ourselves. If

Schiller has said 2,

‘Euch, ihr Gotter, geho'rt der Kaufmann: Giiter zu suchen

Geht er, doch an sein Schiff kniipfet das Gute sich an,’

1 A kindlier feeling for labour

appears in connexion with the

worship of Saturn and Ops, or

rather their Greek equivalents

(see Philochor. Fr. 13—Miiller, Fr.

Hist. Gr. 1. p. 386: ‘Philochorus

Saturno et Opi primum in Attica

statuisse aram Cecropem dicit,

eosque deos pro jove Terraque

coluisse, instituisseque ut patres

familiarum et frugibus et fructibus

jam coactis passim cum servis

vescerentur, cum quibus patien

tiam laboris in colendo rure toler

averant: delectari enim deum

honore servorum contemplatu la

boris’). The feeling survived in

old-fashioned regions like Arca

dia, where slaves and masters

gathered at entertainments round

one table (Theopomp. Fr. 243).

Seneca commends this kindly be

haviour in his 47th Epistle, and

advises a discreet observance of

it. It is interesting to notice that

the sceptic Pyrrho, who prided

himself on his ‘indifl'erence’ (d8m

qSopt'a), drove pigs to market and

sold them, or swept out his house

with his own hands (Diog. Laert.

9. 66).

2 In his poem, ‘DerKaufmann.’
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Hobbes is credited with the saying that ‘the only glory

of a tradesman is to grow exceedingly rich by the wisdom

of buying and selling"; and Bacon, who holds that ‘seden

tary and within-door arts and delicate manufactures that

require rather the finger than the arm have in their nature

a contrariety to a military disposition,’ advises States ‘to

leave those arts chiefly to strangers, which for that purpose

are the more easily to be receivedz.’

In ancient Greece, it is significant to observe, the feeling

was strongest in the more military States“; but slavery, no

doubt, contributed to lower the dignity of work performed

to the order and for the convenience of another. To do

manual work“, even if the work were not sedentary and

unfavourable to health or bodily strength, and especially to

do manual work for pay, was to put oneself in a subservient

relation5, not only unfavourable to the independence and

incompatible with the leisure of a freeman, but also the

probable source of a mean and sordid spirit. Industrial

and commercial life was thus held to begin by robbing the

physique of strength or grace, and to end by degrading the

character. We must remember that in the social life of

Greece the spirit of trade was probably often presented to

view in its narrowest and least attractive form and in sharp

contrast to striking examples of public virtue. The incul

pated occupations were mostly occupations engrafted on

the primitive pursuits of Greek life, and were to a large

extent, as they had been from the first, practised by aliens

‘ I cannot give the reference to

Hobbes’ Works: the passage is

quoted in a note in Pope‘s Works,

vol. 2. p. 243 (ed. 1767) on the

well-known couplet (Moral Es

says, Epist. X)—

‘Boastful and rough, your first

son is a ’squire;

The next a tradesman, meek

and much a liar.’

2 Essay 29, Of the true great

ness of Kingdoms and Estates

(Works, 6. 448—9), referred to by

C. Friedlander, de Francisci Ba

conis Doctrina Politica, p. 78.

Bacon, however, does not feel the

same objection to the crafts of the

smith, mason, and carpenter,

which he here terms ‘strong and.

manly arts.’

5 Xen. Oecon. 4. 3.

* So closely was the idea of

Brwavo'in connected With xerpoup'yia

that even learning to play on a

musical instrument was accounted

flavauaia—an exaggeration cor

rected by Aristotle, P01. 5 (8). 6.

1340b 4o sqq.

5 Cp. diaxovt'av, Plato, Laws

919 D.
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and even Asiatics 1. The mixture, or rather the inter

mingling, of races had already gone far, at Athens at all

events; indeed, the more unchanging were men’s ways and

aptitudes in antiquity, the more necessary was the aid of

some extraneous race or races to do what the indigenous

population could not, or would not doz. Not only

foreigners, but also slaves were largely employed on work

of this kind, and free industrial labour was both lowered in

estimation and cheapened by the competition of slave

labour. The autochthonous Athenian, or the descendant

of immigrant Dorian conquerors looked down with not

always ill—grounded contempt on the foreign and perhaps

Asiatic artisan or trader, who would often differ but little

in external appearance from a slaves, and would be engaged

on work often done by slaves.

So far, indeed, as this prepossession against industry and

trade kept in check the eagerness for gain, which was one

element in the Greek character, it exerted a favourable

influence. A time came when the Greeks ranked the

handicrafts higher, but it was at the expense of nobler,

though less lucrative, vocations". There is a real difference

of ethical level between some vocations and others, though

amidst the growing industrialism of our own day we may

sometimes be tempted to forget this.

If the popular estimate of the industrial and trading

‘ Cp.Xen. de Vectig. 2. 3, A1180)

Ital @pt'ryes Kai. 26pm Kai. fikltot rrav

rodmrol fiépBapot' 1r07\7\ol. ydp Tomi}

TOL TQJV [LGTOL'KOH/l

2 The same tendency to call in

extraneous aid in some depart

ments of industry is noticeable

in modern Europe. Since 1850,

according to a paper by M. Leroy

Beaulieu in L’Ecanomz'r/eFrangaz'r

(referred to in the Times of Feb.

8, 1883), the number of foreigners

resident in France has grown at

an increasing rate. It increased

between 1851 and 1861 at the

rate of 12,000 annually, but be

tween 1876 and 1881 at the annual

rate of 40,000. M. Leroy-Beaulieu

appears to think that these immi

grants often undertake rough work

which French workmen gladly

leave to others. In England and

the United States the increase of

the Irish population serves the

same end.

3 [Xen.] Rep. Ath. 1. 10, 60651;;

ydp 01’155‘1/ {Selter Exst 6 8;”109 elf/169‘

F; of 8067\04: and see C. F. Her

‘mann, Gr. Antiqq. 3. § 13. 19. '

‘ Cp. Athen. Deipn. 1. 34, p.

19b (quoted by Hermann, Gr.

Antiqq. 3. 42. I5), rd: ydp {Sal/uti

o'ovs 'réxvas' "Ehlujucs iia-rspov 1rspl

whcio'rnu pleOtm/ ei'rrotof/u'ro 1'] rd:

Karr’l malarial! ywope'vas e’mvot'ar.
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classes did not everywhere rise with their elevation in the Opinions

political scale, and if, as not unfrequently happens, the

political change was not accompanied by a corresponding and Plato.

change in social sentiment, a correction of the general

feeling on the subject was hardly to be looked for from

the philosophers. Already in the apologue of Protagoras

(Plato, Protag. 321) the contrast of the ‘wisdom necessary

for the support of life’ and ‘political wisdom’ appears,

and we learn how insufficient is the former for the well

being of a State without the latter. Dionysodorus and

Euthydemus, indeed, in the Euthydemus of Plato claim

that a money-making life. is quite compatible with the

acquisition of the kind of wisdom they impartedl; but

then this kind of wisdom was not worth much.

Socrates, though, in conformity with Athenian opinionz,

he seems to have held that in case of need there was

nothing unbefitting in the practice of a trade 3, is repre

sented in a conversation with Euthydemus, whom possibly

he did not care to shock, as acquiescing in the ordinary

Greek assumption that craftsmen such as smiths and shoe

makers are, as a rule, slavish (evapamatsam), and know

nothing of‘ things noble and good and just’ (Xen. Mem. 4.

2. 22). He probably felt that leisure was more conducive

to the indescribable characteristic which the Greeks called

s’AevBspt’a (Ael. V. H. 10. 14), as it certainly was more con

ducive to the pursuit of knowledge in the colloquial

Socratic fashion.

Xenophon drew a marked distinction between agriculture,

which he panegyrizes (Oecon. cc. 5—6: cp. c. 15), and the

handicrafts, which he condemns (Oecon. 4. 2). His praises

M" Euthydem. ’304 C, 0171'6'¢l’/0’tll

01/0 rjMKtau 6.56pr6“! 0685;11:111—3

8d Kai (roi juihw'ra 'rrpoo'r'stt dKourrat,

61'1. 01,166 roii qujtarigcaflai ¢arov

Sraxwhiiew midév—ju) 01': napahaBe-iu

durtvofivsi’msrrizsrr‘lva'tbs'répav00¢iall.

?p-you 8’ 0656’» duetdoe, dsp'yeir] 56' 1"

dustdor,

2 Thuc. 2. 4o.

3 Xen. Mem. 2. 7. 3 sqq. He

was, indeed, charged with im

pressing on his disciples the les

son of Hesiod—

in thepsense that they should do

anything, however unjust or dis

graceful, for gain (Xen. Mem. 1.

2. 56 sqq.). This is corrected by

Xenophon (ibid.), and by Critias

himself, who was supposed to be

a product of this kind of teaching,

in the Charmides of Plato (Charm.

163 B—C).
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of the former include both the actual tilling of the soil and

the management ofa farm (Oecon. 5). In this enthusiasm

for agriculture he departs to some extent, we may notice,

from his model the Lacedaemonian State, which forbade it

to its citizens (Plato, Rep. 547 D)1.

Plato has glimpses of a more favourable view of handi

craft and even of retail trade. Thus, in Symp. 209 A,

Phileb. 55 C sqq. (cited by Zeller, Plato, E. T. p. 222), he

finds in the handicraft arts an early stage of philosophy, and

is led, in fact, to range carpentering above music as more

largely partaking in number and more exact (Phileb. 56 C).

So again in the Laws he holds that retail trade has nothing

intrinsically harmful about it (918 B); the retailer is a

benefactor to his species, in so far as he measures by means

of coin the comparative value of different commodities

and sets them in a proportionate relation to each other;

the hired labourer, the innkeeper do the same; indeed

(918 D—E), if, which Heaven forbid, some one were to

compel the very best men or women to act for a while as

retail traders, we should learn to regard retail trade and

kindred pursuits in the light of a mother or a nurse, and

recognize how deserving they are of love and acceptance 2.

It is a relation of this kind that he designs in the Republic

between his third Class (rd Xpnparw'nxdv) and the two

higher classes. The third class, no less than the remaining

two, were to be citizens, and not only so, but the source of

pay and sustenance (nto-GoBO-rai Kai 1po¢eis) to the rest ; they

were to be their brothers (Rep. 415A); they are joined

with the military class in a common obedience to the first

or ruling class, and thus the two lower classes are together

called rt}: épxope’vw in contradistinction to T6 61pr (Rep.

442 D). In the same way, though each of the two upper

classes has a virtue of its own, temperance and justice are

possessed by the third class, and apparently in a complete

form ; the possible transference of members from one class

1 The same contrast of feeling 2 Cp. Menand. Fragm. Inc.

appears between Cicero (de Offic. Fab. 279 (p. 80 Didot) :

I. 42. 151) and Sallust (de Conj. e'hevdépmr 6015M“, 805A“ 01'”: goat.

Catil. 4: see jacobs ad loc.).
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to another, in itself, softens the contrast between them.

Moreover, the third class were, it would seem, to own the

lands they tilled subject to a contribution for the main

tenance of the other classes. The first sign, in fact, of the

decline of the ideal Republic is said to appear in a conflict

between its classes or races, the result of which is that

severalty of property is introduced within its upper section,

and the gold and silver races enslave their friends and

maintainers whose freedom they had before respected, and

make of them subjects and servants (Rep. 547 B—C). It is

probably by design that Plato (Rep. 552 A) allows the

title of ‘part of the State,’ the application of which was

afterwards narrowed by Aristotle, to the commercial and

artisan classes (Xp'qpaTLtTTaL', finutovpyoi) no less than to

‘horsemen and hoplites.’ In the view of the former, in fact,

the third class answered to a part of the soul 1, while in

that of Aristotle the natural slave stands to the citizen as

the body to the soul, and the whole class which has to

do with ‘necessary work,’ whether free or slave, is related

to the citizen-body merely as an instrument, or means, is

related to the end it subserves; it stands outside the State,

forming in strictness no part of it. It is true, however, that

the title of citizen, which Plato concedes to the members of

his third class (Xpnaa-rw-rtxoi), carries with it no share in

political power, for he excludes this class from office, both

military and civil. Indeed, in one passage of the Ninth

book of the Republic (590 C—D), perhaps the source from

which Aristotle derived his theory of natural slavery, he

admits, notwithstanding what he has said in the passage

from the Eighth (547 B—C) referred to above, that when

‘the Best is weak within a man, so that he is unable to

control the creatures within him and has to court them ’—

when he has not ‘the divine principle of wisdom abiding in

him,’ but needs a ruling principle outside himself, then ‘in

order that he may be under the same rule as the best of

men, we say that he ought to be the slave of that best of

men, inasmuch as the latter has the divine ruling principle

1 T6 c’mflv/zqrmdv.
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indwelling in him’; so that in a case like this slavery is

expedient and just, and may find a place even within the

ideal Republic. It may be doubted, however, whether he

would have held with Aristotle that all those ‘whose function

is the use of the body, and this is the best that they can do’

(P01. 1. 5. 1254 b 17), are in need of an extraneous ruling

principle—whether, in fact, to Plato the natural slave is not

the morally weak or bad man, rather than the man of thews

and sinews who is only fit for manual work 1.

In the Laws, perhaps because the type of society is

lower, the relation between the governing class and the

classes concerned with these lower occupations is other

wise conceived. They lose even the name of citizen, and

become a dependent—in some cases, an enslaved—body.

Those of them who are slaves have not the consolation of

being slaves to ‘the best of men’ as in the Republic, for the

citizens of the State described in the Laws are not an ideal

or heroic class, like the guardians of the Republic, or the

citizens of Aristotle’s best State. Even agriculture, except

perhaps in the sense of superintendence (Laws 842 D: cp.

806 D—E) is forbidden to the citizens; much more other

occupations of an industrial or commercial nature (Laws

806 D—E: 741 E: 846 D: 919D: 842 D). Plato’s reason

for these prohibitions is partly that the citizen has quite

enough to do without practising any other art than his

own (Laws 846 D—E, 807 C); partly, that Bavava-fa warps

the character of the freeman (Laws 741 E); even the very

best men (oi nav'raxfi triple-1'01, Laws 918 E), though in their

hands vocations like that of the retail trader would assume

a helpful and kindly aspect, suffer profanation by having

to do with them (918 D). In the Laws, unlike the

Republic, the industrial and commercial classes exist for

the sake of the ruling class, stand wholly outside the State,

and are adjusted in number and position to the needs of

their social superiors. In this respect the society sketched

in the Laws serves as a model for the ‘best State’ of

1 Cp. Plato Polit. 309 A, r01): 8’ Kuhn/8014161011: sis 1'6 dovadu {wro

c’u dyadiq 'r’ ail Kai Tanewd'rrrrt nohhfj (euyvvtn yet/09.
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Aristotle; there is, however, this important difference, that

the citizens of Aristotle’s State are not only men of ideal

excellence living an ideal life, dependence on whom might

be a source of pride and moral advantage, but also are

charged with the duty of caring for the virtue of their

slaves at any rate, if not of other members of the sub

ordinate classes; while the citizens in the Laws are not

conceived as attaining to the same ethical level, nor have

they apparently a similar duty imposed upon them. But

then the Laws is admittedly a sketch of a second-rate

society.

Throughout Aristotle’s treatment of this subject and also View of

of slavery, it must be borne in mind that he has in view an Ariswtle'

ideal State, in which the citizen-body is composed of men

of full virtue (arrovoaiot [111%ch). If it is well for the artisan

to accept a lowly position and for the slave to be even

enslaved, it is so because the men on whom they are thus

made dependent are men of noble character and high

capacity, spending their lives in an arduous exercise of

virtue, through serving whom they rise to an ethical level

they could not otherwise attain. It is the ‘best State’

(or, at all events an ‘aristocratic’ State, P01. 3. 5. 1278a

18), that ‘will not make the artisan a citizen’ (3. 5.

1278a 8): the less elevated and more attainable con

stitution described in the Eleventh Chapter of the Sixth

(the old Fourth) Book Koworé'n] 'n'oM'reL'a—rj 5rd 1131!

pe’awv) would not probably refuse a share of power to

artisans (3. 5. 1278 a 24) or other well-to-do members of

the industrial and commercial classes.

Aristotle fully accepts the traditional estimate of ‘the

sordid occupations’ (,Bo'wavoa. é’pya), and perhaps his account

of them gives additional definiteness to the conception of

fiavavtn'a. ‘We must set down as sordid,’ he says (P01.

5 2. 1337b 8sqq.), ‘any work or art or study which

makes freemen unfit for the active exercise of virtue either

in body or character or intelligence’: the ‘sordid arts’

deteriorate the body, and ‘trades plied for hire’ (MLG'GGPULKGZ
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e’pyao-t'at—a term of uncertain comprehension)—make the

mind unfree (éaXvov) and abject (rattan/fin). Bavavtrt'a, how—

ever, he adds, is not confined to the practice of ‘sordid occu

pations,’ for an over-exact study ofsome sciences not in them

selves unworthy of a freeman—according to Susemihl (Sus.2,

Note 982), Gymnastic, Music, Drawing, and Painting are

among the sciences meant—produces the same effect and

deserves the same namel. But again, work of an unfree

nature may be relieved of this stigma, if it is done not in

the service of another, but for one’s own sake or for the

sake of friends or for the sake of virtue (Bt’ dperfiv)? So

in the Rhetoric (I. 9. 1367a 31) it is implied that the

deavrros, unlike the freeman, lives ‘for the convenience of

another’ (npos MAM)? The freeman (Metaph. A. 2. 982 b

25) is ‘he who exists for his own sake and not that of

another“.’ Both the life of the artisan and the life of the

shopkeeper are forbidden to the citizens of Aristotle’s best

State (P01. 4 9. 1328b 37 sqq.), ‘for those lives are

ignoble and unfavourable to virtue 5.’ This is not said of

agriculture, which is, however, excluded on the ground that

leisure is necessary both for the development of virtue and

for political activity (1329 a 1). The life of a farmer is a life

of incessant occupation in the country, which forbids even

frequent attendance at the meetings of the popular assembly

1 Thus the Indians of the terri- those of the slave, 3. 4. 1277 a 36

tory of Musicanus were praised

by the Cynic Onesicritus for not

carrying the sciences (except me

dicine) to a high point of minute

accuracy (Strabo 701, at) tixptfiofiv

BE 'rdr e’n'w'rr'mar 1r)\r‘1v inrptxfir).

" Cp. 5 (8). 6. 1341 b 10, t’u T1167!)

(SC. 13} 1rptis‘ robs dyfiwar watdsiq)

'yt‘zp 6 npé'rrwv 01’; his airroi} pern

xetpt'ge'rat xtiptv dps-rfis‘, tihht‘l 1;]: ram

dxovéwaw 17801173, Kai 1min]: ¢opn

Kfic‘ didn’ep of; raw e'hevfie'puw xpt'uopev

EZVGL 111v s'p'yam'av tihhrl Qty-rtkm'rs'pav'

xai. Bavmla'ous‘ 8|) O'UP-Btllillfl. 'yt'vea-Gat,

See also the story told of Antis

thenes by Plutarch, Reipubl. Ge

rend. Praecepta, c. 15, and Plut

arch’s addition to it.

3 Hi5 actions are dtaxomxat', like

sqq., with whom he is here for

the moment identified.

4 Thus it is the characteristic

0f the psyahohi/vxos, npbr Iihhov 111‘]

8151/0060". (r31! (MN 17 1rpr ¢i>t0v (Eth.

Nic. 4. 8. 1124b 31).

5 Their very friendship was of

the interested kind which rests

on utility (Eth. Nic. 8. 7. 1158 a 21,

1‘] 86‘ Sui 'rb xpfimpou ¢t>tla ti-yopat'aov).

Aristotle does not mention,though

the fact may well have been pre

sent to his mind, that it was the

determination with which these

classes pressed their claims to

complete political equality that

was fast making democracy the

prevailing constitution in Greece.
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(8 (6). 4. I318b 11 sqq.), much more anything like systematic

political action. Aristotle’s view of agriculture differs, in fact,

so much from that put forward by Xenophon in the Oecono

micus, that he praises the States which marked off the

military class from the cultivating class (4 10. 1329a

40 sqq.), whereas Xenophon, like the Romans later, viewed

the work of the peasant as an excellent preparation for

the life of a soldier. Aristotle, with whom Plato appears

to concur, may have held that the peasant would have but

little leisure, except in winter, for the constant gymnastic

practice on which the efficiency of a hoplite must have

depended far more than that of a modern soldier, or he

may have desired to reserve the military service of the

State for those who would in after years be its rulers; but

he does not explain the grounds of his view, in which he

had been anticipated, not only, as has been said, by Plato,

but also by Hippodamus (P01. 2. 8. 1267 b 32).

It is from a different point of view that the various voca

tions falling under the Science of Supply are classified in

the First Book, as natural or the contrary. They are here

distinguished, not according to their effect on the agent,

but according to their intrinsic conformity to the design of

Nature. Measured by this standard, agriculture, the tending

of animals, hunting, fishing, and the like stand on a very

different level to the vocations of the artisan, day-labourer,

merchant, and retail dealer. Even in the First Book, how

ever, we are told (c. 11. 1258 b 10), that the practice of the

very best of them is unworthy of a freeman 1. ‘Necessary

functions’ as a whole, whether natural or otherwise, appear

so far to be liable to objection on two grounds: (1) they

are unfavourable to the development of virtue and stand in

the way of higher things: (2) they are practised for the

convenience of another. Aristotle has, however, other

reasons for his low estimate of them. They are ‘necessary’ Aristotle

(dvayxaiat), not ‘noble’ (KaAai). Necessary, in the first Parks “I,

_ _ necessary

place, because concerned wrth things necessary for life, from

for that which provides things neces dry is itself necessary. 23531;“

- 1 If I am right in thus interpre ‘ 't[.l5 passage.

VOL. I. I i

‘4‘
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Necessary, again, as being an indispensable condition of

‘noble’ action—action which is desirable for its own sake

and not for the sake of something else (r6 Ka6’ az'rrb aipero'v).

Thus the word rivayxaiov is used in contradistinction to

aiperou Kat)’ mini, Eth. Nic. 7. 6. 114.7 b 24, 29: it is used in

connexion with Tori-1'01) é'veKev and in contrast to of; é'veKev Kai

BéM-iov, de Part. An. 3. 10. 672 b 23, and so in P01. 5 (8). 3.

I338a 13 we find some subjects of study marked off as

‘desirable for their own sake’ from others which are

described as ‘necessary, and desirable for the sake of

something else.’ Thus, just as the Béuavaos is held to exist

for the sake of another man, all ‘necessary functions ’—not

those of the [itiz'avtros‘ only—are for the sake of other forms

of activity which are desirable for their own sake. Hence

the frequent contrast of the necessary and the noble, which

indeed Aristotle inherited from Plato 1, though Plato is not

perhaps equally faithful to this distinction as a standard

for measuring the relative excellence of various paths in

life.

It is not that, in Aristotle’s view, these pursuits are not

compatible with a certain type and level of virtue. They

are, indeed, unfavourable to virtue of the higher kind

(insi'avrim npos dperijv, 1328 b 40), but the slave, at all events,

must possess some of the homelier virtues (industry and

temperance, for instance, Pol. 1. 13. 1260a 34), if he is to

do his work well. Still the fraction of moral virtue which

falls to the lot of the slave is not enough to give him any

share in happiness (cf/fiatjiovfa), which presupposes a certain

complex of attributes quite beyond his reach (cp. 4 9.

1328b 33 sqq.). This view of happiness, if held by Plato,

is not pressed by him to the same extent: he nowhere says

that the third class in his Republic will not share in the

general happiness of the State, whereas to Aristotle the

free artisan or day-labourer seems to be still further

removed from happiness than the slave, who shares the

‘ Cp. Plato, Rep. 493 C, rdva-y- diaqbr'pu 1153 6111-1, pr'rre s'wpaKriws sir,

Kaia diKata Kahoi Kai KGIUJ, ")1! 66 [1.1176 tith dwarf): 5515111.

1'06 rivaylau'ou Kai dyafloi 111130111, 50011
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society of a master able to raise him to the level of virtue

which he is capable of attaining.

Over against the large group of vocations concerned with

‘ necessary work,’ Aristotle ranges those concerned with

‘noble work.’ What pursuits exactly fall under the latter

head, we fail to learn in any detail. Politics and philosophy,

if not practised for gain, evidently do so (P01. 1. 7. 1255 b

36). A soldier’s life does so too, though it is abandoned to

those who are still under the age which qualifies for offices

of State (4 9. 1329 a 2 sqq.): it is ‘noble,’ but it is not

the supreme end (4 2. 1325a 6). The management of

a household, also, ranks as ‘noble work,’ though there are

perhaps relations in life higher than the relation to wife

or child, just as the care of wife or child is a higher thing

than the care of slaves, which again is higher than the care

of property (I. 13. 1259 b 18). ,The duties ofa guardian or

of an executor would rank, probably, with those of a house

holder. The cases of the poet, historian, and biographer, and

generally of the writer, seem to escape consideration; but

Aristotle can hardly intend an unfavourable judgment.

Comedy, however, stands at a far lower level than tragedy

or epic poetry; to witness a tragedy or to listen to music

is a noble use of leisure (Braywyfi). The composition of

music and even the writing of a tragedy are tasks which

would hardly fall within the province of a true citizen, if

done for pay. Instruction in ‘noble work,’ not rendered for

pay, appears to rank among the chief duties of the father

and the citizen. The work of the professional sculptor,

painter, architect, musician, or physician, if done for pay,

would probably be accounted unworthy of the citizen;

indeed, the acquisition of skill of this kind, apart altogether

from the terms of its exercise, would entail a closeness of

application unbefitting a freeman (5 2. 1337 b 15 sqq.).

Aristotle’s first step, then, was to distinguish necessary Necessary

from noble work. His next was to insist that, in the best

State at all events, they must be placed in different hands. be placed

, . . ' d'ffhecessary functions must not be ass1gned to natures capable Kanésf’rem

I 2
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of noble functions, nor must the latter be assigned to

natures only capable of the former.

It is easy to see why the higher functions should not

be entrusted to the lower natures1, but why should not

necessary functions be shared in by those capable of noble

ones? If this arrangement were adopted, the State would

not need the presence of lower natures within its borders,

while the higher need only be called on to give up a part

of their time to necessary work. The reasons which weigh

with Aristotle seem to be that—

1. The principle of entrusting one function only to one

agent (21; wpés 2v) should be observed, except where the

functions are such as can be discharged without reciprocal

embarrassment, which does not hold of necessary and noble

functions.

2. Happiness does not lie wholly in the motive: a man

is not happy, if he does necessary work even from the

highest motive (r013 KaAofi é'vexa): happiness lies partly in

motive, partly in the character of the action, which must

itself belong to the class of noble actions (wpdgets‘ aipe-ral

It may be said that if eating, drinking, and

sleeping are necessary functions, it is not possible alto

gether to release the higher natures from functions of

this kind, but this is not present to Aristotle’s mind.

Aristotle defined happiness not as a habit (é'éts), like Plato

and the Platonists 2, but as an activity (e’ve'pyeta or Xpfia-ts,

P01. 4 (7). 13. 1332a 9), and the more he insisted on this,

the more important the subject-matter of the activity

became. A life spent even in the distribution of ‘things

good under special circumstances ’ (rd éf tmotiéaews tam)—

Kafl’ minis).

1 On the principle expressed in

de Part. An. 4. 10. 687a 10, fi¢t3mr

tiei 510vr'pet,xn@a'rrsp (’t'uflpwn'os‘ (ppu'm—

;Los‘, gKaarov 1113 dvuape'wp xpfjo'flm.

The same illustration from m)an

is used in this passage as in the

discussion on the distribution of

power in the State, P01. 3. 12.’

1282b 31 sq.

2 Cp. Clem. Strom. 418 D (quo

ted by Zeller, Plato, E. T. p. 579,

n. 62) Z Errét'muriros rfiu ei/aatuom'av

¢r;o'lv 2511/ (L’mu “Asian! (’11 refs
, 2 a _ a v , .

Kara (11110111 exouzru/ 1] 6511/ a-yaflcuu.

Contrast the emphatic statement

(Pol-‘4, (7); {3- 1,332,511 7); ¢gww

dc Kat cu rots nfltkots, u. TL raw )toyuw

(’Kst'vwv d¢shns~, eue'pyetav et’vat (SC.

'rfiv E‘l’lsfll/lolllidll) Kai Xpr'lo'u/ tipsrfic

101611111, Kai ratirrju ur’m E’E im'ofle'vcws
. . ¢ -
ahh arrhws‘.
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in the infliction, for instance, of just punishment beneficial

to the offender—would not be a life of full happiness

(4 (7). 13. 1332a 10 sqq.); much less would a life spent

in necessary work be so.

3. Even Plato, though he held that in the hands of the

best men retail trade would assume a new aspect, and be

recognized as a work of charity and beneficence, shrank

from the idea of allowing them to meddle with such

workl; and Aristotle holds that most functions of a neces

sary kind are per se enfeebling in their effect on the charac

ter. Even the learning of some arts, not in themselves

unbefitting freemen, to the full professional limit of ex

actness made a man ,deava-os in Aristotle’s opinion.

4. That which is appropriate (r5 nps'nov) is always kept

in view in the Politics (e. g. P01. 5 7. 1342 b 33); and

it would be a solccism to give any share in the lower

functions to the higher natures.

It follows that a separate class or classes must exist in the

State devoted to the discharge of the lower functions, and

that the human beings employed for this purpose must be

capable of nothing higher*other\v'ise there will be an

infraction of justice, both wrong in itself and fatal to the

harmony of the State. Aristotle does not appear to point

out, in what we have of the Politics, the measures by which

he proposes to secure that natures shall not be pronounced

to be fit only for necessary work, which better rearing or

training, or more favourable circumstances might possibly

raise to the higher level. He seems also hardly conscious

of the sadness of the view that the existence in adequate

numbers of natures fit only for the lower functions is

essential to the realization of the highest type of human

society. If all men were capable of becoming men of full

excellence (011011611201 (whim), the ‘best State’ could not

exist. The attainment by the higher natures of their true

level has its accompanying shadow; it involves and implies

the existence of lower natures who must remain beneath

1 Laws 918 D, 5 pr'pro're 'yf'yvot'ro 0138’ Farm.
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them. The State at its best breaks society into two

sharply contrasted grades—those who can live for the

highest ends and those who cannot; the parting of the

one from the other is the first and most indispensable

step towards its realization. It is of course true that the

lower grade would, 0: Izypol/zrsz', gain nothing by being

called to the discharge of noble functions, and that it rises

to a higher level of virtue and pleasure, when linked to the

higher grade, than it could otherwise achieve.

Position in The relation of the classes discharging necessary functions

222,325; to those discharging noble functions, as will readily be fore

ltvyflAléiS-th seen, can only be a dependent one. The latter fulfil the end

e

6115;: of the State ; they consequently are the State. The former

exist within the State, because otherwise the latter could

cessary not exist ; their existence is an unwelcome necessity. What

functions.
numerical proportion these classes are to bear to the classes

which form the State, we do not distinctly learn; but no

more of them must find a place in the State than is necessary

for the purposes of the higher grade. Those of them who

are slaves must be recruited from populations submissive

enough to accept a dependent position without giving

trouble. It may be asked why all are not made slaves,

public or private. The answer is twofold. The slave by

nature is conceived as one whose intelligence is of the lowest

type and whose value lies in his thews and sinews, whereas

the merchant or the artisan needs intellectual qualifications

of a higher kind. The slave is also viewed, especially in the

chapters where the naturalness of slavery is discussed, as in

the -main an instrument of the household1, whereas the

artisan or the merchant could hardly be treated as an

appendage of the household.

The position of the classes concerned with necessary work,

except indeed the slaves, seems to be but little studied in

1 Though Aristotle provides for

the existence of public slaves in

his best State (4 (7). 10. 1330a

30: cp. 2. 7. 1267b 16), and in

cludes in his definition of wealth

xprjpara Xpfimim e19 xotllwllfau 1rd

)tews, 1. 8. 1256b 29, he, at first at

all events, treats the slave as an

animate instrument of the house

hold and the chattel of a Beard"):

(1. 3. 1253b 1 sqq.). Aristotle re

fuses to follow Phaleas in making

the rexui-rru public slaves (2. 7.

1267b 13 sqq.).
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what we possess of the Politics. \Ve hear nothing of any

provision for their education. In the picture of household

life which is given us, the householder is conceived as

belonging to the superior grade to which alone citizenship

is accorded. No non-citizen is to own land in the best

State. Not only are the classes in question excluded from

office and from membership of the assembly and the

dicasteries, but they are assigned a separate market-place,

distinct from that of the citizens, while those of them who

are merchants reside at the port. Unlike the slaves, who

are brought within the household and consequently within

the range of the ideal householder's influence, they are

apparently abandoned to the deteriorating influences of

necessary work without any counteracting safeguard.

Aristotle regards the State at its best as an union of men Remarks

who are heart and soul purposed and qualified to live the fitlgrslzew

highest life, and whose co-operation rests, not on force or and the

fear, but on that temper of mind as its condition. The

State is not fully a State whose members do right with any 165‘ hirfltw

after-thought or secondary aim ; they must love virtue and a Op 1 ‘

practise it for its own sake, not for the sake of the external

goods it brings. It is useless and wrong to admit those to

membership who cannot fulfil these conditions, and this

is the case with those whose initial unfitness is increased

by the practice of the lower kind of work. They cannot

share in the common aim of living the highest life, or in

the capacity for common action of the highest kind, both

of which the best State presupposes. Not only, indeed,

are they not to share in ruling, but the State is not to

be ruled in their interest, except so far as this cannot be

neglected without injury to the citizensl.

Aristotle’s conception of happiness and his conception of

1 The common advantage (11‘)

xotvfi trvp¢épov) which a State

should study is the common ad

vantage of the citizens (cp. 3. 13.

1283 l) 40, Tl‘) 8' dpebu hum-£01! id'ws'

1'6 8' law: @0611 1rpt‘1s' 1'6 1'7]: milu'ws'

5hr]; a'uptfic'pou Kai. 1rpt‘n n3 1:01.11th 15

Tam troXt-rév), and that of other

classes, only so far as their advan

tage is bound up with that of the

citizens (3. 6. 1278 b 32 sqq.). This

is here said expressly of the slave;

whether it holds also of the rexvi

ms, Gris, etc., we are not told.
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xowwm’a forced him to find in the classes which live for noble

work the sole sharers in the true life of the State: what

then could he say but that these were the State, and that

if the Statesman is to rule for the benefit of the State, he

must rule for their benefit? It must, however, be borne in

mind that this holds good only of the best constitution ; it

is only where the citizens are men of full human excellence

(o-rrovoaim funds), and actually living the highest human

life, that the doctrine applies. Ifthe Few ‘inherit the earth,’

the Few, it must be remembered, are to live an arduous life

of moral and intellectual greatness, toilsome though happy.

Not a life of self-sacrifice for the sake of others, like that of

Plato’s guardians, for they live for themselves, and no other

life would be so full for them of happiness and pleasure;

nor an ascetic life, for besides the happiness and pleasure

of the highest life, they are to possess its due external con

ditions and to share in the occasional recreation and relaxa

tion which human nature demands ; but a life making great

demands on human energy, self-mastery, and intellect.

Would the supply of the material necessities of men living

a life of this kind be indeed a vocation unworthy of the

lower natures? Is it an unsatisfactory destiny for such

natures to be caught into the train of some heroic character

and to be raised by his aid to the highest level attainable

by them1 P Perhaps not: but we feel that their subordinate

position in the State should be the result of their original

inferiority rather than of their participation in necessary

functions. It is one thing, too, to follow the lead of a heroic

class as freemen, though subordinate, and quite another to

accept a relation of absolute dependence and even slavery.

It is, besides, true that Aristotle provides no means for

making the most that can be made of these classes, or

indeed of any individuals belonging to them who are equal

to higher things ; so far as we can judge from what remains

‘ ‘I can see my dear father‘s Reminiscences ( 1. 65); and Aris

life in some measure as the sunk totle designs the life of these

pillar on which mine was to rise subordinated classes to serve a.

and be built,’ says Carlyle in his somewhat similar purpose.
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to us of the Politics, he drops the arrangements which

Plato had devised for the purpose of raising those who

deserve it to a higher place in the State, and removing

to a lower place natures ill-adapted to the higher.

The contrast of necessary and noble work is too sharply

drawn by Aristotle : it is, besides, incorrectly drawn ; and

the effect of men’s vocation on their character is also over

rated. What a man is, cannot always be measured by the

social functions which he is fit to discharge. To exclude

the hardy peasant from the military service of the State was

surely a mistake ; and it can hardly have been necessary to

forbid his access to all official functions, however humble.

Aristotle will not allow him even to be a ‘Warden of the

Woods’ (fiAwpo’s). His best State reminds us of Menander's

lines:

’Qrm'sp raw xopr'bv

01': mini-res (5801103, (DOC arbour/01. 6130 rules

i] 'rpsZs' napsnrfixao'z. mil/raw zrrxa'rm

sis 16v dptflpo’v' Kal 7006' and“); mo: 5X5!)

xdipav Kare'xovm, (15m 5' 0i: Ecrer Biosl.

The individuals excluded by Aristotle, indeed, are not idle,

or, in his view, cumberers of the ground, but essential con

ditions of the existence of the State.

Modern inquirers, while still drawing a distinction between

the one class of vocations and the other, draw it in a less

unqualified way. Thus to Hegel the activities which fall

under the head of ‘social life’ (Gcsellschaft) are marked

off from those of political life by their primary aim being

private, if their result is the general advantage. In industry

or trade the individual acts for his own interest, and if at

the same moment he in effect acts for the general advan

tage, this is no part of his aim 2. In this sphere the Whole

and its interest asserts itself as a Necessity or Compelling

Force. Yet it does assert itself. For with the development

of trade and industry comes the Division of Labour, which

1 Menand. ’En-i’xhrlpos, Fr. I (p. and governmental organization

17, ed. Didot). (Fartnzg/ztl'J/Rei/z'ew, Dec. I. 1880,

2 Compare Mr. Herbert Spen- p. 683).

cer’s contrast between industrial
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while it facilitates supply and increases skill, also binds men

closer to their fellows and makes each individual more de

pendent on the rest. Classes spring up, which gather men

into large unities based on similarity of vocation, and im

press on them the interest of the Whole. From this point of

view the supposed antagonism of trade and industry to the

higher life is softened down. These vocations present them

selves rather as a not uncongenial preparatory stage. Our

common life in the State ceases to seem marred and spoilt

by the unwelcome participation of classes, alien in function

to the general purpose of the State, but yet indispensable

to its existence. The State comes to present the aspect of

a self-consistent unity; its higher and lower elements no

longer stand to each other in a relation of strong antithesis;

one end and purpose is supreme throughout the whole. The

bisected State of Aristotle is replaced by a ‘city at unity

with itself.’

It was not, however, entirely by considerations special

to the wokmm‘] e’marfipn that Aristotle was led to his

conception of the true social structure of the perfect

State. More passages than one in the Politics imply that

the phenomena of the State do but repeat the phenomena

of the whole class of things to which the State belongs.

If we find in the State the contrast of ruler and ruled,

it is in part because this contrast is a constant pheno

menon in every \Vhole composed of a plurality of members,

whether continuous or discrete (1. 5. 1254 a 28 sq.) So

again, the State belongs to the class of ‘natural compounds’

(rd. Kara ¢15<Tw ovveo'rtfira, 4 8. 1328 a 21), and Aristotle’s

study of this class of things prepared him to find a decided

inequality to be the law of the State. Not only in the

State, but in all natural compounds, the “(hole is depend

ent for its existence on things which nevertheless are no

part of it, and which stand to it in the relation of means

to end. Thus, a house (for Aristotle takes his example

from an object which does not strictly belong to the class

of natural compounds) cannot exist without a builder and
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instruments of building; yet these are no part of the

house. And so the State cannot exist without property,

and property is both animate and inanimate; yet even

animate property is not a part of the State. In an animal,

again (de Gen. An. 2. 6. 742 a 28 sqq.), we can distinguish

three things: (I) the \Vhole (16 6on), which is here con

ceived as the end or 05 é'vexa: (2) the moving and gene

rating principle, which is both part of the end, being a

part of the \Vhole, and also a means to the existence of

the Whole (or the attainment of the end): ‘parts which

are useful to the \Nhole as instruments for certain pur—

poses’ (nit 6pyavu<d rov’roas‘ ite’pr; irpos évt'as' Xpritrers‘). S0 in

the human body (742 b 16 sqq.), ‘the lower half exists

for the sake of the upper half, and is neither a part of

the End nor its generating source.’ It is for the sake of

the flesh that all the other homogeneous parts of an

animal (bone, skin, sinew, bloodvessels, hair, etc.) exist (de

Part. An. 2. 8. 653 b 30 sqq.). In any object into which

Matter enters there is ‘ the fashioning element’ (r6 finatovp

yoiiv), and there is Matter (de Gen. An. 1. 18. 723 b 29:

2. 4. 738 b 20). In the soul as in everything else there

are two contrasted parts—the ‘passive reason’ (1106; 110.617

'rtxo's‘), answering to Matter, and the ‘creative reason’ (12059

womrucés, 6 mini-a iroqu, de An. 3. 5. 430 a 10 sqq.). This

duality runs through the entire universe of things (430 a

10). In an egg no less than in an animal or a State,

two contrasted parts can be discerned—‘that which is

the principle of growth’ (66eu 1) dpxrj), and ‘that which

supplies nutriment’ (60w 1‘] rpo¢1j, de Gen. An. 3. 1. 751 b

22). The same thing appears in a beehive (de Gen. An.

3. 10. 760 b 7 sqq., £17 5% Keri. To Tails Barrthe'is t't’amrrp 7161mm

pe’vovs‘ e’rrl re'xvamw 50w pe'vew, (impetpe’vovs r611 t’zvayxafwv

é'pywv, Kai pe'yeflos 5E é'Xew, (So-Trap E'n'i rsxuorroz‘i'av (rvo'rtiv-ros

'roi'i auiparos at’rréiv' 1069 're Kn¢fivas tipyoils dr’ oriBEv é'xov-ras

51ron wpos T5 fitajuixco'flat wept 'rfis Tp0¢f7s Kai 5‘61 rilv ,Bpa

Burijra T'lfl) roii oéna'ros‘ ai. 5% #éALTTaL pea-at Tb pe'ysfio's‘ eZo-w

dp¢oiv (xpvjo'ijtm yap off-rm irpog riyv Epyatrfau), Kai. epyd'rtoes,

(in Kai re’xva 'rpe'rpovo'at Kai. wars’pas). Steps and gradations
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Exclusion

of women

from poli

tical func

tions in the

best State

taken for

granted.

within the State reflect the universal tendency to order

(rdéts) in things which conform to Nature (de Gen. An. 3.

10. 760 a 31).

To Aristotle the study of nature meant the discrimi

nation between the Conditionally Necessary and the Good

~—between the operation of the Material and the operation

of the Final Cause. To distinguish what is necessary from

what is noble—to mark off, for instance, the rule of a

master over slaves from the rule of a citizen over his

fellow-citizens, or of a king over his subjects—was as

incumbent on the statesman as on the philosopher. If the

State is not to exalt means into ends, it must know what

vocations are necessary and what are noble.

The exclusion of women (and of course children) from

political functions in the best State, unlike that of the

classes concerned with necessary work, is taken for granted

by Aristotle without discussion, notwithstanding that Plato

had come to a different conclusion with respect to women.

His silence on the subject is the more noticeable, inasmuch

as he argues at length against Plato’s abrogation (in the

Republic) of the household and several property. The true

place for women is tacitly taken to be the household, where

indeed their service is indispensable (2. 5. 1264b 1). Women

possess the faculty of moral deliberation, but in a form in

which it is not always capable of making itself obeyed 1;

it is therefore in subordinate co-operation with the ideal

head of the household, that the female character best

realizes the type of virtue which belongs to it (I. 13. 1260 a

20 sq.). This being the view of Aristotle, we might have

expected that in his argument against Plato in defence

of the household (P01. 2. 1—4), the interest of women in

its,preservation and the loss they would incur through its

abolition would be more conspicuously noticed. They are

probably included among those who would be less cared

for in the absence of the institution (2. 3. 1261 b 33), but

no express reference is made to their interest in its main—

1 P01. 1. 13. 1260a 13,76 dé 95>“, qu [161/ [1'6 Bovhevnxo'u], 6MP r'iKupov.
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tenance. The exclusion of women from citizenship in the

best State follows necessarily from the hypothesis that in

it all citizens will be possessed of full virtue and happiness.

Women have their share of virtue and enjoyment, but they

are not held to possess the full virtue of a good man, which

is required of all citizens there, nor consequently happiness

(etioatpovfa).

If we ask to whom, if not to citizens, necessary functions The (ecu

are to be assigned, the answer is that a separate popula

tion, distinct from that which we sought at starting from OfAristo

Nature and Fortune (p. 89) to serve as the raw material 2:59am

of the State, must be called in for the discharge of these largely

functions. The cultivators of the soil will either be slaves, “(friaer

and consequently men of that low degree of intelligence

which slavery, as Aristotle conceives it, presupposes, or

else a dependent class non-Hellenic by extraction and not

dissimilar from slaves (4 10. 1330 a 25 sqq.). The same

class will serve as oarsmen in the triremes of the State (4

6. 1327 b 11 sqq.). There will thus be a considerable non

Hellenic element in the best State of Aristotle; its ‘econo

mic substructure,’ if so we may term it, will be formed to

a large extent of non—Hellenic materials. In this Aristotle

departs, no doubt designedly, from Lacedaemonian prece

dents, for the subordinate working and trading populations

of the Lacedaemonian State were Hellenic. The model he

follows seems to be rather that of the more commercial

States of Greece, the lower places in whose social systems

were filled with aliens and imported slaves. Here the de

pendent classes were more under control and less formid

able, and the infraction ofjustice was less 1. An interchange

of population had long been going forward on the coasts of

the Aegean and the Euxine, resulting in the introduction

of a non-Hellenic element within Hellenic communities for

purposes of trade and labour, while Hellenes settled in the

1 Cp. Levit. 25. 44: ‘Both thy the heathen that are round about

bondmen and thy bondmaids you; of them shall ye buy bond

which thou shalt have shall be of men and bondmaids.’
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wild regions round about Greece, and implanted the first

germs of civilization 1. The scheme of Aristotle’s best

State involves a similar division of functions between the

Hellene and the non-Hellene, though the alien element

in it would be far more carefully controlled, kept apart, and

limited in amount.

We see that the lower section of society—which in

modern States includes perhaps four-fifths of the total

population, though its relative numbers would no doubt

be far less in the best State of Aristotle—is to form in

extraction and character the strongest possible contrast

to the upper section. It is designed to be submissive and

serviceable; its vocation is to obey, rather than to co

operate with its superiors. Aristotle has apparently for

gotten how often war, or disease, or famine made great

gaps in the ranks of the citizens of Greek States, which

could only be filled by drafts from the dependent classes,

free or slave, for certainly the lower section of his State

would be quite unsuited to recruit the ranks of the higher.

Aristotle’s commission of ‘necessary work’2 to a class

thus constituted is, however, only a first step to a purgation

of the commercial and industrial life of the State. The

Science of Supplys, which had degenerated into a Science

of Profit, must be recalled to a sense of its true limits and

It is not,

however,

enough to

sever the

citizens of

the State

from neces

sary work :

1 Thus the low estimate of

trade and industry, which pre

vailed among Greeks and Romans,

helped in some degree to mingle

races which might otherwise have

held apart. Nothing would pro

bably strike a modern observer

more, if he could be transported

to the streets of ancient Athens

or to those of any other Greek

city where resident aliens and im

ported slaves were numerous, than

the magnitude of the Oriental and

barbarian element of its popula—

tion. In many parts of the Pelo

ponnese, no doubt, the case was

very different. Observe Aristotle’s

acceptance ofthis state ofthings as

a matter of course (4 (7).4. 1326a

18, dim-ymiov ydp (’1! fair ndhnnv

’t'u'ms‘ tin'a'pXew Kai 801')va lipLa/J-(‘fll

noltluiw Kai tie-roiva Kai ge'l/aw).

2 Aristotle, we note, includes

the work of the 1'6vaqu and 0r}:

under the term dva'yxaiat wpiigett,

though not under the sound form

Of xprlya'rw'rixr']. 'Ava'yKaios‘, how

ever, as thus used, is little more

than a negative of Kahtis‘.

3 I use the term ‘Science’ in

relation both to xpima-rwnxr'; and

t0 ot’KnuoytKii, but the former is

probably in strictness an Art or

Productive Science, the latter a.

Practical Science, like irolurtm'y.
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methods: measures must be taken to ensure that the lower the Science

social activities shall not overgrow and stifle the higher, $5,181qu

and to still the unquiet and inventive spirit of gain, which 'rwmg)

. . . . tsprings from a misconception of the end of human life. Errsgedfand

Aristotle’s wish is that as little ‘ necessary activity’ as pos- Legggseedgg’

sible, and as much ‘noble activity’ as possible, shall find its true

a place in his State. It is one of the functions of theScience of Household Management (oixovopu’a or oZKovouuoj) it must be

. . . . marked off

to effect this by exercismg a control over the Science Mth

of Supply. The household must be placed under theauthority of a head who knows that the quest of com— Manage.

modities should be kept within the limits which the in

terests of virtue and happiness (To a“; (flu) impose. placed‘

He arrives at this conclusion by a long discussion of thequestion, how the Science of Supply (Xpmtarw'rtmj) stands

to the Science of Household Management (1. 3. 1253 b 12:

8. 1256 a I sqq.)—a question, at first sight, of purely

scientific interest, but which is made the starting-point

ofa sweeping social reform. Some had held the Science

of Supply to be the main element in Household Science

(1. 3. 1253 b 13), while others had gone so far as to identify

the two (1253b 12), thus merging the head of the house

hold in the provider of commodities. Who these were who

went so far as to forget the husband and parent in the

bread-winner, we do not know.

Aristotle, on the other hand, feels bound to ask whether

the Science of Supply is a part of Household Science at all.

He had, indeed, incidentally taken this for granted in an

early chapter of the Politics (1. 3. 1253 b 12), but later on

(1. 8. I256a 3 sq.), he seems inclined to recede from this

hasty admission, for he suggests the question whether, after

all, the former is not merely auxiliary (zivrnpe-rmj) to the

latter. He asks, further, whether it is not the business of

Household Science to use rather than to acquire. If this is

so, it cannot be identical with the Science of Supply, whose

object is to acquire; and we may doubt whether the latter

science is not too distinct from the former to be even a part

of it.
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Aristotle's

theory of

the Science

of Supply:

its sound

and

unsound

forms.

The first thing, however, is to ask what the Science of

Supply is. Its business is to ‘consider whence property

may be acquired.’ But then there are more kinds than one

of property. One of them is food: is agriculture, then, or

any other science connected with the acquisition of food,

a part of the Science of Supply? Aristotle reviews the

various modes of acquiring food—the pastoral, that of

hunting, and that of agriculture—and the combinations of

them to which men resort. These methods of acquiring

food, he continues, have recourse for the purpose of sus

tenance to objects designed by nature to be so used—

designed for the purpose just as much as milk is designed

for the sustenance of the newborn animal, or as other

provisions of a similar nature are designed to serve the

same end. Plants and animals are to the adult what milk

is to the infant—the provision of Nature for his support.

We know them to be so designed, for otherwise they would

exist for no purpose whatever (udrnv, 1256 b 21), and this is

never the case with products of Nature. Nature has made

plants for the use of animals, and the lower animals for

the use of man, not merely indeed as food, but also to

supply him with raiment and other commodities. We may

even go farther and say that not only the capture of ani

mals by hunting, but also the capture of men who, though

designed by nature for slavery, are unwilling to be slaves,

is a natural mode of acquiring commodities, and that

consequently war, the means by which this is effected, falls,

in one of its forms, within the natural form of the Science

of Supply. But plants and animals cannot exist except

on, or in, earth and water (I. 10. 1258 a 23); therefore

Nature must provide earth and water, and from these man

must obtain the commodities he needsl. Here Aristotle

falls back on the teaching of Socrates, as recorded by

Xenophon (Mem. 4. 3. 5—6)2.

1 Aristotle seems to forget that

slaves, though KT7;}LHT(1, can hardly

be said to be obtained from earth

and water. .

2 Dicaearchus, the pupil of Aris

totle, seems in his sketch of the

development of human society to

have gone back, like Plato (Polit.

271 C sqq.), to an ‘age of Cronus,‘

‘quum viverent homines ex illis
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One form of the Science of Supply, then, is naturally a

part1 of the Science of Household Management, for either

it must exist, or the latter Science must itself provide that

commodities shall be forthcoming necessary for life and

useful for human society in household and State. Com

modities of this nature constitute true wealth, for this kind

of wealth is not open to the charge which has been pre

ferred against wealth, that it does not belong to the class of

‘ things subject to a limit’ (rd. newepao'jte’va).

There is, however, another form of the Science of Supply,

which is not natural. It arises thus :—Every article of

property may be employed in one or other of two ways;

it may be used or it may be exchanged. Both uses are

natural. Exchange is perfectly natural, so far as it is used

for the supply of the wants of the two parties to the

exchange. The articles exchanged must, however, be used

by the parties, or be intended to be used by them. This

seems to be implied in Aristotle’s language, and his

principle evidently excludes an intermediary who buys to

sell again. A perfectly legitimate step was taken when

money was invented to facilitate exchange between distant

or comparatively distant parties. It was, however, the

invention of money—a commodity which invited by its

rebus quae inviolata ultro ferret

terra.’ This mode of existence

was to him alone ‘natural,’ the

pastoral life coming next in order

of time and marking a decline,

inasmuch as it brought with it

the slaughter of animals for food,

and also war: last of all, men

took to agriculture (Dicaearch.

Fragrn. 1—5 : Muller, Fr. Hist. Gr.

2. 230 sqq.). To Aristotle, on the

contrary, the earliest age of the

world is an age of Cyclopes, not

an age of Cronus, and the pastoral

and agricultural modes of life are

equally natural. He would pro

bably agree that the pastoral life

is historically prior to the agricul

tural (cp. P01. 4 (7). IO. 13ng 14,

if this passage is from Aristotle’s

pen: the life of the Cyclopes is

VOL. I.

also represented by Homer as

pastoral).

\Ve see that Dicaearchus, like

Theophrastus, had come to enter

tain objections to the slaughter of

harmless animals for food which

are quite strange to Aristotle (see

as to Theophrastus, Bernays,

Theophrastos iiber Frommigkeit).

Some Indian races were be

lieved by Herodotus to subsist

after a fashion which even Dicae

archus would admit to be natural

(_Hdt. 3. 100).

1 Later on, this conclusion turns

out to be only provisional, for we

are taught to regard even the

sound form of the Science of Sup

ply as in strictness rather subsi~

diary to, than a part of, Household

Science.
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Comments

on this

theory.

compactness its own indefinite increase, that carried ex

change beyond the natural function of its earlier days—the

provision for man’s needs—and developed the other form

of the Science of Supply, the mercantile form (Tb KawnAmo'v).

This form errs in two ways: (I) it wins produce, not from

earth and water, but from the process of exchange, or in

other words, from fellow-men (ti-n" tiMfiAmv): (2) its aim is

not the supply of men’s needs, but the acquisition of an

indefinite amount of money; consequently, wealth loses for

it the limited character which makes it natural. In fact, its

procedure, if we analyse this still further, betrays a wrong

conception of the end of life, which it conceives either as

the mere preservation of existence (r6 (flu), or if as good

life, good life in the mistaken sense of bodily enjoyment1.

This is the form assumed by the Science of Supply, when

it is abandoned to itself and not controlled by Household

Science, which knows the true end of life and should

impress it on the Science of Supply.

Aristotle apparently objects not merely to commercial

dealing conducted with a view to unlimited gain, but to all

commercial dealing in which the parties do not come

together in order to provide themselves with articles for

their own use. His principle might, indeed, be construed

to involve an objection to commercial dealing in which the

parties seek to provide themselves with articles not really

necessary to life or to good life; but into this further ques

tion he does not go. The use of things for purposes for

which nature did not intend them—the error as to the end

of life which makes the indefinite heaping up of money an

object of desire: these are the main grounds on which

1 Aristotle finds it hard to un

derstand the quparurrutos‘ Bios

(cp.Eth. Nic. 1. 3. 1096 a 5): and

Plutarch speaks in the same way,

Vita Catonis Censoris, c. 18, mirror 6

rot? 1710.370.) {films 0086111 1fd6€l (1)11
01in O'Ul/flp/JGIIIOQ 3!: Ti): dxhédous

xnl flvpat'ov 86$”; 57161063169 e'a'nv.

Obviously a desire for unlimited

gain may exist where there is

neither any irrational anxiety as

to subsistence nor any craving

for sensual pleasure. Plato has

a good passage (Rep. 330 C) on

the love ofmoneyin men who have

not inherited but acquired wealth.

They love it not only for its use

fulness, but also as a man loves

his child—as being their own cre

ation.
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he censures the unsound form of the Science of Supply.

The first objection applies especially to usury; for it

is even more unnatural to make the barren metal breed

money, than to win it from the process of exchange.

Aristotle, it should be added, is conscious that other

social functions besides that of exchange may be exercised

with a view to unlimited gain—those, for example, of the

general or the physician (1. 9. 1258a 8 sqq.).

thing might of course be said of agriculture.

He misinterprets the work of the intermediary between

producers who purchases, not because he needs the thing

for his own consumption or use, but in order to resell, and

whose profit is in reality payment for a social service, not

something filched from his neighbourl. It may well be

true that there are elements in the organization of commerce

and modes of commercial operation which represent no

social servicez; it might also be a gain to the world if com

merce were confined within the limits which considerations

of good life impose; but as to this Aristotle does not

observe that some States may with advantage to them

selves and to other States extend their production and

exchange of products beyond the limit of their own needs,

or, in other words, may trade and manufacture for other

communities which are less favourably situated for carrying

on trade and manufacturesa.

His principle that land and water are the true sources of

wealth leads him a step further in c. 11“, where he ranges

among unsound sources of Supply labour rendered for

The same

1 Plato had, as we have seen,

construed the social function of

Kannhsia in a truer way (Laws 918

B—E).

3 He, in fact, forbids his best

State to trade for others (4 (7). 6.

1327 a 27, (ii/1'1; ydp c’eroptKfiv, tilt):

of: Tois i'thow, 851 (fr/at 'rfiu miltw).

2 E. g. the practice of‘cornering,’

which ‘consists in buying up so

much of a commodity as gives

the buyers command over the

market for that particular com

modity’ (Tz'mes, June 26, 1883).

Aristotle seems to regard Kan-rim”)

xprlpa-rto-nxr'; as being little else

than systematic cornering.

* In this chapter also he places

the cutting oftimberand quarrying

or mining in a class apart as par

taking both of the natural and the

unnatural Science of Supply—

which is strange,as he recognizes

the use of Nature's products not

only for food, but for other ser

vices to man.

K2
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wages (prapvia)—~in other words, the acquisition of

money through placing at the service of others for pay

(i. e. exchanging) bodily or mental aptitudes. It is not

easy to see why a man should not be allowed to exchange

his labour, just as much as the produce of his vines, for

any commodities he requires, even on Aristotle’s own

principle (560v yap iKavov (11,)T0'IIS‘, dvayKa'iou fin WOLEIUHGL Tiyv

tiAAayfiv, 1. 9. 1257 a 18). There need not be in ‘labouring

for hire’ any such desire for an indefinite amount of coin as

Aristotle connects with the unsound form of the Science of

Supply. In the Ninth Book of the Nicomachean Ethics

(9. I. 1164a 22 sqq.) the receipt of money from pupils

appears to be contemplated and not objected to 1. In the

Fourth (the old Seventh) Book of the Politics (4 (7). 8.1328b

20 sq.: cp. 9. 1329a 35) artisans and day-labourers (who

are said to practise ‘working for hire,’ 1. 11. 1258 b 25)

are held to be necessary to the State. He seems to have

been lured back for the moment in the First Book of

the Politics to an old doctrine of Socrates, which Plato

had also accepted, though only in a cursory way and with

a slight modification 2. Aristotle, we must remember, has

‘ Compare the doctrine of the

Epicurean Philodemus as to the

best source of K-rq-rm'; (Philodem.

de Virtutibus et Vitiis, lib. ix.:

see Schomann, Opusc. 3. 240,

whose completion of the text is

followed) : 1rp5rrov 8E Kai thiucr

'rou dmi Miwa ¢L7lomi¢wv dvdpdo'w

dsKnxois parastddaevov (an-minio

[.15ku P) durlpsraiiamadvnv efixa

piaré[rara, oia] [uni o'eBao'pofi

Trill/"Aria: s’ys'vero ’Eme'Iptp‘ )uiywv

66‘ (ihrldwibv Kai dduhoveiKmv Kai
o'uhhrflidrlv cineiv drapéxmv‘ [sinei]

1'6 ye dui aoqbw-rthIw Kai riywvw-rmév

01,186,]! e’a'n fie'M-iou 1'05 dui 3np0Kom

K1311 Kai o'vKotbau‘rLKibv. For the

views of the Stoics as to the legi

timate forms of qurmr'l, see Zeller,

Stoics, E. T. p. 269 n. Columella

(de Re Rustica, praefatio, 10)

comes to the conclusion—‘ super

est unum genus liberale et inge

nuum rei familiaris augenclae

quod ex agricolatione contingit.’

7 Cp. Laws 842 C, e'K 'yfis‘ yap Kai

E’K Haiui'r'rq; rois‘ 1r)\et'a'rots 15w 'Ehhr'l

vmv s'a’ri KanO‘KGUafl'flélld 'ra 'n'cpi 'rr‘lu

Tpo¢r')v' rod-row 85‘ (‘ but for my Citi

zens ’) po'vov e’K yfis. Except in this

respect, Plato approves of much

the same sources of supply as

Aristotle. His citizens in the

Laws are to be ywpyoi Kai vopeic

Kai ashrr'rnupyoi (842 D, a passage

which perhaps suggested P01. 1.

11. 1258b 12—20), and to have

nothing to (10 with vathrlpLKa Kai

e’pn'opiKa Kai Kanqheunmi Kai nan/Bo

Knia‘u: Kai reitwmxa Kai perailhsiar

(contrast P01. 1. II. 1258b 27 sq.)

Kai davuo'poi Kai e'1ri'r0KOL 16ml. Cp.

also Menexen. 237 E sqq. Theo

phrastus held similar language

about the earth, if Bernays is

right (Theophrastos iiber From

migkeit, p. 92) in ascribing Por

phyr. de Abstin. 2. 3-2 to him. We
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here the ideal State in view; he does not seem in the

Ethics to impose these limits on ‘getting.’ There is no

hint, at any rate, in the account of the ‘liberal man’

there given, that his ‘getting’ (AW/ts) will conform to the

standard here laid down. He will not be, like the man

who lives only for gain (6 aZoXpoKepZBfis), a lender of small

sums at usurious interest, or the keeper of a house of ill

fame, nor will he be a gambler, or a thief, or a robber

(Eth. Nic. 4. 3. 1121b 31 sqq.: 11222. 7): on the contrary,

‘he will win an income from legitimate sources, such as

property of his own, and will regard the winning of an

income, not as a noble thing, but as a necessity, if he is

to have the means of giving’ (1120 a 34). Not a word is

said of his abstaining from lending money at moderate

interest. Aristotle’s language, in fact, implies that it is

not illiberal to do this.

We now know what the Science of Supply properly is, The Sci

and are in a position to settle its relation to Household g'l‘gpi’;m

Science. Even its sound form is not in strictness a part of be subor

Household Science: it is rather its condition—one of those6w 0th t’ivev which form no part of the thing whose existence SCience

they make possible 1. What it provides, Household Science

uses. If the Science of Supply does much for Household

Science, this in its turn does much for it—imposes a limit

on its efforts and adjusts them to the true end. Household

Science has higher functions to discharge in regulating the

relations of husband and wife, father and child, but one of

its functions is to act as the intermediary by whose agency

the end of the State is impressed on the business of Supply.

But for it, the Science of Supply might resort to false

sources and false methods of supply, and fail to pause when

the amount has been obtained which is most favourable to

good life. Household Science is possessed of the true end

of human life—is an ethical science, which the other is not.

find similar expressions in Oecon. Supply provides ‘instruments’

1. 2. 1343b 1. (prava) or Matter (filtq), or both,

1 The question raised in 1. 8. is not distinctly settled.

1256 a 5, whether the Science of
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Aristotle’s

aims in this

inquiry.

It is subordinate to WOALTLKT; (Eth. Nic. 1. I. 1094b 2), if it

is not, indeed, a part of the political section of 'rroM'rtmj

(Eth. Nic. 6. 8. 1141 b 31); in any case, its principles are

in accord with those of "IroM-runj, from which it differs in

the sphere of its action, not in aim.

One might, indeed, ask—seeing that the State, no less than

the household, may mistake the true nature of the Science

of Supply and obtain commodities from improper sources

and to an unlimited extent—why the so-called Household

Science is viewed as connected especially, if not exclu

sively, with the household; why it is not the concern of

the statesman at least as much as the householder; why

economy is not public as well as private. If the eleventh

chapter of the First Book of the Politics is genuine, this

question had already occurred to Aristotle (see 1259 a 21

sqq.). It is clear, however, from the so-called Second Book

of the Oeconomics, that the side of Household Science

which relates to the State had come to receive more atten

tion by the time it was written.

Aristotle’s aim evidently is, in the first place, to lead back

the Science of Supply to nature. He had not, however,

fully worked out his conception of nature, or freed it from

inconsistency and obscurity. He reckons as natural, on the

one hand, whatever contributes to that which is best for the

given species—in the case of man, whatever contributes to

good life; and if he had held to this point of view, he might

have arrived at the broad and sound conclusion that trade and

the other modes of Supply whose legitimacy is in question

are natural, if and so far as they contribute to the end of

the State (i. e. to civilization rightly understood). But then

he also regards as natural that which is coeval with birth

(1. 5. 1254 a 23), primitive, ancient (cp. 4 10. 1329 a

40 sqq.); that which is ‘given by nature herself’ (1. 8.

1256b 7); that which conforms to the primordial law of

zoological sustenance, which prescribes that sustenance is

to be won from ‘ the residue of the substance from which

the creature springs ’ (1. 10. 1258 a 36)—in the case of man,

from earth and water; and again the necessary. From
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these points of view, commerce in its more developed form

and labouring for hire are both of them regarded as con

trary to nature. '

If Aristotle had consistently adhered to the view that the

primitive is the natural, we might have found him denying the

naturalness of the City-State in comparison with the house

hold 1, and of the pursuit of good life in comparison with that

of mere life. But this he fortunately does not do. His

examination of the relative justifiability of the various

methods by which human wants are supplied is an excep

tion to his general treatment of political and social questions;

a standard is applied which is quite other than the standard

usually applied—the end of the State. The attempt to trace

in the mode by which the nascent or infant animal is

sustained the type of all natural sustenance seems especially

fanciful 2.

He has, however, a further aim—to show that even the

sound and natural form of the Science of Supply is not in

strictness a part of Household Science3, but a dependent

science which accepts its guidance. It is true that just as

the householder has to see that the members of his house

hold enjoy health, so it is his business to see that they

possess a due supply of necessary and useful commodities;

but it is the business of the physician to produce health in

them, and it is the business of the Science of Supply in

league with nature, not of Household Science, to produce

those commodities. Not only did the current view of

householding, with which Aristotle himself seems occa

sionally to fall in (e.g. Pol. 3. 4. 1277 b 24: Eth. Nic. I. I.

1094 a 9 : cp. Oecon. 1. 1. 1343 a 8), teach a different lesson,

1 He seems to approach this

view in Eth. Nic. 8. 14. 1162 a 16

5% . . . .
1 It is just pos51ble that this

censure Of KamyMKr‘] xpiwa'rm'rixr']

was penned duringthe period (330—

326 8.0.: Schafer, Demosthenes

3. 2. 339) when, owing, as was

thought, to the arts of the corn

merchants or the devices of huck

stering officials in Egypt, corn

was extremely scarce and clear

at Athens. But popular feeling

always ran high against the corn

dealers, as we see from Lysias’

oration against them.

3 The Stoics appear to have

distinguished between OZKOIIofukr']

and qupa-rio'rikr’) no less than

Aristotle (Stob. Ecl. Eth. 2. 6. 6 :

p. 51 Meineke).
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but writers like Xenophon had put the contrary opinion in

the mouth of Socrates (Xen. Oecon. c. 6. 4: cp. c. 7. 15,

and c. 11. 9) and others (Xen. Cyrop. 8. 2. 23, 01’; TOlIS

nAeZv-ra é'xov-ras Kai rim/\a'rrovras wAeZo-ra aboazuoveo'rdrovs

fiyoiipal. . . . (MA, as aw Kriia'aal T€ wAeZa'ra Mun-rat (Tim 1123

6LKG£(P, Kai XpfioGaL 5% ‘ll’Aflffl'TOLS‘ o'i/v 11.5 KaAQ, roii'rov Eytb

e‘bfiatpove'o'ra'rov vopifwy. Plato, however, had already

declared against the unlimited pursuit of wealth (Rep.

591 D—E): 013K061), aim-0v, Kai Thu (’12 rfi r611 Xpnpérwv K-rrio'a

{liv'raéiv 're Kai fvp¢wvfav; ml 161/ 6'wa To?) wkfiGovs‘ 013K

éwan-rrépevos 1511'?) T017 T611 woAAé‘w paxapwpoi' Zi-n'etpov miffitra,

dwe'pav'ra Kaxd é'xaw; OI’JK oiopat, e'dnq. ’AKN dwoBAémov 'ye,

si'n'ov, wpos‘ riyv év ai'rrq'i 'n'oM'rcL'av Kai ¢v7toirra>v mi TL wapaxwfi

ail-r05 "r1311 6‘er ma 71117009 oilin'as‘ i7 5:] 6AL-y61'17'ra, oil’rw vaspvéiv

wpoaGfio'eL Kai évahéo'el. 'rfis‘ mic-[as Ka0’ 50-011 av oio's 1" fig.

With this Aristotle would agree, but he adds that acquiring

lies, in strictness, altogether outside the province of the

head of the household, as such, and that his function is

to use the commodities, for the provision of which the

Science of Supply is responsible, though even this is not his

highest function, which lies rather in the government of

persons, and especially of free persons, than in the care for,

or use of things. Xenophon had already made it one of the

duties of the head of the household to seek to teach his

slaves justice (Oecon. c. 14. 4): Aristotle makes it his

main duty to develope in all the members of the household

all the virtue of which they are capable.

The householder, as Aristotle conceives him, is by no

means to be indifferent whether the household under his

charge does or does not possess an adequate supply of

things useful and necessary for good life: on the con

trary, he is to see that this is forthcoming; but further

than this he is not to go in quest of commodities. He

certainly will not hold, with Cato the Censor, whose ideas

1 It should be noticed,however, (c. 7).

that in the short treatise on the 2 Cp. Laws 870 A, 1'] rrIw qu

Lacedaemonian constitution Xe- pliwa rfic dvrh'mrov Kai. d-neipou

nophon praises Lycurgus for his Krrldccos Epm-ras pvpiovs‘ e’vrix-roua-a

discouragement of money-making 61’1"!!!“3‘.
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on household management were as clearly pronounced as

on public affairs, ‘that the man truly wonderful and godlike

and fit to be registered in the lists of glory, was he, by

whose accounts it should at last appear that he had more

than doubled what he had received from his ancestors1 ’;

' nor would he ‘labour with his domestics, and afterwards sit

down with them, and eat the same kind of bread and drink

of the same wine2 ’ ; nor would it be said of him with truth,

that he ‘amassed a great deal and used but little3 ’.

Aristotle would have found more to praise in Cato’s untiring

care for his son’s due nurture and education, though he

himself would commit the education of boys, when past a

certain age, to the common schools of the State.

The limitations which Aristotle imposes on the Science

of Supply remind us of a reflection of Wordsworth’s in the

Eighth Book of the Excursion :—

‘I rejoice,

Measuring the force of those gigantic powers,

That by the thinking mind have been compelled

To serve the will of feeble-bodied man ;

For with the sense of admiration blends

The animating hope that time may come

When, strengthened, yet not dazzled, by the might

Of this dominion over nature gained,

Men of all lands shall exercise the same

In due proportion to their country’s need;

Learning, though late, that all true glory rests,

All praise, all safety, and all happiness,

Upon the moral law.’

Aristotle, however, goes far beyond Wordsworth, though

the latter forgets no less than the former that the accumu

lation of capital in one country beyond its needs may well be

useful in aiding the material and moral development of other

communities. It can hardly have been true of commerce

even in Aristotle’s day, that it had passed far beyond its

sound original function of supplying men’s needs into an

ingenious artificial contrivance which served only the pur

1 Plutarch, Cato Censor c. 21 3 Ibid.,Comparison ofCato and

(Langhorne’s translation). Aristides, c. 4.

2 Ibid. c. 3.
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pose of enriching its practitioners indefinitely at the expense

of each other or of other men; but, at any rate, his censure

of labour for hire and of lending money at interest is wholly

mistaken. So far as he asserts the principle that commo

dities are made for man, not man for the multiplication of

commodities—that the pursuit of wealth, which so easily

masters and moulds society to its purpose, is to be governed

by the true interests of civilization, or, as Wordsworth says,

‘ the moral law,’ he is on solid ground; but in his applica

tion of this principle, and indeed in his combination of it with

others of more doubtful authority, he has been led into error.

We may trace, perhaps, in the background the influence

of prejudices which he shared with his age and nation,

and which made a dispassionate examination of this subject

unusually difficult for him. He appears to understand

better the true nature of Wealth than the laws of its pro

duction or the office of Capital. Political Economy almost

originated with him, and the clearness of his economical

vision in some directions is balanced by blindness in others.

He is besides too much inclined to cut all societies after the

same pattern. Some States seem marked out by nature for

industry and commerce, others for agriculture ; and the

world would be a loser if one and the same career were

enforced on all.

So far we have studied the classes concerned with trade

and production in the best State of Aristotle rather with

respect to the source from which they are to be recruited,

the services they are to render, and the limitations under

which they are to act, than with respect to their place in

the State-system, or the connexion between them and

the other agencies of the State. We possess, indeed, but

few data as to a large section of these classes—that which

comprises the merchant (é’nnopos), the artisan, the day

labourer, the shopkeeper 1. On the other hand, the

cultivator of the soil and the domestic attendant have their

Status of

those con

cerned

with neces

sary work

—some to

be free,

some to be

slaves.

1 HOW near all xepufi-res, and come to slaves, we see from 3. 4.

among them the Ba'vauzros nxvirqs', 1277 a 37 SQQ
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lot pretty clearly marked out. They are to be slaves—not

all of them, indeed, private slaves, for the territory of the

State is to be divided into two parts—whether equal or not,

we are not told—the one to be retained in the hands of the

State, and itself subdivided into two sections, devoted respec

tively to the maintenance of the worship of the gods and to

the supply of the public meal-tables ; the other to be allotted

to individuals in several ownership. Both parts are to be

cultivated by slaves; the public land by public, the private

by private slaves. Dependent serfs (arept'oucot) of barbarian

origin might be employed in the cultivation of the soil;

but it was better to give this function to slaves (4 (7). 10.

1330 a 25 sqq.). -

We observe, when we turn to the examination of the

legitimacy of slavery contained in \the First Book, that

it is treated as entirely a domestic institution. The case

of public slaves is left wholly out of consideration. It is

not till the chapter on Phaleas in the Second Book (2. 7.

1267 b 16 sq.) that we get any hint of the arrangement

adopted in the Fourth (the old Seventh) Book.

We do not know with certainty who were the impugners Slavery—

of the naturalness and justice of the institution of slavery Sessgitngal'

referred to by Aristotle (I. 3. 1253 b 20 sq.) 1. The distinc- justice

tion between nature and convention, which their view pre- 1,1322%}?

supposes, is one recognized by many schools. A Sophist inquire“

may well have struck the first blow. Some Sophists, indeed,

denied that the Naturally just exists ; for them all right was

based on convention only; but those who held this view

cannot be referred to here, for in this passage we evidently

have to do with men who accepted the existence of a Natural

Justice, which slavery contravened. Others, however,

did not go so far; and it may well be that in the general

reference of existing institutions, and indeed of social order

1 Were they the same as those neighbours involves the greatest

who are mentioned in 4 (7). 2. injustice, while the exercise of 1m

1324 a 35, as maintaining that the )u-rm‘] apxrj over others interferes

exercise of despotic rule over with the ruler’s felicity?
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as a whole, to custom and tradition, or even compact, as

opposed to nature, which marks the Sophistic epoch, the

institution of slavery did not escape without challenge.

The Sophist Lycophron denied the reality of the distinc

tion between the noble and the ill-bornl, a distinction

nearly related to that between slave and free (P01. 1. 6.

1255 a 32 sqq.). Gorgias praised Rhetoric as the best of

all arts in words that remind us of Aristotle’s language

here—because it ‘made all other things its slaves, not by

compulsion, but of their own free will’ (Plato, Phileb. 58

A—B). The Cynics, again, might be referred to, were it not

that they were more given to asserting the ‘indifierence’

of positive institutions than to attacking them 2. We can

trace among the followers of the Cynic Diogenes, however,

one opponent of slavery—Onesicritus, who accompanied the

Oriental expedition of Alexander; for Strabo (15. p. 710),

in mentioning an authority who affirmed that the Indians

had no slaves, adds—‘ but Onesicritus alleges that this was

the case only in the territory of Musicanus, and regards

the absence of slavery as an excellent thing: he finds, in

fact, many other excellent institutions in that region and

describes it as especially well-ordered.’ It appears from

Strabo, p. 701, that in the part of India referred to, it was

the custom for the young to render similar services to

those elsewhere rendered by serfs, such as the Cretan

Aphamiotae and the Helots of the Lacedaemonian State.

Apart, however, from the movement of philosophical

opinion, much had happened, and was happening every

day in Greece, to suggest doubts in the minds of men re

specting the institution. Dio Chrysostom (Or. 15. 239 M)

refers to the many Athenians who, in consequence of the

defeat at Syracuse, had to serve as slaves in Sicily and the

' Aristot. Fragm. 82. 1490 a 10.

2 Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 1. 230 (2nd

edit.): cp. 208.8: 238. 5, where

the language of Antisthenes and

Diogenes seems to imply that the

wise man is not only not a natural

slave, but not a slave at all.

Diogenes, we are told, was es

pecially given to distinguishing

between rt‘i Ka-rt‘1 minor and 1d Kart‘z

¢6trw (Diog. Laert. 6. 71) : so far

as this goes, therefore, he might

be referred to here.
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Peloponnese, and to the case of the Messenians (242 M), who

after long years of slavery became again free citizens; and

he notices how narrowly the whole body of slaves at Athens

missed enfranchisement, when the Athenians offered them

freedom after Chaeroneia on condition of their serving

against Macedon, and would have given it if the war had

continued (240 It was just the facility of the transi

tion from slavery to freedom, and from freedom to slavery,

and the dependence of men’s status on accident and supe

rior force and the will of men (cp. Eth. Nic. 5. 8. 1133a 30:

Xen. Mem. 4. 4. 14), that would give rise to the view that

it was based on convention, not nature. A fragment from

the ’Ayxt'trns of Anaxandrides (Meineke, Fragm. Corn.

Graec. 3. 162) gives expression to what must have been a

common feeling :—

OL’IK 3'0"“ dodhwv, d) "yae‘, 065M101? milur,

1'15»; 86‘ mivra p£1a¢épu 1'1’1 zrcimn'ra,

nohhnl 6% 11511 #611 slaw 06K e'hetiespot,

sir 'rafiptov 86’ Zuni/Leis, ei'r‘ et’s' 'rpi-rrju

d-yopd Kéxprlu'rat' rbv 'ybp oiaxa UTpé¢€t

Bat/201v e'mirrrtp.

So again Philemon, Fr. 39 (Meineke, Fragm. Corn. Grace.

4- 47) =—

Kiiu dofiAos 'rls, o'dea rilv ui’I-rr‘pl gXH,

(pf/o'er. yt‘zp 0686i: dofihor e’yeur'fir] wore"

1'] (3’ a; 1'6er 1'6 013;“: xaredovltéo'a'ro.

According, again, to the Scholiast on Aristot. Rhet. 1.

13, the saying ‘ God made all men free: nature has made

no man a slave ’ (e’kevfle’povs d¢fii<e wdv'ras 6665“ 01,166,110. 601371011

1‘7 (1)1501? 7767f0f71K611) occurred in the ‘Messenian Oration’ of

the orator Alcidamas. It is, perhaps, to these words of

Alcidamas that Aristotle refers in the passage we are con

sidering (I. 3. 1253 b 20) 1. It is certain, at all events, that

1 So think Henkel (Studien, p.

124, n. 11) and Susemihl. Zeller,

however, thinks (Gr. Ph. 1. 1007.

2) that Aristotle is not ‘referring

to Alcidamas specially’ in this

passage of the Politics : he holds

that though Alcidamas may well

have used in this oration the ex

pression ascribed to him by the

Scholiast, he can hardly have

gone so far as to assail the insti

tution of slavery, when seeking to
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the restoration of Messenia to independence must have

brought the question prominently before men’s minds.

Many who did not go so far as to impugn the naturalness

of the institution as a whole, appear to have contested the

justice of enslavement through war. Thus Callicratidas,

when pressed on the capture of Methymna to sell the

citizens as slaves, declared that, while he was in command,

no Greek should be enslaved if he could help it, though

he nevertheless sold the Athenian garrison as slaves the

day after (Xen. Hell. I. 6. 14—15). Agesilaus gave utter

ance to similar sentiments (Xen. Ages. 7. 6)‘. Epaminon

das and Pelopidas are said by Plutarch to have enslaved

no captured cities (Pelop. et Marcell. Inter se Compar. c. 1,

Mdpmkkos‘ piv 6’11 noAAais‘ nékww furoxeipfms yevope'vazs

a'gbayds érrofno'ev, ’E'rrapswaivoas 5? Kill. Hekomfoas ofloéva.

waiiro're Kparijo'av'res dri'éx'rewav 013% 7ro'Iteis fivfipa'n'obfaavro).

The severities of this nature practised by Philip of Mace

don indicate, therefore, a decided retrogression in inter

national policy.

Even those who defended enslavement through war

did so only in a qualified way, for they condemned the

enslavement of Greeks through war (I. 6. 1255 a 21 sqq.).

Enslavement for debt had been abolished at Athens by

Solon 2, though elsewhere it may have been legal 3. The

law itself both at ~Athens and in other States drew a tacit

distinction between the slave by birth (6 ¢u'aei seam

yevépevos) and the slave not descended from slave-parents

by making the former incapable of becoming a citizen (Dio

Chrys. Or. 15. 239 M) 4. Dio Chrysostom, in his Fifteenth

Oration, mentions a general feeling that the slave by birth

was a slave in the truest sense, but then he goes on to reason

win from the Lacedaemonians the 2 It survived in a single case

recognition of Messenian inde

pendence. As to the oration in

question, see Vahlen, der Rhetor

Alkidamas, p. I4 sqq.

‘ Plato declares against the

enslavement of Greeks in wars

between one Greek State and

another (Rep. 471 A).

only (C. F. Hermann, Gr. Antiqq.

3. § 58: i5).

3 Ibid. § 58. 2o.

4 There seems to have been a

special name for the slave by

birth, or Sovhéxdovkos. He was

called o-i'qumv (Athen. Deipn. 267

C).
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that slaves by birth are descended from those who have

been enslaved through war, and that this form of slavery,

‘ the Oldest and that which has given birth to all the rest 1,’

is ‘very weak in point of justice’ (242 M); and thus he

arrives at the conclusion (243 M) that the true slave is

the man who is unfree and servile in soul—a conclusion

possibly suggested by Aristotle’s examination of the

subject, though arrived at in a different way.

If we add that the form which slavery assumed in the

Lacedaemonian State gave rise to an especial amount of de

bate (Plato, Laws 776 C), we shall see that the institution

was undergoing a rigorous examination, in the course of

which one form of it after another was being; weighed in the

balance and found wanting, and that first enslavement for

debt, then the enslavement of Greeks 2, then enslavement

through war, were successively being eliminated, so that a

total condemnation of the institution might well seem to

be at hand. Hence a careful investigation of its true basis,

such as that which Aristotle made, was especially timely.

Both Xenophon and Plato furnished him with some hints Reinvesti

on the subject. Xenophon had insisted that rule should, {gfiéiggsi’sfof

if possible, be so exercised as to win willing obedience from slayery by

the ruled, and had shown how the master might be a means Ansmfle‘

of developing virtue in his slaves. Plato had, in one and

the same dialogue (the Republic), made it a distinguishing

feature of the ideal State not to enslave the class which

provided it with necessary or useful commodities (r6

qupartcr'rmo'v) 3, and also pointed to the man in whom

there is a natural weakness of the higher principle as a

1 He overlooks the fact that for another purpose.

slavery originating in voluntary

surrender and slavery for debt

could not be said to have de

veloped out of war.

2 Cp. Levit. 25. 44: ‘Both thy

bondmen and thy bondmaids

which thou shalt have shall be

of the heathen that are round

about you ; of them shall ye buy

bondmen and bondmaids.’ I

have already quoted this passage

5 Rep. 547 C. This class (the

third) is probably conceived as

Hellenic, like the two higher

classes, and the fact that it is not

a slave-class in the ideal State of

the Republic does not necessarily

imply the non—existence of slavery

in this State: on the contrary,

slavery is here and there tacitly

implied to exist in it (e.g. Rep.

549 A)
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Aristotle

defends.

but reforms

slavery.

being designed by nature to be enslaved to another who

can supply that deficiency (Rep. 590 C—D: cp. Polit.

309 A). This view of the institution, which, as has been

remarked, probably suggested Aristotle’s doctrine of natural

slavery, seems, however, to be lost sight of in the Laws,

where little, if any, attention appears to be paid to the

ethical interests of the slave.

It is on these foundations that Aristotle builds. He con

sents to retain the institution in his best State on condition

of a complete reform, which would restore the willingness

of the relation by making it advantageous both to master

and slave. Natural slavery presupposed, according to him,

not only a low intellectual level in the slave, but high

moral and intellectual excellence in the master. The

raz'sou d’étre of slavery was to make a noble life possible

for the master, and if the master could not, or did not, live

such a life, slavery failed to achieve the end of its existence.

Aristotle would not have been satisfied to incorporate in

his best State a relation which, though necessary, was not

advantageous to both the parties to it. Indeed, it is less

on the social necessity of slavery than on the benefits

which it confers on master and slave, that he insists. Thus,

while he argues in the First Book (1.4. 1253 b 23 sqq.)

that the slave is a necessity to Household Science, he allows

in the Fourth (the old Seventh) the substitution of serfs for

slaves, so far as the cultivation of the soil is concerned

(4 (7). 10. 1330 a 25 sqq.). The necessity of slavery to

ancient society has perhaps been somewhat overrated.

‘Coloni’ seem to have served its purpose in the later

days of the Roman Empire as well as slaves. The sub

missiveness of the ‘hewers of wood and drawers of water’

was the important thing, and this was rather a matter of

nationality than of civil status. If they were not sub

missive, we know from a variety of instances that the

status of slavery was but a poor security for their obedience

or tranquillity.

Aristotle has already in the Second Chapter of the First
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Book recognized as the constituent elements of the house

hold the relations of husband and wife and master and

slave, and treated the one relation as equally necessary and

natural with the other, the master’s intelligence and the

slave’s bodily strength being mutually complementary and

indispensable, just as the union of male and female is

necessary for the purpose of reproduction. The naturalness

of slavery is thus already established, and it may be asked

why the question should be again taken up in c. 3. The

answer probably is, that in c. 2 Aristotle deals with the

question of slavery only in course of proving the natural

ness of the State, and that in conformity with his usual

practice he is not content to dispense with a special ex

amination of this particular question apart from all others,

which he conducts wholly without reference to the result

already hastily reached.

In tracing the course of the investigation respecting

slavery in c. 3 (1253 b 14 sqq.), it must be borne in mind that

Aristotle is testing not one opinion but two—not alone the

view of those who asserted that slavery is contrary to nature

(which is the more interesting of the two contentions to us),

but also the view of the Platonic Socrates, who had said

that rule over slaves is a science and identical with the rule

of the householder, statesman, and king. It is thus as

much his purpose to show that the rule over slaves is

nothing exalted—and this he shows by his definition of

the slave (c. 4. 1253b 23-1254a 17) and by occasional

hints later on (1254a 24 sqq.: 1255b 33 sqq.)—as that

there is a natural kind of slavery.

His first inquiry is, what is the nature and function of the

slave P—his next, is such a being forthcoming? He deals with

the former question first, and starts from two propositions,

which for the moment he assumes as true, though he will

later on see reason to modify them—1. that Property is

a part of the Household: 2. that the Science of acquiring

property (in the sense of things necessary for living and living

well) is a part of the Science of Household Management

(oZKovont'a). He then proceeds to say that just as arts with

VOL. I. L
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some single definite end stand in need of instruments for

the accomplishment of that end, so does Household Science,

though it is not, strictly speaking, an Art, and its end is

broader. The slave, he goes on to show, is one of the

animate instruments which Household Science needs and

an article of household property, but he is an exceptional

kind of instrument, an instrument prior to other instruments,

and an instrument of action, not of production ; and being

an article of property, he stands to his master in a peculiarly

close relation—he is a part of him and wholly his.

The next question is—is any human being so constituted

by nature? As nature always does that which is best for

each thing and that which is just, this question resolves

itself into another—is any human being in existence for

whom it is best and also just that he should be placed in

this position? \Ve have here a question of fact, and one

would have expected it to be answered by a direct appeal

to facts, and by that alone. But Aristotle says (5. 1254 a

20), that it is one which it is not difficult to answer, whether

by process of reasoning (rqi Ao’ytp), or by noting actual facts

(rd ywo'lieva). The thing both must be, if something quite

contrary to analogy is not to take place, and it also, as a

matter of fact, is.

Ruling and being ruled is not only a necessary but an

advantageous thing; and in some cases a destination for

the one position or the other appears immediately on birth.

A ruling element and a ruled appears wherever a Whole

proceeds from the union of a plurality of elements; and

thus it is not surprising that there are many different kinds

of ruling and ruled elements, varying in excellence according

to the function which ruler and ruled unite to discharge.

We need not reject slavery as unnatural, because we do

not rank the relation of master and slave with the rule

of the householder, or the statesman, or the king. We can

trace a kind of rule even in things inanimate; we can

trace ruling and ruled elements in an animal; here we find

both the despotic and the political form of rule, the rule

of the soul over the body being of the former kind, that of
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the rational over the appetitive part being of the latter; and

in both cases, the relation is natural and advantageous.

The same thing appears in the relation of man to the

other animals. The tame are better than the wild, and

it is advantageous to them to be ruled by man; what holds

of the better, however, is natural. 50 again, the male sex

is naturally stronger than the female; consequently, the

male rules, the female is ruled. The same thing holds

between one human being and another, irrespective of sex.

The naturalness of rule does not depend on its being of the

highest type, but on its adjustment to the interval between

ruler and ruled. If there are human beings who are as

far inferior to others as the body is to the soul, or as the

lower animals are to man, then the relation of rule which

obtains between soul and body, and man and other animals,

will be properly applicable to them and will be natural

and for their good. This is the case with human beings

whose best function is the use of the body. They are fit

only to belong to another; they are but little above the

lower animals: the only psychological difference between

them and the lower animals is that they can listen to reason,

though they have it not, whereas animals follow passion.

In use and, where Nature succeeds in her aim, in bodily

aspect, they differ little from tame animals; their strength

and their stoop are points of resemblance. In their case

slavery is advantageous to the slave and just.

The question then arises, how it is that so many deny

the justice and therefore the naturalness of slavery. The

reason is that there is a kind of slavery which rests only on

convention. A law exists, not based on Nature, but only

on agreement, which confers on victors in war a property

in the vanquished and all they possess. The justice of this

law is impugned by many who occupy themselves with law;

and it is true that it cannot be seriously defended except

on the ground that superiority in force implies superiority

in virtue. This is the common premiss from which the

disputants on either side must start, if their arguments are

to have any weight; and it is on superiority of virtue that

L 2
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Aristotle bases natural slavery. His view is confirmed by the

tacit agreement of the disputants on this point and on this

point only. But there is another view put forward. Some

claim that this kind of slavery is just, simply because it is

allowed by law. To them the legal is the just. But then the

particular application of the law may not be just, for the war

may have been begun unjustly, or again persons may be

enslaved in this way who are incapable of becoming slaves,

like the heaven-descended Hecuba. And this would be

admitted by these inquirers. Thus, by this path also we

arrive at the conclusion that the true test of just freedom

and just slavery is to be found in relative goodness and

badness. Aristotle, in fact, finds his view of slavery con—

firmed by Common Opinion ; but instead ofbasing Natural

Slavery, as most did, on the extraction of the persons

enslaved, or the circumstances of their enslavement, he

bases it on their nature and the nature of their enslavers.

We see that the objections to slavery current in Aris

totle’s day were objections based on its alleged unfairness to

the slave rather than on the interest of the community.

That the captive taken in war should be enslaved seemed

hard to many, especially if he were a Greek: the right to

enslave was too exorbitant a privilege to be granted to

those who could only boast a superiority of force; if this

was the basis of the right, it had no more to say for itself

than tyranny1, which met with universal condemnation.

Others passed the same criticism on the whole institution

of slavery, however it originated. Force and injustice lay

at its root. Thus slavery was attacked, not on the ground

of its social or economical inexpediency, but on the ground

of justice and the right of human beings to have their

interests considered, and not to be forced to be parties to

an one-sided bargaing.

Aristotle's defence of slavery and his reform of it are

1 Cp. P01. 7 (5). 10. 1313a 9, {w 2 Compare the use of douktia,

8E 81’ timi'rrls 6,05” 115' 7’] (flat, 1781] Eth. Nic. 5. 8. 11333. I: and

80er roii'ro cit/at rvpawir. def/hos, P01. 2. 12. 127421 18.
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designed to meet objections of this nature. He is too fully

convinced of the expediency of the remodelled institution

in the interest of the slave to make any point of its indispensa

bility to society; on this he touches only incidentally while

seeking to ascertain the definition of the slave. To learn

what a slave is and then to ask whether there are those to

whom such a position brings advantage, is all that is

necessary for the full treatment of the question of the

naturalness of slavery. If the slave is a gainer, society, it is

taken for granted, cannot be a loser. Aristotle’s object is to

show that slavery, rightly constituted, is not an one-sided

bargain for the slave at all. The natural slave has not that

part of the soul (r5 BovAev-rixo'v), which is necessary to make

moral virtue complete. He gains, therefore, by being

linked to some controlling force possessing that which he

lacks. Aristotle does not pause to examine whether this

defect of nature could be mended by education ; he implies,

however, that it could not. The human being designed

by nature for slavery, unlike the brute, can apprehend

and listen to reason, but he does not possess reason

(I. 5. 1254 b 22)‘. Yet he possesses a kind of moral

virtue—the kind which enables him to do his work in

subordination to his master—the moral virtue, in fact, of a

subordinate confined to humble functions, and itself of a

humble type. How any form of moral virtue can subsist

in the absence of the deliberative faculty, Aristotle does not

explain, nor how the use of the body is the best that comes

of the slave (To tin" (11,17'08 ,Be'ATLo'rov, I. 5. 1254b 18), if vir

tuous action is not beyond him. There are, indeed, other

indications that it was not possible for Aristotle wholly to

reconcile the two aspects of the slave, as a man and as an

instrument or article of property. In the First Book of the

1 Though Aristotle’s tone in what he has said there. He had

this passage in regard to the there allowed to men in contrast

distance between man and brute with brutes a perception of the

differs much from his tone in a good and bad, the just and unjust,

previous chapter ofthe same book and here he allows even to the

(I. 2. 1253a 9 sqq.), he says natural slave a perception of

nothing here that conflicts with reason.
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Politics the slave, though the mere animate chattel of his

master, is nevertheless conceived as forming a Kotvwm’a with

him (cp. I. 2. 1252b 9,1'015rwv 1631/ 5130 Kowwz/ui‘w: I. 5. 1254 a

29, 311 TI, Kowdv: I. I3. 1260a 40, Kowwvos' ((0139), and as united

to him by a dependent friendship (I. 6. 1255b 13); but in

the Fourth (the old Seventh) Property, and consequently, it

would seem, the slave, is implied to be no part of the house

hold (4 (7). 8. 1328 a 28 sqq.)1, and Koivwvia appears to be

pronounced impossible between those whose aim is the best

life and those who have no such aim, unless indeed the

Kowwufa of the State is alone here referred to. The dis

tinction between the slave qua slave and the slave qua

human being, which, whether it bea satisfactory distinction

or not, serves in the Nicomachean Ethics to make the con

tradictions inherent in the position of the slave a little less

glaring, does not appear to be used in the Politics. The same

inconsistency is evident, if we examine Aristotle’s conception

of the office of the master in relation to his slave. He is

charged in the First Book with the task of developing in

the slave all the moral virtue of which he is capable, and

thus the relation between them is adjusted to the aim of

good life, and becomes a relation not unworthy of the

husband and father or unfit to find a place in the household

and the State; but then we find in the Third Book that

the aim of the master in his rule over the slave is primarily

his own advantage and only accidentally that of the slave.

If this is so, and the slave feels it to be so, one may doubt

whether the affectionate reverence and sense of common

interest, which Aristotle hopes to create in the mind of the

slave, would be found in reality to exist, however high the

character of the master might be, and however great the

moral benefits conferred by him. Aristotle’s arguments

may perhaps prove that a human being of the stamp of his

‘natural slave’ should be subjected to a strict rule; they

do not prove that he should be made an article of property.

1 Aristotle is here insisting on whereas in the First Book he is

the contrast between the higher making the most he can of the

and lower elements of the State, position of the slave.
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The ambiguity of the word éeairéfi‘ew, which was used to

denote both the relation of an absolute ruler to his subjects

and that of a proprietor to his property, concealed from his

view the vast difference between the two propositions.

From absolute rule (550110116, dpxfi) to ownership (bean-order)

is a great and momentous step. we may feel that his

‘ natural slave ’ would be all the better for being ruled by a

man of full virtue (anovéaios (in/Wt), but not for being his

chattel 1.

Aristotle approached the subject under the influence of

a scientific reaction both against the views of those who,

like some of the Sophists, were inclined to challenge the

claims of every existing institution, and against the views

of those who, like Plato, had dealt very freely with some

institutions of great importance. His bias was in favour

of accepting and amending the institutions to which the

collective experience of his race had given birth, rather

than sweeping them away. He pleaded against Plato for

the continued existence of the parental and conjugal

relations, and he was led on to find good in the relation

of master and slave.

He deserves, however, to be remembered rather as the

author of a suggestion for the reformation of slavery than

as the defender of the institution. The slavery he defends

is an ideal slavery which can exist only where the master

is intellectually and morally as high as the slave is low.

Aristotle would find in the Greek society of his own day

as many slave-owners who had no business to own slaves as

slaves who had no business to be enslaved. His theory of

slavery implies, if followed out to its results, the illegitimacy

of the relation of master and slave in a large proportion of

the cases in which it existed. In how many instances

Q I ’ I I P I

wrong“, _1/ mn'tnfle'rm r] dean-orcm,1 The Stoics appear to have

¢mihn 017ml Kai mirr']. Aristotle redistinguished slavery in the sense

of subjection from slavery in the

sense of possession and subjection

—Diog. Laert. 7. 122, (fl/(1L Bé Kat

fikltqv Bouheiai/ (besides the 123.10

fade slavery of the bad) 11):: £1: inro

rti 6!. Kill. 'r if v r’v r'u 1:7 (76!. 1’6 Kai.
,

gards the 560110110) e’mtr'rr'lpq as

$06M], but hardly demro-rct'n, when

exercised over natural slaves. It

is natural and a means of virtue

to the slave, and would hardly

be said by him to be qméhq.
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would not the master, if judged by his rules, be found unfit

to be a master and the slave unfit to be a slave! This

would be so even in Greece; among the barbarians, ifwe may

judge from a passage in the First Book (I. 2. 1252b 6),

natural slavery could not exist, for there that which is

marked out by nature for rule (r6 qbiizret Zipxov) is wanting.

The limitations Aristotle imposed on slavery would pro

bably attract more attention and comment from most of

his contemporaries than his recognition of slavery subject

to those limitations. He confined it to a relatively small

class of human beings—to those whose vocation was rude

physical labour, the exercise of mere muscle and sinew.

Human beings fit for no higher work than that—whether

Greek or barbarian, and they would commonly be bar—

barians—were to be slaves. His plan seems to be to

limit the incidence of slavery rather than to lighten its

yoke. He allows, though reluctantly, the substitution of

serfs (ire/160mm) for slaves in agriculture. He recommends

that all slaves shall have the hope of freedom held out to

them, as a reward for good conduct1 (4 (7). 10. 1330a 32

sq.), but we are not distinctly told whether the master is to

have the right of manumission, nor do we learn whether he

is to have the right to sell, or bequeath, or give away the

slave. There is no indication, however, that Aristotle was

inclined to depart greatly from the general practice of Greece

in relation to the rights of the master over the slave.

All the economical objections to slavery would apply

to the reorganization of it which Aristotle designed.

Agriculture would not prosper in the hands of slaves.

Indeed, in recommending that the cultivators of the soil

in his best State should be slaves, Aristotle extended

slavery to a class which in contemporary Greece was

frequently free. On the other hand, we must bear in mind

that he proposes to limit the number of the slaves in a

State to that which is imperatively requisite for its well

1 Yet obviouslyanatural slave natural slave can be fitted by

would ex hypol/zesz' lose by being slavery for the enjoyment of

set free: we infer, therefore, but freedom.

are not distinctly told, that a
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being, just as he applies the same limit to Property and

‘instruments’ and ‘necessary work’ generally; that he

brings even the slaves of the farm within the household

(except of course such as are public slaves), herein true

to the old-fashioned conception of the slave as oZKé-rnsl;

and that he is against the employment as slaves, not

merely of those who are not natural slaves, but also of

members of courageous and high-spirited races, like those

which inhabited the barbarous portions of Europe. Thrace,

for instance, would probably be no longer drawn upon

for slaves, and many fine races would escape degradation 2.

The free population would thus have no cause to feel that

they were oppressing a body of men who deserved, or at

least wished, to be free. They would have been saved the

consciousness of injustice, the terror, suspicion, and conse

quent tendency to cruelty which comes of such a situation——

results with which Greece was familiar in the instance of the

Lacedaemonian State. The adoption of Aristotle's reform

would have left but few Hellenic slaves, no slaves possessed

of capacity, none certainly of that gifted or learned sort of

which we hear much in Greece and still more in the

Roman Empire". It is curious, indeed, to notice that

Theophrastus, the disciple of Aristotle, had a slave of

philosophical capacity: ‘sed et Theophrasti Peripatetici

servus Pompylus, et Zenonis Stoici servus qui Persaeus

vocatus est, et Epicuri cui nomcn Mys fuit, philosophi non

incelebres vixerunt’ (Gell. 2. 18, quoted by Menage on

Diog. Laert. 10. 3). But, if this Pompylus is the Pompylus

‘ Cp. Seneca, Epist. 47: ne ‘brutishness’ (Tb qutau’iec Kai r6

illud quidem videtis quam omnem

invidiam majores nostri dominis,

omnem contumeliam servis de

traxerint? Dominum patrem

familiae appellaverunt; servos

(quocl etiam in mimis adhuc

durat) familiares.

2 There is a striking descrip

tion in Strabo (p. 224) of the

conduct of some refractory Cor

sican slaves, which shows that

in these European races mere

BOGKflpGTaJ8€S) was no security for

willing slavery.

3 Some of these learned slaves

discharged an useful function in

Roman society, for they were

largely employed in copying MSS.

‘The place of the press in our

literature was taken by the slaves ’

(Schmidt, Denk- und Glaubens

freiheit, p. 119, quoted by Guhl

and Koner, Life ofthe Greeks and

Romans, E. T., p. 529).
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mentioned in Theophrastus’ will (Diog. Laert. 5. 54), he is

there referred to as ‘for a long time past free.’ Theo—

phrastus had not retained as a slave one who was in no

sense a natural slave. The system of keeping skilled slaves

for the profit to be got from their work (C. F. Hermann,

Gr. Antiqq. 3. § 13) would vanish with the unsound form

of the Science of Supply. The class of slaves, by losing

all its intelligent members, would well nigh lose all chance

of influencing or corrupting the free population. The

position of the free labourer or artisan would still be lower,

as it always is, than in a society where slavery does not

exist; but slavery would do far less harm in a community

like the best State of Aristotle, sound in tone and studiously

secured against its influence, than it did in most Greek

States.

Aristotle was probably not aware how much evil and

misery would be caused in the slave-producing regions of

Asia and Africa by the wars which he sanctions for the

purpose of capturing natural slaves 1. Nothing can have

tended more to demoralize barbarian society in the

countries round about Greece than the demand for slaves

in Greece itself, and it may well be doubted whether the

moral influence even of Aristotle's ideal householder on the

slave would have been an adequate compensation for the

perennial disturbance and degradation of the races from

which slaves were to be sought. On the other hand,

Aristotle’s reform would have done much to soften the

customs of war waged between Hellenes, or between Hel

lenes and civilized non-Hellenes. The indiscriminate

enslavement of the population of cities taken by storm

would cease. Only those who were natural slaves would

be enslaved; the rest would be ransomed. Wars of one

Greek State with another, or of Greeks with some non

Hellenic States would haVe entailed hardly any enslavement.

The many Greek cities which after the time of Aristotle

experienced this fate would have escaped. The decrease

of population in Greece, which became more and more

1 1. 8. 1256b 23 sqq.: 4(7).14. 1334a 2.
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marked as time went on 1, had probably already begun

in Aristotle’s day; and one of its causes, at all events,

would have been removed if enslavement through war

had been abandoned in the case of those who were not

slaves by nature. The ransom of captives in war was,

it is true, already permitted in most cases; it was not,

however, in all, and the lesson which Aristotle taught was

one which none needed to learn more than Philip of

Macedon. Potidaea and Olynthus with the neighbouring

Chalcidian cities endured enslavement at his hands 2. If

Stageira was destroyed by Philip and its inhabitants

sold as slaves (Plutarch, Alexander c. 7), its fate may

well have been present to Aristotle’s mind in this dis

cussion. Epirus was permanently ruined by the enslave

ment of 150,000 of its population after the subjugation

of Perseus by Rome. It is evident that in his investiga

tion of the subject of slavery Aristotle raised questions

of vital importance to the future of Greece.

We may wish that he had dispensed altogether with

slavery in his State. If he does not do so, the reason

is that while he sees rude manual labour to be necessary to

society, and holds such labour cheap, he also holds that the

worker must not be too good for his work, on pain of being

deteriorated by it, and that the humble type of worker

appropriate to work of this kind must find a suitable social

niche ready for his reception, in which whatever good

there is in him may be developed. That Aristotle’s

premisses did not logically compel him to make a worker

of this type the property of a master, we have already

seen.

In the result, slavery long escaped both abolition and Slow de

reform. There was much in Stoicism that might have led Of

to a condemnation of slavery. The idea of the natural

1 See Thirlwall, History of the greatest man Greece had ever

Greece, 8. 460—7.

2 See A. Sch'afer, Demosth. 2.

40. See also Polyb. 8. 11, where

Polybius complains that Theo

pompus, after praising Philip as

produced, went on to depict him

as most vicious, and ‘as having

enslaved and captured through

treason with fraud and violence

more cities than any other man.’
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equality of men was familiar to many adherents of the

school. The Stoics drew a stronger line of demarcation than

Aristotle had drawn between man and the lower animals.

They did not probably rate the influence of a man’s vocation

on his character, or its importance as a source of happiness,

as high as Aristotle. Cleanthes was not the less a ‘wise

man ’ for his labours as a ‘ drawer of water.’ Slaves were,

therefore, no longer necessary to save the higher natures

from deterioration; and slavery lost its Aristotelian raz'son

d’étre. The wise man's virtue and happiness were not at

the mercy of social conditions; they were the fruit of

conviction and self-discipline rather than of social arrange

ments. The Stoics did not absolutely teach that the

structure of society was an indifferent matter, for they had

their preferences on the subject—their favourite constitu

tions and the like; but the general tendency of their teach

ing, was, in contrast to that of Plato, to trace virtue, which,

like Socrates, they identified with knowledge, to philoso

phical training apart from social habituation and State

guidance 1. Epicureanism ranked slavery, with wealth and

poverty, among the things

Quorum

Adventu manet incolumis natura abituque :

Haec solitei sumus, ut par est, eventa vocare’.

Christianity itself, whatever its ultimate tendency, long

made it its aim rather to mitigate, than to put an end to, the

institution. Its earliest view is expressed in the words—

‘Let every man abide in the same calling, wherein he was

called. Art thou called being a servant? care not for it;

but if thou mayest be made free, use it rather. For he that

is called in the Lord, being a servant, is the Lord’s freedman :

likewise also, he that is called being free is Christ’s servant.

Ye are bought with a price; be not ye the servants of

men 3.’ ‘ Servants, obey in all things your masters according

1 Cp. Cic. Acad. Post. 1. 10. 38 natura aut more perfectas, hic

(quoted by Zeller, Stoics, E.T., (Zeno) omnes in ratione pone

p. 238): cumque superiores non bat.

omnem virtutem in ratione esse " Lucr. I. 456.

dicerent, sed quasdam virtutes 3 1 Cor. 7. 20-23.
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to the flesh, not with eye-service as men-pleasers, but in

singleness of heart, fearing God; and whatsoever ye do, do

it heartily as to the Lord and not unto men ; knowing that

of the Lord ye shall receive the reward of the inheritance,

for ye serve the Lord jesus Christ. But he that doeth

wrong shall receive for the wrong which he hath done; and

there is no respect of personsl.’ The master and the slave

were thus alike required to do their duty—~—the master,

inasmuch as he also had ‘a Master in heaven ’ (Col. 4. 1.):

the slave, inasmuch as he was the servant of Christ. Be

tween the slave, who was ‘the Lord's freedman,’ and the

master, who was Christ’s servant, a spiritual, though not a

social, equality was thus established, and if this did not apply

to slaves who were not Christians, at all events a door of

approach was thrown open to all. As time went on, how

ever, and slave after slave was admitted to Orders in the

Christian Church, the whole class of slaves probably gained

somewhat in general estimation; and though sees and

monasteries felt no scruple in exercising proprietary rights

over slaves, they did much, in conformity with St. Paul’s

injunction, to set the example of a milder treatment of

them; till the abbot Theodore Studita, who died in 826,

condemned in his will the owning of slaves by monks or

monasteries on the ground that the slave no less than the

freeman is made in the image of God, and the synod of

Enham in 1009 forbade the sale of Christians as slaves

because Christ had redeemed slaves as well as freemen by

the shedding of His bloodZ. Long ere this, serfage had,

for secular reasons, taken the place of predial slavery

in the Roman Empire: still the institution has lingered

on into modern times. ‘ So recently as the reign of james

the Second, political prisoners of our own kith and kin

were sold as slaves to toil and die in the tropics of the

1 (101.3. 22—5.

2 See on this subject Schiller,

Lehre des Aristoteles von der

Sklaverei, pp. 1—3, from whom

the above facts are taken. A

fuller treatment of the subject will

be found in \Vallon, Histoire de

l’Esclavage, tome 3: see especially

p. 409 sqq. As to this provision

of Theodore Studita’s will, see

Finlay, Byzantine Empire, 1. 26!

(ed. 2).
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West Indies. The maids of honour of the Court of James

the Second (not 200 years ago) received presents of

Englishmen condemned for treasonable offences1.’ Locke

would seem to accept slavery in his Treatise on Civil

Government 2. ‘There is another sort of servants,’ he says,

‘ which by a peculiar name we call slaves, who being

captives taken in a just war, are by the right of nature sub

jected to the absolute dominion and arbitrary power of their

masters. These men, having, as I say, forfeited their lives

and with it their liberties, and lost their estates, and being,

in the state of slavery, not capable of any property, cannot

in that state be considered as any part of civil society,

the chief end whereof is the preservation of property.’ In

this view he goes beyond Aristotle, who is far from account

ing as natural slaves all ‘ captives taken in a just war.’

Plato’s The slave is a member of the household and also an

object of property; and the transition is natural from the

nityi" part to the whole, from the slave to the Household and

women an

children, Property. And here we find Aristotle overtly impugning

222131132)“ the teaching of Plato without the preliminary apologies of

rejected lay the well-known chapter in the Nicomachean Ethics. It

fig’grggzés was perhaps impossible for him even nominally to father

for reject- the Theory of Ideas on Socrates as here he does the Platonic

35112;?“ Communisms. His rehabilitation of the Household and of

the right of Several Property is certainly more successful

than his attempted rehabilitation of Slavery.

Plato had sought in the Republic, for the sake of unity

of feeling among the members of his State, to extend the

sphere of ‘the common’ to the utmost possible limit. He

had noticed that when some piece of good or ill fortune

befel individual members of an ordinarily constituted State,

1 Sir S. Baker, Rede Lecture on part of c. 12 of the same book—

Slavery and the Slave Trade, Hhii'rwvor 8‘ r)’ 1': 1'5)” 'yvuatKibv Kai

Marl/zi/Ian’s Magazz'ne,]uly, 1874, 1701811111 ml 1?]: mlm'as K011161171 K.'r.)\.

p. 187. (1274b 9). In 2. 7. 1266b 5 sq.

z 2. §85. _certain provisions in the Laws

1 P01. 2. cc. 1—6 passim. Con- are ascribed to Plato, and not to

trast the most doubtfully authentic the Athenian Stranger.
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some of their fellows sympathized with them, while others

did not; and he seems to have ascribed this disharmony

of feeling to the existence of separate households and

separate rights of propertyl. Carry the element of ‘com

munity’ further till the distinction of mcum and tuzmz

ceased to exist in relation to women, children, and property,

and the whole society would feel as one man. This was

the end he had in view. If in the Republic he appears to

confine his communistic scheme to the upper section of his

State", he affirms in the Laws with the utmost emphasis

that the best form of the State is that in which the saying,

‘Friends have all things in common,’ holds of the entire

State in the highest possible degree; in which women,

children, and property are common, and ‘the private and

individual is altogether banished from life, and things

which are by nature private such as eyes, and ears, and

hands, have become common, and in some way see and

hear and act in common, and all men express praise and

blame, and feel joy and sorrow, on the same occasions,’

and the laws do their best to make the State as much one

as possible3. It is evident from this passage that to Plato

the society in which the household and several property do

not exist offers the true type of social organization, though

for some reason he applies his principle in the Republic

only to the upper section of the State. His view apparently

is that if the upper section of the State is so organized as

to be at one with itself, then the whole State will be so too

(cp. Rep. 545 D, i] T656 piév 5.1.2.00” 5n 'rrfwa iroAL-reia itera

fldAAet if ai’rroi} roi} é'xouros 'rizs‘ dpxds, (ii-av év mire? Tori-up O'TClfl'LS‘

éyye'vnrat; (Shovoofivros 56', Kay rrdvv dM'yov fi, d5liva'rov Kim]

1 Rep. 462-3.

2 His aim is, in the Third Book

of the Republic, to secure that

‘the guardians shall be as good

as possible and shall not wrong

the other citizens ’ (3. 416 C) : in

the Fifth it is rather to secure the

harmony of the whole State by

securing the internal harmony of

the guardians (5. 465 B, 1'06er

,ur‘p/ e'v e'avruis‘ in) arama§6urwv,of28€v

dimly pi] 'rro-rs 1'] (ith 1rd)“: 1rpbs‘

'rot'rrovs‘ f; 1rpr tilthr'jhous' dixoara

rr'jo-y). The latter aim is far more

prominently put forward than the

other, and it is that with which

Aristotle is pre-occupied. It is

clearly implied in Tim. 18 B that

the plan of Communism applies

only to the upper section.

3 Laws 739 B—D (Prof.jowett’s

translation 4. 258).
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6fiuat;). Throughout the Republic, in fact, he seems to

avoid spending time over the arrangements respecting the

third class, and to treat this class as of little moment (Rep.

421 A).

Most modern forms of communism—those in which there

is community of property without community of women

and children—would in no way satisfy Plato. It is the

existence of the household to which he especially objects;

he would object to it, even if the household were supported

out of a common stockl. My wife—my children—my

relatives—my clan, phratry, or tribe—to these terms used

in any exclusive sense he objects. He retains the words

‘ father,’ ‘ son,’ ‘ brother,’ but expands their application, so

that all exclusiveness of meaning would practically pass

from them. He seems to hope that relationship would

thus be rendered powerless for harm. ‘ The guardians,’ he

claims (Rep. 464 D), ‘will be free from those quarrels of

which property, or children, or relations are the occasion.’

His language here evidently betrays a consciousness that

all causes of disharmony would not be removed, and it is

obvious that even in the ideal State of Plato a guardian

would feel the misfortunes of a friend far more than those

of one who was not a friend.

Aristotle, however, does not pause, as he might have

done, to point out that Plato’s remedy for sectional feeling

is after all only a partial one, even from his own point of

view. He argues the question on its merits, which is, no

doubt, the most instructive way of treating it.

His objections to the scheme of a community in women

and children seem to be, in the main, the following :—

(1) He questions the end which Plato set before the

State; and this on two grounds—

A. The State cannot be made as completely one as

the individual, or it can be so, only at the cost of its own

existence. The State is held together, not by contrivances

' This is the tenour of his as among, not indeed the divine,

language in the Republic; in the but the human guarantees of

Politicus, however, he speaks of union for States (310 B).

marriage and common offspring,
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for impressing on it the sort of unity which obtains in

the individual, but by justice and virtue in its members

(2. 2. 1261a 30: cp. 2. 5. 1263b 36 sq.), which must be

called into existence by the lawgiver. Whether Aristotle

quite appreciates the meaning with which Plato used the

expression, ‘ the maximum unity of the State’—whether he

is right in conceiving Plato to use it in a sense conflicting

with the inevitable plurality in number and diversity in

kind of the individuals composing the State, is another

question. A little later on, as we shall see, he rightly con

strues Plato’s ‘unity’ as equivalent to ‘ unanimity.’

B. Not the maximum of unity, but the maximum of

self-completeness is the true end of the State. Here, again,

we feel that unanimity in no way conflicts with self-com

pleteness, though we also feel that Aristotle’s dictum is

a profound one, and more far-reaching than he was perhaps

himself aware. It explains how the large national State

of modern times has come to take the place of the small

city-State of antiquity.

(2) He questions the means which Plato adopts to secure

his end. Plato’s citizens will indeed say ‘mine’ and ‘not

mine’ of the same thing (t'iaa), but they will so speak

collectively, not individually. When, for instance, all say

of the same child ‘this is my child,’ they will only mean

‘ this is my child in a collective sense,’ not ‘this is my own

child.’ That is all that the scheme will secure, and that in

no way contributes to unanimity (ozlfi‘sv unavonrtxo’u). We

note that here Aristotle understands the ‘unity’ spoken of

by Plato as equivalent to ‘ unanimity’ (6116mm), whereas in

the preceding argument he had treated it as equivalent to

mathematical unity 1.

(3) Leaving on one side the question of end and means,

Aristotle goes on to advance other objections2 to the

1 We also note that Aristotle’s rather of events, joyful or the

only illustration of ‘all saying reverse, occurring to members of

“mine” and “ not mine ” of the the community.

same thing’ is taken from child- 2 See Cicero’s apparent repro

ren, whereas it would seem from duction of them in de Rep. 4. 5. 5.

Rep. 462—3 that Plato is thinking

VOL. I. M
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scheme of a community in women and children. It will

diminish the amount of care and attention given to them 1,

for things held in common receive less attention than things

held in severalty, and here too the very number of common

children, and the citizen’s uncertainty what individuals

really stand in this relation to him, will add to the diffi

culty. It will also diminish ‘closeness of connexion’

(oZKeto'i-ns) within the State, and make affection (¢L)\£a) weak

and watery; it will relieve relatives of their duties to each

other and lessen the chance of their getting help from

each other; it will leave no room for the exercise of tem

perance (a'w¢pomivn), in relation at least to women (P01. 2.

5. 1263 b 9). Certain religious and moral difficulties are

also raised—such as the probability of incest, parricide, etc.,

occurring between relatives not known by each other to

be relatives 2, and no expiations (Masts) being forthcoming,

as in similar cases at present 3. Nor will Aristotle admit

the practicability of efi‘ectually concealing relationship,

which will be betrayed by likeness, and also by the revela

tions of those who are charged by the State with the

transfer of children from one class to another.

Aristotle does not apply to the proposal of a community

in women and children one criticism which he passes on

that of a community in property—that it will take away

a source of pleasure—though this argument might certainly

be here too urged with truth, and no one would feel its

truth more than Aristotle“. In many of the criticisms

which he does make there is much weight. It is probably

true that warmth of afi‘ection would be impaired in a

society which, though nominally united by ties of relation

ship, would practically be an ‘unitized’ society. It is of

course also true that things held in common receive less

1 Cp. Eth. Nic. 10. 10. 1180b already: cp. Clem. Alex. Paed. 3.

115.q

’ Plato probably hopes to pre

vent this by the regulations as to

relationship, Rep. 461 D, which,

however, would fail of their effect

where the exact age was unknown.

3 The thing was known to occur

3. p. 265 Potter (quoted by Mar

quardt, Rom. Alterth. 7. I. 81. 6),

mum. 'rropvei'zaarn. Kdl paxhrlnmu‘

Guya-rpduw dyvor'laavrsr 'rrohhdxts

piyvuu'rm flarépss, of; pepvqpivot

'raw e'K'rEHG'ln-cov natdiwv.

‘ Eth. Nic. 8. 14. 1162 a 24.
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attention than things not so held. Yet Aristotle himself

proposes that the State shall own land and slaves, and that

the education of boys shall be managed by State-officers

as a matter of common concern. He does not explain

how it is that in these matters he has no fear of ‘neglect’

occurring.

It is remarkable that the defence of the Household

against Plato in the Second Book contains no reference to

the statement of the First Book that the Household exists

by nature, though one would have thought that if this is

a fact, it ought to be decisive. The claims of the House

hold are rested in the First Book partly on its necessity,

partly on its value as a source of virtue and good life in

women, children, and slaves. If in the Second Book Aris—

totle adds a reference to its services in promoting affection

in the State, the new point of view is suggested to him by

Plato’s error in considering it a source of discord. The

value of Relationship apart from the Household is a topic

that emerges only in the Second Book 1.

Aristotle’s criticisms on the plan of a community of

property are not very dissimilar from his criticisms on the

plan of a community in women and children. He evi—

dently feels, however, that there is more to be said for the

former than the latter 2. He wholly rejects the one, while

he allows that the other has certain advantages 3. But

1 Aristotle approaches ve " C . Cic. de Rep. 4. 5. 5: de
17 P

near to, but does not perhaps

actually use, an argument used

by Burke in his Reflections on

the Revolution in France (Works,

2. 467 Bohn). ‘We begin our

public affections in our families.

No cold relation is a zealous

citizen. We pass on to our

neighbourhoods and our habitual

provincial connexions. These

are inns and resting-places...

The love to the whole is not

extinguished by this subordinate

partiality. Perhaps it is a sort

of elemental training to those

higher and more large regards.’

patrimoniis tolerabile est, licet

sit injustum ; nec enim aut obesse

cuiquam debet, si sua industria

plus habet, aut prodesse, si sua

culpa minus. Sed, ut dixi, potest

aliquo modo ferri. Etiamne con

juges, etiamne liberi communes

erunt P

5 2. 5. 1263a 24, Zia 'yz‘lp 1'6 5'5

dp¢or€pwll dyaadv' )ie'yw 8% To 6‘5

dp¢orépmv 'rb e’K 10G Krill/(‘15 sin/m. His

Kfi'ja'cis Kai. 1'5 ('1: ref! idias. He

probably means that community

of property would exclude the

possibility of absolute want.

MZ
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then these advantages can be secured in a less objection

ab.e way. For there are many objections to a community

of property. First, it involves that community in all things

human (dvdpwmm‘x mivra), down to the smallest matters

and matters of everyday recurrence, which more than any

thing else tries men’s temper and leads to quarrels 1 ; next,

it sacrifices that increase of efficiency, which results when

men are set to work at that which is their own (wpbs 15w]:

éKda'Tov npoo'efipsifovros‘, 1263 a 28) 2. It thus effects at

a great cost what can be effected at no cost at all; for the

legislator, as the example of the Lacedaemonian and other

States proves, can produce in the minds of his citizens

a readiness to make that which is severally owned avail

able in use to others; and if he does this, he has done

all that community of property can do. A third dis

advantage is that there is a loss of pleasure when men

are deprived of the right of calling something their own 3;

the pleasure is lost that results from the gratification of

that natural and universal love of self which is only cen

sured when it is excessive, and also the pleasure that

results from aiding and gratifying friends.

At this point (1263 b 7) Aristotle passes from criticisms

applicable to community of property only to others which

apply to both forms of communism, and we see from his

language (1263 b 7, 701‘; MM $11 wotoiio't 'rv‘ju 1ro'Mv), how

closely his objections to communism are connected with

the attempt to intensify overmuch the unity of the State.

The State is a Kowwvia, but it should not be a Kmvwvia in

all things human, in everything that can possibly be shared

(2. 1. [261 a 2 sq.): the common element in a State, we

learn elsewhere, is, above all, a constitution (3. 3. 1276 b

‘ It is thus that small matters development’ (Letter of B. in

are often the occasion of civil Timer, jan. 23, I884).

disturbance (7 (5). 4. 1303 b I7). 5 Est aliquid quocunque loco,

" ‘ Sir W. Siemens said that if quocunque recessu,

any invention lay in the gutter, it Unius sese dominum fecisse

should be given to a separate lacertae.

owner, that he might have an Juv. 3.230.

interest in its furtherance and
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1 sq.), and a common constitution means a common plan

oflife (6 11. 1295 a 40: cp. 4(7). 8. 1328 a 35).

A few remarks, applicable to communism in both its

forms, wind up Aristotle’s discussion of the subject. Its

superficial promise of peace is an illusion. If much that

is evil would disappear with severalty of property, much

that is good would also be lost. Life would not be worth

living in Plato’s State (1263 b 29). It was the choice of

a false end for the State—the utmost possible unity—that

led Socrates astray. The State must not be made ‘one’

at the cost of its essential characteristic of ‘plurality’

(whfiflos); the unifying agency must be education. After

an appeal to the evidence of history1 against Plato’s

scheme, Aristotle adds that Plato would find, if he made

the experiment, that a State cannot be brought into exist

ence without tribal and other divisions incompatible with

a too strictly constituted unity. The State, it is implied,

is not a mathematical unit, but a Whole consisting of differ

entiated parts held together by virtue. Not the maximum

of unity in the sense of community in everything, but

virtue, is the end at which the legislator should aim. Unity

will come with virtue, not otherwise. This is the burden of

the chapters on Communism. It is evident that Aristotle’s

argument against Communism is primarily an argument

against ‘unitarian’ Communism, though many of his objec

tions apply to the Communism with which we are familiar.

Some of them would be more in place if Aristotle

himself recognized no common property in his State. His

shrewd anticipation of social discord in societies where

property is held in common, seems hardly to be borne

out by experience, if we may judge by recorded or existing

cases of common ownership. To his argument that pro

Communism of the Village Com1 Though Aristotle takes notice

munity has played in the historyof various forms of Communism,

still less is heor approximate Communism, in

relation to land and its produce,

prevailing among certain bar

barian races, he is not aware how

important a part the modified

of mankind;

acquainted with the story of its

general, though gradual, rejection

and abandonment.
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prietary right (‘the magic of property,’ as we say) increases

the care devoted to things, it may be added that it stimu

lates industry by the hope which it holds forth of an

assured reward. A communistic society could not appeal

to hope to the same extent. The argument that some

pleasures, and opportunities for the exercise of some virtues,

would cease to exist in a communistic society, is deserving

of notice. The test of the satisfactoriness of institutions

in the Laws of Plato had been their favourableness to

virtue (705 E: 770 C—771 A: 836 D): it is interesting

to observe that Aristotle takes pleasure also into account 1.

The question, indeed, may be raised, whether the mere

fact that an institution is productive of pleasure, or of par

ticular kinds of virtue, is decisive in its favour. May we

not fairly ask for proof that it is productive of more plea

sure or more virtue, than of the opposites to pleasure and

virtue, or of more pleasure or virtue than would exist

without it? Bull-fighting is no doubt productive of some

kinds of virtue; yet is this a decisive argument in its

favourz? We discern, however, in the background of

Aristotle’s reasoning a principle of importance—that the

institutions of the State should satisfy the permanent and

universal tendencies of human nature: it seems to be im

plied that these tendencies, are sure to be sound, if kept

within due bounds (1263 a 41 sq.). The legislator must

recognize and accept them, and find a place for them in

his scheme; he must not try to eradicate them. The State

is intended to fulfil man’s nature, not to do violence to it ;

and just as the nature of the individual must be respected,

so must the nature of the State. No attempt must be

made to impress on it an uncongenial degree of unity.

The industrial value of the institution of several property—

the part it has played and is playing in the subjugation

of Nature by man—is, of course, not dwelt on by Aristotle.

1 In the same spirit he makes though certain forms of virtue

the pleasurableness of music an might disappear under a Com

argument in its favour (5 (8). 5. munistic régz'me, they might be

1339b 25 sqq.). replaced by others of equal or

2 It may also be argued that greater worth.
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What is present to his mind is the influence of the insti~

tution on the individual, not on the fortunes of the race.

The same defect appears in his view of the State, which

he holds to exist, not in any degree for the benefit of

mankind, but solely for the benefit of its members. So

again, it is less the industrial, than the political and ethical,

bearings of Communism that are present to his mind.

Workers in modern societies sigh for some relief from

crushing industrial competition and often seek it in Com

munism, but excessive competition is a social ailment of

which Aristotle is altogether unconscious.

Nor does he anywhere recognize the undoubted element

of truth contained in Plato’s rejection of the Household and

Several Property. He seems to hold that there are no

drawbacks connected with either institution, which a cor

rect system of rearing and education, acting on well

constituted natures, is not fully capable of obviating. His

arguments against community of property, again, though

directed against its fitness to form the base of an entire

social system, are so unqualified that they might be em

ployed against its use in minor societies within a State.

It may well be, however, that Plato’s error lay, not so

much in his belief in the possibility and advantageousness

of an union in which the individual life should be lost and

merged in that of the whole, but rather in his setting it

forth as the standard to which political society ought to

conform, if possible, everywhere. The rtfgz'me which is out

of place in a State may be salutary in a monastic com

munity.

It should be noticed also that the proprietary right which

Aristotle defends is the bare right of several property, apart

from the right of inheritance, which stands equally in need of

explanation and defence. And then again, while he defends

the institution of several property, he is apparently in favour

of limiting the amount held by individuals, and he marks

out with some care the ways in which property is to be

acquired and used. “(c note, further, that in his best

State the right of owning land is confined to the citizens-—
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Sketch of

the Greek

household

as Plato

and Aris

men who have received a careful moral training and are

likely to use it aright. Aristotle is as little an unqualified

defender of the right of several property as he is of

Slavery.

The question of Communism has never been discussed

with a closer reference to the end for which human society

exists. Communism is held by Aristotle to spoil and

impoverish human life, to rob men of opportunities of

virtuous activity and harmless enjoyment, and thus to

diminish happiness: this is his main reason for rejecting

it. In effect, he rests the institutions of the Household and

Several Property on their true basis—their value to man as

a means to perfect life, or, in modern language, as a means

of civilization.

Aristotle, then, declares in favour of the Household. The

Greek household does not, however, escape without some

modification at his hands. It will be best first to cast a hasty

totle found glance at the Greek household as Aristotle found it, before

it.

we go on to study his conception of wnat it ought to be.

In the view of the Greeks, a man’s first duty to his house

hold was to perpetuate it by marriage. The gods ofthe family

must not lose their worship; the ranks of the clan (ye'vos),

phratry, tribe, and State must not be thinned. Indeed, the

begetting of offspring was, for the father himself, a means of

immortal existencel. Views of this kind may often have

been a source of over-population, and thus of pauperism and

even of political danger, in ancient Greece, for the prejudices

of the Greeks made the practice of many branches of in

dustry and trade distasteful to them, while emigration

involved the loss of the valuable rights of a citizen. It

is easy to understand how the poorer citizens, in States in

which they were the masters, often came to quarter them

selves on the public revenues to a considerable extent. It

is easy, again, to understand how the exposure of children,

‘ Cp. Plato, Laws 721 B—C:

773 E : and Aristot. de Gen. An.

2. 2. 731b 31 sqq. See Stall

baum’s note on the first named

passage.
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and especially of female children, was not uncommon; and

how at length, at Athens, Antipater found that out of

21,000 citizens only 9000 possessed property in excess of

the value of 2000 drachmasl. The first problem, then, in

reference to the household was how to adjust its rate of

reproduction to the interests of the community.

Another common view as to the household made the main

function of its head the increase of its substance. Many,

as we have seen, almost or altogether identified the Science

of Supply with the Science of Household Management, and

Xenophon in the Oeconomicus had gone so far as to put

this view into the mouth of Socrates.

xpdrns‘, s’ma'rfipns pe'v 111109 5605511 1‘7va 6'110pa eival. 15) oixovopia'

1‘7 6% e’vrwrrifm aiz'rn Edwina-r0, fi oi'xovs 6611.1me aiifew Zivtlpcorroa'

oixos‘ 5% fipiv égbafvero b'rrep Krfia'w 17 o'limrao'a (Xen. OCCOIL

6. 4). It is true that Xenophon is here rather interpreting

the word oixovopfa than attempting to determine which of

the functions of the head of the household is the highest

and most truly characteristic; elsewhere he fully recog

nizes the educational responsibilities of the parent (Oecon.

7. 12). Still he not only tolerates but commends that un

limited quest of wealth which Aristotle condemns—at any

rate he does so, when an unselfish and liberal use is made of

what is acquired. His Cyrus says in the Cyropaedia (8. 2.

2O sqq.): MN 6qu Zi'n'hno'ros' Ko’zyib é'm-"rrsp 0i IiAAoz quucirwv'

013K061), {(1)11 6 Eu)

“ I I I n n I v z I

72156 ye pew-0|. 5La¢epew plot 80m» row wAuo'i-wv, on 0L p.511, Erra

Edv r631: dpxozivrwv weprrriz. Knio'wv'rai, riz it?!) ai’rré'w Karoplir'rovat,

\ \ I \ \ I I i

m 66 Karamy'rrova'i, Ta 86 . . . ¢vAarrovres wpaypa'ra exova'w . . .

éyiiq 5’ 151711;)er #EU 'ro'is- 0601‘; Kai. dpe'yopat (is). nAeLo'vwv' e’rretodv

5% Krfitrwpiaz, an 1600 wepi'rri‘z 6vra 763v e’poi. c’lpKoziv-rmv, Tori-row rds‘

T, 3 5 I A [A ,5 A \ A lg \ I A

61/ eta; 'rwv ¢t am e axovpai, KaL n- ovn wv Kai. svepyerwv

, I Y 3 1 n R \ I \ 3 /

avdpw'rrovs‘ evvoww sf av‘rwv KwaLaL Kal. ¢LMav, KGL ex rov'rwv

Kapirofiyal. (lo-(pziheiav Kai. eiz’xketav 2.

‘ Diod. 18. I8.

2 See L. Schmidt, Ethik der

alten Griechen, 2. 380, who com

pares Xen. Oecon. II. 9. The

passage quoted in the text makes

it abundantly clear that Cyrus’

object in acquiring is to give

away; some of his friends, in fact,

say of him (Cyrop. 8. 4. 3I)—ox'1x

6 Kilpov 'rp61ros‘ romfrros oios‘ xprma

rifezram, (MM: 518ml: iu'ihhov 1*,

K'rab/Levos fiSe-rat: and Cyrus says
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Apart, however, from prepossessions as to the main func

tion of the household, its constituent relations, those of

husband and wife, father and child, master and slave,

tended to vary considerably. It was only, indeed, in bar

barian communities that the wife was commonly the slave

(Pol. 1. 2. 1252 b 5), or else the tyrant (2. 9. 1269 b 24 sq.),

of her husband, or that the father’s authority over his son

became a despotism (Eth. Nic. 8. 12. 1160b 27,611 He’ptrais- 6’

1) ref; warpi‘as‘ 'rvpavvix'rj' Xpév'rai 'yiiip (is 5015A0w 'roIs vie'iriv); yet

even in Greek States these relations were far from being the

same under different constitutions or even in different classes

of society. In oligarchies the sons and wives of the ruling

class were greatly over-indulged (7 9. 1310 a 22: 615. 1300 a 7); in the tyranny and extreme democracy the

‘domination of women and over-indulgence of slaves’ (yvvai

xoxpa'rfa Kai 5015va dived-Ls, 7 II. 1313 b 32 sq.) are said

to prevaillz at Sparta also, though for quite other reasons,

women were over-powerful (2. 9. 1269 b 31), and the large

dowries which were the natural concomitant of this state of

things added in their turn to the evil. In households of

the poorer class, again, the wife and children were neces

sarily employed as attendants (éKo’onOm), no slaves being

kept (8 (6). 8. 1323a 5); and here the wife could not

possibly be confined to the house (6 (4). I5. 1300 a 6).

The whole aspect of the household consequently altered.

In the average household of the better class at Athens,

the wife was often married at the age of fourteen or fifteen

(Xen. Oecon. 7. 5), after a maidenhood spent in the recesses

of her father’s house, from which, in the city at all events,

she only rarely emergedz; robbed as a girl of her due

share of air and exercise, white-complexioned beside her

Sunburnt father and brothers who spent their lives in the

open air, or even beside women and girls of the poorer

class, delicate in comparison with the strong-limbed maidens

himselfto his friends (ibid. 8. 4. 2 In Lysias 0. Sim. c. 6, the

36)—-ra6-rn, Z: (ii/8p“, (brawn 6d daughters of the speaker’s sister

6,15; 068%]! pdhhov €;1¢‘1 fiyeiu'fiai 6 had been soquietlyand decorously

ml i'lué-repa K.'r.l\. brought up that they blushed even

‘ Cp. Plato, Rep. 563 B. to be seen by their relations !
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of Sparta; taught to weave and to command her appetitel,

and perhaps also to read, write, and cipherz, but necessarily

relying much on her husband (as we see from Xenophon’s

Oeconomicus) for any real assistance in the development

of her character and intelligence. The natural quickness

of the race, however, would make a little experience go

a long way.

In matters of property, the Attic law was not unkind

to females, for though the sons alone inherited where sons

there were, daughters often received liberal portions or

dowers, and these remained available for their support-3, if

on the death of the husband the widow preferred to leave

his house, which she sometimes did even when there were

children of the marriage“, while, if she did not, she had a

claim for alimony on her sons5. The dower was also re

turned by the husband, if he put away his wife. The

husband, on receiving it at the time of the marriage, gave

the family of his bride some tangible security for it 6, the re

venues of which he continued to receive, though he must no

doubt have been unable to alienate it without their consent.

As the husband could divorce his wife at a moment’s notice

1 Xen. Oecon. 7. 6.

2 Xenophon makes no mention

of Ischomachus’ wife having been

taught these things, but Oecon.

9. 10 (a passage to which Mr.

Evelyn Abbott has drawn my at

tention) seems to imply that she

could at any rate read an inven

tory. G611 (Kulturbilder 3. 328)

holds that girls' education didjust

reach this point. ‘ Kept out of the

way of all public instruction, and

pent within doors which seldom

opened for them, the girls learnt

from their mothers and nurses the

arts ofspinning, weaving, and sew

ing, and that of cookery in its

higher forms, adding to these ac—

complishments at the utmost a

rudimentary knowledge of reading

and writing.’ Perhaps they Were

not always taught reading and

writing, for we find Theophrastus

insistingthat girls should be taught

these subjects, though not beyond

the limit of household exigencies

(Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 864. 3).

3 The dower in this case re

verted to the Kupms‘ of the wife,

and he was bound to support

her.

’ Demosth.in Boeot. de Dote p.

1010. The remarriage of widows

appears to have been common at

Athens. Plato recommends, 0n

the contrary, that ‘when a man

dies leaving a sufficient number

of children, the mother of his

children shall remain with them

and bring them up,’ unless ‘ she

appears to be too young to remain

fitly unmarried ’ (Laws 930 C).

5 [Demosth.] in Phaenipp. p.

1047.

6 \Vhere the dowry was large,

this cannot have been possible

unless the bridegroom had at

least equal means.
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by simply turning her out of the house, dowers were almost

a necessity of married life at Athens. The position of a

dowerless wife was so precarious that it was little better

than that of a concubine. But then the system of dowers,

no doubt, gave additional facilities to divorce, and when the

dowry was considerable, the wife was commonly thought

to be likely to be overbearing and the husband to be

unduly subservient (Plato, Laws 774 C). For this and other

reasons Plato thinks it best to abolish dowries (Laws

742C: 774C sq.), and to reserve the right of divorce

for the State (Laws 929 E sqq.).

The dowry system, as practised at Athens, and very

probably in Greece generally1, evidently tended to main

tain a connexion between the wife and her father’s family;

her entrance into her husband’s house was not irrevocable,

and Dionysius of Halicarnassus has good ground for the

contrast which he draws2 between Greek wedlock and

wedlock as he describes it in the earlier days of Rome,

when both dower and wife passed irrevocably to the hus

band, marriage being indissoluble, and the dower not

reclaimable by action at law. The wife, in fact, in early

Rome became once for all a member of her husband’s

family, ‘a complete participant both in property and sacred

rites ’ (Kowmvos timiv'rwv Xpnpcirwv 'rs Kai. iepéiv), and inherited

from her husband just as a daughter would.

After marriage, the care of the children, the supervision

of the slaves, and the general management of a household

in which much that we buy was probably made at home,

would leave but little spare time to the wife. She would

now be freer to pass the threshold of the house, accom

panied, no doubt, by one or more female slaves—would

appear at marriage feasts and the family gatherings which

answered to our christenings, take part in funeral proces

sions, and be present at some State festivals, especially at

festivals confined to her sex. But the husband would be

1 Dionysius of Halicarnassus generally, and not to be thinking

(Ant. Rom. 2. 25) seems to have of the Attic household only.

the Greek household in view 2 Ant. Rom. 2. 25.
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much away from home during the day], and both for this

reason and because the only servants were slaves, it was

well that the wife should leave the house but little—indeed,

apart from this, the proper place for the wife was felt to be

the home. Many women seem to have hugged their

fetters; Plato speaks of the sex in the Laws (781 A, C)

as loving darkness and seclusion, and anticipates some

difficulty in prevailing on women to come forth into the

light of day. The poorer sort of women were comparatively

free from these disabilities, and it was a social distinction

to be subject to them. The men, with their heads full of

politics and war, would feel that if they were themselves

not domestic in their tastes, others must be so for

them, and that the indoor life of Greek women was the

natural complement of the outdoor life of Greek husbands

and fathers; but the race was too aspiring to do full justice

to a woman’s life, especially after the improvement in male

education and the increase in the interest of Greek politics

which mark the fifth century before Christ. It was seldom

that Greek wives, elsewhere than in the Lacedaemonian

State (P01. 2. 9. 1269 b 31), invaded the men's domain and

made their influence felt in the political field, though tyrannies

and extreme democracies seem sometimes to have found it

worth their while to court their good will (7 (5). 11. 1313 b

32 sqq.); more often they consoled themselves by indulg

ing in religious enthusiasm2, to the dismay of men like Me

nander’s Misogynist, who complains (Misog. fr. 4 and 5):

'Em'rpiBova'tv flpfi: oi 660‘!

pdluo'ra rolls YY’HJ-Gl/TGS' del. ya'p rwa

dye“! éop'rr'jv e’o'r' dvdqu,

1 Xen. Oecon. 3. 12, Za-rw 6n?

filth? r5111 cr-n-ovdat'wu nheim e’m'rpérets

1'] 177 'yvvauu'; Otidsvt', 3th”. 'Eo'n 85‘

51-9) s'hdu'a'ova drahé'yy f7 17) 'ywath;

Ei 6E )u'], of: 1ro)\7\ois )4, 3(1)”.

" Cp. Plato, Laws 909E; Plu

tarch, Praecept. Conjug. c. 19.

Plutarch’s picture of the interior

of a 'yuvatKwi/i-ns' is not a very

Cheerful One—gnu-ra Kai \I/sf/dds

e'irri rd silavjaeiv rot): in) nohhd

1r dcro-owar' Eda ydp et’aeupm'épae

swat 'yvvaiKar du'dpzbv, oZKnvpiq 'rt‘l

1707M?! a'w/ofloas' void 55‘ 6 pév Bope'ar

811‘: #:1710511th]: drruho'xpoos 01':

Blair/mu,

('69 d)qu 'Haiodos' Afr/rat 5% Kill.

'rapaxni Kai KaKoGupiru 81d (qhorv

m'as Kai detaidat/uom'as Kai ¢i)\o-rtp.ias'

Kai. Ker/5w 5055», 50-0: 013K 61: ei'n-ot we,

(is rrjv ‘yvvaLKmi/i'rw i'nropps'oua'w (De

Tranq. Animi, c. 2).
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and again :

'Edtiopev 8E nevrzixu' 'rijs‘ rilic'pas‘,

e’KvaaMQw 8’ e'm'a deparrawai KfiKMp'

ai 8' dzhéiwgov.

On the other hand, the wife had often to complain of her

husband‘s unfaithfulness, which escaped with little censure

in a society based on slaveryl. If we may judge, however,

from Aristotle’s testimony to the prevalence of ‘feminine

ascendency’ and the ‘over-indulgence of women’ in

extreme democracies, which is borne out by that of Plato

(Rep. 563 B: cp. Laws 774 C), the Athenian wife was as

often the oppressor as the oppressed. It was the fashion

to give considerable dowriesz, and consequently the wife

had her husband a good deal in her power, for a

divorce entailed the withdrawal, not only from him, but

also apparently from the children, of revenues which

they could in many cases ill afford to lose. A change in

the position of the wife may well have come about, as

L. Schmidt points out 3, in the period which commences

with Alexander, when the loss of political freedom con

tributed with other causes to divert men’s minds in some

degree from politics and to give increased prominence to

family life. The old traditions would also be less powerful

in the great new cities, which now became the most con

spicuous centres of Greek life 4.

As to the relation of parent and child, Dionysius of

Halicarnassus tells-us that in Greece ‘children were often

guilty of unseemly conduct to their fathers5’; he is not

satisfied with the temporary authority which was all that

Greek custom conceded to the father, ceasing with the

second year after puberty or at marriage or with enrolment

1 See L. Schmidt, 2. 194 sqq.

Even Plutarch's language on this

point is not quite what we should

expect (Conj. Praec. c. 16).

See Boeckh, Public Economy

of Athens, E. T. pp. 483 and 514.

3 2. 426.

‘ L. Schmidt contrasts the

freedom with which Gorgo and

Praxinoe, in the 15th ldyll of

Theocritus, find their way about

Alexandria, with Athenian custom

(1427)

5 Ant. R0111. 2. 26, Heidi! s'v

'EXM/o'w im'b re'Kvaw eis' irars'pas

dd'xnflovsi‘rflt. Compare Plato, Rep.

562 E.
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in the public registers, nor again with the comparatively

moderate penalties for disobedience which Greek law

permitted the father to inflict, such as expulsion from

the home or disinheritance. He prefers a fuller paternal

authority, more nearly resembling the Roman patrz'a

potzrtar. Greek law, it is true, regarded the father rather

as ‘the natural guardian and administrator of the common

property of the household 1,’ than as its absolute owner,

but the powers it conferred on him were not perhaps

insufficient, and the remedy was probably to be sought

in an improvement of the training of the parents, and

especially of the mother, and in making her more of a

spiritual force in the household. Loved and honoured she

' was already:

Ot’iK E'o-rw of/ds’v [MIT‘pr fidiov 're'Kl/ots'

s’pa-rs jirj-rpo'r, naidsr, the 015K 30'1" é'pws'

Tomi-roe dither, oios‘ 1’18in s’pt'rv,

says one of Euripides’ characters in a fragment of the

Erechtheus preserved by Stobaeus (Floril. 79. 4); but

another says,

’Akit’ i'tr-r', c'poi pe’u 0510; 06K Fan-at 11614.09

1'6 111‘] 017 0'6, pix-rep, 1rp00¢17\fi vs'jieu/ tiei

Kai 'rof; dtKat'ov Kai réKmv 1a., 0631: xdptv'

tr-rs'p-ym 155’ row (pile-aura. 16w miv-rwv Bporé‘w

pditw'e" dpt'gm rot'iro, Kai mi 111’] (1)0611“,

Keivou ytip e’ge'Bhao'rov‘ 058’ 511 Jr dw‘jp

'ywaiKtis abdrjauev, tiltiu’z 1'05 narpés 2.

And thus, while Xenophon, in his kindly Oeconomicus,

fully recognizes her as the colleague of the father in the

education of the children 3, the writer of the (so-called) first

1 C. F. Hermann, Gr. Antiqq.

3.§ 11. The Attic father had, how

ever, the right to renounce his son

by proclamation through a herald

and so to disinherit him—a right

which Plato in the Laws makes

over to the whole kith and kin on

the father’s proposition (928-9);

and his unchecked power of gift

would be an additional security

for his authority over his children.

Plato’s reform of the paternal

renunciation anticipates in some

degree the change in the law,

which, in Lucian’s day, permitted

the renounced son to appeal

against his father’s decision to

a dicastery (see Lucian’s ’A1rqu

pv-r-réuevor, C. 3).

2 Stob. Floril. 79. 27.

3 Oecon. 7. 12. Plato in the

Laws is for adding to the powers

of the mother: see Stallbaum’s

note on Laws 774 E.
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book of the Oeconomics falsely attributed to Aristotle,

thoughtful as he is, appears to leave her only the function

of rearing the child, and to claim for the father the task of

educating it (Oecon. I. 3. 1344 a 7). On the whole, she was

hardly one of the heads of the household (except when the

accident of a great dowry made her too potent), and its only

real head was for a large part of the day an absentee. The

gentler influence for good in the household is often not the

least powerful, but it had no proper place made for it

in Greece. Greek civilization did not give women an

adequate training, or call for enough from them: these

were more serious faults than its contraction of their rights

or of their freedom. The most glaring defects of the actual

Greek household, in Aristotle’s view, were, however,

probably the insufficient preparation of its head for his

functions and its ‘ Cyclopic ’ freedom from State-guidance

(Eth. Nic. 10. 10. 1180a 24 sqq.). Each household was

allowed to make of itself exactly what it liked, and to train

its subordinate members in its own way, as if it did not

matter to the State what training they received.

It was unfortunate that in the Lacedaemonian State, in

which women appear to have been least controlled and

most powerful, they were, in the view of Aristotle at all

events, worst. Lycurgus was believed to have tried to

train the Lacedaemonian women in the same hardy habits

as the men, but to have been foiled by their resistancel:

at any rate, their life was in complete contrast to that

of the men—luxurious and abandoned to every kind of

vice (P01. 2. 9. 1269 b 22). Aristotle does not distinctly

mention the fact that they shared in youth the gymnastic

training of the boys, but he may well be referring to it

when he implies that they were trained to be ‘fearless’

1 Po]. 2. 9. 1270a 6 sq.: cp.

Plato, Laws 78! A, siEav-ros r017

uopodérov. Both Xenophon (de

Rep. Lac. 1. 3—4) and Plato (Laws

806 A) speak of the girls of this

State as receiving a gymnastic

training—Plato, indeed, adds that

they were also trained in ‘ music '

(pova'tkr’l)——l)ut this does not pre

vent the latter from regarding the

women (with Aristotle) as ‘ unre

gulated by law,’ the result being

that ‘many laxities had crept in

(FOAIU‘I napéppei) which law might

have mended’ (Laws 781 A).
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(0pamfr17ros, 1269 b 35); their fearlessness, however, he says,

was of no use in household life, and broke down in war,

as their conduct during the Theban invasion of Laconia

showed. On the other hand, the Lacedaemonians, like

many other military races, were very submissive to feminine

influence; they gave their daughters large dowries, which

the law left it in their power to do; nor did the State

retain any control over the disposal of orphan heiresses

in marriage. The result was that wealth came to be con

centrated in a few hands, that the number of proprietors

and also of citizens dwindled, and that the greed for wealth,

which was a feature of the Lacedaemonian character,

was intensified in the few remaining citizens by the desire

to provide the women with the means of lavish living.

So great, in fact, was the power of the women that their

influence made itself felt even in the administration of

the shortlived Lacedaemonian empire.

Aristotle’s criticism of the institutions of this State in re

lation to women illustrates his remark (1. 13. 1260 b 15 sq.)

as to the importance of training women to virtue, and to

the kind of virtue most in accordance with the given con

stitution, for in this instance the defects of the women were

among the causes which led to the deterioration of the

men and the enfeeblement of the State. He seems to

imply that the women should have been trained to tem

perance, and their habits of life better regulated. Whether

he wished that women should have any further intellectual

training than Greek women usually enjoyed in his day, we

do not know; but he seems to have been in favour of giving

them, probably through the medium of their fathers and

husbands, some sort of moral education and also of regu

lating their habits of life within the household. The

Lacedaemonian household, he evidently feels, was more

actively prejudicial than any other form of the household

known to Greece 1.

1 Plutarch’s lives of Agis and Aristotle speaks, but they show

Cleomenes refer to a generation that the wealth and power of the

a century later than that of which Lacedaemonian women remained

VOL. I. N
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We may now turn to the question, how Plato and Aris

totle respectively deal with the Household. In the

Republic, as we have already seen, Plato abolished the

household. In the Laws he retains it, but makes consider

able changes in its arrangements, some of which are im

provements, while others, such as the institution of public

meal—tables for women and girls no less than for men and

boys, would have impaired its intimacy and probably its

influence. His plan, stated briefly, is to set not only women

but also girls free from their enforced seclusion, and to

call them forth ‘into the light of day; to educate girls in

much the same way as boys, though after six years of age

apart from theml; to open office in the State to women,

or, at all events, any offices for which they have a special

fitness; to admit them in some degree even to military

service; to postpone the age of marriage in the case of

girls, so that they may be the fitter to be mothers; to

forbid dowries, both as tending to place wife and husband

in a false relation to each other and as leading to the union

of fortunes and the over-enrichment of a few; to treat

marriage as instituted less for the comfort or pleasure of the

individuals composing the household, than for the end of

providing the State with offspring fit in mind and body to

become its citizens; and to make succession to the citizens’

Plato

abolishes

the house

hold in the

Republic

and recon

structs it in

the Laws,

leaving it

even there

only a

somewhat

shadowy

existence.

unbroken up tothat time, and so far

bear out Aristotle’s account ; they

reveal to us, however, some noble

characters among them, not un

worthy of the influence they pos

sessed, and ‘spiritual forces’ in

the fullest sense of the word.

These lives are probably based

on the history of Phylarchus,

who took the side of Cleomenes

and the Lacedaemonians against

Aratus and the Achaeans (Polyb.

2. 56), and was perhaps somewhat

given to writing for effect; but

there may well have been women

at Sparta to whom Aristotle’s ge

neral judgment would not apply,

both in his days and later.

1 Both sexes are to be trained

in the following studies, taken

successively: — Riding, military

exercises, and the use of warlike

weapons ; wrestling, dancing un

der arms, recitation, and singing ;

reading and writing, the use of

the lyre, the rudiments of arith

metic, geometry, and astronomy.

Plato knows, however, that the

male and female character are

not the same (802 D—E), and

he will have different songs com

posed for the two sexes: males

are to learn songs expressive of

1'?) I11.5yaho'rrpe'n'is Kai Tb npbs 'rfyll

vii/Spelau fiénov, females songs in

which 16 mic-pr Kai Whippet! pre

dominates.
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lots of land follow the rule of Unigeniture, in order that these

may remain undivided, permission being given to the father

to choose the son who is to succeed him, and care being

taken that the other sons shall not want1. Plato’s language

in Laws 909 D sqq. is wide enough to include the abolition

of the domestic worship of Hestia at the household hearth

and of other household gods: i6pd 111156 6i; 6» totals oim’ats

6K'njo'0w' 61761.11 3’ draw 611i 110611 in 'rwf, npés‘ r51 Bnpo'a'ta ’f-ra)

01301011, Kai. rois i6p6fia'f r6 Kai i6p6iats‘ 6yxetpt§érw “rd 0151mm, 0?;

éyvet'a. Torirwv 6111;16Mjs' avvwé'dofiw 86 ai’rro's r6 mi 35‘ av 606M]

He appears to make the public

places for sacrifice the only places for sacrifice, and the

public priests and priestesses the only sacrificers. But this

is not probably his intention, for in other passages of the

Laws he evidently contemplates the continued existence of

private rites (717 B: 785 A): his wish is to prevent the

household becoming what it seems often to have been, the

secret nursery of superstitious worships (909 E : 910 B) ; he

probably does not mean to meddle with old-established

cults, like those of Hestia and 261‘): 6’pK6'fos or é¢éortos.

Plato is eager to flood the recesses of the Greek house

hold with the light of day, and partly with this end in view

institutes public meals not only for the men and boys but

also for the women and girls (fvmn’ua 56 Ka-reaxevaonéva 6117

p.61" at’rrofi fvvetixwt’iat.

Xcopis #611 rd 1131: (1125,0611, 6’yy1’1s 5’ 6’Xo'p.6va 11’: 1131/ afiro'is‘ oiK6fwv,

'n'afiiwv 1'6 dpa. 011)“th Kai. To'iv pqre'pwv ai’lra'is, 806 E)2. The

members of the household described in the Laws would

apparently be but little alone with each other, and not

probably often at home except at night, for their meals

would be taken in the public halls, the women and girls

sitting apart from the men and boys". The household

1Plutarch(Comment.inHesiod. no notice of the architectural

c. 20) attributes a similar pre

ference for Unigeniture to Ly

CurguS—ju'pron 66', (prjo‘w 6 Hholi

rapxos, K41th6er Ens-rat rqi 'Ho’uidrp

Kul Eeroxpdrrjs Kai AuKoflp-yos‘ 1rpz‘)

rotirmv‘ oi mill-r69 1501110 8611/ E'va

KAflpGlldflOV Kn-rahurév.

2 It is curious that Plato takes

arrangements of the Greek dwel

ling-house, which reflected so

conspicuously the contrast be

tween male and female life. One

would have expected him to

insist on its reconstruction.

1 Sir T. More adopts in his

Utopia the plan of common

N2
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would thus cease to be a body of persons supplied from

a common store of their own (5)1.00'f7rv0L), and the relations

of husband and wife and of parent and child would pro

bably suffer some relaxation. Plato’s pretty ideal picture

(Laws 931 A) of the parents seated by the hearth like

sacred statues among children who half worship them

would perhaps hardly be realized in so scattered an unity

as the household of the Laws. The State appears to take

upon itself not only the physical and intellectual, but also

the moral training of young and old, and to leave little for

the household to do, except indeed to bring ‘fools’ into

the world and ‘suckle’ them 1. It would seem to escape

abolition only to be condemned to a somewhat shadowy

existence.

With Aristotle’s views as to the true organization of the

household we are only imperfectly acquainted. We get

many separate glimpses of them, but no continuous and

systematic statement. He glances at its structure in the

Fifth Book of the Nicomachean Ethics, and again in the

Eighth Book; but Justice is the subject with which he is

more immediately concerned in the former book, and

Friendship in the latter. In the First Book of the Politics

the question before him is not so much what is the true

constitution of the household as who is the true house

holder; and we penetrate into the subject only far enough

to ascertain the true relation of the head of the house

hold to wife, child, and slave. Even this topic is not fully

treated, and cannot be so till the constitution is dealt with

(I. 13. 1260b 8 sqq.). In the Second Book we are as much

Aristotle’s

view of the

household

and its true

organiza

tion.

meals,but rangesmen and women 794 A). They are not even to

along opposite sides of the same

table (Utopia, lib. ii. p. 90, ed.

Bas. 1518).

1 Even mere babies of three

years old, girls and boys alike,

are to gather at thevillage-temples,

and to be formed into dye'hm for

games,under the control ofwomen

appointed by the State (Laws

play in families or under their

mother’s eye, when once over

three. In fact, as mothers in

the State of the Laws were to

engage in the same pursuits as

men and to take their meals at

public meal-tables, some arrange

ment of this kind was almost

necessary.
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concerned with the family relation as with the household,

and the whole question is approached from a different point

of view. Then there is a chapter or two in the Fourth Book

on the age of marriage and the management of young

children. We have also the so-called First Book of the

Oeconomics, which can hardly have been written by Aristotle,

and the vo'uot tin/8sz Kai yauerfis preserved only in a Latin

translation (Val. Rose, Aristoteles Pseudepigraphus, p. 644.

sqq.), of the Greek original of which the same thing may

be said. On the two latter documents, therefore, we can

not venture to rely. It is not, however, difficult to trace

the general tendency of Aristotle’s views.

According to him, the household, like the State, comes

into being for one end and exists for another. ‘It begins in

the impulses of reproduction and self-preservation, perhaps

also in the impulse of sociality(&v0pw1ros yap rfi (Info-ct avvova

o'rth‘w aakkov 1) woMrtKo'v, Eth. Nic. 8. I4. 1162 a I7); but,

when thus brought into existence, it rises above these aims

and exists for better things. It is not a mere means of recruit

ing the population; still less is it a mere means of heaping

up wealth. If in the De Generatione Animalium (2. 1. 731 b

31 sqq.) Aristotle regards reproduction as the path, for men

no less than other animals, to immortality, this point of

view disappears in the Politics. The household is, in its

definitive form, a sort of younger sister of the State; good

life is its aim, no less than it is that of the State; it is,

like the State, a Kowwwfa, though a less comprehensive and

less noble Kowwvia; it is at once a group of friends, a body

of rulers and ruled, and a school of moral training. It is a

group of friends, ruled by the head of the household for

their good, and especially for their growth in virtue ; vary

ing in the degree of their inequality, but all unequal, and

some not even ‘proportionately equal.’ For the child and

the slave are hardly subjects of right, and the latter is in

strictness no member of the Kowwvt’a. This varying in

equality among the components of the household—this

variation of the distance at which they respectively stand

from the head—is a characteristic feature of the society,
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and Aristotle insists on nothing so much as that these

differences must be respected in its organization. The

wife is not to be ruled as the child, nor the child as the

slave.

The tendency of the household is to inequality, that of

the State to equality, absolute or proportionate (Pol. 6I I. 1295 b 25, Bofiherat 56' ye 1’; 7ro')\ts sf i'o'wv eivat Kai éfLOL’wU

b'rt pditw'fa). The household is ruled by a king, whereas

the rule of a king is of rare occurrence in the fully developed

State1. The household is at once a less self-complete

(2. 2. 1261b 12), and a more intimate, society than the

State. In it everything is common (I. 9. I257a 21): not

so in the State. On the other hand, the household

resembles the State in not existing for some narrow or

transitory end, but as an aid to human life (Eth. Nic. 8. 14.

1162a 20 sq.: cp. 8. 11. 1160a 14—25). It is in the

household that the future citizens of the State first see the

light (P01. 1. 13. 1260b 19) and receive their earliest train~

ing, which often exercises a decisive influence on their

subsequent life'z; it is here that women and slaves find

the moral guidance they need. Obedience here is rendered

all the more willingly for being rendered to a relative and

a benefactor (Eth. Nic. 10. IO. 1180b 5); and persons and

things are all the better attended to for being attended to

individually (1180 b 7). The household lightens the burden

of the State by taking off its hands, to some extent at

all events, the care of women, children, and slaves; and

if on the principle that ‘the better the persons ruled, the

better is the rule exercised ’ (P01. 1. 5. I254 a 25), the rule

1 Marquardt (Handbuch der

Romischen Alterthiimer, 7. 1. 1)

attributes to the Romans the feel

ing that ‘ not only is the Family a

condition of the State, but the

constitution of the Family is also

the basis and the prototype of the

constitution of the State.’ Aris

totle would admit this of the early

State, but not of the State in its

definitive form. Even the rule of

the husband over the wife, though

a mitt-rm) defi—which cannot be

said of the rule over children or

slavesfidifi‘ers in some respects

from most types of won-rim) épxr’;

(Pol. 1.12. 1259b 4).

2 The sixteenth and seventeenth

chapters of the Fourth Book of

the Politics show what importance

Aristotle, following in the steps of

Plato (Laws 765 E), attached to

the earliest epoch of human exist

ence and even to its embryo stage.
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of the household stands on a lower level than that of the

State, in which rule is exercised over citizens, it is never_

theless fit work, in Aristotle's opinion, for the man of full

virtue (tr-novoaios).

Aristotle omits to treat of some important questions in

relation to marriage. He does not pause to prove that the

household should be a monogamic household, but takes this

for granted. We do not learn his views as to divorce; he does

not mention the subject of prohibited degrees of relationship.

\Ve must remember that we are not in possession of his

whole mind. On the other hand, he raises questions which

seem rather startling to us. Are men and women of any Aristotle'

and every age, if only of adult years, to be allowed to marry,and, again, to become parentsl? Greek inquirers, with their requires '

characteristic combination of logic and audacity, insisted thatthe interests of the State made a negative answer neces- of use for

sary2. The Lacedaemonian State required that marriage mamage'

should take place in the prime of physical vigour on both

sides (Xen. Rep. Lac. 1. 6), and both Plato and Aristotle

fix an age for marriage. The former, in the Republic,

allows unions (marriage does not exist) to take place

between men from 25 to 55 years of age and women from

20 to 40 (Rep. 460 In the Laws the arrangement is

that a man is to marry not earlier than 25 (772 D) or 30

(721 A: 785 B), and not later than 35—~a woman not

1 The question does not seem

to have been raised whether a

hereditary disease or predisposi

tion to disease should be a bar to

marriage.

2 Mr. Mahaffy observes, with

much truth (Old Greek Educa

tion, p. 117 sq.), that ‘there is no

valid reason why the physical

production of the race should not

receive infinitely more attention

than it does, within the bounds

of our present social arrange

ments. . . . If even now there

are civilized countries and classes

of people who openly profess pru

dential reasons as the best for

marrying, it will only require a

better education of public opinion

to enable men to advance to the

position that the physical and

mental vigour of the resulting

children is a motive to be con

sciously considered in the selec

tion.’ Plato and Aristotle, it is

true, went a step farther: they

were not content with advising

their citizens to keep these con

siderations in view, but recom

mended that the State should see

that they did so. See. on this sub

ject Prof. Jowett’s interesting re

marks in his Introduction to Plato’s

Republic (Translation of Plato,

3. 168, ed. 2).
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earlier than 161 or later than 20; and that the begetting

of children is to continue only for IO years (784 B). This

latter period would thus close at least ten years earlier

than in the Republic; but the reason of this is that in

the Republic the interests of the State are secured by

giving the magistrates an absolute control over unions (cp.

Rep. 460 A, 1'5 25% nAfiGos‘ r6311 ydjuov ézri. rois‘ deovo'i. “HOLT;—

U'OfLGU, fv’ dis wiAwm Stan-afghan r611 az’rrov dpiflju‘w r6311 dutipéiv).

Plato’s main aims in dealing with this subject appear to

be to save both the family and the State from the evils

connected with over-population and to secure a healthy and

vigorous progeny. Aristotle thinks that other considerations

also need to be taken into account. He recommends a

difference of 20 years between the ages of husband and

wife, or, more precisely, the difference between the ages of

37 and 18. One of his reasons for this recommendation is

that the procreative powers of women cease at 50, twenty

years before those of men, and that if account is not taken

of this fact, the harmony of the union may be impaired

by inequalities in this respect. The disadvantages which

attend a too great nearness or difference of age between

the father and the child will also be avoided. For the

children, if born, as may naturally be expected, at no long

interval after marriage, will be reaching years of discretion

while their father is still vigorous and able to help them;

nor will their return for the care taken of them in child

hood come too late to be of any usez; while, on the other

hand, they will not be near enough in age to their father to

lose reverence for him or to embarrass his management

of the household. The father, it is evident, will be just

Considera

tions kept

in view by

Aristotle in

relation to

this matter.

1 785 B. Susemihl (Note 940)

notices that the age of 18 is men

tioned in 833 D. For Hesiod’s

counsel on this subject, see Opp.

et Dies, 695 sqq.

2 Plutarch (de Amore Prolis, c.

4) laments the fate of most fathers

in dying before their children have

done great deeds, or even attained

their full moral stature—dv0pémov

8i 1') 11811 c’K'rpoifir) mzhi'nrovos, 1'] Be‘

1111517019 Bpadsia' 1'1]; 86 dps-njs"

[10Kde 0170-179, 1rp0a1rot9w'jo'xouo‘w oi.

nheio'rot 1ra'répes' of”: draft): n)”

Enhujiiva Nsothjsrfjv Gepio'roxhe'our,

0635‘ rbv Eilpvpe'dovra MLATLliBQS roll

Kfpwvos, 0686‘ fixovo's Hspuche'ous

Edudmn'os qurj-yopofiwos‘, 065% 'A

pia'rmv HXd-rwvos ¢¢houo¢oiiwos3

K.r.)i.
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beginning to need help when his children are ready to

give it, and thus neither mutual helpfulness nor parental

control will be sacrificed. The household will be firmly

knit together by mutual needs and the interchange of

service, and will be a scene of harmony instead of discord,

for it will be based on the common advantage (1'6 Kowfj

a'vpttpe'pov). Another gain will be that the father will be

well stricken in years and the sons just at the commence

ment of their prime (30 years of age, Rhet. 2. I4. 1390b

9 sq.), when the latter take the place of the former (P01.

4 I6. 1335a 32—35). Above all, these ages give the

best prospect of well-developed offspring, likely to produce

children of the male sex. The physical well-being of

husband and wife is also thus consulted. It seems to have

been a common opinion that, in the case of the male,

over-early marriage was prejudicial to physical growth,

while in that of the female, it added to the perils of labour

and involved some moral risks besides (1335 a 22) 1.

We see that Aristotle, in dealing with this subject, keeps

other aims in view, besides those which were present to the

mind of Plato—the well-being of husband and wife, their

full harmony, the establishment of a due relation of help

fulness and respect between the father and the child. His

remarks are fresh and interesting; they call attention to

points which often escape notice, and evidence a thought

ful study of the facts of household life. Montaigne says

(Essais, Livre 2. ch. 8: vol. 2. p. 179, Charpentier) : ‘je me

mariay a trente-trois ans, et loue l’opinion de trente-cinq,

qu’on dict estre d’Aristote’: and a little further on (p. 180),

‘ un gentilhomme qui a trente-cinq ans, il n’est pas temps

qu’il face place a son fils qui en a vingt ’ : and again, ‘ il ne

nous fauldroit pas marier si jeunes, que nostre aage vienne

quasi a se confondre avecques l’aage de nos enfants’ (p. 1 78).

We see that difficulties as to the succession (Siafioxfi) of

the children were familiar enough to him. All will approve

1 We know from Aristoxenus ascribed to Pythagoras in the

(Fr. 20: Miller, Fr. Hist. Gr. 2. Pythagorean school.

278), that this was an opinion
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Aristotle’s postponement of the female age of marriage to

18 ; but we shall hardly admit that the disparity of years

between husband and wife need be as great as he thinks:

obviously a man does not require to be nearly 40 years older

than his eldest child to possess a due authority over his chil

dren. Lasaulx (Ehe bei den Griechen, p. 60, n. 190) quotes

a vigorous utterance of W. von Humboldt to the effect that

an ideal union begins for both husband and wife in com

parative youth; that husband and wife should pass the

days of their youth together and have common memories

of the most enjoyable period of human lifel. Still, even

if we think that Aristotle has not hit upon the ideally best

age for the husband and father, it remains true that he

should neither be too near in age to his children nor too

far removed from them. It was natural, that, resting as he

does far the larger part of the weight of the household on

the father’s shoulders, Aristotle should attach special im

portance to his maturity in mind and body. According to

him, the acme of man’s physical development is reached

between 30 and 35, the acme of mental development not

till 492. This accounts for his choosing a somewhat late

age; but he may also have remembered that, till about the

time he names, his citizens would be much occupied with

military duties hardly perhaps compatible with married life.

He is not, however, content with merely fixing an age

for marriage. Like Plato, he sees that parents may be too

old to give birth to a vigorous offspring3, and he requires

Tcwowod'a

to cease

after 17

years of

married

life.

1 ‘The freshness of youth is

the true foundation of happy wed

of sentiment which is altogether

modern.

lock (die wahre Grundlage der

Ehe). I do not for a moment

say that the happiness of wedlock

ceases with youth; what I say is

that husband and wife should

carry into later life the memory

of a youth enjoyed together, if

their happiness is to be perfect,

and not to lose the distinguishing

characteristic of wedded bliss’

(Briefe an eine Freundin, 2.p. 176).

\Ve are conscious here of a touch

" Aristot. Rhet. 2. r4. 1390b

95qq.: cp. Solon, Fragm. 27.

Solon places marriage in the fifth

septennial period of man’s life

(aet. 28—35), the physical acme

in the fourth, the mental in the

seventh and eighth (aet. 42—56).

Plato (Rep. 460 15-461 A) makes

the years between 25 and 55 the
xix/M (rcbpa'ro's 're Kai ¢povrl706wsx

3 We are little accustomed to

look at these things from Aris
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that after seventeen years of married life (when the husband

is 54 years old and the wife 35), the married couple shall

cease to become parents (4 16. 1335 b 26 sqq.). Plato

had named in the Laws an even shorter term—ten years.

Aristotle thus divides the period of marriage into two

epochs—the epoch of rexvmrot't‘a and that in which no

children are to be brought into the world.

Nor does he stop even here. He names, in conformity

with Greek custom 1, the winter-season as the best for con

tracting marriage, and insists that a limit must be set to

the begetting of children even during the seventeen years’

term (1335 b 21 sq.), so that the begetting of more than

a certain number shall be prohibited (2. 6. 1265 b 6 sq.).

It may be thought, he hints (1335 b 21 sq.), that infractions

of this rule will occur, and that the only possible remedy

for them will be the exposure of the surplus children; but

this is not 502: he apparently regards the exposure of

living children as not ‘holy’ (60101))", and suggests in prefer

ence abortion at an early stage of pregnancy. The practice

of abortion had already been sanctioned by Plato in the

Republic (461 C) without this limitation, in the event of

unions outside the legal limits of age proving fruitful; and

in case of its failure, exposure. Aristotle appears to be

more opposed to exposure and to abortion in advanced

totle’s point of view, and I know 1335b 21 sqq. given by C. F.

not whether any physiologist has

inquired statistically, what limits

of age in the parents seem most

favourable to vigorous ofi'spring.

1 Not Attic only, apparently,

for he refers to the practice of 0i.

MAME (1335a 37). The month

Gamelion (january—February)

was the marriage-month at

Athens. See Hist. An. 5. 8.

542 a 26—b 1. Plutarch is pleased

with animals for pairing at one

particular season only, and that

the most favourable (de Amore

Prolis c. 2). Pythagoras had

prescribed the winter (Diog.

Laert. 8. 9: Diod. 10. 9. 3).

2 Ifollow the interpretation of

Hermann (Gr. Antiqq. 3. § 11.

8) :—‘ but not, on the ground of

an over-great number of children,

if there is a regulation against an

over-great number, to expose

children.’

5' Except in the case of defec

tive offspring (nenqunévou, 1335 b

20). Compare with 1335 b 23—26,

de Gen. An. 5. 1. 778b 32 sqq. :

Eth. Nic. 9. 9. 1170a 16. See

Thonissen, Droit Pe'nal de la re'

publique athénienne, p. 258, on

the question whether abortion was

a crime by Attic law. It seems

to have been common among

slave-mothers (Dio Chrys. Or.

15. 237 M).

Only a cer

tain num

ber of chil

dren to be

begotten

during the

17 years:

means by

which this

rule is to be

enforced.
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stages of pregnancy than Plato. On the other hand, Plato

does not appear to authorize abortion, as Aristotle does, in

the case of unions within the prescribed limits of age.

It is also to be remarked that he drops these provisions

in the Laws.

Aristotle’s object evidently is to avoid both exposure and

abortion, but he regards the latter, if effected at an early

period of pregnancy, as unobjectionable in comparison with

the former, which he prohibits in all cases but one, that of

an imperfect growth. It would have been a great gain to

the ancient world to be rid of infanticide, which Polybius

‘specifies among the causes of the dwindling numbers of

the Greeksl,’ but whether this result was not too dearly

purchased at the cost of permitting abortion may well be

doubted. It may easily be imagined how often the pro

cess prescribed by Aristotle would probably be resorted to

in a State which delayed the marriage of all males till the

age of 37, and which confined the begetting of children to

a period of seventeen or eighteen years.

Aristotle evidently feels, even more strongly than Plato,

the necessity of preventing the household from becoming

a source of over-population and pauperism. He is not

satisfied with the arrangements in the Laws on the subject

of population (Pol. 2. 6. 1265 a 38 sqq.). Plato’s plan

of Unigeniture makes it more than ever essential that

there shall not be too many sons in a household; and yet

he takes insufficient means to secure this result. Hence the

extraordinary strictness of Aristotle’s regulations on the

subject. He will not even trust to the remedy of founding

a colony, which Plato keeps in view (Laws 740 E): the

prevention of over-population is better than its cure. Yet

the world has gained much by the foundation of Greek

colonies, and these could not have existed if there had

not been a surplus population to people them. Aristotle

seems to forget, in his care for the internal harmony

of his best State, that a large part even of the then

known surface of the earth was unoccupied, and that, if

Aims of

Aristotle

in relation

to these

matters.

' Capes, Early Roman Empire, p. 205. See Polyb. 37. 9. 7.
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it was not peopled in time from the civilized world, it

might, as it afterwards did, receive immigrants likely to be

formidable to civilization. He is familiar enough with the

view that the State should be constituted for the advantage,

not of a section of its citizens, but of the whole; that the

Greek State and the Greek race had a duty to fulfil to the

world outside, he is no more aware than any of his contem—

poraries.

Another aim which Aristotle has before him in dealing

with the household, is that of making it the nursery of

a race healthy and vigorous in mind and body. Much

can be done within it to make or mar the physique of

the future citizen (1334b 29), and to render it what for

the sake of the character (1334 b 25 sqq.) we should desire

it to be, or the reverse. We know from the Nicomachean

Ethics how closely moral virtue is connected with the

passions, and these with the body (Eth. Nic. 1o. 8. 1178 a

14). He also makes it his object (and here, as we have

seen, he was in a less degree anticipated by Plato) to

secure order, harmony, and mutual helpfulness within the

household. But he no doubt also remembers that the city

State must not exceed a certain size, and desires to prevent

its population outgrowing the limits imposed by him in the

Fourth Book.

We have already noticed some of the arrangements which The head

he adopts with a view to the well-being of the household,

but he evidently finds the main security for its well-being pfAristotle

in the character of its head. The husband and father, inAristotle’s ideal household, is not only of mature age, butone whose happy natural endowment of an union of slavés,

intelligence, spirit, and affectionateness (4 (7). 7. 1327b

29 sqq.) has had full justice done to it by rearing and

education, whose childhood and youth have been spent

amid ennobling influences, and who has undergone both the

rude discipline of a military life and the full scientific

training of a philosopher. His wife will not have received

the varied education which Plato designed for girls no less

than boys, but she will have been trained in the virtues
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which fit her to be his help-mate and right hand for

household matters (Pol. 1. 13. 1260a 21 sq.), and he will

make of her a not unequal comrade: to his children he

will be a kind of god, a full head and shoulders above

them, and rightly so, for the father is a king, not the elder

brother of his children1 (Pol. I. 12. 1259b 10-17). His

life will not be what Montaigne calls ‘une vie questuaire.’

He will have learnt to obtain the commodities necessary

for the use of his household from natural sources and in

natural ways, and to rest content with just that amount of

them which is the essential condition of a satisfactory life,

counting the provision of inanimate property and the care

for it a matter of less moment than the care of slaves, and

this again a small matter in comparison with the rule over

wife and children and the development of their virtue.

He will entrust the education of his boys after the age

of seven to the officers of the State, and will leave the full

command of the internal affairs of the house to his Wife,

making this her province in which she is to be supreme,

except so far as the moral training of children and slaves is

concerned, for this is to be his own affair. We may doubt

whether his frequent absence on public business and at the

syssitia, where he will take his meals, would not make it

difficult for him to watch over his family—whether it

would not interfere with that closeness of the household

relation, on which Aristotle himself remarks (I. 2. 1252 b 14,

oixos .. . oils Xapuivoas pin mks? (SitOO'L'IHjOUS‘, ’Emptevmns 6% 6

Km); duom'movs).

‘ Contrast the relation of HistoryofC.].Fox,p. 289). _The

Charles James Fox to his father.

‘As long as Charles would treat

him like an elder brother (a point

on which the lad indulged him

without infringing on the strictest

filial respect, or abating an atom

of that eager and minute dutiful

ness which he exhibited in all

his personal relations) he was

welcome to do as he pleased

with his own time and his father’s

money ’ (G. O. 'I‘revelyan, Early

household as Carlyle knew it in

his early years (Reminiscences, p.

55) comes nearer to the Aristote

lian type, but is still very different.

It is noticeable that Aristotle

describes his wn/lb'amkeiafin which

the king is of transcendent virtue

and greatness in comparison with

his willing subjects, as 're-raypévq

Kara rr)v oixovopamjv (P01. 3. I4.

1285 b 31).
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His relation to his wife is the best relation in the

household, and, except that between brothers and sisters,

the least unequal one—the relation in which justice fills the

largest place (Eth. Nic. 5. 10. 1134b 15 sq.); for it is a

weak point in the household that its relations are mostly

so unequal as to rest less on right than on love. The head

of the household will discriminate his relation to his wife

from his relation to his children, and that again from his

relation to his slaves. There are some things which the

wife can do better than he can (Eth. Nic. 8. 12. 1160b

32 sqq.: cp. 8. 14. 1162 a 22 sq.), and which he will be wise

to hand over to her: the advantage of wedlock lies in its

making a common stock of contrasted aptitudes (1162 a

23): at least this is its utilitarian side, for it has another;

it may become not only a friendship for utility and for

pleasure, but also a friendship of the highest type—a

friendship for virtue (Eth. Nic. 8. 14. 1162a 24 sqq.)1. It

may not perhaps attain to the moral level of a friendship

between two men of full virtue (Unovfiaf01)—Arlst0tle would

hardly be a Greek if he thought it did—but then it is a

form of friendship and something more—a co-operative

union of especial closeness and permanence for the highest

ends. Man and wife are not only ‘friends,’ but sharers

in a common work.

The wife, however, will be ‘silent’ before her husband,

no less than the children before their father (P01. 1. 13.

1260a 28 sq.); in other words, will refrain from opposing

him, so long, we conclude, as he does not encroach upon

her domain. Plutarch, in whose time the wife counted

for more in the household, still retains in his Conjugal

Precepts the doctrine of conjugal silence (cc. 31, 32: c. 37),

but makes it rather a silence to strangers, and a readiness

to allow the husband to speak for her, than a silence before

him. Adultery on the part of either husband or wife is

1 There isnothinginthe Politics imply a general and not a partial

inconsistent with this, though the subordination on her part. The

use of the word {m-qpe-rm'; of the division of spheres between hus

virtue of the wife (P01. 1. 13. bandandwifeis,however,implied

1260a 21 sq.) might seem to in P01. 2. 5. 1264b 2.
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to be visited with condign punishment during the period

of rexvowoita, and to be treated as disgraceful throughout

the whole term of marriage (4 (7). 16. 1335b 38 sqq.).

If the authenticity of the fragment on the relations of

husband and wife, which we possess in a Latin translation,

were less doubtful 1, a few touches might be added from

that source. It makes the wife supreme over all that

passes within the house, reserving to the husband the right

of deciding who are to be allowed to cross its threshold,

and even the right of conducting all negotiations for the

marriage of the children 2: it draws largely on Homer to

show with what reverence and respect the husband should

treat his wife; they will be rivals in working for the good

of the household, each in a special sphere, and this will be

the only rivalry between them.

The relation of a father to his child—that of mother and

child is not counted among the three constituent relations of

the household enumerated in P01. 1. 3. 1253 b 5 sq.——is, as

has been said, regarded by Aristotle as resembling that of

a king to his subjects. The language of Eth. Nic. 5. 10.

1 134b 8 sqq., indeed, treats the child up to a certain age—

é'ws‘ 3111 77 'myAfxov ml in) mewfifj—as ‘part and parcel’ of

his father, and, one would think, hardly distinct enough

from him to be even his ‘subject’; yet we learn in Eth.

Nic. 8. 8. 1158b 21 sqq. that not only is their relation

one of friendship, but that the friendship between them,

1 ‘ Quid quod hunc ipsum

librum ab Aristotele quidem quam

maxime alienum, Perictionae

autem libro nepi ‘yvvmkor dppovias‘

(Stob. fior. 85, 19, cui similes sunt

Phintys et Pempelus, Platonis hic

leges exscribens, cf. Ocellus c. 4)

et methodo qui praeceptoris est

et sententiis et ut credo aetate

similem, latina versione servatum

Aretinus videtur recepisse’ (Val.

Rose, de Aristot. librorum ordine

et auctoritatc,p.61). L.Schmidt,

on the other hand, accepts the

Latin fragment as embodying

‘important remains in a greatly

altered form' of Aristotle's work

on this subject (Ethik d. alten

Griechen, 2. 187). The compo

sition of the treatise from which

this translation was made may

well have been suggested to some

follower of Aristotle by Eth. Nic.

8.14.1162 a 29 sq., and P01. 1.13.

1260b 8 sqq., just as that of the

so-called Second Book of the

‘Oeconomics was probably sug

gested by P01. 1. 11.125911 3.

'1 They are conducted by the

two fathers in Terence’s Andria,

3. 3. 6—42.
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though unequal, may be ‘durable and based on virtue,

when the children render to their parents what is due

to those who gave them being, and parents to sons

what is due to children.’ Aristotle’s whole conception

of youth perhaps accentuates its contrast with man

hood; he does not follow out in detail the variations

of the filial relation at different ages; he probably con

ceived it as ceasing to exist when the child attained years

of discretion (cp. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2. 26). In

describing the relation of father and child as a kingly

relation, his object is to contrast it, on the one hand,

with the rule of the husband over the wife, which is like

that of one citizen over another, except that there is no

interchange of rule (Pol. I. 12. 1259 b 1 sqq.)1, and on the

other with the despotic rule of the master over the slave.

In the two former relations rule is exercised for the

advantage of the ruled or of both parties, whereas in the

last it is exercised primarily for the advantage of the ruler

and accidentally only for the advantage of the ruled

(Pol. 3. 6. 1278b 32—1279a 8). The master is, however

(P01. 1. 13), to make his rule over the slave a source of

moral improvement to him—a means of placing him in

contact with that rationality which he does not himself

possess (P01. 1. 13. 1260b 5: I. 5. 1254b 22). He must

not, therefore, in his relations with his slaves, confine

himself, as Plato would have him do, to the language

of blank command, but must also use that of admonition.

Slaves should be encouraged to behave well by the pro

spect of receiving their freedom as a reward for good

conduct (4(7). 10. 13308. 31 sq.). Aristotle intended to

deal fully with the subject of the treatment of slaves, but

does not do so in what we have of the Politics (4. (7). 10.

1330 a 31).

The differences between Aristotle's ideal household and

1 Eth. Nic. 8. 12. 1160b 32,

dufipos' 86‘ Kai 'yvuaiKbs (Kowm/ia)

dpw'roKpa-rtm) ¢aivcrar Ka'r' dgiav

VOL. I. O

'yz‘lp 6 (ivr‘lp tipst Kai 'n'epi rafira (i

852 Tim dudpa‘ 5170 8% 'yw/aiKi zipjw'g'n,

€Keivg dwodfdwo'u'.
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The ideal

household

the average Athenian household seem to be mainly these.

“Aristotle It would be endowed with an adequate, and not more than

contrasted

with the

average

Athenian

household.

adequate, measure of worldly goods, and thus be equally

removed from the over-wealthy type in which obedience

was unknown (P01. 6 (4). 11. 1295b 13—18), and from the

over-poor type in which the wife and children had to supply

the place of slaves (8 (6). 8. 1323 a 5); its predominant aim

would be the increase of virtue, not the increase of wealth ;

its head would be older and better prepared for his duties ;

his supremacy would not be usurped by his wife, while, on

the other hand, his relation to her would be more equal

and friendly than was often the case at Athens, and

adultery on his part would be more severely dealt with;

his married life would be largely controlled by the law in

his own interest and in that of his Wife and children, no

less than in that of the State; his functions as head of the

household would be exercised more or less under the

control of the yvvaLKovo'pot and 'n'athovo'um. appointed by the

State, just as they were probably exercised in the early

days of Athens under some control from the Council of the

Areopagus 1 ; he would not be allowed to choose for himself

what kind of education should be given to his sons, but

would have to send them to the public schools of the State

from the age of seven onwards. Lastly, he would be even

more of an absentee from the home during the day-time

than the average Attic husband, for he would take his meals

at the public meal-tables 2.

1 Gynaeconomi existed at

Athens, their existence, how

ever, dating in Boeckh’s opinion

from the administration of De

sit censor qui viros doceat

moderari uxoribus (Cic. de Rep.

4. 6. 6). Dionysius of Halicar

nassus claims that the authority

metrius Phalereus (Dict. of An

tiquities s.v.: Gilbert, Griech.

Staatsalterth. 1. 154): if this

was so, their introduction may

have been due to Aristotle’s com

mendation of the institution, like

other points in the nfgz'mc of

Demetrius Phalereus. Cicero

disapproves of it: nec vero mu

lieribus praefectus praeponatur

qui apud Graecos creari solet, sed

of the Roman censor, unlike that

of any magistrate at Athens or

Sparta, penetrated within the

household. See the striking

fragment from the Antiquitates

Romanae (20. 13), where he

depicts the way in which the

household was controlled by this

great office of State. Aristotle

could not have asked more.

1 Aristotle’s remark at the close
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Aristotle is evidently strongly impressed with the

importance of the household. The children it brings into

the world are the future citizens of the State, and it may

easily saddle the State with an over-numerous or unsatis

factory progeny. It has to do with the future citizen in

the earliest and most impressible years of life, years during

which the character receives its permanent bent. Hence it

is that Aristotle commits it to the charge of a head of

mature age, worth, and capacity, and not content with that,

subjects his rule to the supervision of State-officers. It is

impossible to say that the course he takes is not a logical

course, even if we may think that it would be better to

leave the head of the household more freedom and

responsibility.

The household, however, as he conceives it, is far from Aristotle

being a mere shadow, like that of the Laws; it is a real

home, for though its head will often be absent, and though to b? a

his action is in part regulated by the State, he is charged reality'

with the moral guidance of wife, child, and slave, and is

evidently credited with the power to do much for their

growth in virtue. The mere fact that the household needs

to be adjusted to the constitution of the State shows that

it is to be a reality.

On one important subject connected with the organi— Divorce.

zation of the household, that of divorce, we have no

express intimation of Aristotle’s views. Plato in the Laws

(929 E sqq.) allows of divorce for incompatibility of tem

per, though not without the intervention of the State, but

his whole conception of the household implies the view

that wedlock is normally a life-long union. This is still

more true of Aristotle. Locke thinks that ‘there is reason

to inquire why the compact of marriage, where pro

of the First Book that the virtue

of husband and wife and father

and child, and the way in which

they should consort with each

other, cannot be definitively de

picted, nor the right standard

in these things indicated, until

they have been considered in

connexion with the various politi

cal constitutions to which the

household must be adjusted, pre

pares us for a systematic study of

the organization of the household

relations under each constitution,

which we do not find undertaken

in the Politics.

02
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creation and education are secured and inheritance taken

care for, may not be made determinable either by consent

or at a certain time, or upon certain conditions, as well

as any other voluntary compacts, there being no necessity

in the nature of the thing nor to the ends of it, that it

should always be for lifel.’ Aristotle would probably

reply, that the wife needs her husband’s protecting care

and affection to the last, that the relation of husband and

wife is a relation of friendship, which deserves to be kept

in being whether the interests of the children require its

continuance or not, and that the husband and wife in their

old age might, if parted, lose the aid of their grown-up

children. The dissolution of an ill-matched or unsatis—

factory union would, nevertheless, be probably recognized

by him as occasionally necessary.

In modern communities the household has long come to

be the only recognized society based on the tie of blood.

Among ourselves even the ‘conseil de famille’ is unknown

to the law. But there was once a time when the house

hold was only one of a number of similar societies. The

clan, the phratry, and the tribe stood at its side, larger,

though less intimate, unities of the same type. It might

be thought to rest on no surer basis than they. History

has taught us otherwise. Time has spared the household,

but the clan, tribe, and phratry have long passed away.

They found themselves assailed both from within and from

without. The individual outgrew them and shook himself

free from them; armed with adoptive and testamentary

power, men were able, if they chose, to defeat the succes

sion-rights of the clan; the rise of classes and parties in

the State tended to break them up; religious change was

fatal to their religious basis. Nor was the State probably

sorry to substitute purely local unions for societies

which cherished immemorial traditions of independence

and hierarchical pride 2. Assailed by the individual and

Aristotle

and the

clan, phra

try, and

tribe.

1 Civil Government, 2. § 81. (5). 4. 1304a 35) that the tribe

1 \Ve learn from Aristotle (7 was sometimes a prime mover in
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the State at the same time, it is no wonder that these

societies succumbed, while the household, which went

counter to neither, survived.

To Aristotle, however, the clan (ye’vos), phratry, and tribe

were still indispensable elements in the State 1, though he

says but little about them. The clan, indeed, with him

assumes the local form of the village (P01. 1. 2. 1252 b 16

sq.), just as at Athens it had passed into the deme in many

cases; but in that form it is treated as existing by nature

and as a permanent element in the State. If the house

hold aids in the maintenance of good feeling and good

fellowship among the members of the community, so do

the tribe, phratry, and clan (2. 4. 1262 a 12: cp. 3. 9. 1280 b

33, 40). \Vhat other social functions these unities were to

fulfil in Aristotle’s State, we do not learn in what we have

of the Politics.

\Ve need not dwell on the many points of contrast Contrast

which distinguish the household as Aristotle conceives 3sz5;

it from the household of modern times. One remark,totelian_

however, may be made on this subject. To Aristotle the 32101?th

head of the household is the one source from which all its h°“sel1°ld

spiritual influences appear to proceed. The wife contri

butes services which she is better fitted to render than “52°”

any one else, but there is no sign that her husband is

to derive any moral stimulus or guidance from herz.

o'ra'ms'. He notices (8 (6). 4.

1319b 19sqq.) the bold and

remarkable steps by which Cleis

thenes at Athens put an end to

the previously existing associa

tions, and sought to bring men

together and to break down the

distinctions of worship and group

ing which held them apart. In

the Peloponnesus the clans

seem to have been long the main

stay of oligarchy, and the only

way to diminish their power

was to gather a number of villages

(i.e. clans) into a considerable

city. The creation ofhlegalopolis,

for instance, would tell, and was

doubtless intended by Epaminon—

das to tell, in favour of democracy

and against the Lacedaemonians.

1 Pol. 2. 5. 1264a 6sq.

’ Even in Eth. Nic. 8. 14.1162a

25 sq. all that is said is that a

friendship for virtue—the highest

type of friendshipwmay exist

between husband and wife, if

they are good, for each has virtue

and the husband may feel plea

sure in the wife’s virtue. But

then we are told in the Politics

(1. 13. 1260a 21) that the wife’s

virtue is subordinate and minis
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Aristotle’s

teaching

as to Pro

perty—

its due

amount

and the

true mode

of acquir

ing and

using it.

Aristotle would hardly say with Trendelenburg 1 that ‘the

two parties (husband and wife) stand in need of each other,

in order by their union to elevate and ennoble their indi

vidual lives.’ The view of Comte that the function of the

household is ‘to cultivate to the highest point the influence

of woman over manz,’ would of course be utterly incom—

prehensible to him.
\

\

Just as, after defending the household, Aristotle sketches

an ideal household which differs much from the household

as it actually existed, so after defending the right of seve~

ral property, he lays down principles as to the acquisition

and use of property which leave proprietary right and

proprietary duty, so far at least as the citizens of the State

are concerned 3, a very different thing from what he found

them.

The ideal household, as we have already seen, is not to

be maintained in communistic fashion out of a public stock,

but is to have a definite area of land assigned to it from

which the householder is to win the means of subsistence

for his household, or rather to have them won for him.

Its extent will be such as to favour a mode of life at once

temperate and liberal. A due supply of the goods of

fortune—for Aristotle follows the traditional use of the

Greek language in treating fortune as the source of wealth

(e. g. 4 (7). I. 1323 b 27) 4-—is a condition of some kinds of

virtuous action and a condition of happiness (4 13. 1332

a 10-29). Virtue must be possessed of an adequate supply

terial (inrrlps-rixr'j), and that the

deliberative element in her nature

is unable to assert itself with

effect (1260 a 13). Aristotle

was well aware of the contrast

of character in men and women

(see, for instance, Hist. An. 9. 1.

608 a 35—b 16), whether we think

that he draws the contrast cor

rectly or not.

1 Naturrecht, § 123.

2 Social Statics, E.T., p. 171.

3 The ownership of land is to

be confined to citizens (P01. 4

(7). 9. 1329a 17 sqq.); but the

artisans and day-labourers who

are to find a place in the best

State, must be intended to hold

property, though we hear no

more of their proprietary rights

than we do of the organization of

the households in which we must

suppose them to live.

* Contrast the language used in

4 (7). 1. 1323a 40, 6pdw1'as 6n

Krdnvrat Kal ¢vhdrrovrrug 01:1 'rds
Q \ I i I 9 i 3 v I

.ape-ras 1019 Error, ahh enema rav

raw.
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of external and bodily goods, if it is to rise into happiness;

it needs instruments (dpyava) just as a harpist needs a good

lyre (1332 a 25). Plato had designed for his citizens in the

Laws a simply ‘ temperate’ life (737 D) : Aristotle objects to

this description as rather vague and open to misinterpre

tation (2. 6. 1 265 a 28 sqq.); it might, he thinks, be construed

to point to a pinched, hard existence, which is not what he

would himself approve. He is not, like Milton, an enco

miast of that ‘spare Fast,’ which, according to the poet,

‘Oft with gods doth diet,

And hears the Muses in a ring

Aye round about God’s altar sing’:

but he is still less in sympathy with those who found in

luxury a school of valour and greatness of mind 1. Aris

totle connected with extreme wealth and luxury unwilling

ness to submit to be ruled, or to rest content with anything

short of absolute rule, just as he connected incapacity

for ruling and for aught but servile subjection with extreme

POVel'ty (P01. 6 11. 1295 b 13) 2. The life of his citizens

is to strike a happy mean between the two extremes. The

ideal distribution of property is thus, in Aristotle’s view,

that in which every citizen has enough for virtue and happi

ness, and none have more 3.

1 Heracleides Ponticus appears

to have said in his popular work

on Pleasure—finale": 'yof/v oi 'rr‘jv

1'1801/1'111 71716111“; Kai rpv¢dv npoyprj

ps'um fie-yahodwxoi Kai neyahmrprn'eir

slow, (i): l'Is'prrai Kai Mfi801‘ pdiua'ra

'ydp 1611/ rihiuov (ivfipdm'wv 'rfiv r'fiovrju

0570!. Kai r6 rpu¢fiv 1111150111, dvdpsié

Tarot Kai #eyahod/uxé-ra-roi 'rciw Bap

Bripwv 6111's; (Muller, Fr. Hist. Gr.

2. 200 n.). The paradox is repro

duced by Agatharchides, a Peri

patetic of the second century

before Christ, who says of the

Aetolians—Airwhoi 70006750 16:11

hon-rd)» c'roi‘uri'repov E'Xovo-i 1rp1‘n‘

Bdrm-roll, 501911st Kai {in nohvrehrizs

[Kai] e'Kreve'a'rspov (171013171 'rciw (’1’)th

(ap. Athen. Deipn. 12. 33. 527 b).

His acceptance of the institu

2 Luxury meant more to the

Greeks than it means to us; it

was in their view closely allied

with 56pm and not unconnected

with political untrustworthiness :

cp. Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 13, 5116p

'ydp {foreplay ’Errapswa'wSav ei'rreiv

hé-yovo'w e'rri 1'7]: e'uvroi) Tpané§qs,

(ias‘ 1'6 101051-011 r’ipm-rov of: xwpei

1rp0800'iav, 'roiiro 1rpiirros s'vdqo'c

Avxofipyos. The Greeks always

conceived the ‘tyrant’ to be not

only fond of unlimited power, but

generally unlimited in his desires

(Plato, Rep. 573 A sqq. : Theo

pomp. Fr. 129, 204).

3 Compare the saying ofGibbon

(Decline and Fall, c. 2) : ‘ It might

perhaps be more conducive to the

virtue as well as happiness of

mankind, if all possessed the ne
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tion of several property is not indeed expressly coupled

with this limitation and equalization of its amount; still

we note that he deprecates those extremes of wealth and

poverty which have in practice proved the almost insepar

able concomitants of this institution. When he allows a.

place to wealth among the necessary elements of the State

(4 8. 1328 b 22: cp. 6 4. 1291 a 33), we must sup

pose that he has in his mind moderate, not great, wealth.

The virtues connected with property have to do both

with its acquisition and with its use, but with the latter

more than with the former (Eth. Nic. 4. I. 1 120 a 8 sqq.). As

we have seen, Aristotle accentuates the distinction between

Household Science and the Science of Supply: it is the

householder’s duty rather to see that the commodities ne

cessary or useful to the household are forthcoming, than

himself to take part in acquiring them,just as it is his business

to see that the members of his household enjoy health,

though he leaves it to the physician to produce it. His

householder is to be neither improvident nor a lover of gain.

Aristotle seems, as we have noticed, scarcely to admit that

the love of money is as primary an instinct of human nature

as the love of pleasure; he sometimes resolves the former

into the latter. He desires that the landowners of his

ideal State shall be men whose main pre-occupation it

will be to rule over their households, to rule and be ruled

as citizens of the State, and to engage in philosophical

speculation, and who will gladly delegate to others the

task of acquiring the commodities necessary for the support

of their households—men who, without forgetting to secure

that these commodities shall be forthcoming, will count

the care of property less noble than the exercise of rule

over the members of the household, and who will make

it in use available for others. Plato had already said in

his Laws (740 A) that the possessors of the various lots

are to feel that their lots are each of them the common

cessaries 'and none the super- and allows them a good deal

fluities of hfe.’ Aristotle, however, more than the bare ‘necessaries

speaks only of his ideal citizens, of life.1
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property of the whole State (Kowr‘w rfis wo'Aews .fvnirdons);

but the expression Kenn) Xpfitns‘ is apparently adopted by

Aristotle from Isocrates’ ideal picture of Athens under the

sway of the Areopagus (Areopag. § 35), and it gives in

creased definiteness to the doctrine 1. Aristotle had in his

mind the open-handed fellowship of Pythagorean friends,

and, still more, the Communistic ideal of Plato, and he

seeks while retaining in his State the right of several

property, to ensure that it shall not imperil the ‘public

heartedness’ of his citizens or the sense of brotherhood in

the community. The Xenophontic Cyrus, who recom

mends the acquisition by just means of as much as pos

sible in order that the acquirer may have the more to use

nobly 2, took a different view; but the stress which Xeno

phon, no less than Plato and Aristotle, lays on the duty

of using property aright, deserves especial attention in

these days, in which, as L. Schmidt says, ‘one of the most

important tasks the peoples of Europe have before them

is to moralize in an increasing degree the institution of

private property’ (Ethik der alten Griechen, 2. 390)3.

Gorgias had said of Cimon that he ‘acquired in order

to use and used in order to be honoured’ (Plutarch, Cimon,

c. 10): Aristotle’s ideal householder is to value property

for this, that it makes possible a life of virtuous activity

and happiness, and to desire no more than contributes to

this end; and he is to use it, not with the view of reaping

honour, but in such a way as to give full expression to his

virtue and friendliness of heart.

1 Xenophon himself had, as

we have seen, put into the

mouth of his hero Cyrus words

which express the Pythagorean

doctrine Kouu‘z rd ¢ihwu—raf1-rn,

Rim, Z: 5115;)“, {in-aura 66? 13,45;

of/de'v )u'ilthou e’pd r'ryeioem r'j Kai

fipe'rep‘a (Cyrop. 8. 4. 36). He iS

addressing his friends. But to

make what one has the com

mon property of oneself and

one’s friends is not the same

thing as making it the common

property of all citizens.

’ See L. Schmidt, 2. 380, who

refers to Xen. Cyrop. 8. 2. 20—23.

Cp. also Plutarch, Cimon c. 10,

Kpifl'ar 6e 1'61! rpuiKovra 761161261109

6,]! rair c'hcyeiau: eil'xe'rai

Hhofirov pév Exorradiw, peyahotppo

0'13qu 85‘ Kf/Lwllos‘,

rim: 3' ’Aszm'ha 1'01? AaKe

BGLILOVZOU

3 The readers of Comte’s Pos

itive Polity will be familiar with

language to the same effect.
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The Greeks were probably far more open-handed in their

use of property than the Romans of the Republic. Poly

bius, at any rate, after describing the munificence of Scipio,

adds (32. 12)—‘ now an act of this kind would be not un

reasonably thought noble everywhere, but at Rome it was

positively marvellous, for there no one of his free will gives

any one anything whatever belonging to him.’ Not every

rich Athenian, indeed, like Cimon, threw his fields and gar

dens open to the passer-by, and allowed all men freely to

take of their produce, or kept open house, or gave the gar

ments from the backs of his slaves to poor men whom he

met in the streets—far from it—but many gave dowries to

the daughters of impoverished citizens, or paid funeral ex

penses, or ransomed captives, or subscribed to é’pavot for the

relief of friends in distress 1. Aristotle would probably

find as much to amend in the methods of the private

charity of his day as~he did in those of its public charity

(8 5. 1320a 29 sqq.): still he gives high praise to the

liberality with which the Spartans treated each other,

and the rich of Tarentum treated the poor (1320 b

9 sqq.: 2. 5. I263a 30 sqq.). He demands, however, of

his ideal proprietor far more than this. He expects him

not only to be free-handed in giving, but also to allow

others much freedom in using that which he does not give

awayz.

We do not know even in outline what powers of dealing

with his property were to be possessed by the proprietor

in.Aristotle’s State. The lot of land, indeed, as Susemihl

points out 3, he apparently intends to be inalienable and

1 See Schmidt, 2. 387—8, from

whom I take these facts.

2 Friedlander points out (Sit

tengeschichte Roms 3. 98) that

‘the rich and great of the Roman

Empire were expected not only to

use their surplus revenues for the

relief of poverty—a purpose es

pecially served by the institution

of clientship—but also to allow

the poor to share freely in their

enjoyments, and to place within

their reach advantages and grati

fications of all kinds, from which

they are for the most part excluded

in the modern world.’ It is not,

however, the munificence and

open-handedness of a grand 321g

neur that Aristotle asks of his

ideal proprietor, but a readiness

to place whatever he possesses at

the disposal of others, whether

equals or inferiors.

3 Susi, Einleitung, p. 26.
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indivisible 1, and to descend to one son only. Would he

allow the father to choose this son, as Plato did? Does he

intend, again, like Plato, to abolish dowries? It would

seem from 2. 9. 1270a 25, that he would either abolish

them or limit their amount. In default of children, is the

proprietor to be allowed to adopt an heir? What powers,

again, is he to possess over property other than the lot?

Is the law, that property is to pass by inheritance and not

by gift, which Aristotle recommends to oligarchies (78. 1309a 23) as the best means of diffusing and equalizing

property, to be adopted in the best State also? It would

be easy to mention other points, as to which we are not

fully informed.

So far we have had to do with preliminary matters. We Transition

have been sketching the organization of Supply and of the {332155221

Household under the best constitution; we have not yet Egdhfilfleseéf

studied the central subject of Political Science, the political the State

as distinguished from the industrial and household life of 33515:?“

the best State. The constitution of the State, we started

by saying, allots advantages and functions, and we have

seen to whom the best constitution will allot the functions

connected with the supply of necessaries and also those

connected with the Household: we have not yet seen to

whom it will allot the higher functions, and among them

political functions.

The investigations of the First Book of the Politics have

hitherto been our main guide, and the First Book treats

the subjects with which it deals from the point of view of

Nature, which cannot be far from that of the best constitu

tion. It asks, who is the natural slave, what is the natural

form of the Science of Supply, who is the true householder;

and it is precisely under the guidance of Nature that Aris

totle constructs the best constitution (see e. g. 4 I4.

1 We may probably infer this of the discouragement by Lycur

from the arrangements respecting gus of the sale of land, and regrets

the land made in 4 (7). 10. I330 21 that he did not impose some

14 sqq. We also find that Aris- checks on gift and bequest.

totle approves (2. 9. 1270a 19)
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Prelimin

ary lessons

learnt in

the Second

Book.

1332b 35 sq.). It is true of Political Science, as it is true

of Art, that it ‘partly brings the work of Nature to com

pletion, partly imitates Nature’ (Phys. 2. 8. 199 a 15).

The Second Book still keeps the ideal point of view in

sight (cp. 2. 1. 1260 b 27 sqq.), though, like the First Book

and indeed the whole treatise, it seeks to draw attention,

not only to ‘that which is normal and correct,’ but also to

‘ that which is useful’ (cp. I. 3. 1253 b 15 sq.). Apparently

critical and negative, it really is something more: it so

conducts its review of constitutions as to suggest by its

indication of their defects the true principles on which

society should be organized. It thus forms a good intro

duction to the sketch of the best constitution in the Fourth

Book, and its teaching is in full harmony with the teaching

of that part of the Politics. A brief reference to its main

conclusions will illustrate this.

The State, we learn, though a Kowwvia, is not a xowwm'a

in everything that can be shared, but only in those

things which can be shared with advantage to virtue and

to friendship; self-completeness, not the maximum of

unity, is the aim which should be kept in view in construct

ing it; its institutions should satisfy, not run counter to,

that moderate and reasonable love of self which nature has

implanted in man; education is the truest and most whole

some means of promoting harmony in the State, for 1t

does not lessen, like some other specifies, the opportunities

of virtuous action, but on the contrary produces virtue,

which is the secret of concord; and again, if a State is to

be happy, some part at any rate of its population must be

in possession of happiness, for if no part of it is happy, it

cannot be happy as a whole. Aristotle keeps this last

principle in view in constituting his ideal citizen-body. He

surrounds its members with the means of virtuous and

happy activity, and makes their happiness give happiness

to the State.

From the criticism on Phaleas of Chalcedon we learn not

to expect too much from legislation equalizing landed

property, apart from an improvement in the moral tone of
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the community. The equalization of landed property, or

even of property in general, which Phaleas forgot to equalize,

is an insufficient preventive by itself of civil discord (tr-relate).

To make it effective for this purpose, a limit must be

imposed on reproduction, properties must not only be equal

ized but made of that amount which is most favourable to

virtue, and the laws of the State must secure to each man

an education which will moderate his desires. Equality of

property will not do much to prevent civil disturbance

originating among the Many, but it will wholly fail to touch

movements caused by a desire for superior distinction on

the part of the Few. It will, at the utmost, only remove

one cause for the commission of wrong (d61xt’a)—absolute

want of the necessaries of life; but men commit wrong

even when their immediate necessities are fully supplied,

for the sake of the gratification which they derive from

superfluities, and it is thus that the greatest wrongs come

to be committed. If these wrongs are to be prevented,

men must be taught to be temperate, and to seek even

‘painless pleasure,’ not in forms which presuppose power

over their fellows, but in philosophy, which derives the

pleasure it confers from sources lying wholly within our

selves. Nor must the amount of wealth which it is desir

able that the members of the State should possess, be

settled without reference to the security of the State from

external perils. Phaleas confines his attention to dangers

arising within the State. On the whole—it is thus that

Aristotle sums up one of the most successful of his criti

cisms—equality of property will be of some avail in pre

venting civil discord, but not of much, for it will not pacify

the more aspiring spirits, nor will it in the long run satisfy

the Many, for these live for the satisfaction of desire, which

is in its nature unlimited, and soon tire of the ‘ two obols,’

which were enough for them at first. The only real

security against internal perils is to make the better natures

indisposed to commit injustice, and to see that the worse

are at once too weak in numbers to do so, and are not

provoked to it by wrong. The criticism on Phaleas, then,
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like that on Plato, arrives at the conclusion that education

is the best guarantee for concord in the State; and it

points to an education favourable at once to morality and

philosophical aptitude, coinciding fully with the fourteenth

and fifteenth chapters of the Fourth Book (compare, for

instance, 1334a 28—34).

Aristotle’s division of the land of his ideal State into

public and private land was perhaps suggested by a pro

vision in the constitution of Hippodamus, though Aristotle

does not use the public land for the maintenance of the

soldiers of the State. He anticipated Aristotle also in the

distinction of the military from the agricultural class.

From the Lacedaemonian State Aristotle learnt much,

though rather in the way of warning than of example. He

learnt the necessity of organizing the slave-system of his

State with care; he learnt not to leave the life of the

women unregulated, nor property very unequally distri

buted; the citizen’s lot of land should be inalienable by

sale or gift, and indivisible, and a check should be placed

on the increase of population. The syssitia should be

put on an improved footing, so that no citizen need

cease to be a citizen for want of the means of paying

his contribution to them. It was a good point in the

Lacedaemonian constitution, that all elements of the State

—-kings, upper classes, and people—found something in it to

satisfy them, and Aristotle would not disturb the popular

basis of the ephorate, but he would reform the mode by

which ephors were elected, so as to get better men, would

not allow them to act as judges in important trials without

any laws to guide them, and would make the supreme

control which they exercised over other magistracies some

thing different from what it was. Membership of the

senate, again, should not be for life, for the mind grows old

as well as the body. The arrangements respecting the

senate are designedly such as to stimulate a love of distinc

tion, which is unwise, for it is one of the main sources of

wrong-doing. The way in which senators are selected is

unsatisfactory, and the same thing may also be said of the
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kings. The Lacedaemonian lawgiver aims at producing

one kind of virtue only, military virtue, which finds no

employment in leisure, and therefore was of little use to

the community when victory had been won, and its wars

were over (cp. 4 I4. 1333 a 15—15. 1334b 5); and,

which is worse, he teaches his citizens to value virtue as

a means to external goods, or in other words, to value

these more than virtue.

The upshot of the whole chapter is, that in the Lace

daemonian State we find a small and dwindling body of

citizens, surrounded by hostile Hellenic slaves; trained

only for war, not for pacific rule, and taught to count

wealth and distinction greater goods than even the mili

tary virtue they prize; organized ill both in State and in

household, for not only are their rulers selected by an un

satisfactory method, and often superannuated or inferior,

though charged with great responsibilities, but the hard life

imposed on the citizens stands in strong contrast to the

disorderly lives of their wives. We shall find that Aristotle

takes pains in constructing his State to avoid every one of

the defects which he here signalizes.

From Crete he learns less, but he learns the true use of

the public land (2. IO. 1272a 17 sq. : cp.4(7). 10.133021 11

sq.), a better organization of the syssitia than the Lace

daemonian, and the necessity that law and not human

caprice shall be supreme, if a real constitution, or indeed

a real State, is to exist. In the Carthaginian as in the

Lacedaemonian State he finds that all classes of society

are content with their position—a rare circumstance in

Greece—but that the contentment of the Carthaginian

people with their political lot is based, not, like that of the

Lacedaemonian, on a participation in one of the great

offices of state, but on their share in the advantages de

rivable from the imperial position of Carthage, and conse

quently rests on a less secure basis. The Carthaginian

constitution also was too ready to admit wealth to a share

of the homage which is due to virtue, and thus tended to

mislead the popular judgment and to teach it to give more
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Third

Book of

the Poli

tics—dis

tribution

honour to external goods than they deserve. Besides, to

make the two greatest magistracies purchaseable was to

imperil the good government of the State.

We see, however, that under both the Carthaginian and

the Lacedaemonian constitutions virtue tended to fill a

larger place in the government and life of the State than

under most others, and that it will be Aristotle’s aim so to

organize his best State and its education as completely to

realize the ideal which these two constitutions vaguely and

not very successfully ‘felt after.’

We pass at this point from the Second to the Third

Book of the Politics, from the criticism of certain pro

posed or existing constitutions to an attempt to determine

of rights of how the rights of citizenship and of rule—in other words,

citizenship

and of rule.

the higher social activities—should be distributed by the

constitution; and Aristotle’s plan appears to be, first to

discuss how a normal (6p01j), or just, constitution will distri

bute them, next to set forth how they will be distributed

in the best State1. The distribution of these functions, as

distinguished from the lower or necessary ones, is, in fact,

usually stated to be not merely the chief, but the only

problem which the constitution has to solve. So we read

(P01. 6 1. 1289 a 15 sqq.: cp. 3. 6. 1278 b 8 sqq.)—-1ro)\1ret'a

pin ydp c’o'ri rdfts‘ rais‘ 1ro')t60'1v 1’7 wepi rims dpxds, ri'va rpo'rrov

UGDéfLflvTGL, Kai rf rt’) Kziptov rijs woAtrelas' Kai. r1' r5 re'Aos‘ éKdo'rrys

rfis Kowmvlas' éo'riv. It is the course taken by the constitution

in this matter that determines its character: constitutions

differ because they allot the right of ruling, or in other

words supreme authority in the State, to different persons

or groups of persons. It is evident, however, if we refer to

passages such as 2. 6. 1264b 31 sqq., that the constitution

1 We seem to observe a similar

transition in Plato’s Republic, for

at the beginning of the fifth book,

Socrates, looking back at the

State sketched in the second,

third, and fourth, says: d-yaer’pl

pe‘u rot'vuv rr’lv rotaiirrlv 1ro’h1v re Kai

1rnlure1'av Kai ripar’p/ Kahfi: Kai dudpa

rbv rowiirov, KaKi‘zs' 3? rd: (“has Kni

finap-rrjye'var, K.r.)\. In the fifth

and later books, on the other

hand, we are conscious of some

heightening of the ideal.
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also regulates, or may regulate, the whole position of the

classes concerned with ‘necessary functions,’ the position of

women, and the educational organization of the State. It

is thus that the little treatise of Xenophon which bears the

title Aaxefiamom’wv 'n'oMrela, concerns itself as much with

the ‘pursuits of the Spartans’ (c. I. init.), their ‘mode of

life’ (c. 5), their enforced abstinence from money-making

(c. 7), as with the political organization of the State. Still

the policy which a constitution follows in all these matters

will be determined by the course it takes with regard to

the central subject of its competence.

Here we commence that which was to a Greek the Import

. . . . . . am, at
central inquiry of Political Science. The Greeks ascribed tacth by

to the constitution a far-reaching ethical influence. Demos- the Greeks

thenes repeats the saying of an earlier oratorl, that the

laws are regarded by all good men as ‘the mind and will the consti

' tution the

of the State’ (rpo'vroi. rfis 'n'o'Aems'), and we have already seen (mode of

(above, p. 94, note 2), how Isocrates speaks of the con- Sietggwm

stitution. To Plato and Aristotle the constitution is aState’—

powerful influence for good or evil: it is only in the best liggficdeto

State, says the latter, that the virtue of the good man it over the

and the virtue of the citizen coincide, whence it follows that 1:11:22?“

Constitutions other than the best require for their mainten- fifliirlllgose

ance some other kind of virtue than that of the good man. under in

In the vaster States of to-day opinion and manners are

slower to reflect the tendency of the constitution: in the

small city-States of ancient Greece they readily took its

colourz. It was thus that in the view of the Greeks every

1’0 'yap cirrsiv fwd ¢a¢nv 6'11 tipiv, .

tics (6(4). 5. 1292 b 11—21); but

a remarkable passage of the Poli
, \ 'Y I A Iv \ I

aiuldec swat ,uoz doKet, on row 11012011:

a’rravrts‘ inrnthpaa'w, 5am am¢po

voila-1,1'pé1rovs 7;)9 mike-we cit/at (De

mosth. adv. Timocr. c. 210, quoted

by A. Schaefer, Demosthenes 1.

293. I). Cp. Aeschin. adv. Tim

arch. § 4, and Plato, Rep. 544 D.

2 Cases no doubt occurred in

which the sentiments and habits

of society were not adjusted to

the constitution, as we learn from

VOL. I.

the language of Aristotle implies

that this disharmony was com

monly only temporary, and oc

curred for the most part when

the authors of a revolution after

effecting a constitutional change

did not at once proceed to alter

the pre-existing laws, but con

tented themselves for a time (11‘:

npéra) with the bare possession
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constitution had an accompanying 1700s, which made itself

felt in all the relations of life. Each constitutional form

exercised a moulding influence on virtue ; the good citizen

was a different being in an oligarchy, a democracy, and an

aristocracy. Each constitution embodied a scheme of life,

and tended, consciously or not, to bring the lives of those

living under it into harmony with its particular scheme. If

the law provides that the highest ofi‘ices in the State shall

be purchaseable or confines them to wealthy men, it in

spires z'pso facto a respect for wealth in the citizens (2. II.

1 273 a 35 sqq.). Thus Plato and Aristotle are true to Greek

feeling when they speak of the constitution as a ‘life’ (Bios),

or ‘the imitation of a life’ (Hip/III”? Biov)‘. Expressions not

very dissimilar have been used by modern writers who have

studied the change produced in France and in Europe by

the French Revolution. ‘The plain fact is,’ says a writer in

the Saturday Review (July 8, 1882, p. 57), ‘that the ideas

of ’89 involved not so much a new departure in politics—

like (e. g.) the English Revolution of a century earlier, or

the almost contemporary American one—as a new method

of interpreting life altogether, or, as De Maistre expressed

it “a new religion?” ’ Aristotle would trace a similar change

yer/5:11 Knl Kmpciw xoivwvi'a (0);]: 're

helm; Kfll ail'ra'pxovs. Plato i5 made

to say in Epist. 5. 321 D, é'm'i 76p

31'] n9 (pan/1‘] r611 1roM-reiibv ('Krizrrrlc,

of power. Contrast the prompt

ness with which Timoleon after

his victory over the tyrants pro

ceeded to recast the laws, even

those relating to contracts, in a

democratic sense (Diod. 16. 70).

1 Cp. Plato, Laws 817 B, #5011

. {Lulu 1') 1rohrret'a Evve’o'rqxs pip.”—

ULr rm? Knhhirrruu Kai dpim'ov film; :

Aristot. Pol.6(4l.11. 12952140511",

hL-rsiu Bloc ris‘ e’rr-n iriihews: 4(7).

1. I323 a 14, Trtpi Kohl-reins ripia'rrls‘

'rz‘n/ ps'hhowra waif/011119111. rr‘p/ 1rpnm'l

xoua'av (firqa'u/ dwiqu 8H)pl.'0'110’6(ll

1rp15-rou, rig aipe-rdi-ra-ros Bloc : 48. 1328 a 4!, ('ihhov yap 'rpiirrov Kal

81' fihhwu EKGO‘TOL 'mfi'ro (SC. £56m

povinv) eqpsi'lov'res‘ 701?: 1'6 Biol): {16'—

pnus‘ muofm-rm Kai rd; miM-reias‘.

Thus too the State, which is said

to be a KOLl/mllffl of citizens in a con

stitution in 3. 3. 1276 b 1 sq., is

described in 3. 9. 1280 b 40 as r';

Kadarrepn' 1'1ku (grimy, x.-r.)\.

2 Compare Burke, Thoughts on

French Affairs (Works 3. 350,

Bohn): ‘the present Revolution

in France seems to me . . . to

bear little resemblance or analogy

to any of those which have been

brought about in Europe upon

principles merely political. It is

a revolulz'on of dodrz'ne and l/zeo

retz'r dogma. It has a much greater

resemblance to those changes

which have been made upon re

ligious grounds, in which a spirit

of proselytism makes an essential

part. The last revolution of doc

trine and theory which has hap

pened in Europe, is the Reforma

tion.’
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in every transition from one constitution to another. We

are familiar enough with the fact that some homogeneity of

opinion and character is essential in those who are to work

harmoniously together as fellow-citizens of the same State.

‘Our ideal of life is not the Irish' ideal, our standard of

duty is not theirs’ (Time's, Dec. 25, 1883); to this in part

the friction between the two sections of the United King

dom is sometimes set down. ‘The mischief to be dealt

with is that a nation united under one government and

living on a narrow and strictly limited area is at this

moment dangerously heterogeneous in its tastes, habits, and

general ways of regarding life ’ ( Tz'mes, May 29, 1884).

It is not surprising that Aristotle found the identity of

the State in its constitution (3. 3. 1276 b 9). It was per

haps in part because changes of constitution meant so

much, that they were so frequent in ancient Greece and

so keenly fought over. To be an oligarch living under a

democratic constitution, or vice versa, must have been a

painful experience and one from which most men were

glad to escape as soon as possible.

Plato and Aristotle may perhaps rate the influence of

the constitution too high, but it is a merit in them, that they

never lose sight, as many modern inquirers have done, of

the full significance of the State and its organization. They

see it to be an ethical influence for good or ill.

The question how many different ways there are of The popu

allotting supreme authority was one which popular opinion lczrtgzszlffi'

in Greece found no difficulty in answering. According to CPnstim

the prevailing view, there were only three possible con- nons'

stitutions—monarchy, oligarchy, and democracy—the rule

of one man, or a few, or the manyl. Under monarchy

each, a better and a worse; oi

1roMoi', according to Plato, Laws

7148; Plutarch, de Monarchia

et Democratia et Oligarchia, c. 3.

Kingship and Tyranny were pro

‘ So Herodotus (3. 80—82);

Aeschines (adv. Timarch. § 4),

who reckons 'rvpnwis‘ in the place

of monarchy; the eulogists of the

Lacedaemonian constitution in

Aristot. P01. 2. 6. 1265 b 33 sqq.;

Isocrates (Panath. § 132), who,

however, admits two forms of

bably often confounded in com

mon parlance: cp. Philochor.

fragm. 5 (Miller, Fragm. Hist.

P2
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would fall the two forms, Kingship and Tyranny:

aristocracy, or the government of the best, would either be

considered as identical with oligarchy (Thuc. 6. 39: cp.

Aristot. P01. 6 8. 1293 b 36 sqq.), or as a species of it

(Isocr. Panath. § 132: Aristot. P01. 6 3. 1290 a 16).

Some, however, made aristocracy a constitution by itself,

thus counting four (P01. 6 7. 1293 a 35 sqq. : Rhet. 1. 8.

1365 b 29), while others brought all constitutions under two

heads, oligarchy and democracy. Others, again, made up

four constitutions by adding to monarchy, oligarchy, and

democracy a form compounded of all three, which they also

held to be the best (P01. 2. 6. 1265 b 33 sqq.). This was an

idea which had a great future before it.

The philosophers were not content with a classification

of constitutions resting on this numerical basis. A consti

tution was to them an ethical force, and it was by their

ethical consequences that constitutions were to be classi

fied. Thus the classification which Xenophon ascribes to

Socrates implied that constitutions should be distinguished,

not by the number of the depositaries of power, but by

their attributes and by the character of their rule. He

marked off Kingship from Tyranny, rule being exercised

in the former constitution over willing subjects and in

accordance with law, not so in the latter ; he distinguished

aristocracy as the form in which offices are filled ‘from the

ranks of those who fulfil the behests of the law’ (8K r6311 re

vo'pipa. e’m'rerzh/va: cp. Aristot. Rhet. I. 8. 1365 b 34 sq.),

plutocracy as that in which there is a property qualification

for office, democracy as that in which office is open to all

(Xen. Mem. 4. 6. 12). He also held that the true king or

statesman is marked off from the counterfeit by the posses

sion of knowledge, but he does not appear to have adjusted

his classification of constitutions to this view.

Plato adopts different classifications in different dia

Gr. I. 385), at 01311 ’Agr'jvrjo'i Iifiropss‘, E'xova'i 101‘): Baa-ihéas rupdwovs KG

65‘ £11 dqpoxpa'ri'q wolttrsvépwot, 3609 Mill.
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logues. He seems in the Politicus, as Susemihl remarks1,

to be building on a Socratic foundation; his best State,

according to this dialogue, is that in which a single

sovereign possessed of Science rules: next below this

come Monarchy governed by Law, Aristocracy (in other

words, Oligarchy governed by Law), and Democracy

governed by Law: below (in order of merit) stand Demo—

cracy unrestrained by Law, the corresponding Oligarchy,

and Tyranny (Polit. 302 B sqq.).

In the Republic the Kingship and Aristocracy of philo

sophers ruling uncontrolled by Law stand together at the

summit : next in order, we have a ‘ timocracy,’ such as the

Lacedaemonian or Cretan constitution: next come, ranged

in order of demerit, Oligarchy, Democracyg, and Tyranny:

the intermediate stratum of constitutions governed by Law,

which is so prominent in the Politicus, here disappears3.

In the Laws, however, it reappears in the shape of the

constitution of that dialogue, which takes its place next to

the ideal State of the Republic and above the Lacedaemonian

and Cretan forms. But in this constitution we trace not

merely the element of legality, but the equally important

principle of mixture. Restraint is exercised not only by law,

but by the simultaneous representation in the government

of various principles, which check each other and give law

a chance of holding its own. It will be observed that

Plato applies the term Aristocracy both to the ideal rule

of philosophers and to the Oligarchy governed by Law

an use of the term which leaves traces of itself, as we

shall see, in Aristotle’s account of constitutions.

Plato, it is evident, worked out the view implied in

Socrates’ classification of constitutions, that they are to be

distinguished, not so much by the number as by the

1 Sus.’, Note 533. 6(4). 7. 1293 b 1), Plato in the

2 Thus while in the Republic Republic recognizes onlyfourcon

Democracy is ranked below Oli- stitutions—monarchy, Oligarchy,

garchy, in the Politicus, when democracy, and aristocracy. Does

without law, it stands above Oli- Aristotle reckon Plato’s ‘timo

garchy without law. cracy’ under the head of aris

8 According to Aristotle (Pol. tocracy?
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character of the depositaries of power, or by the nature of

their rule. Each constitution thus represents a different

view with regard to the attributes which the ruler should

possess: this was perhaps suggested to him by the analogy

that he holds to exist between the soul of the individual

and the State, which leads him to imagine five types of

human character running parallel with the five con—

stitutions. As each constitution corresponded, in his

view, to a character, it was natural.to conclude that the

difference between constitutions is a moral difference,

like the difference between characters.

No subject is more frequently discussed by Aristotle

astothe than the question how it is that there are more constitu

_tions than one and how many there are; and the views

stitutions: he expresses on this subject are by no means entirely self

:ngpdeeéw consistentl.

gressively Plato had not distinctly asked himself what are the

causes which determine the constitution of a State, but

$503223 he would appear to hold that the main cause is a variation

as we’lpass in the character of the citizens. The descent from the

3,15%?th ideal Republic, at all events, down the scale of imperfect

the Sixth. forms keeps pace with and is brought about by a deterio

ration of character. In the Politics this view survives side

by side with others with which it is not explicitly re

conciled.

We will take first the discussion of the question which

we find in the Third Book. Aristotle begins by accepting

provisionally the popular distinction between constitutions

which give supreme authority to the One, the Few, or the

Many; but each of these, we learn, may study the com

mon good or the good of the depositary or depositaries of

power only. We have thus six constitutions—Kingship,

Aristocracy, Polity, in which the One, Few, or Many

1 See Pol. 3. 7. 1279 a 22 sqq.: interesting essay of Teichmu'ller,

4 (7). 8. 1328 a 40 sq.: 4(7). 9. ‘Die Aristotelische Eintheilung

1328 b 29 sq.: 6 (4). 3-4: 7 (5). cler Verfassungsformen’ (St. Pe

r. i301 2125 sqq. On Aristotle’s tersburg, 1859), is well worth

classification of constitutions the reading.
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govern for the general advantage, and Tyranny, Oligarchy,

and Democracy 1, in which the One, Few, or Many govern

for their own advantage. The three former are normal

(6p6at') constitutions: the three latter are deviation-forms

(wapexfidtras). The deviation-forms contravene the aim with

which the State was originally formed and for which it

exists—the aim of the common advantage (3. 6. 1278b

21). The kind of rule which obtains in all of them is

similar to that which a master exercises over his slaves

(650110116) dvaj)—in other words, rule is exercised in them,

primarily at all events, for the good of the ruler.

The distinction thus drawn between normal constitutions

and deviation-forms was not invented by Aristotle. It is

evident from P01. 3. 3. 1276a 10—13 that the contrast

between ‘ constitutions for the common good ’ and ‘ consti

tutions not for the common good, but based on force’ was

familiar enough to the Greeks, though the tendency (no

doubt Athens is referred to) was to confine the latter

designation to oligarchies and tyrannies, whereas Aristotle

holds that democracies should also be brought under this

head. Plato uses the very same term—‘ normal con

stitution’ (6p9i) iroMrei’a)—-in the Republic, Politicus, and

Laws. In the Republic, he claims that the ideal State

there described, whether it appears in the form of a

Kingship or an Aristocracy, is the only truly normal consti

tution (Rep. 449 A); and so again in the Politicus he makes

the possession of Science by the ruling authority the test of

a normal constitution (292A sqq.)? In the Laws, how

ever, we find the germ of the distinction drawn by Aristotle

1 Aristotle, as a writer in the

Guardian (jan. 27, 1886) points

out, always regards dqpoxparia as

a mapéxflatns, and calls the normal

constitution of which it is the

deviation-form by the name of

1roA1-ret'a, while Polybius, on the
contrary, uses 87];LOKprl1'llfl in a

favourable sense and calls its

perversion tixhnxpnrt'a. Aristotle

seems to have found the term

nah-rein used in his own day to

designate constitutions which were

at one time known as ‘democra

cies’ (P01. 6 (4.) 13. 1297b 24).

2 The question is here asked,

1-1' 01311; oidneflii rum redraw raw

Wohtretaw dpfirjv til/m ref/rots r019

Epou‘ dpw'fisitmv, e'vi Kai dhi'yotr Kai.

rroithoic Kai flhnfirq) Kai rrsm'q Kai 'rq'i

Blaqu Kl‘li {Kovofqo’ Kai p.ch ypajtpii

row Km uvsv Impriw gt'pfiawomrav

'yiyuca'em. ;
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between the two kinds of constitution: cp. Laws 715 B,

raii'ras ofinov (papkv fipe'is 116v oilr’ Eivat 'n'oM'refas oilr’ tipGoi/s

vo'povs, 5001 In) gum-ramps 'rfis “Iro'Mms EveKa 1'05 Kowofi ére'dnaav'

0i 8’ é'cha rwéiv, (trance-reins, (1AA, 01’; irohtrefas‘ 1, roti'rovs‘ ¢ap.e'v,

Kai 'ra 'roiirwu obtain 5. ¢aaw eivat ydmv elpfio'dat. But Aris

totle does not deny to the deviation-forms the name of con

stitutions, so far as they are governed by law (6 4. 1292a

30 sqq.), and he allows a partial validity to the notion of

justice on which they rest (3. 9. 1280a 9). Nor does he

agree with the view of Plato in the Politicus (293 A) that

‘ normal rule’ (dei; tipxij) can only be looked for from one

man or two, or at all events a very few. Thus he re—

cognizes the Polity as a normal constitution. Plato’s

two tests of ‘that which is normal ’—science in the

ruler and the aim of the common good—do not, we notice,

lie far apart (cp. Polit. 296 E sqq., and especially the

words (Zia-mp ti Kvfiepvrj'riys To 'rfis veins Kai vavrcTw tiei fvmps'pov

wapa¢vhdrrwv), and thus Aristotle himself treats the rule

exercised by science as exercised, in fact, for the advan

tage of the ruled (P01. 3. 6. 1278b 4o sqq.). The distinc

tion between governments which rule for the common good

and governments which rule for the advantage of the

rulers appears also in the De Pace of Isocrates (§ 91).

The principle involved in this distinction, however com

monplace it may seem to us, was rightly made by these

inquirers a cardinal point of Political Science 2. Political

1 Cicero goes perhaps a little

further, and not only denies these

constitutions the name of ‘con

stitutions,’ but denies the name

of ‘ respublica ’ to States which

do not aim at the common good,

for his definition of ‘respublica’

(De Rep. 1. 25. 39) is ‘res populi,

populus autem non omnis homi

num coetus quoquo modo congre

gatus, sed coetus multitudinis juris

consensu et utilitatis communione

sociatus.’ But what name would

he give to the States, if such there

are, which are not ‘respublicae ’ ?

'-' It must be confessed that

Aristotle goes far to mar the prin

ciple when he confines the ‘ com

mon advantage’ which the con

stitution is to study to the common

advantage of the citizens (3. I 3.

1283 b 40), for he thus makes

his requirement one which any

oligarchy that chose to limit the

number of the citizens might

satisfy. He probably, however,

had a democracy in view, and

there the principle even in this

form would be valuable. We note

that Xenophon makes Cambyses

charge Cyrus not to rule his

Persians s’1ri wheovegiq, as the

nations dependent on Persia are

ruled (Cyrop. 8. 5. 24).
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controversialists have spent their efforts for centuries in

the search for some indefeasible sovereign—Emperor, Pope,

or People. Aristotle’s doctrine is, that the true supreme

authority is the One, the Few, or the Many, who can rule

for the common good.

So far we have only the beginnings of a classification

of constitutions: we have marked off the normal consti

tutions from the deviation-forms, but how are the three

former, or again the three latter, to be distinguished from

each other? As to the deviation-forms, Aristotle corrects

at once the definitions of oligarchy and democracy which

he has given: oligarchy is not the constitution in which

the few rule for their own advantage, but that in which

the rich rule for their own advantage; and so again in

democracy it is not the many, but the poor, that hold

sway and rule for their own advantage. The contrast

between the holders of power in the two constitutions

thus becomes, not a numerical, but a qualitative contrast.

The account given of the remaining deviation-form

(tyranny), however, remains unaltered; and as to the

normal constitutions, we are allowed for the moment to

conclude that the distinction between them is only a

numerical one, except that we are warned (3. 7. 1279 a 39

sqq.) that the many who rule in a polity will not possess

full virtue. But the succeeding discussions of the Third

Book add a new point of contrast between the two classes

of constitution. That which is for the common good is

identified by Aristotle at the commencement of the Twelfth

Chapter (1282b 17) with that which is just, and thus we

find that the deviation-forms are not only wrong in the

aim of their rule, but are the outcome of injustice, for they

mistake that which is partially just for the absolutely just

(3. 13. 1283a 26 sqq.). They sin not only against the

common good but also against justice. We learn more

clearly than ever that the difference between the two classes

of constitution is a moral differencel. Even, indeed, within

1 In Eth.Nic.8.13. 1161a3osqq., 6;;60‘1 wohireim and wapcKBérrei: is

another point of contrast between noticed : in the latter there is
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the normal constitutions a moral difference discloses itself:

the Absolute Kingship (waufiao-Mcia) and the ideal Aris

tocracy are found to represent the ‘rule of virtue fully

provided with external means with a view to the most

perfect and desirable life ’ (3. 18. 1288a 32—37 : cp. 6 2.

1289a 32), and to be, in reality, a single form (6 3.

1290a 24), standing at the head of the list of constitutions

as the ‘most normal constitution ’ (6p6o1-d-rn woMret’a, 68. 1293 b 25), while the Polity is a deviation from this,

and the deviation-forms hitherto so termed are deviations

twice removed from the ideal original. This at least is

the teaching of the Sixth Book. In that book the six

constitutions are no longer ranged three against three, as

in the Third: on the contrary, they succeed each other'

on a descending scale arranged on an ethical basis, very

much like the descending scale in the Republic. Aristotle

has here, in fact, apparently almost come round to the

view of Plato, that the only really normal constitution

is the Ideal Kingship or Aristocracy.

The best State in its two forms is thus not merely the

best, but the most normal of the normal States: it is the

State as Nature designed it to be. The others are failures.

The earlier classification of constitutions into two contrasted

groups of three has been reconsidered, with the result of

clearing our views of the nature of each constitution,

and also of placing the two ideal forms on a pinnacle by

themselves.

\/Ve have gained fresh light as to the nature of the

various constitutions as we have advanced from one chapter

to another of the Third Book, and still more on passing

from the Third to the Sixth.

As to Kingship, we learn that it is not enough to con

stitute a true Kingship that the single ruler should rule for

the common good: he must possess a great superiority

over those he rules in virtue and resources (dperij Kexopnyn

nothing common between ruler good: cp. P01. 4 (7). 8. 1328 a 25

and ruled; they are not united sqq.

by a common aim for the common
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ps'vn) 1. This is, in fact, the case in the Absolute Kingship

(napfiaamefa), and the Kingship which is subject to law is

not really a separate constitution, for it may find a place

in any and every constitution (3. 16. 1287 a 3 sqq.).

So again, Aristocracy is not simply a form in which

a few rule for the common good, but one in which these

few are men of full virtue (dz-A69 o-rrovéaioi), and possessed

of a full complement of external means (6 2. 1289 a 32:

4 (7). 13. 1332a 32), or in which the virtue of man and

citizen coincide (6 (4). 7. 1293b 5). The name, however,

is also applied to constitutions which combine a recognition

of the claims of the people and of the rich (6 8. 1294a

24), or of the people only (6 7. 1293b 16), with a

recognition of the claims of virtue; or even, if the

text is not corrupt or interpolated, to constitutions which,

resembling a Polity, approach Oligarchy more nearly than

the polity does (6 7. 1293 b 20). It should be observed

that in these less genuine Aristocracies the virtue recognized

is not that recognized by the true Aristocracy (the virtue

of the good man), but ‘virtue relative to the constitution ’

(6 (4)- 7-v 1293b 5 sqq-)

So again, the Polity is not marked 08' merely by the

aim with which its rulers rule: we learn, in fact, at the

outset that the citizen-body in it will possess an imperfect

type of virtue—military virtuezz the class which will be

supreme in the Polity will be the hoplite class (3. 7. 1279 b

2), or, as we are told later, a mixture of the well-to-do and

the poor (6 8. 1294a 22), in which the ‘moderately

wealthy’ ()ue'a-ot) are strong (6 11).

We have already seen how much modification the original

account of Democracy and Oligarchy receives immediately

after it is given. ~

Thus the first description and classification of constitu

1 Cp. P01. 3. 15.1286 a 5 : Eth. in the Polity seems occasionally

Nic. 8. I2. 1160 b 3 (where for to be lost sight of, as for instance

Khiypm-ros Bamhsds, cp. Plato, Polit. in 6 7. 1293 b 10, where it is

290 E, 1",; )taxéu-ri BIIULAGI). implied that in a Polity virtue will

2 The fact that virtue, though of not be the deciding consideration

an imperfect kind, is recognized in elections to office.
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the causes
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tutional

diversity.

tions (3. 7) is not only a mere outline, but it is tentative

and provisional. A closer study of them reveals to us that

they differ among themselves, not only in the aim and

nature of the rule exercised in them, but in the qualities of

the rulers, or in other words, the attributes to which they

award supreme power. When once we apply this stan

dard, the ideal Kingship and Aristocracy present the

aspect of a single constitution, for they both award power

to ‘virtue fully furnished with external means’; and

below them, the so-called Aristocracies, the Polity,

Democracy, Oligarchy, and Tyranny are readily dis

tinguishable from each other.

We arrive, in fact, at the following list of constitutions,

each finding the characteristic by which it is defined (5pm)

in the attribute, or group of attributes, to which it awards

power :—

flapBaa'ihria, true dpta'roKpa-ria o'pos' ripe-1'1) chopvl-yqpe'vr]

so-called (ipw'roxpa'ria ,, dpc'nj, nhofrros, c'hevdspia,

or zipc'nj, 6;”109

welt-rein ,, rrhoiiros‘, r'hsvecpia

dquKpa'rfa ,, c’hsvfispfa

6M-yapxia ,, whofrror.

What the 3pm of Tyranny is, we do not learn, though its

end is said to be, like that of Oligarchy, wealth (7 10.

1311 a 10): it is, indeed, hardly a constitution.

We naturally ask how it happens that all actually exist

ing constitutions diverge more or less from the true type—

how it is that the best constitution in its two forms is not

also the only existing constitution. This is a question

which Aristotle answers in more ways than one.

His first answer is that the character and ethical level of

a community determine its constitution. Thus the best

constitution presupposes a certain degree and kind of

virtue: the life lived in it is one for which most men are

not adapted (6 11. 1295a 25 sqq.). Plato had already

traced constitutions to character (Rep. 544 D), and Aristotle

echoes this view (Pol. 5(8). 1. 1337a 14, rb 1300s rfis 'n'oM'ret'as‘
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éKdo'rrls Tb oZKe'iov Kai. ¢vA0irrew (fwd: rijv WOALTEL’GU Kai

Kadfarno'w if t’szfis, olov To piv onuoxpartxov onpoxparfav, r5 5’

dMyapXth‘w dMyapxi'av' dei 6E 11‘) ,Be’krwrov fidos Behrfovos a’f-rwv

woMreias). The constitution expresses the creed of the com—

munity with regard to the life it should live, or, in other

words, with regard to the sources of happiness (4 8.

I 328 a 40 sq.). The laws embody the rule of life accepted

by the State—a rule to which it may be unfaithful under

pressure of temptation, just as the individual may (eirrep

ydp Earn) é¢’ évos‘ dxpaa'i'a, é'o'rt Kai é-ni 'n'o'Aews‘, 7 9.

1310a 18). Some constitutions admit to power classes

which seek happiness in things not really productive of it

(4 8. 1328a 40 sq.: cp. 4(7). 9. 1328b 29 sq.: 6 (4).

3. 1290a 3 sq.) 1. This view, however, seems not to be fully

worked out, and the existence of more constitutions than

one is commonly traced by Aristotle to a mistake, not

as to the sources of happiness, but as to what is just.

The less satisfactory constitutions are regarded on either

hypothesis as the result of error (andpmua, 7 (5). 1. I301 a.

25 sqq. : cp. 3. 9. I28oa 9 sqq.), whether this error relates to

the sources of happiness or to that which is just. If we take

the latter view, the error is that of men, who, being judges

in their own _case (I280a 14), not unnaturally erras to the

extent of their claims: indeed, there is really some basis of

justice for the claims they make. The claim of democracy

is that those who are on an equality with the rest in one

thing (e’AevGepfa) shall be accounted equal in all (i. e. shall

receive an equal amount of the advantages distributable

by the State)2: that of oligarchy is that those who are

unequal in one respect (wealth) shall receive an unequal

amount in the distribution.

So far the diversity of constitutions has been referred by

1 The democratic classes would true that Greek democracy ex

seek it in freedom, which they pected absolute equality in all

interpret as government by a

majority and absence of control

(8 (6). 2. 1317 a 40 sqq.): the oli

garchical classes in wealth and

birth.

2 It does not seem to be quite

advantages distributable by the

State; we do not find, for in

stance, that all offices were filled

by lot even in the extreme de—

mocracy.
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Aristotle to differences of ethical creed or varying versions

of justice. But already in the foregoing, differences of

creed have been connected with differences of class: some

classes, we have been told, seek happiness in things not

really productive of it, and their admission to power varies

and vitiates the constitution.

In the Sixth and Eighth Books of the Politics consti

tutional variation is referred, not to ethical, but to social

differences. It is referred to the preponderance in the

community of a given social element (1700611 or woio'v, 612. 1296 b 17 sqq.), or of particular classes or occupations,

or to the distribution of property, or again to variations

in the ‘parts of the State’ (Me'pn 71'0'A6ws‘) and the combi

nations formed out of them. A populous city swarming

with artisans and traders, and still more a populous seaport,

full of fishermen like Tarentum and Byzantium, or of

trireme~oarsmen like the Peiraeus, or of merchant-sailors

like Aegina and Chios, was the natural home of democratic

feeling (6 4. 129! b 20 sqq.). The extreme Oligarchy,

on the other hand, found its natural home in communities

seated in great levels suitable for the action of cavalry

(like those of Thessaly), whose safety depended on their

cavalry, and where the richest class were consequently

held in especial honour, while the more moderate type

of oligarchy would exist where the safety of the State

depended on the hoplites, and where the moderately well

to-do class, to which the hoplites mostly belonged, was

strong (8 7. 1321 a 8 sqq.). The cause which ultimately

determines the political organization of a community may

thus often be the character of the territory, and we under

stand how it happens that much care is taken to secure

a satisfactory territory for the best State (4 cc. 5—6).

We see then that -two distinct views of the causes of

constitutional diversity find expression in different parts

of the Politics, which Aristotle does not attempt to recon

cile. They are not, however, perhaps irreconcileable, if

we bear in mind the hints which we have already gathered

from the Fourth Book that ethical and social differences
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do not lie far apart. \Ne can readily understand that in

Aristotle’s view the predominance in a society of a defec

tive ethical creed or a wrong conception of justice is due

to the predominance of classes which in the best State

either do not exist or are relegated to obscurity.

Still the Sixth and Eighth Books place the sources of

constitutional imperfection in a light in which they are not

placed in other Books of the Politics. ¥Ve learn from them

that the excellence of a State may depend in the long

run on accidents of its geography or history, or in other

words, on the favour of Nature and Fortune, and that

its ethical character does not depend wholly on itself,

but in part on the social organization which circum

stances dictate to it.

In tracing the constitution to social conditions, Aristorle Aristotle

. . . . . . - the first
gives explicit recognition to an important truth, which clearly“)

Plato had certainly not recognized with equal clearness,r¢¢0gnize

though the facts which pointed to it were familiar enough. $235?

The genesis of the constitution of a State was perhaps

studied by Aristotle more closely and more successfully than State re

it has been studied till recent times, for the ‘social con
z;

tract’ theory, so long dominant in political science, tended tent its

to disguise the circumstances under which a State comes $31350“—

by its constitution. The pictures drawn under its influence

of a people meeting together and selecting its government,

as a man might select a house or an article of furniture,

were of course consciously ideal, but they obscure our

recognition of the fact which Aristotle had long ago

pointed out, that the constitution of a State has its roots in

what modems term its social system.

The question may, however, be asked—does a change

of constitution, then, always imply a profound ethical or

social change? Aristotle does not seem to have thought

so- The book on Constitutional Change illustrates in

every page, how misconduct on the part of the holders

of power, or want of vigilance, or conduct arousing feelings

of envy, panic, or contempt in the minds of those excluded
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What is the

value of

Aristotle’s

classifica

tion ?

from power, or the presence of heterogeneous and inco

hesive elements in the citizen body, or even mere accident1

may cause a change of constitution. Still these are only

the occasions of change. They would be powerless for

harm, if social contrasts, involving ethical ones, did not

exist within the ranks of the community.

A conflict between the ideas of different classes of men

as to what makes for happiness and is just—this is, in

brief, Aristotle’s account of the causes which have brought

more constitutions than one into being. Each constitution

has an 5605- of its own and embodies a distinct view of life.

The difference between them is not a mere numerical

difference, but a difference of faith, a difference of cha

racter.

If we ask what is the value of Aristotle’s classification

of constitutions, it must of course be at once conceded

that its significance for us is impaired by the changes

which have occurred since his day. He classifies the

constitutions which he found existing in Greece and among

the neighbouring barbarian peoples. He never ventures

to imagine that other forms of Kingship or Oligarchy or

Democracy than those he knows are possible, though of

course this was the case. With the constitution of Rome

he was, unfortunately, not acquainted. It is true that the

cities of the Hellenic world, stretching as they did from

Massalia to the Palus Maeotis, offered an immense variety

of constitutions to the investigations of the political in

quirer—a far greater variety, probably, than could be found

in contemporary Italy—and that a distinct stimulus was

thus imparted to the study of politics; but we feel that

Plato and Aristotle deserved better constitutions to review

and analyse than those of Greece.

And then again, the plan of classifying constitutions by

their 5pos—in other words, by the attribute or attributes

which confer supreme power in each—stands and falls with

1 Athens came to be an extreme democracy dml avprrrépa-ror (2. 12.

1274 a 12).
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the conception of the constitution as a ‘life’ (Blos)—as an

ethical influence for good or evil. Aristotle’s principle

is—‘things are made what they are by their function

and their capability’ (Pol. 1. 2. 1253a 23). How can it

be right, he would ask, to class Kingship and Tyranny

together, because one man rules in each, when they differ

SO greatly in apes and ethical influence, or to distinguish

between the Absolute Kingship and the true Aristocracy,

both of which rest on ‘fully equipped virtue’? We hardly,

indeed, understand how he was able to bring under the

common head of DemocraCy or Oligarchy the strongly

contrasted sub-forms of each which he enumerates in the

Sixth Book.

The old classification of constitutions by the number of

the rulers in each has, however, held its ground down to

our own day, partly, no doubt, because the ethical signi

ficance of constitutions is no longer as prominent to us as

it was to Plato and Aristotle, partly because the numerical

difference is at once a conspicuous, and a really important

and instructive, difference between constitutions. Still the

principle of classification adopted by Plato and Aristotle

has the merit of directing attention to the 5609 and aim of

constitutions as distinguished from their letter: we learn

from it to read the character of a State, not in the number

of its rulers, but in its dominant principle, in the attribute

—be it wealth, birth, virtue, or numbers, or a combination of

two or more of these—to which it awards supreme autho

rity, and ultimately in the structure of its social system

and the mutual relation of its various social elements. If

they erred in their principle of classification, it was from

a wish to get to the heart of the matter 1.

We now pass to Aristotle’s treatment of the question The Third

what a State should be, and especially what its constitution 3”“ “1
introduc

‘ Heracleides Ponticus seems to constitutions (e. g. P01. 6 (4). 3.

have applied the same principle 1290a195qq.). Heracleides held

to the classification of dppoviai, that harmonies shouldbe classified

which Aristotle himself often re- by 560: (Athen. Deipn. 624 c sqq.,

gards as offering a parallel to an interesting passage).

VOL. I. Q
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tion both

to the in

quiry as to

the best

constitu

tion and to

the study

of consti—

tutions

generally.

It traces

the con

ditions of

sound or

normal

govern

ment as a

prelimin

ary step to

both these

investiga

tions.

The State

consisting

ofcitizens,

the first

question to

be asked is

—What is

a citizen?

should be; for this will determine what its citizen-body

and its supreme authority will be. This is the main subject

of the Third Book of the Politics (cp. 3. 1. 1274 b 32—41 :

6. 1278b 6sq.: 10. 1281 a 11). There is much in the

language of the First and Second Books to lead us to

expect an immediate transition at the close of the Second

to the subject of the best State and constitution, but

Aristotle prefers to rise gradually to this subject through

a series of discussions, which form, like the diropi’ai respect

ing music in the Fifth Book, a kind of prelude (évfiécripiov,

5 5. 1339a 13) striking the keynote of what is to

follow, and which gradually conduct the inquirer from the

study of the simplest element of the State, the citizen,

upward to the study of the constitution, and through a

variety of constitutions, first to the normal forms of

constitution, and then to the best. The special task of the

Third Book is thus to exhibit the broad conditions which

every sound government must satisfy, and which the best

constitution satisfies while it rises above them; to build

a satisfactory platform, or pedestal, on which to rear the

structure of the best State, and to depict at once the con

trast of the normal constitutions and the deviation-forms,

and the transition from the normal constitutions to the best.

It includes, in fact, something more than this, for its closing

chapters bring the best constitution before us in one of

its two forms, the Absolute Kingship. The Third Book

stands at the parting of the ways, where the ideal and the

more practicable forms of political organization separate;

it serves as an introduction to the study both of the more

generally attainable constitutions described in the Sixth

and Eighth Books and of the form of the best constitution

described in the Fourth and Fifth.

To learn what the State is, Aristotle resolves it into its

component elements. He had done the same thing at the

outset of the First Book, in order to discover the differ

ence between the householder and the statesman. This time,

however, the component elements of the State are taken

to be, not households, but citizens: the State is a definite
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number of citizens (mm-n51; r1 wAfiOos, 3. 1. 1274 b 41, ex

plained in 1275 b 20 as irAfifios 1101.16sz11115” qrpbs ai’lrdpxeiav

(wijs). The State proper is here meant to be defined;

not that broader State which includes women, children,

non-citizens, and slaves—all, in fact, who exchange within

its borders any sort of service—the 116M; referred to in

2. 9. 1269 b 14 sq., and said in that passage to fall into

two sections, men and women.

What, then, is a citizen‘? An Athenian would probably

answer by pointing to the enactment carried by Aristophon

in the famous year of Eucleides’ archonship, which confined

Athenian citizenship, in full conformity with the traditions

of Solon and Pericles, to the children of Athenian parents

—-—an enactment deprived of its retrospective operation by

a decree moved shortly after by Nicomenes, but otherwise

undisturbed, so that the law ran to this effect—pin5éva r631:

per, EfiKAeffirjv dpxov'ra itere'xew rijs‘ 1162\6109, (‘11) pi] tiptpw roi/s'

yove'as‘ liar-oils Emfieffn'rai, Tails 8% wpo Eiixhefiov dveferzio'rovs

d¢eio€aiz. Others went further, and denied the name of

citizen to any one who could not prove descent from more

generations than one of citizens. It was thus that citizen

descent for three generations, both on the father’s side and

on that of the mother, was required in the case of archons

and priests 3, and that in many colonies the descendants of

1 One of the reasons which led

Aristotle to make this question

the starting-point of the inquiry

as to the best constitution may

well have been the fact that Plato

had in the Republic made the xpn

panarinot'citizenSOf his ideal State.

If he had studied the nature of

the ideal citizen more closely, he

might not have done so.

2 See A. Schaefer, Demosthenes

1. 122 sqq.. who thus reconciles

the data as to Aristophon and

Nicomenes. See also C. F.

Hermann, Gr. Antiqq. I. § 118.

‘1 See C. F. Hermann, Gr.

Antiqq. 1. § 149. 6. ‘Men not

only felt confidence in the devo

tion to the State which they held

to be traditional in the old fami

lies, but also thought that the

humiliations endured by non-citi

zens in consequence of the exclu

siveness of the Attic lawof citizen

ship could hardly fail to produce

in their minds a bitter feeling,

which was only too likely to be

inherited by their descendants;

we find, in fact; in an oration of

Aeschines (3. 169) some expres

sions which are full of instruction

on this subject’ (L.Schmidt, Ethik

d. alten Griechen, 2. 228). The

origin of the regulation, indeed,

may perhaps be sought in religious

sentiment. It is worthy of notice

that in [Xen.] Rep. Ath. 1. 2. the

reading of the M55. is oi MAI-rat

Q2
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the earliest immigrants formed a class apart and long

monopolized power (6 4. 1290 b It sqq.)1. As the

Greek citizen often found himself for a long time together

resident in States to which he did not belong, and whose

members did not possess rights of inter-marriage in his own

—whether as a cleruch, or an exile, or a mercenary soldier,

or for purposes of trade or business—and might contract

marriage during these periods of absence from home,

or indeed while a resident in his native State, with one

who was neither a fellow-citizen nor possessed of rights

of inter-marriage, it is easy to see how a class would

arise not of full citizen descent (1'?) w) (’5 djztpore'pwv wohtré‘w

EAeziBepov, 6 4. 1291 b 26)—a class to which even ex

treme democracies, like that of Athens, were not always

kind, and which sometimes did not possess full rights

of succession to property, even when citizenship was ac

corded to it 2. No doubt, a distinction would be drawn, in

feeling, if not in law, between an union with an alien

citizen and an union with a barbarian or slave 3. Antis

thenes, the founder of the Cynic School, which was the

first to lay stress on the unity of the human race and to

start the doctrine of a World-State, was, like several other

great Athenians, the son of a barbarian mother, and there

are indications in Diogenes Laertius’ biography of him

that he was conscious of the slight put on his birth. It

was thus that the ideas of e’AevGept'a (free, or perhaps

citizen, birth) and efiyévsia (noble birth) came to lie so near

together in the view of the Greeks. The free-born citizen

incomers into the village, who hadKai 0i 'ycuvaim Kai oi xprja-roi',

s1nce settled round it and beenthough the editors commonly

(ex cam'edura) read 01 éirhi-rat

K.-r.)\.

1 ‘It is possible that in the

original formation of German

society the eorl represented the

first settler in the waste, while the

ceorls sprang from descendants

of the early settler who had in

various ways forfeited their claim

to a share in the original home

stead, or more probably from

admitted to a share in the land

and freedom of the community’

(Green, Making of England, p.

178).

2 C. F. Hermann, Gr. Antiqq.

1. § 118: 3. § 57. 2: I. § 52.

5. They are called Eévm in

P01. 3. 5. 1278a 26—28,but are dis

tinguished in that passage from

11690:.

5 Cp. 3. 5. 1278.1 32.
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and the noble were alike in this, that the circumstances

of their birth made them what they were.

These strict views of citizenship were disposed of by

the simple inquiry, how the citizen from whom descent

was traced could be a citizen, if he was not descended

from citizen ancestors; and a sharp saying of Gorgias was

remembered, that the Demiurgi, or chief magistrates, of

Larissa were ‘demiurgi’ (handicraftsmen) in every sense,

for that they manufactured citizens of Larissa 1. Aristotle,

himself a resident alien, makes short work of these old

fashioned fancies, and defines citizenship by the possession

of certain rights, not by extraction.

A citizen, according to him, is one on whom the StateAcitizen

has conferred ‘a right to share in office, deliberative or

Judicial’ (tipxfis‘ ,BovAevnKfis i) Kpirucfis‘, 3. I. 1275 b 18),Stateha$

conferred

whether he exercises this right singly as a magistrate of rights of

the State, or collectively as a member of a political body—an assembly, for example, or a dicastery. In popular par- dicial, or

lance, probably, citizenship was not thus,limited : see 4 (7 . figeif’e‘a‘

13. 1332 a 33, where ‘citizens who share in the consti

tution’ are referred to, as though all citizens did not

necessarily do so, and the passage continues—-‘ and in our

State all the citizens share in the constitution.’ Plato had

given the name of citizens to all comprised in the three

classes of the Republic, though only the first of these

classes possessed political authorityz; but Aristotle’s in_

tention evidently is to connect citizenship, not with merely

social functions, such as the supply of necessary com

1 See Sus.’, Note 450, which

explains the full proportions of

the ban mot, unless, with Mr.

Ridgeway (Camb. Philol. Trans,

2. I35 sqq.), we deny it to be

‘double-barrelled.’ The aim of

Gorgias, in any case, was to make

out that the citizen is the handi

work, not of nature, but of man.

2 He sees, however, in the Laws

(768 B), that 6 dxoulrbvqros 6w

e’fouu'i'as‘ 10f) o’vvdixdg'ew r'n/eirru

1'6 1rapdrrnv 'rfis néhcmr 01': pe'roxos‘

n'vai: cp. Aristot. P01. 2. 12. 1274a

15—18, where much the same

thing is said of 16 rd: dprls‘

aiprio'gai. Kul n’zdiivrw, though,

according to 8 (6). 4. 1318b

21 sqq., something less than this

sufficed the people in many States

—indeed, if let alone and allowed

to drudge and save, they would

seem to have been commonly

content with a merely nominal

share of power (8 (6). 4. 1318 b II

sqq.).
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modities, nor even with military functions, apart from

political, but with ‘ office, deliberative or judicial 1.’

To Aristotle, then, what makes a citizen is not the right

to own land or to sue and be sued, or the right of inter

marriage, or other similar rights, the possession of which

sufficed, in the view of the Greeks 2, to constitute a citizen,

but the right to share, and opportunities of sharing, in the

exercise of official authority. He who did not participate

in the life of the State did not seem to him to deserve the

name of a citizen, and the life of the State was political

and speculative activity—‘ noble,’ not ‘necessary,’ functions.

Spinoza defines citizens as ‘homines qui ex jure civili

omnibus civitatis commodis gaudent ’ (Tractat. Pol. 3. I).

Aristotle defines them rather by their functions than

their ‘ commoda.’

His principle that the State is a body of citizens, taken

with his account of citizenship, evidently points to a more or

less popular form of State. In an absolute monarchy, as

Schomann remarks 3, the king would be the only person

possessing an underived right to rule, and therefore, if we

construe Aristotle’s view strictly, the only citizen; and

a narrow oligarchy, in which a body (irAfiOos) of men

possessed of the right to rule could hardly be said to

exist, would also offend against his account of the State.

But then—Aristotle goes on to ask, after rapidly dis

missing the account of citizenship which bases it on birth,

and not on the grant of certain rights by the State—is it

not an objection to this definition of it, that it obliges us

Are we

then to say,

when a

turn of the

political

wheel has

1 The meaning of Kpi'o'is‘ (3. I.

1275a 23: CP.KprrlKfi§‘, 1275 b 19),

as Scho'mann has pointed out (Gr.

Alterth. I. 107. 3, ed. 2), must not

be too strictly confined to judicial

work, for not only does rt‘; xpiuew

include the review of the official

conduct of magistrates (3. n.

1281 b 31 sqq.), but it seems some

times to be used in a still wider

sense, as in the phrase xpvrt‘is 15w

liva'yxai'wv Kai trup¢cpévrwv (4

8. i328b 22): indeed in 6 (4). 15.

1299a 26 it is used of magistracies,

and in 2. II. 12732. I! of the po

pular assembly. Bemays, in fact,

translates 11px;]: Bovhcvrixfi: 1“; Kpi

nxfi: in 3. I. 1275b i8, ‘ein bera

thendes oder entscheidendes Amt ’

(see also Schiimann, ubz' supra).

Perhaps, however, the work of the

judge (cp. 1275a 26: b i3-i7) is

mainly referred to in the phrase

6px;]: xpi-rutrjs, as here used.

2 Schtimann, Gr. Alterth. 1.

107-8.

3 Gr. Alterth. I. 107.
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to admit any one to be a citizen, on whom some momen- conferred

tary turn of the political wheel may confer citizenship921e2TaQ§§ts

Are the aliens and slave metoeci‘, whom Clcisthenes intro- and aliens,

duced into the tribes after the expulsion of the Pisistra

tidae, to be accounted citizens? His first answer is that my “mm

this d-lropi'a raises a question, not of fact, but of justice: iifirffihat

he sees, however, that a further question may be raised,whether one who is not justly a citizen is a citizen at all. ferred them

But he insists that these persons must be accounted citi- $31212,

zens, if they have the rights of citizens, and as to the are cm

question of justice, that runs up into the question already “HS?

raised (3. 1. 1274 b 34), whether they owe their citizenship

to an act of the State or not. For democrats would not

always allow the act of a preceding oligarchy or tyranny

to bind a democracy coming after it, or to be taken as

an act of the State. Aristotle is probably referring, as

Thirlwall has remarked (Hist. of Greece, 4. 235: cp. 204),

to a well-known case of this at Athens, referred to also

by Isocrates (Areopag. § 68) and Demosthenes (in Leptin.

I Aofihot pz'rouzot, 1275 b 37. I

take ‘ue'rnurm to be the substantive,

609m the adjective. If I am

right in this, Aristotle appears to

intend to distinguish between free

metoeci and slave metoeci-that

is, metoeci of servile status or

origin. There would probably be

many such in the class of metoeci,

and no doubt it would be felt to be

a far stronger measure to admit

metoeci of this type to citizenship

than free metoeci like Aristotle

himself (cp. 3. 5. 1278a 32 sq.).

The word def/X09, according to

Chrysippus (Athen. Deipn. 267 b).

was sometimes used in a sense

inclusive of freedmen, and some

of these ‘slave metoeci’ may

possibly have been freedmen:

runaway slaves or slaves attached

to a foreign master may, however,

also be referred to. It would have

been a stronger measure still to

give citizenship to slaves of

Athenian masters. But to give

citizenship to slaves of any kind

stamped a man either as a tyrant

(Xen. Hell. 7. 3. 8), or an extreme

democrat (ibid. 2. 3. 48). If the

true reading were, as has been

suggested, .fr'vnvr Kai dotihovr Kai

perot'xovr, one would have expected

the three substantives (as Thirl—

wall remarks, Hist. of Greece, 2.

74 n.) to be arranged in a different

order (cp. 4 (7). 4. 1326a 19).

It is just possible that here, as

elsewhere, two alternative read

ings (8013on5‘ and ps'rofkour) have

together found their way into the

text, but probably dutihous heroi

Kovs‘ is correct. (Since the fore

going note was in print, I have

observed that Bernays translates

wohhof/r . . . ge'vour Kai 600)."... pc

nu'xovr ‘many aliens and freed

men (viele lnsassen und Freige

lassene).’ See his Translation,

p. 135, and his note in Heraklit.

Briefe, p. 155, where he explains

his view of the passage.)
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c. 11 sq.), in which money had been lent by the Lace

daemonians to the oligarchical College of Ten to aid it in

its struggle against the democrats under Thrasybulus, and

the question was raised in the popular assembly, whether its

repayment could be claimed from the restored democracy

—whether, in fact, the State of Athens had contracted the

This ques- loan. In this instance the sum was repaid by the State.

tion leads . . .

to an in, Many, however, were disposed to contend, that oligarchies

$227522? and tyrannies rested on force, and were not, like de

tity of the mocracy, governments for the common good, and thus

§J§itgfiis that their acts were not the acts of the State. Aristotle

found to (1276 a I 3) hints that the acts of a democracy would be

$35,,“ just as impeachable on that score; but he passes on to

consider a cognate question, what are the grounds on

answe’r m. which we are to pronounce a 'n'o'Ms‘ to be the same or to

£252,322“) have changed its identity. It will be noticed that the

being that democrats just referred to did not claim that democrati

talr‘zsziznge“ cally governed Athens was a different State from oligar

E’i'hzfle chically governed Athens: it was not on that ground

State, that they repudiated the debt contracted by the oligarchy,

flaggpep but on the ground that the oligarchy was not the State.

hapsthe Aristotle does not accept this contention, and therefore

prefers to argue the matter on a new basis. Is the aro’Ms

before. the same, he asks, when its inhabitants have moved from

the old site, and some of them live on one site, and

others on another? This, he says, is a question of lan

guage: the word 110'Ms is used in more senses than one.

Is a miMs the same, so long as it is surrounded by the same

walls? Why, a space surrounded by walls may be, as we

see in the case of Babylon, so large as to be the abode of

an 501109, rather than a miMs. Or is it the same so long as

the stock of its inhabitants remains the same? No, the very

same inhabitants, if differently combined, may become a

different State, just as the same individuals may be succes

sively formed into two or more different choruses. It is to

the aroMrefa—the synthesis, not the individuals—that we

must mainly look when we pronounce on the identity of

the 110711;. But it does not follow, that when one constitu
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tion takes the place of another, or, in other words, when

one zro'Ms is replaced by another, the new wo'Ms should

refuse to fulfil the contracts of the old: whether it should

do so, is a matter for separate consideration.

The conclusion suggested, though not drawn, for Aris

totle has lost sight of the origin of the discussion in the

nice investigation to which it has led him, is that the aliens

made citizens by Cleisthenes are citizens by the act of the

State, though perhaps not the same State as existed

before the change of constitution: whether the State acted

rightly in making them citizens or not, is a question on

which further light is thrown in the succeeding chapters,

and especially in c. 5.

When Aristotle finds the identity of the State mainly

in the iroMrei'a, his view is quite in harmony with his

general conception of the importance of the woAi-rsi’a as

the expression of the end for which the State lives (61. 1289 a 15—18). Isocrates had said that the State is

immortal (De Pace § 120, ai. 5% 776A6L9 5a) rip) dBavao'fav

I’rrropx'vovo'i. Kai rd; 1msz 1'61) dvepairrwv Kai rizs zrapd 1'th 966v

ripwpi'as). Cicero’s view is not very different: ‘itaque nullus

interitus est reipublicae naturalis, ut hominis, in quo mors

non modo necessaria est, verum etiam optanda persaepe:

civitas autem, quum tollitur, deletur, exstinguitur, simile

est quodam modo, ut parva magnis conferamus, ac si

omnis hie mundus intereat et concidat’ (de Rep. 3. 23.

34). Spinoza in his ‘mortuo rege, obiit quodam modo

civitas 1,’ seems to go farther than Aristotle. Locke (on

Civil Government, 2. § 211) distinguishes between the

dissolution of the society and the dissolution of the govern

ment. ‘The usual and almost the only way whereby this

union’ in one politic society ‘is dissolved, is the inroad of

foreign force making a conquest upon them; for in that

case, not being able to maintain and support themselves as

one entire and independent body, the union belonging to

that body, which consisted therein, must necessarily cease,

and so every one return to the state he was in before, with

1 Tractat. P01. 7. 25.
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:1 liberty to shift for himself and provide for his own safety,

as he thinks fit, in some other society.’ According to this,

the Norman Conquest of England was the beginning of a

new society. The question is more familiar to us in rela

tion to the Church of England and the question of its

continuity. A recent writer, whose book is reviewed in

the Saturday sz'ew for Dec. 9, 1882, holds that ‘it is not

either from Christ and his Apostles, nor yet from the

period of the Reformation,’ but from the passing of the

Act of Uniformity in the reign of Charles the Second, ‘that

we must date the foundation of the present Established

Church of England.’ His reviewer dissents: ‘the National

Church no more ceased to exist when its bishops were

expelled and its liturgy disused, a parochial church no

more ceased to exist when a Presbyterian or an Anabaptist

preacher was thrust upon it as its pastor, than the State or

nation itself ceased to exist, when it was ruled by a Council

of State or a Protector, instead of a King.’ Whatever

may be the merits of this controversy, we see that the

question raised by Aristotle is still one on which debate is

possible 1.

2117113? its Aristotle, however, passes on to discuss a more impor

le Vll' He 0 _ l . ‘ _ ‘

of the citi- tant question, to which the inquiries we have just noticed

“11? 151‘ lead up. The question whether slaves and aliens are
the sameas

the virtue legitimate citizens naturally suggests the further question,

ggio; what is the virtue of a citizen, and is it identical with the

nificaqce of virtue of a good man? Aristotle will not deny the name

this discus- . . . .

sion, of a citizen to any one whom the State has invested With

certain powers, but he thinks it worth while to inquire what

qualities the citizen ought to possess, and whether he is

bound to possess all those which go to the making of a good

man. The investigation as to the virtue of a citizen reminds

us of the investigation in the First Book as to the virtue

of women, children, and slaves; here as there the Socratic

doctrine of the unity of virtue comes up for discussion.

1 See De Witt’s Jefi'erson, E. T. jefferson’s works bearing on ques

p. 154, where various passages of tions of this kind are referred to.
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There were many probably who thought that to be a

good citizen (that is, an useful member of the State, what

ever its constitution) was to be a good man (cp. Thuc. 2.

42. 2 sq.). On the other hand, Socrates had said that it

was impossible to be a good citizen without moral goodness

(Xen. Mem. 4. 2. 11, mix oio'v 'rE' ye dvev 3LKaLom§vns dyadbu

woAfrnv 'ysvs’o'datz cp. 4. 6. I4). Teaching. as he did the

unity of the various virtues 1, it was natural that he should

also identify the virtue of the good citizen and the good

man, and thus we find Plato in the Gorgias (517 B—C)

merging political in moral virtue, for he makes the virtue of

a citizen consist in the moral improvement of his fellows,

not in adding to the material defences of the State 2.

Aristotle’s object is to show that neither of these views

is correct, and also to put forth a third view, which com

bines all that is of value in them. ' He accepts the first of

them to this extent, that he allows a kind of virtue even to

the citizen of a deviation-form; on the other hand, he

agrees with Socrates that the virtue of the good citizen is

in one case (that of the ‘ruling citizen’ (iroM-rmés) in the

best constitution) identical with that of the good man.

His wish is to do justice to all forms and degrees of citizen

virtue, and at the same time to show that its highest form

is alone to be identified with that of the good man. Here,

as elsewhere, he seeks to mediate between opposing views,

and to extract from them whatever element of truth they

contain.

He begins by asking in what the virtue of a citizen con

sists, and finds it, not in that in which it had commonly

1 He was followed in this view this school in Aristotle’s time, see

by the Megarians (Zeller, Gr. Ph.

2. 1. 184. 4, ed. 2), the Cynics (ibid.

2. 1. 221. 3—4), and the Eretrian

school (ibid. 2. I. 200. 5). There

was a standing feud between the

Megarian school and Aristotle.

This school struck at the root of

Aristotle’s system by disputing

the distinction of 813mm: and e’uép

'YEUZ (Grote, Plato 3. 490: Zeller,

Gr. Ph. 2. 1. 183. 2, ed. 2). On

Eubulides, one of the leaders of

A.Schaefer,Demosthenes 1.295-6,

who refers to Menage’s note on

Diog. Laert. 2. 109.

2 Thucydides finds the charac

teristic of a good citizen in a desire

to benefit his State (6. 9. 2 : 6. 14.

I). Demosthenes speaks to some

what the same effect (De Chers.

cc. 68—72). Plato would quite

approve, but then he would pro

bably interpret this expression dif

ferently.
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been taken to consist 1—the qualities which win success or

advantage for the State—but in those which contribute to

the maintenance of the existing constitution, whatever it

may be. Just as the virtue of the child is relative to his

father (11pr rév fiyoéuevov), and that of the slave to his

master (1rpr rr‘w Beard-r1721), so the virtue of the citizen is

relative to the constitution (mobs rip; woAu-ei'av). It follows

that there must be many forms of the virtue of a citizen,

for there are many constitutions, and the virtue whichv

upholds one will not be the same as that which upholds

another; but the virtue of a good man is always one and

the same, for it is complete virtue. The virtue of a citizen

cannot, therefore, in all constitutions be identical with the

virtue of a good man.

Is it so even in the best constitution? No: for (I) the

State even there cannot be wholly composed of men

entirely alike; hence not of good men 2. But it must be

composed of good citizens : hence the virtue of the citizen

and the good man are not identical. (2) The State is corn-v

posed of unequals, and the virtue of the leader of a chorus

is not identical with that of the member who stands beside

him. (The first of these arguments appears to be based

on considerations of what is possible, and to be designed to

show that the identity of the virtue of the citizen and the

good man is impossible: the second appears to be designed

to show that as a matter of fact, looking to the nature of

the State, this identity does not exist.)

We see then that the absolute identity of the virtue of

the citizen with that of the good man, which Socrates

asserted to exist, does not exist, even in the best constitu

tion. Even there the virtue of all citizens will not be

identical with the virtue of the good man. But will the

virtue of some citizens be so?

\lVe commonly call the good ruler good and morally

1 Xen. Mem. 4. 6. I4 : 4. 2. II. in the passage of the Third Book

'~' Aristotle seems to think other- before us as merely dialectical or

wise in 4 (7). 13. 1332 a 36 sqq.: aporetic, and not Aristotle's defi

see Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 683. 4, nitive view.

who regards the view expressed
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wise, and the man capable of ruling (noM-ruto's) must needs

be morally wise [for moral wisdom (¢p(lUT]0'LS‘) and political

wisdom (iroAmmj) are identical]. Then again, it is a

common view that the very education of the ruler must

be altogether difi'erent from that of the ruled. Are

we to say then that the virtue of the ruler is the same

as that of the good man? In that case we should have

found what we have been seeking—some citizens whose

virtue is the same as that of the good man. Perhaps

jason felt that the virtue of a ruler is one thing and

the virtue of a citizen (who is both ruler and ruled)

another, for he said that ‘it was starvation to him not

to be a tyrant,’ implying that he did not know how to

be a private individual 1. But then we praise a man

who is capable both of ruling and of being ruled, and

the virtue of a citizen of repute is said to consist in

a capacity for ruling and being ruled well. If then the

virtue of the good man is that of a ruler .only, and the

virtue of a citizen includes both that of a ruler and that of

one who is ruled, the two aptitudes which the citizen unites

must be different in point of praiseworthiness (Aristotle

hints that the citizen must in fact possess two different

kinds of virtue). Since then we sometimes hold that a

ruler and a person ruled should learn two distinct things

and not the same thing, but that the citizen should know

both what the ruler knows and what he who is ruled

knows, and share both in ruling and being ruled, what

follows from that is plain enough. We must first make

it clear what kind of rule it is that the citizen should

learn through being ruled to exercise. It is not the kind

of rule which is exercised over slaves, or that which is

concerned with necessaries, but that which is exercised over

1 It was Jason, probably, who

used the argument referred to

in 4(7). 3. 1325 a 35, that a man

ought to make himself supreme

master of his State at any cost of

evildoing, inasmuch as it is only

in that position that it is possible

to perform the greatest number of

noble acts (cp. Rhet. I. 12. 1373

a 25, and Plutarch, Praec. Reip.

Gerend. c. 24: De Sanitate Tu

enda, c. 22). Anacreon had sung

of a queen Callicrete as e'mm-u

,ue'w; rupawutd ([Plato], Theages

12 5 E).
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men like the ruler and free (iroAn-Lm‘j dpxij)1. Having

made this clear, we may draw the conclusion that the

good citizen will possess two forms of virtue—the virtue

which fits a man to rule as a citizen rules his fellow

citizens, and the virtue which fits a man to be ruled as

citizens are ruled by their fellow-citizens. And we may

go on and say the same of the virtue of the good man.

This also will have two forms—the one that of the ruler,

the other that of the ruled. The former is the complete

form, for it alone includes ¢p61117019.

Thus the virtue of the citizen in its fulness is identical

with the virtue of the man in its fulness: so far Socrates

was right in identifying the two, but he was not right in

denying that there is such a thing as the virtue of a citizen

apart from that of a man. On the contrary, the virtue of

the citizen in many constitutions is distinct from that of

the man, and even in the best it is only in some of the

citizens—those who are capable of ruling—that the two

coincide. How far the subordinate forms of the virtue of a.

citizen and of a man coincide in the best constitution, Aris

totle does not say. In other constitutions they evidently

will not coincide.

Aristotle perhaps has before him in this inquiry a passage

in the Laws (643 D—644 B), where Plato asks what is the

true aim of education, and finds that it is to produce a.

desire to become a ‘perfect citizen, knowing how both to

rule and to be ruled with justice,’ or, in other words, to

produce good men, for ‘those who are rightly educated

may be said to become good men’ (644 A: compare also

Laws 942 C). Aristotle quite agrees that this is the aim

of education in the best State, but then he allows the

existence of a form of citizen-virtue in the deviation-forms

1 Aristotle perhaps wishes tacitly

to correct the strong expressions

of Plato, Laws 762 E, 8d 61‘; ndv-r'

iii/Spa Bran/0617011: 1repi. dmilrrmv d11

demwv, (hr 6 in) Bouhei'm'as 068’ fill

3e0'1ro'1'rys‘ 'ys'vouro dfws‘ e’mu'uov, Kai.

xahhw'n'lfeafiat xpr) “up. Kahibr 30v

hefio'at pfihhov fi 155 Knhriir (’ipsaa

K.1'.)\. Plutarch repeats Plato’s lan

guage in Praecepta Reip. Gerend.

C. 12, :11: 0138' r'iprfat Kahé'): r01): #1)

rrpii-rrpov dpec'bs' douhsuaaurar, 37 (1)17—

01» 6 Ind-raw, swaye'vovs.
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of State: thus he frequently insists that in them the

citizens should receive an education suitable to the con

stitution.

These are the central lessons of the chapter, but its

incidental teaching also is important. There were evi

dently those who regarded the virtue of the good man

as concerned only with ruling. Themistocles had said, in

his haughty letter of defence to the people of Athens, that

‘ he neither wished nor was fitted by nature to be ruled 1’;

and Gorgias is made in the Meno of Plato to identify

virtue with the ability to rulez. But Aristotle insists

that one form, though not the highest, of the virtue of

the good man is concerned with being ruled, and that it is

by learning how to be ruled (after the fashion of freemen)

that the good man learns how to rule. Aristotle’s concep

tion of a good man is thus quite different from that of

Gorgias. To obey is the beginning of virtue. Aristotle

is here preparing the ground for the institutions of his best

State, where this rule is followed (cp. 4 14. 1333a

11 sq.).

On the other hand, there were those to whom political

activity, and even political capacity, seemed no essential

elements of virtue (4 3. 1325a 18). This view also is

tacitly corrected by Aristotle. He will not allow full

virtue to exist where there is no capacity for rule. Thus

the man of full virtue (o-wovbai‘os) and the true statesman

or king (Tram-run); Kai. Baa-011K159) are identified (3. 18. 1288 b

I). <I>pdv17ms is a virtue peculiar to the ruler 3. Already

the Cynics and Cyrenaics—later on, other schools4—refused

1 Plutarch, Themist. c. 23, Bia

Balthéyeuos 'yap fun) 7511! c’xdpc'bv,

1rpz‘19 1'01“): nolu'ras gypadxv, (i): dpxew

pe‘v dei (171-5111, dpxeo'flat 85‘ pr) 1rc¢u

K619 Mae Bovltépevos, 05K {in were

fiapBripoLs Kdl. rohspiots aim-611 drro

436119411 its-rd r7): 'EMidBos.

2 M6110 73 C; ZQKP. 'Enetdr)

roivvu 1'1 ail-r1) a'perr) 1rdme e'o'ri,

1rnpib (11767.11 Kai. dvapvrlaaijvat, 'rL'

at’rro' (1)1701 I‘op-yias efvai. Kai (71‘! ,ucr'

c'Keiuov. MEN. Ti (1)1710 y' 1‘) dpxew

oIdv 1" dual raw dvdpérwv;——Cp. ibid.

71 E, aZ'rr] e'a'rlw til/8pr ripe-n), {Km/by

efvm 1'11 'rfir mihcws' 1rpd'r-rsw (the

answer of Meno), and 73 A.

5 Cp. 1. 13. 1260 a 17, Mi 12w

pc‘v dpxovra rehe'au Exew Sci 71):!

fidudpl dpc-rr'lv (r6 yap E'p'yov e’a'riu

6191611 'rofl dvare'K-rovos', 6 86‘ ho’yos

dpxire'K-rwv), 16311 3' dhhmv gKGG‘TOII,

5am! e'mBélOiu az'l-ro’ir.

* The Stoics held that ‘ a philo

sopher who teaches and improves
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Are deav

001 (who do

not share

in office)

citizens ?

to make governing or the capacity for governing a con_

dition of virtue. Aristotle so far disconnects the two

things as to allow the existence of a lower form of virtue

in the case of persons who neither govern nor are capable

of governing, but he makes ¢p6vn<ris, which includes a

capacity for governing, essential to full virtue. Thus while

he declines to deny all virtue whatever to those who are

capable only of being ruled, he places the virtue of the

good ruler on a pinnacle, as the characteristic excellence of

the good man.

The whole inquiry illustrates the dependence of virtue

on the constitution. The deviation-forms presuppose in

their citizens a type of citizen-virtue, but an inferior type,

and it is only in the best constitution that citizen-virtue

rises into the full virtue of the good man. Here the ruling

citizen, or statesman (iroArrLKo's), is identical with the man

of full virtue (a-zrovéa'i‘os). The Fourth and Fifth Books of

the Politics take this identification as the starting-point of

their inquiries on the subject of education (4 14. 1333 a

11—16), and ask what education will produce men of full

virtue, as the best way of discovering how to produce true

statesmen.

Thus this chapter of the Third Book forms an important

link in the inquiries of the Politics. It prepares us for the

arrangement in the Fourth by which the younger men of

the best State are not allowed to rule till they have learnt

to obey, and have acquired the virtues of rulers through

such subordination as befits freemen. How far its teaching

agrees with that of 4 3, where it seems to be implied

that a purely speculative life is an ideally complete one, is

another question 1.

Aristotle has now nearly done with the subject of the

citizen, but before he leaves it, he notices and discusses

one other dzropfa with regard to it, arising out of the

his fellow-men benefits the State

quite as much as a warrior, an

administrator, or a civil func

tionary’ (Zeller, Stoics Epicu

reans and Sceptics, E. T. p. 305).

‘ See Appendix B as to some

further points connected with this

chapter.
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account just given of the virtue of the citizen—partly, in

all probability, because its discussion enables him to show

that there are more forms of the citizen than one, and that

the varieties of the citizen point to varieties of constitution,

and thus leads up to the inquiries that follow: partly

because he desires to draw attention to the fact that his

definition of the citizen and of citizen-virtue does not hold

good universally.

The dimpfa is thus stated 5. 1277 b 34)—1ro'repov

WOAIiTflS‘ e’o'riv qi Kowwveiv é'feo'rw dpxijs', ii Kai foils Bavaria-oils

woM-ras Gere’ov; The deavaor have been said in the pre

ceding chapter to be ‘persons ruled as slaves are ruled,’

and here it is assumed that they do not share in office 1.

Hence they will not possess the virtue of a citizen, which

consists of being capable both of ruling and being ruled

as citizens rule citizens. Are they then citizens?

An inquiry on this subject discloses that some consti

tutions admit those concerned with ‘necessary work’ to

citizenship, while others do not. The fidvavcros is so far

a citizen that he is a citizen ‘ under particular forms of con~

stitution’ (é'u TLUL fiOALTefq) 2. He is often a citizen in oligar

chies; and in many democracies not only is the deavaos

a citizen, but even the alien and the bastard. This, how—

ever, occurs only in States in which genuine citizens have

run short, and then only for a time, so that even these

democracies recognize that some types of citizen are less

authentic than others a.

The whole discussion makes it manifest that there are

various types of citizen, and that the truest citizen (6

pdAw-ra woMi-ns) is he who shares in office. The account

given in c. 4 of the virtue ofa citizen is thus shown to be

maintainable, even if it does not hold good of all who are

anywhere made citizens, and the close connexion of cc. 4

ner to distinguish between different1 Cp.2. 12. 1274 a 21, 11‘) 8G "’

kinds of citizens ; he distinguishesTGPT'OII 0111-11169, of: 01516671459 11px;]:

‘ue'rrjv. in the First Book (1. 7. 1255b 27

z Cp. 311 TU". Bamhelq, 3. 14. sqq.) between different kinds of

1285 a 9. slaves.

3 It is quite in Aristotle’s man

VOl.. I. R

They are

so in some

constitu

tions, but

not in

others.
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The nature

of citizen

ship prov

ing to de

pend on the

constitu

tion, we

naturally

pass on to

the consti

tution.

and 5 is evidenced by a recapitulation of the result of c. 4

added at the end of c. 5, the inquiries of the latter chapter

having confirmed the conclusions of the former.

Aristotle had stated at the outset of the whole discussion

(3. 1. 1275 a 34 sq.), that things which have to do with (or

stand in relation to) objects differing in kind and in priority

have little or nothing in common, and that constitutions,

the object-matter to which the citizen is related, differ in

kind and in priority; whence it follows that the citizen

under one constitution is different from the citizen under

another, and that we must not expect to find the various

types of citizen possessing much in common 1. Wherever

this is the case, no definition can be made to suit all the

types of the thing equally well (1275 a 33).

Throughout the inquiry as to the nature of the citizen,

our attention has constantly been drawn to the importance

of the constitution: the citizen, we are told, varies with

the constitution—the identity of the State is mainly to be

sought in the constitution; and the transition is natural

from the subject of the citizen to that of the constitution.

Aristotle, who is seldom content with incidental solutions

1 Bernays (Aristoteles’ Politik,

p. 132) and Bonitz (Ind. 799a 15

sqq.) differ as to the interpreta

comachean Ethics (1. 1. 1094b

19 sqq.). But indeed in dealing

with all subjects Aristotle has

tion of the passage, 3. 1. 1275 a

34 sqq. The interpretation of the

latter, who explains rd fmoufpwa

(35) as ‘singulae rah-reim, ad quas

refertur 'rroMrov notio,’ would seem

to be in all probability the correct

one, and has been followed in the

text. \Vhat is said here of con

stitutions, is also, apparently, true

of xprjparmflKf) and its forms (cp.

I. II. 1258 b 20, 'rfjs pe‘v mill oiKew

ni-rrys‘ qujm-rurnxfir rai-ra pdpia Kai

1rpz'b'rn), and 0f Bamhria (3. I4.

1284 b 40 sqq.), and also of the

ripe-r1) 'n'ohi-rou Kai rivdpiir (3. 4. I277

b 18). We must bear in mind

the caution given to the reader

of treatises dealing with wohtrm']

at the commencement of the Ni

little confidence in broad gene

ral definitions: cp. De An. 2. 1.

412 b 4, u’ 61'] TL Kouniv e'1ri min-119

\lwxrjs 5d M'ysw, sir; (iv s'wsilc'xsta

f) 1rpa'rrr] 0031mm: ¢v01Koii (ipya

WKan 2. 3. 414b 22, 76110111) 6' av

Kai s'1ri 'rcfw oxnprirwv )to'yos Kowdr,

1°29 s’dmppdo'ei ps‘v #5019, i810: 8'

0686111): :UTGI. axr'jtia'ros“ tipoimc 8i

Kai frri Tais‘ sipque'vats \lruxais' 816

'yshoiov {qrsiu r611 Kowr‘w Ari-you Kai

s’wi rod-raw Kai e’d)’ e'rc'puw, 35‘ 06861151“

E'o'rai n31! 311er 18109 )ié'yos, 0685

Kerri 1'6 oiKeiov Kai dropnv sides,

d¢€vrar fl‘w rotoD-rov . . . (fur-rs m0“

E'Kno'rou (qrrj'rc'ov, 11': e'Kdtr'rov \Iluxr'],

oiov ri's ¢urOfi Kai 'ri's dvdpa'mou i)

quiov.
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of important questions, raises for discussion (c. 6) the

question whether there are more constitutions than one,

though in every one of the preceding chapters of the Third

Book an affirmative answer had been implied. ‘We must

inquire,’ he says, ‘whether there are more than one, and if

there are, how many and what they are, and what distinc

tions exist between them ’ (c. 6. 1278 b 6). A constitution,

he goes on to say, is ‘an ordering of the magistracies of

a State, and especially of the supreme authority”; for in

every State the governing individual or class (TroM-rsv/za) is

supreme, and the constitution varies as this varies 2.

The first broad distinction between constitutions—that Distinction

. . . . between

between normal constitutions and dewation-forms—comes normfl

into view, when we ask what is the purpose for which the

State exists, and what is the kind of rule which should be deviation

_ _ . forms:Aris
exercised 1n a State. In answering the first of these two totle shows

questions, Aristotle—though he repeats his previous asser- by a refer

tion (1. 2. 1253 a 7), that man is a social being and seeks to

live in society with his fellows 3, even if he stands in no need irate W1

, an In

of help from them—holds nevertheless that the State is qiiry asto

formed to secure the general advantage, and to win for each the “"4 °*

' rule which

individual as large a share of good life as he is capable of should be

enjoying: not that men will not hold together in political

society even if they gain from it less than this—if, for perions

instance, they merely secure the continuance of a life not m:11;?;

overladen with suffering and annoyances. The State, we

see, is a xowwvi’a not only or chiefly designed for social common

good.

1 This seems to be the meaning

of the words—3am 86‘ noM-rn'a 1rd

Mms Hist? 15w re Hhhov dpxé‘w Kai.

pékw'ra r179 Kupias mill-row (3. 6.

1278 b 8) : cp. wists fair "(Show 1']

nepi 'rr‘zs (ipxds (6 I. 1289a 15):

1'7 1:311 dpxziw r6819 (6 3. 1290a

7): 752v 'rr)u arrihw oixot'lv'rwu 'rziEn‘

m (3. 1. i274b 38).

2 3. 6. 1278 b 10, Ktiptov p.211 'yr‘zp

1rav-rax0f/ 1:, wolf-revue 1T7: ndhcws,

11'0)\L’TEU}LG 8‘ e’a'rlv r'; WOIUTH’Gl cp.

3. 7. X2798. 25, s’1rci 6e‘ Trohrreia pew

Kai rrohi-rsvpa O'TLU-Gfllfl rai-rdv, 1ro)u'

Til/[1.11 6' Karl Tb Klf'pLOll 'rr'bv mihewv,

dutiqu 8' dual Ki'lpiovi) Fun 1') 6Xf-yovr

f] for): wohhous—from which pas

sage it would seem that the MAZ

'revpa may be a single individual

as well as a class, such as the Few

or the Many.

a See Cic. de Amicitia 23. 87;

but Aristotle claims that man is

not only a a'uvdvaa'rméu but a 1m)“

nm‘w (1.5011.

R2
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pleasure, like such unions as those of Giao-é‘irat or épavwrai

(Eth.Nic. 8. 11. 1160 a 19: cp. P01. 3. 9.1280 b 35—1281 a

4), but if in some degree for pleasure, in a higher degree

for advantage, and advantage not of a passing kind but

extending over the whole life (Eth. Nic. 8. 11. 1160a.

21 sqq.). It combines in itself, like the conjugal relation,

but in a higher degree, pleasure and advantage (Eth. Nic.

8.14.1162a 24)

Aristotle answers the second question—what kind of

rule should be exercised in a State—by distinguishing,

as he had aheady done in o 4 (1277a 33 sqq),the

rule exercised over slaves from the rule exercised over

free persons. Of the latter he takes as types the rule of

the head of a household over wife and children, or that

of the master of an art—a gymnastic-master or a ship

captain—over those whom he directs 1. This kind of rule

is exercised primarily for the good of the ruled, for if the

ruler has a share of the advantage, this comes to him acci

dentally (Kara a-vufiefiqxo’s); whereas the rule exercised by

a master of slaves (den-iro-rim‘y tipxfi) is exercised primarily

for the good of the ruler, and accidentally only for the

good of the ruled 2. That the rule exercised in a State

belongs of right to the former category, may be inferred

from the fact that when rulers and ruled are placed on a

level, the former deriving no special benefit from ruling, men

regard office as a public burden (Aei-rovpyifa, 1279 a 11) and

claim to pass it from one to the other 3. The mere fact of

an interchange of rule being looked for under these circum

stances shows that the State is normally for the common

advantage, for if no interchange took place, and the rulers

were always the same and ruled for the good of the ruled,

they would be losers". The general feeling that an inter

! Compare the reasoning in

Plato, Rep. 342 C.

2 Plato, Rep. 343 B. Plato

seems hardly to make this dis

tinction as to detrimflxrj dpxr'], Rep.

345 D—E (nan-av tipxfiv, xa9' 50-011

511w?)

3 Susemihl seems right in think

ing that Aristotle has here Isocr.

Areopag. § 24 sqq. in view.

‘ Cp. Eth. Nic. 5. 10. 1134a 35

sqq., 81.6 01’”: gépsv l'i'pxew dvdpamov,

dhhd row hé'yov, d-rt s'au-rgfi r0510 mud

Kai yi'ile'rai rupawos' 2'01: 8’ 6 ripva

¢uha§ 1017 ducai'ov, si 8% 1'05 Gtxaiov,
\ - u _ ! \ 8v )8\ i e

KGL TOU HTOU 61TH O‘U EV‘GUTCAB
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change of rule is just where government is for the benefit

of the governed, implies that the State exists for the

common good.

The parallel between politics and the arts which Aris

totle inherited from Socrates and Plato here suggests the

inference that the relation between rulers and ruled so

far resembles that between the master of an art and his

pupils or assistants, as to be a relation primarily for the

benefit of the side which receives, not that which gives,

direction (cp. 4(7). 2. 1324 b 29 sq., 6M2: pip: 0136’ £11 rats

dMaLs‘ e’mtrrrjpats‘ rofiro 6p6uev' oiire yap 1'05 Za-rpoii 0171's 'rofi

Kvfiepmj'rov é'pyov éo'ri r?) i) ne'io'al. i) ,Buiuraa'fial. 705 it?” foils

Gepa-rrevopévovs r05 5% roi/s‘ wAwrfipas‘) ; it serves here, therefore,

as it also does in 6 1. 1288 b 10 sqq. and 3. 12. 1282 b

30, as the basis of an important doctrine, notwithstanding

that elsewhere Aristotle is careful to point out some differ

ences between politics and the arts; he holds ‘n'OALTLKfi, in

fact, to be a Practical Science, not a Productive Science or

Art. Thus he recognizes that written rule, or law, is more

in place in the practice of Politics than in the practice of

an art 16. 1287 a 33 sqq.), and that the parallel of the arts

must not be used to justify a frequent change of laws (2. 8.

1269 a 19 sqq.). Nor is government to him a mere matter

of scientific knowledge; it presupposes virtue and correct

moral choice (3. 13. 1284 a 1 sq.).

Both of the questions raised have thus been answered

in a way to show that rule such as that exercised by a

master over his slaves (Era-nortxij i‘szri) is out of place in

relation to the citizens of a State; it offends against the

nhs'ov six/m 80nd, ei'mp foutor' 01’;

'ydp vr'pu whe'ov 'rofi dnhér 15706017

ai'n'qii, ii I“) 1rp6s min-6v dvdhoyo'v

s'a-rw' 811‘) s'réprp "0151' mi 811‘: 701770

dhhdrptov rival (pan-w dyaddv ")1!

Bunion-1'1qu . . . jun-069 ripa rt: 60

rs'os, rofrro 86‘ min) mi yipas“ 5er

65‘ yr) ixaw‘z 1'1‘1 romii'ra, 051m yL'l/ov—

rm nipawot. This agrees with

Plato, Rep. 345 E. In the passage

of the Politics before us, however,

the 11.1006: is conceived to come in

the shape of a period of private

life, during which some one else

governs for the quomiam ruler’s

advantage. It should be noticed

that Aristotle does not necessarily

accept as correct the popular im

pression that one who rules for

the benefit of the ruled is a loser

and needs compensation. The

popular view is not his own, but

it serves the purpose of his argu

ment.
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aim with which the State was instituted, and against the

nature of all rule which rests on knowledge. Rule in the

State should be for the common advantage of all the

citizens, whether rulers or ruled,- and thus we arrive at

the conclusion that those constitutions which aim at the

common advantage are normal (6p6a1'), and those which

aim at the advantage of the rulers only are deviation

forms. The State is a Kmvwvfa of freemen, and must

be governed as such. It does not necessarily follow that

in all normal forms of it there will be an interchange of

rule, the ruled becoming rulers, and the rulers becoming

the ruled, from time to time: this is so in most forms of

the rule which citizens exercise over citizens (cp. I. 12.

1259 b 4), and particularly in the ‘like and equal’ type of

society which was becoming increasingly common in the

Greece of Aristotle’s day, but not in the Kingship. Demo

cratic opinion held this interchange to be essential to free

dom (8 2. 1317 a 40—h 3), but Aristotle’s view is that

the governed are free when the government is exercised for

their benefit. A freeman, according to him, is ‘one who

exists for his own sake and not for that of another’ (Metaph.

A. 2. 982b 25: cp. P01. 3. 4. 1277 b 5: 5 (8). 2. 1337b 17

sqq.). A man may thus be a freeman without having a

share in ruling. The true characteristic of a freeman is that

his interest counts as a thing to be studied—that his life is

lived for himself, not for another. He who is the instru

ment (6pyavov) of another and fit for nothing better, and

yet a man, is a slave (I. 4. 1254a 14, 6 yap pi; 01131-06 (info-st

dM’ dAon, depcm-ros aé, ofi'ros ¢IIU€L Bofiho's e’o'nv).

Aristotle thus obtains the broad classification of constitu

tions into normal forms and deviation-forms, and taking

also into account the fact that the supreme authority in a

State must needs be a single individual, or a few, or manyl,

Six consti

tutions—

three nor

mal, three

the reverse.

1 Aristotle is not careful at the

outset of a discussion, when every

thing he says is tentative and

provisional, to study absolute accu

racy. See Ramsauer on Eth. Nic.

5. 3. 1129b 15. So here he does

not pause to remember that he

means eventually to decide for

the supremacy, not of any person

or persons, but of 116ch Ku’peum
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he arrives at the conclusion that there are six constitutions,

three for the common advantage (deat') and three for the

advantage of the rulers (WaprIBdO'flS). It will be noticed, Nature °f

em0<

however, that at the end of the chapter (c. 7), the Few and may and

Many in whose interest the oligarchy and democracy aresaid respectively to be ruled are identified with the rich claims to

and the poor (3. 7. 1279 b 7—9) ; and a chapter, the Eighth,necessarily follows, dealing with objections that may fairly tions ana

be made to the definition given of oligarchy and demo- lijjggcintji,

cracy. The first is that if we take the numerical difference a r5532?

to be the essential thing, it follows that States in which ofthe

many rich rule a few poor are democracies, and that States sme‘

in which a few poor rule many rich are oligarchies, which

is not a satisfactory conclusion. Then, if we make both

differences essential, and refuse to consider that an oligarchy

exists anywhere except where a few rich rule many poor,

or a democracy except where many poor rule a few rich,

we leave the forms of State to which reference has just

been made altogether undescribed and unclassified. This

is the second objection. It follows that the qualitative,

not the numerical, difference is the essential one. The

numerical difference between oligarchy and democracy is

only accidental and may be reversed. It is the rule of

the rich in their own interest that makes an oligarchy, and

the rule of the poor in their own interest that makes a

democracy.

It was necessary to ascertain correctly what democracy

and oligarchy are, before taking the next step, which is to

state and examine the claims put forward on behalf of

either constitution, and thus to win for the first time (c. 9)

a closer view of what constitutes a State, and of the end

for which the State exists.

Both oligarchs and democrats allege a basis in justice

for the forms of constitution which they respectively favour,

and not untruly; they take their stand on a principle which

is in a degree just (Bixaio’v 1'1); but then they forget that it

6,166»: (3. 11. 1282 b 1: cp. 3. premacy of Law is a possible

10. 1281 a 34), and that the su- alternative.
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falls short of absolute justice (r6 Kvpi'ms bimiov). ‘They

know in part and prophesy in part’ (1281 a 8). There is,

indeed, a difference between them, for while they agree in

claiming that the things awarded by the State shall be

awarded equally, they differ as to the persons to whom

this equal award is to be made—the one side wishing to

confine the benefit of it to those who are equal in wealth,

the other claiming it for all who are equal in respect of

free birth (éhevaepia) 1.

It has been already said (c. 6. 1278 b 17 sqq.) that the

deviation-forms go counter to the end for which the State

was originally formed, and this is now (1280a 25) again

brought up against them. Their advocates leave the de

cisive point untouched—they do not inquire for what end

the State exists, yet this inquiry is really decisive of the

whole matter. Aristotle proceeds to investigate this ques

tion, and here, as everywhere else, we must bear in mind

that the subject of his investigations is the néms‘, or City

1 This appears to be the mean

ing of c. 9. 1280a 9-25. In 3.12.

1282 b 18 sqq. every one is said

to agree that the just is the equal

for the equal, but no one remem

bers to inquire,in what things men

must be equal and unequal, if they

are justly to claim equality and

inequality in a distribution of

power. In 7 (5). I. 1301 b 28 sqq.

both sides are said to agree that

Tb Kfl‘l" 65m io'ov is (in-Mb: 813mm”,

but to differ as to what constitutes

Tb K111" difiav Tow—democrats hold

ing that equality in a single thing

constitutes absolute equality, and

oligarchs, that inequality in a sin

gle thing constitutes absolute in

equality. The three passages are

not absolutely accordant, but they

agree in laying stress on the im

portance of the question whether

the claimants are really equal and

unequal as they claim to be.

The word s’AsuBspin is commonly

translated ‘freedom’ in 3. 9.1280 a

24, but Bemays perhaps comes

nearer to its meaning in his trans

lation ‘free birth.’ ’Eksl'ldspo: and

s’Mszpt'a seem often to be used in

relation to the circumstances of

birth; cp. 3. 9. 128! a 6, land ,ue‘v

e’hevdepiau Kai 'ye'vos 10-01:: 3. I3.

I283a 33, oi 8' s’hnidspot Kal n'ryc

vsI; é): e'y'yz‘zs dkhr'fimw: 6 4.

1290b 9 sqq. ’EAeuBepia may in—

deed occasionally mean something

more than ‘free birth’—in fact

‘ citizen birth’; cp. 6 (4).4. 129I b

26, 16 pi] 5’5 dp¢orépwu 'n'ohlrr'iw

{heuaspoig and 1290b 9, 0151" av

0i {heuaepm (Mi-yo; 301's; rhetéwnv

mi prj e’heues'pmv 6%me (where

0i e'An'iHepoi are explained a little

later to be oi 3m¢épovrsc Kar'

sb'yéusmu kal 1rpz'irrot Karao'xév-res

'rl‘zs‘ drawing). 'Ehnifiepos is some

times used in contradistinction to

56/0; (Plato Com., ‘Ynépfiokos, fr.

3, 4: Meineke, Fr. Com. Gr. 2.

670). Antisthenes is said by

Diogenes Laertius in one pas

sage not to have been e’x 8voiv

’Adqvaiow (6. I), and in another

nOt to have been €K 8150 e’hevfie'pwv

(6- 4)
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State. The 116M;- exists not for the sake of the property of

the participants, nor for the sake of bare life, nor, like an

alliance, for protection from wrong, nor for protection in

traffic and mutual dealings, but for the sake of good life (1'?)

:17 17v). Our use of language, Aristotle urges, implies that a

State exists only where there is a mutual care for virtue 1,

where the character of each individual is no indifferent

matter to the rest, or, in words used elsewhere, where men

live with a view to the common advantage. The State,

he implies, means a society where the individual lives for

the whole. It involves something more than relations of

exchange, or alliance, or co-operation against outrage;

something more than residence in one and the same spot;

something more than the links of marriage, of the phratry,

of common sacrifices and gatherings for social intercourse“;

it involves that to which these latter things are merely a

means, an associated participation in a fully developed and

complete existence, in a happy and noble life.

The farther inference is drawn, to clinch the case against

oligarchy and democracy, that those who contribute more

to a life of this nature have a better claim to political power

than the representatives of wealth or free birth, the partisans,

that is to say, of oligarchy and democracy (cp. 3. 13. 1283 a

23 sq.: 7 I. 1301 a 39 sq.: Plato, Laws 757 C). A

comparative conclusion only, be it observed, for we shall

find in the sequel that Aristotle does not concede even

to a superiority in virtue, unless it is combined with an

adequate provision of external goods, a right to predomin

ance in the State.

We note here the first use of an expression—that of Aristotle's

i - - 2 i w , .. , account of

contributing to a Kowwvta (00'01. ovaaAonrat wAeurrov 61.9 the win

'ri1v roiaiirnv Kowwviav, 1 281 a 4)—which somewhat varies the SP1: °11

account elsewhere given of the procedure of the State lnpolitical

1 Cp. Plato, Gorgias 517 B, dhiui 5'1er priuov E'pyov e’o'rii/ dyafiofi 1ro

yi‘ip perafiifiiigew rag e’mfiviu'as Kai Mrva Protag. 327 A sq.

pi) e'm-rpe'n'eiv, neidnv-re; Kai Bia(6- 2 Plato is perhaps not really

psi/01. c’n'i roiirn, 519w Ziicitkoi/ dpri- quite content with the life of his

your Fir-coder. oi noXi-mi, (in 51m: ‘ healthy State’ (Rep. 372 B,

eirrsiv, ofioév rod-ran! Bie'tprpov e’Kcii/ot' fidéws Evvdvres‘ dhhr'fitots).
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power is to distributing political power. Sometimes we gather that the

be distri

buted not

always

quite the

same.

State will give ‘ instruments’ in proportion to capacity (c. I 2.

1282 b 33, re)“ Ka'rd Ta é'pyov I'mspe'xom : cp. de Part. An. 4. 10.

687 a. 10, f1 5% ¢15m rial fiiave'pet, Kaddrrep dvdpwrros ¢p6vtuos,

é’xam-ov 11:3 fivvapie'vq; Xpfifl'eat) ; sometimes that it gives them

in proportion to the contribution made to the Kowwvia.

The two principles do not lie far apart, but from the one

point of view the grant of power is the payment of a debt,

or rather resembles the distribution of a commercial com

pany’s dividend, the amount of which in the case of each

recipient is proportionate to the funds contributed 1, so that

power comes as a reward rather than as a burden, while

from the other point of view power is given, like a tool,

to him who can use it best. Aristotle seems sometimes

to pass almost unconsciously from the one view to the

other. His paramount doctrine, notwithstanding occasional

deviations (e. g. 3. 6. 1279 a 8 sqq.), probably is, that to the

good man political power, just like any other external good,

is a good (cp. 4 13. 1332 a 21 sqq.), and affords great

opportunities of noble action, if only it is fairly won and

earned by adequate desert (4 3. I 325 b 3 sq.). We

naturally infer that he will confine political power to the

good, to whom it is alone a good, and give it to them

in the degree which makes best for virtue; and, in fact,

we find power in the hands of the good in both the forms

of the best State (cp. 6 2. 1289 a 32,,8015Ae-rat yap éKa-re'pa

xa-r’ dpe'r'ilv avveo'rdvai. xexopqymze'qu). But then the question

arose—are wealth and free birth, which, as we shall see, he

allows to be, as well as virtue, elements contributing to the

end of the State, to be denied any share of power,if their pos

sessors do not also possess virtue? This is the question dis

cussed in 3. 13. 1283a 42 sqq. Considerations ofjustice force

from Aristotle the admission that a share of power must be

conceded to them even under those circumstances. But what

if the possession of power be detrimental to its holders

in the absence of virtue? This difficulty seems not to have

1 This view of the State, it had been put forward, as was

appears from c. 9. 1280a 27 sqq., natural, by partisans of oligarchy.
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occurred to Aristotle. He usually approaches the question

of the award of political power rather from the side of

justice than from that of the ethical interest of the State

or the individual, though, as has been said, the best State

satisfies all these criteria 1. At all events, the point of view

of justice is far the more prominent in the Third Book.

In the book on Revolutions it is also especially prominent,

for justice is the best security against revolution (pio'vov

'yrip po'vipov 1'6 Kai" dffav iaov Kai. Tb é'xuv 'rd airéiv, 77. 1307 a 26). Even in the Fourth Book, where the

other point of view naturally comes more to the front, it

is not absent. For instance, the assignment of military

functions to the younger men and of political functions to

the elder, rests in some degree on considerations of justice

(cp. 4 9. 1329 a 16, ofmoiiv Ol'i'rms djz¢ofv vevepfio'dal. twp.

¢€pst Kai Nitatov eivai.‘ é'xci. ydp aii'rn f] Btafpeo'ts To xa-r’ tiffav).

The just, in fact, and that which is for the common good

are said to be identical 12. 1282 b 17). But then, is the

State sketched in 3. 13. 1283 a 42 sqq., or indeed any State

but the best, truly just or for the common good? This

question receives an answer, when we are told (6 8.

1293 b 25) that all constitutions but the best are deviations

from the most normal constitution (binpap-rrima-i rfis 6p6m-d

'rqs TIOItLTffGS).

If we now gather together the conclusions with regard Sptnlmery

o t e con

to the nature of the State to which the preceding inquiries clusions so

have led us, they seem to be the followingz—the State is fir 1151:3316

,_ a a

a body of men, not too large 0r_small (noAva n mtndos, nature on,

3. 1. 1274 b 41), collected in one spot (1280 b 30—1), pos- State

sessing and exercising rights of trade and inter-marriage,

joining in common festivals2 and other forms of sociability

(1'6 a'vffiv), but above all, able and purposed to rule and be

‘ Cp. 4 (7). 2. 1324a 23, an ab:

ow dvaymiov (fl/a1 Hahn-rial! dplo'rqv

Tali-rqu Kae' r')u 'réifw Kdv dune-017v

t'l'pw-ra npd-rroi. ml pnxapi'mr,

xad' fin 2') 1rd)“: (in! (by fl-(IIALO’T’ si'l

dafuuw.

2 This recognition of festivals as

an essential element in the State

¢avep6u e'a-rw: 4. (7). 9. 1328 b 33,

e'1rel. 8t: 'rt/yxa'vopev a-xon'nfiil'rt'c 1rcp‘i

rfir dpi'a'rr]: n'ohn'eiar, min; 8' £171“;

is characteristic enough. Perhaps

the modern State has lost some

thing in losing this bond of union.
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ruled as freemen should rule and be ruled, i. e. with a view

to the common advantage 1—or, in other words, so as to

aid each other in the realization of a life, as Aristotle puts

it, complete in every way 2—-and held together by parti

cipation in a constitution (3. 3. 1276 b 1-2) devised to make

possible and promote an existence of this kind.

It is evidently no easy thing, in Aristotle’s view, to be

in a true sense a member of a State. Society truly so

called makes a great demand on human nature. The

instinct of sociability, which man shares with some other

animals, rises in him to a higher level than in them, for

it rests on a perception of the good and bad, the just and

unjust, the advantageous and disadvantageous (I. 2. 1253 a

15), but, even in the form in which man has it, it goes only

a little way towards the making of a State. An aim for

the common good must be added, then an intelligent com

prehension of what is noble developed by a long course of

training from childhood upward (4 15. 1334 b 25 sq.),

then a steady purpose to live for this oneself and to

promote a similar life in others; above all, the capacity,

under which term is included not only adequate skill but

adequate external means (Xopnyia), to rule and be ruled, as

freemen should rule and be ruled, for the attainment of these

ends. It is plain that to be a true citizen one must be a.

man of full virtue (a-novoaios).

We see also that Aristotle’s account of the State implies

that there must exist within it a body (nhfidos) of men

competent to take, and taking, an active part in its govern

ment. Mere ‘admz'nzklrér’ are not citizens: the State is

1 Aristotle does not appear to number of citizens for both these

notice that rule must be exercised

not merely for the common ad

vantage of the existing generation,

but for the advantage also of the

unborn of future generations.

" Aristotle, as has been noticed

already, distinguishes between (“,1

flipkua 16w liva'yxaiwv, which even

an £01m: possesses (4 (7). 4. 1326b

4), and ut'i-ra'pxsta r017 651rdius must possess an adequate

ends (cp. 4 (7). 4. 1326b 2 sqq.,

esp. 1326 b 7, though m’n'a'pxem

{or}: is the expression used in 4 (7).

4.1326b 24: 3.1.1275b 20). Even

virtue will not make up for inade

quate numbers, unless it is of a

transcendent kind: cp.3.13. 1283b

II, 1’) Ta iiM-yot 1rpbr r6 Epyov osi

axon'eiv, ei dwaroi dtoixeiv fr)ll Triihw

f7 roo'ofrrot 'ro "H.160: r5111" 62”!“

mihw e’E af/rtiw.
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a scene of collective effort, it is an union of co-operating

equals, whose numbers must not, indeed, be over-great,

but yet also must not be too small. It is only later that

he reminds us that the appearance of a waufiairmszis on the

scene, though most unlikely, is nevertheless possible, and

that he finds a place in his theory for the wauBaciAet’a,

without, however, altering his original account of the State,

which is not strictly wide enough to admit it. It was,

indeed, hardly necessary for him to do so, for though, as we

shall see, he holds that the best form of the State is that

in which virtue fully provided with external means is

possessed in an overwhelming degree by one or a few

persons, and rule always remains in his or their hands, the

conditions of this form were wholly unlikely to occur.

His account of the State also implies that it consists of

those who can live its full life. Outside the citizen-body

we find a fringe of dependents, necessary, indeed, to the

existence of the State, but not brought within its inner

circle, some free (women, children, artisans, labourers for

hire) and others slaves. These are not, in strictness, a part

of the State.

As yet the further characteristic of the State, that in TM ques

. tionasto

every case save one-and this so rare as to be merely theplaceof

hypothetical—its working will be governed by Law, has égfeigge

not been added; the discussion of the next question, how- so fal- not

ever, brings it under our notice. This question is, what

is to be the supreme authority of the community (rb Kfipiov in connex

rfis wo'Asws)? Aristotle does not mean by 11‘) mfpiov what 13:13:52,»

Austin means by ‘sovereign,’ for the supreme authority 321:;is to

may, in the view of the former, be vested in law, not in supreme

any given ‘persons’; he does not go behind law to the men iatrity

who make it. To answer this question, be rapidly discusses State?

(c. 10) the claims of a number of competitors for power,

with the result that the supreme authority must be just 1,

if only because otherwise the community will perish; yet

1 Compare the saying of St. Augustine—‘quid civitates sine iustitia

nisi magna latrocinia ?’
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The an

swer to

this inquiry

is—laws

normally

consti

tuted.

Parenthe

tical recog

nition of

the claims

of the

many, if

not below

a certain

level of ex

cellence, to

a share in

certain

political

rights

which they

can exer

cise collec~

tively.

if supremacy is given to men of worth, who are usually but

a few, or to one man of supreme worth, we are still met

by the difficulty of reconciling the rest to their exclusion

from power; and Aristotle falls back on the supremacy of

law, as distinguished from that of a person or persons, who

cannot be expected to be free, like law, from infirmities of

character. But then, if the law be that of a deviation

form, an oligarchy or a democracy, its rule may be as bad

as that of any person. ‘Bad laws,’ says Burke, ‘are the

worst sort of tyranny.’

At this point Aristotle pauses to draw a lesson from

the inquiry, before the moment for insisting on it has

passed. He has already (c. 9) laid stress on the claims of

virtue to power in the State, as against those of wealth

or free birth, and his readers may well have gathered that

he must favour a rule of the few Good (émetxeis). It is

precisely this impression that he now wishes to correct.

Even on the score of virtue the many, if they are not too

degraded, have something to say for themselves. Plato

had severely censured in the Laws (700 A~7or B) the

tendency to what he terms a ‘ theatrocracy’ (Hearpoxparia).

It was, he says, in the theatre—

‘VVhen all its throats the gallery extends,

And all the thunder of the pit ascends ’—

that the people first learnt to believe itself infallible, and

to despise the judgment of the wise few (rois yeyovo'm. wepi.

raffievo'w, 7oo C)—a lesson which they soon applied in

matters of State. He rejects this popular supremacy both

in the sphere of music and poetry1 and in that of politics 2.

It is evident from 1281 b 7 sq. and from the whole course

of c. 11, that Aristotle does not agree with Plato in this.

1 See Laws 6703 and the

references given in Stallbaum’s

note.

2 Plato’s principle, in the Gor

gias at all events, is ‘cuique in

sua arte credendum.’ Cp. Gorg.

45 5 B, quoted by Engelhardt, Loci

Platonici quorum Aristoteles in

conscribendis Politicis videtur me

mor fuisse, p. 15 : 6mv 1repi Za-rpaw

aips'a'ew: rfi 1115M; o'zihho'yos ii 1repl

vatmrlyiiw i] flepi cihhnv river 61”“

ovp'ymofl ieww, r’i'hhn n 1’) To'rs 6

51,";pr 0": a'vp/Bovhsuan; ofihov

ydp 6'1". 51/ e'Ku’a'rg aipc'a'n 16v 1':va

xé'ra'rov dei aipeio'dai x.'r.7\.
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He did not hold that the rise of the drama or of Rhetoric 1

was to be deplored, or that neither deserved a place in

a well-ordered State: tragedy is to him the highest form

of poetry, and a boon to man ; Rhetoric is necessary

because the minds of the many are less easily influenced

by strict philosophical reasoning than by arguments

drawn from common opinion. In this matter, as in others,

things had not gone so completely wrong as Plato thought.

On the contrary, the views of men have a tendency to

gravitate to the truth (Rhet. I. 1. 1355 a 15 sq. :' Zeller,

Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 243. 3). The wiser advocates of democracy

had not claimed for popular gatherings an equal aptitude

for all kinds of work. This is true, for instance, of Athena

goras, the leader of the popular party in the ‘polity’ (74. 1304 a 27) or ‘ aristocracy’ (7 (5). 10. 1312 b 6—9), which

existed at Syracuse till the defeat and capture of the

Athenian armament led to its conversion into a democracy

(1304 a 27). The utterance of Athenagoras on this subject

(Thuc. 6. 39) apparently set the keynote of this Eleventh

Chapter. (Mail. 115‘ (he says) onpoxpa'riav oiirs Ewe-r511 051"

10-012 slum, robs 6% é'xov'ras' rd Xprjpa'ra Kai Zipxsw Zipw'ra Beh

rio-rovs. éyt‘o 56' rpm“. wprfira yév Bfipov gzijmav évopcia'fiat,

dALyapXt’av 6E ne'pos‘, é'rrevra ¢15Aaxas p21; épiarovs‘ eival. qupd'rwv

'roi/s‘ nono-L'ovs, BovAefin-ai 6’ 3w Be'k'rw'ra foils- évverozis, Kpi‘val. 8’

av dxozio'auras Zipw'ra robs 'rroAAofis‘, Kai. Taiira 67.noin Kai Ka'ni

ps'pr' Kai Eli/.L'lravra 6’11 Bnpoxpafl'q. Za'opmpe'iv. Aristotle is

inclined to agree with the view here taken of the capabili

ties of the many, so far at all events as some subjects are

concerned. It is interesting to find him expressing the

view that the many are better judges of music and poetry

than the few(1281 b 7)2; he is not, however, here speaking

of an audience of artisans and day-labourers, whose defects

of taste he recognizes (5 7. 1342 a 18 sq.), but of one

1 As to Rhetoric, contrast Plato, I 34ob 23) he says that it is out of

Laws 937 D sqq. with Aristot. the question, or at all events not

Rhet. I. 1. 1355 a 20—b 7. easy, for those who have not learnt

‘1 It should be noticed, however, to play and sing to become good

that in the Fifth Book (5 (8). 6. judges of music.
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not below a certain social level 1. Whether he would

praise the judgment of the Athenian people in these

matters, many of whom were artisans and day-labourers,

we do not know. Nowhere else were audiences so fre

quently gathered together to sit in judgment on dramas

and choruses 2. When Goethe says 3, ‘Es bleibt immer

gewiss, dieses so geehrte und verachtete Publikum betr'tigt

sich uber das Einzelne fast immer und fiber das Ganze

fast nie,’ he perhaps has rather the reading public in view

than a theatre audience. Aristotle, however, goes on to

admit that the people—always supposing them to be not

below a certain level of merit—are capable critics of public

service, when brought together in a body. A man of full

virtue (arrov‘tlaios), he says, may be surpassed by others in

respect of each of the excellences whose combination makes

him what he is“; his strength lies in his combination of

virtues not necessarily singly present in a superlative degree.

And something similar may be said of a large gathering of

men. It is like a single individual possessed of many hands

and feet and organs of sense, and many moral and intel

lectual faculties 5. Aristotle forgets that bad qualities will

1 He guards himself thus, pos

sibly remembering a saying of

Socrates—rpbs To 01'”: dgtdhoyov

10.7760; €¢aov<ev dpozov e: TLS‘ 're'rpii

Bpaxpov 2v dnofiompdfi'cov 76v ('0: raw

101013er 1100pr (by 86!“va dredg

xou'o (Diog. Laert. 2. 34). We

see from the use of nXfiGos in this

passage what Aristotle probably

means by mivra 817;:011 . . . 1rfzv 10v“,

609 in 1281 b 16. He is not think

ing so much of national differences,

like that which existed between

Boeotians and Athenians, as of

differences of occupation (like that

which distinguished the yewpytxbr

57”“): from the 31111011009 or dye

paios 8;);109), or of social position

(cp. 8 (6). 4. 1319a 38, 1-00 Kari: 'n‘pl

xa'ipav whit)on : I319b I, To xsipov

(id 105190: mei§ctv).

2 If the popular judgment in

music prevailed, and was respon

sible for the degeneracy of the art

which Aristoxenus deplores in a

charming passage (Fr. 90 : Miiller,

Fr. Hist. Gr. 2. 29x), it can hardly

have deserved much credit. An's

toxenus compares his own con

temporaries, so far as the art of

music is concerned, to the bar

barized Paestans, who met once

a year at a festival to mourn their

loss of Hellenism, and to recall for

a moment their old way of life.

3 Quoted by Henkel, Studien, p.

80 n. ‘It is quite certain, that

the Public, which we are so ready

both to honour and to despise, is

almost always under a delusion

in its judgments as to particular

points, but hardly ever as to the

total result.’

* This glimpse of the 0'1rov8aioc

is interesting, and prepares us for

the many-sidedness of the citizens

of Aristotle’s ideal State.

"’ Aristotle evidently has Geryon
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be thrown into the common stock no less than good ones;

he forgets also the special liability of great gatherings of

men to be mastered by feeling, especially in the discussion

of political questions, which are far more provocative of

feeling than artistic ones. His principle, again, would justify

the inference that the larger the gathering is, the greater

its capacity will be 1.

Aristotle is led, partly by these considerations, partly by

considerations of political safety (oi/K <i<r¢aAés~, 1281 b 26:

qbofiepo'v, 29), to the conclusion that there is good ground

for a compromise between the rich and the good on the

one hand, and the many—in the sense of oi. éAeziéepol.

(1281 b 23)-—on the other. The many are not fit to hold

the highest magistracies; they are only fit for collective

political functions, such as those of deliberating and judg

ing (11‘) ,Bovhetierraai. Kai. Kpfvew, 1281 b 31). To these they

may be admitted with advantage. Hence it is that some

constitutions, that of Solon for instance, concede to the

people the right of choosing magistrates and reviewing

their official conduct, but not the right of holding office

singly 2.

There were those, we know—for example, Socrates 3—

who held the master of an art to be the best hand both at

judging how a work has been done and selecting the man

to do it, but with this view—even taking the term ‘ master

of an art’ in its widest sense, so as to include not only

the man of science (6 eibés) and the practical worker (6

finpiovpyo's), but also the man who has had a general train

ing on the subject (6 newaifievuévos)—Aristotle does not

agree. He feels, however, that the case of the many need

not be wholly rested on the broad ground which he has

in his mind: cp. Plutarch, Rei .

Gerend. Praec. e. 26, 01711» yap qv

6 I‘qpuévqs‘ (qurér, wav U’KG'AY]

fron Kai xeipas Kai 5¢aahpous3 ‘1'

min-a pfa \lruxr‘] 8403K“.

‘ See as to Aristotle’s view on

this subject Henkel, p. 80 n.: Sus.’,

Note 565 b.

aim e’éaw, where Bonitz (Ind. 472

b 42) compares Hist. An. 9. 43.

629 a 33, )u'xuov 8' 5v Kai 1rpos rd

pa-yupciu Kai 1'02‘19 ixdfme Kal 'rfjv

rotat'n'rlu cinéhavew Kara paves 1rp00'

ne'ra'raa.

a 1281 b 34, deew 8E KG'H‘I péyas

VOL. I.

a Xen. Mem. 1. 2. 49—50: 3. 5.

21 sqq.: 3. 9. 10 sqq. ‘Creden

dum cuique in sua arte.’
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taken up; they have another ground of claim, for they are

the ‘wearers of the shoe’ and know best where it pinches.

There are subjects on which the man who uses the product

(6 Xptépievos) has more claim to be a good judge than the

master of an art—subjects on which a mastery of the art

is not essential to a right decision: the best critic of a

banquet, for instance, is not the cook, but the guest 1. It

is implied that the decision as to the merits of a statesman

is one of these.

After this objection has been dealt with, however,

another remains. Plato had insisted in the Laws (945B

sqq.) that the reviewing authority must be better than the

magistracy reviewed 2, and had accordingly given the right

of review in the State of the Laws to a specially constituted

body, the priests of Apollo, not to the people. Aristotle

probably has this arrangement in view in his defence

(1282a 32 sqq.) of the Solonian distribution of power.

His reply is that under it the reviewing authority is better

than the magistracy reviewed, for the reviewing authority

is the collective whole, not the individuals, mostly of little

worth, of whom it is composed, and this, if in the given

instance the people is not below a certain level, will be

better, and indeed richer, than the One or Few to whom

high offices are entrusted.

Having followed this line of inquiry thus far, Aristotle

recurs to the discussion from which he had diverged, and

recognizes that it had led to the result that law must be

supreme—law not conceived in the interest of a-section, but

normal and correct (116].LOL 5,0669 KiprflJOL, 3. 11. 1282b I sqq.),

adding that where owing to its necessary generality it

cannot give detailed guidance, the ruler, whether one or

many, must in these matters be supreme. The question,

however, what ‘laws normal and correct ’ are, still remains

1 This saying, which was per- ” Cp. Eth. Nic. 6. 13. 1143b

haps already proverbial, is echoed 33, 'rrpbs‘ 8i rei-rots é'romw 61! J

by Martial, Epigr. 9. 81, as is vat dégctev, cl xst'pwv 'rfit‘ oodn'as‘

noticed by Sir G. C. Lewis (AuthO- oiia'a ¢P6V7l0l§1 xvptw-re'pa ai’rrfis‘

rity in Matters of Opinion, pp. 3mm.

184—5»
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for solution. To answer it, Aristotle calls to mind that

‘good and just laws and good and just constitutions go

together, but that the laws must be adjusted to the con

stitution, not the constitution to the lawslz hence we may

say that laws adjusted to the normal constitutions will be

just, and those adjusted to the deviation-forms unjust.’

With these words c. 11 closes.

Arrived at this point, we expect that the next question that are

for discussion will be, what ‘laws adjusted to the normal “many

constituted

constitutions’ are, but instead of distinctly raising this laws?

question, Aristotle proceeds to discuss a question which, :2

as he says, ‘ affords an opportunity for aporetic inquiry, andis not without instructiveness for the political philosopher.’ tions.

The question he refers to is one relating to the nature of

Political justice 2. The Twelfth Chapter, in fact, begins tion, what

as follows—‘ but since in all sciences and arts the end is a 15?

good, and in the most sovereign of sciences—the Political 222$“?

Science—the greatest of goods is in an especial degree just claim

made the end, and since the just is the political good, andthe just is no other than that which is for the common power?

advantage3 [we shall do well to inquire what the just is].

Now all say that the just is the equal: yes, and all agree

up to a certain point with the conclusion arrived at in the

philosophical discussions in which ethical questions have

been treated in detail, that justice implies not only a thing

awarded, but also persons to whom it is awarded, and say

that justice means the award of that which is equal to

equals. But then comes the question—equals in what?’

Equals in respect of any good thing we may chance to

select—complexion, for instance, or size of body? The

Ethiopians, according to Herodotus (3. 20), made the

biggest and strongest man among them their king, and

Plato had seemed to imply in a hasty sentence that such

1 Cp. 6(4). 1. 1289a 13 sq. we find them, not by the hand of

’ Bernays (Aristoteles’ Politik, Aristotle, but by that of some

p. 172 n.) has expressed the later editor. On this question,

opinion that the contents of cc. see Appendix C.

12 and 13 were placed where 3 Cp. Isocr. Archid. § 35.

$2
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things might be taken into consideration‘. Aristotle, on

the contrary, says that in any distribution of ‘instru

ments’ (6pyava) the work to be done must be kept in

view—that in a distribution of flutes, for instance, the best

flute must be given not to the best-born or the hand

somest, but to the most skilful flute-player. The contrary

view, he says, would imply that all things which we call

good are sufliciently one in kind to be reducible to a

common measure and comparable theone with the otherz.

Goods are really only comparable in respect of their con

tribution to a given work (e’pyov), and only goods which

contribute to the same work can be compared with each

other. ‘ The competitors for power must base their claims

on the possession of things which really go to the making

of a State ’ (1283 a 14). So that, if we draw up a rough list

of competitors for political power, we shall find on it the

well-born, the free-born, and the wealthy 3, and to these we

shall have to add those possessed of justice and of military

excellence. All these possess attributes contributing either

to the being or well-being of the State. Each of these

groups has a certain claim, none of them an absolutely just

or exclusive claim, to power. Even a constitution which

gave exclusive supremacy to the virtuous would not be

just, for it would give exclusive supremacy to one only of

the elements which contribute to the work of the State *.

The nor

mal consti

tution will

recognize

all ele

ments

1 Cp. Laws 744 B, where Plato

enumerates not only dperr) fi' 16

vrpoyévmv Kai 1') aflrof/ and 1r)101'n'ov

xprja'ts Kai nevias‘, but also ampcirwv

io'xuer Kai n’moptpim, as entitling to

a larger share of honours and

offices. In Laws 757 B—C, how

ever, true, or geometrical, justice

is said to take account only of

virtue in its distribution of honours.

But then we must remember that

the State of the Laws is avowedly

a second-best State, and not con—

structed wholly on ideal prin

ciples.

’ Cp. Eth. Nic. 5. 8.1133b 18,137

pe‘v 0511 49079619 (idem-row "‘1 'raa'ofi

70v 810¢€povra ailppc-rpa yeve'adai,

npos 86’ fr)” xpct'av s’vde'xe'ral. iKallr'bs :

and Eth. Nic. 9. 1. 1164b 2 sqq.

8 In Eth. Nic.4. 8.1124a zosqq.

there is an account of the com

peting claimants for honour,

which reminds us of this passage

of the Politics. We gather that

those who combine the three

dyaGé—wealth, nobility, and vir

tue—have the best claim. Cp.

Eth. Nic. 8. 12. 1160b 3, where the

Baa-thus is said t0 be 6 1rda'1 'roic

dyaaoir fincpe'xwv.

* Plato’s language, Laws 7 57 C,

is far more favourable to the

claims of virtue. Geometrical (or

true) justice, he says, 11,1611- puZom

ps‘v 1rp1‘1s cipe-rr‘w dsi jm'fovs‘, rois 8“
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The same would have to be said of one which gave ex- which con

clusive supremacy to the many (oi wAeiovs) on the grounds :3:

developed in the Eleventh Chapter.What then must be done, supposing all these elements— State, not

the good, the rich, the noble, the many—to co-exist in one E’Qstsinly.

and the same community? Are we to give power to the A hare 511;

good, supposing only that they are sufficient in number to m

form, or at least to govern, a State‘? But then there is a doe? “Oi

difficulty which affects all exclusive awards on the ground

of superiority in this or that attribute. Each of the £13323”.

elements before us—the rich, the noble, the good, the

many—is liable to have its claims defeated by those ofa

single individual richer or nobler or better than all the

rest, or indeed by those of a mass of men of which this can

be said. Our review of facts shows that none of these

exclusive claims to supremacy on the ground of a bare

superiority in one of the elements which contribute to the

life of the State deserve to be accounted ‘normal’ (deo's‘),

or to find recognition in a normal constitution. We thus

obtain an answer to the question raised at the end of

c. 11 (1282b 6), what are normally constituted laws, and

whether they will be conceived in the interest of the better

sort or the many (1283b 35). They are, we find, laws

designed for the common good of both; though there is

one case in which all laws are out of place—that of the

appearance of a nap/Baatltais. then the good are not so Unless the

superior as to outweigh in virtue the collective merit

of the mass (iii-av o’up/iafvy Tb hexfle'v, 1283 b 39), then so tran

they must share power with the many. Some mixed

constitution must be adopted, which will give to the good

and to the many a proportionate share of power; and in merit of

the Many,
determining the proportion which is to fall to the lot of

rm'mau-riov ixouaw dpe-rfir 'rs xal

museiar 'rz‘) 'n'ps'rrov éKG'I‘éPOLS‘ dwovc'p.“

xa-rc‘z )uiyov.

1 This question is left unan

swered, but the answer intended

to be given to it may probably be

gathered from the sentences which

succeed. It is that, given a suffi

cient superiority in virtue, no

deficiency in the numbers of the

virtuous is a bar to their claims :

even a single individual, if more

virtuous than all the rest of the

community, has an irresistible

claim to rule.

the Good,
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thiiRlich, each, regard must be had to the advantage of the whole

an t e
Many must State and the common advantage of the citizensl; ‘ and a

(livid: be citizen is, broadly, one who shares in ruling and being

powe -

tween them ruled, but he differs according to the particular constitu

tion; under the best constitution he is one who is able and

ducive to purposed to rule and be ruled with a view to a life of

232$, virtue’ (1283b 42 sqq.). We infer, then, that the best

constitution will be so designed as to favour his pursuit of

this end, and this we find to be the case if we compare the

Fourth Book (4 (7). 2. 1324a 23, (in “Ev 013v dvayxa'iov elvat

noM'ru’av ripiarryv razirnv KaO’ fiv “nifw Kiiv 60"rwofiv (’ipw'ra.

'rrpd'r'rm Kai (qirl paxapt'ms', (pave/xiv $671.11).

If, how- ‘ But if,’ Aristotle continues, ‘ there is in the community

2216,, some one man, or some group of men not numerous enough

small f to constitute a city, so pre-eminent in virtue that the virtue

53:21; and political capacity of all the rest put together is not

commensurable with theirs ’——in other words, 570.11 pn‘y o'vp

constitute Bai’vy r6 AeXOév—‘ this man or men,’ notwithstanding their

numerical paucity, ‘ must not be treated as a mere part of

inggpos- _ the State,’ or called upon to share power with the rest and

to submit to law, for to do so would be to do them in

gaiar‘t‘ilzum justice, and indeed would be ridiculous. This is shown to

then a case be the case by an appeal to the practice of the deviation

:gm‘eeAb' forms, which either put to death or ostracize any citizen

Kingship who by reason of disproportionate wealth, or a dispro

arises. . .

portionate number of frlends and adherents, or for any

other cause, is formidable to the State. They do not

expect such persons to obey the law; they get rid of

them in one way or another. The normal constitutions

have to face the same difficulty, and though they will

try to prevent the case for the ostracism arisingz, they

also may nevertheless be forced to resort to it; but

then they will use the ostracism for the common good,

1 1283b 40, 1'5 5' dpdz‘w hqzrre'ov

io'ws' 15 6' law: tipflbv npbr 1'6 'rfic

mlhemc 5hr]: o'uptfie'pov Kai 1rp69 To

non/6v 'rc‘n ribv rah-raw. It is not

clear whether Aristotle conceives

any difference to exist between

the advantage of the whole State

and the common advantage of

the citizens.

2 Cp.7 (5). 3. r302b 19: and

Aristoph. Ran. 1357 sqq. as to

Alcibiades. .
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not for the good of a sectionl. But what is the best

constitution to do, if an individual makes his appear

ance, transcendent, not in respect of wealth or the number

of his friends, but in respect of virtue.> Virtue is every

thing to the best constitution, and as it cannot expel such

a being2 or exercise rule over him, the only possible

course, and also the natural course, is to make him a

life-long king. This is extended 17. 1288 a 15) to

the case of a whole family (ye’vos) of such persons

appearing in a State. The whole family will then become

royal.

It will be noticed that the alternatives considered in this The case,

chapter do not exhaust the list of possible alternatives. flififiifife'

The cases considered are only those in which a Few Good the E°°d

. are sufii

and the Many, or one pre-eminently good man and the dentin

Many, coexist in the same community, and the purpose of mm‘b." to

. . . , constitutea

the inquiry is to show how in such cases power must be city is not

allotted. The One and the Few have an exclusive right

to supremacy only when their excess of virtue is very is the 6:56

. e t
great; in all other cases power must be shared. The case m:

in which the good are sufficient in number to form a full Fggrth

complement of citizens is not considered; and this is the case when; all.

which is assumed to exist in that form of the best State are

which is described in the Fourth Book. In this the good, virtue.

the well-to-do, and the free-born are the same persons—

in other Words, the citizen-body is composed of men

1 Cp. Plato Polit. 293 D, xa‘t (‘a’v

'ré 'ys dnoxrtvvuvrsr 'ruu‘w 1'1 Kai
, I I J Y Y a

(KBaAAou-rer Kadatpmtrw s1r cycle?

will mihw, el'rc Klll. (in'oth'as‘ oiou

o'pfivr] pcM-r-ribv c'K1re'p1rours's‘ 7TOI.

alukpm'e'pav nouBa-w, 17 five: e’rewa
, I ~ ~ ,

'YOFJIIOL 17066! ahllovr (50,0511, 1I'0)\L1'fl§‘

wowa-cc, afrrr‘pI ail'gmo'w, Zoom-rep

dv s’mv‘rrjp.” Kai r33 ducnicp wpooxpriz

pivot, o'wg‘ov're'r, 6K xslpovoc Belt-run

1rmc'bo't Karr‘z dummy, rati-rqv 1'de Kai

Kurd 'rot‘zr 'romfirovs apovs fipiv p.6qu

fipfir‘p/ 1r0)\l1'fl,llll ail/at firyrs'ov.

2 Aristotle ewdently remembers

Heraclitus’ indignant censure of

the Ephesians for their expulsion

of Hermodorus: cp. Diog. Laert.

9. 2, Kaéla'rrrsrm 8Q Kai 1'5)” 'E¢eaiwv
6'1ri 'rq'i rbv e'ralpov e‘KBahelv iEplué—

3wpov, s'v of: 41170111' 'Aétov 'deo'ims

{15113611 (irrofinvsiv 1rii¢n Kai rois‘ dw'y

Bow 'rr‘p/ 1rd)!!! Ka'rahnreiv, OZTLIIGC

'Eppédmpov Ecou‘ré‘w dvfitarov 65513.1

)tov As'yov-rcs" r'lps'wv pqu' sir o'vfiw'roc

farm“ 52 36' 119 rotoii'ror, fihhfl TE Kai.

per' 5va, and Cicero’s transla

tion of the passage, Tusc. Disp.

5. 36. 105. See Bywater, Heracliti

Ephesii Reliquiae, fragm. cxiv.
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possessing virtue fully furnished with external means (ripen)

foopnyws'vnl

General The conclusion, however, to which the whole discussion

leads us is, that the decision what is the just or normal

zigofloinssti- constitution in any given case must depend on the circum

mtone and stances of that case—on the distribution of attributes con

text?“ ducive to the life of the State, and especially on the

where: it distribution of virtue—but that whatever allotment of power

it makes will be for the common good, and that it will not

stances of give exclusive supremacy to One individual or a Few,

the given . . .

cast except in the very rare case of their possessmg an over

whelming superiority in virtue.

Far more often we shall find a small body of the better

sort (,BeA-rfovs) confronted by a large body of the free-born,

the former individually, the latter collectively superior, and

in this case the-normal constitution will be one which recog

nizes and rallies round it all elements conducive to the life

of the State—wealth, free birth, virtue—and finds a place

for each. All of them have claims : the State has need of all.

Already then we find a firm logical basis laid for that

mixed constitution whose organization and nature will

be more fully depicted in the Sixth Book. The mention

of wealth, free birth, and virtue as the elements to be

combined points perhaps rather to an aristocracy of the

kind described in 6 (4). 7. 1293b 14 than to a polity, for

in a polity only wealth and free birth find recognition

(6 8. 1294a 19 sqq.). The mixed constitution of

Aristotle, it is interesting to notice, is not necessarily

a combination of all constitutions, like that men

tioned in 2. 6. 1265b 33 sqq., or that which his disciple

Dicaearchus1 and the Stoics of the third century before

Christz, followed by Cicero and a host of others down to

our own day, have agreed in extolling. It is not an union

of Kingship, Aristocracy, and Democracy, for a King

has no necessary place in it; it is rather a combination

1 See Dicaearch. fragm. 23 242): Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 892.

(Miller, Fragm. Hist. Graec. 2. Z Diog. Laert. 7. 131.
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of social elements—virtue, wealth, free birth—than a

combination of constitutions; it is a constitution which

finds a place in the State for the good, the wealthy, and

the many, and which rallies them all round it. It does

justice to everything that contributes to the life of the

State. Under its shadow the good, the wealthy, and the

free-born work happily together, ruling and being ruled for

the common good 1.

This is Aristotle’s conception of the normal (not the

best) State in the form which it most commonly assumes,

and the pattern was one which Greece in his day especially

needed to have held up for imitation. It has its value,

however, even in our own times.

Plato had said in the Politicus (297 B), that ‘no large

body of persons, whoever they may be, can acquire the

political science and govern a State with reason (herd 1106),

and that it is in connexion with a small and scanty body,

or even a single individual, that we must look for the one

normal constitution.’ Even in the Laws, where he concedes

a certain share of power to the people, he constantly sur

rounds his concession with safeguards which greatly reduce

its value. The classes in which he places most faith are

evidently those comprised in the first and second property

classes. Aristotle has somewhat more confidence in the

judgment, on some political subjects at all events, of some,

though not all, kinds of demos 2.

1 We notice that Aristotle does

not rest the claims of mixed

government on the ground that a

system of ‘checks and balances’

is necessary, but on grounds of

justice : all elements contributing

to the being and well-being of the

State should receive due recogni

tion in the award of supreme

authority. Considerations of ex—

pediency, however, reinforce those

of justice. A constitution of this

kind is the safest, inasmuch as

all elements of the State gladly

combine to give it support. \Ve

see also that if Aristotle does not

believe in the divine right of the

One or the Few, neither would he

accept the doctrine of the sove

reignty of the people, even in the

limited sense of the sovereignty

of the e’het'idepoi. Sovereignty

rightfully rests with those who,

contributing elements of import

ance to the life of the State, can

and will rule for the general good.

2 He strongly deprecates a pau

per demOs (8 (6). 5. 1320a 32), and

he much prefers an agricultural

or pastoral demos to a demos of

artisans or day-labourers or

dyopaiot (8 (6). 4).
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We see how great a part justice, and its equivalent the

common good, play in determining the structure of the

Aristotelian State. If the slave is a slave, it is because

it is just and well for him and every one else, that he should

be so. The same principle governs the assignment of

citizen-rights and of supreme authority in the State. A

State in which the best should rule by force would not

satisfy Aristotle, even if they ruled for the best ends;

there must be a willing co-operation of all, whether rulers

or ruled, and this can only be secured through an universal

conviction that an adequate place is found for everybody,

and that no one’s just claims are overlooked. Aristotle’s

principle is a salutary one, whatever we may think of his

application of it. It is—let every element that contributes

to the being and well-being of the State receive due recog

nition in its award of rights. The permanent value of

this principle will best be seen if we study some instance

of its infraction—for example, the ancien regime in France.

Justice and We note also that the just being, in Aristotle’s view,

the com'd identical with that which is for the common good, he has

mon goo .

the two- both these clues to guide him in the construction of the

{253:ng State. To 6p06v Amrre'ov l'o'ws' r5 8’ ’L'a'ws 6p05v 17pm); Tb 'rfis

cfms‘im' wo'hews' 5M]: ovp¢épov Kai. 'rrpos To Kowov 76 1'61; 'rroM'rr'Bv

tion.

(1283 b 40). Rights, it would seem, are to be measured

by the common good.

It is, however, mainly by considerations of justice that

Aristotle is guided in his construction of the State.

Justice was to him the key to all constitutional problems ;

varying views of justice lay at the root of constitutional

diversity and constitutional change. He saw that all the

competing claimants for political power—democrats no

less than oligarChs—appealed to justice in support of their

claims. The champions of oligarchy seem occasionally to

have used the argument that those who contribute ninety

nine hundredths of a common fund should not be placed

on the same footing as those who contribute the remaining

hundredth (3. 9. 1280b 27 sqq.), and it was apparently

from them that Aristotle learnt the view that political
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power should be distributed among the members of a

State in proportion to contribution. He holds, indeed,

that account should be taken in the distribution of power,

not of property only, but of everything that contributes to

the being and well-being of a State. The free-born and

the virtuous have as good a claim to a share of power as

the wealthy. Still, though he amends the contention of

the champions of oligarchy, he adopts it in the amended

form.

It is an interesting question, whether his account of the IS Aris

principle on which political power should be distributed of

is correct. It places the matter at any rate in a distinct 216151;:

light, whereas, when similar questions arise among our- which

selves, and an appeal is made to considerations of justice, 32:32:”

there is often a good deal of vagueness about the argu- should be

ments used. Aristotle’s view is that those who contributeto the common stock the attributes, material moral and

intellectual, which are essential to the being and well-being

of the State——whether (like the citizens of the best State)

they individually possess the whole of them, or whether

some possess one of them and others another, the rich, the

free-born, and the virtuous forming distinct classes—ought

in fairness, as a requital for their contribution, to be the

citizens and rulers of the State. It is evident, however,

that the award of supreme power to men thus endowed

may be rested on another ground. The State may give it

to them, not in requital for their contribution, but because

it is for the common good that ‘the tools’ should be in the

hands of ‘those who can use them.’ It may well be that

the Common Good is a safer standard in questions of this

kind than the Distributive justice of Aristotle, and that the

State is more likely to be successful in attaining the ends

for which it exists, if it abstains from attempting to

balance contribution and recompense, and is guided in

its distribution of power simply by considerations of the

Common Good. We may test the soundness of Aristotle’s

theory in some degree by the view which it leads him

to take of Kingship. He finds himself, as we shall shortly
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see, obliged to deny the legitimacy of Absolute Kingship

in all cases but one—the 'case in which the Absolute King

is an overwhelmingly important contributor to the State.

Would it not have been better to say that the Absolute

Kingship is only in place where it is essential to the well

being of the community?

We may, indeed, go further and ask whether the recog

nition of contribution, or even of capacity, is really justice

—whether justice is not rather the recognition of desert.

On this point some remarks of Mr. J. S. Mill (Political

Economy, Book ii. c. 1. § 4) deserve to be quoted. ‘The

proportioning of remuneration to work done,’ he says, ‘is

really just, only in so far as the more or less of the work is

a matter of choice: when it depends on natural difference

of strength or capacity, this principle of remuneration is in

itself an injustice: it is giving to those who have—as

signing most to those who are already most favoured by

nature.’ But is it possible for the State to sound the

depths of human desert? And if it were possible, would

it be well that the State should award the advantages at its

disposal in accordance with desert? A man’s extraction,

his training, or other circumstances beyond his control may

be so bad that he deserves more credit for being only a

thief and not a murderer, than another man deserves for

being an useful member of society. Yet would not the

State be acting a suicidal part, if it gave power to a man of

this kind? It would seem that the only sort of justice

which is capable of affording a basis to society is that

which is recognized by Aristotle; yet is this really

justice?

Transition Aristotle has now answered the question raised at the

gohifi'fi'ich commencement of c. Io—wha't ought to be the supreme

isqx- authority of the State—and he passes on in c. 14 to

amined

firstas be. examine the subject of Kingship, ‘for we say that this is

ing °“e °f one of the normal constitutions.’ His plan seems to be to

the normal

cpnstitu- study the normal constitutions first, perhaps on the principle

2:25,“? mentioned in c. 7. 1279a 23, where he says that ‘when
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these have been described, the deviation-forms will be the Abso

evident.’ He reserves an examination of the polity, how

ever, till he has analysed democracy and Oligarchy, ‘for its wished

nature will be more evident, after these constitutions have the

been described’ (6 8. 1293 b 22—33). There is no such

reason for postponing the study of Kingship and the true

Aristocracy.

The question is asked whether a State and country

(Kai wo'Aei. va Xépq, c. 14. 1284b 38) which is to be well

constituted may be placed with advantage under a King

ship, or whether some other constitution will be better

for it, or whether again in some cases a Kingship will be in

place and in others not. It is evident from 3. 16. 1287 a

10 sq. (cp. 3. 17. 1287 b 37 sqq.), that the question of the

naturalness of Kingship had given rise to discussion.

Isocrates, for instance, had spoken of it in one passage

(Philip. § 107) as an institution uncongenial to Greeks, but

indispensable to barbarians.

Aristotle evidently feels that this question cannot be

discussed till the various forms of Kingship have been dis

tinguished, and those which do not really come into con

sideration eliminated. He accordingly distinguishes five

forms of Kingship, the extreme form at one end of the

scale being the Laconian (1‘; Aaxwvmj)—a mere Generalship

for life—and that at the other being the form in which one

man is ‘ supreme over everything, just as a nation (@1109)

or City-State is supreme over all public affairs—a form

which agrees in type with household rulel, for as household

rule is a sort of Kingship over a household, so this type of

Kingship is household rule over a City-State or over one or

_more nations.’ We observe that the Absolute Kingship

(nqnfiaomu'a) is evidently conceived by Aristotle as ap

plicable not only to a City-State but also to an é’Bvos or a

collection of £61117. Of these two forms he dismisses the

first-named as being rather an institution which may exist in

1 3. 14. 1285b 31,1'ern'ype'vn Kan‘l dBuufa: P01. 7 IO. I310b 32,

(1)11 ofxovopixr'lv: cp. Eth. Nic. 5. ijao'LMla TéTGKTaL Kart‘: 11):! CiPllT

5. 1130 b 18, 1'] p€v 017v xa'ril rip! :roxpan'au: and other references

5A1” dperrjv re-ra-ype'vr] (imawa’funl Kai. given in B011. Ind. 7481) 18 sqq.
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connexion with a variety of constitutions, than a distinct

form of constitution. The other form, accordingly, remains

for consideration.

As to this, the first question to be considered is, he says,

whether it is more advantageous to be ruled by the best

Question of

the expedi

figicnygghip man or the best laws. This question had been already

915,2??? discussed by Plato in the Politicus (294A-296A) and

a: gag“? in the Laws (874 E—875 D) 1. In the former passage

orthemle Plato thus states his doctrine :——‘ the legislative art is

fgvgihze“ certainly in some sense an element in the art of kingly rule

more ex- [and legislation is therefore a function of the king], but the

pedient?

best thing is that supreme authority should rest, not with

the laws, but with the man who having wisdom is capable

of kingly rule’ (294 A). No art (he urges) can lay down

anything ‘simple and universal’ (cirrhoiiv) as to things so

shifting as men and their doings, at all events if it is to

ordain what is best; yet this is what law tries to do, ‘like a

stupid and wilful man, resolved not to allow anything to be

done contrary to his appointment or any question to be

asked, even if some fresh thing different from what he

commanded should happen to be better for some indi

vidualz.’ Then why (Plato asks) make laws at all? For

just the same reason for which gymnastic trainers draw

up a general rule for the exercises of those whom they

are training. They do this, because they cannot possibly

be at everybody’s elbow at every moment, ready to indi

cate the best thing to do. Imagine, for instance, a trainer

going abroad and expecting to be a long time away—he

will leave behind him written instructions for his pupils;

but if he should happen to come back sooner than he

1 This is pointed out by Mr.

Jackson in his note on Eth. Nic. 5.

6. § 5. The comparative merits of

the rule of law and the rule of an

autocrat are discussed in a well

known passage of the Supplices of

Euripides (389 sqq.) with an ob

vious intention to give the victory

to Theseus, the representative of

the former. Compare also Eurip.

fr. 600 (Nauck),

'rp61ror e'o'ri quo'rds‘ litr¢a>t€a'

rspos 1’6an

with 3. I6. 1287 b 6, 6501's r6311 Ka-rt‘z

'ypdppara [vopaw] dvdpwn'os‘ t’z'pxcov

d ahe'trrepos‘, JAN 01': 1'61! Ka'rd. 1'6

360:.

2 See Prof. Campbell, Sophistes

and Politicus of Plato, p.'137-8,

whose renderings I have mainly

followed here.
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intended, would he feel bound to follow those written

instructions in his management of them, supposing some

change were desirable? Undoubtedly not. The moral

is that law is only a make-shjft, that the best thing is the

unceasing guidance and supervision of a true King, and

that if law exists, it is essential that the King should be

free to depart from it, wherever he can do so with ad

vantage.

In the Laws (874 E sqq.) the same view is implied, but

Plato is here more conscious how impossible it is for any

mortal man to see that it is to his own interest, no less

than to that of others, to study the common advantage

rather than his own private advantage, or if he did so, to

abide by this principle and to act on it throughout his

life. Of genuine Reason, designed by nature to be free,

there is not a particle anywhere, or, at least, not much

(875 D); hence it is that we have to call on law to rule,

though it looks only to that which is for the most part

and cannot discern that which holds universally. Mankind

must have laws and live in accordance with them—other

wise they will be no better than the most savage beasts

(874 E)—but Law is only the second-best thing.

Aristotle evidently has the teaching of the Politicus in

view in the aporetic analysis which he brings to bear on the

question (1286a 9sqq.). Those who are for Kingship, he

says, will object to law that it gives merely a general rule,

and does not adjust its directions to the circumstances of

the particular case. To exercise any art by written rule is

foolish: even in Egypt, where the physicians are expected to

treat their patients by stereotyped written rules, they are

allowed to change the treatment after four days, if desirable.

But then, if it is made an objection to law that it embodies

a general principle, we must remember that the ruler also

must possess the general principle, so that he is open to

the same objection; indeed, in him it is exposed to the

disturbing influence of emotion and passion, from which no

human breast is free; it will consequently be less pure

and less potent. It may, however, be rejoined that in
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compensation for this the individual ruler will be able to

deal better with the particular case than law could do.

Provisiqnal These considerations evidently point to the advisability

concluston . .

anived at of adopting some arrangement, by which the One Best Man

gnaw? °f will promulgate laws which will be supreme except where

giver-King, they deviate from what is rightl. But then comes the

Emirates question, is it better that these cases with which the law

reserves to fails to deal aright should be dealt with by a single indi

32:16:13“ vidual of surpassing excellence, and not by the whole body

3:22: of citizens or by a less numerous body of men of full virtue

wher'ethey (anovéaioi)? The subject is discussed with a leaning to a

conclusion in favour of these a-irovlia'ioi. The reason why

right. Kingship prevailed in early times was perhaps merely this,

that in those days only a very few possessed virtue ; when

more came to do so, Aristocracy took its place 2. Besides,

there is a special difficulty connected with the probability

of the King, who is assumed to possess supreme power,

passing his Kingship on to an unworthy child. There is also

the difficulty that the King, being, not a body of men, but

a solitary individual, and therefore needing to be supplied

with the means of enforcing his will, must of necessity be

supplied with a guard. This, however, may be got over.

But Aristotle now awakes to the consciousness, or makes

believe to do so, that in all this discussion of the rule of a

Lawgiver-King he has been treating of a Kingship gov

erned by Law—a ,BainItsi'a Kai-6i vo'pov—for he has been

criticising a Kingship in which law is supreme, at all events

till it deviates from right (1286a 23). The subject to

faggfig" be considered, however, is in reality the King who ‘is

may act as supreme over everything and may act as he pleases ’ (c. 16.

he pleases 1287a 1), not he who is in part checked by law. What is

not he who

is in Part to be said of his claims?

checked by

But the

subject

which

Aristotle

intended to

investigate

was the

King, who

is supreme

represent Aristotle’s definitive view1 Compare the provisional con

on the subject. In 6 (4). 13.clusion as to the relation of law to

the ruler thrown out in c. 11.

1282 b 1 sqq.

2 The theory of the succession

of constitutions put forward here

occurs in an entirely aporetic

passage and does not necessarily

1297 b 16 sqq. the changes in

constitutions are connected less

with changes in the distribution of

virtue than with changes in the

art of war.
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To this subject Aristotle addresses himself afresh, and law. Isa

the polemic against the rule of the One Best Man begins filigng

again with increased intensity, and in such a way as to Pedieptin

disturb some arguments in favour of a ruler of this type, summon?

which had passed without objection in the previous discus

sion. Among men who are like each other it is contrary to

nature and unjust to make one man supreme over every~

thing; the proper arrangement in such a case is inter

change of rule, which involves the existence of law. Then,

again, no human being would be able to take cognisance of

the details which the law is unable to regulate; hence the

objection commonly made to the rule of the law applies

also to the rule of the One Best Man: the law, however,

does all that can be done to meet this difiiculty, for it

purposely trains the rulers to deal fairly and justly with

these mattersl. The law has this merit, that it not only

regulates but educates—educates men to supply its own

inevitable defects 2. Besides, it permits and makes pos

sible its own amendment. The rule of law is the rule

of God and reason“: the rule of a man involves a part

rule of the brute which is present in every man, inasmuch

as desire and anger are present in him. The parallel of

the arts (which had been accepted before) does not hold.

The master of an art—a physician, for instance—is seldom

drawn by passion or partiality in a direction contrary to

that which reason dictates, whereas the ruler has to deal

with matters in which he may have a personal interest,

1 In 1287a 25, dhh' swims" a human being (dvdpm-rros), even

flatdctid'as 6 116,209 e’tpia'rrjo'i. 1-1‘1 Ronni if he be the best of men (cp. 5v

rf] alkamrdry 'yurbpg xpi'vstv Kai 6pm1rov,30). Somehighauthorities,

6LOLK€III TOI‘JS‘ dpxovras, the terms however, and Bernays among

of the Athenian juror’s oath (1rrpl them, take it as introducing an

péu 3w véjtot eia’t', \[mquciaéat xu-rr‘i objection to the rule of law made

robs vo'puvr, 1rspi 8G (by pr) rial, by the advocate of the rule of an

7110372!) 177 dwato'rri‘ry, Poll. 8.122, dpio'ror tiw'jp, t0 the effect that

quoted by C. F. Hermann, Gr. magistrates are of no use in sup

Antiqq. 1. § 134. 10) are evidently plying the deficiencies of law.

present to Aristotle’s recollection. The point is doubtful.

2 ’AMld pr’jv (1287a 23: cp. 5 Aristotle probably has in his

1287 a 41, b 8) appears to intro- mind Plato’s language, Laws

duce a fresh objection made by 713 15—714 A.

the advocate of law to the rule of

VOL. I. T
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and about which he is not dispassionate ; to him, there

fore, the law may be useful as a standard representing

the mean, by which he can shape his course. The argu

ment against curing men by written rule and governing by

written rule also applies only to one sort of law—written

law; unwritten law, which is the more authoritative sort,

remains untouched by it. Then, again, the One Man can

not supervise everything ; he must therefore employ others;

and if he does so, why should not supreme authority be

given to the whole number at once? Besides, ‘several

heads are better than one,’ especially after they have had

the training of intellect and character which only law can

give. Lastly, a king must govern with the help of friendsl,

but friends are like and equal to each other; supreme

authority should therefore be given to the whole body.

Throughout this prolonged series of arguments against

the rule of the One Best Man, Aristotle has remained quietly

in the background. He has perhaps been not unwilling to

have the considerations fully stated, which from a popular

point of view (for this is naturally the prevailing point of view

in an aporetic discussion) make against the absolute rule of

the best man, unchecked by law—partly because the argu

ments of the Politicus needed to be met, though abandoned,

or apparently abandoned, by Plato in the Laws, partly

because he holds, unlike Plato, that one form of the best

The APSO- State is a State governed by law; but now he steps in

i??? and closes the discussion by saying that all these arguments

21:23:?“ against the substitution of the rule of the One Best Man

cumstances for that of law only hold good in certain cases; they do not

Ei‘fiilfg,s hold good where he is a man of transcendent excellence,

virtue 1550 and one whose excellence outweighs that of all the other

_ persons in the State put together. ‘ It is clear from what

has been said,’ he remarks (3. 17. 1287b 41 sqq.), ‘that,

virtue of among those at any rate who are alike and equal, it is

all the rest.

1 As to the (110101 or é-raipm of donum regno condicione, who

the Macedonian Kings—an im- refers among other passages to

portant and recognized body of the following in Diodorus—l6.

men—see P. Spitta, De Ami- 54.4: 17.2. 5: 17.16. 1: 17.52.

corum qui vocantur in Mace- 7: 17. 54.3: 17.57. 1: 17. 112.3.
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neither expedient nor just that a single individual should be

supreme over all, whether laws do not exist and he him

self is supreme, as being a law, or whether they do’ (the

hypothesis dealt with in 1286a zi—b 40), ‘and whether he

is a good man ruling over good men, or a man not good

ruling over not good men—aye, and even if he is superior

to his subjects in virtue ’ (cp. Xen. Cyrop. 8. 1. 37), ‘ unless

indeed he is superior in a certain degree’ (i.e. to such an

extent, that ‘his virtue exceeds the virtue of all the rest put

together,’ 1288 a 17).

Aristotle’s first object in this long inquiry is to show that In one case,

the normal constitution, though always just and for the Efgé‘h“

common advantage, is not in all cases the same, but varies Aim“?!

. . . . . . . Kingship)

according to the distribution in the given society of the the conciu

elements which contribute to the being of the State, and 21°?nagig'ed

especially of virtue. We learn from it that the principle earlier part

provisionally laid down in c. 11 (1282b i)—that supreme $332201“

authority in the State should be given to ‘laws normally many 00n

. , . . stituted

constituted, or, in other words, to laws adjusted to the laws are

normal constitutions—is subject to one important ex

ception ; it only holds good when the State consists of men authority,

alike and equal or of those who are approximately alikeand equal. It does not hold in cases where its observance

would work injustice, and would be hostile to the general

good, and indeed impossible and ridiculous. If a man

of transcendent excellence1 should appear in a State, one

‘ In 3. i3. 1284a 6 the trans

cendent superiority referred to is

said to be in virtue and irohu-m‘;

861mm: (cp. 4(7). 3. i325b 10—14);

but in 6 (4). 2. 1289 a 32 Kingship

and the true Aristocracy are said

Bouheo'eai Ka'r' cipr'rr‘jv o'uueo'ra'vat

xexopq'yrjpe'wlv, and in Eth. Nic. 8.

12. 1160 b 3 we find a superiority

not only in virtue but ‘in all

goods’ ascribed to the king (06 ycip

e'a'ri Bambi/s 6 pr) m'rrdpkr]: Kai

m'io'i 'rois dyadois imapr'xwv). In

Pol. 4(7). 14. 1332 b 18 a trans

cendent superiority in bodily

endowments is added to the pic

ture—a characteristically Greek

thought inherited from Plato

(Polit. 301 D—E)—~f0r otherwise

men’s doubts of the transcendent

qualities of the One Man might

not be silenced and overpowered

(cp. Pol. i. 5. 1254b 34 sqq.). It

was the custom of the Ethiopian

race, which the Greeks loved to

imagine as especially noble (Mas

pero, Hist. ancienne des peuples

de l’Orient, p. 535, ed. 2) to make

the biggest and strongest man

among them king (Hdt. 3. 20,

T2
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whose excellence outweighs that of all the rest put to

gether, then the only thing that is right or expedient or

possible is that his will should be gladly obeyed and that all

other law should disappear. He must be the living law of

the State; he must be what a father is in a household or

Zeus in the universe. For the moment the State becomes

all that the most ardent of hero-worshippers could wish it to

be, only that Aristotle requires his Absolute King to possess,

not merely transcendent capacity, but transcendent moral

excellence. He does not seem to hold, with Plato in the

Laws, that no mortal nature is fit to be invested with these

immense powers; nor does he concede them to a man

possessed of true knowledge and virtue, irrespectively of the

extent of his superiority to his fellows : the Absolute King

must not only be a man of transcendent virtue, but there

must be an immense disparity between his virtue and that

of his subjects. Plato had not dwelt with equal emphasis

in the Politicus on the extent of this necessary disparity,

though he undoubtedly implies that it will be great.

It is evident from the Fourth Bookl that if Aristotle

makes an exception to the supremacy of law in favour

of the Absolute King, it is rather because his account of

the State would otherwise be incomplete and open to

objection, than because the appearance on the scene of

such a being is at all probable. To have said that the

supreme authority in every community must always be

‘laws normally constituted ’ would have exposed him to a

fatal rejoinder from the followers of Antisthenes 2. ‘What,’

they would have asked, ‘ do you really mean to claim obedi

ence to law from a Heracles?’ A scene or two from the

Bacchae of Euripides would have been at once quoted, in

Aristotle’s

object in

making

this reser

vation in

favour of

the Abso

lute King

ship is to

prevent

the claims

of Law

clashing

with those

of justice

and reason.

1511 fiv 151v da-rév Kpiuwo'l ne'ym-rév

1's ell/m Kai Kan‘l 15 péyados E'xsw 'rrjv

ia‘xfiv, roi-rov 65100.“ Bamhnicw).

1 C. 14. 1332b 23, e'n'ei 8:“ rofi-r'

m" fiédiov )mfieiv, 063' 30'er c'im'nep {v

’IvBois qujo'i in'fltag (ii/m robs Baa-1

)iéas‘ 100081-011 8m¢€povrar 15w

cipxolze'vmv: cp. 7 10. 1313 a

3 sqq., where Aristotle in noticing

the circumstance that no new

kingships arose in his own day

accounts for it by remarking that

men were rarely then forthcoming

who towered above their fellows

sufficiently to deserve an ‘office’

so great and exalted.

" C .313. 1284a15sqq.
P
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which the fruitless attempt of the misguided King Pentheus

to control and imprison the god Dionysus, and the fate

which his folly brought upon him, are described in glorious

verse.

But the object of Aristotle, or at all events the effect of His doc

his teaching on this subject, was not perhaps solely to Xg‘sifilftéhe

prevent the infringement of the claims of a hypothetical Kingship,

waufiairmezis or Absolute King. The rights of the natural

waafiamltefis were to be respected, but no one was a natural Plies ‘1‘“?

waafiaa-iAeiis who did not possess transcendent virtue and tlffe

an immense superiority to everyone else belonging to the

State. Only a man of this type could claim to be above law. ent virtue.

The age of Aristotle was one which needed this lesson. of

Kingship had grown in credit during the fourth century _this teach‘

before Christ, in proportion as the defects of the free con- mg'

stitutions of Greece had become more apparent. Both

Xenophon and Isocrates had sketched an ideal King as

well as an ideal constitution 1. Xenophon describes with

enthusiasm the born King whom men instinctively and

willingly follow, as bees follow the queen-bee—who rules to

make his subjects as virtuous as possible, and makes them

so partly by example, partly by rewarding virtue and

stimulating emulation, partly by close personal super

intendence, like a ‘seeing Law2’; and we derive the im

pression from his writings, that though he had learnt from

the Lacedaemonian State how much Law could do, espe

cially in maintaining and enforcing a public system of

education, not ending with youth but carried on to maturer

years, he is, nevertheless, still more interested in the personal

agencies which make for virtue, as indeed a disciple of

Socrates might naturally be. Xenophon seems, in fact,

1 ‘ Isocrates, like Xenophon,

depicted not only a perfect con

stitution, but also a perfect Prince,

and described the qualities of a

true ruler and king in his address

to Nicocles and in his' Evagoras,

partly in a hortatory form, partly

in the form of an encomium’

(Henkel, Studien, p. 155).

2 See the references in Henkel,

Studien, p. 142 sqq., and cp.

Cyrop. 8. I. 22, nianivso'Qm. ps‘v

yap 586K“ Kai dta 1'01); ypa¢o~

fl-E'VOUS vo'pouc fish-Hour yl-yl/oae'vovs‘

dudprim'ovs' Tau 56‘ dyadbv ilpxov-ra

fihe'rrov-ra vo'pm/ (ivdpa'nrots z’vdiuaev,

5n Kai rdr-rew iKavés-e'a'n Kai 6piiu

rbu d-raKrofM-a Kai Kohzig'sw.
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to be divided between the respect for law which he in

herited from Socrates and his enthusiasm for born rulers

of men.

Isocrates, again, though he recognizes the educating

influence of lawl, and allows it to be the source of the

greatest benefits to human life 2, yet holds that there are

other things better—Rhetoric, for example, which does not,

like law, concern itself only with the internal condition of

a State, but teaches men how to deal with problems affect

ing Greece as a whole 3. In this spirit he tells Philip of

Macedon 4, that while other descendants of Heracles, men

fast bound in the fetters of a constitution and of laws—he

probably refers to the Lacedaemonian kings—will love

only the city to which they belong, Philip should count

the whole of Hellas as his country, and work for its

advantage no less than for that of Macedon.

The Macedonian kingship under Philip, and still more

under Alexander, was tending to outgrow its old con

stitutional limits 5, and to pass into a form in which the

king possessed almost divine prerogatives. A saying is

ascribed to Philip by StobaeusG, which shows how high

a view he took of the rights of the throne. ‘The king,’

he said, ‘ought to remember that he is at once a man

and the depositary of power godlike in extent, in order

that he may aim at all things noble and divine, and

yet speak with the voice of a human being.’ So again,

Anaxarchus, the follower of Democritus, in the famous

words which he addressed to Alexander after the murder

of Cleitus, told him that the Great King could no more do

wrong than Zeus himself 7—we know not whether before

or after the composition of the Politics. Aristotle felt quite

differently. He had perhaps already, in his dialogue

entitled ’Ahe'fav5pos f7 1.711%p d'rrowaH (or d-n'omuiiv), advised

Alexander to exercise despotic sway only over the ‘bar

1 Ad Nicocl. §§ 2-3. 5 See 0. Abel, Makedonien vor

2 De Antid. § 79. Konig Philipp, p. 123 sqq.

a De Antid. § 79: cp. §§ 271— ° Floril. 48. 21.

280. " Arrian, Exped. Alex. 4. 9. 7.

‘ Philip.§ 127.
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barians,’ and to deal with the Greeks as freemen deserving

to be led (fiyepovixés) 1, and his advice was echoed in

Alexander's presence by his imprudent relative and disciple

Callisthenesz. His effort to inculcate moderation of rule

in relation to Greeks on the omnipotent Macedonian

Monarchy is quite in harmony with the general tendency

of his political teaching 3, and was a real service to man

kind. It was a time when the intoxication of empire and

power, which seems to have mastered men’s minds in

antiquity more often than in modern days, and always

with fatal results, was especially strong, and needed to be

firmly checked ‘.

The thought which underlay both the conception of the Natural

Single Ruler in the Politicus and Aristotle‘s conception ofgfii i’fithe

the flapBGO'LItfliS‘ was a natural one. It was this—was not the men should

be ruled

true type of human society that in which men surrender by beings

themselves to the guidance of some being or beings of highefthan

. a ‘ , themselves.

superior race. \Ve do not, says Plato (Laws, 713 D),

‘set oxen to rule over oxen, or goats ovcr goats; a

superior race rules them, that of men’; and so in the

golden age of the reign of Cronus, demigods (Bafpoves) were

set by him to rule over man, ‘ and they with great ease and

pleasure to themselves, and no less to us, taking care of us

‘ Fragm. Aristot. 81. 1489 b

27 sqq.

2 Arrian, Exped. Alex. 4. II. 8.

The whole ofthis eleventh chapter

shows how little Callisthenes (and

~Aristotle also in all probability)

was prepared to concede divine

honours to Alexander ; and in

Aristotle’s conception the irapifinm

Act'zs is little less than a god (3. 13.

1284 a 10). Theophrastus spoke of

Callisthenes as having ‘ fallen intlie

way of a man of colossal power and

good fortune, but one who knew

not how to use prosperity aright’

(Cic. Tusc. Disp. 3. io. 21). There

is no sign that Aristotle was at all

more prepared than Theophrastus

to find a minBao-ihef/r in Alexander.

3 Cp. P01. 4 (7). 2. 13253.11,

Kai 'rof/ro TF1: wopofie'rtxr'lr t’o'rlv Z8611,

e’a'v nuts t'm'tipxma't yttri/tciiu'res, 1min

1rpos‘ 1roiovs tio'xrrrém/ ij mi): 1019

xadr'pmvtrt 1rpr e'xéa'rous xprjo'rc'ov.

‘ Demetrius of Phalerum is

said, not on very good authority

however, to have advised Ptolemy

King of Egypt to purchase and

read the books written ‘on the

subject of Kingship and Govern

ment ’ (1rspi. Bamheins' Kai fiyepom'ns‘):

d ydp of (#1101 1'02: Batrtheitrw 01’!

dappof/a't rapatveiv, mfrra ('11 1019

BtBht'ots ys'ypn'rrrat (Plutarch (.7),

Reg. et Imperat. Apophthegmata

-—Demetr. Phaler., p. 189 D).
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and giving us peace and reverence and order and justice

never failing 1,’ secured a life of concord and happiness to

the tribes of men. ‘This tradition,’ he continues, ‘tells

us, and tells us truly, that for cities of which some mortal

and not God is the ruler, there is no escape from evils and

toils’ (Laws, 713

How natural this thought is, appears from its perhaps

unconscious repetition in modern literature. ‘Here,’ says a

reviewer, speaking of a work by Sir H. Holland 2, ‘ we find

the remark that whereas some of the lower animals are

tamed and educated by man, man himself has no higher

animal to educate him. “He alone is submitted to no

superior being on the earth capable of thus controlling or

perfecting his natural instincts, of cultivating his reason, or

of creating new capacities or modes of action.” This is

strictly true; yet in all organized communities the indivi

dual man is submitted to a superior control—namely, that

of society and of social, as distinct from individual, ends of

action; and the education of man in his individual character

by man in his corporate or political character is really a

far greater and more wonderful thing than the development

of the half-human intelligence, wonderful as that is, of a

well-bred and well-trained dog 3.’ It is to this education

by society that Plato points, when he goes on, in the same

passage, to say that man must imitate the life which is said

to have existed in the days of Cronus, and hearken to what

we have of immortality within us, to the voice of Reason

expressed in law (Laws, 714 A), seeing that the demigod

rulers of Cronus are no longer forthcoming.

Aristotle, however, declines to say that the appearance

on the scene of a ruler of this kind, or even of a family

of such rulers, is impossible. Nay more, he holds that

1 Prof. Jowett’s translation, 4.

234.

a ‘ Fragmentary Papers on

Science and other subjects,’ by

Sir H. Holland, Bart. (Longmans,

1875), reviewed in the Saturday

Review for March 20, 187 5. The

book itself is not known to me.

8 Compare the saying ‘homo

homini deus.’ It should be

noticed, however, that one race of

men edixzates another, and that

mankind owes at least as much

to this source of civilization as to

the action of a society on its mem

bers.
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if this event happened, the ‘ truest and most divine’ form

of the State would be realized‘. But he also holds that

its occurrence is in the highest degree improbable, and

thus the best State which we find depicted in the Fourth

Book is a State consisting of equal citizens. Occa

sionally, indeed, he speaks as if the State of free and

equal citizens, whose relations are regulated not by the

will of men but by law, were the true form of the

StateZ; and in all probability his mind was under the

influence of two conflicting views, that which he inherited

from the Politicus and the Republic of Plato, and that

which was more especially his own—the view that there is

nothing in the supremacy of law which should make it

out of place even in the best constitution.

It is questionable whether Aristotle is right in holding Aristotle’s

that there is but one form of real Kingship—the Absolute Igiwfi‘gl

Kingship—and that Kingship governed by law is not, as lute King

Plato had made it in the Politicus, a separate form of featlhe

constitution, but merely a great magistracy, such as mightfind a place in a variety of constitutions (3. 16. 1287acriti‘giseg,

3 sqq-)

Some non-hereditary forms of Kingship according to law

noticed by him—among them, that of the aesymnete 3—

may have in some degree resembled great offices like that

to which Aristotle refers, when he speaks of a single

individual being often made ‘supreme over the adminis

tration’ (mfpios‘ rfis Siomfio-ews, 1287a 6), and may perhaps

is hardly an institution for men : cp.

Eth. Nic. 7. 1. 1145a 19, n)» im‘p

film]; (ipe'rr'pl, r'lpmlxfiv rum Knl aciav.

1 Cp. 6 (4). 2. 1289a 40, 1r");

1rpa'o'rrlr Kai Guard-ms. The same

view is expressed in 2. 2. 1261 a

29 sqq., where the State of free and

equal citizens, interchanging rule,

is said to reproduce approximately

in its temporary distinction of

rulers and ruled the deeper and

permanent distinction of nature

which prevails where, as is better,

the same men constantly rule:

cp. 4(7). 14.1332 b 21. Perhaps

the epithet Guard-n, conveys a

delicate hint that the flapfiatnhcia

’ Cp. 6 (4). 11. 1295 b 2§, 1306

)is'rat 55' ya 1'; "6m (’5 Tamil eulm Kal

duoimv 5n pdhw'ra : 6 4. 1292 a

32, 3170!) ydp pr‘] vdpot ripxouo-w,

01’”: 3071 Troht-rsia 2 2. 10. 1272 l) 5,

'rafi'ra 81‘; mil/Ta Béhnov yin/606m

Ira-rd 11611.01! i] xn-r' dvapdrflwv Bouhrlo-w‘

01’1 yr‘zp do'tpnhr‘ls' 6 Kai/c1111.

3 3. 14. 1285 b 25: cp. 7 (5).

[0. 1313 a 10, év 85‘ mi; KG.le 'ys'vos'

Butnheiats'.
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have been not absolutely incompatible with democracy, in

some at least of its forms, though it is hard to imagine

their co-existence. But this cannot have been true of

hereditary Kingships. Aristotle himself does not distinctly

assert the contrary, but his attempt to confine the inquiry

to two representative forms only, the Lacedaemonian and

the Absolute Kingship (c. 15. 1285b 33 sq.), evidently

misleads him 1.

A King, and especially a hereditary King, even if he rules

according to law, is a very different being from a magis

trate with a wide competence. Our modern terminology,

which counts as a Monarchy any government in which a

King exists, however limited his powers, would seem to

be more correct. The mere fact that a King finds a place

in a constitution is sufficient to give it a special colour and

to make it quite different from what it would otherwise

have been. In the Lacedaemonian constitution, indeed,

the powers of the King were so limited that it was perhaps

rightly classed, not as a Kingship, but as an Aristocracy;

and the so-called Kings at Carthage were hardly Kings in

any real sense. But Kingship in accordance with law, in

many of the forms in which it existed in Aristotle’s day,

fully deserved to be accounted a distinct form of Kingship

and to find a place among varieties of constitution.

Aristotle’s real feeling about Kingship apparently is, that

in the absence of an immense disparity in excellence

between the King and his subjects, it is not a just insti

tution, nor can the willing obedience, which is its characte

ristic, exist. Tofi'ro piv 01711 60010659 io'ws AéYO‘UG'LV, ei'irep

findpffl. 'ro'Es' ti'n'oo'repofia'i Kai. Biafope'vois To 'réiv (iv-raw aipe

'ra'n'a'rov' 6AA, {mos oi’ix oio'v re findpxew, dhlt’ inoridsvral.

'roii-ro \l/efifios" 01’: yr‘zp é'i'i Kahbis 'n‘is 'rrptifeis‘ c’vBe’Xe'rat rival.

thl [137 6ia¢épouri Torrofi'rov 50-011 civijp yvvaixbs‘ i7 'n'a'rijp re'K

vcov ii heard-rm 5013va (4 3. 132521 41 sqq.: cp. 710. 1313a 3-10). But if this immense disparity exists,

1 In calling the Lacedaemonian life ’ may exist in all forms of con

Kingship a ‘generalship for life’ stitution, he seems to forget the

(irrpurqyt'a dialog) and arguing hereditariness 0f the Lacedae

(1287a 4) that a ‘generalship for monian Kingship.
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then law cannot exist. Aristotle, in fact, approaches

the question of the structure of the State from the point

of view of justice. Power must be proportioned to con

tribution.

‘Kingship,’ says Henkel 1, ‘was in the whole Political

Theory of antiquity only a form of Aristocracy, resting on

no separate and independent basis of its own.’ Erdmann

expresses the modern view of the subject, when he says2:

‘When men expect talent in a King, they forget that a

King is not a high official: a high official, no doubt, cannot

discharge his functions without the particular kind of

talent required for their discharge. The things which a

King chiefly needs to possess are love for his people, and

the conscientiousness which will beget in him doubts of

his own omniscience, and lead him to choose virtuous and

capable ministers. When, as in the instance of Frederick

the Second, these two characteristics are combined with a

great mental superiority—a thing which occurs only once

in a century—the highest standard is unquestionably

attained.’ Expediency, interpreted by experience, is a

better guide in questions of constitutional organization

than justice, as Aristotle understands it. Not a few Kings

have received enthusiastic support from their subjects, and

have made their rule a blessing to mankind, though they

could claim no such transcendent superiority to those over

whom they ruled as that which Aristotle requires in a

King.

When we put together the various data as to the nature Retrospec

of the State with which the Third Book furnishes us, we

shall find them somewhat contradictory. The State is cpnclu

‘a community of citizens sharing in a common constitution’ $15,,“ the

(Kowwvfa noM-rélu nohirefas, 3. 3. 1276 b I): it is also ‘ a 31:03:53le

certain number of citizens’ (noM-réiv r1. wAfiQos, 3. I. 1274b 0mm

41): is then the Kowwufa identical with the Kowwvof? Then State'

again, its identity is especially to be sought in the consti

tution (3. 3. 1276 b 10): this seems to imply that the State

' Studien, p. 57. ' Vorlesungen iiber den Staat, p. 167.
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is rather to be sought in the 0151166019 than in the citizens,

the mivBe-ra; so that if the constitution lasts for centuries,

the life of the State will far outlast that of the body of

citizens (wAfiGos iroAva) with which it is occasionally

identified 1, and if it lasts only a few months, the reverse

will be the case. Elsewhere again (4 1. 1323b 29—2.

1324a 13), the State is described as a moral agent capable

of virtue and happiness. Must it not, then, be a Person, as

well as an aggregate or a 0151106019 of persons 2?

Still further, as we have already seen, the State is occa

sionally described as including not only citizens, but also

women, children, and slaves (e.g. 1. 13. 1260 b 13 sqq.: 2. 9.

1269 b 14 sqq.: cp. 3. 4. 1277 a 5 sqq.); but here the term

is used in a broader and more inclusive sense than else

where. Thus in the Fourth Book (c. 8. 1328a 21 sqq.)

only those are allowed to be ‘parts of the State’ who

can live its full life and be Kowwvot’, and these are its

citizens; so that we come back to the view that the State

is to be identified with its citizens, or rather with the

Kowwvt’a which they form, and does not include those who

are not citizens, or (to use the words of the Fourth Book)

that it is a Kotvwvt’a of men like each other, existing for the

sake of the best life to which they can attain (4 8.

1328a 35).

The State at its best is thus, in Aristotle’s view, under

ordinary conditions, a company or brotherhood of equal

comrades, enjoying that ‘leisure from the quest of neces—

saries’ (<1on?) 7151/ avayKat'wv) without Which full virtue

cannot exist, ‘able and purposed to rule and be ruled

with a view td the life in accordance with virtue’;

not necessarily equal absolutely, but proportionally

equal—‘sufficiently equal to

1 Unless indeed the word #76160:

contains the notion of perpetual

renewal.

" As to these unreconciled con

tradictions, a plentiful crop of

which usually comes to light

whenever we make a careful study

of Aristotle’s teaching on any

be commensurable, to live

P

subject, ' see Heyder‘s remarks

(Vergleichung der Aristotelischen

und Hegei’schen Dialektik, p. 179),

quoted by Eucken, Methode der

Aristotelischen Forschung, p. 43 11.

They arise in part from Aristotle's

desire to dojustice to all points of

view.
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for the same end, and to accept the control of a common

body of law. At first sight the State, as Aristotle

conceives it, presents the aspect of a body of friends,

exceptionally numerous indeed, but tending as friends

do, to be like and equal, and engaged in one and the

same scheme of life—‘ one equal temper of heroic hearts.’

Virtue, which is the secret of unity in friendship, is also the

secret of unity in the State (Eth. Nic. 9. 6. 1167b 2 sqq.).

A body of friends, however, is not an unity in the same

degree as a State ; it need not, like the State, be composed

of diverse elements; its members are not, like those of

the State, divided into rulers and ruled, nor are their

relations regulated by law; the essential characteristic

of State-life is exchange of service, that of friendship com

mon life and accordant feeling; the aim of friendship is

especially ‘living together’ (r6 a'vg‘fiv), an aim which, though

presupposed in the State, is less its aim than ‘advantage’

(r6 o-vp.¢e'pou)1; above all, in the case of the State, a Whole

is formed which reacts upon its members and imparts

completeness to them, and which is itself a moral agent,

a Person, dealing with those outside it as well as with

those within. The State, we see, is something more than

a body of friends. It is also to be distinguished from a

school, if only because in a school there is no interchange

of service. It is not a Church, again, for its aims are

more varied than those of a Church; it does not exist

for the worship of God alone, or for the promotion of

spiritual, as distinguished from intellectual, growth; its

objects range from the provision of commodities to the full

development of the whole man; it has a military force at

its disposal; its ultimate aim is not, as Socrates, Xeno

phon, and Plato had said, the production of virtue, but

rather the efflux of virtue in virtuous action, unimpeded

and happy. So far from the State ceasing to be necessary,

as the view of these inquirers might be construed to imply,

when full virtue is already possesSed by the citizens, it is not

1vEth. Nic. 9. 6. 1167 b 2: and P01. 3. 9. 1280b 35—40. Cp. also

compare Eth. Nic. 9. 12. with Eth. Nic. 8. 11. 1160a 8-30.
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at its best except when all of them are men of full virtue.

If it is itself the source of their virtue, partly through the

material conditions with which it surrounds them, partly

through the training and guidance which it imparts, it must

nevertheless go further and develope their virtue in action;

it must set on foot an exchange of mutual service rendered

with a view to the common good ; it must offer its citizens

a Whole in which they can merge themselves as parts,

rising thus to a nobler level and type of action than they

could singly realize; it must be to them a sort of God 1,

less remote, more helpful, more akin to them than the God

of Aristotle—a Being in whom they lose themselves only to

find themselves again.

Aristotle has not learnt that the State does not exist

exclusively for the advantage of its members, but in part

for that of the world outside it. To him it is a natural

Whole, which in all normal cases grows up, as it were, round

the individual, raising him to the full level of humanity and

satisfying all his wants from the lowest to the highest; it

exists for the sake of those within it, not for the sake of

those outside. Its task is especially to satisfy man’s

highest needs, and we expect him to say that supreme

power in it must be allotted to those who can so rule as

to secure this result. He is led, however, by considerations

of justice to award supreme power to those who contribute

to its life in proportion to their contributions, and espe

cially to those who possess ‘virtue fully furnished with

external means.’

It is because the State is so high a thing, that there are

many who, in their own interest no less than in that of the

whole, had better have nothing to do with its manage

ment. They cannot live its full life, and are rather in it

than of it.

If Aristotle had said that the State exists not only for

1 Aristotle, it is true, nowhere the State as ‘that “mortal god,"

says this: still there is much in to whom we owe under the

the Politics to suggest the idea “immortal God” our peace and

to which Hobbes gave definite defence’ (Leviathan, part 2, c.

expression, when he spoke of 17).
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the realization of the highest quality of life, but also for the

development in all within it of the best type of life of

which they are capable, he would have made the elevation

of the mass of men one of its ends. But this he hardly

seems to do. It is true that the head of the household is

charged with the moral improvement of the slave, but then

we are elsewhere told that the slave is ruled for his own

good only accidentally—primarily for that of his master.

Still less is the State expected to concern itself with the

moral interests of the artisan and day-labourer: this class

seems to be wholly uncared for. If Aristotle’s view of the

ofl‘ice of the State is defective in this respect, it has, how

ever, the merit, that it brings into prominence a truth

which in our own day is often forgotten—that one of the

aims of the State should be to aid in the realization of

the highest type of life, and that this should be fully as

much its aim as to help those who cannot attain to the

highest type to advance as far towards it as they can.

Civilization should grow in height as well as in breadth.

It is evident that to Aristotle the State is far less than it

is to us an abstraction apart from, and distinguishable from,

the individuals who belong to itl; it is not a system of

institutions, which, however it may change, retains its

identity, while one generation after another finds shelter

under it and passes away; it is not the house, but the

human beings who live in it 2. From the modern point of

1 Compare Lucian, Anacharsis

C. 20, mihw yap r'meu‘ 01'; 1a oiKodo
I v ' '

pr'ma'ra flyovpxda twat, otov 'rct'xr] Kal

iepa Kai rewaoiKnvr, dhha raG-ra pe‘u

éo-rrep o'ciwpé r1. e'Bpaiov Kal dKivq-rov
- , , . \ \ , ,
wrapch 69 (117080qu KGL aa'dmhuuv

n'bv nohtrevope'vmv, 11‘) 8e‘ n51! Ki/pos
- . , .

6'11 10!? WOAITGLS‘ 'rldepcda' 'rov'rovs‘
1 n

'ydp swat 701‘)? dvanhnpovvras' Kai

Blardr'rovras‘ Kai e'm'rehoivras gKflG’TG

Kal ¢vhdrrourag oidll fl 6']! I'HLIII
. , , \ c I - \
exao'flp earn! 1; \I/uxr]. 'rou-ro 8r)

fOfVUV Karavofio'au-rec (mashed/1.2911

p.511, ll): 6;)59, Kai. 1'01“; mbpa'ros' 1'1“):

ndhcws‘ Ka-raKoa'pofwres' airro', 62:
, r ~ w , \

KUAAIO'TOII fl'LLll 5L1) . . . ‘uahur'ra 62

Kai 5'5 draw-0: 'rofl'ro fipovoofvftsv,

51M): oi wolf-rat d'yagoi pe‘v 1a;

wuxdr, iaxvpoi 86‘ 1a o'o'ma'ra yiy

vow-r0 K.-r.)\.

2 The nineteenth Article of the

Church of England defines ‘the

visible Church of Christ’ as ‘8.

congregation of faithful men, in the

which the pure Word of God is

preached and the Sacraments duly

ministered.’ With regard to all

definitions of a State or a Church

as a number of individuals, it may

be asked whether the notion ofa

succession of individuals does not

enter into our conception of a

State or Church. Would a. mere

aggregate of individuals, even
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view it is rather a ‘fabric,’ and to a large extent an inherited.

fabric. Aristotle regards it as a Whole consisting of its

citizens as parts, and if in one passage he finds its identity

mainly in the constitution, he follows this thought no

further. The view of Isocrates that the State is immortal

he evidently does not hold. The notion of the historic

continuity of the State belongs to a later time, though

Aristotle is aware that the past of a State influences its

present 1. The constitution of a State is to him less an

outcome of its past than a reflection of contemporary facts

—of the moral level and social composition of the com

.munity. In reality it is both.

To one form, indeed, of the best State of Aristotle the

foregoing account of the State does not apply. In the

Absolute Kingship, the highest but also the least realizable

of its forms, many of its usual features seem to disappear.

The State in this form seems to fall into two sections, the

Absolute King, and those he rules, one of which, the

Absolute King, is not a part of the State at all (3. I3.

1284a 8). Is he then outside the State, and is the State

constituted by his subjects alone? Or is he rather to be

regarded as himself the State? But then the State will

apparently cease to be a Kowwvt’a, for there will be only

one Kowwvo's. And on that hypothesis, what becomes of

the principle that the State consists of persons differing

in kind? or of the principle that it is an aggregate of

individuals? If, on the other hand, the State is composed

of the Absolute King and his subjectsz, what is_his or their

Conflict of

the Abso

lute King

ship with

Aristotle’s

general

account of

the State.

though animated by a common

aim, possessed of a common creed,

and living the same kind of life,

constitute a State or a Church, if

some provision were not made

for the perpetuation of the society

by the admission of fresh mem

bers ?

‘ Cp. Pol. 2. 12. 1274a 12 sqq.,

where the existence of an extreme

democracy at Athens is traced to

the circumstance that the mari

time empire of Athens was origin

ally won by the demos.

" This would seem to be Aris

totle’s view, if we examine the

reasoning in 2. 2. 1261 a 29 sqq.,

where the State is said to be com

posed of persons differing in kind

—i.e. rulers and ruled—both when

the same persons always rule and

when, in consequence of the

equality of the members of the

State, rule is interchanged.
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relation to it, if he is not a part of the State? Aristotle’s

admission of the Absolute Kingship as a possible form of

the State seems altogether to conflict with his general

account of the State. \Ve do not learn why, if he is

‘complete in himself’ (Eth. Nic. 8. 12. 1160b 3 sq.), the

Absolute King should trouble himself to rule or to live in

society at all.

Strongly, however, as the Absolute Kingship contrasts

with what we may call the typical form of the State, one

paramount feature of the latter still survives in it. It is a

means of placing the individual in constant contact and

connexion with Reason, here indeed represented not by

Law but by the Absolute King—a means of realizing the

highest and most complete human life. Thus, however

altered the structure of the State may be, its end remains

the same; and this would seem to be enough for Aristotle.

The State may exist without Law 1, if only it secures to

its members the highest quality of life. Plato had already

allowed the ideal State sketched in his ‘Republic’ freely

to assume the form either of a Kingship or of an Aristo

cracyz, but then in neither form were the rulers to be

fettered by Law. Aristotle finds room for the Absolute

Kingship at some cost of consistency. He makes room for

it, as he tells us (3. 13. 1284 b 32: 3.17. 1288a 19 sqq.),

because he has no choice: not only would no other course

be just, but no other course is possible.

Aristotle had said towards the close of the discussion on Undel

' ' ,- h t ' -
Kingship (3. 17. 1287 b 3,), that there are ‘those who are asstgzces

marked out by nature and by conSiderations of justice are King

and advantage to be ruled as a master rules his slaves, $2333“?

and others marked out for subjection to a king, and others and Pglity

TCSPCC IVC'

for membership ofa polity; and even in the midst of hislyinplace;

1 The view that a constitution

implies the rule of Law is perhaps

only said to be u’ihoyos, and not

absolutely adopted, in 6 (4). 4.

1292 a 30 sqq. The words are—

(bluier 6? (“iv détfnw Emniuiv 6

¢¢im<wv rrjv rotaii-rrlv rival. dqpoxpa

VOL. I.

1 1 r i n \ \ r

Tull! ou nah-retail ormv yap p.17 uoaol.

5pxov0'w, 013x Za'ri. iroM-rsia.

2 Rep. 445 D, s'i-roi/opaafisi'r] 8' till
. ,

Kai 8¢X7f s'yyei/opci/ov ,tév 'yi‘ip dvdpbs

{was (’1! fair tipxomn statpe'pov'ror,
, . I _ , .

Bamheia av Khrldsu] whaliku 8e

tipur'roxparia.
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anxiety to establish the necessity and justice of the Abso

lute Kingship under certain circumstances, he pauses to seize

the opportunity of explaining (1288a 6 sqq.) under what

circumstances each of the normal constitutions is in place.

A people is a fit subject for Kingship, if it is so con

stituted as to produce (716(1)er ¢épew 1, 1288 a 8) a family

excelling in virtue and in capacity for political leadership.

This is shortly after amended to the effect that if even

a single individual of this character makes his appearance,

he is deserving of Kingship.

A people is a fit subject for Aristocracy, if it is so con—

stituted as to produce a body of individuals capable of

being ruled as freemen should be ruled by men qualified

for political leadership by virtue. It appears from c. 18.

1288 a 35, that under this form both rulers and ruled will

be ‘men excelling in virtue,’ the former having the virtue

which qualifies for rule tending to the highest quality of

life, the latter having the virtue which qualifies for being

ruled to that end.

A people is a fit subject for Polity, in which a body of

individuals naturally springs up (we'dwxev e’yyiveo-Gatz), pos

sessed of military excellence and capable of ruling and

being ruled in accordance with a law distributing offices

among the well—to-do in accordance with desert 3.

The Third So far—that is to say, down to the end of its last

23%;” chapter but one—the Third Book has concerned itself

Concerned mainly with the varieties of the ‘normal constitution.’

itselfwith . . . . .

the nor, The normal constitution, we gather from it, is in all cases

imit‘l was)“; just and for the common advantage, and precisely becaUse

11 ions 11 _ _ , _ _ _

we gain 1t is so, it 15 not 1n all cases the same. It varies as the

"m" social conditions vary; it awards supreme power accord

‘ For (be'puv in this sense, cp. 536)—

Plutarch, Dion c. 58, tth' E'oucev K505“ Bernie 'yz’zp (flail/66' 1'7 vrjtror

riltneciis )ie'yeo'fim rb rfiv miluv s’xeiwju ¢€psun

(Athens) ¢épsw z’z'vdpas ripe-r!) 1's 2 For this expression, cp. Aris

1'01): dyaeol’lr dpfo'rovs Kai Kaxiq rm’lr tOt. Fragm. 85. 1491 a I, uroudniov

¢a6hovr1rovqporérovn Plato, Tim. 6’ c’zrri 7610: iv qi nohhoi anovaaiot

24 C—D: Damox.lnc. Fab.Fragm. 1rc¢6xa01v s'yyiveadar.

(Meineke, Fragm. Com. Gr. 4. 3 See Appendix D.
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ing to the distribution in the given community of the occasional

elements which contribute to the life of the State; here tgglmbpessetwf

it will be a Kingship, there an Aristocracy, there a Polity. qonstitu

But though the normal constitution is the main subject non'

of the book, we catch, as it advances, clearer and clearer

glimpses of the best constitution also. It may be well to

note these indications and to bring them together.

The best State, we are told (c. 5. 1278 a 8), will not give

citizenship to the ,Bévavtros. In the best State, again, a

part at all events of the citizens—those of them who are

‘ statesmen and who are charged, or fit to be charged, with

the management of public afi'airs’-—will possess the full

virtue of the good man (anovfiaios dmjp, c. 5. 1278 b 2 sqq. :

cp. c. 18. 1288a 37 sq.); and thus the best State is appa

rently referred to as a State in the hands of men of full

virtue (5nd 1'63» mrovfiaiwv dvfipéiv, c. 13. 1283 b 6), and in the

same chapter the citizen of the best State is defined as

‘he who is able and purposed to rule and be ruled with

a view to the life of virtue’ (1284a 1). So far all the

indications given us of the nature of the best State point

to a State of equal awovfia'iot ruling and ruled by turns, but

later in this chapter (the thirteenth) we learn that under

certain circumstances the best State may be forced to

assume the form of an Absolute Kingship, and the suc

ceeding chapters even go on to inquire whether the Abso

lute Kingship is not really the best form of constitution

(C. 15. 12863. 7 sqq.: cp. 1286b 22, cl 5% 5n rt; apurrov

96(1) 76 flao'tkeziea'eai. rats wdheaw). The answer is that the

best constitution will assume the form of an Absolute

Kingship or the more equal form of an Aristocracy of

virovfia't‘ot, according to circumstances. It will be the former,

if an individual or a family of surpassing excellence exists

in the State; it will be the latter, if this surpassing excel

lence is possessed by a body of citizens capable of ruling

or being ruled with a view to the most desirable life (c. 18.

1288 a 33 sqq.)1.

1 Not simply 1rpor rbv Blow 1611 c. 13. 1284a 1 sqq.: however,

K01" dpe'rrjv, as we had been told in even as far back as the ninth

U2
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We are thus gradually led in the Third Book to form a

conception in outline of the nature of the best constitution

in its two forms, Kingship and Aristocracy ; it remains for

the Fourth Book to work this out in detail, and to show

how the best State is to be brought into being and insti

tuted (rfva we'd)er yfvso'dat rpo'rrov Kai Kadfaraadai 1163s, 3. 18.

1288 b 4). The Third Book forms an introduction to the

study of all constitutions, but especially to the study of

the best 1. The broad principles which it lays down with

regard to the recognition of all elements contributing to

the being and well-being of the State prepare us to find the

books on the best State placing supremacy in the hands of

a citizen-body possessing not only the intellectual and

moral qualities necessary for rule, but also an adequate

provision of external goods.

This book of the Politics, however, would have lost much

of its interest and importance, if it had thrown light only

on the best constitution. Perhaps its most marked charac

teristic is the prominence which it gives to the conception

of justice. A sound constitution, it insists, is one which

makes those supreme in the State whose supremacy is in

the particular case just and for the common good.

It is time, however, to examine the last chapter of the

Third Book (c. 18), in which a transition is made from the

‘normal constitutions’ to the best constitution and to the

question, how the latter is to be brought into existence.

Closing

chapter of

the Third

Book—

how far is

it in har

chapter (1280b 34), the life of the there is a close connexion between

true State is described as (an)

'rshsia Kai afirderjs, a phrase which

includes afl'rriszm 51/ 1'01; dun-yKaL'ms

as well as in higher things.

1 Krohn remarks (Zur Kritik

Aristotelischer Schriften I. p. 30

n.) : ‘ If one sought to bring what

is cognate together, the Seventh

and Eighth Books (old order)

would have to follow the Second :

the contents of the Third Book

have no bearing on the fragmen

tary sketches which find a place in

the Seventh.’ It is quite true that

the Second and the old Seventh

Book, but the contents of the

Third Book have also a real bear

ing on the old Seventh. The

fourth chapter of the Third Book,

which establishes the fact that in

the best State the virtue of the

citizen and the man coincide, is,

indeed, expressly recognized as

the starting-point of the inquiry

respecting the best State in the

old Seventh (see 3. 18. 1288a 37

and4(7).14. 1333a 11).
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‘ The normal constitutions ’—so it begins—‘ are three in

number,’ but which is the best of them? The best is that

which is absolutely in the hands of the best men (oZKovo

povpe'm] 15m) 'réiv tipi'o-rwv, 1288a 33: cp. 3. I4. 1285b 31,

reraype’vn Kai-ti rilv oZKovoptmjv): it will therefore be either F0

an Absolute Kingship, in which an individual or a family

exists of surpassing virtue, or an Aristocracy, in which a

body (nhfidos) of men of surpassing virtue exists, some of

whom are capable of ruling and others of being ruled with

a view to the most desirable life (rip; aipe-rw-rdi-qv Conjv, 1288

a 37). And how are these two forms, Absolute Kingship

and Aristocracy, to be brought into existence? Aris

totle appears to treat this question as identical with the

question how men are to be produced fit for kingship or

for the rule of citizens over fellow-citizens (iroAt-rtxoi’). He

recalls the fact that he has shown that the citizen of the

best State is identical with the good man; hence the

education and habits which produce a good man will

produce a man equal to these positions. (It is hardly

necessary to interpose the remark, that the term ‘good

man’ is an altogether inadequate equivalent for the Greek

o-1rov6aios dvijp, by which is meant a man possessing that

many-sided excellence, practical, speculative, and aesthetic,

on which Aristotle has already dwelt in the Third Book

(c. 11. 1281b IO sqq.)—above all, possessing ¢p6vncrts and

the virtues of leisure (4 cc. 14, 15). Not an impeccable

man, but a man mature and happily developed in character,

mind, and body 1.)

We might expect that Aristotle would pass on at once

to the question what institutions and education produce a

mrovba'ios dvfip, but this question is not actually entered on

till the Thirteenth Chapter of the Fourth Book (1332a 28

sqq.). He perhaps remembers that he has just said that

the best State is that in which an Absolute King rules, or

a ‘body of men of surpassing virtue’ rules and is ruled,

1 Cp. Cic. Tusc. Disp. 5. 10.28:

quos dicam bonos, perspicuum

est; omnibus enim Virtutibus in

structos et ornatos tuin sapientes

tum viros bonos dicnnus.

mony with

the open

ing of the

Fourth(old

Seventh)

Book and.

with the

urth

Book

generally?
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wpc‘ag riqv aiperwrd'r'rjv Zwfiv (3. 18. 12883. 37), and that he must

not leave the problem of the ‘ most desirable life’ unsolved

behind him. To this question, at any rate, he passes in

the sentences with which the Third Book closes and the

Fourth begins, and in the following way:

‘The education and habits which produce a good man

and those which produce a citizen-ruler and a king will be

the same. And now that we have treated in detail of these

matters (otwpw'de'v'rwv 5% Toti'rtov, I 288 b 2), we must attempt to

speak about the best constitution, in what way it comes into

being and how it is instituted 1. It is necessary, then, for

any one who is to investigate the subject of the best con

stitution in an adequate way first to determine, what is the

most desirable life’ (aipe-réra-ros' Bios, 4 I. 1323 a 15 :

cp. aipemrd-rnv ('anjv, 3. 18. 1288 a 37). ‘ For,’ he continues,

‘while this is unknown to us, the best constitution must

also be unknown to us, since those who enjoy the best con

stitution their circumstances enable them to attain will

naturally fare best, unless things turn out quite contrary to

expectation 2.’

Now, however we may explain it, there is certainly a

want of ‘callida junctura’ here, to say the least. The

reason which we expect to be given for the treatment of

the question, what is the most desirable life, is that the best

constitution has already been said to exist for the reali

zation of the most desirable life (1288 a 37), but no re

ference is made to this ; on the contrary, a fresh reason is

given and the continuity of the investigation seems need

1 This is the questionwith which

the Fourth and Fifth Books are to

deal, and the answer they give

to it is, that some of the condi

tions of the best constitution must

be asked of Fortune and Nature,

but that for others the lawgiver is

responsible (4 (7). I3. I332a 28

sqq.). It is especiallythe lawgiver’s

business to see that the education

and institutions of the State are

such as to produce anovSaZm

(1332a 31 sqq.). We may note,

as showing a certain similarity of

handling, the fact that in the Sixth

Book the nature of the polity is

first sketched, and then the ques

tion is asked—rim 'rpdn'ov 'yivsrat r"

Kallovjze'vr] nah-rein, Kai 11159 air-1‘71: 662

Kadm'rdvat (6 9. 1294 a 30).

a The English language cannot

fully express the reasoning latent

in the Greek WOI‘dS—dpwra yap

nprirrew 1rpom']Ket r01): ripta'ra 1m):

rsvopc'vous K.1'.)\. It l5 3. short step

in the Greek from nah-relieved! t0

npzi-r-rew.
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lessly broken. we notice also that the last chapter of the

Third Book prepares us for an inquiry not only into the

mode in which a man fit to be a citizen-ruler over citizens

(iroAt-i-ixo's) is to be produced, but also into the mode in

which a man capable of Kingship (BatrLMKO's) is to be pro

duced, whereas in 4 (7). I4. 1332 b 12 sqq. true kings are

said to be no longer obtainable, and in default of them an

arrangement is adopted by which the ruled become rulers

after a certain age, the education of the State being

expressly so planned as to be suitable for men who are to

be for the first part of their lives ruled and afterwards

rulers, not for kings or men capable of Kingship who do

nothing but rule. The Third Book also seems to imply

that the education which produces the one type of ruler

is the same as that which produces the other. If so, the

Fourth Book appears to speak differently (cp. 4 14.

1332 b 15).

In addition to these discrepancies 1, of which it would be

easy to make too much, we are undoubtedly conscious in

entering on the Fourth Book ofa certain change of tone,

however we may account for it. Not only do expressions

occur, such as fipe'is‘ 5% ai’n-o'is e’pofipiev (c. 1. 1323 a 38)—

Aexre'ov fipiv Trpds' dutpore'povs ail-rods (C. 3. 13258. 17), for which

we should vainly look in the Third Bookz, but the whole

1 Another is, that while we are

promised in the Third Book (c. 3.

1276a 32) a discussion not only

of the question of the proper size

of the State, but also of the ques

tion whether it should be com

posed of one race (30110:) or more

than one, the latter subject ap

pears to escape treatment in the

Fourth Book, where we might

naturally expect to find it dealt

with, unless indeed we consider

the promise to be fulfilled, or ful

filled in part, in the recommenda

tions with respect to the slaves or

serfs who are to till the soil (4 (7).

9.1329a 25 sq.: 4(7). 10. 1330a

25 sqq.). Aristotle, however, pro

bably refers in the Third Book

rather to the citizens; the inter

esting discussion of the subject in

Plato’s Laws (707 E-7o8 D) was

no doubt present to his mind.

Plato had there decided that not

only Cretans, but also Pelopon

nesians (some of whom had once

settled in Crete), would be wel

come as settlers in the new Cretan

city which he is founding. What

Aristotle thinks on the subject

may perhaps be gathered from

P01. 7_ (5). 3. 1303 a_25 sqq.

2 Similar expressions, however,

occur here and there in the Poli

tics (e.g. 2. 9. 1270a 9, MN {yids

01’: roD-ro o'KonoOnsv) 2 cp. also de

An. I. 3. 406b 22, rip.le 8' e'pm'rfiao

pew.
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conduct of the inquiry is different. This results, no doubt,

in part from the temporary abandonment of the aporetic

method of investigation which prevails throughout the

Third Book; we have to do now, not with an inquirer on

a level with others and joining with them in a tedious and

circuitous search for truth, but with one who has sought

and found, and if he still inquires, is never, even in

appearance, far from a solution. The questions succes

sively raised in the Fourth Book are discussed with a

promptness and conciseness which carries us over a good

deal of ground in a short space; digressions are fre

quently avoided by the postponement to another oppor

tunity of discussions which might have led to them (e. g.

4(7).5. 1326 b 32 sqq.: 10. 1330 a 4, 1330 a 31 sq.: 16.

1335 b 2 sqq.: 17. 1336 b 24 sqq.). The object evidently

is to carry on the construction of the best State rapidly

and without interruption. Perhaps, however, there is

nothing in this change of handling, which need create

any difficulty, nor need we again make too much of certain

apparent novelties of doctrine which attract our attention

in the Fourth and Fifth Books. The most important of

these is the account of Hewpi’a as a kind of rrpr'ifts (43. 1325 b 16 sqq.), for the recognition of the four cardinal

virtues, which we seem to trace in 4 I. 1323a 28 sq.

and in 4 15. 1334 a 22 sqq., may perhaps be paralleled

from other books of the Politics (see, for instance, 3. 4.

1277 b 16—27), while the account of sfihaipovfa as a com

bination of 11‘) KaAo'v and pleasure in 55. 1339 b 19 is

supported by more passages than one of the Politics and

the Nicomachean Ethics 1. The view of the Third Book

that a ‘good man,’ and therefore a full citizen of the

best State, must be capable of ruling (3. 5. 1278 b 3 sq.)

can also perhaps be reconciled with the permission appa

‘ Cp. Eth. Nic. 1. 9. 1098 b

23 sqq. \Ve find the two aims of

ri‘) xaho’v and {780111} ascribed to

gether t0 the anovdaios in Eth. Nic.

9. 8. 1169a 20-25, and (Mutant/(a

is said to be accompanied with

pleasure in Eth. Nic. 7. 12. 1152 b

6: 7. 14.1153b14 sqq.: Pet;

(8). 3. 1338a 5. See also the

quotation from the comic poet

Hegesippus in Athen. Deipn.

279 d.
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rently given him in the Fourth Book (c. to live a con

templative life, but Aristotle does not notice the discre

pancy, and we are left to harmonize the two doctrines as

best we can.

A high authority, Dr. F. Blass1,'has remarked on the

rarity of lzz'atus in the Fifth Book. He observes that it is

also of rare occurrence in the scanty fragments we possess

of the dialogues of Aristotle, which were in all probability

composed with a view to publication, and not merely for

use within the School, and he argues that wherever we

note this avoidance of Iliatus in conjunction with a style of

writing somewhat more popular and less technical than that

of the extant productions of Aristotle usually is, we may

reasonably suspect that we have to do with a composition

intended for publication, or with one which includes matter

derived from a work of that nature. He does not extend

his remark to the Fourth Book, and we notice, in fact, more

frequent instances of Izz'rztus in it than in the Fifth. Hiatus,

however, would appear to be rarer in the Fourth Book than

in some other books of the Politics 2, and it may certainly

be said that this book and the Fifth deal with subjects of

especial interest to Aristotle’s contemporaries, and deal

1 See R/zez'n. Illus. 30, p. 481.

‘Hz'atus is avoided in the Eiglith’

(i.e. Fifth) ‘Book of the Politics

with a strictness almost worthy of

Isocrates. For though Aristotle

allows of its occurrence, not only

after Km', 6', and :2, but also after

ju’; and after the article in its

various forms—the latter being a.

laxity which is altogether at vari

ance with the practice of Isocrates

—he scarcely ever allows hiatus

to occur in respect of short and

elisible vowels, except in the case

of pronouns, conjunctions, prepo

sitions, and other small and fre

quently used words (herein fol

lowing the very same rule as the

moststudied orations 0f Isocrates),

nor does he regard a pause as a

justification for Izz'alus. We need

hardly alter more than six pas

sages in this book of the Politics,

in order to make its conformity

to these rules complete.’ It de

serves notice that there is a

difi'erencebetween the two families

of the M55. of the Politics in

this matter of Izz'afus, the second

family occasionally avoiding it

where the first do not; but the

avoidance of hiatus in the Fifth

Book is perhaps too general

to be accounted for by the sup

position that it is due to trans

cribers.

2 I am indebted to an unpub

lished essay by Mr. R. Shute of

Christ Church, Oxford, for this

remark, and for the suggestion

that the Fourth and Fifth Books

may well have been an indepen

dent treatise designed for publi

cation.
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In con

structing

a best con

stitution

-—-the task

to which

we now

pass—the

first step to

be taken is

to ascertain

what is the

most de

sirable life,

for the best

constitu

tion must

realize the

most de~

sirable life.

What then

is the most

desirable

life ?

with them in a not over-technical way. It is very possible

that materials derived from works intended for publication

have been used more freely in these two books than in

others; it is also possible, though less likely, that they were

themselves written with a view to publication. The facts

to which attention has been drawn may be accounted for

in various ways, and some will attach more importance to

them than others, but in any case there seems to be little

reason for doubting that the two books were intended by

Aristotle to form a part of the Politics. The relation in

which they stand to the Second and Third Books appears

to be too close to allow of any other supposition.

The opening words of the Fourth Book announce, in

effect, that the end of the State—good life, or happiness,

or (as in this passage) ‘the most desirable life’—is the clue to

its structure. Aristotle, we see, is a teleologist in politics.

He adds that nothing less than the most desirable life must

be realized by the best State. Aristotle insists on this, be

cause he held that Plato had failed in the Republic to

realize the most desirable life (2. 5. 1264 b 15 sqq.)—nay,

failed even to realize a life liveable by man (2.5. 1263 b

29). Yet, in Aristotle’s view, the test of a constitution is

to be found in the ‘life’ which it secures to its citizens. A

constitution which does not secure them the most desirable

life is not the best.

The first problem, therefore, to be solved is, what is the

most desirable life. The opening chapters of the Fourth

Book deal with this problem, and the solution here given

serves as a guide throughout the whole process of con—

structing the best State. It is a life spent in the exercise

of ‘virtue fully furnished with the external conditions of

virtuous action’ (tipe'rfi stopnynae'vn). Xopnyfa and dpenj

are the two pillars on which the best State rests. Fortune,

Nature, and a good lawgiver—these are the conditions of

its realization (cp. 6 11. 1295 a 25—31).

If we ask, says Aristotle, what is the most desirable life,

the first step to an answer is obvious enough. No one
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would say that external goods and goods of the body are

sufficient in the entire absence of goods of the soul 1. A

man so devoid of courage that he fears the flies that pass

him in the air, or so fond of eating and drinking as to be

ready to eat and drink anything whatsoever, or so fond of

money that he will kill his dearest friend for a farthing,

or endowed with no more intelligence than a child or a

lunatic, would not be pronounced happy by anybody. It

is only when the question is raised, how much virtue, or

how much wealth, or power, or renown is desirable,

that a difference of opinion arises. Some will affirm that

any quantity of virtue, however small, is sufficient. But

‘we will tell them’ that mere observation of the facts of

human life will lead them to a different view. We see that

men acquire and retain external goods by virtue, not virtue

by external goods, and that those who are as well en

dowed as possible in respect of mind and character, and

have only a moderate share of external goods 2, live a hap

‘ This classification of goods

was inherited by Aristotle from

Plato, whether it originated with

him or not (Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. I.

618. 1, ed. 2). Isocrates refers to n‘z

in r]; \irvxf] dyaed in de Pace, § 32.

It is evidently open to much criti

cism, as a classification. Friends,

we remark, are included among

external goods (Eth. Nic. 9. 9.

1169b 9) ; yet external goods

are the product of Accident and

Fortune (Pol. 4 (7). 1. 1323b 27).

When Aristotle indicates that

he ‘uses ’ e’garrspiKni Ao'ym in giving

the account which he here gives of

the most desirable life, he may be

referring to some non-scientific

writings or teachings either of his

own (cp. Eth. Eud. 2. 1. 1218 b 33)

or of others. In the latter case, he

may be referring to Plato, Laws

726—9: 743 E sqq. : 697 B : Rep.

591 C sqq.: or to Isocrates de

Pace,§§ 31—35 : or even to Sappho,

Fragm. 8o Bergk. Perhaps, how

ever, it is more likely that he is

referring to teaching of his own,

possibly to the teaching of the

1repi nAoérov, which seems to have

been somewhat similar(see Fragm.

89. 1491 b 35 sqq.). We have

already seen that in 1323 a 28 the

virtues referred to are the four

cardinal virtues, which, according

to Zeller (Gr. Ph. 2. 1. 567, ed. 2),

‘ seem first to have been definitely

marked out by Plato and by him

only in his later years’ ; but this

also holds of a later passage of

the Fourth Book (c. 15. 1334a 22

sqq.). It is not clear where the use

Of the e'émreptKol Ao'ym ceases; it

may possibly do so in 1323 b 29,

with the words 6121 fr)” réxqv s'rr-riv.

On this opening chapter of the

Fourth Book the remarks of Ber

nays in his ‘ Dialoge des Aristo

teles’ (p. 69 sqq.) should be

consulted, and also Vahlen, Aris

totelische Aufsatze, 2.

" Aristotle probably has exter

nal goods such as ‘wealth and

power and renown’ (1323 a 37)

mainly in view, but rd e'Krbs dyagt’z

rrjs‘ \J/vxfir (1323 b 27) include
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pier life than those who are in the opposite case. And

reasoning leads us to the same conclusion; for the goods

of the soul, unlike external goods, increase in utility with

every increase in their amount—which shows that they are

not means, but ends; then again, virtue, which is the ex

cellence of the soul, is as much more precious than wealth,

which is the excellence of property (cp. 1. 13. 1259 b 20),

as the soul is more precious than property; lastly, external

goods are desirable for the sake of the soul, not the soul for

the sake of external goods. Hence, the more a man has

of virtue and of virtuous action, the larger is his share of

the highest and most perfect goods, and the greater is his

happiness. These arguments receive a final confirmation

from a reference to the Divine Nature: God is happy be

cause he is so constituted as to be happy; his happiness

does not flow from external goods. It is in this that

happiness differs from prosperity; the latter is the gift of

fortune, but not the former, so far at least as it springs from

virtue.

A life of So far we have been concerned with the individual, and

“'muefuny have proved that his happiness is proportioned to the

furnished

with exten, amount of his virtue and virtuous action. Similar argu

ments show that the same thing is true of a State. A State

temal, cannot fare well unless it acts well, and it cannot act well

means - _ . '

ing ad- Without Virtue and moral prudence, and its courage and

justed in
justice and prudence will be the same as those of the indi

amount to _ _ _

the require-Vidual. So that we may state the result of our inquiry

thus—‘ the best life both for individual and State is one

{wttifim— t of virtue conjoined with a sufficient amount of external and

IS emOS

desirable bodily goods to make virtuous action possible.’ If any one

Exams” questions this conclusion and does not agree with what has

and for been said, Aristotle will go into the matter afterwards ; he

States‘ cannot stay to do so now.

But though we have said that virtue is a necessary ingre

dient of the best life in the case both of the individual and

bodily goods also, and to him, no a man may be too handsome or

less than to Plato (Laws 728 too strong (6 (4). 11. 1295b

E sqq.),the latter maybe in excess: 6 sqq.).
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of the State, we have not yet determined whether happi

ness is the same in the two cases, or in other words, springs

from the same source. The happiness of the individual, we

have seen, springs from virtue, but is this true also of that

of the State? This is an easily answered question, for

however various may be men’s views as to what constitutes

happiness, all agree that its source is the same for State

and individual.

The most desirable life, says Aristotle, is not that of a

morally and intellectually feeble race living in the un

limited enjoyment of external and bodily goods, but that

of a ‘wise and understanding people,’ endowed with them

adequately for the practice of virtue, but not with more

than is necessary for that end 1. The passage is interest

ing, if only from its evident sincerity; its vigour of expres

sion is probably in part due to the fact that in that out

spoken age and race there were many who not only

practised but preached a life of pleasure or of money

getting, in addition to those who lived for power and

distinction. In one of the tragedies which were ascribed

to Diogenes the Cynic, the line

eém riix'qs rrrahaypc‘w i) (,bpcl/ciw m'dov

was put into the mouth of a votary of wealth, the other

interlocutor, it would seem, rejoining—

'Pavis dips/8w p.01 ju'zhhov f] Budd: nixrjsz:

and Aristoxenus brings home to us the intolerant strength

of conviction, with which an advocate of luxury from the

court of Dionysius the Younger of Syracuse, admitted

into the réjtevos or garden-precinct used by the Pytha

1 Compare the expression as—

tribed to him in Rutilius Lupus’

abridged translation ofa work by

the later Gorgias—crxfijm dim/eius

Kai. Aégm— ‘item Aristoteles

dicitur dixisse: eius esse vitam

beatissimam, cuius et fortunae

sapientia et sapientiae fortuna

suppeditet’ (quoted by Heitz, die

verlorenen Schriften des Aristo

teles, p. 159). The teaching of

Eth. Nic. IO. 9. 1179a 1 sqq. is

substantially the same as that of

this passage of the Politics, and

corrects the somewhat different

language of Eth. Nic. IO. 8. 1178b

1 i 2 Nauck, Trag. Graec. Fragm.

pp. 628-9.
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gorean Archytas and his disciples for their philosophic

perambulations, insisted that a life of bodily pleasure was

the only natural one, and that the virtues, from justice

onward, were mere artificial conventions, conjured-up pro

ducts of legislative skill. The King of Persia in his palace

was to him the type of felicity 1.

We observe that Aristotle takes no notice here of those

who, like the Cynics, held that external goods were not

necessary to happiness 2. The antagonists whom he seeks

to confute are evidently those who found happiness mainly

in external and bodily goods. It should also be noted

that, as the inquiry into the best State advances, the

supply of external and bodily goods which it is held to

need seems hardly to be limited to the bare amount

‘ necessary for a share in virtuous action ’: its citizens are

spoken of, at all events, later on, as ‘living in the enjoy

ment of every blessing,’ and ‘spending their leisure amidst

an abundance of goods,’ not otherwise than ‘those who

dwell, if the poets speak truly, in the islands of the Blest’

(4 (7)- 15- 1334 a 30, 33) 3

So far, the inquiry proceeds, we see our way without

difficulty, but now two questions arise which call for con

sideration. One is whether for the individual a citizen’s

life spent in political relations with others, or the life of a

non-citizen forming no active part of a State, is the more

desirable. The other is, what constitution and organiza

tion of the State is the best, whether it is desirable for all,

or only for most men, to take an active part in the State.

The former question is beside the purpose of a political

treatise, inasmuch as it relates to what is best for the in

dividual: with the latter, on the contrary, we are directly

concerned. Taking up this question, then, for consideration,

1 Aristox. Fragm. 15 (Miller,

Fragm. Hist. Graec. 2. 276).

Men of his feather were common

enough in the luxurious cities of

Italy and Sicily (Plato, Rep. 404 D:

Ep. 7. 326 B sq.). Archytas’

answer is not given, but may be

divined from Cic. de Senect. c.

12.

2 Compare also the view of

Aristotle's contemporary, Xeno—

crates (Xenocr. Fragm. 60-63:

Mullach, Fr. Philos. Gr. 3. I27).

8 Cp. 6 (4). 11. 1295a 25 sqq.
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we see at once that the best constitution is that under which

anyone, be he who he may, would act and fare best and live

happily—that it is, in fact, the constitution under which a

life accompanied with virtue can best be lived; but then a The further

question arises as to the concrete activities in which such a quesuon’

however,

life should be spent. Thus the question which we have just arises, in

discarded as ethical rather than political comes back upon Xviiigiuch

us as one which the political inquirer cannot really avoid alife

. should be

answering. spent.

- . D . . . Isa on.Is the political and piactical life the more desrrable, 0r ticallzmd

one which is quit of all concern with external things (1324 igractical

a 27: cp. 6 Tot“; s’AevGe'pov ,8L'os, 1325 a 19)—a contemplative ESE?“

life, for instance, which some say is the only philosophic gigcgzgirs

life? Our answer to this question is of importance, inas- —a con

much as it must determine not only the direction we give

to the life of the individual, but also the nature of the con- ample? _

stitution. If we prefer the contemplative life, we may have $532?“

to adjust the constitution to that end. Two views, as has Cfmflicting

been said, exist on the subject. Some object to the exer- :uigect

cise of any rule over others as being, if despotic 1, unjust, 1“

and, if such as one citizen may exercise over another, in- elusion in

volving hindrances to the ruler’s felicity 2. Others hold

that the political and practical life is alone worthy of apraptjcal

man, and that it gives scope to the exercise of all the 231133,;

virtues in an equal degree with the other. So far we have this “"11

1 It must be remembered that

Bea-norm) zipxr'] properly means,

not merely ‘despotic’ rule, but the

kind of rule which a master exer

cises over his slaves. It is not,

however, always possible to ex

press this double meaning in

English.

2 Aristotle takes no account

here of the view of the political

life referred to in the Nicomachean

Ethics (1.3. 1095 b 23), according

to which its aim was honour.

Even in the Nicomachean Ethics,

indeed, he tacitly dismisses this

view and frequently implies that

the statesman exists for the pro

motion of virtuous action and

happiness (e.g. 10. 7. 1177 b 14).

Aristotle’s object in the passage

of the Politics before us seems to

be to represent the political and

the contemplative life as akin,

both being rich in xahal wpdfieis,

whereas in the Niconiachean

Ethicshehadsharplydistinguished

ai Ira-rd 'rr‘is dpG‘l't‘lS‘ npzigus from 1)

TM? 1106 e’ilép'ysta or 65mprj1'ikr'; (IO.

7. 1177b 19 sqq.). In both dis

cussions, however, the contem

plative life is viewed as ai’l-ro-rehr'ls

in comparison with the political.

The nature of the contemplative

life at its best is depicted in the

tenth book of the Nicomachean

Ethics (c. 7).
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must be

understood

to include

not only

political

but also

speculative

activity.

to do with men who accept a life of virtue as the true life;

but then there are those who say that a constitution ad

justed to a career of despotic and tyrannical sway over

others, whether with their good will or not, is the only

happy one; and they can plead that many States and

nations in practice take their view. It is, however, assail

able on many grounds, on that of legality, on the ground

that it does not agree with the principles which govern the

practice of other arts than that of politics, and on the

ground that its supporters are for applying the principle

only to others, not to themselves. Despotic sway should be

exercised only over those who are destined by nature to

be so ruled; and it is possible for a State, if well consti

tuted, to be perfectly happy which occupies an isolated

situation, and whose constitution consequently cannot be

designed for war or empire. War is noble (KaAo'u), but it is

not the ultimate end; the ultimate end is good life, to

which war is but a means. The business of _a lawgiver is

to secure good life to his citizens, not empire, though the

means by which he secures it will no doubt differ in

different cases. If a State has neighbours, it will have to

be constituted otherwise than if it has none (e. g. it will

possess a fleet, c. 6. 1327 b 3 sqq.). Again, it may have

neighbours who are fit subjects for despotic rule (lilfe most

States in Asia); or it may have neighbours who are fit

subjects for hegemony (the usual case in Greece) 1.

Having disposed of this contention, Aristotle reverts to

the two conflicting views previously mentioned, and says

that each side is partially right. The life spent apart from

politics is better than the despotic life, but it is an error to

suppose that all rule is despotic, or to set inaction above

action. Happiness is action, and the active exercise ofjustice

and temperance is ‘noble’ (KaAo'v). To infer from this that

1 Cp. Isocr. Philip. § 5, :1 ml ps‘v

#6170617]? whet'ovos dgiav é'o'wdm' G'OL
\ - , , r t ,

'rrjvrrlr'n'ohea); ¢L>tmll 11 Ta; 1rp00'050v9

To; 5'5 'Ap¢urri)\sms' ‘ynyvopeuar, 1'; 36‘

1115):: duvrlfielr) Karapafielv (its xpr‘] 1319

Few 'rmavjras‘ (Peuyew drrotxias a'l 'rwss

‘rerpdms 1*] flex/Trims dnohwhe'xaa'l. 1'01):

c’pn'ohvrwee'u'ras‘, (II-rely 8’ c'Kn'vovs‘

TO'llIS‘ ro'novc rot/s 11'6pr pév Kelpe'vovc

'rcTw a'pxm/ dwape'wov, c'yyz‘ls' 6? Tim

douhniew eldm'pe'iuuv, (is oiév nip

Aaxedaqtémoz Kvprlvaiovs' (in-qima'av.
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any one and every one should set to work to get possession

of supreme power in the State would, however, be alto

gether mistaken. The exercise of supreme power is only

‘ noble ’ in the hands of those who have a just claim to rule,

both on the ground of virtue and on that of political capa—

city. The best life, then, both for State and individual is

the practical life; but the practical life need not be in

relation to others. Mental processes, which are complete

in themselves, and an end in themselves (at aii'rorehe'is Kai

aZ a13er é'vexev Gewpiai. Kai finavmjo'ets', I 325 b 20), are more

truly practical (wpaKnKat') than those which aim at some

thing beyond, for well—doing (ez’nrpaé't'a) is the endl, whence

it follows that action of some kind is the end, and even in

the case of action directed to a result external to itself, we

commonly say that those act in the truest and fullest sense

whose mental processes are those of a directing authority,

and therefore most purely mental 2. Nay further, States

situated by themselves and purposed to live in isolation

need not live an inactive life (dwpaK-reiv)3 even in the ordi

nary sense of the word, for there will be a mutual inter

action of their parts; and the same thing holds good of

the individual 4. Neither God nor the Universe, indeed,

exercise any activities external to themselves (éEw-repixai

npaffls).

If we ask who were the disputants, between whom Aris

1 This was a Socratic tradition

(Xen. Mem. 3. 9. 14—15).

2 Contrast the language of

Plato, Polit. 259 C-E ; and com

pare the comments of Ulysses in

Shakspeare’s Troilus and Cres

sida (Act i, Scene 3) on those

who ‘esteem no act, but that of

hand,’ and undervalue

‘ the still and mental parts,

That do contrive how many hands

shall strike, .

When fitness calls them on . . .

So that the ram that batters down

the wall,

For the great swing and rudeness

of his poise,

VOL. I.

They place before his hand that

made the engine,

Or those that with the fineness of

their souls

By reason guide his execution.’

3 T6 (i1rpaK-rsiu 51a 8101/ is said in

Eth. Nic. 1. 3. 1095b 33 to be in

compatible with happiness.

‘ Compare Eth. Nic. 9. 9. 1170a

5, [tomb-r” 116‘]! 01711 xaM-rrbs‘ 6 Bios" of:

yap fiddler! Ka0' afl'rdll s’vspyeiv

a'vvexér, 1169' e'rs'pmw 85‘ Kai 1rpr

HMO“ fiaov : and 10. 7. i 177 a

32 sqq., where the ao¢ds is said to

be better able to energise by him

self than the just or temperate or

brave man.
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totle arbitrates in the passage of which we have just stated

the drift, we shall find it easy to identify the eulogists of

‘the despotic and tyrannical type of constitution 1.’ Many of

that tribe were to be found throughout Greece. The advo

cates of a life spent in constitutional rule, such as citizens

may exercise over fellow-citizens, would also be numerous”.

But who were those who praised a life ‘detached from all

concern with external things~a contemplative life, which

some say is the only philosophic life’ (1324 a 27 sq.)? They

seem to be the same with those mentioned in 1324 a 35 sq.

as holding any rule exercised over others to be unjust, if

despotic, and unfavourable to felicity, if constitutional, and

also with those mentioned in 1325 a 18 sq. as pronouncing

against the holding of political offices, and distinguishing the

life of the ‘free man’ (éAeridepos) from the political life. The

description would in some respects apply to Aristippus, who

made a point of withdrawal from political life, and this for

the sake of sinypspia—a word used by the school (Diog.

Laert. 2. 89)—or as he expressed it, because he wished ‘to

live as easily and pleasantly as possible’ (Xen. Mem. 2. 1.

9)3; but we do not know that he condemned all despotic

rule as unjust 4. Aristotle probably refers, among others,

to Isocrates, who had not only discussed in the Ad Nicoclem

(§ 4 sq.), ‘whether the life of one who, though occupying a

private station, acts like a man of worth, or the life of a

Who were

the dis

puiants

between

whom Aris

totle here

adjudi

cates ?

Pericles, and Cimon possessed,1 Cp. Plato Laws 890A rair’

’ , who ruled their fellow-citizens not6’0'1'1'11, d) (bfAOI, dzrav'ru dvdpé’w 170(135211

Trapd vs'mr (ii/Optimum, 2810111311 're Kai

17011171511, (pan'xdv'raw (fl/at 1'6 diKaw'ra—

101/ d 11' 1'1: dv 11th Biag’élasvm' 60w

dire'Beiaf re duepaim'oir e’pm i1r-rova1

ve'mr, rhr 015K (iv-r011 (966311 0101;; 6 nip-as

1rp00'1'dr1'fl dial/06200111 drill, o'rrio'fls

TE 81“: raOm, c'ltKév-raw 1rp6r 'rbv Ka-n‘z

(1)1317“! 671661! Biov, 6'9 6’0"“ 1'3; dhqaefq

Kparofnlra (flu 76v dhliaw Kai pr)

6OUA6601/1'a ire'powl. Kara mi/zov.

2 Theages, in the dialogue of

that name ascribed to Plato, would

‘wish’ (rag-afar,” (iv) to be a tyrant

as he would ‘wish’ to be a god,

but all he seriously ‘desires’ is

the wisdom which Themistocles,

by force, like tyrants, but with their

willing consent (125 E sq.).

3 Cp. Xen. Mem. 2. 1. 11, dhk'

e’yai; 70!, 5d»; 6 ’Apio'rmzros, 0686’ 61’:

will (Souk-lav e’patrrbv rd-rrm, th'

rival Tie #01 dchi’ pc'o'r] 1'06er 666;,

1‘)v neipibpal. fiadifiw, oiirc 81’ a'pxfig

0516 511’: douhu'ar, a'Mu‘r 81' c'heufic

pins, 1'1'1rep pdhw-ra 1rpr sfidaijmuiau

.,
(1 El
y‘ \Ve hear of Democritus also

that he withdrew from magistra

cies to private life (Cic. de Oratore

3. 15. 56), but did he condemn

despotic rule over others as un

just?
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tyrant is to be preferred,’ but had, in his Letter to the sons

of the tyrant Jason 11), declared for the former against

the latter 1, and for office in states possessing constitutions

(Eu rais noAt-rei'ais) rather than in monarchies, just as in the

De Antidosi (§§ 145, 150) he admits and explains his own

abstinence from office: 'raiira yap ovuerafidpijv 01’; 61b. nAoiirov

0135? 51.’ t'nreprltpavi'au 01552 Kai-nippeva 1611 iii] rt‘w ai’n't‘w 'rpo'rrov

c’poi. (évrtov, thi rilv peu fia'vxt'av Kai. ri'lv dnpaypoo-iivnv

dyan'éiv, pdhta'ra 8’ 6péiv 'roils TOLOIITOUS‘ Kai. nap’ iipiv Kai. napd

'roi’s' dithms efifioxtitofivras, é'n'et-ra 'rt‘w ,Bfov 1‘7550) voiufo'as eivat

'roz'irov 1*) Tbv 1'61) 11on 'n'pa'rro'v'rwv, é'rt 5% mi; ELantBai’s‘

ra'is' épa'is‘ npe-rrmde’a'repov, ais‘ (’5 t’szfis Kareo'rno'dpnv I51:

cp. §§ 227—9). We see from the charming sketch in the

Republic (Rep. 549 B sqq.), how much a head of a house

hold who took this view of life was usually despised for his

want of ambition by his wife and slaves, and the speech of

Callicles in the Gorgias (485 C sq.) expresses the same

opinion in a more aggressive way—61111: 6E 61‘) irpeofiiirepov

15w é'n ¢tAotro¢oi3vra mi in) dwaMar'rtipei/ov, nhn'yéiv p01 60K€t

17511 3606111, ii) Eéxpares‘, 0171-09 6 dvfip' 5 yap v51; 5?] é'heyou,

ii'n'épxsi. 7015119 rei dudpaimp, Kay mil/v e6¢vi19 fi, duo'wfiptp ye

ve'trdai. dmiyov'ri. 1'5. pe'tra 'rfis- 'n'dAews‘ Kai res“ dyoptis, £11 1119

{(1211 6 nonjrijs‘ “roias' dvfipas‘ dpt'irpeneis yfyveo'dat, Karadehvxo'ri.

5% rev AOL-115v Biov [31.611111 [.1er petpaxfwv éi/ ya)qu rptéiv 1‘]

Terro'tpwv \[rtdvpf(0ura, dAeiiBepou at Kai pe'ya Kai iKai/bu p.178e’1r01'6

¢0éy§aadac A recent editor of Euripides remarks that he

uses the word fio-vxaios to denote the character of a man of

learning, and almost as equivalent to ao¢cisz; and thus

in the Supplices of the same poet we find the soft life of

a follower of the Muses contrasted with the hard out

door life of riding and hunting, which makes men physi—

cally capable of doing good service to the State (Suppl.

855 sqq.: cp. Plato, Rep. 410D). The fact that Pericles

is represented by Thucydides as praising the Athenians

for being seekers after knowledge without softness shows

that the two characteristics were commonly thought to go

‘ CP- 4(7)-3- 1325a 24

2 See Mr. Verrall’s notes on Eurip. Med. 304, 808.

X2
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together. We might have expected that the careers of

Epaminondas, Archytas, and Dion would have taught a.

different lesson, and have proved that an active life of

political service was quite compatible with philosophical

study; but the popular mind noted the general rule with

out taking sufi’icient account of these brilliant exceptions.

Aristotle The rival views had this in common, that they each

declared in favour of one kind of existence as the most

desirable, and were for adjusting the institutions of the

the rival State exclusively to it. Aristotle is always glad, when

283%?“ he can find something to accept in all the opinions be

arrive at fore him, and it is in this spirit that he does justice

213251,,“ em_ between the views which he examines here. Despotic

bOinng empire is not to be made the aim of the constitution; but

23,3120“- it is not, as Isocrates had implied in the De Pace 1, always

{222(13in out of place and bad; on the contrary, there are those who

out the are designed by nature to be so ruled. There is, however,

a He nothing great or glorious in thus ruling over them, and the

many-sided indiscriminate exercise of despotic rule is simply wicked.

life' To hold aloof from office and political activity and to

spend one’s life in pure contemplation is not the only

course worthy of a philosopher, nor is it, on the other

hand, to devote oneself to an inactive life. For those

whose minds are busy with thoughts that are an end in

themselves are active in the truest sense, and besides

a life of this kind involves an internal inter-action of

parts, which is in itself sufficient to exclude the idea of

inactivity. We may therefore come to the conclusion

that the best life is the practical life—the life of activity

in accordance with virtue and the capacity for the highest

kind of action apaKTLKi] 5151mm; 1'61! dpfarcov, 1325 b 11)—

and yet hold that the truest form of it is the life which

is spent in mental activity of the kind that is an end in

itself—such a life, for instance, as the life of contemplation.

It is in a life of this kind that the State finds its culmi

nation—indeed, we infer that a speculative life suffices for

1 § 142 sqq.
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happiness without any admixture of political activity (1 325

b 27)—but not a word is said by Aristotle against an union

of the two lives. On the contrary, we gather later on that

ifa fit use of leisure is the supreme end of the State, the

virtues which a fit use of leisure presupposes are not only

those which find employment in leisure, but also those

which find employment in periods of activity 1, so that

both, it would seem, should he possessed by the citizens of

the ideal State.

We see already that the life which Aristotle designs

for his State is more many-sided than that life of arms

and military exercise, the inadequacy of which had been

proved by the successive failures of the Lacedaemonian

and Theban States 2, and better ordered and more philo

sophic than that lived by the higher classes at Athens.

If we compare the passage in Plato’s Laws on which Apassage

Aristotle has modelled his own enumeration of the aimspursued by different States, we shall find both resemblances pared

and differences. It is as follows (Laws 962 D—963 A):

A9. N51: 81’) uaflnodpsda, 5n flavjzao'ri’w 01,1521; nhavdo'eai. Ta

'réiv wdhemv vo'uijta, 5n irpbs‘ dAAo i’i'thn ,BAe'rrei. 'réiv 110)}.00601611

Ev 'rfi zro'Aei. éKoiirry' Kai. 1'21 pév rte/Via 065%11 Oavpao'rov 1'?) 701’;

[LED Tiw 5,0011 eivai 'ré’w fiixaiwv, 511ws‘ dpfova'i 'rwss‘ 6’1: 1'1"] 716A6l,

e’Z'r’ 017v Behriovs e’i're Xefpovs 'rvyxoivovtrw dures' 'r0'is 5’ 5711.09

nhov'nja'ovaw, eir’ oi’w Bai'inof 'rwaw d'vres' e’i're Kai. 11.1)" T6511 5’1’1

npofivpi'a wpos 'ri‘w s’Aeifflepov 6?] fifov dipprjpe'vn' oi. 5% Kill {livovo

voaofieroiiv'rai wpbs Zipduo ,Bke'rrov'res, e’Asifdepoz' 're 51w); {Diva

're 110'va é'irovrai. oeandrat' oi 6E oo¢t6rarot (be o’i'ov'rat arpés

‘ C114 (7)- 15-1334 a 1600115!"

jwt 85‘ 1131/ dpe-rc'iw trl 11'st ri‘lv

axohfiv Kai diayw-yr'jv, aw 're 511 1'3}

axohfl rd gpyov Kai an! s’i/ rjj do'xo

Ma.

2 A striking passage quoted by

Strabo from Ephorus (Ephor.

Fragm. 67 : Miiller, Fr. Hist. Gr.

1. 254) will illustrate this: 1er

pin 013v xépail (Boeotia) z'n'mvei

('Etfiopns) 81a 'raiJ'm, Kai (pain rpm):

fiyejzouiav eii¢vu3s 3xsnl' dym'ygj 6E

Kai naideia pfi xpno'ape'vovr, 51rd

pqde’ 1'01): dei 1rp0i0'rajte'i/ovs airrrjs,

si mi 1ro-re Karépfloaav, e'rrl ,unprv

ri‘w xpdi/ov o-vjzpcii/m‘ Ka01irrep

’Erajiewchudac i'dugs' rehsvrfjo'av-ros

'yi‘zp c'Ksivov 1'er fiyepoviav dzrofiaheiil

6661): 1'01): Gnfiai'our awe'Br], sun'a
pc'imvs ail-rill: pdvov' minor! 56‘ swat To

Adyaw Kai ditihi'ar rijs‘ Trpbs dvepdnrous
dhrympijtrat, pow/s 5' simpehiyflrjvai.

'rfje Kn'ra nohsjzov ripe'rrjs‘. The

histoiy of the Ottoman Turks

explains what Ephorus and Aris

totle mean, though both Lacedae

monians and Thebans were very

different from Turks.
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mini 1': Kai. ra 'roiai'i-ra guanavra, 615‘ $11 5% oilfiti/ 5ia¢ep6urms

Tartanpie'vov é'xovres (ppo'ifew, sis i) 'n’i'iM’ ai’iro'is 56f ,BAGI‘IITLU.

KA. Oi’mofiv 70' y’ flae'repov, 3) give, @069 $11 5117 miAai.

ride'asvov; ’77pr yap Ev é'tpauev 6er as wva’ filliv 11‘: 1'61)

vo'pwv ,Bltérrovr’ rival, 'rofiro 5’ ape'rrjv 110v §vvexwp05pev qro'ivv

dpGrBs‘ Ae'yeo'dai 1.

Aristotle, we see, takes no notice of the view according to

which wealth was the end of the State, to be secured even

at the cost of freedom, if necessary, nor of that which saw

everything in freedomz, nor again of that which aimed at a

combination ofwealth, freedom, and empire; and his solution

differs from that of Plato in substituting for virtue as the

true aim of the State virtuous action and happiness. It is

not surprising that in reference to a second-best State like

that of the Laws, the question between the political life and

the speculative life does not come up for solution: Plato

had already dealt with this question in the Gorgias (500

sqq.) and the Republic. In the latter dialogue he asserts

even more strongly than Aristotle the inferiority of the

political to the philosophical life (519 D)-—he seems almost

to speak of the former as a necessary rather than a noble

life (540 B)—but he will not hear of his philosophic

guardians abjuring politics for philosophy (540 B). On this

point he speaks more clearly than Aristotle.

Aristotle’s indifference to empire and hegemony contrasts

significantly with the language of Thucydides in his Intro

duction. To Thucydides the interest and the greatness of

Greek History increase pari farm with the rise of great

Thucy

dides sets

more store

by empire

than Aris

totle.

1 Isocrates had said (De Pace,

§ I9)—dp' 0131! iii! s’éapxe'o'ucv r'ljt'iv,

6i rijv re 1167\w da¢ah£is oixoiaev

xal rd 1r¢pi ri'w Biov efinopa'rrepoi.

yiyvoi'prda Kai rd 're' npor r’lpfis

airroi’m 6povoolpsv Kai napi‘z 'roir

'Ehhnaw cfidoxipoipn/ ; s'ycb [LE‘II 'yap

fi-yofipai four-my irrraptfdv-rmv rshéair
")1! n'dhw fl’laflllltfllflllfl’flll. Dr. John

son seems rather to have felt with

Aristotle. ‘ “Sir, the happiness of

London is not to be conceived but

by those who have been in it. I

will venture to say there is more

learning and science within the

circumference of ten miles from

where we sit, than in all the rest

of the kingdom.” Such was the

dictum of Dr. Johnson, when he

was seated with Boswell in the

Mitre Tavern near Temple Bar '

(Hare’s Walks in London, 1.

xiii).

2 Plato appears to use the words
6 f’AGlI/GGPOS‘ Bias in this passage in

a different sense from that in

which Aristotle uses the phrase

13 roii shruec'pou Bios (I325 a 19).
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hegemonies in Greece. One would almost say that it seems

to him to be the mission of the State to stand at the head

of a league and to be the mistress of the seas; at all

events, States interest him most when they are massed in

great groups and set huge armaments afloat. To Aristotle,

on the contrary, a State without a dependent ally may be

as fully all that a State should be as a State with a thou

sand (P01. 4 (7). 2. 1324b 41 sqq.: 3. 1325b 23 sqq.).

If the life which a State lives is of the due quality, it

matters not whether it has relations with a single other

State. It is obvious that the teaching of Aristotle on this

point had a special applicability, whether he intended it

or not, to the circumstances of Athens after the Social

War, and especially after Chaeroneia. Her loss of depend

ent allies was no reason why she should cease to be a great

State.

Aristotle's treatment of the subject would have been Remarks

more satisfactory if he had not mixed together the ques- 321522;”

tions, what is the best life for the individual and what is

the best life for the State. The quest of empire by a State

is hardly the same thing as the quest of tyrannical autho

rity by an individual, and it is one thing for an individual

to abstain from active political life and quite another for

a State to stand aloof from all relations with other com

munities. Even if we hold his conclusions to be right,

they are reached in a wrong way. But his object was to

insist on the parallel between the State and the individual:

both are moral agents and the rule of duty is the same for

both. He even goes so far as to say that the virtues of

both are the same, though it is obviously impossible that

the account given in the Nicomachean Ethics of the

temperance (ow¢poa-15m7) of the individual can hold in all

respects of that of the State.

This is, however, a less important matter than the

assertion that the State is no less bound than the indi

vidual human being to the exercise of moral and intel

lectual virtue. Aristotle’s view is that, though the State
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is a greater and nobler and completer thing than the

individual, it is, like him, a subject of virtue and happiness,

and marked out by the facts of its nature for a life devoted

to the attainment of both; it must be brave, just, tem

perate, prudent, and philosophic, because otherwise it will

not fulfil its nature or its appointed end. Its obligation

to practise virtue in all its forms is based, not on its

duty to its members or to mankind, but rather on its

intrinsic nature and destination to be happy.

No difference between the circumstances of the indivi

dual and the State is taken into consideration. The State

is not to Aristotle, as to some later inquirers, under natural

right, while the individual is under civil right. Civil right

at its best is, on the contrary, in his view, identical with

natural right. He does not even consider whether the fact:

that the State is the Whole, the individual a part of that

Whole, affects the moral obligations under which they

respectively rest—whether the Whole, having no larger

unity to protect and care for it, and being a thing less easy

to replace than the individuals composing it, may not

reasonably take more account of its own preservation. We

must bear in mind that Aristotle held the State bound to

express in its constitution an ethical creed, and to bring the

convictions of each of its members as far as possible into

harmony with that creed. In fact, though he tacitly

abandons the parallel which Plato draws in the Republic

between the State and the soul of the individual human

being, he still believes firmly in an analogy between indi

vidual and State and presses it too far.

We have now clearly before us the life which the best

State is to live—a varied life of arms, politics, and philo

sophy—and the next question is, what preliminary equip

ment must be asked of Fortune on its behalf, in order that

the efforts of the legislator in his special work, the pro

duction of virtue by laws and education (4(7). 13. 1332 a

28—32), may not be wasted on ungenial soil or nullified by

defects in the population and territory. For the States
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man, like the weaver or the shipbuilder or the master of any

other art, must be furnished at the outset with appropriate

material to work upon (4 (7). 4. 1325 b 40 sqq.). ‘ Under

the head of the preliminary equipment of the State, we

come first to the question, what should be the number and

character of the individuals constituting it, and what should

be the extent and character of the territory’ (1326a

5 sqq-l

We must ask of Fortune in the first place a people The pre

neither too scanty nor too numerous. Many will say

that a State to be happy must be large, but, if so, it of the

_ . State:

must be large in respect not of the merely instrumental ,_ apeople

and subsidiary classes—those concerned with necessary

work—but in respect of those which are true parts of too nu

the State. It must be ‘short in the stalk and full in memus'

the ear,’ to put Aristotle’s meaning briefly, if it is to be

really a ‘large State,’ and not merely a populous one.

And then again, experience tells us that exceedingly

populous States can hardly be well-governed States, and

this is confirmed by reasoning, for the ordering of an

overwhelming multitude is work for God, not man, and

What cannot be ordered well and beautifully cannot be

so governed: beauty, in fact, is seldom found apart

from a definite size and number. The most beautiful

State is that which, while possessing magnitude, is not

too large to be susceptible of order. Nay more, in

dependently of all considerations of beauty, the very

nature and function of the State imposes on it certain

maximum and minimum limits of size 1. It needs to be

self-complete, not only in respect of necessaries, as is a

nation (56110;), but also in respect of things which contri

bute to the higher life; it needs to have a constitution;

1 Cp. Eth. Nic. 9. IO. 1170b

29 sqq., TOI‘IS 86‘ u'1rov8aiovr nérspov

nhcl'a'rous K01" dpLB/Léll, 1'} E'rrrl. TL

, ‘ - , u
[LETPOII Kat duhmou ‘11-th0119, (001er

'n'o'hewc; ot’z're yizp 6": din: dudpu'm'wv

évorr’ (iv TUDUS,061" s’x déxa yvpui8mv

en milur S’O'TL’V. 1'6 3% 1roo'c‘w 01’”:

3'17er l'o'cos‘ £11 11, dhh‘l m'iv r21 [magi]

Twin! riopwps'uwv. Knl (,bihuw 6;;

5’0"” whifios" dipw'pe'vou, Kai l'croos‘ ol

whelo‘rol. [159' (by (“w Bl’llllll‘l'é 1'19 rrvfipl.

The size of the State also, we

note, is settled by fixing certain

maximum and minimum limits.
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and yet, if its population is excessively great, where will a

general be found capable of acting as its commander 1, or a

herald capable of reaching it with his voice? Thus, while

the name of State is deserved by any community numerous

enough for good life 2, and a State which transcends this

limit may deserve to be called a larger State, there is

a maximum which it must not overpass, on pain of ceasing

to be a State altogether. This maximum is fixed by con

siderations of good government. The citizens must not be

too numerous to be acquainted with each other, or how will

they be able to fill the magistracies aright or to arrive at

correctjudicial decisions 3? Besides, in an over-large citizen

body it is easy for the names of aliens to slip unobserved

into the list of citizens. Aristotle accordingly fixes the

ideal size of the State thus: ‘the number of its citizens

should be the largest possible with a view to completeness

of life, provided only that it is not too large to be easily

taken in at a view.’ The phrase reminds us of the

well-known passage in the Poetics, in which the plot

of a tragedy is required to conform to certain limits of

length, just as a beautiful animal must neither be too small

nor too large—(liars 6e? Kaddnep e’rri. r6511 omittier Kai c’n’i.

r1311 (grimy {yew piv pe'yedos, r0510 52 etio'tiuon'rov eivat, oiirw

Kai. éni 11311 #1561012 é'xcw phi fLfiKOS‘, roii-ro 5’ stipvnuo'vev'rov (in:

(Poet. 7. 1450 b 34—1451 a 15); and the same requirement

of ‘ magnitude that can be taken in at a view’ is made with

respect to a ‘period ’ in composition (Rhet. 3. 9. 1409 a 36).

Plato had already said that the many would expect the

happy State to be as large and rich as possible, and to

possess as great an extent of empire as possible, but would

also desire it to be as good as possible—herein demanding

things mutually incompatible, for a State cannot be at

once exceedingly rich and exceedingly good (Laws 742 D

1 Epaminondas, however, ac- —c't'r] 5' 51! if ye dva'yanni'rr) 11'6th

cordingtooneaccountcommanded s'K ref-rdpawf] névre du8p6w. This

in the Peloponnesus an army of Aristotle intends tacitly to correct.

70,000 men (Plutarch, Ages. c. 31: 3 A similar idea underlay the

Thirlwall, 5. 95). early conception of jury-trial (see

2 Plato had said (Rep. 369 D) Hallam, Middle Ages, c. 8, note 8).
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743 A); he had also said that there is nothing better for

a State than that its citizens should be known to one

another, for otherwise men will not get their due either in

respect of offices or justice (738 D—E) ; he had said, further,

that the citizens must not be too numerous for the terri

tory, or too few to repel the attacks of neighbouring States,

and to help them when wronged (737 C—D). These passages

contain the germ, though only the germ, of Aristotle’s

chapter; he has, however, also before him two passages from

orations of Isocrates; one in which the Lacedaemonian king

Archidamus recalls that the greatness of his State rests not

on the size of the city or its populousness, but on the strict

obedience rendered by the citizens to their rulers (Archid.

§ 81); the other, in which after allowing the vast services

rendered by Athens both to its own citizens and to the

Greeks generally, and the manifold pleasures of which it

is the source, he dwells on one great drawback—Sui yap

Tb pe'yedos Kai r6 'rrAijdos r611 évommivrwv OI’JK elio'tivorrro's‘

@17er 01,15, detfi'rjs‘, dAN (2,)O'7TEP XftftdppO‘US‘, 511w; 3w é'Kaon-ov

inroAaBoiio-a rtixy mi 76311 dvdpoimov Kai r6311 wpayjtdrmv,

oiirw Karrjveyxe, Kai. 565m; évlozs‘ riyv évav'rt'av rijs wpoarjxozio'ns‘

wepte'dnxev (De Antid. §§ 171—2). Phocylides had already

said, not without wisdom :—

Kal 1'68: Qvahidou' 1rdth air a'Kmrs'Mp Kara Kda-jtov

oixsfiaa o'jqur) er'o'a'cov Nt'vov d¢pawodmjsh

In selecting an ideal territory, again, no less than in a. Aterri

determining the size of the State, Aristotle keeps Plato’s $3,102];

views before him (Laws 704 sqq.). racter.

He asks for a territory, not rugged indeed, like that of

Plato, but, like his, of varied character, capable of raising

produce of all kinds 2, and thus complete in itself, so that

1 Bergk, Poet. Lyr. Gr. fr. 5.

‘ Cp. Plato, Laws 704 C, and

the description of Egypt in the

Busiris of Isocrates (§§ 12—14),

which may well have suggested to

Aristotle many of the characteris

tics he desires the territory of his

best State to possess. How much

the word narroqbdpos implies will

best be seen if we read in the Anti

quitates Romanae of Dionysius of

Halicarnassus (I. 36—37) the

interesting passage in which he

enumerates the immense variety of

advantages possessed by the soil

of Italy and the manifold services

which it was capable of rendering to

man. Dionysius, like Aristotle,
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there shall be as little need as possible of imports or ex

ports or of the classes occupied in importing or exporting.

We may imagine it to comprise sunny slopes for the

cultivation of the vine and olive, and rich levels for the

production of corn. It must be sufficient in extent to

support the citizen-population in a liberal, yet temperate

mode of life, without their needing to sacrifice the leisure

designed for them—a mode of life as far removed from the

‘wassailing’ ways of many Greek cities 1 as from the ascetic

severity of Sparta. The territory must also be compact

and well under the eye of the authorities, hard of entrance

to foes 2, though easy of exit for the forces of the State;

and the city, which, unlike that of Plato’s Laws 3, is to be

situated not very far from the sea—coast, must be placed so

prefers this variety of aptitude to

the more monotonous merits of

Egypt, Libya, and the Babylonian

plain. Whether he was acquainted

with this chapter of the Politics,

we can hardly say. As to Italy,

cp. Columella de Re Rustica 3. 8. 5.

(quoted by Hehn, Kulturpflanzen,

p. 394) : his tamen exemplis nimi

rum admonemur curae mortalium

obsequentissimam esse ltaliam,

quae paene totius orbis fruges

adhibito studio colonorum ferre

didicerit. It was precisely because

most of the. regions occupied by

the Greek race were better suited

for certain crops than for others,

that it came to be the sea-faring

and commercial race which it to a

large extent was. Aristotle and

Plato, wishing to make their ideal

communities as little commercial

as possible, asked for a territory

capable of raising produce of all

kinds.

1 See Theopompus’ descriptions

of life in the Chalcidian cities of

the Thrace-ward region (Fr. 149) :

at Tarentum (Fr. 259, 260): at

Athens (Fr. 238). Theopompus,

however, is perhaps somewhat

prejudiced. The reference in the

seventh of the letters ascribed to

Plato to the luxury of Italian and

Sicilian life has alreadybeen noted.

Philip of Macedon, according to

Theopompus, won his hold of

Thessaly by nothing so much as

by his readiness to fall in with the

taste of the race for loose jovial

revels and coarse riotous fun

(Fr. 178). See also Timaeus’

description of life at Sybaris

(Fr. 60: Muller, Fr. Hist. Gr. 1.

205).

2 Compare Strabo’s account of

Egypt (p. 819, cp. p. 803, 7061'” 6?

Kai duveiofiohés e'irrw r'] Ai-yvn-ros

s'K 'rr'iw {wen/ii»! 'rdrrcoi/ 'rc'iw Kara

<I>owiK17v Kai 1'er 'Ioudaiav). The

same merit is ascribed by Socrates

to Attica (Xen. Mem. 3. 5. 25,

Traffic 8', Z¢rhdr Hepi'xhets, Ka’ravevdrj

Kar, 5n 1rdeei-rai rijs xiiipas r’jpilw 3p!)

pa'ya'ita Kaerjitmrra s'rri 'rr‘;v Botm'riav,

(Y ('01! sis in)” xiiipav eio'odoi ("Wei

1': Kai "poo-auras sic-Z, Kai 5n pe'c'rj

OLG'GDG'TGL dpecnv s'pvjwois; Kai juiha,

Fray). As to Laconia, see Xen.

Hell. 6. 5. 24..

3 The central city of the State

founded by Plato in the Laws was

to be ten miles from the sea.

More than one of the chief cities

of Crete, in which island this

State is supposed to be founded,

were situate at about this distance

from the sea (Strabo, p. 476).
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favourably in relation both to the sea and to the territory 1’,

and also to the continent (1330 a 34) on or near which it

lies, that the State will at once be well supplied with

necessaries, and also have all parts of its territory within

easy reach of its forces. Security and plenty are the two

objects to be kept in view (awdma Kai ei’mopi’a 16v dvay

Kat'wu, 1327 a 19). Plato had withdrawn his city from the

sea and set it down in the centre of the territory (Laws

745 B), because, though not unaware that a fleet is of

value as a protection from foreign attack, he deliberately

preferred that his State should take its chance of destruc

tion, rather than that it should incur the moral degeneracy

and constitutional deterioration which he held to be in

separable from strength at sea (Laws 707 A—D). Isocrates

also had traced how maritime empire had corrupted and

ruined not only the Athenian but also the Lacedaemonian

State (De Pace, §§ 75—105), and had helped to set afloat

the famous saying—tiva‘y 0.12.01an dpxi] Kaxé’w 2. Aristotle,

on the contrary, desires to be near the sea. He feels

strongly—more strongly than Plato—the value of a mari

time position both for the supply of commodities and. for

military strength, defensive and offensive—the fate of

Plataea, Orchomenus, and Thebes, inland cities, and the

narrow escape of Sparta (1330 b 34) were perhaps present

to his mind, contrasted with the successful resistance of

Byzantium and Perinthus to Philip 3—and he also holds

that the moral and constitutional drawbacks of nearness

to the sea can be readily obviated. His city is to be

placed at a short distance from the coast, like Athens, and

to possess, not indeed a Peiraeus, an emporium for all

1 Strabo notices the excellence

of the communications of Alex

andria with the interior of Egypt

as well as with other countries;

the Mareotic lake behind it

brought it a far larger mass of

imports than the sea in its front

(p- 793)

" De Pace, § 101. On the

other side of the question—the

value of a Gaitaa'irokpa'ria—See

\Vilamowitz, Philolog. Untersuch

ungen 4. 222, who refers to Athen.

Deipn. 8. 334.

3 Compare also the remark of

Dercyllidas to the partisans of the

Lacedaemonians at Sestos (Xen.

Hell. 4. 8. 5)—xai-roi, 21131], 1roiov

ps‘u di/ izrxvporspov 277171-017 thm-rc

xmpiov,1roiov 8% 811mm) iopxrj-riirepoil;

3 Kai 1166»! Kai 1rs§63v def-rat, (Z ,uéhhn.

irohtopxrjdijawdai.
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surrounding States, swarming with alien trafl‘ickers, but

a modest port, adequate for the transmission of commo

dities from the territory or from other States, well guarded

by walls to prevent its being seized by foes and used

against the capital, and serving as a residence for the few

alien merchants needed by the community, who might be, if

necessary, strictly prohibited from entering the city 1. His

State was to have, indeed, not only a port but a fleet,

whose magnitude would depend on the nature of its policy;

it would not, however, need on this account to have a mob

of sailor-citizens (vavnxbs ri'xhos), as Plato supposed, to

dominate and ruin its constitutional life (Laws 707 A),

for the fleet could be manned by slaves or serfs, like

that of Heracleia on the Euxine 2. Aristotle is evidently

quite willing, on this understanding, to allow of even a.

large fleet.

3_Apeople As to the character which those who are to be the

of a given
citizens (Tb nohmnév 'n'hfieos, 1327 b 18) of the best State

should inherit from Nature, he asks, not for a population

resembling in character the barbarous races of Europe3

and those of chilly regions generally4—full of spirit (0141.69)

character.

1 We may perhaps gather from

Theopompus’ account of Byzan

tium (Fr. 65), what democracy

was like in a busy Greek seaport,

thronged with traders, though we

must bear in mind that his sym

pathies were the reverse of demo

cratic. Rhodes, though a seaport.

seems to have been a well-ordered

State, and Massalia also. But

Aristotle is probably thinking of

the Peiraeus, the home of many

foreign worships and the channel

through which they found their

way into Attica (Haussoullier, Vie

Municipale en Attique, p. 189).

2 According to Isocrates,indeed

(De Pace, §§ 48, 79), the Athenian

fleet at the time of the Peloponne

sian \Var was manned by aliens

gathered from the whole of Greece

and by slaves. The idea of Aris

totle had already occurred to Ja

son of Pherae (Xen. Hell. 6. I. XI).

5 A distinction appears to be

drawn in the passage referred to

in the text (c. 7. 1327 b 20 sqq.)

between 'fl‘l 1repi Trjv Ei'apdmrlv $6111;

and To 76):! 'Ehhjvaw 'ye'vor, which

would seem to imply that Hellas

was not regarded by its author as

forming part of Europe. In Phys.

5. I. 224 b 21, Kfll. air 71):! Elipaiqrqv,

6'11 pe'pos ai. 'Aflrjval. 7;]? Efipaimjs,

we find the contrary view ex

pressed, but Prantl is inclined to

consider these words as an inter

polation, for reasons connected

with the interpretation of the pas

sage (see his critical note on it,

p. 236 of his edition of the Phy

sics).

‘ So Plato (Rep. 435 E) ascribes

the spirited type of character to

‘the inhabitants of Thrace and

Scythia, and generally to those

who live in the Northward re

gions.’
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and courage, but defective in intelligence and contriving

skill (Stavofas' Kai Te'xvrls‘, 1327 b 241), and hence though

free, for spirit is the source of independence (deLKbv Kai

dijrrnrov, 4 7. I328 a 7: cp. Eth. Nic. 4. II. 1I26 b 1),

destitute of constitutional organization (diroM'rev'i-a), and

unequal to the exercise of supremacy over their neigh

boursz; nor again for an Asiatic population possessed

of intelligence and ingenuity but wanting in spirit, and

therefore tending to 105e their freedom"; but for a

Greek population with qualities answering to the mid

way geographical position of Greece, on the edge of

Europe, yet bordering on Asia, and combining the two

essential characteristics, spirit and intelligence. For though

all Greek stocks did not possess this completeness of

endowment, some falling short in the one direction and

others in the other, it was, so Aristotle held, a general

characteristic of the race to be strong in both ways 4, with

1 Grote (History of Greece, 12.

358 n.) explains the word rs'xwlr

by ‘powers of political com

bination,’ but perhaps its mean

ing is wider (cp. Taxi/iKuircpov, PO].

1. 9. 1257 b 4). Still the political

art (3. 12. 1282b 14—16) is one of

the many which these races do

not possess, and it is probably

present among others to Aristotle's

mind in this passage. The view is

put forward in Probl. i4. 15. 910 a

26 sqq. that timid natures are

more given to investigate, and

therefore are wiser, than those of

an opposite character (81“: n' oi e'u

'roir Hep/mic rérrols outpdrrspof slow

1'] £11 10f: \lruxpois ; . . . 1rav-rnxof/ 6E

oi (potioupevot ribu dappodwvadhltov

E'mxapofnn (1)7611, (bare Kai eilpia

KOUG'l pfihhov: Cp. also Probl. I4.

8. 909b 95qq.: and 14. 16. 910a

38). We learn from the De Par

tibus Animalium, that the same

thinness and wateriness of the

blood, which in moderation was

thought to produce intelligence, in

excess produces cowardice (De

Part. An. 2. 4. 650 b 18 sqq.).

2 For it iS intelligence (duivota)

that confers the right to rule and

the capacity to rule aright (Poll 1.

2. 1252 a 31 sq.).

'3 Plato's view of the Egyptian

and Phoenician characteris much

the same (Laws 747 C). Com

pare also Plutarch, De Vitioso

Pudore, c. 10, mill-rec at Thu 'Am’av

KarotKof/v'rss {vi douhct'mvirw dvgpa'i—

mp Bid 1'5 )1!) dfivazrdat p.111]! simiv

'rr)v Oi’i auMaBr'lv. Strabo repeats

Nearchus’ praises ofthe (pillo-rexvi'a

of the Indians (p. 717) and, follow

ing Homer, ascribes a similar apti

tude to the Phoenicians (p. 757).

The Greek conception of the bar

barians of the North, on the other

hand, is illustrated by statues such

as that of the dying Gaul (mis

called the dying Gladiator), and

by heads of barbarians such as

the well-known one in the British

Museum. See also Seneca de

Ira, I. 11 : 3. 3.

‘ A similar cfmpao-[a iS traced

by Aristotle in man as compared

with the lower animals (De Gen.

An. 2. 6. 744 a 30). So the west

wind is pleasantest, partly because

it is well-tempered (sé’xparos) : cp.
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the result that it was not only free but under better

political institutions than any other, and would even be

competent to rule all other races, if amalgamated under

one constitution. Unlike Plato, who had allowed spirit to

find expression in one class of his Republic and intelli

gence in another, and had trusted for success to the

co-operation of three classes, each possessed of only partial

excellence 1, Aristotle holds that spirit and intelligence

must meet in each individual citizen, if the State is to

be the ‘best State.’ To make this requirement is indeed,

in Aristotle’s view, merely to insist on a type of character

already realized by the Hellenic race.

We note, first, in reference to this interesting review of

the varieties of national character as they broadly presented

themselves to the mind of Aristotle, the fixity he ascribes

to the main outlines of European and Asiatic character.

This is quite in harmony with his general impression that

the future has few new developments in store. In just the

same way he is cdnvinced that the hexameter is the only

metre for an epic‘, or any long poem (Poet. 24. 1459 b 31

1460 a 5). Isocrates, who had said in his Panegyric

Oration (§ 50) ’th_at the name of Hellene had come to

indicate~a form of culture rather than extraction, could

have taught'hirn better. Aristotle’s language appears,

on the contrary, to imply that no race but the Hellenic

has any chance of realizing the best State. We see, how

ever, that if the division of mankind into Greeks and bar

Probl. 26. 31.943b 23, finpérov [Le‘v

3n E'Xu 71):! for": de'pos xpiitrw; oil'rs

yup an,pr . l . oU'rs \l/vxpés .

dAA' s'u ,ueeopiq) 51rl ribv \Iluxpriw

ml Grppéu wuevpd-rwv' yen-maul de‘

dp¢oiv 1'5}: vaépews‘ atlrc'bu KOIle/Gl,

816 ml siixparér e'a'n Kai n'wi Zapos

pdhw'ra (Probl. 26. 3!. 943b

21 sqq.). The p.501] zippom'a (the

Dorian) is Greek (P01. 5 (8). 7.

1342 b 14 sqq.).

1 It should be noticed, how

ever, that the highest class in the

Republic consists of men who are

not singled out and distinguished

from the second (or soldier) class,

till they have attained the age

of twenty, and have shown them

selves worthy of further edu

cation and of advancement to

the highest class (see Plato, Rep.

537 A sqq., and Susit’, Note 182).

They also, like Aristotle’s citizens,

will have begun by being flupoeidsir

and have left that stage behind.

Still they commence their special

education at the early age of

twenty, and therefore are severed

from the soldier-class much sooner

than the citizens of Aristotle.
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barians still holds its ground, notwithstanding Plato’s

censure of it in the Politicus (262 C sqq.), the barbarian

world is falling apart (cp. Plato, Rep. 435 E) into two

strongly contrasted halves—the barbarians of Europe and

those of Asia, or perhaps more exactly, those of cold

and those of hot climates—marked off from each other

by profound differences of character. Something, there

fore, has been gained, though justice has hardly been

done to nations of Asiatic origin, such as the Carthaginian,

which were certainly not wanting in ‘spirit’ and love of

independence, and whose form of government is praised

by Aristotle, or again to European races like the Itali of

the tenth chapter, which possessed at least one institution

valued by Aristotle (c. 10. 1329 b 5 sqq.)—to say nothing

of the Romans and the Jews, with whom Aristotle was

probably only imperfectly acquainted, if at all. The con

trast of Europe and Asia still exists, though, thanks, in

part, to Greece, we should no longer be correct in drawing

it as Aristotle draws it. Europe has become the chief

home of ‘thought and contriving skill,’ and, if Asia has

fallen into the rear, the element of ‘ spirit ’ in its character

has certainly been strengthened by Mahometanism.

Aristotle, knowing little of Rome and perhaps under

rating Carthage, overestimated the strength of the Greek

race in comparison with that of others. Could the Greek

race, united in one State, have conquered even Italy and

Carthage, to say nothing of ruling them? Aristotle

thought that it was equal to this task (1327 b 32)1; and

1 Mr. Eaton compares Hdt. 9. 2,

where the Thebans advise Mar

donius to create disunion in

Greece by bribing its leading men

—Ka-rt‘1 pe‘v ydp 1'6 ivxvpov "Eithrj

var 6po¢pov€oirrac, oi'n'rp Kai 1rdpos‘

'rai'I-rd e'yiumo'xov, xaits-m‘z (ii/at wept—

yt'veagat Kai [in-am dvdpainoia'i.

Justin, epitomising Trogus Pom

peius, who here, no doubt, re

produced some Greek historian

——Ephorus or Theopompus, very

probably—speaks of Greece in

VOL. I.

the earlier days of Philip of Mace

don as ‘etiam nunc et viribus et

dignitate orbis terrarum princi

pem ’ (Hist. Phil. Epit. 8. 4. 7)—

an expression less strong than

Aristotle’s, but in the same vein.

Aristotle may have derived the

idea of ‘ the union of Greece under

one constitution ’ from the policy

ofPhilip at the Congress ofCorinth,

of which Justin thus speaks : ‘ ibi

pacis legem universae Graeciae

pro meritis singularum civitatium
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Distribu

tion of

social

functions

(wpa'ifers) .

as to Macedon, he probably shared the opinion which his

relative and disciple, Callisthenes, was imprudent enough

to express, when, at a banquet of Macedonian leaders

and in the presence of Alexander, he ascribed the victory

of Macedon to the discords of Greece (Hermipp. Fragm.

49: Muller, Fr. Hist. Graec. 3. 47). Aristotle may have

overestimated the strength of the Greek race, yet we must

not forget that it was a great thing once for all to break,

as he did, with the traditions of the popular ethnology

of the day], which tended to idealize the races lying at

the extreme limits of the known world—Hyperboreans,

Scythians, Indians, Ethiopians, and the like—and boldly

to say that the central race, the Greek, was in reality the

noblest.

Aristotle has now determined what initial equipment

(Xoprjyt’a) or Matter (17M) to ask of Fortune for the best

State, and his next step is (c. 8) to enumerate and place

in the right hands the various wpzifeis, or activities, the

due discharge and exchange of which is essential to the life

of a State.

He begins by drawing a strong distinction between

what we may call the nucleus and the appendages of the

State. In all natural wholes (Ta ma qu o'vveo'réi'ra), and

therefore in the State, not all those things without which

the whole cannot exist are parts of it. Parts must have

some one thing in common, and so must Kowwvoi, whether

their shares are equal or not. But when one element is

the means and another the end—as, for instance, the art

of the builder is the means, and the house the end—

they cannot have the one thing in common which is

necessary to make them parts of a single Whole. The

house cannot exist without the art of the builder, but the

house and the art of the builder do not form parts of

a single Whole; they have nothing in common except that

statuit, consiliumque omnium veluti

unum senatum ex omnibus legit’

(Hist. Phil. Epit. 9. 5. 2).

1 See Ephor. Fragm. 76 sub/in. :

Muller, Fr. Hist. Gr. 1. 257.
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the builder makes and the house is made; they are only

so far related to each other as that which acts upon a

thing is related to the thing upon which it acts 1. So

property, animate or inanimate, is necessary to the State,

but no part of it, for the State is a society of men like

to each other, and the one thing in common which holds

them together is a common pursuit of the best attainable

life. But as the best attainable life is the life of happiness,

and happiness is an actualization and complete exercise

of virtue, and as many cannot fully share in this life and

others cannot share in it at all, we see how varieties

of constitution necessarily arise. Aristotle perhaps re

members that some constitutions admitted to power not

only those who could live the life of happiness, but in

larger or smaller numbers those who could not live it.

We infer, though Aristotle does not go on to draw

this moral, that the best State will be careful not to

admit to power any but those who can attain to virtue

and happiness. A human being, for instance, who is

fit for nothing higher than to be an animate article of

property, must not be made a part of the best State.

After these introductory remarks, Aristotle proceeds to Lister

obtain ( I 328 b 2 sqq.) by a rapid review of society the

list of elements or yévn necessary to a State to which deliber

reference has already been made (above, p. 97). Hefijéfi

includes in his enumeration cultivators, handicraftsmen,fimctions

a fighting class, a well-to-do class, priests, and men capable giieiiotiie

of deciding questions relating to things necessary and 32:55:?“

expedient for the State (Kpi'rai 76311 dwa'yitafwv Kai o'vjttpspo'v- cultivators,

We have already seen that he refuses to adopt the

serve the

cp. P01. 1. 5. 1254a 22 : 4 (7). 14. State in

1333 a 32 2 Polyb. 5. 49.6, ddgav'ros war,

ran/)2.

1 How far this is, may be

gathered from De Gen. et Corr.

1. 7. 323 b 29 sqq., dM‘ e’1rei 01': Tt‘)

1'1)be Tre'qSi/Ks 1rdo'xew Kai 1r0teiv, dhh‘

ii'a'a i] e’vav-ria c’zrriv 1’7 e’vau-ri'mo'w

3X61, (ii/(1'qu Kai Tb notofiv Kai 1'6

mic-xoi/ r153 'ye'i/ei jiév djmmv rival- Kai

rai’rrii, 1:53 6' (i351 dvdjwiov Kai e’i/au

'riov K.'r.)\.

’ For the distinction between

things necessary and expedient,

3% TOLS‘ woiiiioie 'Emyéuovr livayxa16~

repa Kai o'vjiqbopé-rspa he'yew. Com

pare also Xen. Mem. 3. 6. 13, iiM'

EKsii/ov 'ys' regain), aid, {in of»: 1711011]

Ka 9, dhh' é'o'Ksil/ai, mirroi/ xpévov iKai/o'r

e’a-rii/ 6 e’K 'rijs Xaipas 'yi'yvojtevos‘ criros

slané¢€lll 'rr’ju mihw, Kai 1rdo'ou (is

'ri‘w s’maurbv rpoadeirai, iva )u) 1'06
, , . , , .

rev )1: had” 0': 1701': r] 1m)“: 61/861]?

Y2
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Tr) eiirropov

to be the

citizen

class.

democratic plan of allowing cultivators, traders, and handi

craftsmen a share in deliberative and judicial functions. We

pass, then, to the next class, the fighting class (r5 péxipov).

Are soldiers to be accorded these functions, or, in other

words, are the functions of soldiering, on the one hand,

and of deliberating and judging, on the other, to be placed

in the same hands? Not at the same time: the same

persons are to discharge both sets of functions, but

successively. This is the course which justice and

expediency and a regard for the safety of the State

dictate. It would seem, however, from c. 9. 1329 a 30——

Errei. 8E oifiprl'rai 1'6 'irOM-ruu‘w els 5150 ne'pn, 'rofir’ e’a'ri 10' re

firm-ruin; Kai r?) BovAevi-ixo'v—that the military order is

accounted part of the citizen-body 1, not quite consistently

with the definition of citizenship in the Third Book, which

makes a share in deliberative and judicial office the note of

the citizen.

Then we come to the well-to-do class (T8) ei’iiropov). Wealth

is for the citizens, so that this class and the citizen—body must

coincide. Plato in the Republic had not only included his

third, or business, class (rt) quaa-riarmév) in the citizen-body,

but had made this section of the citizen-body the owners

of all the land. Aristotle insists that the citizens must be

owners of the land, and that none must be citizens, or

consequently own land, save those who possess virtue 2.

Lastly, as to the priests. We must employ citizens to

pay honour to the gods, and if we assign the priesthoods

of the State to citizens who are too old for political service,

Priestly

functions

to be given

to ex

rulers.

yevope'vr], dhh' 6186’s E'ng im'e’p 1'sz

a’vayxa/mil avaovhn'iwv 17; 1ro'hei.

Boqgeiv 1's xal rrd>§eiu ail-njv: and

Strabo, p. 235, 0i 1ra)\ruol ae’v 1'05

mihhovs 1'1): 'Pniprjs dihtyaipovv, 1rpr

é'hhots lantern Kai. dvayxaia'rr'pots

ovrss.

1 Yet we are told in c. 12. 1331 b

4, that ‘the body of individuals

composing the State (rb nhfidos‘

'rijr miltwg) is divided into priests

and magistrates,’ and in c. 13.

i332a 34 it is said that in the

best State of Aristotle ‘all the

citizens share in the constitution,'

which the soldiers can hardly be

said to do.

2 It was a common saying in

Greece that Plutus was blind, and

Demetrius the Phalerean had

added that his guide Fortune was

blind also (Diog. Laert. 5. 82).

In Aristotle’s best State this would

not be the case, for wealth would

go to those who would use it

aright.
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we shall fitly provide both for the worship of the gods and

for the repose of the aged.

Aristotle, then, decides in favour of dividing the State

into ye'vrj, and not only gives the functions of cultivators,

handicraftsmen, and day-labourers to a class marked off

from the military and governing classes, but also marks off

the last-named class from the military class and the

holders of priesthoods.

In all this he intentionally departs from the practice of

the Athenian and other democracies, which made over

deliberative and judicial functions not only to men con

cerned with necessary work, but also to men whose age,

he held, unfitted them for their proper discharge. Aris

totle’s desire, on the contrary, is to reserve these functions

for those who are unfitted for them neither by occupation

nor by age—for men in the prime of their powers, neither

too old nor too young. He has before him, on the one

hand, the examples of Egypt and Crete (c. 10), where the

tillers of the soil were marked off from the soldiers of the

State; on the other, such utterances of popular wisdom as

the line—

'Ep'ya vs'wv, Bouhai dé péa'aw, 21’;va 88 yepo'vrmvl,

or the verses of Ion of Chios in praise of the Laconian

State :—

Ot'; ydp )to'yms Adxaula nvpyofiraz mills,

zihh’ 51,11: ’Iqus veoprs‘ {pm-6'07] orpti'ra),

Bovhr) pe‘u r’z'pxst, xelp 8' £ns§epyd§srat2.

The powers of the popular assembly at Athens, it must

be remembered, were not confined, like those of the people

in most modern democracies, to the selection of the legis

lators and rulers of the State; it held in its hands the

whole administration of affairs. It was no doubt largely

made up of the persons whom Aristotle would disqualify

1 See Leutsch and Schneidewin,

Paroemiogr. Gr. 1. p. 436 : 2. pp.

167, 419: and cp. Strabo, p. 675.

2 Ion Chius, Fragm. II (Muller,

Fr. Hist. Gr. 2. 49).

The dis

tinction

between

some

classes per

manent, be

tween

others tem

porary.

Advant

ages of this

arrange—

ment.
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on grounds of occupation or of age. The contrast of the

older and younger citizens, again, is one that often comes

to the surface in Greek history 1.

Aristotle, who holds with Plato (Laws, 653 A) that

¢p6myms comes only with years 2, wishes to reserve deliber

ative and judicial work for mature minds. Even, indeed,

at Athens, though men became members of the assembly

at the age of 20, they could not be elected to the Boulé

or placed on dicasteries till they were 30, nor could they

act as public arbitrators (5Lat'r11'ral) if they were under 50.

At Sparta membership of the assembly was withheld till 30

years of age were attained. On the other hand, the tenure

of office by men in extreme old age, to which Aristotle and

Plato both object, probably seldom occurred in demo

cracies; it would be far more frequent in oligarchies, or

in constitutions like the Lacedaemonian, under which many

important positions were held for life.

To expect the military class—a class which has the

power to maintain or overthrow at will the institutions

of the State (1329 a I 1)—to accept a position of permanent

subjection, as Plato in ‘the Republic expects it to do, is

in Aristotle’s opinion to expect too much: he provides,

therefore, that it shall be transferred to the work of

governing, when years and experience of being ruled

have developed the virtues of the ruler. We shall thus,

he holds, not only content a formidable class, but also

secure good soldiers and good rulers. Youth is the age

for war, deliberation is work for mature men 3. In saying

1 See the interesting story of

the conflict between the older and

younger citizens of Termessus in

isidia (Diod. 18. 45—47: Thirl

wall, 7. 233 sq.). The younger

men forgot the interest of their

city in their generous devotion to

their leader, Alexander’s general

Alcetas ; Aristotle would say that

they showed Gupds‘, not (ppm/nous.

Thirlwall refers to a similar feud

at Gortyna in Crete between the

"pm/36",»); and uselrrepot (Polyb. 4.

53), and adds—‘ In the siege of

Florence in 1530 we find the

gz'm/am'and were/1i taking opposite

sides ’-—referring to Varchi, Storia

Fiorentina, l. xii. princ. The same

division of opinion appears at

Sparta (Thirlwall, 8. 142, 226).

2 Cp.Eth.Nic.2.1.1103a155qq.

3 Charicles, one of the Thirty

Tyrants, in reply to an inquiry of

Socrates, up to what age men

were to be accounted young, said—

"Oo'omrsp xpdvov flotiheuew of”: Efra

nv, (To: 031m) ¢povlpow 05m“ pqfie‘

m) diahéyov vswre'pow rpiékovra
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this, Aristotle does not, like those whom Ulysses criticises

in the passage of Shakspeare’s Troilus and Cressida to

which we have already referred (abOVe, p. 305, note), ‘count

wisdom as no member of the war,’ if we understand by

‘wisdom’ military skill: what he denies to his ‘younger

men’ is ¢p6v17<ns, a totally different thing. He wishes the

citizen-rulers of his State to have been soldiers, but to

be so no longer. Rule is not for the soldier. ‘Cedant

arma togae.’ The capacity for ruling is a totally different

thing from the capacity for fighting. On the other

hand, the State must place its soldiers in a position that

will content them ; otherwise its peace will be in peril.

The military organization of Aristotle’s State would,

however, apparently, be on a small scale. The number

of his citizens cannot, it would seem from his language

in 2. 6. 1265a 13 sqq., be intended nearly to reach that of

the citizens in the State of the Laws (5040); yet even if

we take their number to be 5000 and allow two sons

to each, we should hardly obtain more than a moderate

number within the military age. Plato and Aristotle

however, agree in this, that they desire their citizens to

possess military aptitude and experience, and yet refuse

to make military service the crowning pursuit of their

life. They neither approve a State whose citizens shrink

from military service and hand it over to mercenaries, like

some States of the day (Isocr. de Pace, § 43 sqq.), nor yet

a State like the Lacedaemonian, where military prowess

was everything.

The employment of this force is subject to the limi

tations imposed by Aristotle on War. War, he saysl,

adopting the view expressed by Plato in the Laws

(628 E), is ‘for the sake of peace’; but a little later,

é-ré‘w (Xen. Mem. I. 2. 35). But 50), and it is true that in the Re

Plato counts men of 40 among véot

(Laws 951 E) ; and Aristotle

speaks not of vr'ot but Wain-spot.

Susemihl, indeed, seems to think

that Aristotle intended military

service to be rendered up to the

fiftieth year (SusF, Einleitung, p.

public (539 E) men seem to be

accounted vc'ot up to that age.

According to a writer in the Tz'mes

(June 26, 1882) ‘the age of 50

in a Turk is not far removed from

dotage.‘

’ 4 (7)- 14-1333 a 35
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consciously or not, he seems somewhat to relax this

limitation (4 14. 1333 b 38—1334 a 2), for he

now allows of three aims in war:— 1. self- defence

against subjugation by others; 2. hegemony exercised

for the benefit of the ruled, not indiscriminate despotic

empire exercised over others, whether deservedly or not;

3. despotic authority over those who deserve to be so

ruled 1. This enumeration omits wars waged in defence

of allies, but it is wide enough to be accepted by any

conqueror, however ambitious, who might be willing to

adjust his methods of rule to the claims of the States

subjugated by him.

As to the financial organization of his State, Aristotle

says nothing in what we have of the Politics, though it is

evident that the maintenance of a fleet would be impossible

without a considerable revenue. A large revenue, indeed,

was becoming every day more essential for military

strength of any kind. States depending, as the Athenian

and Lacedaemonian States had done and as Aristotle’s

State was to do, on purely citizen troops were coming to

be out of date. Syracuse fought Carthage, and Carthage

Syracuse, with forces partly citizen and partly mercenary.

Macedon employed mercenaries as well as Macedonians.

But the employment of mercenaries was costly. The

relations of the leading States of Greece Proper with Persia

in the fourth century B.C. illustrate the financial weakness

of these States, but neither Plato nor Aristotle seem quite

to have recognized their significance, though Aristotle

shows by his remarks in the eleventh chapter of the First

Book of the Politics that he was not unaware of the im

portance of the subject.

‘ Compare Cicero’s account of give a somewhat wider scope to

the just causes of war (de Rep. war. As the remark immediately

3. 23. 34—5) : ‘nullum bellum

suscipi a civitate optima nisi aut

pro fide aut pro salute.’ A little

further on, he adds—‘ extra ulci

scendi aut propulsandorum hos

tium causam bellum geri iustum

nullum potest,’ which seems to

follows—‘noster autem populus

sociis defendendis terrarum iam

omnium potitus est ’—he is appa

rently ready to justify the wars

which resulted in the world-wide

rule of Rome.
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wsL__.. __. .

The control of the State, we see, will rest in the hands

of the citizens of mature age. These will also for the most

part own the land and rule the households of the State,

for the male citizen is not to marry till 37 years of age.

They will be qualified to rule over freemen, for they

will have had a long experience of being ruled. Their

education and their period of military service will also

have prepared them to fill their position aright. They

will pass their years of maturity in political activity and

philosophical speculation, after the fashion of Archytas

at Tarentum ; and when the vigour of their years is over,

they will be withdrawn from these occupations, for the

State might suffer from their infirmities, and they will then

be eligible for the priesthood. Thus in Aristotle’s scheme,

one and the same individual is to take on himself suc

cessively the functions of soldier, statesman, and priest.

We observe that both Plato and Aristotle fear to trust

very old men with political power. The history of the

Papacy may be quoted against them, perhaps not alto

gether conclusively; at any rate they are right as to the

general rule.

The selection of superannuated citizens to serve as priests Remarks

will be less surprising to us, if we bear in mind not only fitlgglss'im

that priesthoods were commonly regarded in Greece in the sular af

light of dignified sinecures 1, but also that advanced age

was held to be a recommendation for the office. ‘The 51:25:23:
service of the gods was supposed to demand clean hands p i

and in some degree a pure heart . . . Even celibacy was

frequently required; but in many instances the same

end was more wisely pursued by the selection either of

the age in which the passions are yet dormant, or that in

which they have subsidedz.’

1 Cp. Isocr. ad Nicocl. § 6,

'rat'rrrjs 8% rrjs‘ dumjmhias Kai 'rrjs

'rapaxfis aindv s'a'rw 511 1'7)? Bum.

)kiav c'im'qrsp iepwo'i'nnjv raw-rig a'udpbs'

ciuat uopigoumv, ii 'rriw dvdpwniuwv

wpayjtd-rmv ILéYlUTéV 6’0"“ Kai whirr

'rrjs npovoias dad/Leroy. Aristotle

also connects the sacrificial wor

Aristotle chose the latter,

ship of the gods with relaxation

(limin'avznr, P01. 4 (7). 9. 13293.

32: cp. Eth. Nic. 8. 11. 1160a

24), and none have a better right

to repose and relaxation than

those whom he makes priests.

1 Thirlwall, History of Greece,

1. 204.
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herein following the example of Plato in the Laws (759),

where priests and priestesses are required to be not less

than sixty years of age 1. Plutarch, on the other hand,

wrote a treatise (An Seni sit gerenda respublica) in favour

of old statesmen dying in harness, like Cato the Censor,

one reason which weighs with him being the fear of their

needing to descend from politics to less noble employ

ments. He does not seem to be aware of Aristotle’s

suggestion, which would at all events have met this

particular difficulty. Aristotle had perhaps noticed that

in many cases the heroic kingship of Greece had subsided

into a priesthood (P01. 3. 14. 1285b 16), and thought

that the life of his magistrates might well close in the

same way. His plan appears to imply a priesthood dedi

cated to priestly duties exclusively, not one adding to

them, as was often the case in Greece 2, other occupations

and interests. He did not probably intend to abolish

priestesses: in Greece there were commonly as many

female as male ministers of religion 3. Priests would not

in Aristotle’s State possess as great an influence or occupy

as paramount a position as that which Plato gives in the

Laws to some members of the order (especially the priests

of Apollo): in the Politicus, on the contrary, he is very

decided in marking off their functions from those of states

men (Polit. 290 C sqq.).

Principle It must be remembered that in all this Aristotle has

the ideal State in view. The principle which underlies his

distflbulim scheme of social and political organization is the adjust

offunctions

in his best ment of function to capacity4 and of ‘instruments’ to both.

State' It is a sound one, whatever we may think of his application

of it.

1 Compare Dionysius of Hali- ger strength for political activity.

carnassus’ commendation of the 2 Thirlwall, 1. 203.

regulations of Romulus with a Thirlwall, 1. 204.

respect to the Roman priesthood ‘ In the Fourth Book functions

(Antiqq. Rom. 2. 21). In the Re- appear to be distributed rather

public (498 C) Plato recommends according to capacity than accor

that men should make philosophy cling to ‘ contribution ’ (4 (7). 9.

the main occupation of the last 1329 a 8 sq.). The two things,

years of life, when there is no lon- however, do not lie far apart.
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The happiest State, he holds, is that in which the

highest things are willingly left to the highest and best

prepared natures, in which a body of men exists in a

position to live, and living, for all that is best and noblest

in human life, and in which natures unable to live that

life ask nothing better than to grow in virtue by aiding

others to live it and accepting their rulel. A body

of citizens living the highest life that man can live, the

source to those around them who cannot live that life

of all the virtue of which they are capable—this is

Aristotle’s ideal of human society. It cannot, in his

view, be realized unless Fortune and Nature second the

efforts of the lawgiver, but the essential condition of the

ideal State is ‘a wise and understanding people,’ and

the best means of producing such a people is, subject

to the favour of Fortune and Nature, a correct regulation

of marriage, of the rearing of children, of education and

social habits generally. The office of law and institutions

and organization is to breed a virtuous people, not to

supply its place, which indeed these agencies cannot do 2.

The tenth chapter falls into two parts (1329 a 4o—b 35 and Arrange

b 36—1330 a 33), the former of which will be considered inan Appendix 3. The latter completes the subject of the pfthetgrri

territory and need not detain us long. That the land is to $1,312,?

belong to the citizens, but that they are not to be its culti- m"

vators, we know already ; we also know what shOuld be its

‘ Some points of resemblance

are traceable between this view,

which is however put forward by

Aristotle only as an ideal, and

Carlyle’s far more absolutely

stated doctrine. “‘ Well also,”

says Teufelsdrockh, “ was it

written by Theologians: a King

rules by divine right. He carries

in him an authority from God, or

man will never give it him. Can

I choose my own King? Ican

choose my own King Popinjay,

and play what farce or tragedy I

may with him: but he who is to

be my Ruler, whose will is to be

higher than my will, was chosen

for me in Heaven. Neither

except in such Obedience to the

Heaven-chosen is Freedom so

much as conceivable ” ’ (Sartor

Resartus, book 3, c. 7). But the

differences between the two views

far out-number the resemblances.

2 Cp. 4 (7). 13. 1332 a 33, 0'1r0v

Bru'a 1ro'his s’o'rl up 101’): rroM-rar 1'01’15'

peréxourar 1'1): waltz-reins eivai wrou

bai'ovg : and Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

2. 24.

3 See Appendix E.
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extent and character: it remains to settle how it is to be

divided and what is to be the character of those who are to

cultivate it.

Before any award of land is made to individuals, two

public objects must be provided for—the due support of

the worship of the gods 1, and the supply of the syssitia or

common meals. There was nothing new in the assignment

of land in a newly founded State for the former object, but

it was only in Crete, so far as we‘ know, that public land

was employed for the support of the syssitia (2. 10. 1272 a

12—21). In the Lacedaemonian State each citizen was

compelled to pay a contribution to the syssitia, on pain of

ceasing to be a citizen, and this arrangement was found to

thin the numbers of the citizen-body. For this reason,

and perhaps for others, Aristotle prefers to employ public

land for the purpose.

The remainder of the territory is to be made the pro

perty of individuals. Plato had already provided in the

Laws that the lot assigned to each citizen should be in

part on the frontier of the State, in part near its centre,

and that each part of the lot should have a house upon itz;

Aristotle takes up the suggestion, except as to the two

houses (2. 6. 1265 b 24 sq.), and gives each of his citizens a

1 Aristotle’s full provision for

the worship of the gods in his best

State is deserving of notice. His

own theology was far removed

from the p0pular theology of

Greece, and as Bernays thinks

(Theophrastos’ Schrift iiber Fro'm—

migkeit, p. 12), barely left room

for the practice of sacrifice ; but

the Politics takes for granted the

maintenance even in the best

State of the popular faith and the

traditional worship. The temples

are not only well endowed, but

placed in a conspicuous position

at the centre ofthe city; the priests

who ofliciate in them are men who

have grown old in the service of

the State ; the sacrifices they offer

form rallying-points for the social

life of the State (16 avfiv, P01. 3.

9. 1280b 37: cp. Athen. Deipn.

36 c, 40 c—d), and means by which

the citizens become known to each

other. Even expiatory rites for

homicide seem to be recognized

by Aristotle (P01. 2. 4. 1262 a 31);

and the scofl's and jeers (wdaa

#6:) traditional in certain wor

ships are not interfered with (4

(7). i7. 1336b :6). On all this

see the remarks of Zeller (Gr.

Ph. 2. 2. 796—7). No interpreta

tion, indeed, of the Aristotelian

theology, however rigid it might

be, need exclude the kind of

sacrifice in which honour is

rendered to the Deity, whatever

fate might befal those of prayer,

thanksgiving, or expiation.

’ Laws 745 E : 775 E.
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piece of land on the frontier together with another piece

nearer the city, in order that there may neither be those in

his State who will hold the hostility of neighbouring States

too cheap nor those who will dread it overmuch.

The cultivators are to be, if possible, slaves submissive in

character and belonging to more than one stockl, or else

non-Hellenic serfs resembling them in nature. The danger

arising from Hellenic serfs had been made evident by the

experience of the Lacedaemonians, and it would seem that

in Aristotle’s opinion serfs should be sought elsewhere than

among the barbarians of Europe, who are said to be ‘full

of spirit’ (c. 7. 1327 b 24).

Aristotle, we note, though he is strongly in favour of the The insti

- ~ - - - tution of
household, is also strongly in favour of syssitia or_pulb11c syssitia

meal-tables 2, perhaps a somewhat antagonistic instltution. adopted by

. . . . . . Aristotle in

His syss1t1a are not merely syssma of magistrates such as its com

existed commonly throughout Greece 3, but syssitia of citi

zens and the sons of citizens, from an early age upward— commend

how early, we are not distinctly told-syssitia of the Lace- atim‘S'

daemonian and Cretan type. We hear of ‘ syssitia of

priests ’ (1331 b 5), ‘ syssitia of the most important magis

1 Like the Callicyrii, who at

one time formed the slave-class at

Syracuse, and whosename. accord

specially Attic, but one which

existed in all Greek States.’

Athens retained this custom down

ing to Aristotle, signified the

variety of their extraction (cp.

Timaeus, Fragm. 56 : Miiller, Fr.

Hist. Gr. I. 204).

2 Cp. c. 10. 13303. 3sq., Irrepi

ova-011'wa 're (1111180er mien xpr'lm

you sin/(u 111% :13 Ka'rnrxeuaopc'vau‘

'rréhemv {ITTéPXELII' 83 fill 8’ airinv

(rut/Bored Kai. fluiv, fio'rspov s'poiipev.

The reasons for his view would

have been interesting, but they

are not given in what we possess

of the Politics.

3 ‘ The practice of bringing the

highest magistrates of the State

together at a common meal in the

Prytaneum, and of inviting also

any guest whom the community

might desire to honour is not

to a late period of the Empire,

‘though her citizens always re

mained strangers to the stiff and

one-sided exaggeration of it, fatal

in its tendencies to the household

relation, which is exemplified in

the syssitia of Dorian States’

(R. Schoel], die Speisung im Pry

taneion zu Athen, Hermes 6. I4

sqq.). Syssitia in this latter form,

however, were not apparently

confined to Doric States, for even

if the Cretan syssitia were of Doric

origin, which hardly seems to be

Aristotle‘s opinion (2. I0. 1271b

28 sq.), we hear of syssitia also in

Boeotia (Plato, Laws 636B : C.

F. Hermann, Gr. Antiqq. I. § £80.

10).
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tracies’ (1331 a 25), syssitia of the soldiers or of the

younger men (1331 a 22). It is not impossible that in

Aristotle’s State, unlike the Lacedaemonian, men of dif

ferent ages were to belong to different syssitia, just as the

gymnasia of the older men were to be distinct from those of

the younger men (1331 a 37 sqq.). Some evils connected

with the syssitia as organized at Sparta and elsewhere (Plato,

Laws 636 A—B) would thus be avoided, but something

also would be lost, for the young would lose an oppor

tunity of learning from their elders. Still the main out

lines of the Cretan and Lacedaemonian institution would

be retained. A Lacedaemonian mess-table (¢i5t’-rtov) con

sisted of fifteen1 messmates, who filled vacancies in their

number by choice. Each of these groups of fifteen,

was, as may easily be conceived, a group of close friends,

especially as they not only gathered at the same board,

but fought side by side in war, so that their friendship

was often tested, and its value proved, on the battle

field. They formed, in fact, a kind of military brother

hood, or household, and, as Aristotle points out (2. 5.

1264 a 6 sqq.), it was of little use for Plato to abolish

the household and retain the syssition, as he does in the

Republic (416E: 458 C), if he wished to make all the

citizens of his State equally clear to each other. The

Spartan Megillus claims in the Laws (636 A) that the insti

tution of syssitia was favourable both to courage and tem

perance. It must have given men a knowledge of one

another and a confidence in one another which would

hardly have existed without it; a generous rivalry no

doubt sprang up both within the mess and between one

mess and another; the State was better served, and there

was a gain of pleasure to the individual. The mess-system

also enabled the authorities to enforce frugality and sim

1 When Agis IV in his scheme

of reform made the (pail-rm created

by him large bodies comprising

on an average 300 members, he

'would seem to have departed from

the ancient model, though he may

very probably have subdivided

these large unities into small

messes. See Scho'mann, Antiqui

tates luris Publici Graecorum, p.

140. 10.
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plicity at table, and it would be equally useful in maintaining

Aristotle’s more liberal standard of living.

Ancient societies were far richer in these minor organized

groups than modern. Amongst ourselves, a man belongs to

his family, his town, his party, his State; but a Greek be

longed not only to these, but to a clan, a phratry, a deme, and

in many States to a ova-ai'nov, to say nothing of voluntary

associations such as a flfao'os‘ or a philosophical school. The

Greek race was more social, and social in a simpler and less

elaborate way, than most modern races, and this was at

once the cause and the effect of its defective development

of the household. Greek States. were full of enjoyable

little gatherings, which tyrants feared and sought to put

down (7 11. 1313 a 41 sqq.), thus earning the undying

hatred of a race which found the main charm of life rather

in friendship than in the household relations.

Aristotle has now done with the territory and its cultiva- Picture of

tors, and his next step is to complete his picture of the cityin the same way. His city is, we know already (p. 316 sq.),

to be situate not too far from the sea, yet within easy reach

of its territory and the continent generally; but these are not

the only matters to be attended to in the choice of its site

and its laying out. Health, military strength, suitability

for the purposes of political life, and beauty 1, must all

be kept in view. The secret of health is to be well cir

cumstanced in respect of those things to whose influence

we are most constantly exposed—water and air; and thus

the city must not only be situate in a healthy region, but

have a healthy aspect, and it must be well supplied

with water 2. A good and unfailing supply of water is also

1 Aristotle mentions (4(7). 11.

1330 a 36 sqq.) four points to be

kept in view with respect to the

internal arrangements of the city,

but, characteristically enough,

in his eager haste omits to specify

the fourth, which would, however,

seem to be beauty (min-nos).

1 ‘The water-supply of Greek

towns was probably’ often ‘ scanty

enough ’ (Mahaffy, Old Greek

Education, p. 31), so that this was

an important suggestion. How far

it was acted on, we know not ;

but Strabo tells us that Rome was

the first city to set the example of

a profuse provision ofwater (Strabo,

p. 235, 1511! ydp 'Eithr'jvaw nspi rd:
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a condition of military strength, and Aristotle evidently

holds that military strength is to be studied as much as

anything. His city reminds us in some respects of Athens,

but Athens, though strong and defensible, can hardly be

said to have been difficult of approach for foes (5vo-1rpéo-0609,

I 330 b 3). It is to possess walls as skilfully built and as

impregnable as the science of the day could make them 1,

and within them the city is to be only in certain parts laid

out with broad straight streets: parts of it are to be an

intricate tangle of lanes, so that it may be defensible even

after its walls have been penetratedz, or else the houses

are to be disposed in the fashion of a quincunx. The

younger citizens will also be required to hold their syssitia,

or some of them, on the Walls.

Still Aristotle asks for something more than a ‘maiden

city,’ impregnably strong. His city must be so laid out as

to favour a rational political life, and to enable the ruling

citizens to gather for work or converse without being

jostled by an uncongenial throng of traffickers and artisans,

or even coming into too close contact with the youth, whose

place, as soldiers, will be upon the walls. Beauty again

must not be lost sight of, and Aristotle’s city will not fail

in this respect. The houses must be disposed with suffi

cient regularity to satisfy the Greek idea of beauty in

architecture, and the taste both of ancients and moderns

would be gratified by the choice of a site near the citizens’

agora for the foliage and shade and flowing streams of a

gymnasiums. Aristotle’s idea, in fact, seems to be to bring

K'ria'eis silo-roxijam péhw'ra 6051i”

rmv, 5n KliAAOUS‘ e'o'roxdfivro Kai

e’pupué-rrj-ror Kai kipe'vaw Kai xépas

¢6¢um7s, 0171-0; (the Romans) 1rp01'1

vo'rlaav pahw'ra aw dxhtyéprju'av

E'Ksiuot, a'rpaio'ews‘ 685w Kai {add-raw

Eiaa'yw-yijs Kai {mowian 'ribv swaye

uaw c'KKMKflv 'ra hujm-ra 1F]; adheres

(is Tim TiBspw). A5 to the w'ater

supply of Antioch, see Mommsen,

Rom. Geschichte, 5. 458.

1 Aristotle discusses and rejects

the opposite advice of Plato, Laws

778 D sqq.

2 Aristotle here probably has in

view the experience of Perinthus,

when besieged by Philip of Mace

don. Philip after a hard struggle

made himself master of the city

wall, but only to find himself in

face of a close array of houses

rising tier over tier up the slope

of the hill, and parted by narrow

lanes, across which the besieged

carried walls from house to house

(Diod. 16. 76).

1 A statue of Eros near the

Academy was thus inscribed
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agora and gymnasium together, the haunts of politics and

those of philosophy 1.

We must imagine, then, a city at about the same

distance from the sea as Athens, and perhaps (though

this we are not distinctly toldz) linked like Athens by

long walls to its port, a miniature Peiraeus; the city itself

facing eastward like the centres of the worship of Aescula

pius, Epidaurus and Cos, and like Croton, whose healthi

ness was proverbial 3, for the sake, we are surprised to read,

of a full exposure to the easterly winds 4, or else sheltered

from the north wind, so that it may have a mild climate in

winter5; not placed by the side of a river, like Sparta and

many Roman cities, but including in its site one or more

strong positions (1330b 21), and especially a conspicuous

hill, perhaps scarped or precipitous like the Acropolis at

(Athen. Deipn. 609 d) :

flowiitoynxaqupwr, aoi Tdi/B' itipi'l

o'aro timpr

Xéppus‘ c'1ri akispois 're'pjiaa'i. yup.

VGO'IOU.

We are reminded of VValler’s lines

in his poem on St. james‘ Park :

In such green palaces the first

Kings reigned,

Slept in their shades and angels

entertained ;

With such old counsellors they

did advise,

And by frequenting sacred groves

grew wise.

1 For in Aristotle’s day the

philosophic schools were com

monly situated in or near gymna

sia: cp. Quintil. 12. 2. 8 (quoted

by C. F. Hermann, Gr. Antiqq.

3.§ 36. 22) : studia sapientiae . . .

in porticus et gymnasia primum,

mox in conventus scholarum seces

serunt.

2 Cp. c. 6. 1327a 32—35. Ac

cording to von Wilamowitz (Phi

lolog. Untersuchungen, Heft 4.

p. 200), the long walls between

Athens and Peiraeus had wholly

lost their defensive value by the

time of Demetrius Poliorcetes,

owing to the improvements in

siege-artillery.

VOL. I.

3 Aristotle, indeed, appears to

desire his city not only to face,

but to slope Eastward (4 (7). 11.

1330a 38 sq.): how far the cities

referred to in the text did so,I

will not undertake to say. Strabo

(p. 374) describes Epidaurus as

‘facing the point at which the

sun rises in summer ’: fryiéa-rspov

Kpd'rwvos was a familiar proverb

(Strabo, p. 262). Syracuse, though

it also faced east, was more famous

for wealth than health (Strabo, p.

269), probably because there were

marshes near it. Alexandria was

happily circumstanced in both

respects (Strabo, p. 793).

‘ See Sus.2, Note 845, and the

references there given, to which

may be added Plutarch de Curio

sitate C. I, dunrsp 'rr‘jv c’pr‘pl 1m-rpida

1rpbr (e'cbvpov rive/10v KsKAijte'i/rjv mi

1611 fiiiiov c'pu'dov-ra debter 6111‘: 101')

Hapvaa'of/ OEXOILE’l/flll, €1ri 1'1‘1: dva'ro

)idc rpmrijvai )iéyouo'w i'm'd r017

Xai'pwm. The east wind is

spoken of as warm in Probl. 26.

3I- 943b 24- ,

6 Athens lay 1rpi‘2r pearlpflptav

(Dio Chrys. Or. 6. 198 R). So

did Gortyna in Crete (Bursian,

Geographic von Griechenland 2.

564)
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Athens, on which such temples as the law of the State or the

Delphic oracle did not relegate elsewhere might be grouped,

so as to be visible from afar 1, and beside them the halls for

the common meals of the priests and the chief magistrates.

Like every Greek city, it was to have a central open-air

gathering-place for converse and discussion—a kind of

‘sensorium,’ the like of which does not exist in modern

cities. Immediately beneath the hill just described will

lie an agora for the use of citizens only, kept sacred not

only from all buying and selling, but from the very

presence of cultivators, traders, and artisans; and close

beside it, as has already been noticed, not, as in the Athens

of Aristotle’s day, in the outskirts of the city 2, a gymnasium

—the gymnasium of the older men, which is to be distinct

and separate from the gymnasium for the younger men.

Aristotle evidently felt that it was necessary to place the

gymnasia under strict supervision, for while magistrates are

to be present in the gymnasium for the younger men, the

gymnasium for the older men is to be situate in the very

heart of the city, close beneath its central temples. It is

interesting to notice that the gymnasium, which was a

public playground combined with public baths—~indeed,

something more than this, for it was a place of preparation

for the military service of the State—is viewed both by

Plato and Aristotle as an indispensable adjunct to a city.

Neither makes mention of a public library, an institution

’ Cp. Paus. 9. 22, £13 56' p01 Tar/a

ypaioi. voiu'aat 'ra is 101’]: erotic

pdAl-O‘Tfl doKofia'w ’Ehhfivaw, pris

and the conspicuous positions of

the church-towers. They answer

one another, so to speak, from hill

p.611 yap ai oiKiai adu'o'i, prls 85‘ 11’!

hp?! inrs’p ai’rri’ls r'v Kafiapcfi rs' e’o'n Kai

c’Kror dutipdnrmv: and Vitruv. I. 7.

(both quoted by C. F. Hermann,

Gr. Antiqq. 2. § 15. 3—4). See also

Xen. Mem. 3. 8. 10, and note the

epithet a'iréiluov in the encomium

on the Parthenon at Athens in

Dicaearch. (P) de Graeciae Urbi

bus (Miiller, Fr. Hist. Gr. 2. 254).

‘A visitor to the counties of Nor

folk and Suffolk must be struck

alike by the number, the beauty,

to hill’ (Letter in Times, Oct. 1 3,

1881)

" This important change is

adopted from Plato, Laws 804 C.

In Nicaea, built by Antigonus

in B.C. 316, the gymnasium ap

pears to have been situated in the

centre of the city (Strabo, pp. 565—

6). It seems to be within the

walls in the city described by Dio

Chrysostom in Or. 7. 233 R. See

also 2 Macc. 4. 12.
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reserved for the next generation. In a quite distinct

situation, selected for its easiness of access both from the

sea and from the territory, a market for buying and selling

should be laid out, and here should be gathered the minor

magistracies—those which have to do with men’s business

relations with one another and with certain formal matters

in relation to law-suits, and also those of the agoranomi

and astynomi. Thus, even in their leisure-hours, by a

plan adopted from Thessaly and already recommended

by Xenophon (Cyrop. I. 2. 3: 7. 5. 851), the citizens

would be kept as much as possible apart from the classes

concerned with production and trade. Each class-would

have, in fact, its appointed region: the citizens of full

age would haunt the neighbourhood of the Acropolis,

and the region near it; the younger men would keep

watch and ward upon the walls, where many of them

would even take their meals, or else be in their own

gymnasium, which would not, probably, be far from the

walls; the women would be at home, secluded somewhat

more strictly than in democracies; the boys would be at

school or in their gymnasia, the peasants on their farms,

the traders and artisans at their places of business in the

port or in the commercial quarter of the city. The various

classes of society were each of them to have room to live

their own life; the higher ones especially were not to be

mixed up with or jostled by the lower. Aristotle’s State

is like his Kosmos, in which every element is assigned a

place of its own, earth at the bottom, fire at the top, and

water and air between them, as the relatively heavy and the

relatively lightz. We are sensible of a reaction from the con

fusion of ranks, sexes, and ages, which is vividly described

1 The Romans had two kinds

of ‘fora’ : ‘some were exclusively

devoted to commercial purposes

and were real market-places, while

others were places of meeting for

the popular assembly and for the

courts of justice : mercantile

business, however, was not alto

gether excluded from the latter,’

which were sometimes called ‘fora

judicialia’ (Smith, Diet. ofAntiqui

ties, art. Forum). Henkel (Studien

I41. 22), following E. Curtius,

remarks that the gathering-place

(Versammlungsraum) of the Spar

tans was from the first quite

distinct from the market.

2 Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 908.

Z2
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So far we

have been

dealing

with

matters in

respect of

which the

favour of

Fortune

counts for

almost

everything:

now we

come to a

matter in

\vhiehmore

depends on

the legis

lator—

what is the

citizen

body of

the best

State to be

in cha

racter and

circum

stances ?

by Plato (Rep. 562—3) as characteristic of an extreme demo

cracy, where boys, he says, are prematurely old, and old

men affect to be young. The people of Aristotle’s State

would be like the Spaniards of Clarendon, a people of

‘honour and punctuality,’ ‘bred up in the observation of

distances and order 1.’ 'Similar arrangements, Aristotle

continues, are to be made throughout the territory. Just

as the towers on the city-wall are to be places of watch

and ward for the protection of the city, so there must be

places of watch and ward for the NVardens of the Woods

(fikwpoi') and the Overseers of the country districts (dypovd

not), where they may hold their common meals; and there

must also be temples dedicated to gods and heroes.

At this point (end of c. 12. 1331 b 18) Aristotle turns

with some impatience from details, the realization of which

he feels after all depends on Fortune, to the constitution 2,

and asks what should be the character of those who are to

form the citizen-body of a happy and well-constituted

State, just as he had already asked and answered (c. 10.

1329 b 39 sqq.) the same question as to the cultivators of

the soil. It is here that the inquiry as to education begins,

which extends to the close of the Fifth Book, and is not

indeed completed in that book, as it has come down

to us. No direct and immediate answer is given to the

question now raised as to the citizen-body, but we gather

from what follows that they must be men who are not

debarred by any defect of nature or fortune from attaining

happiness and who have received a correct training both

of habit and of reason. It is best, however, to follow

Aristotle’s own treatment of the question he raises.

To win success in any enterprise, he says, it is necessary

1 History ofthe Rebellion, Book

xiii (vol. 6, p. 4.43, ed. 1839).

2 C. 13. r331b 24, wepi 8% 1?];

wohirei'ar aim-F’s, c'K 11'va Kill. 51:

1rot'ow (Sci lrvl/flrflivm rill! pz'hhovo'av

Euro-9m. mihw pnxnpiav Kai wohtrsu

so'dat xnhér, )ieK-rs'uv. Here 110M

rain is probably used in its usual

sense of ‘ constitution ’ (cp. 1332 a

4), and not in the sense which it

sometimes bears of ‘universitas

civium ’ (Bon. Ind. 612 b 10 sqq.),

but the passage shows that the

two meanings do not lie far apart.
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both to aim at the true end, and to have at one‘s command The citi

the means to its attainment, for men fail of success by

missing the one or the other or both ; and this holds of the and if they

arts and sciences, for in practising them both the end and

the course of action which leads to its attainment must be gsjsi‘fltlgjr

grasped (Kpareicrtlat)1. All agree in making happiness the exercise of

end, but some are incapacitated for attaining it by defects of {glufofif’st

nature or fortune 2, and others, not being thus incapacitated, Plcte’—i-e

. . . . it must be

do not seek it aright. Now, as the busmess before us 15 in relation

to discover the best constitution, and the best constitutionis that under which the State is as happy as possible, we good, not

are bound to understand what happiness is. In tracing

its nature we are not in the least diverging from the path ally good

which a political treatise should follow. It is, as we have $133,,“

already said in the Ethics (e’v TOZS‘ fiducois) 3, éve'pyew. Kai. Xpfiowsdpe'rfjs‘ reksi’a—a complete actualization and exercise of stances,

virtue—and this not ‘conditionally’ (éE inoBéa-ews), but giilt’fgniSh'

‘absolutely’ (int/\(Bs): it is not an exercise of virtue under

pressure of necessity, like that of the judge when he

inflicts just punishment, for such an exercise of virtue is

conversant with what is in itself an evil, though in the

particular case and to the criminal it becomes a good, and

it is only ‘conditionally noble’ or ‘noble in a necessary

way’: the criminal who is punished and the State which

punishes would be happier if nothing of the kind was

necessary. Nor, again, is it such an exercise of virtue

as occurs when a man of full virtue (arrovtiaios) has to

1 There is some ambiguityabout have been better if the word

the word xpmsiadai, which is pro

bably designed to mean something

more than is expressed by Et'lpl'O'wa

(1331 b 29)—not merely ‘ known,’

but ‘possessed ’; so that the

transition may be easy to a recog

nition of the fact that defects of

nature or fortune, no less than an

ignorance ofthe end and the means

of attaining it, may make the

attainment of happiness impos

sible. This fact is rccngnized in

1331 b 40 sq. The logical sequence

of this part of the chapter would

Kpa'rriu had been used in place of

efipia'Kew 111 I33! b 29.

'2 Up. Plato, Laws 747 C, eihe‘

[1.1], mil Knltovpewlv av TLS flaVOUP'yKlll

til/Ti. lro¢ia$ drrsp-yao'ripsuos )ta’dot,

KnQd‘lrsp Ai'yurrriour Kai @011”.an Kni.

'n'ohh‘z erpa dreip'yaaye'ua 'ye'i/r] will!
.1 t a r r - 2 ,, .
60"er 186411 11170 r1): raw alt)th amm

dfuluzi-rmu Kai KTfl/J-li'l'wll (ll/GAEUHGPZGE,
. , a -

are 11: vopode-rrls av‘rots (pauth au

ysvdpcvos {grip-ydtra-ro 'rt‘z Toma-m,
ell-re xahsm‘] nin npntrrruoiid’a cil're

Kai (111.3019 tilt)"; 119 'rmm'n'n.

3 See Appendix F.
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deal with poverty or disease or ill-fortune of any kind:

on the contrary, it is an exercise of virtue in relation to

‘things absolutely good’ (Ta aria; dyadc'i)—the goods of

fortune1. The actions by which happiness is secured

—those which are ‘absolutely virtuous and noble’—are

such as are conversant with ‘absolute goods’; they are

actions which ‘ create and generate goods 2.’

We now therefore know both the end and the course of

action by which it is secured. The end is eiiéaipovt'a—a word

very imperfectly rendered by happiness—and the actions by

which it is secured3 are virtuous actions conversant with

absolute goods, and therefore absolutely virtuous and noble.

The citizens of Aristotle’s best State are to be at once

actively virtuous and in the enjoyment of the goods of

fortune. We had been told at the beginning of the book

that a certain guanlzmz of external and bodily goods, not

a large one, is essential to happiness, because essential to

the exercise of virtue: we learn now the further lesson

that virtuous action does not become happy action, or

even become ‘absolutely virtuous and noble’ (tr-irovfiat’a Kai

Kam‘y airM'Ss), unless it is exercised on a certain object

matter, external and bodily goods—in other words, the

goods of fortune. Fortune, therefore, is doubly a source

of happiness, making virtuous action possible, and being

the condition of its attaining its highest level, that of

happy action. Both in the earlier part of the book and

here Aristotle insists that there are two factors of happi

ness—virtuous action, and Xopqyt’a which is the gift of

fortune; but while in the earlier passage his aim is to

1 This seems to be the mean

ing ofthe term here : cp. Eth. Nic.

5.2. 1129b 1 sqq. In Eth. Nic. 1.

1. 1094b 16 sqq., however, the

virtue of dut‘lpsi’a seems to be in

cluded among tin-Mir dyadii. Other

passages will be found referred to,

together with these, in Bon. Ind.

4a 2 sqq.

1 It appears from Seneca’s

Seventy-first Epistle, that even

the followers of Plato denied full

happiness to the good man en

during tortures. ‘ Academici vete

res beatum quidem esse etiam

inter hos cruciatus fatentur, sed

non ad perfectum nec ad ple

num: quod nullo modo potest

recipi. Nisi beatus est, in summo

bono non est.’ Aristotle declines

to say that he is happy at all.

3 Ai "par To 1010: ¢épovtrat 1rpzi

§ns (1331 b 28).
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magnify the share of virtue and virtuous action in the

result at the expense of that of fortune, here he acknow

ledges more fully the importance of the other factor.

Later on, indeed, he finds in the fact that happiness implies

the exercise of virtue in relation to things absolutely good,

the strongest ground for making the education of the

citizens of the best State such as to call forth in them all

the virtues, especially the highest, and to develope the

whole man. lIoAAfis 01711 fie? Simian-15111); Kai 7101117; am¢po

015111); roizs (’ipicrra doKoiivras npd-rrcw Kai ndvrwv r6311 [MIKGPL

(ope'uwu dwohaziovras‘, oiov (if Tws's (Z0111, (30776}? 0i womraf

1110.01.11, (’1) paxdpwv vrjirom' deo-ra yap oi’rrm. defiaovrat (inho

0'0¢L'as‘ Kai a'wtppoo'zivns Kai SiKaioo-iivns‘, daip pfihhov o-Xohd

{ova-w £11 d¢00qu 'ro'lv 'rowziraw dyaticiw (C. 15. 1334 a 28—34).

Two things, then, are necessary for the attainment of Twothings

happiness—the aid of fortune, and the science and correct

moral judgment (émo-rfijm Kai 7Tp0afPEO’LS‘) of a lawgiver who for the

knows how virtue is produced. It is by making the citi- $11131?

zens who share in the constitution—in our case, all the ‘S‘Ztelmute

:1. SO

citizens—virtuous, that the State is made virtuous. And, goods.)

if we take up again the question on the threshold of which 3,51,:1evégl1c'

we stood at the close of the Third Book (3. 18. 1288 a 39 we must

. - ask of

sqq.) and ask how men are made Virtuous, the answer is, Fortune,

by nature, habit, and reason 1. A man must be born (dnivai, for “13th

. secon e

whence 416mg) as a man and not any other animal, and legislatoris

with certain bodily and psychical qualities. What these are, 1:33:11“

Aristotle has described elsewhere. But nature often counts How then

. . - . - are men

for little, for in the case of some animals it may easily be made Vin

made better or worse by habit. Of the lower animals, tuous? “'6

. . . return here

indeed, most live as nature made them to live; a very few to the

' ' . ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ question
live by habit also, only man lives by reason in addition, with which

for he alone possesses reason. So that in him nature, the Third

. . - Book
habit, and reason must harmonize, for reason is powerful closed By

enough to overrule both nature and habit. We see, then, nature,

1 This was a view inherited by (Fr. 8: Mullach, Fr. Philos. Gr.

Aristotle from previous inquirers, 2. 134), Socrates (Xen. Mem. 3. 9.

and especially from Protagoras I), and Plato (Phaedrus 269 D).
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habit, and that if a man is to be made virtuous and happy, he must

22:23“ not only be favoured both by fortune and by nature, but

harmony- be educated both through habit and through his reason.

Butis 9‘" But is our education to be such as will produce men

education . . .

to be such fitted only to rule, or is it to be such as Will produce men

fitted first to be ruled and then to rule? It is better that

fitted only the same men should always rule, but then, if they are to

giggling; do so justly and if their supremacy is to be willingly ac

to Produce cepted and to last, they must be as different in body and

tfiottse soul from those they rule as we imagine gods or heroes to

{glidtznd be from men, or as Scylax says that the kings in India are

rule? we from their subjects. But such men are not forthcoming.

$1221:an Hence, we must fall back on an interchange of rule. The

result. ruled must be quieted by a prospect of ruling some day. It

has been already mentioned how this is to be arranged. The

distinction of rulers and ruled must be based on age: the

ruled must be younger than the rulers, and must be able to

look forward to succeeding them. The education we give

our citizens must, therefore, be adjusted to this arrange—

ment; it must be suitable for men who are first to be ruled

and afterwards to rule. Not indeed to be ruled otherwise

than freemen should be ruled—that is, for their benefit—for

if it is true that they may probably sometimes be called on

to render service which may seem to be of a humble kind,

such service will be redeemed and made worthy of freemen

by the end for which it is rendered.

But since ‘But since- we affirm that the virtue of him who is at

’f’lsszvtlg’gz once citizen and ruler is the same as that of the best man,

a gQOd and that the same man ought to be ruled first and a ruler

subject and . . .

thenagood afterwards [so that all our citizens Will be rulers sooner or

22138121: later], the lawgiver’s business is to inquire how they are

sew, be a to be made good men and by practising what pursuits, and

aioigsn' what is the end of the best life ’—-—that is, what kind of

seek to action is the end, that connected with which part of the

ggfiufim soul, with work or with leisure, with things necessary and

useful or with things noble? The lawgiver, in fact, must

get a clear view of the true aim (e-Kmro's, 1333 b 3), to the

attainment of which his legislation is to be directed (cp.
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Plato, Laws 962 A sqq.). He must ask what is the life of the

‘best man,’ what is the ‘end of the best life,’ for this is pre

cisely what the framers of the constitutions most in repute

and many writers on the subject of constitutions since their

time have omitted to do, resting content with something

short of the best (1333 b 5 sqq.).

In order to answer this question, Aristotle recalls, first, Our edu

his accustomed division of the soul, so far as it is the seatof virtues in respect of which a good man is so denomi- the whole

nated 1. One part of the soul possesses reason in itself, theother does not possess it in itself, but is capable of listening :‘cczuigltctut

to reason : each has its own appropriate virtues. If we ask the do:

in which part the end is rather to be found, the answer is

easy; it is to be found in the former. But this part, again, element in

is divided into two—a part possessing practical, and a part Eagle-suiad

possessing speculative reason; and these two parts must \Othe ulti

also be held to be of unequal worth, the latter having

more to do with the end than the former; and the sailing

activities with which they are respectively concerned stand highest in

in the same relative order of desirability. Next, Aristotle Eggs“

recalls a division of ‘life’ (fit'os)2 into work (daxom'a) and {floral and

leisure, war and peace 3, and of things done (rd wpaK-rd) intothings necessary and useful and things noble (mad). Here, ma

again, war is not the end but peace, work not the end right use

but leisure, things necessary and useful not the end but °Heisum

things noble. The legislator must legislate with a view

to call forth the activities of all the parts of the soul, but

especially those which have most of the nature of ends;

he must encourage the life of work and that of war, but

still more the life of peace and leisure: things necessary

and useful need to be attended to, but things noble still

more. Education must seek to produce all the virtues, to

fit men both for active work and for leisure, and to bring

within their reach all kinds of goods, but the higher vir

tues, the higher life, and the nobler goods are to be made

1 The nutritive part Of the soul ciperfir r'x'yoipov raj)va

is omitted for the reason forwhich 2 This is explained by robs

it is dismissed in Eth. Nic. I. 13. BMW, 1333a 40.

1102b IZ—e'n'uBr‘] 7?): dvapwmxfis 3 Cp. 1. 5. 1254b 31.
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its supreme end. It must be broad and must develope the

whole man, but in its breadth it must not lose sight of the

highest things.

It was because the State, which notwithstanding all its

reverses was still held in most repute, followed an entirely

different path, that Aristotle is careful to insist on this

principle. The Lacedaemonian State had lived not for

civilization, but for victory and empire, just as some modern

communities live less for civilization than for wealth. It had

sought happiness in empire, and empire in military virtue,

and had found that it had missed even the path to empire.

It had cultivated only one form of virtue, and that not only

a low and utilitarian form, but one which, according to Aris

totle, needs to be allied with the virtues which fit men to

make a right use of leisure, if it is not to dissolve in time

of peace. Leisure is the true end; but then the virtues

necessary for a right use of leisure are not only those which

find exercise in leisure, but also those which find exercise

in active work. If necessaries are to be forthcoming—and

without them leisure is impossible—the qualities which win

them, courage, endurance, temperance, must be forthcom

ing. Leisure, says the proverb, is not for slaves, and with

out these virtues men are no better than slaves. Courage

and endurance, then, are demanded for active work, but

intellectual aptitude (¢t)\ooo¢ia) for leisure, and temperance

and justice both for work and leisure; and the State that

is to be happy must possess all these virtues 1~—-the more

so, as it is surrounded with the goods of fortune; for if

1 If we bear in mind that the

citizens of Aristotle’s ideal State

are to be drrhcils orroudalot, and

that the anouilaior is one who

unites in himself many different

gifts and good qualities (3. II.

1 281 b 10 sqq.), we shall see reason

to conclude, that when he speaks

of the State possessing all the

virtues, he means each citizen to

do so as far as possible. This

account of the true aim of educa

tion is intended, of course, to

correct the one-sidedness of

the Lacedaemonian training, but

it tells just as much against all

systems which, like Stoicism and

Puritanism,tend to develope some

thing less than the whole man.

The best test of civilization, how

ever, is, in Aristotle’s view, the

degree in which the capability

exists of making a right use of

leisure, the ‘leisure’ of Aristotle

being, it must be remembered,

distinguished both from work and

recreation (4 (7). r4. i333a 3r:

5 (8)- 3- 1337 b 33 sqq-l
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there is any time when it is especially discreditable not to

be able to make a fit use of the goods of fortune, it is

during leisure: our State, therefore, must, unlike the

Lacedaemonian, seek happiness in the development, not

of one virtue, but of all. A habit of intellectual inquiry,

if so we may translate ¢mo<ro¢ia, must be present in its

citizens, if only to give them occupation in leisure and to

save them from rusting at such times.

A remark of Lotze’s may be quoted to illustrate theAremark

contrast between this conception of education and that of

our own day. ‘The difference between the principles of

this ancient education and our modern principles of educa

tion is rightly found in this, that to it the development of

the aptitude (Fertigkeit) and the possession of it counted

for more than the work for which it was used and the fruit

fulness of that work in result. Every individual was to be

made a model example of his species: the species itself

had nothing else to do but to exist (dazusein) and to enjoy

the use of its powers. . . . To this many-sided develop

ment, finding an end in itself (in sich geschlossenen), the

spirit of modern education is no doubt less kind ; it sets a

higher value than it justly should on range of concrete

knowledge in comparison with a general aptitude for

knowing—on productive specialized labour in comparison

with the free exercise of all the powers—on professional

effort working in a groove (die Enge des bestimmten

Berufs-strebens) in comparison with an interest in human

relations generallyl.’ There is much truth in this; but it

should be borne in mind that if Aristotle insists on this

combination of qualities in his citizens, he does so not so

much for its own sake as because in its absence the State

will sufi'er. If they have the energy and endurance which

are needed for active work without the intellectual interests

and aptitudes which are the ‘salt of society’ in days of

peace and leisure, or without the justice and temperance

1 Mikrokosmos, 3. 254, ed. 2. extract translated in the text is

The whole passage from which the taken well deserves perusal.
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which are of use both at the one time and the other, the

State will fail of happiness; and it will do so no less, if,

while possessing high intellectual qualities, they are

without the minor gifts which are called for in active

work. We hardly, however, hold it necessary, as Aristotle

seems to do, that each citizen should unite in himself

all these qualities, and be ‘totus teres atque rotundus’

-—that the wheel should ‘come full—circle’ in each indi

vidual. But to Aristotle the a-vrovBaios is essentially

a many-sided being. just as he had demanded a happy

combination of qualities (sl’mpao-t'a) in the raw material of

which his citizens are to be made, so he demands it in the

finished product 1.

The question started at the commencement of c. 13 has

now been answered. We know ‘what should be the

character of those who are to form the citizen-body of a

happy and well-constituted State’ ; and all that remains is

to discover how men of this type are to be produced.

They are produced, as has been already said, by nature,

habit, and reason. We have already sketched in outline,

what nature must do for us, and the next question is,

should education by habit precede or follow education by

reason? The first process of human life, that of generation,

is merely introductory to a further process, the develop

ment of mind and reason 2. Both generation and education

through habit must therefore be adjusted to the develop

ment of reason. We notice further that the body developes

How then

are men

such as we

have de

scribed to

be pro

duced ?

We must

follow the

order of

develop

ment—

train the

body first,

then the

appetites,

then the

reason a

but the

body must

be trained

as isbest for

‘ This many-sidedness and difficult passage 4 (7). 15. I334b

versatility was perhaps more often

realized in antiquity than among

ourselves. Roman generals of

the best time were often lawyers,

orators, and statesmen also ;

occasionally they were writers:

sometimes they belonged to a

philosophical school. On the

other hand, poets seem to have

been less often prose-writers also

in antiquity than in modern times.

2 Much light is thrown on the

12-15 by de Part. An. 2. 1. 646a

30, 1riiv 'yiip 1'6 ywo'pevov 3K Two;

Kai sir TL 'n'ozeiral. 'rr’pl 'ys'vemv, Kai

(i'rr' dpxfis in, dpxr'lv, drrI} rfjr npérr]:

Kwol'zmjr Kai e'xoumls 1757] 'runi (pf/mu

s’1ri 1'an imp¢fiv i) 'rotoii'rnv r'ihlto

Télios. Cp. also de Anima I. 3.

4073. 26, ai 8’ (inodslgsrs Kai ri1r’

lipxijr, Kai ’e'xoum' mos 10m: 1611

o‘thm/Lopov i) 'rb o'vp'n's'pnaaa: and

Eth. Nic. IO. 7. 1177 b 18.
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before the soul, and the irrational part of the soul before the the fortect

rational part: spirit (01416;), the power to will (gov/\th),‘,‘§e‘§t‘§}]he

and desire (émOvuia) exist in the infant as soon as it is appellles,

born, but deliberation (Aoyw'po's‘) and reason (vofis) are of :gpettiltis

later growth. Education must follow the order of develop- ?§ri:ht;egte_

ment: we must train the body first; then the appetites velopment

(dpe’fas), that is, the irrational part of the soul; then the dream“

rational part. But our training of the body must be

adjusted to the development of correct appetites, and our

training of the appetites to the development of reason

(1334b 27: cp.15 sq.).

To train the whole nature, but to train each part of

it successively and in the order of its emergence, and

to train each part with a view to the higher element

which emerges next, and all with a view to the develop

ment of reason—this is the broad scheme of education

which Aristotle lays down here. The lesson that in

training the body our aims should be to develope the

soul (that is, the likings and the reason), is still of valuel;

and so is the lesson that the education of boyhood should

be addressed rather to the likings and character than to

the reason. Aristotle seems to hold that what can reason

ably be expected of a boy is that he shall love and admire

what is good and feel a distaste for what is bad—that

is, that he shall feel rightly about persons and things.

He sees that right feeling is not permanently an adequate

guide in life, but he holds it to be the beginning of good

ness. It needs to become reasoned, but this further step

1 The athletic training given to

boys in many Greek States was

unfavourable to physical growth

and beauty of form, while the Lace

daemonian training, though not

open to thisobjection,was so severe

and laborious as to be brutalizing

(5 (8). 4. 1338b 9 sqq.). Aristotle

hopes to avoid both these errors.

He forbids all laborious gymnas

tic exercise till three years after

puberty (1339 a 4 sqq.). It is

easy to imagine a sort of physical

training which would not only

form a bad preparation for the

hardships of war, but would also

enfeeble the character and give a

wrong direction to the likings.

Plato had already spoken to the

same effect as to the true aim of

'yvfulacrnxr'; (Rep. 410 B—D: 59I

C—D). Greece turned a deaf ear

to the teaching of Plato and Aris

totle on this subject, and became

eventually a land in which athletes

were everywhere to be found and

soldiers nowhere (Mommsen,

Rom. Gesch. 5. 264—6, 324).
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is only possible later on. Some germ of the deliberative

faculty (16 Bovhev-rmo’v) is to be found in boys ( 1. 13. 1260a

13), but it is imperfect, and in education we should appeal

to taste and feeling long before we appeal to reason. It

is perhaps true, as has been said already, that Aristotle

draws too sharp a contrast between boyhood and maturity;

in this view, however, of the true aim of boyish education

he is following Plato (Laws 653 A—C), who did not like

the precocious boys and the juvenile old men of a demo

cracy (Rep. 563 A).

Theflfstd Quite in harmony with the principles just laid down,

12 u-Al'istotle’s scheme of education begins with marriage.

{hagsgglf‘ The regulation of marriage by the State is to him, as

a

marriage, to Plato, the first step in education 1.

The rearing

of infancy.

He pays close

attention to the management of pregnancy, to the rearing

of the child, and to the earliest years of life, for he holds

with Plato2 that these earliest years go far to fix the

character of the human being. The food of the infant,

the movements which it is to be encouraged to make, the

importance, on grounds both of health and of future

military efficiency, of gently and gradually habituating

it from the very first to bear cold—these are matters

which can be attended to even during the earliest period

The of life. During the ensuing period closing with the age

of five, movement is to be still more encouraged, especially

chilc'lrei;l by means of games which must not be vulgar (dvehevtk’povs),

up to t e

age of five or too laborious, or on the other hand too slack and easy,

211313111 and should be imitative of the pursuits of later lifea.

v

Stven- 1 Critias saidhad already

(Fragm. 1 : Muller, Fr. Hist. Gr.

2. 68)—ri'pxoj1.ai 66' 101 tim‘) yer/err);

dvdpcinrou, 1rd): ('11! Be'hria'ror 1'6 o'éjia

'ys'vorro Kai irrxvpéra'ros, ii 6 (bu-retiwv

yvavagouro Kai s’o'dt'ot e'ppwae'vms Kai

rahammpofr] 1'6 urban, Kai rj jujrrjp

rof: 1ra18i'ov 'roiJ péhhovros‘ Zara'dm

io'xt'mi 'l'f) a'era Kai yvpvafou'o. Cri

tias would seem to have adopted

the views which prevailed among

the Lacedaemonians on this sub

ject (see the references in Miiller‘s

note)-—views which Aristotle ap

parently intends to combat in P01.

4 (7)- 16- I3351355Clcl

1 Laws 765 E. They perhaps

set down to faulty training in

infancy much that was really due

to heredity.

5 Plato had anticipated Aris

totle in this (Laws 643 B). The

heroes of Homer are described by

Athenaeus (Deipn. 10 a) as ‘pre

paring themselves in their sports

for serious work.’
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The stories and talk 1 which children are to hear at this

age are to be such as to lead their thoughts in the direction

of the work of after-years: the irateovo'poi. of the State

are charged to see to this. It is a mistake to try, as

some would do, to keep young children from struggling

and crying: these things give them strength and aid

the growth of the body; they are to infants what physical

exercises are to those of less tender years. In all this,

bodily growth has been a prominent consideration, but

it is not the only one to be kept in view. Children are

to be trained at home till seven years of age, not in

the public infant-schools of Plato’s Laws; but Aristotle

requires his Superintendents of the youth (waifiovo'piot) to

see that they are as little as possible in the company of

slaves 2. He goes on to eliminate other corrupting influ

ences to which Greek children were often exposeda; he

banishes indecent language from his State, and especially

from the presence of children‘; he banishes also indecent

pictures, statues, and tales, and forbids all below a certain

age to witness ‘ iambi ’ or comedy. He seeks to make the

young strangers to everything bad, and especially to every

thing that savours of vice or malice. He holds, with Plato

(Rep. 378 E), that both in relation to men and things, we

like that best with which we first come in contact (mivra

UTépyofov r21 wptB-ra p&)t)\ov)—our likes and dislikes are largely

formed in infancy. The first five years of life are those

in which not only the physical health and strength, but

1 Adwa Kai pudwv, 1336 a 30.

The latter word suggests a religious

element in infant education, and

perhaps a. revision of the myths

used, similar to that which Plato

undertakes in Rep. 377 A sqq.

" Aristotle seems to imply

(1336 a 41) that, when from seven

onwards they come to be educated

away from the home, they will

run less risk of contact with slaves.

Plato regards the slave wuidaywyér,

who accompanied the Greek youth

out of doors, as a necessary ap

pendage (Laws 808 D): it is pos

sible that Aristotle intends, with

Lycurgus (Xen. Rep. Lac. 2. 1),

to prohibit naida'yw'yof.

3 Cp. Plato, Laws 729 B, a pas

sage which is perhaps the source

of the saying ‘maxima debetur

pueris reverentia.’

‘ This was a point on which

Xenocrates, the contemporary

head of the Academy, especially

insisted. He said that children

needed ear-protectors more than

pugilists did (Plutarch, de Recta

Ratione Audiendi, c. 2).
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also the tastes and character are apt to be made or marred.

At five a step in advance is taken, and from this age to

seven boys are encouraged to be spectators of the training

of the older boys, and to familiarise themselves with the

look of the exercises which they will shortly have to

practise themselves 1.

A} seven The age of seven, we see, marked in Aristotle’s edu

Sfigtigxll'is cational scheme the point at which direct instruction

to begip- should begin-——a view expressed in poems commonly at

ESEZQQ tributed to Hesiod, but one which was much disputed

tagggzty after Aristotle’s dayz—and many Greeks, remembering

puberty to Solon’s division of human life into periods of seven years 3,

twemy'one' would expect to find him, in conformity with it, making

the next educational period extend from seven to fourteen.

Aristotle, however, prefers to follow ‘the dividing-line

which nature has drawn,’ and to make, not any particular

age, but the attainment of puberty‘, which was commonly

reckoned to fall about the sixteenth year 5, the term of the

next period, though the period after that is to close at

twenty-one.

Com- Here at the threshold of the subject of education as

distinguished from rearing (rpmpfi), Aristotle, conscious

Book- Re- perhaps of its magnitude and of the need of starting from

currence to . . . . _ .

theaporetic the level of popular 1mpress1ons if he is to can y his readers

with him, reverts to that full use of the aporetic methodmethod.

Three ues- .

tionsagked: which marks the Third Book. He asks, first, whether any

ggysg‘f’slt‘gi systematic arrangements are to be adopted respecting the

matié education of the young: next, whether education should be

managed by the State, or, as in most Greek States, left

afigftr‘i: in private hands : lastly, what scheme of education should

spect to b€ fldOPth.

1 Cp. Plato, Rep. 466E sq. the r'lfiz'aw. ‘ The distinction be

” See Quinctilian. Inst. El. I. I,

who mentions that Chrysippus

would begin at three. The great

Eratosthenes, however, agreed

with Aristotle (Quinctil. ibid.).

3 Solon, Fragm. 27.

‘ So the law of Gortyna dis

tinguished between the r’z’vqfios and

tween them seems to rest, not on

any fixed limit of age, but on the

physical development of the indi

vidual' (Bucheler und Zitelmann,

Das Recht von Gortyn, p. 60).

"’ C. F. Hermann, Gr. Antiqq.

1.§ 121 : Sch'afer, Demosthenes,

3. 2. 22 sqq.
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The first question is easily answered. The existing theiedu

absence of system is injurious to the constitutions of Greek ffig‘i‘gufg,

States, for it not only leaves them without the formed

national character (17009) which they need to support them, be man

but precludes all chance of that improvement of the na- fgsdsglt'e,

tional character which is the beginning of constitutional 3. What

improvement. Besides, some preparation is necessary for 232230?

the practice of virtue, no less than for the exercise of an slaoultddb;

art. As to the second question, if the end of the State ijiptsvo

is one and the same for all its members, their education 32:23:)!“

ought to be one and the same 1, and if so, both the are an-_

management of this education and the pursuit of the :l‘sfgél

studies it comprises should be ‘public’ (Kowrju); or, in other

words, the management should be in the hands of the State, Ofthe mini

and the studies should be carried on, not privately and in gins;

independent groups, but in a public fashion and in whole of

common. Nor is it only because the studies will be the tlggoilig‘d

same that this should be so, but also because thus a public is not 9011;1

aim will be impressed on the education of the individual. pleth mm

The individual is a part of his State and belongs to his

State, and this fact should be recognized in the organiza

tion of education 2.

1 Aristotle’s language both in

the Politics (5 (8). 1. 1337a 24)

and in the Nicomachean Ethics

(to. 10. 1180 a 28) seems to

imply that, notwithstanding the

general acceptance of three or

four studies, the nature of the

education which a boy received

depended to a large extent on his

father’s caprice : one father might

be all for utilitarianism in educa

tion, another might be more

ambitious and send his son to

some teacher of 11‘: wept-rni: one

might count the development of

the character a more important

thing than that of the intellect,

while another might take the

opposite view. Aristotle‘s object

is that those who are to work

together as members of the same

State should be educated in the

same way and educated together.

VOL. I.

\Ve are reminded of the aim of the

framers of the Book of Common

Prayer, who say— ‘and whereas

heretofore there hath been great

diversity in saying‘and singing in

Churches within this realm, some

following Salisbury use, some

Hereford use, and some the use of

Bangor, some ofYork, some of Lin

coln ; now from henceforth all the

wholerealm shall have butone use.’

2 This argument for placing

education in the hands of the State

is interesting and not without

force, though perhaps education

in a large school is sufficient to

give a boy that sense of being

part of a whole which Aristotle

wishes to develope in him. The

rejoinder, however, is possible

that it would not accustom him to

the feeling that he is part of the

State.

A8.
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Conflict of The third question is one which will OCCupy us longer 1.

opinion as ‘ There is no agreement as to the subjects to be taught:

to the true

aim of edu

cation and

people are not agreed what studies are best either with a

the subjects view to virtue or to the best life; and then there is a further

to be

taught.
question whether the aim should be the development of

the character or the intellect 2. A reference to the actually

prevailing system of education is highly suggestive of

doubts, and it is by no means clear whether things useful

for everyday life should be taught, or that which makes

for virtue, or more out-of-the-way things 3, for each of these

courses has its advocates; and then again, there is no

agreement as to what makes for virtue, since different

persons understand virtue differently.’

This being the state of opinion, a good opportunity

offered itself for a recourse to the aporetic method, and

Aristotle’s first step is to look about him for any firm bit

of ground he can find. Everybody, he says, agrees that, of

things useful for life, all such as are necessary must be

taught, and also whatever does not produce Bavavo'fa, or,

in other words, unfit the body or the mind for free pursuits.

He adds, with an evident reference to the limitations which

he intends to place on the study of music and gymnastic,

that the risk of Bermuda is not incurred only in the study

of useful things: there are also liberal studies which may

produce ,Bavavo-L'a, if pursued in an over-exact way. It is

1 It is one which it is the special

function of roAn-m'y to settle. Cp.

Eth. Nic. I. I. 1094a 28, n'vas 'yr‘lp

cfvat xpezhv r611 imam/16w 51/ 11119

mike-t Kai. nofar E'Kdrrrovs Pavdéusw

Kai pe'xpl. rfvor, 1ro7\mKr‘;] 81a

Tlifl'fl'fl.

2 Aristotle has already settled

that the ultimate aim in education

is to be the development of the

reason (4 (7). 15. 1334b 15), but

the point he wishes to bring out is

the unsettled state of common

opinion on the subject of educa

tion, and he does not pause to

remember that he has already

done something towards the solu

tion of the problem.

8 Ti: FfplfTé, 5 2. I337a 42,

which may include a variety of

things from the ‘marvels ofmusical

execution ’ (rd flavpdma Kai. nzprr'rz‘l

raw 's'p-yaw, d 1151! e’hrjhvdcv (is 1'01):

dyiiwas‘, s’K 5% 11311 dyzlwmv sis 1'1)”

nazdefav, 5 (8). 6. 134I a 11) to the

Knjupd referred to by Euripides (3.

4. 1277a 19), among which phi

losophy was perhaps included.

Socrates had imposed limits on

the study of geometry (Xen. Mem.

4. 7. 2, yewpe'rpiav pe'xpi. ps‘v rourov

86in fun/driven! ’s’tfir], gm: iKavo's‘ “ris

'ye'vorro, ei'1ro-rs deflects, 'yfiv pe'rpcp

dpdfiis f] rapahafleiv r'; wrapadoiival

f7 dial/sign; 1') E'pyou d'n'odcigazrdm).
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the aim with which things are done, rather than the things

themselves, that makes the difference. To do work not in

itself liberal for one’s own sake, or for the sake of friends,

or with a view to virtue1 brings no Bavavm'a with it. We

have got then as far as this, that whatever is necessary

for life must be studied, and that we must steer clear of

Bavava'ia.

At this point Aristotle recalls to remembrance the studies Things

generally accepted in Greece in the hope of gaining some ry

further guidance in the construction of a scheme of educa- must be

. , taught, but

tion. There are, he says, three or four of them—ypappa'ra no, so as

(reading and writing—Plato, Laws 810 B), yvuvacrnxfi,[LOUO'LKTjZ to these some would add drawing 2. The study _Four sub

of the first and last of these may easily be defended on 5321;03:

the ground of usefulness: reading, writing, and drawing cepted—

are useful for many purposes; yvpvaa'rtmj, again, helps to "1’

make men brave. ""f'l, "°"'

But what are we to say of aovcucrj? Nowadays most 7P“—

who study it do so for pleasure, but the aim of those who itjfggtgfom

originally made it a part of education was to satisfy the an inquiry

striving of nature to find a means of spending leisure-timenobly3. And in this they were right, for if men should mad“

know both how to work and how to enjoy leisure aright, £33125,“

and leisure is closely connected with the end of life, while by the

ancients,

work 15 only a means to the end—so that leisure is that itis

. . . . . 1 ‘t' tmore desrrable than work—and 1f again 1t is easy to eg’mme

1 A" dpe-rfiv, 5 (8). 2. 1337 b 19:

cp. C. 6. 1341 l) 10, ('1! ratify 'ydp

(i.e. ('11 ff] apt): for): d-ydwa; nardciq)

6 1rpd-r-rwv 01'; ff): at'rroii peraxstpi(r

'fllL xdpw dperfir, didn‘t 1;]: 16111

a'Kouriu'rmv fidoufir K.'r.)\.

2 The Athenian Stranger in the

Laws is indifferent to the study of

drawing (769 B).

8 Ephorus had said in the

introduction to his history, that

nautnm'] had been introduced c'n’

timi-ry Kai yam-rig (Fragm. 1 : Mill

ler, Fr. Hist. Gr. 1. 234). Aris

totle tacitly controverts this view

here, just as he tacitly controverts

later on (5 (8). 4. 1338b 13) a.

view current among the Lace

daemonians as to the best way

ofdeveloping courage which Epho

rus had commended (cp. Ephor.

ap. Strab. p. 480, 77pr 6% r6 pr)

drillt'av dhh’ dvdpeiav Kpa'reiv e’K

'n'aidwv 310ml: Kai mil/0L: avvrpé

(pew). That the motive with which

the authors of the current scheme

of Greek education had included

pound; in it was much discussed,

we see from Athen. Deipn. I4.

626f sqq. : Plutarch de Musica, c.

26: Polyb. 4. 20 sqq.: Plato, Rep.

410 B sqq.

AaZ
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studies in spend leisure-time in the wrong pleasures, then it is evident

that education tending to a right use of leisure is even

notstrictly more requisite than education preparatory to work, and

that education of the former kind is an end in itself, while

education of the latter kind is merely necessary and a

education

which are

necessary,

but con

dnce to a

right use of

leisure.

I‘unva

a-run'1, how

ever, must

for training

must begin

with the

body:

hence the

boys of

seven must

be handed

means to something further. We have, then, the authority

of these ancient and venerated sages for the conclusion that

it is legitimate to go beyond the limit of mere necessity in

the choice of subjects of education. One, at all events, of

the recognized subjects was introduced, not because it was

(éhevdspt'a Kai Kuhn)?

necessary or useful 1, but because it was liberal and noble

We shall see later on, Aristotle

adds, whether there are others on the same footing, and

what they are, and how they are to be studied. He points

out, however, at once, that even the more strictly useful

studies, such as reading, writing, and drawing, deserve to

be pursued on other grounds than those of mere utility.

The subject of yvpvao-nmj naturally comes up next, and

now Aristotle reverts to the boys of seven, the settlement

come first. of whose fate has been thrust aside pending the new in

quiry. ‘As the education of habit must precede that of

reason, and the education of the body that of the mind,

they must be handed over to yvpvao-rmfi and the sister art

watfiorptBtKfi—to the former, in order that a certain habit of

body may be developed in them; to the latter, in order that

1 Democritus (Philodem. de

Musica, 4. col. 36 : Kemke, p. r08)

had insistedthat music did not

owe its origin to necessity, but

came in as a superfluity (e’x T05

flepLeiW'ros‘, cp. P01. 4 (7). 10. 1329

b 27 sqq.), and argued from this

that it was of recent origin, things

necessary being discovered first.

The Cynics rejected the study of

music as not only unnecessary

but useless (Diog. Laert. 6. 73:

6. 104) : good musicians, they said,

often had souls out of tune (Diog.

Laert. 6. 27). Aristotle agrees that

it is not necessary, but holds that

it is useful (5 (8). 5. 13391:: 30).

a It is easy to see how a reader,

starting from the average level of

Greek prejudice, would find him

self gradually led on by this

inquiry to more enlightened views

of education, and how much of

the traditional skill of a Socratic

dialogue, though not its grace, has

passed into Aristotle’s handling of

aporetic discussion. Antipater

praised him for his persuasiveness

(Plutarch, Alcib. et Coriol. compar.

c. 3, mph: 702; fihhots' 5 dvr‘lp mi 16

midst” sixev). To a Greek the

appeal to oi dpxaiot would be as

convincing as it is the reverse to

ourselves.
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they may learn the needful physical exercises and accom- over firsttp

plishments.’

Aristotle would, however, reform yvpvao-nmj. Some, he TP‘BIKT'I

says, of the States which paid most attention to the educa- ZZZMW.

tion of the young gave them a physical training fit rather e‘éerré_m“st

for professional athletes than for future citizens, fatal to formed,

beauty of form1 and physical growth—fatal also, if we look

back to another passage (4 16. 1335 b 5 sqq.), to fitness

for political activity and to health and vigourz. The

Lacedaemonians also erred, though in a different way:

their system produced, not gluttonous, sleepy athletes, but

fierce, wild, wolf-like men, for courage, they held, went

with this temper, which Aristotle deniesa: the bravest

men are not, he says, fierce but gentle; true courage, we

learn in the Nicomachean Ethics (3. 11), goes with that

love of Tb Kaho'v, which marks the best type of manhood.

Thus, even if the production of this one virtue, courage,

were fit to be made the sole or chief end of yvpvao-nxfi,

the Lacedaemonian State did not practise yvpvaa-rmrj in the

right way to produce it. In fact, by giving its sons an

excessive gymnastic training and adding no sufficient in

struction in necessary attainments, this State did that

which it least wished to do—it made them ,Bduavaot“, for

‘ De Gen. An. 4. 3. 768b 29— chares). Thebes was as fa

mous for its devotion to ‘yvpmaa

2 Euripides had said the same

thing in the well-known fragment

of his Autolycus (Fr. 284 Nauck),

and Plato (Rep. 404A): Epami

nondas also (Plutarch, Reg. et

Imperat. Apophth. p. 192 C—D,

75):! 86‘ d‘n'hl'rév 66in! dwé¢nwcu ail/at

'rb a-éipa ysyvpvacrps'vou oz'm a'GAq-rl

K5): #611011 dhhz‘l Kai a'rpa-nw'rmér'

1311‘) Kai rois‘ wohuoépxom 31m

Aépet). Philip of Macedon is

reported to have compared the

speeches of Demosthenes to sol

diers and those of Isocrates to

athletes ([Plutarch], Decem Ora

torurn Vitae, p. 845 D: see A.

Schafer’s note, Demosthenes I.

293, and Diet. of Greek and

Roman Biography, art. Cleo

rucr'] as Athens was the reverse

(Diod. 17. 11. 4: Xen. Mem. 3.

5. 15), and .it is perhaps to it

that Aristotle here refers. The

Thebans, however, were splendid

soldiers, as may be seen from

Diodorus’ striking narrative of

their ill-advised and fatal, but

noble resistance to Alexander

(Diod. 17. cc. 9—14).

s Cp. Eth. Nic. 3.1!. 1116b 24,

where the courage of a wounded

animal is distinguished from true

courage, and Plato, Rep. 430 B.

4 Cp. [Plato], Erastae, I36

A—B. There was a proverb,

e’hevespub'rspos E-rra'p'rris‘ (LeutSCh

and Schneidewin, Paroemiographi

Graeci, 1. 246: 2. 393).
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it fitted them for the discharge of only one political func

tion, and for that less well than other States, if we may

judge by the defeats which the Lacedaemonians have suf

fered in the field, since they have had to contend with

antagonists equally devoted to gymnastic training.

Thus Aristotle accepts yvpvao-rixfi on condition of being

allowed to reform it. It must learn to take a truer view of

its social function ; it must increase men’s physical strength

without unfitting them for the public labours of a citizen or

injuring the health ; it must be so regulated as to be pro

ductive, not of mere fierceness, but of true courage, and

not of courage only, for it must lay the foundation of a

generalized excellence culminating in reason.

\(Vltl'l this aim Aristotle refuses to impose on boys who

have not yet arrived at puberty any but light and easy

forms of physical training 1, and postpones apparently all

other studies till after this epoch, at which yvjwao-rimj is to

be abandoned for three years, and the studies of reading

and writing, drawing and music to be begunz. These

studies are to be dropped in their turn at the expiration

of the three years’ term, and now for the first time

'yvaaa-rimj is to be studied in its sterner form with its

accompaniments of severe labour and a special diet. As

1 Contrast the view of Plato,

Rep. 536 E 2 oi ps‘v ydp 1'05 orb/ia

1'09 mil/0!. Big wouotipsvot xeipov

oi/BE‘V To o'iiiita cinsp-yiig'ovraz, \l/vxfi

86‘ Biaioil 01,186’11 mevoi/ juienjm.

'Aiiqafi; 34:1]. Mr) roivvv fiiq, sine”,
Z) dpw'rs, roll/s raider ('11 1'01; padrj—

pamu, rihhd 1rai§orras 'rps'dk. Aris

totle says on the contrary (5. (8).

4- 1338 b 4°)—#5XPL P'é" yap fi/ivs

Kov¢drspa 'yviu/a'ma 1rpoo‘oto'1's'ou,

Tr‘ji/ Biaiov rpotpr‘jv Kai roizr nptis dwi'y

Krjv Tro'i/ovc dzrei'p-yovrar, iva pqdév

c’pm'iidiou {j wpos riilu aiférja'w.

"‘ Cp. 5 (8). 4. I339a 4, Gray 6‘

qu' fjfi'fr]: 31-1; rpi'a irpi‘zs‘ 'rois dition

pafir'jpam' 'ye'vmv'rai. It is not dis

tinctly said in this passage that

other studies than that of gymnas

tic are to be delayed till puberty,

but we learn in 1338b 40 that

boys are to be trained in gymnas

tic in the period preceding puberty,

and Aristotle’s principle is that

the simultaneous exaction of men

tal and bodily labour is a mistake

(1339a 7 sqq.). Zeller (Gr. Ph. 2.

2. 737. 4) thinks that philosophical

(wissenschaftlich) teaching is in

cluded among the studies referred

to in 1339 a 5, but perhaps we

can hardly infer so much from

the use of the word ’o‘uivma in

1339a 7, and Aristotle’s principle

seems rather to be to postpone

the education of the reason, and

to devote the years of youth to

physical training and the training

of the 6pé§eis, though, no doubt,

the 6pé§etr are to be trained with

a view to the ultimate development

of reason.
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before, so now, it is to be studied by itself, for the simul

taneous exaction of mental and physical effort must be

studiously avoided (5 4. 1339 a 7 sqq.)1.

We note in Aristotle’s reform of 'yvpvao'nxfi the same

aim as we shall trace in his reform of the musical education

of the citizen. Neither yvpvao-rixfi nor uomnmj should be

cultivated with a view to the attainment of technical skill

or an one-sided excellence; the aim should rather be to

lay the foundations of the broad excellence of the anovoa'ios‘,

a many-sided and evenly developed being, healthy and

undistorted in body and mind.

At this point Aristotle recurs to the subject of music, Aristotle

with respect to which all that he has discovered is that

those who first made a place for it in education did so

to supply the evident need of mankind to possess a means exactvalue,

of using leisure nobly (1337 b 29 sqq.). He will now push :ggufi‘z've

his inquiries about it a little farther, and the first question concern

that arises is, what is its exact function or value, and withwhat view should We concern ourselves with it? It natur

ally occurs to us that he has already answered this question,

and that it is with a view to occupation in leisure that music

should be studied; but in fact all that he has said is that

this was the aim of those who first introduced its study;

we shall find as we go on that this is far from being the

only purpose answered by music.

Is it, he asks, to be studied as a source of relaxation

and recreation? Is it, like sleep or the convivial use of

wine (pe’Gn), a thing not in itself connected with virtue2

(16v cr-novfiai’wv), but pleasant and a balm for care? Or

1 Cp. Plato, Rep. 537 B. Yet a

different view seems to be ascribed

to Plato by Plutarch (de Tuenda

Sanitate Praecepta, c. 2 5)—6p6&:

0511 6 HAé-rwv napgjvso's, Mfi'rs 06mm

Kweiv rive-u \Irvxr'js pr'rre \I/vxr‘yv {ii/cu

coir/Juror, dhh' oiév 1111a a'vvaidos

Zo'oppom'av diaqSuhd-r'rew.

2 21rov8nia are connected with

e’flalve'rri in Eth. Nic. 7.2. 1145 b 8 :

Aristot. Fragm. 83. I490a 4o: cp.

also Eth. Nic. I. 13. 1102b 7,

(ip'yia 'ydp c'o'rw 6 ii-zrvos‘ 'rfis \l/vxfis,

,1; M'ye-rat a'1rov8aia Kai ¢a137\r].

The tests of 'n‘) mroaniov, however,

appear best from Eth. Nic. 7. 15.

115421 31 sqq.: 10. 6. 11772. 3.

In Xen. Mem. 4. 4. 1412116 word

is used in a broader and less

technical sense.
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does it act on the character, and contribute to virtue by

creating through habituation the power of finding pleasure

in the things in which we ought to find pleasure? Or is

it good for the rational use of leisure and for intellectual

aptitude (oraywyfiv Kal. ¢po'v'qo-Lv)?

Its use in education can hardly be justified on the first

and third grounds, for learning music is not recreation to

boys, and the rational use of leisure is not for them. But

it may be said that they learn in youth, in order to pro

vide a recreation for themselves in manhood. But then

why should they learn to sing and play themselves, for

there is more recreation to be gained from following the

king of Persia’s example, and listening to first-rate pro

fessional players, than from playing and singing oneself,

necessarily in a less excellent manner? If we can only

get recreation from music by learning to play and sing in

youth, must we not learn to cook in youth, in order to

enjoy cookery in after-years? The same difficulty arises,

if we take the view that music improves the character and

tends to virtue, for the Lacedaemonians claim to be able to

distinguish noble music from music of an opposite kind

without having learned to sing or play in youth. And so

again, if we account music a liberal occupation for leisure,

we fail to discover why boys should be taught to sing or

play, for Zeus, we know, finds employment in leisure in

lz'slenhzg to music; he is never made by the poets to sing

or play himself 1. In fact, we call men who sing and play

fidvavo'ot, and hold that the performance of music is un

worthy of a man, unless he is in his cups or in sport.

Later on, we shall find that Aristotle sees a way of

escape from these perplexities, and is able to clear away

the doubts which he has started with regard to the Greek

custom of learning in youth to sing and to play on some

musical instrument 2. Boys, he will discover, are to learn

1 An early poet, however, seems pe'tro‘oww 6' épxei-ro warijp dvdpé‘w

to have represented him as danc- re Quin: 1's.

ing: cp. Athen. Deipn. 22 C, E17- 2 It was not universal. As we

MM: 6% 6 Kopivdtos 1‘7 'Apx-rivor rbv see, the Spartans did not common

Ala ripxotipevriv 1rov napéyet, he'ymv ly learn in youth to smg or play.
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singing and playing, not in order to sing and play when

they are men, but in order that, as boys, they may ex

perience the full educating power of music—which cannot

be experienced without practice in youth (1340 b 23), let

the Lacedaemonians say what they may—and as men, may

get all the good from music that it is capable of giving,

by using it not only for recreation, but also for the pur

gation of the emotions (Kdfiapms) and for the employment

of leisure (oiaywy'rj).

But, for all that appears at present, Aristotle’s discussion

of the question whether boys should be taught to sing and

play has led only to the negative conclusion, that whatever

the function of music may be, the practice seems hard of

defence; and he drops the subject—he had slipped, indeed,

into a discussion of it unawares—foreseeing that he will be

in a better position to deal with it, when he has considered

another question, started at the beginning of the fifth

chapter (1339 a 14), what the function of music exactly

is, and whether it is a means of education or recreation, or

an intellectual occupation for leisure (5iaywy1j).

There are plausible grounds, he says, for assigning to it all It is Plea

three functions. It is pleasure-giving, and therefore suitableboth for recreation and for the rational use of leisure, for such refresh"

_ _ _ _ _ ment and

an use of leisure should have 1n it something of pleasure, 1f recreation;

The sons of kings were taught rid

ing and the art of war (3. 4. 1277 a

18), and in this spirit Themistocles

prided himself on his ignorance of

the lyre (Plutarch, Themist. c. 2:

Cic. Tusc. Disp. 1. 2. 4), and had

his son Cleophantus made a

‘famous horseman’ (Plato, Meno

93 D). Pericles, on the contrary,

learnt music of Damon (Plutarch,

Pericl. c. 4). The Arcadians, as

Polybius tells us in an interesting

passage of his history (4. 20 sqq.),

almost universally learnt to sing,

which probably implies that they

learnt also to play. The Thebans

generally were devoted to the afiltds

(Plutarch, Pelop. c. 19), but

Epaminondas used the harp

(Cic. Tusc. Disp. 1. 2. 4). The

Cynics discountenanced all the

generally accepted studies : cp.

Diog. Laert. 6. IO3—4,1raparrofivral.

dé Kai rz‘i r'th'iKMa pafir'jpara' 'ypoip

para 'yofiv pr) pal/drivva Edna-Kev 6

’Awwds'wys 1’01): o'zixppovas yew/46'

vovr, lefl. pr) draarpe'tpow-ro “roir (into

rpt'mr' neplatpoiio-L 86‘ Knl 'yscope'rpi'av

Kai [AOUG'IKY‘III Kai mivra r11 'romfi'ra . . .

Hpbr 'n'w c'mdukvuvra ailrté povmkrjv

Ed»; (6 Ate-yc'vrls),

'ywb/zmr 'yrip dudpibv 6:3 pév oZKoiiv

'rm mike”,

61’! 8' oiKos‘, 01’; \Irahpoio'l. Kai repe

rinjmmv.

Aristotle also wishes to develope

'yvdipr), but he holds that in youth

this is best accomplished indi

rectly through a training in p.01)

o'zKr'].
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it is both also something of nobility. So that one might find in its

$812522? pleasurableness alone without going any further, a reason

ham? snit- for teaching music to the young. For it is one of those

itinfi :se harmlessly pleasurable things which not only contribute to

the end of life (aléatpovi’a), but also afford recreation after

be wen, labour. And as men take recreation often, but are rarely

tgetrgglrf' in fruition of the end, there is utility in having the pleasures

the young of music at our command for recreation. Indeed, men

filiglar’fthc often make recreation the end of life, for the end has a.

sake Ofifs kind of pleasure connected with it and so has recreation,

future use . . -

in recrea- and men in their quest of the pleasure of the end mistake

the pleasure of recreation for it: there is, in fact, really a

resemblance between the pleasure of recreation and the

end, for both are desirable for nothing subsequent and

beyond them; the pleasures of recreation are desirable by

reason of past toill. Music then may be resorted to as

affording the pleasures of recreation, and also for its utility

as a means of refreshment after toil, but may it not be

merely an accident of music to be serviceable in these

Ihtsxjér ways? May not its essential nature be something higherz,

as ssour’ce and ought we not to look for something more from it than

2:131:31: that widely shared kind of pleasure, of which human beings

all ages and characters are susceptible? Is it nottion is, Of

Perhaps’ capable of acting on the character (17609) and the soul? This

subor

dinaée at"? would clearly be the case, if under its influence we assume

I H a I . .iicessemial thls or that variety of character. That we do so, may be

value lies
rather in proved by pointing to the effect of the melodies of Olympus,

its power the (perhaps mythical) Phrygian musician, in producing

mmfluence enthusiasm (évdovtrtao-ltds), or even to the effect of mere

the cha- ' ‘ _

imitative sounds Without tune or rhythms.
racter. That music

1 See Sus.”, Note 1038, who

notices that in Eth. Nic. IO. 6.

1176b 27 sqq., as Doring had re—

marked, a somewhat different view

is expressed, and offers a recon

ciliation of the two passages.

'-' just as in the Nicomachean

Ethics the true nature of Friend

ship is found neither in its

pleasurableness nor in its utility,

but in the fact that it stands in a

close relation to virtue, so here the

same thing is shown to be true of

Music.

3 ‘Ut sl quis voce etiam sine

cantu et rythmis iratum, exempli

gratia, aut miserescentem imite

tur, audientes solent eisdem affec

tibus commoveri’ (Sepulveda,

has)
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possesses the accidental quality of being pleasurable, is an

additional argument in favour of its use in education, for

virtue has to do with taking pleasure in the right things,

and hence the very thing the youthful mind needs to be

taught and habituated to do is to distinguish, and take

pleasure in, noble characters and action 1. Now music

brings before us in its melodies and rhythms more vividly

than anything else can, images (6pou6ham) of anger and

gentleness, of courage and temperance and their opposites,

and of every ethieal state. To learn to feel pain and plea

sure in reference to the musical image is to learn to feel in

the same way about the original of which it is a reproduc

tion. In things which appeal to other senses than the ear

ethical suggestion is either entirely absent, as in the case

of things we touch or taste 2, or it is not largely present, as

in the case of objects of sight—I say not largely (Aristotle

continues), for figures and colours are suggestive'in this

way, but not to any great extent, and all men possess a

perception of their significance, whatever their age or worth

or characters. They are also rather indications than images

of ethical states, and indeed they are not so much indi

cations of ethical states (r6311 1566311) or of anything connected

with the soul, as indications given by the bodily frame

under the influence of emotion (év 'ro'is miGsa-w) 4. Still we

need not deny statues and pictures all ethical influence 5,

1 Plato had said the same thing,

as Aristotle remarks in the Nico

machean Ethics (2. 2. r104 b

r 1 sq.). Ramsauer refers to Laws

653A: Rep. 401, adding—‘nec

tamen ideo negandum brevius

eiusdem dictum fortasse e scholis

eius inter discipulos notum fuisse.’

" This solves the difficulty

raised in I 339a 39, why cookery

has not just as good a claim to

be studied in youth as music.

3 It is implied that a perception

shared by slaves and children and

worthless men cannot be one of a

very elevated character (cp. c. 5.

1340a 25qq. : c. 6. 1341 a 15 sqq.).

4 This would seem to be the

meaning of 13403. 34, m2 rafi-r’

('U'riv e'rrl (or mind) 1'05 O'tifllfl'rOQ s’v

rei; midwiv, but these words have

been interpreted in many different

ways.

5 Plato probably agreed with

Aristotle in ‘estimating the prac

tical influence of sculptors and

architects upon the national cha

racter as less important than that

of poets and musicians’ (Mr. R.

L. Nettleship, Hellenica, p. 117).

He had, however, in the Republic

(400 D—4OI D)found images (ntnfi~

para) of ethical characteristics,

not only in music, but in the pro

ducts of painting, weaving, build

ing, and other arts. Aristotle
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and so far as they possess any, it will be well for the young

to be brought into contact rather with the works of artists

who express moral character in their productions, such as

Polygnotus, than with those of Pauson. But melodies need

no help from anything else to reproduce, not merely to

indicate, varieties of character, and this is clear from the

impression they make on us, for melodies are connected

with harmonies, and one harmony makes us feel quite

differently from another: the mixo-Lydian harmony winds

us up to a high-strung mood of lamentation, the more

relaxed ones let us down to an easier state of mind,

while the Doric harmony stands midway between these

two extremes, and the Phrygian produces strong excitation

of feeling. So too as to rhythms: some are quiet, others

are suggestive of movement, and of the latter some are

suggestive of vulgar, others of more noble movement. If

music has this power, it must be used in the education of

youth. It is indeed especially suitable for youth, for at

that age we take willingly to nothing that has not sweet

ness. The soul seems also to have some kinship with

harmonies and rhythms: many wise men call the soul

a harmony, and others say that it possesses harmony.

But should music be learnt by learning oneself to play

and sing? It is not easy, whatever the Lacedaemonians

may say (1339b 2), to become a good judge of music1

in any other way. The study of music will not make men

Bévavaot—on the contrary, it will be an aid to virtue—

if they practise it only up to a certain point and up

to a certain age, and use the right kind of instruments.

As to learn

ing to sing

and play,

it is not

easy to

become a

good judge

of music

without

having

done so,

perhaps intends tacitly to correct eye, and perhaps he is right ‘in

this view in the passage analysed

in the text. He seems to us hardly

to'do full justice to the capabilities

of formative art, or indeed of

stage-acting, to say nothing of

gestures, looks, and the like, in

respect of ethical influence. L.

Schmidt holds (Ethik der alten

Griechen, I. 207), that the Greek

mind and heart received its

strongest impressions through the

this, but ethical influence, in Aris

totle’s view, finds its way rather

through the channel of the ear.

‘ Aristotle means by a good

judge of music a man who adds

to technical knowledge, or at all

events the knowledge of the 1rs1rm

Swpéuos, a capability of recogniz

ing ennobling music and of distin

guishing it from music of an

opposite kind.
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Anything like a professional study of music (rexvmi; but the

waifiei’a) must be avoided by those who are to become

fit soldiers and citizens of the best State. They must

practice of

music and

singing

~ be. . t

carry the practice of music far enough to get above the affine“,

level of that undeveloped musical taste which is commonthe years of

youth, and

to all men and even to some of the lower animalsl; far must not

enough to learn to take pleasure in noble—by which Aris

totle means ennobling—music, but yet not to the point certain

attained in professional competitions or to that of attempt

ing the mechanical achievements, the fashion of which has

passed from those competitions to education 2. We can

have nothing to do with any form of musical study that

will interfere with the military and political activity which

is to come later in the lives of our citizens, or that will

make the physique unfit for such work. As to the instru

ments to be used, pipes (ailei') and all instruments suitable

to professional virtuosz', such as the cithara, are to be pro

hibited. The ai’Mo's‘ is not an ethical agent for the develop

ment of the character, but orgiastic for the excitation and

purgation of emotion; it excludes the use of the voices,

and thus involves the loss of an element of education.

1 Stags, mares, dolphins (Plu

tarch, Symposiaca, 7. 5. 2. 704 F).

When Aristotle is said in this

passage of Plutarch to have

regarded the pleasures of sight

and hearing as peculiar to man

(doKtI dz' pot pqu’prw-ore'hrjs airiq.

Butat'a ras nepi Hr'av Kai dxpiiainv

si'nraaei'as' drrohi'mv riKpaai'ar, (in

pouar dvdpmmKar oiia'as‘ mi: 8'

r'i'iihair Kai 1a dqpia ¢iiinv E'Xov-ra -

xprjirflm Kai Kowmvsiv), we must

suppose that, if his opinion is

correctly stated, he is speaking of

their higher forms.

2 This resembles the view ex

pressed by one of the interlocutors

in the Erastae ascribed to Plato

(135 C-i36 B). Here also we

find how much reluctance there

was to connect liberal education

with anything approaching Xu

poup'yt'a (X35 B). The Cynic

Diogenes had spoken of the con

tests at the festivals of Dionysus

as its-ydiia Gailjmra pmpois‘ (Diog.

Laert. 6. 24).

3 This was one of Alcibiades’

objections to the use of the (11,1)“7'9;

he objected to it also on account

of its distortion of the face and its

consequent unsuitableness for a

man of breeding. Cp. Plut. Alcib.

c. 2, 31': 35‘ 1'41! us‘v hi'ipau 1",“: xpw

pe'vq) o'vutpds'yyecrdm Kai (rudder-v,

roll 8' at”)th e'ma'ropifciv Kai d1ro

¢pdrrew gKGU'I'OII rrjv 1's dmwr‘jv Kai

1'61! )tiiyov a'tfiaipoi'ipevov. “Ai’litsi'rw

can! 061/,” Fri)”, “ GqBai'nw wait)“, 01';

yap io'airt dtohr'ysoeat' flail! iii rois

'Aflqvaiots, (he oi 1rn're'pcr he'youa-iv,

a'pxrrye'ns'Adrjvfi Kai narpqioc 'A'n'dh

haw Early, (luv 1’] p.511 ippnlle 'rbv ai’liidw,

6 8E Kai rbv ai'liinrr‘jil s'Es'detpe.”

Aristotle hints that the objection

of Athene to the ai’iliés was based

be carried

beyond a

point: the

instruments

used must

also be the

right ones.
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We have not yet, however, said (Aristotle continues, c. 7.

1341 b 19) whether all harmonies and rhythms should be

used with a view to education or only some of them, nor

whether the answer we give to this question will hold also

for those who are learning to sing and play with an educa—

tional object, or, on the other hand, whether in their case

the further question will not have to be considered, what is

the relative educational value of rhythm and of melody,

and whether music good in rhythm or good in melody

should be preferred 1. Those who desire a full treatment

of these questions must be referred to the works of those

musicians and philosophical inquirers on the subject of

musical education who have dealt with them: we can only

treat of them in outline.

gig: Philosophers have divided melodies into three classes—

usedinedm ethical melodies (1’10uw’i), those connected with action (WPaK

rind), and those which stir enthusiasm (év00wiaormd)—and

rectly have allotted a particular kind of harmony to each; and

5,1,12,53,65 we have recognized that music should be used for many

are ethical, purposes—for education, for the purging of the emotions

22:3,, (Kdfiapo-is), for the intellectual use of leisure (5iaywy17’), and for

or snthusi' recreation. We shall accordingly find an use for all three

astlc, each _ , . .

50,111,,ng klnds of harmonies, but we shall use With a V1ew to educa

g‘r‘iztlépfig'b tion only those which are most ethical, and reserve the

tnony of two other kinds for occasions when we listen to the per

formances of others, instead of playing ourselves. For

view to though it might be thought that harmonies which arouse

(1 ~ ti n . . .fhggeah§,_ feelings of enthusiasm or fear or pity, and purge these

mgirlifisare emotions, are useful only to a few over-fraught spirits, this

\v u I I

most ethi- 1s not really so: all are more or less in need of leSIC of

calammbe this kind and relieved by it 2. The melodies also which

preferred,

on graver grounds than its inci- valuable for their educational

dental distortion of a handsome effect, so that the educational

face (I34Ib 4sqq.). value of a harmony is not the

1 It would seem, in fact, from only thing to be considered in the

the close of c. 7 (1342b 29 sqq.), choice of music to be practised

that boys learning to sing and by those learning to sing and

play should practise harmonies play.

like the Lydian, which are at once 2 Contrast Plato’s view of the

suitable to their tender age and effect of poetry which calls forth
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purge emotion are similarly productive of innocent pleasure. such as the

Melodies and harmonies of this nature may therefore be 322;}, {or

allowed to professional show-performers. Nay more, we the other

must make provision for the inferior type of auditor which Eg‘fitfifjh

cannot fail to be found in a State in which artisans and Musicis

day-labourers will have to exist; we must not leave these illizfgtlrr—giug

classes without musical entertainments and competitionssuitable for their moments of recreation. For audiences of intellectual

this kind the use of an inferior kind of music is allowable,

but only for them. With a view to education the Doric a"? recre

harmony is to be used, and any other which those who

have studied both philosophy and music may recommend. a???“

The Doric harmony is at once the quietest and the most used.

expressive of manliness; it is also a mean bctween ex

tremes, neither too high-strung in feeling nor too relaxed.

The Phrygian harmony, which had met with approval from

Plato in the Republic, is held by Aristotle to be unfit for

use in education, as being nearly akin to the atlho's‘ and the

dithyramb, and expressive of Bacchic excitement.

A few other remarks follow, and then the Fifth Book

breaks off without entering on the subject of rhythms,

which had been announced for treatment.

The whole discussion shows how powerful was the On Aris:

influence of music on the Greek mind, and how closely $5382“

its influence had been studied; ‘ethical’ melodies had andits

been parted off from those which stimulated to actionluses'

and from those again which at once excited and purged

strong emotion (Rep. 605 quq.). speaks. If we may trust Aris

He regards it as simply weaken

ing to the character, whereas

Aristotle sees that both it (Poet. 6.

1449 b 27) and music of a similar

kind have their use. On the other

hand, in Laws 790 C-791 B, Plato

goes far to anticipate the view of

Aristotle, though it is rather to

physical movement, or physical

movement accompanied by music,

than to music alone, that be ap

pears to ascribe the soothing and

calming influences of which he

toxenus, the notion of Kriéaprnc

by music originated with the

Pythagoreans (Aristox. Fr. 24:

Miller, Fr. Hist. Gr. 2. 280, of

Hvda'yoptxot', (l)? Erin; ’pr-rriEex/or,

Kaflépo'cr. s’xprinrro r00 név o'aima-ros

did rijr farpmijs, 11']: 6% {my}: du‘z

rfis' povo'lejr).

1 Oarsmen, reapers, and vine

dressers (Philodem. de Musica, 4.

8. quq.) found encouragement,

when at work, in music, no doubt

of this kind.
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emotion, with a distinctness quite unfamiliar to ourselves.

‘We only want a closer analysis to detect the same

qualities in our own composers. Much of the best music

we now hear is unduly exciting; it feeds vain long

ings, indefinite desires, sensuous regrets 1.’ Aristotle, we

see, is careful to keep the minds of the young out of

the way of exciting or enervating music, and to use in

their education quiet airs expressive of manly feeling.

Not all the tunes, perhaps not all the hymn-tunes we

use in the education of the young, would be approved

by him.

He differs from Plato in recognizing a variety of

legitimate uses for music. Plato had tolerated it in the

Republic only so far as it contributes to virtue. Aristotle

tries to see it in its whole relation to human life. It is a

source of harmless pleasure and has legitimate claims to

recognition on this ground 2. It is ‘sweet after toil ’——a plea

surable and restful recreation for the wearied. It is, like

tragedy (Poet. 6. 1449 b 27), a means of freeing the ‘o’er

fraught heart’ from an excessive accumulation of emotion.

In it, again, we have a means of making an intellectual use

of leisure. It is, lastly, of use in forming the character. It

brings before us, more vividly than the ‘hints’ (anneia) of

painting and sculpture, ‘images’ (opowipa-ra) of character and

action, and if care is taken in the early years of life that

the character and action reproduced in the music practised

are good, it habituates the mind to the love of that which

is good and noble and to a distaste for that which is not

so. In order fully to understand the importance of the

part assigned by Aristotle to music in the development

of the anovfiaios, we must bear in mind that to him, unlike

some modern moralists, a man is not really virtuous unless

he finds pleasure in the exercise of virtue. It is precisely

this identification of the good and the pleasurable that

music is the earliest means of producing.

E; See Mr. Mahaffy, Old Greek of the institution of several pro

'ucatlon p. 73. perty (2. 5. 1263a 40 sqq.).

‘ He had said the same thing
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For each of these purposes Music has appropriate

melodies, harmonies, and instruments. For education we

must use only the most ‘ ethical’ melodies, the Dorian har

mony 1, and the lyre. But it does not follow that we must

with Plato expel from the State all melodies, harmonies,

and instruments, that are not fit for educational use.

Aristotle goes so far as to allow, even in his best State, of

the use, in public entertainments and competitions, of

music suitable to the taste of auditors of an inferior type,

feeling quite secure that his citizens will not be corrupted

by it, for they will find it repulsive and not attractive to

their well-trained taste. The music that will please them

will be ennobling music; they will not need to be

guarded as if they were children from every possibility

of harm (cp. 4 17. 1336b 21—23). Aristotle desires to

give music, as he also desires to give tragedy and even

comedy, its full natural verge and scope. He is more

careful than Plato had been not to impoverish the life

of his State, or to curtail its opportunities of making

a rational use of leisure; he wishes its enjoyment of the

goods of civilized existence to be full and complete.

Aristotle’s scheme of education, in the form in which it On Aris

has come down to us, closes abruptly without even com
of

pleting the subject of music, for as to the rhythms which education.

are to be used and as to the relative educational value

of rhythm and tune we are left altogether in the dark,

though we look for some treatment of both these subjects

(cp. c. 7. 1341 b 24 sqq.). We hear nothing with regard

to the use of' poetry or dancing in education—subjects

which Plato had considered at length—nor is anything

said with regard to the use of prose-recitation, which

Plato had recommended in the Laws. \Vhen the subject

of Poetry comes to be treated in the Poetics, we find it

treated not from a social or educational, but from a

1 This rule appears to be so far commended in the case of boys

modified in c. 7. 1342b 29 sqq., learning to sing and play.

that the Lydian harmony is re

VOL. I. B b
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literary point of view. Above all, the inquiry breaks off

before the culminating epoch of education is reached—

that in which the reason is developed, not indirectly

through the likings, but directly. Our latest glimpse

of the youthful object of Aristotle's care is obtained at

the moment when at the age of 19 or thereabouts he

is committed for the first time to the tender mercies of

the sterner form of YUMUQO'TLK‘Ij, and left, we do not exactly

know for what period, but probably till the age of 21, in

the hands of the gymnastic trainer. We cannot tell

whether Aristotle was about to follow the example of

Plato1 and to crown his scheme of early education with

a long course of philosophical study, but some direct

training of the reason was probably intended to begin

at 212.

The main novelty in Aristotle’s treatment of the subject

of education, if we compare it with Plato's, seems to be his

fuller and more reasoned adoption of the principle that its

successive stages are to be adjusted to those of the physical

and psychological development of the individuals—that the

body, the appetites, and the reason are to be successively

taken in hand as they successively develope, but that the

training of the body should be such as to develope healthy

appetites, and the training of the appetites such as to

develope the reason. His scheme consequently differs from

those of Plato“ in making gymnastic training of the right

kind the main business of the earlier years of life, in

‘ Rep- 537sqq- _ to the principle laid down in the

NiComachean Ethics.2 As Aristotle does not, like

Plato, find the root of right con

duct in speculative insight, but

distinguishes the sources of ¢p6w1

ms and maple, it would have been

interesting to know by what train

ing of the reason he proposed to

develope (ppm/"ms. Perhaps, if

we were in possession of his views

on this subject, we might find that

in relation to it, no less than in

his treatment of practical philoso

phy generally, he would adhere

less closely than we might expect

3 Plato had already said (Laws

653) that the tastes and disposi

tion of boys must be trained before

their reason is trained.

* See Sus.2, Note 970, for a

sketch of the schemes of education

set forth by Plato in the Republic

and Laws. Plato’s scheme of

education in the Republic is, it

should be observed, intended for

(bf/halts: and fipxovres—AristOIIlelS

for citizens generally.
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beginning other training later—at puberty instead of the

age of 10, as in the State of the Laws (809 E)—and in

devoting only three years instead of six or more to ‘studies

other than that of gymnastics’ (ron dMow padripawi, 54- 1339 a 4 sqq.)

They both, however, agree in the important view that

school is a place for forming the tastes and giving a right

direction to the appetites and likings, for inspiring a love

of all that is noble and a distaste for that which is the

reverse, rather than for pouring in knowledge or directly

developing the reason, though Plato finds room before

the age of 18 (which Aristotle cannot positively be said

to do) for the beginnings of mathematical education.

Hence it is that gymnastic and music are accepted by

them as the main means of education in youth. Looking

forward as they both perhaps did to a long course of

education carried on till middle life 1, they did not need to

make youth a time for the rapid acquisition of a mass of

positive knowledge. They held that the main business of

school-education is the formation of the tastes and cha

racter, and that the studies which are in place at school are

studies adapted to this end 2. Music was pre-eminently

such a study 3. The Greek youth was evidently unused to

1 This cannot be proved as to

Aristotle, but it is very probable.

If we feel instinctively inclined to

reject the idea of an education

such as that designed by Plato,

which did not close, at any rate

for the 41172, till 35, we must bear

in mind that the ancients not un

frequently became the pupils of

instructors in rhetoric and philo

sophy at a ripe age, that Plato and

Aristotle held years and experience

to be needed for the study of some

of the sciences, and that oral in

struction came more naturally to

many Greeks than the reading of

books, all the more so that it was

usually conjoined with conversa

tional discussion.

2 Plato speaks in one passage

(Rep. 498 B) as if the main thing

in the case of boys were to secure

a sound and healthy body—[1.6L

pcima pe‘v {iv-m Kai. 1mian #upaKubdry
natdeiav Kai ¢1A0|TO¢IIGII [def] pern

xctpi(eadal, 115v 're rrmpé-rmv e’v qi

Bhao'roivn 'rs Kai dvdpofi'ral. all pdha

E’WLPGASZUGGL, imrlpeo'iav ¢0w¢m¢iq

Krwjzévovs' 1rpowz'10'rls 6E 'rrjs‘ fihucins‘,

e’v 1'] drop) rehcofia'dai dpxe'rm,

e'm-rei'usw 1'21 s'Ksimys‘ 'yviwrioua. Plu

tarch, unlike Aristotle, would

have children ‘accustomed from

their earliest years to receive their

lessons and instruction mingled

with philosophic reason, that so

they may come at last as kind and

familiar friends to philosophy ’ (de

Recta Ratione Audiendi, c. 2).

3 The argument is occasionally

used at the present day, that

literature is preferable to physical

Bb2
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the hard intellectual efforts, which later ages with more or

less success have sought to impose upon boys, and the

attractiveness of music was a fact in its favour. It was

attractive, and yet powerful as a means of imperceptibly

winning the mind to virtue. A boy needs to be won to the

side of virtue long before his reason can be appealed to,

and this can be done through music. Music reproduces

character, and one who has learnt in youth to love noble

music will have learnt with the help of the musical image

(lipoi’wua) to love all that is noble in character and action.

Premature attempts to make a boy understand why this

or that is right are out of place: let him learn to love

what is right first and wait till later to learn why it is so.

Enough will have been done, if at twenty-one years of age

he turns out to possess a robust, agile, and healthy

physique, correct likings, and a disposition to which all

that is ignoble is distasteful.

Aristotle’s scheme of youthful education stands in marked

contrast to that plan of encyclopaedic study which Milton

sketches in his treatise on Education, and still more to the

training which the late Mr. j. S. Mill appears to have re

ceived from his father. As its outcome at the age of twenty

one, we may imagine a bronzed and hardy youth, healthy in

body and mind, lithe and active, able to bear hunger and hard

physical labour, skilled in wrestling, running, and leaping,

but also able to sing and play the lyre, not untouched by

studies which awake in men the interests of civilized beings

and prepare them for a right use of leisure in after-years,

and though burdened with little knowledge, possessed of

an educated sense of beauty and an ingrained love of what

is noble and hatred of all that is the reverse. He would

be more cultured and human than the best type of young

Spartan, more physically vigorous and more reverential,

though less intellectually developed, than the best type of

young Athenian—a nascent soldier and servant of the State,

science and mathematics as a sub- Plato and Aristotle use this argu

ject of youthful education, because ment in favour of music.

of its influence on the character.
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not, like most young Athenians of ability, a nascent orator.

And as he would only be half—way through his education at

an age at which many Greeks had finished theirs, he would

be more conscious of his own immaturity. l/Ve feel at

once how different he would be from the clever lads who

swarmed at Athens, youths with an infinite capacity for

picking holes and capable of saying something plausible

on every subject under the sun.

The aim of Aristotle is to produce a man who will be

capable of playing successively a number of different parts

-—of being first a soldier, and then a ruler or judge or

philosopher, in his best State. He does not educate with a

view to private life, or in the way most likely to develope

one-sided genius, but rather with the aim of building up an

ensemble of character suited to the ideal society and to the

duties which it successively imposes on the citizen.

Education with us is so inseparable from instruction and

the communication of knowledge, that we can hardly enter

into a scheme which finds so little time in youth for

serious intellectual study, and makes its main aim till

the age of twenty-one the formation of the tastes and

character—a matter which we deal with only indirectly.

Aristotle declines to give a direct training to the intellect,

till he has first laid a solid foundation of character. In his

view the object of youthful education is to produce a being

who will find his happiness in the exercise of the moral

and intellectual virtuesfito whom not only vice, but an

over-estimate of external and bodily goods, will be dis

tasteful—who will live for the noblest things that men can

live for, simply because to do otherwise would be painful to

him. No higher conception of the aim of education could

well be formed, and we see every day how much character

has to do' 'even with purely intellectual achievements. Yet

perhaps Aristotle delays unduly the cultivation of the in

tellect. \Ve may doubt whether the youths who gathered

round Socrates would have" been content with a diet of

yvpuaonmj and hovzrunj, till they reached the due official age

—content to postpone all deeper problems and to silence
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for a time the stirrings of reason. It has already been

remarked that Aristotle seems occasionally to overrate the

immaturity of youth and its contrast with manhood. But

if he postpones the appeal to reason, it is in order that it

may be all the more effectual when it is made. His view

that no education is good which does not culminate in

rationality—in a reasoned perception of truth, goodness,

and beauty—that to be educated is to be in the best sense

rational, is one which possesses permanent value. ,

To him as to Plato, the production of a fully and har

moniously developed man (o'irovfia'ios) is the work of years,

and the final result of a laborious and long-continued

system of habituation 1, commencing in the regulation of

marriage, and culminating in the development of the reason.

Hence his sense of the importance of the social and po

litical environment of the individual.

Our attempt to sketch the ideal State of Aristotle, so

far as it is known to us, is now complete, but it remains to

trace its genesis, and to view it in relation to previous ideals

and to the results of earlier inquiry.

The actual State, whether Greek or barbarian, Aristotle

tells us, was little conscious of a distinct aim, but so far

as an aim was impressed on its institutions, it was com

monly that of supremacy and empire (r6 Kpareiv, 4 2.

1324b 5 sqq.). He traced written laws or unwritten

customs tending to this end at Carthage no less than in

the Lacedaemonian and Cretan States—among the Persians

of Asia no less than the Thracians, Macedonians, Scy

thians, Celts, and Iberians of Europe. We hear of writers

on politics who took the same view, and glorified Lycurgus

because he had taught those for whom he legislated ‘to win

empire over many by teaching them how to face perils’

(4 (7)- 14- I333b Iii—21)

‘ Cp.Eth.Nic.2.l.l103b 23, of! 5691): 6'): ve'aw d0i§etr9ag tilthd 1rd):

purpbv odu drarpepst 'rb oil-rats 1) 06100: wohv, pfihhov 66‘ 16 11511.
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Most authors of ‘best constitutions,’ however, appear to

have followed a different path. They concerned them

selves especially with questions relating to the distribution

of property, holding that civil discord always arose in

relation to property (2. 7. 1266a 36 sqq.). They thus

seem to have made the avoidance of civil discord (tn-rims)

their aim. It is true, of course, that internal harmony is a

main condition of success in war, so that the two aims did

not lie far apartl.

They probably inherited their view of the importance of

a due regulation of property from some of the earliest

legislators of Greece—men, for instance, like Pheidon of

Corinth (2. 6. 1265b 12 sqq.). One main object of early

legislation seems to have been the maintenance of the

original number of lots of land. It is probable that the

citizen-body in many early States, and especially in colonies

and States founded on conquest, consisted only of those

who owned one or more of the lots into which the territory

was at the outset divided. \Ve gather, at all events, that

the plan followed at Aphytis, a city of the Thrace-ward

region (8 4. 1319a I4 sqq.), by which the owner of a

fraction of one of the original lots was accounted a citizen,

was an exceptional one. It is easy to see that a citizen

body thus composed was in a somewhat dangerous position.

A large body of non-citizens was likely to grow up around

this nucleus of privileged persons, and if, as no doubt

frequently happened, the numbers of the privileged dwindled

through the union of more lots than one in the same hands,

the state of things which we find existing at an early date

in many Greek States could hardly fail to arise. Power

would be in the hands of a few families, girt round by a

‘ hungry people’ creeping ever nighcr. To keep power in

their hands it was essential to maintain their numbers, and

with this aim the owners of the lots were often forbidden to

1 Another characteristic of of} yup du Exam-09 s'v xpsiq yiywl-mt,
ordinary speculation about law 'rofrro (1)76 1151/ napade'pevor, 6 psi”

was its fragmentary character “rd flcpi raw Khrjpaw Kai e’mKhr'lpwv,

(Plato, Laws 630 E, 01,16, Earp 0i ('1 t)? 11); aiKiar wept, dithot d? rihhn

1651! 111311 (151] rportefpsvot (rrroiimu' r’i-r'rn pripia romfirn).
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alienate or mortgage them 1, the giving of dowries and the

marriage of heiresses were strictly regulated, the possession

of land in excess of a certain amount was made illegal, and

power to adopt a son was often conceded. If war and

famine and pestilence did not sufficiently reduce the

numbers of the unenfranchised population, it was usually

possible to fall back on the resource of founding a colony,

or perhaps the perils of the governing class might be

opportunely lessened by the growth of commerce and

manufactures. We can readily understand how it happened

that many States were glad to have a number of colonies

connected with them, which served as outlets not only

for their produce and their manufactures, but also for their

surplus population. A further danger arose from the

circumstance that the lots do not seem to have been

necessarily, or perhaps even commonly, equal. Phaleas of

Chalcedon is said to have been the first to propose legis

lation for the purpose of making them equal (2. 7. 1266a 39).

His views were apparently put forth in the form of a

‘best constitution,’ but he trod in the steps of the early

legislators to whom we have referred; at all events he

hoped everything from the plan of giving every one the

same amount of land.

Pythagoras2 saw deeper and devised a remedy which

proved, for a time at least, effectual. He seems to have

been a citizen of Samos in the days when Samos was

mistress of the seas, and is said, not improbably, to have

emigrated to escape from the rule of Polycrates. Tyrants

were foes to Eratpt'al. (7 II. 1313a 41), and an ératpfa

was precisely what Pythagoras aimed at founding 3. He

1 According to' Plato (Rep.

552 A sq. : cp. 556 A), this whole

some measure, ,as he considers it,

was not commonly adopted in oli

garchies, for the rich oligarchs in

power would be unwilling to lose

the chance of stripping spend

thrifts of their possessions and

thus growing richer themselves.

He seems to regard it rather as

congenial to a constitution like

the Lacedaemonian, which, as we

know from Aristotle (Pol. 2. 9.

1270a 19), put a stigma both on

the sale and on the purchase of

patrimonies.

2 It is not intended to suggest

that Phaleas was prior in date to

Pythagoras, which is far from

likely. Nothing is known of the

date of Phaleas.

3 Besides, the rule of a tyrant
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carried his ascetic aims to a region which lived for material

enjoyments. ‘Among the Achacans of South Italy,’ says

Mommsen 1, ‘ the spit was for ever turning on the hearth 2.’

He appears to have found Croton in the hands of a limited

body of citizens, whose power was waning, and to have

given a new lease of life to the oligarchical constitution,

not by methods such as those we have noticed, but by

breathing a new and more ethical spirit into the rule of the

Few. He sought out the best of the young nobles of

Croton and other cities, taught them to live an ascetic life

of temperance and friendship, and formed them into a

brotherhood which ultimately brought not only Croton

but several other cities of South Italy under its direction.

His originality consisted in this, that he was at once a

philosopher, the founder of a religion, and the head of a

brotherhood. No one quite like him appears ever to

have existed in Greece. More lessons than one were to

be learnt from his career. It proved, in the first place,

that philosophers could ‘be kings,’ and that the dream of

Plato was a dream that had once come true. Philosophy

had once upon a time established her competence to rule,

and would not easily forget that she had done so, or cease

to make her voice heard in the politics of Greece. Occa

sionally, in fact, we find philosophers actually ruling in

Greece. The saying ran that Thebes never flourished till

it was ruled by philosophers (Rhet. 2. 23. 1398 b 18). The

careers of Epaminondas, Archytas, Dion, and others showed

that philosophers sometimes made noble rulers. More

usually, however, we find philosophers the advisers of

rulers, and this perhaps was their true function. In the

would be especially hateful to an love of pleasure, a reckless wan

ascetic like Pythagoras, if only

because tyrants commonly lived

luxurious lives.

1 History of Rome, 1. 143 E. T.

2 His appearance at Croton may

be compared to the appearance of

Calvin at Geneva. When Calvin

came to Geneva, it ‘ was apparently

in a state of political, ecclesiastical,

and moral decay . . . An unbridled

tonness, a licentious frivolity had

taken possession of Genevan life,

while the State was the plaything

of intestine and foreign feuds . . .

It was a commonwealth torn to

pieces by party spirit, the inde

pendence ofwhich wasendangered’

(Hausser, Period of the Reforma

tion, 1. 3i4 E.T.).
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one way or the other, Greek philosophers found means of

exercising political influence, and their influence was com

monly an ennobling and moderating influence. It is,

perhaps, because the spheres of philosophy and politics

were so little held apart, that Plato and Aristotle conceive

the problem of political philosophy in the practical way

they do—that their aim is to come to the rescue of the

Greek State, and to make it as much as possible what it

ought to be.

The career of Pythagoras also showed how much could

be done by education and by regulating men’s habits of

life. A whole group of States had been mastered by

a handful of carefully trained nobles. If a sect could do

so much, what might not a State do, which set to work

in the same way!

Nor was this all. Plato was greatly influenced by the

Pythagorean doctrines 1, and if Aristoxenus’ account of

them is not unduly coloured by his Peripateticism 2, we

can trace their influence even in the Politics of Aristotle.

We do not learn from Aristoxenus how the Pythagoreans

connected their ethical and social teaching with the nume

rical basis of their Ontology, though a connexion may often

be conjectured. They taught that ‘there was no greater

evil than the absence of rule (t’wapxi'a): the secret of safety

for man is to have somebody over him 3.’ Here we are

reminded of a well-known passage of Plato’s Laws (942 A

sqq.). ‘Men were to be full of reverence for gods and

6afp01’€5‘, and, after them, for their parents and the laws’

(Aristox. Fragm. 19: cp. Plato, Laws 917 A). ‘It was

right to adhere to the ancestral laws of the State, even if

they were a little inferior to others“.’ Here they went

even beyond Plato, whose desire for fixity of law did not

induce him absolutely to prohibit all change (Laws 769 D :

cp. 772 A—D). Aristotle perhaps has the Pythagorean

' See Prof. Lewis Campbell, members of the sect (Fragm. 12:

Introduction to the Politicus of Miiller, Fragm. Hist. Graec. 2.

Plato, p. xx. sqq. 2735).

a He seems to have been ac- Aristox. Fr. 18.

quainted with some still surviving ‘ Aristox. Fr. 19.
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doctrine in his mind in a passage of the Politics (2. 8.

1269 a 14 sqq.). ‘The relation between rulers and ruled

was thus conceived by them :—the rulers were not only

to be men of knowledge, but loving to those they ruled,

and the ruled were not only to be obedient but fond of

their rulersl.’ There was, it would seem, to be a ‘har

mony of contraries’ in the State as in the Universe 2.

Rulers and ruled were to be friends, and when Aristotle

tells us that some found in ‘good-will’ the true basis of the

relation between master and slave, he may be referring

to the Pythagoreans. Order and proportion, limit and

measure were to them the life-breath of virtue, and also

of the State: here again was a doctrine which profoundly

influenced later speculation. They had their views as to

the begetting and education of children (Ai'istox. Fr. 18,

20); they commended a sparing diet; their enthusiasm

for mathematics passed to Plato, their high estimate of

gymnastic, and still higher estimate of music, passed not

only to Plato but to Aristotle; their ascetic brotherhood

was a brotherhood of close friends who freely shared all

they had with each other, and may have served as the

model for the class of guardians in Plato’s Republic,

besides helping to suggest to Aristotle that ‘ common use

of property which he recommends (cp. Diod. 10. 3. 5:

IO. 4. 1). A saying ascribed by Aristoxenus to Pytha

goras ran: ¢vya56vréov 'mio'y uqxavf] Kai 'n'epixozr're'ov nvpi

Kai 01.51ij mi [LYIXGUGIS‘ 'n'av'rofais 6.716 jiév a'oijia-ros vdtrov, time

5% \Irvxfis‘ dyadi’av, Kodu'as‘ 5E ’Tl'OAUTéAGLG-I), rrditews 3E arcia'w,

o’i'Kov 5E fitxotppomfvnv, 611.06 6% qriivrwu aperpiav (Fragm. 8:

Muller, Fr. Hist. Gr. 2. 273). Compare the turn of Plato’s

language in Laws 942 C, Tip! 5’ dvaprav éfaipere'ov éK 'n'av'rds

'rofi Biov dwdvrwv 'rt'i’w dvdpoiirmv 're Kai 1'6in 611" dvfipei'n'ovs

Onpi’wv, and 739 C, Kai mic-y jinxavfi To Aeyo'pevov {51011 zravra

X6061) éK 1'01'3 [Biov d'n'av éfjjpnrai. Their dogma of the

metempsychosis seems to be unconnected with the rest

of their tenets, but it supplied a fresh motive for virtue.

1 Aristox. Fr. 18.

2 Cp. Philolaus, Fragm. 3 (Mullach, Fr. Philos. Gr. 2. 1).
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Hippo

damus of

Miletus.

The ruling brotherhood appears to have been over

thrown by a popular outbreak at Croton; it is, indeed,

surprising that the ascendency of a philosophical coterie

should have been tolerated at all. But Pythagoreanism

long survived this blow, and gave to Greece, in later days,

two of its noblest statesmen, Epaminondas and Archytas:

no other school could claim to have trained rulers equally

great. In its original form Pythagoreanism-was fatal to

the authority of the State, for it set on foot a brotherhood

whose power overrode the local authority of the separate

States; and we notice that at this point Plato and Aristotle

wholly diverge from Pythagorean traditions, for their prin

ciple always is to make the City-State the source of autho

rity. But it is impossible not to see how much both of

them, and especially Plato, owe to Pythagoreanism.

When we pass from Pythagoras to Hippodamus of

Miletus, we pass from a great personality whose work

stood the test of a stormy time to the mere author of

a shadowy ideal. Before the ideal of Hippodamus took

shape, great events had happened. Persia had been driven

back not only from Greece, but from the Aegean coast:

perhaps the turning-point of Greek history had been passed,

and the policy of ‘Cimon had been vanquished by that of

Pericles. Cimon’s gallant attempt to hold together the

two leading powers of the Greek world, the Athenian and

Lacedaemonian States, may have already failed, and the

Periclean scheme of an absolute democracy at Athens, out

spoken antagonism to the Lacedaemonians, and a pro

nounced Imperialism in relation to the allies may have

already triumphed over the policy of ‘friendship among

Greeks and war with the barbarians,’ with fatal ultimate

results to the unity of Greece and to the internal harmony

of every Greek State. Hippodamus was largely employed

by Pericles; he laid out the Peiraeus for him in broad

rectangular streets, he built Thurii; but there are indica

tions in his ideal that he can hardly have sympathised with

the unmixed Periclean democracy.
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He had one advantage over Pythagoras; his connexion

with Athens placed him at the very centre of the Greek

world. But he is not treated by Aristotle with much

respect, and we know from the Republic that philosophers

who began by being reva-rat were not favourably viewed

by Plato (Rep. 495 C sq.). Like the sophist Hippias 1, he

seems to have had crotchets about dress, and Aristotle,

who takes account of the life ofa philosopher in judging

of his claims to authority 2, evidently thinks the less of

Hippodamus for his eccentric fancies. He belonged to

the brilliant and aspiring generation which immediately

followed the Persian wars—a generation which threw itself

with ardour into every department of study (Troio'qs‘ fiwrovro

paflijtrews‘, 5 6. 1341 a 31)—and we find him described

not only as a physical philosophers, but also as the first

man who without experience as a statesman attempted

to express an opinion with respect to the best constitution.

His aim was not, like that of Phaleas, the mere avoidance

of civil disturbance, but the founding of a well-ordered and

powerful State. Aristotle seems to be struck with his

threefold divisions of things, and to think him fanciful. The

population, the territory, laws and lawsuits, verdicts of

juries, subjects of administration, all, he thought, fell easily

into three groups or sections. This feature may point to

Pythagorean influences (cp. de Caelo, I. I. 268 a 10 sqq.) 4,

or it may reflect the influence of the philosophy of Ion of

Chios 5, if indeed Ion did not himself derive his ‘triad’

Kai 'n'cpl 'rc'iiv Ka-rd pe'pos, old e’wr,

dweiaflm (Mullach, Fragm. Philos.

Gr. 1. 564).

1 Plato, Hipp. Min. 368 B sqq.

2 Cp.Eth.Nic. 10.2. 1172b 15

sq.: I. 3. 1095b I4 sq. Cp. also

Rhet. ad Alex. 39. 1445b 29 sqq.

5 The view is expressed in a

fragment ascribed to the Pytha

gorean Archytas, that the nature

of the Whole must be studied, if

any department of it is to be

studied successfully. Kahrbs [LOL

801(06er (0i wepi Hvflaydpav) 1'6

1repl n‘z padr'lpa'ra dtayvr'bvut, Kai

ot’ifléu dro-rrov ripfliir ail-ribs 1rspl Exac

'rov Gemps'v. Hspl yr‘rp rfis‘ 'rciw Show

(pile-toe Kahr'bs- Btaymivres, inchhou

‘ The carefulness of Hippoda

mus about oaths and his dread of

perjury may also be indications of

Pythagoreanism (Diod. lo. 9. 2).

5 The following passage from

the Tptaypo's of [on of Chios—

perhaps its opening passage—has

been preserved by Harpocration

(s.v.‘lu>u) : ripxr) M (118: corr.Lobeck,

Agl. p. 722) pol. 1'05 Xvi-you. Hriu-ra

rpia ml 1rltéou 101736 1rlte'ou Zhatra'ov

(Kai. 0111's nhe'ov oilre zhrwa'ou, corr.
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theory from Pythagoras. Ion was a friend of Cimon, and

opposed to Pericles and the extreme democratic party;

he may very well have been a friend of his fellow-Ionian,

Hippodamus. Hippodamus’ division of the citizens into

three classes—warriors, cultivators, and artisans—is quite

opposed to democratic sentiment, for in democracies ‘all

men shared in all functions’ (pere'xovcri adv-res 1ro'wrwv, 49. 1328 b 32); it savours rather of Egypt or the Lace

daemonian State. His laying out of the Peiraeus per

haps already reproduced the straight thoroughfares of

Babylon. The military class was to be maintained from

public land specially assigned to it, like the military

caste in Egypt. He perhaps thought that cultivators

and artisans made bad soldiers; at all events, be ex

cluded them from the use of arms, though not from

political rights, for they were to have a voice in the

election of magistrates, and apparently, though this is not

distinctly stated, to sit on dicasteries. We do not learn

whether office was to be confined to members of the

military class; Aristotle himself does not seem to have

known how this was to be (1268 a 20), but, as he says,

the two other classes can hardly have been eligible for

the more important offices (1268 a 23). Aristotle’s remark

is evidently correct, that the cultivators, who bear no arms,

and still more the artisans, who have neither arms nor

land, would be at the mercy of the ,military class. If

Hippodamus was against a popular. army, he was also

unfavourable to the democratic institution of the lot, for

which he would in all cases substitute election. His dicas

teries were to be controlled by an elective Supreme Court

of old men, which would not, indeed, possess, as the

Bentl. Ep. ad Mill. p. 67) roll/r011

'rpuiiv. ‘Evbc e'xziirrov dpe-rr) 'rpuis',

mired-19 Kai. szi'ror Kai rt'ixq. Cp.

Isocr. de Antid.§ 268, "Ian: 8’ 01’;

wheim rpié’w (sc. r6 nhfidos 5:151] rival

151v {iv-raw). See Miiller, Fr. Hist.

Gr. 2. 49. Democritus also wrote

a WOI'k called Tnvroye'vua; 1051-0

65' s’a-nu (adds Diogenes Laertius,

9. 46), 511 'rpia yin-rm is 11614}:

(Pallas or Wisdom), ti 1rdv-ra n‘z

civ9pzi>1rwa o'vve'xei—namely, 613 ho—

yig'so'dm, )ts'yew Kahér, 6,0069 1rpdr

rsw (see Zeller’s note, Gr. Ph. 1.

831. 6, and the references he gives).

The fancy seems to have been

popular in that age.
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Areopagus would seem at one time to have done at

Athens, the right to supervise the administration of the

Statel, but was nevertheless to have a power which the

Areopagus had not—that of reversing and correcting the

decisions of the dicasteries. It does not appear who

were to say when these decisions were to be submitted

to it for correction: all we are told is that they were to

come before the Court, when they were not thought

correct; we do not learn who was to judge of this.

Perhaps the Court itself. In that case its position and

power would be almost greater than that of the Areo

pagus. If, on the other hand, the scheme is to be con

strued as allowing an appeal from the dicasteries to the

supreme court, this was an arrangement which found no

parallel in the judicial procedure of Athens. Open appeals

against decisions of dicasteries were not recognized there 2.

Even Plato in the Laws (767—8: cp. 956) allows only of

appeals from the judgment of the magistrates (768 A) or

of the judges of the village and the tribe (956 C), not from

the judgment of the people.

If the ideal scheme of Hippodamus was put forth in

the high and palmy days of Athens, the fact is remarkable

and reflects credit on his foresight, for he must have been

already dissatisfied with the extreme democracy, one weak

point in which—its dicasteries—he seems to have hit. It

is not impossible that his scheme of a Court to control the

dicasteries was suggested by his connexion as a Milesian

with the dependent allies of Athens, whose sentiments as

to the Athenian dicasteries may be gathered not only from

Thucydides, but from the paper on the Athenian Consti

tution which finds a place among the writings of Xenophon.

His proposal that those who placed useful suggestions 01’

discoveries at the service of the State should be rewarded

was conceived in a more democratic spirit. A readiness

to welcome valuable hints, whencesoever they might come,

counted as a note of democracy (cp. Eurip. Suppl. 424 sqq.).

‘ Plutarch, Solon c. 19, e'm'axo- 2 C. F. Hermann, Gr. Antiqq.

170v mil/raw Kai (pt/’Xaxa raw udpwv. I. § 145.
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The eulo

gists and

critics of

the Athe

nian and

Lacedae—

monian

States.

Aristotle evidently fears that it would give a stimulus to

legislative innovation and constitutional change.

Altogether the ideal constitution of Hippodamus bears

traces of compromise and mixture. The possibility of a

mixed government never occurs to Herodotus when he

makes his Persian grandees discuss the comparative merits

of monarchy, oligarchy, and democracy, but the scheme of

Hippodamus is an effort, though perhaps a crude one, in

that direction. His model would seem to be the Lace

daemonian State, if we may judge from his severance of

the soldier-class from the cultivators and artisans, and

from his institution of a Supreme Court of old men ap

pointed by election; yet he appears to contemplate the

existence of popular dicasteries, and he seeks to estab

lish a more equal relation between his three classes than

that which prevailed between Spartans, Perioeci, and

Helots.

Many men of his generation were, unlike him, unqualified

admirers of the Lacedaemonian State. Ion praised it in

the well-known lines which have been already quoted (p.

325). It was a State, not of talk but of action and wisdom

in action. It was a State whose life-breath was obedience

to law. Law was the source even of the courage of its sons

and of their alertness in battlel. Its citizens acquired their

great qualities by submitting to a course of laborious train

ing. Submission to law and to the magistrates lay at the

root of its greatness. Silence, obedience, endurance, the

suppression of self—these were the qualities that made

it what it was.

Even the warmest friends of the Lacedaemonian State

at Athens, however, betrayed in their mode of life that they

were far from resembling its citizens. Cimon would hardly

have been at home at Sparta, and Xenophon must have

been conscious that his literary gifts and his interest in

philosophy drew an impassable barrier between him and

the State which he so greatly admired. To measure the

‘ Thuc. 1. 84. 5: L. Schmidt, Ethik d. alten Griechen, I. 174.
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gulf which parted the Athenian ideal from the Lacedaemo

nian, we have only to read the Funeral Oration of Pericles

in the record of Thucydides. In that eulogy of Athens there

is a constant, though tacit, reference to her rival, and the

feeling expressed is substantially this, that while the Lace

daemonian State purchased its greatness at an immense

cost of civilization and elasticity of spirit, by keeping oratory

and philosophy at a distance, by excluding aliens, by re

serving politics and the higher interests of human life for the

few, and by insisting on a gloomy and laborious training,

Athens combined greatness as a State with a life rich in

human interest, shared in by all, pleasurable, spontaneous,

and unconstrained 1. The view of Aristotle was anticipated

that the ideal State is that which enjoys ‘the most desir

able life ’—that it is of the essence of the State to realize

the highest quality of life. But Pericles held that all men,

even those who toiled for their daily bread, might share

and ought to share in the things that give greatness to

human life. Rich and poor must work together for this

end. Here was an ideal which testified to a far greater

faith in human nature and in the possibilities of social life

than any other Greek ideal known to us; and Thucydides

perhaps hints a sense that it was too high-pitched and

unsubstantial, when he passes on from it to an account of

the plague 2.

The time was one rather of sanguine aspiration and

varied genius than of firm faith, or full knowledge, or even

settled opinion. Aristotle would reply to Pericles that if a

1 Pindar would have said of

Pericles’ eulogy of Athens, that it

2 So again his record of the

Melian Controversy immediately

omits to give the glory to God.

Cp. Pyth. 8. 73 sqq. :

ti 'ydp 'rts era-Ml fléfl'tl’l'lll pl) of”!

,uaqu'S mil/(p,

FOAAOZS 00¢?“ doxgi 'rred' d¢p6uwv

Biov KOPUO'UéILElI dpdoflovhowt [La

Xavais“

rd 6’ 06K e’w' dvdpa'm. Kei'rat' dai

[HDV 85‘ Trnpio'xst,

dhho-r' (ihhov l'impfls Bdhhuw, dhhov

8’ imd xupriw.

VOL. I.

precedes his history of the Sici

lian disaster. Thucydides keeps

himself and his point of view,

which was not that of extreme,

but rather of qualified democracy

(8. 97. 2), a good deal in the back

ground, but his own contempora

ries were probably far more con

scious than we are in reading his

history, that he was by no means

a neutral in politics.

CC
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The

Sophists.

State was to be all he pictured Athens as being, its citizens

must be men of full virtue (arrovéaiot), united by a common

ethical belief, firmly held and followed in practice. Pericles

had spoken of a ‘fear of the laws,’ but that was not

enough]. And then again, Aristotle would ask, what means

did Athens take to secure the permanence of the ‘spirit’

(Tp0'1r05‘) described by Pericles? Did Athens develope it

by a well-considered course of education beginning in child

hood? Nothing of the kind. Aristotle charges the Greek

State with universally neglecting even to give its citizens

an education suitable to the constitution (7 9. 1310 a

12 sqq.) and such as would contribute to its permanence.

The early physical philosophy of Greece had now well

nigh received its death-blow: the philosopher had become

a sceptic and simultaneously a teacher of ‘virtue,’ or rhetoric,

or both, wandering from city to city and infinitely more

ubiquitous and influential than his more believing prede

cessors. The Protagoras of Plato describes how these

great teachers moved through Greece, each of them fol

lowed in his wanderings by a train of devoted admirers

and winning fresh recruits wherever he went.

The writings of the ‘sophists,’ as they are called, have

perished or all but perished, and we are left to gather the

nature of their teaching from the pages of their opponents,

but it seems pretty clear that some of the most conspicuous

men in the group of professional teachers which comes to

the front in the latter half of the fifth century before Christ,

brought the questioning spirit, which now prevailed in the

treatment of physical and ontological questions, to bear

on morals and politics.

The first effect of their teaching, indeed, was inspiriting

and stimulating. At a time when the ‘good and well

descended men’ (éa-GAoZ c’nr’ éo-BMTW) were still apt to claim

a monopoly of virtue, men listened gladly t0 the offer

which some of the sophists made to teach it to 2.112,

from the tribute of the allies, but

we cannot be sure that Aristotle

was alive to this defect.

2 See Schmidt, Ethik der alten

‘ Anotherweakness ofPericlean

Athens was that the resources

which enabled it to live this

glorious life were largely derived
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and to teach it in a few short weeks or months. There

can be no question that they did the world a service by

awakening intellectual interest and stimulating the natural

eagerness of the Greek race to excel. There was some

thing to be gained, no doubt, by sitting at the feet of a

man of genius like Protagoras, however unsatisfactory his

grasp of dialectic might seem to Socrates.

The teaching of the myth which Plato puts in his mouth The myth

is, indeed, quite in harmony with Greek traditional feeling, “Pm
. . . gom

for it refers men to the State as the source of their Virtue. (Plato,

Men learn to be just by living in a well-ordered Hellenic ,ZZ‘Zg'

State and breathing its atmosphere. They learn justice “IQ-)

first from parents and nurses, next from teachers of poetry,

music, and gymnastic, lastly from the voice of the State

speaking through its laws. 'We do not gather that the

instructions of the sophist or teacher of rhetoric are abso

lutely necessary for its production. justice is the inheri

tance of all members of a civilized community, and this is

why the knowledge of what is just ‘grows on every hedge1 ’.

Here was another comfortable doctrine, too comfortable

perhaps to be true.

Plato agreed with Protagoras that justice (aim; ml 600;)

is the uniting principle in the State (yes, he would add, and

in the soul of the individual also), that all members of

a State need to possess a sense of justice, and that in

every society a process of education goes on which in~

sensibly communicates to the individual the ideas of right

and wrong current in the society, but then he does not

hold that the ideas thus communicated are necessarily

correct, or that all men living in Hellenic States have

a true notion of justice. The theory of Protagoras not

only pointed to democracy, but implied that a knowledge

ras’ myth in view in Polit. 299 C,

068% yc‘lp Brill rim vdpwv eivru aoqfib

repou' ofiBe'va ydp dyvoeiv 1'6 15

ia-rpixbv mi 15 flymm‘w m’idé 1'6

xufispvrjflkbv Kfll. vau-rixév' £56111!“

yr‘lp 'rq; BouXo/ae'vcp pavfliivew ye-ypap

pe'im Kai mi-rpia 2'01; Ksi'ueva.

Griechen, 1. 158—162, whose work

will be found here as elsewhere

instructive. Isocrates makes some

comments on this offer in his

Contra Sophistas, and Plato re

fers to high promises of this kind

in Rep. 51815 sq.

1 Plato perhaps has Protago—

CCZ
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of what is just comes insensibly to men bred up in a

civilized society, and that no special study or effort is essen

tial for its acquisition. How mistaken this view was, is

shown by the dialectical failure of Protagoras himself in the

dialogue. For he turns out to be unable, notwithstand

ing all that he has said, to give a satisfactory account of

virtue. Without dialectic the just cannot really be known.

This is the point in which he is most at fault, though Plato

would also probably dispute his identification of justice

with the political art, and his assumption that the aim

of human society is the preservation of the species. Still

Protagoras is represznted in this dialogue as holding law

to be a source of virtue (324A sqq.), and not a mere

guarantee for the observance of men’s rights, which some

sophists held it to be. The myth, indeed, appears to

imply that whatever any State teaches as justice is sure

to have a tendency to holdsociety together. The teaching

of the State is always sound. The justice it inculcates

is always absolute or natural justice 1. A view ascribed

to Protagoras in the Theaetetus (167 C) that whatever

any State holds to be just is just for it, so long as it

holds it to be just, betrays more consciousness of the

possibilities of variation on the part of the State in this

matter, but it still refers the individual to his State as the

arbiter of justice, though only of a relative, not of an

absolute justice.

Other sophists are more distinctly credited with opinions

imperilling the authority of the State. They marked off

the ‘naturally just’ from the ‘conventionally just,’ and

found but little of the former in existence. It is evident

that the Greeks had been in the habit of tracing the

social arrangements under which they lived to sources

so venerable—the will of the Gods or Nature—that they

were conscious of a painful and demoralizing shock when

Other

sophists.

‘ ‘Law appears in the myth of

Protagoras as natural law: the

later distinction between natural

and positive law is unknown to

the speaker’ (Zeller, Gr. Ph. 1.

1001).
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they were told that many of them had only a conventional

value. They liked to find the hand of God or Nature

in the laws of their State, yet now they learnt that only

the immutable is natural, and that most laws varied from

State to State and from epoch to epoch. Hippias, as we

have seen, allowed only those laws to be divine which are

accepted everywhere (Xen. Mem. 4. 4. 19). Glaucon in

the Republic, representing the doctrine of Thrasymachus

(Rep. 358 E sqq.), goes further, and traces back all justice

and law to a social compact], the object of which is to

prevent one man from wronging another. Doing injustice,

according to this view, is by nature good, and suffering in

justice by nature evil, and the evil is greater than the good.

As it is found to be impossible to get the good without the

outbalancing evil, men tolerate justice as the lesser evil, and

frame laws and agreements (gm/01in“) to exclude both the

doing and the suffering of wrong. A cognate view is as

cribed to the sophist Lycophron in the Politics (3. 9.

1280b 10). \Ve see that the theories of a primitive social

compact and of the limitation of the functions of the

State to the protection of men’s rights took their origin

at about the same time. To a Greek the authority of

Law and the State would seem greatly impaired when

it could no longer claim to rest on Nature. And then

came the further question, how could a compact of this

kind claim to hold good against the right of Force? If

natural right existed at all, was it not identical with might?

The State thus became a scramble for power, and the

y 1 Cp.Laws 889E,9¢pzic,¢li [LGKG’pLSz
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The way in which men come to

hold these views is thus explained

in the Republic (479) : men look

only at ‘the many beautiful and

the many just,’ not at ‘the one

just and beautiful,’ which they

cannot endure even to hear of,

and they find that every one of

these “many beautiful’ is easily

made to appear also ugly, and

each of the ‘many just’ unjust.

The remedy for their scepticism

is to become true philosophers

and look to the Idea, which is

ever the same.
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forcible exercise of authority by the most powerful indi

vidual or group of individuals within it was accepted as

normal and legitimate. In one State Democracy, in another

Oligarchy, in another Tyranny had force on its side, and

therefore the right to rule, so long at least as this was

so. Tyranny was placed on a level with the two other

constitutions, and the forcible empire of one State over

others was justified on the same grounds.

The view that Might is Right is one that needs no

sophist to set it afloat—indeed Pindar had incautiously

used language which was construed as stating it 1——but

now we find it ascribed not only to sophists and their

adherents, but to philosophers like Democritusz. The

inquirers who expressed these views deserve the credit

of being the first to recognize the fact that political

supremacy gravitates to the side of superior Force. It

is true, as Aristotle frequently remarks 3, that the govern

ment of a State must have Force at its back, and it was

well that attention should be drawn to the fact 4. What

they failed to see was, that while all governments must

have Force behind them, the goodness or badness of a

government, and therefore its claim to rule, depends on

other considerations.

Doctrines of this kind would be especially popular

and especially dangerous in Athens at the time of the

Peloponnesian \IVar. Athens was holding together by

force a recalcitrant empire; she was engaged in a task

repugnant to Greek feeling, which always favoured local

autonomy; and here were men who justified what she was

every day doing 5. But then if they justified the exercise

1 Plato, Laws 690B: 714E:

Gorg. 484 B ; and Stallbaum‘s

notes.

2 StOb. FlOI'll. 47. 19, ¢tiusr 'rt‘)

('ipxcw oiKr'jLou 'rq; Kpérra'om. The

expression, however, is rather

vague and may possibly not bear

this meaning.

1 E. g. 7 (5). 9.1309b 16, ml 16

noXXtiKtr eiprlye'vov pe'yia-rou o'rot

xciov, 1'6 Tripriu 611w: eri'r'rov Zorui.

'rt’) fiouhdpevov 'rrjv noltrreiav whfidos‘

101'} [17‘] Bovitnpr'vov.

‘ ‘ Physical force,’ it has been

said, ‘however disguised, is the

ultimate basis and sanction of all

law.’

5 Isocrates looks back upon the

time of the Peloponnesian War as

a time of wide-spread folly and

lust of tyranny at Athens: this is

his view, at all events, in the
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of sway over unwilling subjects, they also placed all

governments which had Force at their back on one level:

Tyranny and Oligarchy were the same to them as De

mocracy, and had a right to displace it, if they could

prove that they possessed superior force. The new ideas

were a double-edged weapon politically, and morally also

they were very dangerous. For they traced that which

was accounted just in each State to the voice of law, and

law to the will of the stronger, so that the claims of

morality rested only on the claim of the stronger to rule.

To do right was to live like a slave for the advantage

of the stronger: to do wrong, at any rate on a considerable

scale, was evidence of a vigorous and masterful spirit, which

well beseemed a freeman (Rep. 344 C) 1.

The questions raised by the sophists were questions

which needed to be raised, and many of the ideas they

set afloat were ideas which had a great future before

them, but it was unfortunate that they were promulgated

at a moment when a social war was shaking society

and morality to their foundations, and when a reign of

force prevailed 2. The later reign of force which followed

the death of Alexander was in some degree qualified by

the ascendency of great schools and great ethical teachers

—Theophrastus, Xenocrates, Zeno of Citium—but now

philosophy seemed to be in the anti-social camp. The

advent of Socrates could not have been more timely.

In the view of earlier generations morality rested on law,

and law on nature or the will of the Gods. The voice of

Oration De Pace (see §§ 75*94).

In later days, he says, Athens

came to the conclusion ‘that it is

not just for the stronger to rule

over the weaker’ (§ 69).

1 The form which opinions of

this nature assumed in the luxuri

ous cities of South Italy and Sicily,

to which temptation came in the

form of a low: of pleasure rather

than power, may be gathered from

the language of Polyarchus, ‘sur

named the luxurious,’ in the ad

dress to Archytas and his dis

ciples which has already been

mentioned (Aristox.Fr.15: Muller,

Fr. Hist. Gr. 2. 276: Athen. Deipn.

54s A sqq-)-_

2 In med1aeval Europe, at the

moment when the customary

morality of feudal times was losing

its power, the moral vigour of the

world was opportunely restored

by the Reformation and Puritan

isrn. Greece, on the contrary, at

a somewhat similar epoch in its

development found itself in the

hands of the sophists.
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Socrates.

the State was the voice of God. But now a new view of

the origin, nature, and functions of the State had been set

forth. The State was the creation of a compact, or the

outcome of Force—in either case, it was of purely human

origin. It was too variable to be anything else. So far as

it originated in compact, it was a pis aller—the lesser of

two evils. If it was still held to be the fountain-head

of men’s conceptions of justice and temperance and other

virtues, it followed that these virtues had no higher origin

or sanction than the authority which gave them currency.

But some held that the function of the State was simply

to protect men’s rights, not to make them virtuous.

It is evident that there is much in these views to interest

the modern inquirer. We ask, why did not the defenders of

the claims of morality cut it loose from the State altogether?

Why did they not say—the State may be no more than you

allow it to be, and yet the claims of morality may be as

binding as ever? The theory of Hippias did suggest, as

we have seen, that the common consent of men should take

the place of the State as that which makes the just to be

just. One thing at any rate was for the future impossible :

no one could now accept the voice of the State to which

he might happen to belong as an unerring oracle in

questions of right and wrong. ,Was then the individual to

be his own guide, aided only by any competent teachers

whose help he could secure? Or was the State to be

reformed, so as to serve as a guide to him? Either view

might be taken. The latter was the one most in harmony

with the traditions of Greek life, which rightly refused to

sunder the individual from the whole to which he belonged.

But the other view also won ground. The teaching of

Socrates has, as we shall see, affinities with both; it holds

them both, as it were, in solution. It is only in the hands

of his disciples that they become conscious of their own

antagonism.

Many, no doubt, held that the collapse of belief could

best be healed by an abandonment of philosophical specu

lation altogether, and a recurrence to that unquestioning
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acceptance of the customary and the traditional which

prevailed, or was believed to have prevailed, in earlier days;

some perhaps envied the Lacedaemonian State for its dead

ness to thought, which was, however, soon found to have

dangers of its own. Socrates, on the contrary, insisted that

the true remedy lay not in an abandonment, but in an in

creased intensity of inquiry. Abandon, he said, any fields

of inquiry in which knowledge is not possible, but bring a

closer scrutiny to bear on those in which it is. Investigate

by question and answer, not by long continuous deliver

ances: search for the definition of the thing you wish to

understand. '

In this spirit he asked ‘what the State is’ and ‘what the

Statesman is’ (Xen. Mem. 1. 1. 16). We are not told in

so many words what answer he gave to these questions, but

his answer may be gathered from the general tenour of

Xenophon’s record. The State, he held, does not exist for

the pleasure of the stronger, or merely for the protection

of men’s rights; it exists to make men better. Socrates

said of the Thirty Tyrants, that ‘it would be surprising if

the herdsman of a herd of cattle, .after thinning their

numbers and making them worse in condition, should still

claim to be a good herdsman, but it would be still more

surprising if the ruler of a State under similar circum

stances should claim to be a good ruler’ (Xen. Mem. 1. 2.
32). ‘The mere possession of aisceptte gives no claim to

power, nor does election by chance p'ersons (r611 'rvxo'v'rwv),

nor the lot, nor the exercise of force or cunning, but know

ledge only’ (ibid. 3. 9. 10). Ruling means directing men

what they ought to do, and being ruled obeying such

direction; ruling and being ruled is not a thing apart, but

one with which we are familiar in daily life; when we take

a voyage, or when we are ill, we accept the rule of one who

knows, the captain or the physician; why should we not

do so in affairs of State (ibid. 3. 9. 11)? True, the repre

sentative of Force—the tyrant—may reject the guidance of

reason,'and even kill the wise man, but, if he does so, he

will only ensure his own destruction (we'repa yap év MELAon
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ol'ei. trai§wt9ai rt‘w rofi'ro wowfiv'ra ii O'UTID Kai rdxw'r’ av drrohe'ir

0m; ibid. 3. 9. 12-13). Vis consili expers mole ruit sua.

Yes: but then the ‘ consilium’ which the ruler must needs

possess for his own preservation is not necessarily the

knowledge how to make men better, and this is, according

to Socrates, the knowledge which makes a man a States

man.

The myth of Protagoras had already implied that men

learn virtue of the State, and this was no other than the

traditional and accepted view. To Socrates, however,

virtue is knowledge. The wisdom of the age, as we have

seen, had been affirming it to be folly, and in asserting the

contrary Socrates adopted the simplest means of at once

emphasizing his own dissent, and appealing to an age

which valued cleverness above everything else, in language

which it could understand. Virtue, he said, is wisdom: it

is vice that is folly (Xen. Mem. 3. 9. 4 sqq.: Plato, Rep.

351 A). His antagonists were met on their own ground.

We infer that if the State makes men better, and virtue

is knowledge, the State must communicate knowledge. It

is not, however, clear how the State communicates know~

ledge in the Socratic sense—knowledge of the definitions

of things, knowledge acquired through Dialectic. Nor does

Socrates explain how it is that habituation is also a means

of acquiring knowledge and virtue, though he clearly recog

nizes the fact (e.g. Xen. Mem. 3. 9. I sqq.). Of course,

the larger the share ascribed to habituation in the produc

tion of virtue, the easier it is to regard virtue as the off

spring of the State. If, on the other hand, Dialectic is the

path to knowledge and virtue, virtue would seem to be

due to agencies not necessarily presupposing the co-opera

tion of the State. The Stoics, in fact, who reverted to the

Socratic view of virtue as knowledge, denied that virtue

acquired by exercise is virtue at all (Zeller, Stoics Epicu

reans and Sceptics, E. T. pp. 238—9), and consistently

enough regarded the State rather as a field for the exercise

of virtue than as its source.

The doctrine that the right to rule is conferred by know
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ledge was not likely to bring Socrates popularity. Its

meaning, to begin with, was misconceived. He was

credited, for instance, by his accuser with the view that

any son to whom he had taught wisdom had the right to

treat an untrained father as a lunatic and put him in

bonds; nay, replies Xenophon, he taught that a lunatic

father should be thus treated, but that an ignorant father

should receive the instruction he needed (Xen. Mem. 1. 2.

49 sqq.). He was further charged with depreciating men’s

relatives in comparison with teachers of wisdom like him

self: what he really taught, however, was that relatives

whose claims to respect rested simply on relationship and

not on service to their kin, deserved but little consideration

(ibid. I. 2. 51 sqq.). It is clear that the new doctrine

brought Socrates into collision not only with democratic

sentiment, but also with the ties of kinship. It is in order

to correct erroneous impressions on this subject, that Xeno

phon describes how earnestly he insisted on the claims of

the parental and fraternal relations (Mem. 2. 2—3). The

Memorabilia is, in fact, an apologetic work, intended to re

CQmmend Socrates to ordinary Athenian opinion, and to

show how false was the charge on which he was put to death,

and this must be borne in mind in estimating the weight of

its testimony. It remains true that the central principle of

Socrates’ teaching—the authority of the wise—might easily

be misinterpreted as setting up the authority of the wise

teacher against that of the wise parent, and even when

interpreted aright, did tend to invalidate the authority of

unwise parents, unwise rulers, and unwise laws. It was

also easy for the outer world to confound the Socratic

‘ wisdom,’ which was not only wisdom but virtue, with mere

cleverness, and to suppose that Socrates meant to justify

the claims of men like Critias to rule. In reality, the wise

ruler, as Socrates conceives him, is a man of a wholly

opposite type. He is no self-seeker, nor does he live for

his own pleasure. Aristippus anticipates Adeimantus (Rep.

419 sqq.) when he asks Socrates in the Memorabilia of

Xenophon (2. I. I7)—&A)\& ydp, Z) Euixpa-rcs, oi sis rip:
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It is true, however, that this doctrine of the right of

wisdom to rule did make in favour of the Few. The

political art was not, as the myth of Protagoras alleged,

given to all men belonging to civilized States, but like

any other art, to those who set themselves to learn it.

The reasoning of Socrates pointed directly to the rule

of the few who know. Indeed, as knowledge meant to

Socrates knowledge of the definition of a thing, a dia

lectical education was apparently essential to the ruler.

One step more, and Socrates, we feel, would have found

himself depicting an ideal in some respects similar to

that which Plato depicts in the Politicus. This step he

did not take. On the contrary, he identified the legal

and the just, and explained that he meant by law what

ever the citizens of a State agree to enact as embodying

their views of what ought and ought not to be done

(Xen. Mem. 4. 4. 12—13). He thus apparently treated

the laws of all States as just, and his strict perform

ance of his duties as a citizen of Athens shows that he

did not regard any defects of the Athenian constitution

as releasing him from his obligations to his State. If he

permitted himself to dream of an ideal, his fancy wandered

no farther afield than to the Athens of Solon (Xen. Mem.

3._5. 14) and to the Lacedaemonian State (ibid. 4. 4. I5

sqq.: Xen. Symp. 8. 35, with which Henkel compares Plato,

Crito 52 E). He praised the latter State for its obedience

to law, which gave it a happy life in peace and irresistible

strength in war, and for the unanimity of its citizens, which

rose far above the level ofa mere similarity of taste, and

expressed itself in conformity to law (Xen. Mem. 4. 4.

15-16).

He was, in fact, too good a citizen to push his own theory

to its consequences. His aim was twofold, like that of Aris

totle after him ; he wished to show the State what it might
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and ought to be, and he wished to restore the authority of the

actual State. The State, he held, ought to be in the hands

of those who know, if only for the reason that when men

reject the rule of the wise, they suffer for so doing. For

the true test of that which is right was not, in his view,

universal consent, or immutability, or universal observance,

but the fact that men lose by not practising it (Xen. Mem.

4. 4. 24: cp. 3. 9. 12—13). It was one thing, however, to

claim authority for a State ruled by the wise, and another

to re-establish the authority of the actual State. The

Sophists had dealt the actual State a fatal blow. Even

Aristotle’s patient efforts to reform it failed to replace it in

its primitive position as the guide of life. If Socrates in

reasserting the claims of the State reasserted only the

claims of a non-existent State, much the same thing may

be said of Aristotle.

Socrates impaired rather than restored the authority of

the actual State. He did not even show how the actual

State could be improved. Where were ‘those who know’

to be found, and how could they be placed in power? His

political teaching threw little light on the pressing question,

how the State was to be made betterl, and yet at the same

time it was irritating. Plato tells us (Rep. 488 B) that it

was as much as a man’s life was worth, in a society like that

of Athens, merely to assert that the art of politics is com

municable by teaching, and Socrates not only insisted on

this, but held that what a man could not communicate to

others, he did not know himself (Xen. Mem. 4. 6. I).

We need not wonder that he paid the penalty2. Yet

Socrates seems, unlike others after him, to have treated

the art of politics as one which men of all classes and

occupations might acquire. He is credited, indeed, with

the saying that ‘idleness is the sister of freedom,’ but there

is no indication that he held ‘knowledge’ to be incom

patible with the practice of the lower occupations. Unlike

Pythagoras and the Sophists, who had addressed them

1 It is true, however, that he education (e. g. Xen. Mem. 4. I. 3).

laid stress on the importance of 2 Cp. Plato, Polit. 299 B sq.
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Plato.

selves to rich and noble youths, Socrates appealed to men

of every grade. He practised his dialectic not only in

the houses of rich men like Cephalus, but in the open

market-place and in the workshop of the leather-cutter

Simon. In doing so, he acted in the spirit of the Periclean

ideal, according to which the highest interests of life were

to be open to the poor as much as to the rich. Antisthenes,

who belonged to the despised class of ‘half-breeds’ (r6

pi) £5 ép¢orépwv wohi-ré‘w éheridepov), was as fully his disciple

as the patrician Plato. Even if Socrates held that Dialectic

is a condition of political knowledge and of the right to

rule—and this we are not distinctly told—he apparently

held that skill in Dialectic is accessible to all. Plato and

Aristotle, on the contrary, tend to detach the philosopher

from ‘necessary work.’ The ‘rule of the wise’ conse

quently assumes a new aspect in their hands. If Plato

in the Republic opens, as he does in a way open, philoso

phical training and the rule of the State to all ranks, he

does so on the condition that no attempt shall be made

to combine the higher with the lower occupations.

While Socrates belongs to the age of the Peloponnesian

War, and Aristotle to the disorganized epoch at which

Macedon rose to greatness, after the Athenian, Lacedae

monian, and Theban States had successively failed to

retain the supremacy which they had successively won,

Plato belongs to the intermediate period of Lacedaemonian

supremacy. He outlived Leuctra, it is true, by upwards of

twenty years, but during the best years of his life he beheld

the Lacedaemonian State either on the eve of its triumph

over Athens or in full fruition of empire. He was probably

about fourteen years of age when the disaster at Syracuse

happened, and about fifty-six in the year of Leuctra. He

may perhaps have been acquainted with Socrates for about

seven years—the last seven years of Socrates’ life, when

he himself was between twenty-one and twenty—eight.

He witnessed in youth the rise and fall of the Four Hundred

at Athens, and saw the worst side of oligarchy under
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the rrfgz'me of the Thirty Tyrants. A little later, his

great teacher was put to death by the restored democracy,

and Plato is said to have left Athens with others of the

school for ten or twelve years. Few men have lived

through such experiences before the age of thirty. His

alienation from all actual forms of government could not

fail to be far greater than that of Socrates. Where was a

satisfactory government to be found? Not in Democracy,

or Oligarchy, or Tyranny. Not even in the Lacedaemonian

State, for Plato’s absorbing interest in philosophy and

literature made it impossible for him to find his ideal

there. Besides, the Sparta of Archidamus, which had won

the admiration of Socrates, was now a thing of the past,

and the less noble Sparta of Lysander had taken its place.

Plato’s sketch of the ‘timocratical man’ (Rep. 548 Dsqq.)

perhaps gives us a clue to his conception of the Spartan

character :—

‘ He is not wholly unlike Glaucon, but more unyielding

and less a votary of the Muses, though still their votary;

fond of listening to talk or song, but no orator ; he is gentle

to freemen, though harsh and severe to slaves; very

obedient to magistrates; fond of office and honour, but

one who holds that a title to power is won by military and

political achievements, not by oratory; fond of athletic

exercise and hunting; a scorner of money in youth, but

growing far otherwise as he becomes older, because he is

without the surest safeguard of virtue—reason mingled

with the study of piouzrmi (Ao'yos nova-mfi Keraps’vos).’

The picture here drawn is the picture of a Hellene,

though a Hellene of an exceptional type—farther removed,

perhaps, from the Roman than from the Athenian, for

he is a ‘votary of the Muses,’ and the love of personal

distinction and pre-eminence has not been subdued in him

to the same extent as in the Roman of the best days of the

Republic; nor has he the Roman genius for law and legal

government. He is, in fact, rather a soldier than a ruler;

not sterner than the Roman, but wilder and fiercer, though

also more Hellenic—lacking at once the patient skill which
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laid the world at the feet of Rome and the wisdom to govern

a conquered world aright.

The Spartan nature was harsh, narrow, imperfectly

cultured, self-seeking, and Plato must have turned from it

with pleasure to the recollection of Socrates, himself a

Spartan in his powers of endurance, his simplicity of life, his

scorn of ease and comfort, his devotion to his country, yet

wholly unlike a Spartan in his intellectual greatness, his

dialectical enthusiasm, his contempt for wealth and power,

and his kindly zeal for the good of others. He became

acquainted in his wanderings with another type of

character—the Pythagorean—resembling the Socratic in its

simplicity and self-mastery, but ascetic and fanciful, which

Socrates never was, the musical and mathematical culture

of the school passing, by a transition not infrequent in

Greece, into religious mysticism. He would find the

Pythagoreans full of faith in the power of education and

the ordered life of a brotherhood of friends, convinced

that States are made to be ruled by the wise, and not with

out recollections of a lost political ascendency.

But if the Spartan type of character was defective, there

was much to be learnt from the institutions of the Lacedae

monian State. Socrates, as we have seen, had not asked

how his ideal ‘man of knowledge’ was to be produced

or placed in a position to rule, but Lacedaemonian experi

ence threw some light on this subject. The example of

the Lacedaemonian State showed how much the State

could do for virtue by systematic training from the earliest

years and by the regulation of adult life, by freeing the

best minds from ignoble cares and adjusting ,social func

tions to capacity, and by inculcating obedience to law

and authority. Imagine a State that should set itself to

produce, not a body of soldier-citizens, but a Pythagorean

brotherhood of wise men; or, better still, a brotherhood

of men possessing knowledge in the fullest sense of the

word—men who have learnt to know things as they really

are, to study, not shadows, but the reality, and to rule by

the light of this better knowledge. In a State ruled by
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such men, the Many would no longer snatch greedin at

power; they would be well satisfied to confine themselves

to the functions for which they are fitted and to surrender

office into the hands of their betters; they would no longer

need to be excluded from the State and enslaved, like the

Helots ; on the contrary, they would be the fellow-citizens

of their rulers, linked to them by membership of a common

State. Plato inherited from Socrates and from Pytha

goras the conception of the State as an union of unequals,

of protectors and protected, the wise and the ignorant.

Let the protectors, Plato said, be what they should be,

and the protected will know their own place, and the ideal

of the State will be realized. It was thus that the concep

tion of the ideal State of the Republic grew up in Plato’s

mind.

The opening conversations of the Republic reveal to us Sketch of

that the aim of the dialogue is fully as much ethical as ifpolitical. They relate to the nature of justice, and place ing or the

Republic.
before us certain popular impressions on this subject, which

it will be the object of the dialogue to correct. We see

that in the view of many to be just was to live for the

advantage of another and for the advantage of the stronger

—a poor-spirited and slavish thing to do-—whi1e from a

second point of view justice was a pi: aller, not a good thing

in itself, but merely the least of two evils. Plato seeks, on

the contrary, to show that justice is in itself a good, and the

most essential of goods, for it is the condition of unity and

happiness, both in the soul of the individual human being

and in the Statel. It also enables all the other virtues to

exist and to accomplish their work (Rep. 433 B). It

means, in fact, the execution by a part of a Whole of the

work for which it is fit 2. In the just soul and State the

1 Cp. Rep. 423 D, 1061's 6' @1306

)w-ro drfiim'm, 511 Kai rot/s dhhovr

'n'ohi'rar 1rpr 5 'rts' nirvas, 1rpr

'rofrro Eva npbc 3v é'Kaa'rov E'p-yov def

Kopi'Q'ew, 5m»: 61! $11 11‘) ail-r06 c’irrrrj

dst'iwv ngO'TOS pi) nohhoi, dhhi‘z sir

yi'yvrrrai, Kai ofirw 8r) Qupnaa'a 1']

116m;- iu'a (bum-at, 6AM; pr) nokhai'.

VOL. I.

’ Socrates had already com

mended the qualitywhich he terms

durpagia, and the justice of the

Republic is not far removed from

the Socratic sinrpagi'a: cp. Xen.

Mem. 3. 9. 14, 1'6 82' paddy-m 're Kai.

pcherrja'avrzi n 613 noisiv sf/rrpagiav

uopafw, Kai oi roii'ro s'mrqiiei'iovres

Dd
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lower elements do not usurp the work of the higher, the

higher elements accept the co-operation of the lower.

The mode in which Plato arrives at this conclusion is

altogether novel and significant. No one had yet employed

the Science of Politics to throw light on the dark places of

Ethics, but this is what Plato in effect does. He constructs

an ideal State, in order to show what the true nature of

justice is. Justice, he says (Rep. 434 E), can only be'

detected in a good State, and existing States are not good.

The portraiture 'of a good State, according to him, will

convey, not only political, but also ethical instruction, and

dispel the 'ethical errors which were exercising so fatal an

influence. .A new importance was thus lent .to political

inquiry; _

In constructing the ‘ good State ’ from which he

hopes to learn so much, Plato follows out his favourite

principle of specialization1 with much persistence. There

must be a class to till the soil, another to build, another

to weave, and on 'similar grounds there must be a class

to fight and a class to' govern. The principle is Socratic,

though Socrates does not seem to have pushed it to
its Consequences. lPlato, on the contrary, does so, and

finds himself led on to‘exclude the mass of men from

the functions of defending and governing the State, and

to reserve these,funetions for two separate and compara

tively-small classes. His reasoning is plausible, and it is

not at first sight ob‘vious vwhy the work of governing shbuld

not, like that of heuse-building, be made 0,ver to a special

class. There is no doubt that in the Greek State of Plato’s

time the soldier, the judge, and the statesman were all of

them insufi’iciently professional. The interests of the State

were then, to a far greater extent than they have ever

been since, confided _to persons neither specially trained nor

specially excellent. Democracy gave power to every free

801101701' pol. eii 1rpér-reui' Kai dpi'a- mi, e'v dé nolurct'q rails 76 1rohvruui.

'ruvs 6E Kai aeo¢thcardrouc 13¢” dual 1 Rep. 397 E, 05K Earl. Burhofis‘

e'v pe‘v ycwpqu four 11‘! 'yccopyuai a': (iur‘lp 1rnp' 1'}va owe nohhmrkofis,

flpér‘rovrarg'u 8'Za-rpeiq 1'00: 11‘: ia'rpi- e'nuBr‘] qurrror Ev npdrrn.
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man, oligarchy gave power to the rich. Plato claimed that

governing must be made over absolutely to a class which

should do nothing but govern. Here we have the germ of

the Republic. He learnt before he died that only the ‘sons

of Gods ’ could be trusted with the powers which he gave to

the rulers of the Republic. In the Laws he does not give

up the assimilation of the work of women and men, but he

does give up the unchecked rule of a governing class.

Aristotle allows unchecked power only to his nap/Baaikefis,

a hypothetical being of superhuman excellence and capa

city. He and he alone is emancipated from the restraints

of law: even the ideal citizens of the Fourth Book of the

Politics are subject to them.

The State, or rather city (Mm), which comes into exist

ence before our eyes in the Second Book of the dialogue,

originates in men’s needs, for Plato does not, like Aris

totle, conceive of man as a naturally social being, or

recognize (in the Republic at all events) the priority of

ties of blood, such as those of the household. It begins

in men’s need to livel, their need of food, lodging, and

clothing. Its earliest members are the cultivator, the

house-builder, the weaver, shoemaker, smith, and car

penter: four or five men of this stamp suffice to constitute

a city, though a city of the barest kind (369 D). Here

again Aristotle disagrees. The judge and the soldier are

as essential ingredients in a city as the cultivator or artisan

(P01. 6 4. 1291 a 6 sqq.). Each man, Plato continues,

follows a vocation of his own, both because he does his

work better and more easily thus, and because men are

born with different aptitudes (37o A—C). Herdsmen, mer

chants, retailers, day-labourers swell the population, and

now our society is apparently complete (rehéa, 371 Plato

dwells for a moment on the happy social life2 of this baby

State—a State too undeveloped to be the home of either

virtue or vice, yet, if he is in earnest in 372 E, the State in its

1 Rep. 369D: cp. Aristot. P01. 2 372 B, fide'ws fin/6111's: am
I. 2. 1252 b 29, 'ywope'vr] lueiv ol'w )tou‘.

'roi (fill Zvcxev.

Ddz
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most genuine and healthy form; he dwells on its simple

luxuries, its beds of leaves, its mainly vegetable diet 1, its

praises of the Gods, its freedom from poverty and war,

its innocence of soldiers and law-courts.

But he knows that men’s desires are not easily confined

within these healthy limits; they will ask for something

more: new classes will be added—huntsmen (for Plato

does not apparently, like Aristotle, regard hunting as one of

the most primitive and natural pursuits), painters, sculptors,

poets, actors, dancers, milliners, barbers, nurses, cooks, and

finally swineherds. Then physicians will be necessary, and

men’s unlimited striving for wealth will give birth to war 2,

the territory proving too small to satisfy the desires of its

now numerous occupants. Then, and not till then, soldiers

will be necessary, and they will have to be a separate class,

if we are to be faithful to the principle which we adopted

at the outset. Thus a body of guardians (¢6)\axes‘, 374 D)

becomes essential.

To Aristotle the Republic must have seemed to start

with a false conception of the State. It is, in his view,

precisely the life of the classes which are wanting in the

‘genuine and healthy’ State of Plato—soldiers, judges,

statesmen—that gives the State its value. They are to

the rest what the soul is to the body (6 4. 1291 a 24

sqq.). Without them the State is not really a State.

They do not exist to restore health to a ‘feverish’ society,

but to live their own life, which is the true ideal of human

life. The State should not be composed of a mass of traders

and producers (Xpnparw-rtmt’), protected and schooled by a

handful of noble men, but of an adequately numerous

1 Oxen will be used for plough

ing and drawing, and their hides

will serve together with the wool

of sheep for raiment (37o D—E).

Neither sheep nor oxen will ap

parently be used for food. Cheese,

however, is an article of diet (372

C). Swine will not be kept (373 C).

\Vith all this Aristotle does not

agree. Nature designed the other

animals to serve as food for man,

as well as to supply him with

clothing (P01. 1. 8. 1256 b 15 sqq.).

" Aristotle, on the contrary, holds

that one kind of war at all events

falls within the natural form of

the Science of Supply, which does

not make an unlimited amount of

wealth its aim (P01. 1. 8. 1256 b

23 sqq.).
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body of persons capable of living and purposed to live

the best life.

The class of guardians are to be to the rest of the State

what dogs are to a flock of sheep 1, at once protectors and

guides. They must be ‘philosophic and spirited and

swift and strong’ (376 C); they must be brave, truthful,

temperate, not fond of money (386—391); and in order

that they may possess all these qualities, they must re—

ceive a correct ‘musical’ and gymnastic training. Plato,

like Aristotle after him, undertakes a reform of provmmj and

'yvjwao'rtmj, but his treatment of the subject is in many

respects different from that of Aristotle. We notice, in

the first place, that while Aristotle concerns himself in the

Fifth Book of the Politics only with the musical side of

povo'unj, Plato treats it as including poetry, tune, and

rhythm, and pays fully as much attention to the substance

and form of its poetic element, as he does to its accom

paniment of tune and rhythm (936179 'rpo'a'os ml. neMTw, 398 C:

fiv0por’, 399 E), and to the question of the instruments which

are to be used (399 C sqq.). Then again, we observe that

the two inquirers approach the subject with different aims.

The aim of Plato is to devise a scheme of education which

will fit his guardians for the position assigned to them in

his State: the aim of Aristotle is to produce a class of

citizens capable of living the highest and most complete

life. Thus Plato is naturally concerned for the most part

with the value of pwmrmj as an ethical influence, whereas

Aristotle is careful to point out in how many different

ways it enriches human life. Plato admits novmmj without

debate to a prominent place in his scheme of education:

Aristotle debates its claims at some length, and learns

by debating ,them how varied are its services to man.

When the musical and gymnastic training of the guardians

has been fully discussed, the further question arises, how are

the rulers to be selected from the ranks of the guardians

(412 B)? They must be older than the other guardians,

1 Ultimately it is the class of dogs: the rulers are shepherds

‘auxiliaries’ who are likened to (440 D).
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they must be wise and capable men (¢po'm;tor, Suva-rot), men

who feel their interests to be bound up with those of the

rest, and whose minds are therefore immovably set on

doing that which is best for the whole State; they must

be ‘lovers of their State and vigilant in their care for it’

(¢t)\01r6)\t66s‘, 502 E: Knoqlo'vss Tfis‘ 'n'o'hews, 412 C) 1. The

ruler must be ‘proof against illusion, must keep a strict

guard over himself, and never forget the lessons of his

“musical” training, but always bear himself well (ez’urxfipmv),

and, whatever happens to him, prove himself rhythmical

and harmonious (eiipvfipos, efidppoaros, 3. 413 E)”. He will

be ‘wise’ (aquo's) in the sense of‘prudent in deliberation’

(et’iBovhos), we learn in the Fourth Book (428)—he will

possess that kind of science ‘which deliberates with a view

to the well-being, not of some particular thing in the State,

but of the State as a whole, and considers how it should

conduct itself, both in its internal relations and in its

relations to other States’ (428 C) 3. Such will be the

character of the ‘complete guardians’ (414 B); the younger

guardians will be the ‘ auxiliaries ’ (érrixovpot) carrying their

decrees into execution. Below these two classes, the

traders and producers (Xpnpa-rwnmi’) form a third, and the

three classes together make up the State.

In order that there may be nothing to render the rulers

and their auxiliaries otherwise than as good as possible,

or to incline them to act wrongfully (KaKovpyeiv) by the

other citizens (3. 416 C), they must not possess any property

of their own, not even a house or a treasury (rapte'iov)

'1 We are reminded of the tive grace of character (sfzpvepin,

Pythagorean dictum already re nirnppoo-ria, 522 A). This is said

ferred to (above, p. 379), that

‘rulers must not only be men of

knowledge, but loving to those

they rule’ (cp. Rep. 412 D).

2 If we turn to the Seventh

Book (522 A), we shall find the

training here prescribed treated

as inadequate and other than that

which produces philosophers. It

is a mere training through habit

and produces, not a knowledge

of principles, but only an instinc

Of #0110110].

3 Compare Ephor. Fragm. 67

(Muller, Fragm. Hist. Gr. 1. 254),

where Ephorus, after noticing the

shortness of the period during

which the Thebans retained their

ascendency in Greece, adds——

ai-rwv 8E eiwu 1'6 Ni'yaw Kai dyihfar

11"]: 1rsz dv9pa'mour dhrymprjoat,

1.1.6111): d' r’mpshqoijvat rfis xa-rd 1rd

Aqtov ripe'rfis.
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—-treasuries, we learn in the Eighth Book (550 D), are

the ruin of timocratic States like the Lacedaemonian—and

they must receive year by year only just that amount of

necessaries which they need for their own use (416 D sqq.);

they must not possess or even use gold and silver, in the

form of coin or in any other form. Once let them be

owners of land, and houses, and coin, and they will pass

their lives hating and hated by their fellow-citizens and

in daily fear of violence (417 A sq.)1. Later on, in the

Fourth Book (423 E), a hint is dropped that, so far as

these two classes are concerned, not only property but

also women and children will be as far as possible, like

the goods of friends, in common.

When Adeimantus remarks that the guardians will be

more like a. garrison of hired auxiliaries than citizens—

pauper protectors of happy householders rather than them

selves happy men, the Platonic Socrates in effect replies

that if they live up to their position, there is no reason

why they should not be the happiest members of the

community. Their duties will be—to keep both wealth

and poverty2 away from the State; to'preserve the unity

of the State without unduly contracting its dimensions, so

that it shall be neither over-small nor yet, like many large

States, two States in one; to make such transfers from

the trading and producing class to the class of guardians

and vice warm as will secure that every one shall have the

work to do for which he is fit, and thus that the State

2 Similarly in the soul the

rational and spirited elements

are to take charge of the appeti

‘ It has been already noticed

(above, p. 159 note), that while

here in the Third Book the reason

why the two higher classes are to

hold everything in common is that

otherwise they may be tempted

to wrong the rest of the citizens

and to earn their hatred by so

doing, Plato assigns another

reason in the Fifth Book (464)—

the prevention of disharmony in

the ranks of the two higher classes :

if the members of these classes are

at one, he says (465 B), the other

citizens are sure to be so too.

tive element and to prevent its

growing over-large and over

strong on a diet of bodily plea

sure (4. 442 A); or rather (9.

571 E),to lull it to sleep by taking

care that it has neither more nor

less than its due share of nutri

ment, so that it may not trouble

the best element of the soul by

its joy or grief, but leave it to

pursue its investigations in peace.
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shall be one (423 D); but, above all, to attend to the

rearing and education of the young—the children of the

two upper classes are apparently referred to—and to see

that this undergoes no change.

The State which has now been constructed is pronounced

to be good and normal, and all others to be bad and

aberrant from the normal type (5. 449 A): it is the best

possible (4. 434 E), perfectly good (reader dyaOrj, 4. 427Justice must consequently exist within it; and after a short

search it is identified, and found to be—both in the soul of

the individual human being and in the State—the fulfil

ment by each part of its appropriate function (Ta aiiroi'i

flPdTT€LU).

So far the first four books of the Republic carry us, and

even in them we seem to rise from time to time above the

plane of Socratic thought. We are not, indeed, far from the

Socratic point of view, when the wisdom which the rulers are

required to possess is explained to be ‘wisdom in delibera

tion’ (ei’ifiovAi’a, 428 B), or a knowledge how the State should

behave to itself and other States (428 C—D), though Socrates

would have described the art of governing rather as a know

ledge how to make men better. We feel ourselves further

from the Socratic stand-point, however, when the ruler is re

quired to know how to act so as to preserve the harmony of

the parts of the State (443 E: cp. 442 C), for the conception

of the State as a Whole composed of parts which need to

work harmoniously together is rather Platonic or Pytha—

gorean than Socratic. Right action, in Plato’s view, is not

the outcome simply of knowledge, but springs, in the case

of an individual, from the co-operation of the parts of the

soul—in the case of a State, from the co-operation of its

elements. Not only must the ruling element of the soul

possess knowledge, but it must be seconded by the spirited

element, and even the lowest section must have virtue of a

certain kind. And so in the State the virtue of the rulers

must be supported by virtue in the second class and virtue

in the third. There are irrational elements present both'

in the soul and in the State, which may be so constituted
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as to refuse obedience to reason, and their co-operation is

essential to a satisfactory result. In the State the third

class—as in the soul the appetitive nature—is fully a mem

ber of the Kowwm'a, though a subordinate member. The

traders and producers (Xpnpano'nxoi) are citizens and parts

of the Whole, so long as they do their part and refrain

from meddling with the work of others. When they insist

on ruling, as in an Oligarchy or democracy, it is as if the

appetitive element claimed supremacy in the soul.

The aspiration of Plato in the first four books of the

Republic is for a State in which the mass of the citizens

are content to live the life of production and trade for

which alone they are fit, and look for protection and

guidance to a comparatively small soldier-class specially

trained to find in an educated sense of proportion and

harmony the secret of courage and temperance, and

saved from temptations to misrule by holding women,

children, and property in common—a class which in its

turn accepts the rule of its wisest members, men who

consecrate their lives to the good of the State as a whole,

and rule in such a way as to maintain the co-operation of

the three classes, and yet, notwithstanding their pre

eminence in wisdom, regard the two other classes as fellow

citizens and brothers.

The interruption of Polemarchus and Adeimantus at the

beginning of the Fifth Book forms, however, as has often

been noticed, a turning—point in the course of the dialogue.

Some 1 hold that the three books which intervene between

the Fourth and Eighth, whatever the date of their com

position, found no place in the original scheme of the

dialogue, and are a subsequent addition. It is difficult, how—

ever, to suppose that the bold communistic proposals of the

Republic were adopted without more discussion than they

receive in the Third and Fourth Books, or that the assimila

tion of the occupations of men and women formed no part

of the earlier draft; and we gather from a passing expres

1 Krohn has argued elaborately book, ‘Der Platonische Staat’

for this view in his instructive (Halle, 1876).
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sion in the Third Book (416 B, roiiro piv 05K (itva 5t'i0'xvpffea

0m. . . . rfis 6p0ijs watfiefas‘, fins 'rrore' éa'rw), that the Platonic So

crates is even then not absolutely certain that the whole truth

has been uttered as to the best education for a guardian 1.

So again, we find at the close of the same book, that the

question of the selection of rulers and guardians (1‘; éxhoyi,

Kai KaTdUTG-O'LS‘ r151) zipxo'vrwv re Kai. (pvhoixmu) has as yet been

dealt with only in outline (tbs év rump, pi] 8U amt/36111195. 414A).

Perhaps the interruption of Polemarchus and Adeimantus

assures Socrates for the first time of the keen interest they

take in the discussion—or perhaps it was necessary to

avoid mixing up the search for justice with highly debat

able matter, and to bring it to a close without unreasonable

delay; at any rate, in the Fifth Book Socrates gives utter—

ance to three great paradoxes in succession, of only one of

which—the proposal of a communistic plan of life for the

guardians—have we had even a hint before. The two others

——the identification of the pursuits of the men and women

of the guardian class, and the choice of carefully trained

philosophers as rulers—are altogether new. The question

how the constitution already described can be realized

—how it is to be brought into existence—furnishes the

occasion for the utterance of the last and greatest of the

three paradoxes. It cannot be brought into being, till philo

sophers are kings, or kings become philosophers (5. 471 C:

472 E sqq.) 2. These are the lowest terms on which it can

1 It should also be noticed that

the Third Book (402) allows no

man to be 'truly povmxds, who has

not learnt from his study of poual

Kr'] to discern the ‘essential forms’

(s’t'Bq) of temperance, courage, and

other virtues, so that there would

seem to be a philosophical ele

ment even in the study of pioumxr),

notwithstanding what we are told

in 7. 522 A.

2 If Themistius may be trusted,

Aristotle dissented from Plato’s

doctrine that kings should be phi

losophers—¢t)\oao¢eiv pe‘v 1'43 Baa-t

MZ mix 31m: civayxniov rival ¢daxa>v,

6AM Kai elm-086w, 1'6 8% ¢thoao¢oii

o'w dhqdwéc s'v'ru-yxévcw dimer} Kai

5615mm: (Aristot. Fragm. 79. 1489 b

8 sqq.). In the Fourth Book of

the Politics, however, he seems to

regard philosophy as the best

security, in the case of citizen

rulers at all events, for the‘ right

use of leisure (4 (7). 15). He

appears also to have recom

mended the study of philosophy

in the Hpo-rpem'txiis‘ which be ad

dressed to Themison, King of the

Cyprians (Aristot. Fragm. 47.

1483 a 39: Heitz, die verlorenen

Schriften des Aristoteles, p. 208).
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be realized (cp. 473 B, Tit/os- Z’w rrpLKpordrov perafialto'u‘ros‘ 9100!.

sis rofirov 'rbv Tp61rov rfis Troltrret'as 1161\19). The subject of

the choice of rulers is now taken up again and considered

afresh (r6 5% r6311 dpxo'v'rwv (I'm-Trap £5 dpxfis‘ ps'reABe'iu 56$, 6.

502 It now appears that it is not enough for the ruler

to have acquired an unerring sense of proportion and har

mony in feeling and action (efipvfijit’a, alapnoort’a), an un

shakeable devotion to the good of the State: he must be

tested not only in labours and fears and pleasures, but in

studies (503 D); the ‘perfect guardian’ is a philosopher

(503 B), and we must take care that ours becomes one.

He cannot do so unless he starts with great natural gifts—

a tenacious memory, quickness to learn, breadth and eleva

tion of mind, a gracious and measured nature (é'ptpierpos

Kai eixaptr, 486 D), *an instinctive love of truth, justice,

courage, and temperance (487 A). His keenness to get

to the heart of things (hf/061a, 490 A) is the central

feature of his character and the source from which his

moral excellence flows. Eager to pass beyond the shows

of things to their inner reality, he presses on from the

varying and manifold forms of the just (TE: woAMi 86mm) to

its unmixed and unchanging essence or idea; he traces the

just up to its source in the Idea of Good, which is also the

source of all existence, and acquires from contact with that

which truly exists (r5 dvrws‘ 6v)—the only sure source—a

healthy and orderly character, temperance, courage, and

the rest of the virtues (490 A—C). His virtue, unlike that

of those who are only virtuous through habit (522 A:

619 C), has a firm foundation in knowledge. He has seen

‘ that which is just and beautiful and temperate ’ both as it

exists by nature and as it exists among men (501 B), and

has a ‘divine pattern’ in his soul to guide him in fashioning

the State over which he rules and the characters of its

citizens (500 C sqq.); no hand but his can make the State

happy and dear to God (500 E sqq.). He is the true

guardian, the true ‘designer of constitutions’ ((wypddaos

Not a few Romans probably held for a future ruler (Suet. Nero, c.

that philosophy was hardlya study 52: Tac. Agric. c. 4).
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atom-radix, 500 E), the true ‘saviour of the constitution’

(502 D). Plato evidently has hopes that some son of a

king or potentate (Mimic-ms) may arise, fit to be made

a philosopher, at whose hands citizens would be willing

to accept the constitution which he has described (502

A—B) 1. He feels, indeed, that the permanent presence of

an element of this kind in the State is essential (497 C).

Thus rule is now given, not, as before, to men possessed

of mere deliberative wisdom (eilfiovhor), knowing how the

State should behave to itself and to other States, but to

men of high natural excellence trained in a long series of

studies calculated to evoke thought and draw it in the

direction of true Being. The creation of a class of this

kind is not only the ‘ Open, Sesame’ of the Republic—the

condition of its being brought into existence—but also, it

would seem, the condition of its satisfactory working, for

Plato appears to hold that the permanent rulers of the

State must be men of this type.

As early as the age of 20 (537 B), at the close of the

period of pure gymnastic training, the youths who have

shone most in their musical and gymnastic studies are

parted from the rest and treated with special distinction,

and have their attention called to the inter-connexion of the

various branches of science and their relation to true Being.

From this select body a further selection is made on the

completion of the thirtieth year, and those are picked out

and surrounded with especial honour who successfully

undergo a dialectical test, and prove most capable of leaving

sight and sense behind, and penetrating with sureness to

that which truly exists. Five years are to be devoted by

them to the exclusive study of Dialectic ; fifteen more are to

be given to the acquisition of practical experience in military

commands and posts suitable for young men (ve'wv dpxai,

539 E); and then at the age of 50 those who have survived

all these tests and come out best both in practical work

and in scientific study (6’11 é'pyors‘ re Kai into-Trjpats, 540 A)

1_ Dion, according to Plutarch bold constitutional innovations at

(Dion, c. 53), attempted some Syracuse.
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are to be bidden to lift up their eyes and look on that

which is the source of light to all, the Idea of Good, and

using it as a pattern, to order for the rest of their lives the

State and private men and themselves, each ruling in turnl.

They will pass most of their time in philosophic pursuits,

but when the proper season comes, they will not shrink

from the disagreeables of a political life, but consent to

govern from a feeling of duty to the State and as a thing

rather necessary than noble or glorious (54o A—B).

It is under their auspices, and theirs only, that our ideal

State can come into existence. Let men of this type, once

in power, ‘send off into the country all those who are over

ten years of age’ and ‘train the remainder in their own ways

of life, being those which we have described 2. Brought

into being in this, the shortest and easiest, manner, our

State will both itself enjoy happiness and be a blessing to

the race in which it arises’ (541 A). These are among the

closing words of the Seventh Book.

Throughout the dialogue the question how the State is

to be made at one with itself and happy seems to be even

more prominent than the question how it is to be made to

produce virtue. True, Plato asks (Rep. 456 E)—‘ Is there

anything better for a State than that women and men as

excellent as possible should be produced in it? ’——but

shortly after (462 A) he also asks: ‘Can we name any

greater evil for a State than that which tears it asunder

and makes it many States in place of one, or any greater

good than that which binds it together and makes it one?’

Perhaps, indeed, the two things are hardly separable; it is

virtue that gives unity to the State, unity that gives it virtue.

But we feel that nothing comes home more to Plato than

the disunion of all existing States (for even in the Lace

1 Plato speaks of his ideal State [45'1"] "diur- (576 D).

as assuming the form of a King “ This is evidently a softened

ship or an Aristocracy, according

as one of the rulers, or more, pos

sesses transcendent excellence

(4. 445 D) : in the Ninth Book,

however, it is called a Bamkwo

version of the sentence which

Heraclitus passed on the Ephe

sians for expelling Hermodorus

(see Diog. Laert. 9. 2 : and above,

p. 263 note).
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daemonian State (547 C) the two upper classes are at enmity

with the third, which they have conquered in war), and that

he has nothing more at heart than to make his State not

two States but one (423 D). He shows infinite ingenuity

in devising means for securing this end. His main reliance

is placed on justice, or, in other words, the correct distinc

tion of social function, but no care in the selection and edu

cation of the two upper classes will suffice, if they are not

set free from the temptations which come with the posses

sion of households and several property. Then the original

sketch of the education of the rulers is revised: it is not

enough that they should be trained to rhythm and har

mony—they must have learnt virtue from contact with ‘that

which really exists.’ They must have learnt that there is a

life which is better than the life of a ruler, and come to the

task of ruling with reluctance 1. No such class exists at

present in any State; a wholly new class needs to be

created. When it exists, men will not hesitate to accept

its authority. If at present illegitimate claimants grasp at

power, it is because the true rulers do not exist.

Plato holds up his ideal constitution not only as the best

—which is all that Aristotle claims for his—but as the only

normal form (449 A), realizable whenever and wherever a.

class of this kind can be brought into existence. The Eighth

and Ninth Books illustrate the consequences of its deprava

tion or absencez. Power falls into worse and worse hands.

The review of actual constitutions given in these books is

1 Rep. 520 E, ei pe‘v Biou s'geupij trary, the decline from the ideal

o'er: dpsivw ref; apXEl-I! 1'on pik State begins with the rule of dpou

hovtrw dptfew, 31711. 001. dvvarr) 'ysvé

0011!. 1rd)“: 65 oixoupe'vq.

2 There is much in them which

carries our thoughts back rather

to the Second, Third, and Fourth

Books than to the Seventh. Mov

mm} to our surprise regains the

credit which it had lost in the

Seventh Book (522 A), where it is

treated as a mere education of

habit, not communicating science.

In the Eighth Book, on the con

ué-rspot ¢uhaxss(546 D),and reason

mingledwith pova'ua'] (hdyos poumxfi
KGKPGILGIl/OS‘, 549 'B : cp. 560 B) is

declared to be the true preserva

tive of virtue, the true qualification

for rule. On the other hand, there

are passages in the Ninth Book

(e. g. 585 B sqq.: 586 A, 11116;- 11‘!

zihqdcius z’ivm 0171's (ii/$9Man K.'r.)\.,

cp. 7. 525 D) which are more in

the spirit of the Fifth, Sixth, and

Seventh Books.
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designed to show that all States other than that in which

justice reigns are unhappy, and increasingly unhappy, the

further they are removed from the ideal model, and it

naturally places them before us in a sombre light. The

Lacedaemonian State still retains a few features of the ideal

community: the distinction of social functions (or justice)

so far survives there that the soldier is marked off from

the cultivator and trader; the old respect for magistrates,

the old military habits of life, the old interest in yvpvairrmj

also survive. But the third class has been enslaved,

separate households and property have been introduced,

the class of ‘ wise men’ (carpet) has been corrupted and has

lost its hold of power. The State is in the hands of men

_in whom the spirited element rules, contentious and ambi

tious men (¢i.)\o'vei.i<ot Kai. ¢i)\o’rip.oi, 551 A). The regime is

one of perpetual war, and love of money has come in with

the decline of communism.

In the oligarchy the money-getting spirit has won com

plete mastery. Rich men rule over spendthrifts whose

purses they have drained: all but the rulers are poor

(552 D). Functions are no longer distinguished; the

soldier is also a cultivator or a trader. The oligarchical

State is weak for war, for it is really two States—a State of

the rich and a State of the poor—and it dares not arm its

poor. It is in the oligarchy that the drone, stinged or

stingless, or in other words, the idle spendthrift (564 B), is

first engendered.

Democracy is rather the rule of the stinged drones than

of the many. There are three classes in a democracy—the

drones, stinged and stingless; rich money-making orderly

men; and a large body of poor labouring men, who seldom

assemble together, but are all-powerful when they do. The

drones of a democracy are far more formidable than those

of an oligarchy, being now admitted to office, and they

plunder the rich for the benefit of the poor. This is one

feature of a democracy; another is its excess of liberty.

A democracy is organized anarchy. We do not learn

why the supremacy of the third class (the XpnpaTLO’TLKOZ)
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Remarks.

should be accompanied by this excessive impatience of

control.

Anarchy leads by a natural reaction to tyrannyl. The

people loves to have a champion; democracy commonly

means the supremacy of an individual (565 C); and the

champion easily passes into a tyrant. Many of the touches

in Aristotle’s well-known picture of tyranny will be found

to have been drawn from Plato’s sketch of the tyrant, if the

two are compared.

Plato speaks throughout of Oligarchy, democracy, and

tyranny as if there were only one form of each, and that the

most extreme form. He is naturally led by the aim he

has in view to make the worst of each of these constitutions.

We must not look for scientific exactness in these vigorous

sketches, which have a perennial truth and value; Plato’s

aim is rather to show the misery of misrule than to trace

with accuracy the path of constitutional change, or to re

produce every nuance of the various constitutions (Rep.

548 D). When Aristotle, at the close of his book on Poli

tical Change, brings his unrivalled knowledge of the facts

of constitutional change in Greek States to bear on Plato’s

brilliant series of dissolving views, we feel that his matter

of-fact criticisms, however cogent they may be, are rather

thrown away.

Socrates had not designed an ideal State, but simply

pointed to the Lacedaemonian State or to Solonian

Athens. Plato reverted to the old practice, and the fact

that he did so indicates an increased dissatisfaction with

the actual State. The Republic is written from ‘the ful—

ness of the heart ’—with a keen sense of the need of moral

and political reform; far more so than the Politicus, more

so perhaps than even the Laws. Hence in part its boldness

of touch, its breadth of treatment, and the novelty of the

remedies it suggests.

Plato knows that moral and political improvement must

‘ Did Plato think that Athens would end in a tyranny?
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go hand in hand, and thus while he seeks to persuade men

of the happiness of virtue and the misery of vice, his

criticism is especially directed to existing political insti

tutions, which he thought had much to do with the moral

shortcomings of the age. He spares much that is merely

Hellenic and temporary, and rejects much that experience

has shown to stand on a far firmer basis, much that many

would say is broadly human and for all time. He is for a

State of small extent with a city at its centre, for games and

festivals and athletic contests, for State-control over religion

—so far he follows Hellenic traditions. The institutions

which he challenges are mostly not specially Hellenic, but the

common property of all ages and countries—the household,

the right of several property, the. distinction between the

occupations of men and women, the drama. He requires

wealth and numbers to submit to a denial of the claims

which they have at all times and everywhere made to

political authority.

The faulty distribution of political rights in all existing

Greek communities did much, in his view, to destroy the

unity of the State, and to make the rise of the only class

that could redeem it—the philosophic class—impossible

and hopeless (497 A sqq.). The Greek States were ruled

either by harsh soldiers, pugnacious and keen for personal

distinction, like the Spartans, or by rapacious oligarchs,

demagogues, or tyrants. The rule of the few meant the

exploitation of the many by the rich. The rule of the many

meant anarchy, political and moral, and the spoliation of

the rich. The rule of the tyrant meant misery even to the

tyrant himself.

The picture which Plato draws in the Republic of the

political state of Greece is probably too dark, for we know

from Aristotle’s testimony that moderate forms of oligarchy

and democracy did exist, and that the extreme form of

democracy can hardly have found a place in many States

(Aristot. P01. 8 (6). 4. 1319 b 1 sqq.). Yet Aristotle himself

dwells on the intolerance of compromise, the determination

not to share power with others, but to crush them or be

VOL. I. E 6
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crushed by them, which had come to prevail in men’s minds

(P01. 6 (4). 11. 1296 a 40 sqq.).

Changes of character seemed to Plato to be needed in all

ranks. The producing and trading classes must be just—

that is, they must be content to do their own work without

meddling with matters too high for them—and temperate

-—-that is, they must be willing to accept the rule of their

betters. If they were excluded from office, they were none

the less citizens for that ; they were citizens and members

of the Whole 1, but that Whole must be ‘ vitalized,’ if we may

use the word, by two added classes—the one designed to

fight, the other to rule. Far the larger part of the best

State2 was to be of very ordinary material, but it was to be

headed with silver, and its tip was to be of the very purest

gold. The fighting and ruling classes must be distinct——

not identical, as Hippodamus had made them—and they

must be educated in an altogether novel way and live an

altogether novel kind of life. So far as they are concerned,

the household and the right of several property must be

abolished. Plato speaks, indeed, of an extension of the

household tie, but the practical result of his proposals

would be its abolition. So long as the guardian classes had

wives and children and property of their own, they would

not rule so as to win the love of the mass of the population,

nor would they be united in feeling among themselves or a

source of union to the rest. Private households and

property were a fruitful source of litigation and disagreement

(464 D), and we learn from a curious passage 3, how keenly

Plato felt the weariness of the task of caring for children

and providing the wherewithal for the maintenance of a

‘ Cp. Rep. 552 A, prjds‘v iii/Ta

1'65!) 'rfir 'n'o'iiems' pepiiw, jir'p-e XPTHLG

fla'rr‘jv ju'rre drlpiovpyév ju'jre lmrs'a

lir'j-rc 61rl\i'rr]v.

2 Rep. 428 E sq.: cp. 442 A,

where the appetitive part of the

soul, which corresponds to To

XPflftflT'lG'Tlel/ in the State, is said

to be the largest portion of it.

3 Rep. 465 C, 1'6 76 pair a'piKpd

Tara 1'ch KaKriw 81’ a1rpe'1reiav (iva

,

Kai Aé'yfll' For cin'iyliltaype'vor 611 new,

KoluzKei'a; re whovo'i'wu, rirropias 1':
r

Kai tilt-yrjdévar 60a: r’v 1ra1801po¢tais~

Kai XPYHJ-GTLO'ILOZS‘ 811i rpo¢iju oi’Ks'rcTw

clvayKai'au i'a-xovrn, ni pr’v dausifd
.

svoi rt} 8 e’ a 11015 6110!. 11‘: de‘
,

'

,

. . .
war-rm: nopio-ajieum oép-GIIOL 'rrapa

'yvvains rs Kai oi’Kérar, rapin'asw
, a \

'n'apaBou'rsr, 017a 1's, Z) $17k, nepi
.

at’mi Kai oia fldGXOUUL, deiiui 're 31]

Kai dyswij Kai 06K 551a hé-ysw.
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household, though freedom from this burden is, he sees, a

comparatively small matter. The proposal to assimilate

the pursuits of women and men was probably suggested in

part by the teaching of Socrates1. Of course, the establish

ment of communism was thus facilitated, and the regulation

of women’s lives made more easy. The luxurious life of the

women had done much to ruin the Lacedaemonian State,

and Plato probably desired to prevent the same cause

being fatal to his own ideal community.

Even these sweeping changes, however, would not suffice

without an entire change in the education of the soldiers

and rulers of the State. There was much that was wrong

in the poetry and music which formed the most potent

element in the education of the day. The poets sang

of Gods who were the cause of evil to men, and who

were deceivers and false. They sapped men’s courage

by their ill pictures of Hades, men’s self-control by their

wailings for the noble dead and their representations of

excessive mirth. The true povzrmj makes men brave,

orderly, and temperate (424 E, é’vvopot Kai 0'7r0U5Gl-bl.)—

correct in a thousand little matters which law cannot

reach or touch (425 A—B). The State must keep an eye

on all the arts, but especially on poetry and music, and

see that they ‘moralize their song’ and teach men to

know virtue in all its forms, and also vice in all its forms,

as they know their alphabet (402 A—C). The drama is

to be excluded. The education of those who are to rule

is only to cease at the age of thirty-five, and in it all

studies which lead the mind in the direction of true Being

are to find a place—especially Mathematics and Dialectic.

Contact with true Being and, above all, with the Idea of

Good is the secret of complete virtue.

1 Socrates had said (Xen. Symp.

2. 9) that the nature of women is

not inferior to that of men. but only

falls short of it in wisdom and

strength (yr/11>an Kai io'xtios). The

tendency of the Socratic doctrine

of the unity of virtue was to dis

courage distinctions between the

virtue of men and the virtue of

women, such as that implied in a

saying of Gorgias (Fragm. I7:

Mullach, Fr. Philos. Gr. 2. 145),

which Thucydides had tacitly

amended in a famous sentence of

one of his speeches (2. 45. 4).

E62
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Plato’s hope is that if the State were once absolutely

in the hands of rulers possessed of high natural gifts,

yet saved from the corruption which ordinarily befel the

possessor of such gifts, trained from their earliest years

to be temperate, orderly, and gentle, as well as bravel,

devoted to the wellbeing of the State as a whole, and

freed from all disturbing influences of relationship and

property—rulers mature in age and experience,and knowing

what goodness and temperance and justice are as only

philosophers can know this—the political problem would

be found to have been solved. Rulers of this type would

not oppress the ruled, and their authority would be willingly

accepted by all. Disunion would vanish, the State would

be not two but one, and ‘peace with virtue’ would bring

happiness 2.

The thought which underlies Plato’s project of a State

is that the mass of men are fit only for industrial or

trading pursuits, and should leave the defence of the State

to a small separate class, and the government of it to

a still smaller class selected from the fighting class.

Indeed, he thinks that the mass only grasps at political

power when the holders of it are unworthy of their

position. Let these be all they should be, and the

common herd will gladly leave politics to them. There

is a kernel of truth in this view, and Aristotle has said

something not very dissimilar (e. g. P01. 2. 7. 1267b

5 sqq.: 7 8. 1308b 34 sqq.: 8 4.1318b 11—1319a

4). It is the organization of Plato’s State in detail, that is

so startling; the broad conceptions on which it rests may

be so stated as to lose all appearance of paradox. If Plato

had said that the main stress of ruling must be borne by

' Cp. Plato, Politicus 306.

2 Spinoza says (Tractat. Pol. 5.

2): ‘certum est quod seditiones,

bella, legumque contemptio sive

violatio non tam subditorum mali

tiae, quam pravo imperii statui

imputanda sunt. . . . Si itaque in

una civitate malitia magis regnat,

pluraque peccata committuntur,

quam in alia, certum est id ex eo

oriri, quod talis civitas non satis

concordiae providerit, nec iura

satis prudenter instituerit.’ But he

does not go so far as to say that

internal harmony is out of the

question in the absence of rulers

of heroic or angelic mould.
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a few well-selected, highly gifted, well-trained natures

devoted to the common good and distracted by no private

interests, knowing what is great and excellent in human

life and ordering everything with a view to it, valuing

goodness more than wealth or distinction or empire, and

supported by the love of a people conscious of its own

inferiority and content to till the soil, or trade, or fight,

and to leave ruling to those who understand it—we should

have recognized the substantial basis of truth which

underlies his social ideal, and not have lost sight of it

in marvelling at the strangeness of his machinery.

It is another question whether a State of this kind,

composed to a large extent of men who are content to

be ruled by others, and who neither take nor are fit to

take any part in guiding the State to which they belong

—who are, in fact, rather in the State than of it—is

really the highest type of State that can be imagined.

We may feel inclined to agree with Aristotle that it

is not.

But the ‘Republic’ formed a turning-point in the Influence

history of Greek political philosophy, and gave it agiglllieclég'

direction which it was slow to lose. The political philo- the“

. . political

sopher was to be no mere apathetic analyst of soc1alPhi1050phy

phenomena, but the watchful physician of the State, gtizris'

unflinching in his diagnosis of its maladies and outspoken '

in pointing to the true remedy. The political philosophy

of Greece would perhaps have gained in many ways,

if its aim had been less practical. The broad, profound

principles which it asserts would not have been buried

in ephemeral detail. Its theoretical basis would have

been more firm, more consistent, more fully thought out.

But it would have lost something of ‘actuality’; its authors

would no longer claim our sympathy, as men keenly in

terested in the wellbeing of their race and eager to help

it through its difficulties. They might perhaps be pro

founder anatomists of society, but they would hardly

impress us to the same extent as good citizens concerned

for the future of their country. The greatest master
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of political inquiry that had yet appeared in Greece

gave in the ‘ Republic’ a clear intimation to his successors

in that field, that Political Philosophy was to keep watch

on the maladies of the age, and to try to heal them:

the political philosopher in Greece was to be all and more

than all that the prophet had been to another people.

When Plato discovered that the remedies suggested in the

Republic were impracticable, he wrote the Laws in the

hope of doing better service to his generation, and was

prepared even to depict a ‘third State’; his intention was

to be useful to his time and country, even if, as a matter of

fact, his least ideal State was too ideal to be of much

practical service to existing communities (P01. 6 I.

1288b 33 sqq.). It is from Plato that Aristotle inherits

the practical aim of his Political Philosophy.

So again it is from Plato that Aristotle inherits the

plan of depicting an ideal State, though, unlike Plato

in the Republic, he does not claim that his ‘best State’

is universally applicable, or the only normal State. He

inherits Plato’s conception of wont-runj as ordering every

thing in the State—supreme over law, economy, rhetoric,

and strategy, and also apparently over poetry and the arts,

though Aristotle would leave to poetry and music a far

greater freedom of development than Plato was prepared

to allow them. To him, as to Plato, Scientific Knowledge

is essential to the ruler, though of a different kind from

that which Plato insisted that he should possess. He

inherits Plato’s view of the State as a WVhole, whose parts

must be adapted to each other and to the work they have

to do, if the Whole is to prosper, though he criticises the

co-ordination of parts in Plato’s Republic as imperfect,

and not such as to secure happiness either to the Whole

or to its parts. He approves the view that the individual

citizen ought to consider himself as belonging to the State

and not to himself, though he holds that no sacrifice of

the individual’s happiness should be involved in this,

whereas Plato’s scheme involved, in his opinion, a sacrifice

of this kind. Like Plato, again, he places trading, industrial,
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and agricultural functions in other hands than those to which

he entrusts the defence of the State, and also marks off the

military class from that to which he assigns the duties

of government. Both followed, or rather improved upon,

the tradition of the Lacedaemonian State in this matter.

But if the ‘ Republic’ has left many traces of its influence

in the political philosophy of Aristotle, Aristotle is by no

means prepared to accept the State depicted in it as the

ideal State, even if he could regard the portraiture of an

ideal State, or indeed of two or three of them, as an ade~

quate treatment of Political Philosophy.

While Plato had regarded his State as realizable wherever Points in

a body of true philosophers, or even a single philosopher-Ligllgctjlzll1e

king, could be brought into existence and entrusted with teaching of

power, Aristotle admits that his best State can only be $5,221,;

realized under quite exceptional circumstances—only where Smash“

Fortune and Nature conspire with the lawgiver to bring it Republic.

into being (6 II. 1295 a 25 sqq.). Plato himself, when

he wrote the Laws, had come to see that he had taken too

sanguine a view of human nature in the Republic, and had

given to philosophic men powers which can only be given

with safety to ‘gods and the children of gods.’ Aristotle

saw far more clearly than Plato how seldom institutions of

at all an ideal cast can be applicable to average commu

nities, and hence it is that he takes far greater pains than

Plato to show how even the least favoured community may

improve its institutions and come to enjoy a tolerable poli

tical organization. He is far from holding his best consti

tution to be the only normal (dpdrj) constitution. Every

constitution is normal which is just and for the common good.

The State is a thing that may legitimately assume a variety

of forms. Some of these are better than others ; the Abso

lute Kingship and the Aristocracy are better than the

Polity. But even the deviation-forms have their better and

worse types, and it is a great thing to have shown a devia

tion-form of the worst type how to become a deviation-form

of a better type, or even how to become not too intolerable

to last. Aristotle appears to set more store by tolerable
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constitutions than Plato: to him the difference between a

tolerable constitution and a bad one is immense. Even

democrats, he feels, may be glad to learn how to construct

a democracy that will last, and it is as much the business

of Political Philosophy to tell them how to do this as to

depict an ideal State.

But then Aristotle also thinks that Plato's State is not

the best possible State. In the first place, he objects to

Plato’s organization of his three classes, as leaving the two

upper classes in an insecure position. If the third class,

he says (P01. 2. 5. 1264 a 17), is to live a communistic life

like the two others, it will have all the moral advantages

which, according to Plato, accompany such a life ; it will be

too like the other classes to profit by their rule, as inferiors

profit by the rule of superiors; indeed it will not submit to

their rule, unless special precautions are taken. If, on the

other hand (and this Aristotle had in an earlier passage

——c. 4. 1262 a 40 sq.—rightly taken to be Plato’s mean

ing), the third class is not to live a communistic life, but

to have private households and rights of property like

the rest of the world, then Plato’s State will be just what

he wishes it not to be—two States in one—for the two

parts of its citizen-body will be living entirely different

lives; one of them will be as it were a garrison, while the

other will be the real citizens. So again, on this hypothesis,

the third class will be fully exposed to all the drawbacks,

such as litigation and squabbles, which are said by Plato to

attach to private households and property; indeed, when

Plato says that not many laws will be needed in his State,

seeing how good an education he provides for it (Rep. 425 B

sqq.), it must not be forgotten that he has provided only

for the education of the two upper classes. Uneducated

as it is, the third class will have the lands of the State

in its hands, subject only to the payment to the two others

of a portion of the produce; it will be more aspiring and

unmanageable than the class of Helots in the Lacedae

monian State. If, on the other hand—a third supposition

—Plato’s plan is that the members of the third class shall
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have lands of their own but women in common, other

difficulties will arise.

At all events, the whole subject of the social and poli

tical status of the third class should have been fully treated,

and their constitutional organization, their training, and the

laws under which they are to live, should have been clearly

set forth. For the existence of the society which the two

upper classes form (rip) r6311 ¢v>uir<aw Kowwm'av, 1264 a 40)

depends on the character of those who compose the third

class. If this class is not as submissive and fitted for its

position as it should be, the superstructure will collapse.

In full accordance with the view here expressed, Aristotle

commits in his Fourth Book the functions discharged by

Plato’s third class, not to Hellenes, but to non-Hellenes

whose submissiveness can be relied on‘. So far from accord

ing even a nominal citizenship to thOse who discharge

‘necessary work’ in his State, Aristotle makes many of

them slaves.

Then again (he continues) in Plato’s State the same per

sons always rule. This is the best arrangement in the

abstract, no doubt2, but then rulers can seldom be found

possessing the commanding superiority, mental and physical

(4 I4. 1332 b 16 sqq.), which alone can justify this dis

tribution of power, or make it agreeable to the ruled. The

Absolute King of Aristotle is to do so, but evidently

Aristotle does not expect Plato’s first class to stand in

the same relation of overwhelming superiority to those

they rule as his Absolute King. If they do not do so,

however, Plato’s rulers will hardly win willing obedience

from a spirited and warlike class, like his second class.

The very measure which Plato thinks would do most to

bind the two upper classes together and to promote unity

of feeling throughout their ranks—the abolition, so far as

they are concerned, of the household and several property

1The yswpyoi'ofAristotle’s State, are also .févoi, which does not,

at all events, were to be non-Hel- however, necessarily imply that

lenic, if serfs (4 (7). 10. 1330a they are non—Hellenic.

25 sqq.), and would probably be 2 This opinion is expressed by

mainly so, if slaves. The Epwopoi Aristotlein P01. 2. 2. 1261 a 37 sqq.
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—would, in Aristotle’s opinion, have the contrary effect. It

would not be productive of concord and affection, but the

reverse. Less care also would be bestowed on children

and property, the pleasures of life would be diminished,

and the State would be morally the poorer for the loss of

opportunities for the exercise of some important virtues.

The State exists to make men happy by giving full scope

and play to all virtuous tendencies of human nature. Plato

forgets this, when he takes the ‘flower of his flock’ and

deprives them of all real relatives. He requires them to

live without wives or daughters or sisters, without sons or

brothers; they are not even to have the means of helping

a friend in distress; he expects them, in fact, to live a life

that cannot be lived by man (2. 5. 1263 b 29).

The initial failure of the Republic, however, is its failure

to understand the true nature of the citizen. The citizen,

as Aristotle is careful to show at the beginning of the Third

Book, is a man who shares in deliberative and judicial

oflice; he is a man who is capable, not only of being ruled,

but of ruling. The members of Plato’s second and third

classes are excluded from all share in government and held

to be unfit to rule; yet they are accounted citizens by

Plato. It would be impossible to say of all the citizens of

the Republic what Aristotle says of the citizen of the best

State (3. 13. 128421 1), that ‘they are able and purposed to

rule and be ruled with a view to a life of virtue.’ If Plato

ascribes to his third class the virtues of temperance and

justice, Aristotle holds that men in their position, when

they possess these virtues, possess them in a form quite

distinct from that in which they are possessed by the ideal

citizen, for the justice and temperance they possess will be

the sort of justice and temperance possessed by ‘ one who is

ruled’ (6 dedfkillOS‘) 1, whereas the citizen both rules and is

ruled. Put in its simplest form, Aristotle’s view is that the

citizen of a State must have something more than mere

passive virtue; he must be able to take a share in guiding

its destinies, he must live its full life. Indeed, Aristotle

1 P01. 3. 4. 1277b 18 sq.
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would hardly allow that full Kotvwvt’a exists between men so

unequal as the members of the first and third classes of the

Republic ; yet, if full Kowwvt'a does not exist between them,

how can they be fellow-citizens ?

Nor is this all. Not only is Plato's best State encum—

bered with citizens who are not really citizens, but it fails

to fulfil the first condition of a best State (4 I. 1323 a

14 sqq.)-—it does not realize the most desirable life. The

best State is what it is, not because it realizes the maximum

of unity, nor even because it makes men virtuous better than

any other 1, but because it realizes the highest quality of

life—life of the fullest and completest kind (2. 2. 1261 b 10

sqq.). Its citizens must be happy—that is to say, they

must have all qualifications, internal and external,for living,

and be purposed to live, in the active exercise of all forms

of virtue, moral and intellectual; their ‘virtuous activity’

must be that fully equipped and wholly unimpeded ‘virtuous

activity’ to which alone Aristotle concedes the name of

happiness; they must live a life in which the moral virtues

work hand in hand with their nobler kin, the intellectual

virtues. It is not possible for the State as a whole to live

this life, unless some at least of its citizens do so; but

where is the class in the Republic that lives it? Not the

third class, not the second ; not even the first, for this lacks

the full provision of external goods which is essential for

such a life, and besides, it seems to be intended to live

rather for rule over its inferiors than for philosophy, which

is to Aristotle the highest aim in lifez—not even for rule

over its likes, but for rule over inferiors. Yet the better

the ruled, the better is the rule exercised (P01. 1. 5. 1254a

25, (iii Brhn'cov f7 dpxi] 1‘] 'réiv Behrtdev dpxope'vwv). Aris

totle’s dream is of a State, not composed of protectors and

protected, nor even of ‘guardians’ alone or ‘guardians fully

provided with external means’ alone, but of o'rrovoaim—

1 Hohmxr'], indeed, according to 2 Plato also speaks of the phi

Aristotle(Eth.Nic. 1.10.1099b 29), losophic life as ‘ better’ than the

not only makes the citizens vir- life of ruling (Rep. 520 E).

tuous, but alSO 1rpaK-rtKoi raw Kahriw.
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A broad

resem

blance,

however,

exists be

tween the

political

ideal of

Aristotle

and that

of Plato.

men of many-sided excellence, intensifying by their mutual

relations as parts of a society each other’s virtue and hap

piness, and doing all that can be done for women, children,

and the social adjuncts, while they also possess external

means in just that amount, neither more nor less, which

will enable them to live a life of this kind. His ideal State

is not a State of protectors and protected, but is one com

posed of fully-developed men, rejoicing in each other’s

manhood. The perfection of their life lies in the fact that

they are a large company of o'7rov5ai0L, not intermixed with

any feebler elements. The best State is that which is all

gold, not that which is tipped with gold 1. If we are to

construct a best State, he seems to say, let us construct one

which, while it is not impossible, shall be really the best.

‘Ten just men’ do not make a good State, any more than

one swallow makes a summer. The secret of a State’s

excellence lies in the fact of its consisting of a large body

of excellent citizens organized aright. Plato had sacrificed

much that makes life worth having without realizing in any

one of the three sections of his State the most desirable

life.

Yet if we note the points in which these two ideals

differ, we should also bear in mind their broad resemblance.

Both Plato and Aristotle find the secret of political well

being in the supremacy of a rational love of Tb KaACil/

over that craving for external goods which carried every

thing before it in» their day, as it has carried everything

before it since. The State, they hold, will never be all it

might be until its rulers (Aristotle would say, its citizens)

count wealth and even distinctions as nothing in comparison

with re KaAo’v—until justice and wisdom are more to them

than fame or riches. Both in Aristotle’s State and in

Plato’s, the motives which play so large a part in the State

as we know it are to lose their power. The quest of

wealth is permitted only to the third class of Plato’s State,

‘ The inferior materials which State by Aristotle, and expressly

Plato admits into the structure of declared not to be among its

his State are excluded from the ‘parts.’
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and even in their case only within certain limits (Rep.

421 E sq.): Aristotle hopes to bring all his citizens to see

that wealth is but a means to higher things, and to abandon

its unlimited and irrational pursuit. That love of praise

and of distinctions which was the ‘last infirmity’ of the

Greek mind was to be well controlled in both societies. In

both the rulers rule well, not because they love wealth, or

the praise of men, or social distinctions, not even because

they are patriots and lovers of their country, but because

they know and love rb KaAo'v, and because they would be

unhappy if they did not rule well. They govern aright for

the very same reason for which they act aright. Neither

Plato’s philosophic rulers nor Aristotle’s citizens are impec

cable, for they are human beings, and their likes perhaps

already existed here and there; that which did not as yet

exist was an organized body of such men—men in whom

the element of desire is overshadowed and permeated by

the element of reason. In Plato’s State men not of this

type would be excluded from power, though not from

citizenship; in Aristotle’s they would form no part of the

citizen-body or the State. Both hold that wise laws will

go for little if they do not produce by education and habitu

ation ‘wise and understanding’ men, who will count wealth

and distinction as dross in comparison with virtue. Plato

is content if the rulers of the State are men of this stamp ;

Aristotle, with more consistency, requires that the whole

citizen-body shall be so.

The organization of modern States is so elaborate, that

we are apt to forget what Plato and Aristotle never forget,

that as is the people, so is the State. Their teaching is

that institutions are good for little in the absence of great

qualities in the nation. Hence the importance which they

attach to education and social habit. Modern States leave

more to chance, but they are not unconscious of this truth.

England knows perfectly well, that its wellbeing mainly

depends on the preservation and multiplication of the nobler

types of English character.
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The

Politicus.

The Politicus, whatever its date 1, is concerned with the

Statesman (6 BGO'LALKbS Kai woM-rtxds, Polit. 311 C) and his

art, rather than with the State, as indeed its title implies.

It does not embarrass itself with an attempt to depict an

ideal State, nor does it even inquire, like the Republic, how

the true ruler is produced; it merely seeks to point him

out, to show what he is and does, and to distinguish him

from the false ruler—to part off noAu-txoi rightly so called

from the ‘rout of Centaurs and Satyrs’ (303 C: cp. 292 D),

who usurp the name in actual States. Even more than

the Republic, it traverses ground already traversed by

Socrates, who had inquired ‘ who the Statesman is’ (Xen.

Mem. 1. I. 16), though he had not sketched an ideal State.

But it deals with the question in an intentionally elaborate

and cumbrous way, unlike that in which Socrates probably

dealt with it, and the chief part in the conversation is taken

by a ‘ Stranger.’ In the Politicus we have to win our way

to the political kernel through a husk of logic; and if it is

true that in the Republic we approach Politics through

Ethics, the two main topics of the Republic are infinitely

nearer and more congenial to each other than the two main

topics of the Politicus. The latter dialogue seems at least

as much intended to illustrate an interesting logical process

—that of disentangling the statesman’s art from the general

mass of things—as to arrive at political truth. The dialec

tical interest and the political cross each other throughout

the dialogue; each seems occasionally to overpower the

other. Thus the first and highest object of it is said (Polit.

286 D) to be to ‘assert the great method of division accord

ing to species,’ and to ‘make those who take part in the

inquiry better dialecticians2 and more capable of expressing

the truth of things’ (287 A). Elsewhere, however, Plato

seems to be carried away by his interest in some political

lesson—.the folly, for instance, of regulating the practice of

1 The refusal to divide man

kind into Greeks and barbarians

(Polit. 262 D) looks as if it was

subsequent, not prior, to the

totally different procedure in the

Fifth Book of the Republic (470

C—47r B).

2 This was a frequent aim of

Socrates (Xen. Mem. 4. 6. 1).
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the political art by written rules, when other arts are not

so fettered, or the need of harmonizing the two dispo

sitions prominent among men—and then the dialectical

interest falls into the background. The eliminative method

of the dialogue sets the King or Statesman in strong con

trast to unqualified pretenders to rule. The slave, the

money-changer, the merchant, ship-owner, and retailer, the

hired labourer, the herald and scribe, the diviner, the priest

are successively warned off the statesman’s province. Plato

is sure in the Politicus (290 A) that day-labourers and

wage-receivers, retailers and merchants will not claim to

possess the political or kingly art; there is more chance of

heralds, scribes, prophets, and priests doing so, to say

nothing of the ‘Centaurs’ and ‘Satyrs’ who commonly

bear rule (291 A—B). The fact that rule is in the hands

of One or a Few or Many—of the rich or the poor—that it

is imposed by force or willingly accepted—that it is exer

cised in subjection to written law or not so, has nothing to

do with its legitimacy or illegitimacy (292 A)‘. States

manship is a science—éma-njpn mp2 iii/672(61er dpxfis, 292 D

~a science to which few, perhaps in reality only one man

in a community, can attain. The Statesman is not quite

what a shepherd is to his flock, as Socrates said he was:

he does not feed those over whom he rules, but rather

tends and takes care of them. The comparison of Socrates

comes nearer to reproducing the relation of ruler and ruled

as it existed in the days of Cronus, than that which prevails

now under the sway of Zeus. The test of the true ruler

is that he rules with science and justice for men’s good, pre

serving them and making them better (293 D : 297 A sq.).

At this point the listener, whose interruption reminds us

of that of Polemarchus in the Republic, betrays his sur

prise at the proposal that the ruler should govern without

law; and the defence of this paradox is one of the most

1 Contrast Laws 832 B—D, roti- ozidepfa, dhlt' (ikév-raw éxofnra ristr.

'rwv (democracy, oligarchy, and aim dsi TWL Big—comparing with

tyranny) yap 81‘; "ohm-eta pe‘v ob8s- this latter passage Cic. de Rep.

pfu, a'raatwrsim 65‘ mio'at hs'yow'r' 3. 29. 41: 3. 31. 43.

Ziv dde-ra-ra, c'Kéirrww yap s'Koiaa
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vigorous portions of the dialogue. The principle of a

parallel between rroMrtxfi and other arts lies at the root

both of the Politicus1 and the Republic, but a different

lesson is drawn from it in the two dialogues; in the Re

public the lesson of specialization, in the Politicus the

lesson that the true ruler should not be fettered by law

—one which had not been dwelt on in the Republic with

equal emphasis or at equal length. But Plato admits that if

a King possessed of the Kingly Science and ruling without

law is not forthcoming, then the next best thing is King

ship with law, and so he carries us down a scale of States

through Aristocracy with Law and Democracy with Law,

to Democracy, Oligarchy, and Tyranny without it. Thus

while the Politicus, like the Republic, exhibits a scale of

States, it groups them more openly in an order of merit and

classifies them more carefully: for instance, it distinguishes

two forms of Democracy, while the Republic had known

but one. The distinction between the 'two forms, however,

is made to rest merely on the observance or non-observance

of law, and so is that between Aristocracy and Oligarchy—

an account of the matter which can hardly have satisfied

Aristotle. Still the fact that a number of constitutions are

indicated in this dialogue as tolerable make-shifts, in the

absence of the best and only normal one, shows that Plato

was increasingly sensible of the difficulty of realizing the

latter, and also prepares us for the wider conception of the

problem of political philosophy which we find in the Laws

and in Aristotle’s Politics.

Just as in the Republic the Xprmarm‘rmol are parts of the

Whole and fellow-citizens of the ruling class, so in the

Politicus the other arts are co-operators (o-vvairwl.) with

Tram-uni. Yet even the personages who stand nearest to the

Statesman—and the possessors of musical, rhetorical, mili

tary, and judicial science come far nearer to him than any

others—are carefully marked off and distinguished from

him at the close of the dialogue. The business of the

Statesman is to take his stand high above the practitioners

1 See e.g. Polit. 298.
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of the other arts and to combine their efforts—to weave

together all the forces at work in the State (mivra Emm

quail/st rd Kara 'n'o'Mv, 305 E)—to wed courage with order

liness in the minds of the ruled, partly by means of edu

cation, partly by means of marriage, and to draw them

together by instilling into their minds one common opinion

as to what is just and unjust, good and evil.

The Politicus works out the Socratic principle of the rule

of knowledge with an ex cat/zedm absoluteness which is

absent in the Republic. The latter dialogue, while claim—

ing unchecked rule for knowledge, half disarms criticism by

pointing out how many noble qualities, moral and intel

lectual, must be present in one who possesses full know

ledge, what a long and arduous training knowledge

presupposes, and how great and profound a thing it is,

piercing to the central source of Being; and again, how

willingly men acquiesce in the rule of those who possess it.

In the Politicus no attempt is made to meet the reader half

way on this subject, or to remove his hesitations and doubts:

the knowledge for which the right to rule is claimed is

merely the ‘knowledge how to rule men,’ the knowledge

how to draw them together—a less august thing than the

Science of Being which the Republic enthrones. It is in

favour of the possessor of this kind of knowledge that we

are called on to sacrifice Law and to accept the autocracy

of an individual. Nowhere is the tendency of Plato’s

political teaching to an autocracy of the One or Few Wise

more clearly revealed than in the Politicus. Aristotle, on

the contrary, insisted that there is nothing in Law or in a

numerous body of citizens interchanging rule, that is incom

patible with the true ideal of the State.

We know not what interval of time separates the compo- Sketch of

sition of the Laws from that of the Republic, nor do we

know for certain whether the Politicus intervenes chronolo- in the

gically between the two. To some extent the Laws takes Laws‘

up the line of thought suggested in the Politicus. Already

in the Politicus we trace a misgiving as to the practica

VOL. I. F f
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bility of the best constitution, for we find certain tolerable

forms of constitution other than the best enumerated there ;

and in the Politicus, as in the Laws, we are taught to fall

back on Law in the absence of the heaven-born rulers, who

are always scarce and few; the teaching of the Politicus on

particular points, again, is echoed in the Laws (compare, for

example, Polit. 310 C sqq. with Laws 773 A—D). On the

other hand, the stress laid in the Laws on the advantage of

government by persuasion reminds us rather of the lan

guage 0f the Republic than of that of the Politicusl, and no

State resembling that of the Laws appears in the list of

States given in the Politicus, for though the State of the

Laws is a State under the rule of Law, it is not a Kingship,

nor an Aristocracy, nor a Democracy ; it is rather a mixture

of the two latter constitutions with something of Plutocracy

or Oligarchy.

There can be no doubt, however, that the dialogue is the

work of Plato’s old agez—an old age overflowing with

interest in social and political legislation down to even its

minutest details 3, all the more so, perhaps, because Plato

'l'suope'uous~ Kai pr) rrohh‘z 1'er Kotuév

s’v rqi drjpzp rpiirrovras (Plutarch,

Dion c. 53).

1 Read the criticism of the

timocratic character—va {ma 1m

5069 dhh, {11rd Bins Herratdsv/Ls'vm,

Rep. 548 B; and contrast Polit.

293 A, rourous 6e: 76, My 're Eminer

e’du re dev-rwv ripxmu't . . . vopurrs'ov

Ka'rd rs'xurjv fill-rulan a’pxrjv dpxnvras.

2 If it belongs, as Zeller thinks

(Plato E. T. p. 548), to the last

ten years of his life, it may have

been written while his friend Dion

was seeking to remodel the con

stitution of Syracuse on a some

what similar plan, or after he had

erished in the attempt (B.C. 353).

Enevdst de‘ (6 Afwv) rrjv ‘ue’v fixpa-rov

quOKpariav, {as of; roittru'av dIOu‘I

wavroniiihmv mic-av Trohtretciw, Kara
12w HAd-rwl/a, Kqulmv (Kohouetv P),

AameKov dé TI. Kai Kprl-rtkbv vxflpa

ptfdpsvos c’K dr'lpou Kai Bamheius

dpw'roxpa'rt'au Exov rr’jv e’mo'ra-roio'av

Kai Bpafieuouaav rd pz'yto'ra Ka9ur

nil/at Kai Koa'psiv, (Spam Kai robs

Kopwdiovs dhtyapxmércpdv re 110M—

The fact that Plato wrote that

which is by far the longest of his

dialogues when a very old man,

may partly explain the inconsis

tencies and other defects which

lead Ivo Bruns (in his work

‘Plato's Gesetze’) to find consi

derable traces of another hand

(that of Philippus of Opus, he

thinks) in the dialogue. Some of

these defects are so glaring that

they would perhaps hardly have

escaped a final revision by Plato,

and it may be that this final revi

sion was wanting. It is true that

inconsistencies occur in dialogues

of Plato which must be regarded

as intact.

3 Thus Plato insists on house

holders rising early and not spend

ing the whole night asleep (807 E

sqq.: cp. Horn. 11. 2. 24)—on the
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had taken no active part in the politics of his own State.

He revels, in fact, in his own ingenuity and fertility of re

source to such an extent, that the central ideas of the work

run some risk of being lost under a mass of superincumbent

detail. Old age, if it had deepened Plato’s dogmatism and

antipathy to change, adding a slight touch of superstition

and some contempt for men and their concerns (803 B sqq. :

804 B), and rendering him somewhat readier to preach or to

legislate than to inquire, had not entirely robbed him of his

old love of banter, or made him an absolutist, a fanatic, or an

ascetic ; it had, on the contrary, taught him that the world

could get on better out of leading-strings than he had

thought, and that to emancipate it in some degree would

not necessarily lead to absolute ruin. Thus, while he is

now more earnest than ever about Communism (for he says

in the Laws that the best State is that in which no one

has anything of his ownl, whereas in the Republic only the

two upper classes have things in common), he has neverthe

less learnt two important lessons : ( 1) that to give absolute

authority even to the best and wisest of men is unsafez;

(2) that the social elements of wealth and numbers will not

tolerate an entire exclusion from powers. Some share of

political right must therefore be accorded even to these

elements; and he now declines to trust a few gifted and

highly trained natures with that absolute power which he

had conceded to them in the Republic and the Politicus.

How then is good government to be secured under these

new conditions? The answer of the dialogue is—by making

the whole body of citizens as much as possible what they

ought to be—men of measure and moderation (pie’i-pwt),

abandonment, at all events by 874E sqq., 69t C sq., 6928 sq.,

soldiers, of all coverings for head

and feet (942 D) — denounces

change even in food (797 E)—

declaims against the thoughtless

ness of boys (808 D) etc.

‘ Laws 739.

2 See the passages referred to

by Susemihl (Sus.", Note 191):

Laws 739 A sqq., 807 B, 853 C,

713 C sq.

i‘ Plato even seems inclined, as

we have already noticed, to recog_

nize claims to power such as those

of physical strength and beauty

(Laws 744 B—C), which Aristotle

rejects as not directly contributory

to the end of the State (P01. 3. 12.

1282 b 23 sqq.).

Ffz
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law-abiding, and religious—by relieving them of all lower

functions, by saving them from the corrupting influence of

extreme wealth and extreme poverty, by educating them

and regulating their life, and also by securing that power

shall fall into the hands of the most trustworthy among

them, without however allowing unchecked authority to

anyone. The citizens of the Laws are far more on an

equality with each other than those of the Republic, but

even in the Laws it is ultimately, as we shall see, only

the Few who are thought by Plato to be fully capable of

ruling. To be a citizen is not to him, as it is to Aristotle,

to be capable of rule: more and more we discover, as we

read further in the dialogue, that Plato still conceives society

as an union of unequals, of protectors and protected. The

ideal basis of human society to him is the reverence of the

inferior for the superior; the ideal organization of society

is that which prevailed in the days of Cronus, when men

were ruled by gods. \Ve still trace the influence of this

ideal in the Laws, though Plato now feels that the rule of

men over men cannot be safely assimilated to this model.

Reverential submission to autocratic rulers cannot be the

keystone of a. purely human State ; the ruled must in such

a State reverence the Law. Law is here to be supreme,

and reverence for law is to be more highly honoured than

the greatest military services to the State (922A): the

State in which the law is obeyed is enthusiastically eulo

gized (715 D), though we find a confession elsewhere (875 C

sq. : 966 C), that obedience to law is the second-best thing

only, and the best a mind which knows and spontaneously

cleaves to that which is just and for the common good.

The type of character which the citizen of the Laws is

expected to realize is, accordingly, one apt for obedience to

Law—a moderate or measured (MéTpLOSl) and temperate

(imiqniwv) type. We hear so much of temperance, that the

State of the Laws might well seem to be built on this

foundation, as that of the Republic is built on justice. It is

1 Me-rpuimsimplies,amongother gant and violent desires (Rep.

things, freedom from all extrava- 572 B).
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temperance that enables men to deal aright with pain and

pleasure, to rest content with a limited authority, and to

render a willing obedience to law, and not only to law in its

compulsory, but also to law in its suasory form (:16qu (’way

KaaTLKo's—rrvpflovhevnxo's, 930 B : 921 E)—for conformity to

law through compulsion is distinguished from hearty ac

ceptance of its persuasions or recommendations (e'rrawot.

730 B, 773 E: ordaxi) Kai. 110126617019, 788 A: e’mrijoevua,

808 A). Obedience, however, must further be intelligent,

for we find that obedience founded on unintelligent habit

is unfavourably contrasted with obedience founded on in—

telligent comprehension (951 B). Temperance must, there

fore, be crowned with moral prudence (quévno'Ls), for

this is the natural guide and complement of the other

virtues (688A sq.); our State must be built upon 16 ¢po

ve'iv Kai r6 awrppoveiv (712 A): nay, we learn, before the

dialogue closes, that the supreme control, even in the State

of the Laws, must rest with a few philosophical minds,

able to discern the One in the Many and to trace the

various virtues to their source in the Idea of Good (965 B

sqq.). Thus, that approach to an equality among the

citizens which we seemed at the outset to detect in the

State of the Laws, as contrasted with that of the Re

public, ultimately to a great extent disappears: we find

that even among the magistrates of the State, while

‘some walk by true opinion only,’ others ‘walk by wis

dom’ (¢p6v170t9, 632 C); some work at the studies

prescribed by the law in an exact and scientific way

(818 A), others do not. There is, however, one great

difference between the position of philosophers in this State

and in the Republic: here they not only rule in obedience

to and as ministers of the law (l'm'npe'ras 'ro'is vo'jzow, 715

C), but they owe their position in part to the amount

of their property, the goodwill of their fellow-citizens, or

the chances of the lot, and they will have to render a strict

account of their conduct in office.

Virtue in this State will be something far other than the

lame and one-sided aseeticism of the Lacedaemonians; it
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will be based on a fuller experience of life; it will be

capable of dealing aright not only with pain but also

with pleasure; it will ‘draw from the fountains of pain

and pleasure, where and when and as much as it ought“.

The virtue expected of a citizen of this State will in

deed be more complete than that expected of any class

in the Republic, except the highest. Virtue, however,

will not by itself suffice: morality must become religious;

behind and above the laws glimpses must be caught of

something still higher (715 E sqq.: 762 E); not (for most

of the citizens, at all events) the Idea of Good, but

Gods—Gods loving righteousness and hating iniquity. A

belief in good gods is evidently held to be for men of the

stamp of the citizens of the Laws 2. more potent motive for

right action than respect for Law, or even virtue itself.

Virtue must rise into reverence for the gods, if this State is

to prosper; a reverence based not so much on what they

give as on what they are—on their kinship to that which is

best in their worshippers, for if these are, as they should be,

measured and orderly (pe’rpwt), God is ‘ the measure of all

things’ (awévrwv pé-rpov) and measured and orderly himself

(716 C).

God is conceived by Plato in the Laws, not as the Idea

of Good, as elsewhere, for here the Ideas retire into the back

ground, but in the more personal and popular form of ‘Soul

allied with Reason,’ the source of all rational and orderly

movement in earth and heaven, the source of correct

opinion and right conduct in man, no less than of the ordered

movement of the heavenly bodies—nay more, the source of

existence in all things (897~899). We are far here from the

anthropomorphic, material gods of the popular religion,

even though their names are still used by Plato. The dis

tance between man and God has increased2 : man must walk

humbly with the superhuman Power of which he is the

chattel or even the plaything. Yet elsewhere, by a far

‘ 636 D (Prof. jowett's Trans- Introduction to Plato’s Statesman,

lation, 4. 157). p. xli, in his edition of the Sophis—

2 See Prof. Lewis Campbell, tes and Politicus.
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closer approach to the popular viewl, Plato speaks of the

State as comprehending Zeus and Athene as participants

in its constitution (Kowuwol woM'ra'as‘, Laws 92! C), so that

when a citizen defrauds an artisan of the payment due to

him, he breaks asunder the links between the State and the

gods, its mighty co-partnersg. So fully is every relation

in this State made to rest on religion.

Ethics, Politics, and Theology seem in the Laws to find

a common basis in the idea of ‘ limit,’ from which the tran

sition to the idea of‘ the tempered,’ in character and govern

ment, is easy: we find 16 éuaAbv Kai ffiuperpov contrasted

with T6 é’ucparov (773 A: cp. 773 D). Religion not founded on

virtue is worthless: the bad cannot fittingly approach God,

even by prayer (716 D sq.). Little is said in the Laws of

the immortality of the soul 3 ; nor is the doctrine needed, for

the State is to be pervaded with the conviction that virtue

is happiness, and that external goods are as nothing in

comparison with virtue. It is through the diffusion of this

conviction throughout all the members of the State that

Plato hopes to secure that unity of feeling, the secret of

which the Republic had sought in devotion to noble rulers,

saved by their communistic life from temptations to forget

the public interest. Now that power is no longer placed in

the hands of a few, it becomes essential that the whole body

of citizens shall be animated by the saving belief that virtue

is happiness.

To these leading principles the political organization of

the State is adjusted. In the absence of semi-divine rulers,

the law must rule; but this need not involve a coercive

type of rule, such as that objected to timocratic States like

the Lacedaemonian and Cretan in the Republic (548 B).

Persuasion should be mistress in the State, as it is in

1 Cp. Xen. Hell. 6. 3. 6, Atoaxd

pow roiv {me-ri'pow nohi-rnw.

2 92] C, c'dv . . . Mi]; #de0:

nowmviac, vo'por 6 Boqdév Fir-rm 11:?

n”): 1:15Ast Eur/550119) peril 6:611.

3 It is referred to in 959 B, and

the value of the doctrine of me

tempsychosis for the prevention of

voluntary offences is recognized in

870 D sq., where this doctrine is

said to be taught by ni ('11 mi: re

M'mis wcpl 'rt‘l 'rocaiira s'trn’oudaxércs‘.
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the Universe (Tim. 48 A: 68 E: see Grote, Plato 3.

249 n.). Like physicians whose patients are freemen,

the State addresses the reason by advice and exhorta

tion: when this has been done in vain, then, and not till

then, it adds the threats and penalties with which it cannot

altogether dispense (823 A : 859 A). It assumes a more

human, more paternal attitude than that of mere blank

command. It seeks to win an intelligent conformity from

those whom it addresses. It endeavours to imitate the

methods of the generous and prudent human rulers whose

place it takes1.

In our survey of the State, we must begin with its

territory. This is to be so situated that the city at its centre

shall be ten miles from the sea; it is to be sufficient in

extent to maintain the citizens in a ‘temperate,’ perhaps

really in a somewhat meagre fashion; it is to be rather hilly

than level, and varied in produce, though devoid of ship

timber. Imports will therefore be few, and exports also,

and the State will be predominantly agricultural. It will

have no fleet to ruin its national character and its consti

tution. Its city will be grouped round a central market

place surrounded by temples, close to which will stand

the dicasteries and houses of the magistrates, and will be

unwalled, though in a strong position, except so far as the

plan on which the houses are erected renders them equiva

lent to a fortification. The population of the State should

1 ‘When Turgot came into full

power. as the minister of Lewis

XVI . . . . he introduced the

little familiar to antiquity, and

dawned only gradually even on

the Hebrews. Preaching through

method of prefacing his edicts by

an elaborate statement of the rea

sons on which their policy rested ’

(j. Morley, Critical Miscellanies,

second series, p. 206). Plato’s

idea that the State should make

its voice heard in accents of per

suasion, and should not leave this

mode of influencing men to un

authorized persons, such as ora

tors,dramatic poets,or even actors

(817 C), was novel and weighty.

The office of the preacher was

the Statute-book was not, how~

ever, destined for the world’s

adoption. The rise of a Church

satisfied in some respects Plato's

craving for a gentler and more

ratiocinative influence than that

of threats and penalties. we note

that Plato, though he excludes

Forensic Rhetoric from the State

(Laws 937 D sqq-h allows the

State itself to call Rhetoric to its

aid.
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perhaps, on the whole, be drawn not from one single stock

and one single city, but from more sources than one. It

will come from all Crete, and of other Hellenes, Pelopon

nesians will be the most welcome. We must remember

that Plato is founding a colony in Crete, and that Crete

had already received Peloponnesian colonists.

The citizens must be sufficiently numerous for self

defence and for rendering aid to neighbours unjustly at

tacked. The exact number fixed upon (5040) is chosen

mainly for its ready divisibility.

The next thing is to secure them against extreme

poverty. Each citizen will have a lot of land sufficient, and

not more than sufficient, for the sober maintenance of him

self and his household 1. This is to be indivisible, whether

by sale, inheritance, or testation, and inalienable. The lot

is to be left to, or inherited by, one sdn, whom the owner,

if he has more sons than one, may select: the other son or

sons are to be adopted by childless owners. Daughters

are to be given in marriage without dowry. If there are

no sons, but only daughters, the same principle of the

indivisibility of the lot is to hold (924 Only in one ex—

treme case (856 C sq.)—a case little likely to occur—is crime

to involve the confiscation of the lot by the State. The

lot will thus be a constant minimum on which the poorest

citizen can count, though it will not be possible to mortgage

it. Plato hopes that these airangements will secure the

State against pauperism—in this Aristotle does not agree

with him, and with good reason (P01. 2. 6. 1265a 39 sqq.)

—or else that the evil may be cured by further measures

(740 D—E). Each citizen is intended to hold an equivalent

1 In reality, however, when the

son and heir has married, which

he is obliged to do before he is

35, and has a wife and children

of his own, the lot will have to

maintain two households, that of

the father and that of the son.

This Plato sees himself (775 E

sqq.), but he perhaps counts on

the father being by this time re

lieved of his daughters by mar

riage, and of any other son by

adoption. There is, however, the

further difficulty that moveable

property being allowed to increase

up to a limit of five times the

. amount of_property held by the

poorest citizen, the security _for

sobriety of life sought in a11_m1ta

tion of the size of the lot vanlshes.
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amount of land, and no one will be richer than another by

more than a five-fold proportion; it would be too much to

enforce an absolute equality of property. The increase of

wealth, however, is discouraged by the enactment that the

coinage is to have no value outside the State, and by the

prohibition of loans on interest; also by the prohibition of

trade and handicrafts to the citizen. Citizens are not to

find their vocation in money-getting. Rich husbands are

to marry wives from poor families (773 C—D). The cost of

funerals is regulated (958 C sqq.).

Each of the lots of land consists of two portions, one

of them near the city, the other at some distance from

it (745 C sqq.), with a house on each portion. On these

lots the citizens will reside, but the lots at a distance

from the city will commonly be occupied by the married

sons of the citizens and their families (775 E sqq.), and

the citizens themselves will for the most part, it would

seem, be resident on the lots near the city.

The 5040 citizens fall into 12 local tribes (760), each

tribe being as far as possible on an equality with the rest

in respect of the agricultural value of its territory, and the

central city is also divided into twelve parts (745 B sqq.).

Each tribe is to receive consecration as a division of the

State (Thu Biavow‘jv Geidu-ai, 771 C—D), by being connected

with a special god or son of a god, whom it is to honour

with sacrificial gatherings (771 D). The tribe will thus be

a well-realized unity, especially as it is also to be a military

unit (755 So again, the agronomi are to be tribal (760),

and each tribe is to have a dicastery of its own for judging

suits between private individuals, though there is to be an

appeal from it to the select judges (768). In the State of

the Laws, as at Athens, the tribe would be an important

subdivision of the State. In the Republic we hear nothing

of the tribe, any more than of the phratry : the abolition of

the household appears to carry with it that of the tribe and

phratry, so far at least as the two upper classes are con

cerned, and on the organization of the third class Plato

dwells but little.
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Still more important than the tribal division, however,

would seem to be the division into property-classes, in

which an Attic model is evidently followed. It is this

division, which, as we shall see, enables Plato to throw

power into the hands of the c’lz'tc of the better-to-do

citizens, though why he should prefer to trust the higher

property-classes with power in a State where the richest man

can only be five times as rich as the poorest, where all

citizens are alike forbidden to engage in trading and in

dustrial pursuits, and where both rich and poor receive the

same education and live the same simple life, is by no

means clear. Probably he thinks that the richer man will

have enjoyed more leisure, and be less open to pecuniary

temptation. If, however, he distrusts the qualifications of

those included in the lower property-classes, why should

not all the citizens in his State possess the higher amount

of property? He is free in founding a State to give them

as much as he thinks best1, and the raz'solz d'itre of the two

lower property-classes is not obvious. Aristotle perhaps

is conscious of this: at all events, in his best State all

the citizens are designed to possess that amount of pro

perty which is conducive to virtuous action, and to a tem

perate, though liberal, mode of life.

In the State of the Laws, as in that of the Republic,

women are to follow the same pursuits as men—a noticeable

fact, for it indicates that Plato held this change to stand on a

different footing from the communistic innovations of the Re

public and the absolute rule of philosophers, both of which

he abandons in the Laws,'and not to be beyond the reach

of a society such as that which he is now founding. He

claims, indeed, in so many words, that the example of the

Sauromatae on the Pontus proves its practicability (805 C).

His wish is to bring women out into the light of day (781

C), and prevent them dragging the men down to their own

level ; hence yvvaixovo'uoi are naturally absent in this State,

1 Perhaps,however, Platohardly of the settlers in the new State

feels that he is altogether free, for must necessarily bring With them

he calls to mind (744 B) that some more property than others.
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their function being to keep women at home (Pol. 615. I 300 a 4 sq.). Women are to render military ser

vice and to be eligible for office (785 B), though not quite

under the same conditions as men. It is not, indeed, clear

that Plato intends all offices to be accessible to them; he

may be speaking in the passage just referred to only of

offices appropriated to women, like the one mentioned in

784A (cp. 795 D). Nor is it said whether they are to serve

in the assembly and dicasteries. There would apparently

be nothing to exclude a woman from positions of this kind,

if she succeeded to one of the lots of land. Must a woman

succeed to a lot, in order to become eligible for offices not

appropriated to her sex? If so, the assimilation of the oc

cupations of women and men in this State is confined within

narrow bounds, for women would rarely succeed to a lot.

If, on the other hand, women, or indeed men, are eligible for

office without being holders of a lot, the number of citizens

will overpass the limit of 5040. Plato’s intention, however,

apparently is that none but holders of a lot shall be ac

counted citizens, or be included in the four property-classes,

the condition of eligibility for office. In fact, the political

rights of men whose fathers were still living would be much

limited, and as a man might marry as early as twenty-five

years of age (or according to another passage, thirty), he

might have a son who would be excluded from citizenship

for the first forty or fifty years of his life. Aristotle, per

haps, has this difficulty in view, when he postpones the age

of marriage for men to 37 (4 16. 1335a 28), adding

that the son will thus succeed at the commencement of

his best years of life, and when the father is well stricken

in years.

If we turn to the constitutional organization of the State,

we shall find that it is evidently devised with the view of

throwing power. into the hands of the best of the men

of mature age belonging to the higher property-classes.

There is to be a popular assembly, but it will have little

power. Attendance at its meetings is to be enforced only on

the two higher property-classes, unless it should be other
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wise ordered on any particular occasion (764 A). Its duties,

however, are not mentioned, and they cannot have been

numerous; it was to have a share in the trial of offences

against the State (767 E sqq.), and a voice in the almost

impossible contingency of a change in the laws becoming

absolutely necessary (772 D). Whether questions of peace,

war, and alliance are to come before it, we are not told:

the review of the conduct of magistrates during their term

of office, which Solon entrusted to the assembly, is reserved

for the priests of Apollo1 ; even the right of electing to the

more important magistracies is withheld from itz. Its

powers, therefore, will be but limited.

A Boulé also exists, though this was an institution

which savoured of democracy (P01. 8 8. 1323 a 9), but

we hear little of its functions as a wholes. Most of its

members, we are told (758 B), will be at home for the

greater part of the year, attending to their own concerns.

Important powers, however, are given to the sections of

the Boulé, twelve in number, which successively watch

over the State for a month, the members of each sec—

tion being termed Prytaneis, as at Athens, during their

month of office (755 E: 766 B: 953 C). Each of these

sections in turn acts as ‘guardian’ of the community,

serves as a kind of General Secretariate, deals with any

internal disturbances that may arise, and, as the presiding

authority of the State, convenes and dissolves all assem

blies (756—8: cp. Pol. 8 8. 1322b I2 sqq.). In all

this it acts in conjunction with the magistracies. The

members of the Boulé are to hold office for a year,

and to be elected out of all four property-classes in

equal proportions by an intricate scheme (756) practically

1 The powers of the ‘whole

city ’ in this matter are apparently

confined to the election of three

citizens not under fifty years of

age, who are to nominate the

priests of Apollo.

'2 It elects the Nomophylakes

(miaa r" rdhts, 753 C), but only out

of a list of 300 names submitted to

it by those who are serving or

have served in war as horse

soldiers or hoplites, or in other

words, its better-to-do members.

3 Some of them are referred

to in 768 A and 850 B.
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securing to the higher property-classes the greater voice in

the election.

Passing on to the magistracies of the State, and confining

our attention to the most important of them, we find a dis

tinction drawn between war and military affairs on the

one hand and the general supervision of the State on the

other, the former being made over to the three strategi,

while the latter falls to the 37 Nomophylakes, who

must be men of over 50 years of age and who hold office

till they attain the age of 70, but not after. Their elec

tion is to take place in an especially deliberate and

methodical manner. Three hundred names are selected,

after full consideration, by those who are serving or

have served in war among the hoplites or cavalry—the

lowest property-class, at any rate, would probably

thus be excluded from taking part in the election—and

out of these names the whole city chooses first 100, and

then 37. Their duties are very varied, but appear to

consist, generally, in watching over the behaviour of all

belonging to the State and enforcing the observance of the

laws. The Nomophylakes of Plato do not seem altogether

to resemble the magistracy of that name which Aristotle

more than once mentions as occurring in oligarchical (614. 1298b 27 sqq.), or rather aristocratic, States (8 8.

1323a 6 sqq.), for this seems to have been a magistracy

answering in aristocracies to Probouli in oligarchies and

to the Boulé in democracies, and probably its business

was to see that projects of law or resolutions proposed

for adoption did not contravene the laws. The functions

of Plato’s Nomophylakes were far more varied and

extensive.

The important subject of education is reserved for a

single magistrate, the superintendent of education, who is

to hold office for five years, but he again is to be elected

out of the Nomophylakes. All the magistracies of the

State, except the Boulé and the Prytaneis, are to assemble

in the temple of Apollo, and to select one of the Nomo

phylakes, consequently a man over fifty, who must also be
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the father of legitimate sons or daughters, if not of both

(765—6). This officer, however, is not empowered to devise

a scheme of education, but only to administer the scheme

drawn up by the founder of the State, which is to be as

little subject to change as the rest of his legislation

(772 A43)

The judicial machinery of the State was to be organized

on somewhat more popular principles. It was to be

different in respect of private suits and of offences against

the State. As to the former, litigants were first to try the

arbitration of friends and neighbours, next to have recourse

to courts of the village or tribe (767—8, cp. 956B sqq.), if

dissatisfied with the finding of the arbitrators, and last of

all, if still discontented, to come before a court of select

judges, named by all the officers of the State out of

their own number. This court was not to be numerous,

but it was to be public and to be annually renewed.

The trial of offences against the State, on the other hand,

must be begun and concluded before the people, for

here all are wronged and all will expect to have a voice

in the decision (768 A); but the serious examination of

the charge is to be conducted by three high magistrates,

or magistracies (768 A), to be agreed on by the parties.

All cases of sacrilege of a capital character, however, are

reserved for a dicastery composed of the Nomophylakes

and the select judges (855 C), and the same rule applies

to attempts to change the constitution by force and to

cases of treason (apooorri'a : 856—7). The judicial organiza

tion of the State seems then to be placed on a slightly,

but only slightly, more popular footing than its adminis

trative organization.

Civil, military, and judicial functions are thus lodged in

different hands, though the Nomophylakes combine to some

extent legislative, judicial, and administrative competence;

but over all the magistracies of the State rises as a supreme

authority of review, with power to examine the conduct of

magistrates at the close of their term of office and to award

praise or blame, distinction or punishment, the great society
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of the priests of Apollo, withdrawn a little from the turmoil.

of affairs by their residence in a temple-precinct, and

themselves not exempt from review at the hands of the

select judges. Plato holds (945B sqq.) that those with

whom the power of review is lodged must be better than

the magistrates reviewed 1, and that a neglect to observe

this rule, as he adds in a remarkable passage (94.5 D),

involves the destruction of the only possible security for

the harmonious co-operation of the various parts of the

State with a view to a single end, breaks up the accord

of the magistracies, and shatters the unity of the State,

till it perishes through faction.

Last of all, in the concluding pages of the dialogue, the

lawgiver establishes the Nocturnal Council 2, an union of

the oldest Nomophylakes, the priests of Apollo, and the

superintendent and ex-superintendents of education, together

with the best of those travelling commissioners for the

inspection of other communities, whom the State will

accredit after assuring itself of their worth (951 D—E: 961 A).

This body of elderly men, for no member of it will be

under fifty, is to bring to its deliberations an equal number

of younger men between thirty and forty years of age

selected for their recognized excellence, who are, under

1 Aristotle, on the contrary,

thinks, as has already been noticed

(above,p. 254 sqq.), that in certain

cases at all events, there is much

to be said for a popular reviewing

authority (P01. 3. II. 1281a

40 sqq.), and argues that the

Many,though individually inferior

to the Few Good, may be collec

tively superior to them.

2 The idea that wisdom comes

with night was one familiar to

the Greeks: compare (e. g.) the

utterance of Olbius recorded in

Plutarch’s Life of Themistocles, c.

26 (cp. Leutsch and Schneidewin,

Paroemiogr. Gr. 2. p. 25):

va'rl (1)0)!!pr va-rl. Bouhr'lv, va'rl

'rr‘lv m'Krlv 61:6011,

and the saying, VI'K‘H‘IS 66' 1'0: (igu

n'pr; ¢pr';v, as well as Eurip. Hera

clid. 959:

mi 1ro’Mt' E'nxrov va'ri. aux/011K631!

an.

Plato is also a foe to unduly pro

longed slumbers: cp. Laws 807

Esqq., and the lines of Homer

(1]. 2. 24—5), which were present

to Plato’s mind—

01’1 Xpr‘; navvfixtov tilde-w Bovhr'qfxi

pov z'l'vdpa,

:1; Anal 1" Entrerpd¢arat mi 16001:

pépqltsu.

We learn indeed in the passage

of the Laws to which reference has

just been made, that not merely

rulers, but ordinary citizens and

mistresses of households should

wake early and sleep little.
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the guidance of the elder members of the council, to make

laws their study (951 E sqq.), to be the ‘ eyes ’ of the council

as the seniors are its ‘mind,’ and to inform it of all that

happens in the State (964E sqq.). The council will thus

consist of two orders, corresponding in some degree to the

‘guardians ’ and ‘ auxiliaries’ of the Republic, and will be

enabled to ‘save the State’ (965 A) by teaching it its true

aim,virtue and reason (962 B: 963 A). Its members will need

for this purpose to receive a more careful training than the

rest of the citizens; they must learn to see ‘the one in the

many,’ the common element in the various virtues—learn to

understand the real nature of all that is good and beautiful,

and, above all, to know the Gods, as far as is possible for men

(965 C sqq.), much as in the Republic the ‘perfect guardians’

learnt to know the Idea of Good.

Here, and here alone, the philosophical spirit is encouraged

to assert itself and find a home ; here the ordinary education

of the State finds its crown and completion in philosophical

study, which is, however, reserved for a very few select

minds and delayed till the age of thirty.

The whole scheme of the State and its education appears Remarks,

to be designed with a view to secure a willing and intelligent

submissiveness to the laws—a temperate, orderly, sensible

habit of mind, neither too eager nor too slow and cautious

(773 sqq.), based on a feeling for measure and correct

artistic taste, and still more on correct views of the true

sources of happiness and the nature of the gods, content to

accept a limited authority, and to give their due to age,

wealth, and virtue, while these social elements in their turn

are foremost in acknowledging the supremacy of the laws.

Not fear, but orderliness and reverence are the mainspring

of the whole—reverence for the voice of the law, which is

none other than the voice of the gods (762 E); reverence

crowned with intelligence, which in a few select natures

placed at the summit of the State must rise into philo

sophy.

In the Laws, as in the Republic, the aim of Plato is to

VOL. 1. c g
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call upon the State to do more for its citizens than it had

yet done, and to be more to them than it had yet been.

Why should the State, which depends for its existence on

virtue, be so indifferent to its production? Plato had

before his eyes the moral and political anarchy of contem

porary Greece, and knowing that the days of mere customary

morality were gone for ever, he felt that some authority

was needed to revive and make rational the sense of right

and wrong, and that the only authority capable of effecting

this was a reconstituted State. He was the first to insist

on this, and the strength of his position lay in the fact

that his view of the true function of the State was, as

has been said already, that to which all the traditions of

Greece pointed, that which was engrained in the Greek

conscience. The Greek mind was especially ready to be

swayed by the voice of the community for good or for

evil. The individual Greek was in an exceptional degree

‘the child of his people ’—one thing at Sparta, another at

Athens, another at Thebes. The example of the Lace

daemonian State showed how much the State could effect if

it dared to assert its authority. The State must, however,

be reconstituted. Plato’s first impulse had been to hand

it over to a few carefully trained men of high natural worth

and capacity, but his next was to recoil from that bold step ;

he now sought to diffuse throughout the whole citizen-body

respect for law, pure religion, and the conviction that virtue

is happiness, and to call for the active co-operation of all in

the working of the State. But his heart seems to have

failed him from the first, and we find him in the Laws over

and over again reserving effective authority for the best men

of the wealthier class, and giving the poorer citizens only

the semblance of a share in power—‘ reverting,’ in fact,

as Aristotle says, ‘to his earlier constitution,’ but in a less

pure form.

Still the great conception of a State systematically train

ing the whole of a large body of citizens to virtue—not, as

in the Republic, confining its educational activity to two

small classes—had been once for all clearly put forward.
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The State was no longer to be perverted into a mere

creature of party—toiling ‘in Gaza at the mill with slaves ’

—-or to be barbarised by absorption in aims of conquest

and empire; it must be readjusted to its true function—

that of producing virtue. Plato claims to have kept this

aim before him in framing every institution of the State of

the Laws (705 He called on the State to do that which

Church and State together have in later days, even at their

best moments, failed to achieve. Socrates had already set

this aim before the State, but he had not seen that an

entire reconstitution of the State was necessary, before there

could be any hope of realizing it. We may hold that even

Plato’s reconstitution was not far-reaching enough, if only

because he failed to hit on the conception of a Church

working in harmony with the State; we may further hold

that it went wholly wrong in detail; but the broad fact

remains that he was the first, if not to see that society

ought to do much more than it did for the moral guidance

of the individual, at all events to demand its reconstruction

for that end.

The dialogue forms an epoch in Political Science in

another way. It puts forward with more emphasis and

more systematically than had ever been done before the

conception of mixed government, which, familiar as it was

already to Thucydides (6. 39: 8. 97), and possibly to

Hippodamus of Miletus, or even to Solon, did not gain

till the fourth century before Christ the accredited posi

tion in political speculation which it has never since

entirely lost. Its increased prominence at this epoch was

probably due in part to the prestige enjoyed by the

Lacedaemonian State for a while after its triumph in the

Peloponnesian War. Some recognized in the ‘mixture of

all constitutions,’ which they traced in the Lacedaemonian

constitution (Laws 712 D-E: Aristot. P01. 2. 6. I265b

33 sqq.), the best type of mixed government. Plato, on

the contrary, depicted a wholly different form of it in the

Laws, where we look in vain for parallels to the Lacedae

monian kingship, ephorate, and senate: it would seem, there

G g 2
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fore, that he did not hold with this view. There is, however,

rather the appearance than the reality of mixed govern

ment in the Laws: what Plato has here at heart, is rather

that the government of his State shall be sober, than that

it shall be mixed; he allows a share of power to wealth

and numbers, not because the State is the gainer by this,

but because the opposite course is unsafe. The share of

power allowed to numbers is, in fact, as we have seen, little

more than nominal, and Aristotle’s censure (P01. 6 12.

1297a 7 sqq.) of those who, in founding aristocracies or

other constitutions, resorted to ingenious devices (00¢t’o-uara)

to deceive the demos, was perhaps intended to apply to

the constitution of the Laws amongst others. Supreme

authority would here in reality rest with a small number

of men over fifty years of age belonging to the higher

property-classes. Plato never completely abandoned the

view that in the normal State the rank and file of the

citizens are to be taken in charge by the few. This view

recurs in a softened form even in the Laws.

The life of the mass of the citizens could hardly be of a

very attractive or active type, whatever Plato may say to

the contrary (807 sqq.). The more important State-business

would be managed for them by those few of the men over

fifty years of age who would succeed to the great offices,

and though it must be admitted that some considerable

positions would be open to men below this age, they would

commonly find their way to members of the higher property

classes, and being in many cases held for long terms, only

to a few of these. The mass of the citizens would thus be

relegated to private life, not indeed to what Aristotle calls

‘necessary work,’ but to the supervision of their house

holds, if households can be said to exist where the women

are required to take their meals at public meal-tables,

and where the education of the children is entrusted

to public officers; in reality, to the supervision of their

slaves and their farms 1, on which, however, they are

I In the careful provision of a conscious of some departure from

lot of land for every citizen we are the central dogma that virtue is
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not apparently intended (806 D-E) to work with their own

hands, to the celebration of festivals, the discharge of

military service, the observance of the numerous laws of

the State, and the maintenance of the tone of feeling pre

scribed by the legislator. The studies in which they are

trained in youth (and these do not include any philosophy,

or more of Greek literature than a small, though carefully

selected, fragment) do not appear to be continued in their

maturer years: forensic rhetoric is excluded from the State:

little, if any, place seems to be found in their lives for

literature or for any fine art, save that of music: only a

few, after the age of thirty, become possessed of any

philosophical knowledge, and these learn what they learn

rather for purposes of government than for the sake of

the subject itself. There appears to be no provision even

for advanced mathematical study.

Aristotle’s principle, on the contrary, is—we recognize

the best State by its life. Do its citizens live a life

which calls forth all that is best in their nature, gives full

play to their noblest faculties, and satisfies their highest

aims, and are the rest organized so as to aid them in living

that life, each doing work adjusted to his capacity? Does

everyone find himself ‘in his element,’ the whole society

culminating in a body of awovfia'ioi equipped to live, and

helping each other in living, a life of political and speculative

activity? The State of the Laws can hardly be said to

answer to this aspiring ideal; its dominant characteristic

is rather a religious cmgbpoo-iivq.

Aristotle could scarcely rest satisfied with a State of this

kind, especially when put forward as the best attainable by

a community of mm, unaided by divine or semi-divine

fellow-citizens. To him it seemed neither the one thing

nor the other—neither practicable nor ideal. Philosophy,

he thought, could do better than this for Greek politics, and

sufficient for happiness, whichis to property is so essential, then hap

be the most cherished article in piness would seem to depend in

the creed of every citizen of the part on xopq-yia in Plato’s view no

State. If a certain amount of less than in that of Aristotle.
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its last word must not be taken to have been spoken by

Plato. Two States, at least, needed to take the place of

the State of the Laws, if the Republic were indeed out of the

question; one, a more ideal—the other, a more practicable

State. The first is that which is incompletely sketched in

the Fourth and Fifth Books of the Politics; the other is

the constitution which rests on the moderately well-to-do

Class 51in. 1'61) pe'o-wv noM-reia1).

If we glance back over the history of political inquiry

in Greece, we shall see that but little progress was made

till its relation to Ethics was brought out by the discussions

which followed the advent of the sophists. It was then

found that Ethics and Politics were closely connected. The

new ethical views led to new views as to the State, and the

effort to combat them threw fresh light not only on the

nature of right, but also on that of the State. If natural

right is the will of the stronger, then every form of the

State which has Force on its side is legitimate: Tyranny is

legitimate, and right may vary from State to State, or in

the same State from year to year. The State may assume

any form which the element for the moment strongest

within it may choose to give it. If, again, natural right

rests, not on Force, but on the general consent of mankind,

then how little in the arrangements of society can claim to

be naturally just. The case becomes worse, if natural right

does not exist at all, and the just is based on nothing but

convention.

The future of human society seemed to depend on the

possibility of finding a firm and satisfactory basis for

natural right. Socrates had in effect said that natural right

is that which experience proves to redound to the advantage

of the man who conforms to it in practice; but Plato was not

satisfied till he had exhibited it as the source of health,

unity, and happiness, not only in the soul of the individual,

1 ThePolity was, in fact,the type

of constitution which, in Aristotle’s

view, Plato sought to realize in

the Laws, though not with much

success (P01. 2. 6. 1265b 26 sq.).
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but also in the normally constituted State. He was led

into the field of Politics by his desire to restore the

authority of right. Right is best studied in the ideal State

of which it is the life—breath, just as a leaf is best studied in

connexion with the tree on which it grows. The study of

Ethics leads on to the study of Politics. We see best

what justice is when we see it at work, and especially when

we see it at work in the State. And if the study of the State

reveals to us what justice is, it also reveals to us how virtue

is brought into being. Plato is more alive than any one

before him to the extent to Which the individual is ‘the

child of his people.’ It is only in a well-constituted State

that even the best-endowed natures can grow up arightl.

We need not wonder that to Plato the study of Politics Plato

stands in the closest relation to the study of Ethics, that ffifs‘ffd‘y’“

he seems to consider no State worthy of close scrutiny °§P°1ili¢5

which does not embody justice and make men good, and :thicfilim

that his attitude to defective States is one of far less qualified

antagonism than that of Aristotle. NVe see that he began

the study of Politics with an ethical aim—the aim of rescu

ing justice and right from those who denied them a basis in

nature.

To Plato in the Republic the construction of the ideal

State is more or less an episode in an ethical inquiry, and

no time is lost over it. Armed with the one doctrine of the

specialization of functions, and perhaps, though he traces

the structure of the State before he proceeds to trace

that of the soul, influenced in some degree by the psycho

logical parallel, Plato feels himself able to proceed rapidly

with his sketch of the true State. If we contrast Aristotle’s

procedure in the First and Third Books of the Politics, we

shall see how much slower and more tentative it is. He begins

with the simplest elements of the household and State, and

inquires patiently into the nature of the fiecwortxo’s, the

Xprl/Aa-rw'nxds, and the oixovopmo's‘, distinguishing the one

1 Yet in the Laws (951 B), with as often in ill-ordered as in well

characteristic elasticity, he says ordered States.

that ‘ divine men ’ are to be found
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from the other, and then into the nature of the citizen, long

before he attempts to determine the true structure of the

State. In these investigations he never loses sight of

current opinion and likes to find in it a dim forecast of the

truth. Plato, on the contrary, starting from the fact that in

actual societies justice was not to be found, naturally builds

up a State in strong contrast to all existing States, for his

State must be one in which justice may readily be detected

and identified. The ideal State is not perhaps even to

Plate simply the antithesis of the actual State, for one or

two actual States had gone some way on the road to its

realization. But his breach with the past is far more con

spicuous than Aristotle’s. Even where, as among the Lace

daemonians, some vestiges of the true State are discernible,

the true ruling principle had not been called to power, the

more civilizing influences of life were excluded, and the

welfare of the State was forgotten in the pursuit of private

ends. His attitude to the existing order of things was

natural enough. Here was an ‘impatient soul’ whose

personal experience had been bitter even in youth. Far as

all personal reference recedes into the background in the

best Greek literature of the best age, a few stray hints

reveal to us even in the Republic, how deep an impression

the fate of Socrates had made upon Plato’s mind 1. Society

in its actual form either corrupted the best men, or if it

could not do ' so, deprived them of life. The fate of

individual and State in his day was one and the same. In

both, the lower elements triumphed over the higher, with

the inevitable result of internal disunion and unhappiness.

Indeed, the higher elements could hardly be said to exist,

and the great problem was how to bring them into being.

The State must be so organized as to develope Within it a

class of true philosophers, and this class must be placed in

possession of absolute power. Reason must recover its

supremacy both in the State and in the heart of the

individual. In most great movements of reform the man to

1 See (e. g.) Rep. 488 B : 361 B sq. : 409 C—D ; 492 D.
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whom ‘all things here are out of joint’ comes first, and

some little time elapses before it is discovered that things

have not gone as far astray as had been thought, that the

new ideal has its roots in the past, and is that which

‘ prophets and kings desired to see.’ The new teaching has

to assume a militant and aggressive, perhaps even a fantastic

and exaggerated, form before it gets a first hearing. The

influence of Socrates and Plato might have been less, if the

life of the one and the doctrines of the other had been less

novel and striking.

But Plato, as we have seen, did not always maintain this

uncompromising attitude. In the later days of his life, he

came to see that his recoil from the actual State and his

sense of homelessness in it had carried him too far, and had

led him to trust his ideal rulers with powers which only semi

divine personages could be expected to use aright. Nor

was he content with merely re-issuing the Republic with

this amendment: he now sought not only to show men

the genuine face of justice, but to meet actual States half

way, and to set before them a model less diflicult of imitation

than the ideal State of the Republic. The impatient idealism

of his earlier days had passed into a wish to be of use to his

race in its difficulties. It was in this spirit that he wrote the

Laws, and was prepared to carry compromise still further

and to frame a‘ third State,’ but he seems never to have done

so, and too much of the ideal spirit of the Republic survived,

so Aristotle thought, in the Laws.

Plato had done much, but he had also left much for a Plato had

successor to do in the field of political inquiry. The philo- ggngfii‘fm

sophieal basis of his teaching on this subject needed to be tieal

made clearer and to be more systematically set forth; it 33622?

needed to be reconsidered and amended ; his conception of also left

the State, its end and true organization, also needed to berevised. He was right, Aristotle thought, in seeking to t° ‘1°~

make the State more to the individual than it had yet

been. He was right in holding that the State should be a

city-State and small—a common life as well as a common
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government. He was right in investing Political Science

with supreme authority over the life of the individual

and the arts and sciences dependent on it, and requiring

it to rise to the level of the great position thus assigned

to it. Above all, he was right in aseribing to Political

Science (1) an ethical aim; (2) a practical purpose, and

yet an ideal method. Whatever else it did, Political

Science was bound to construct an ideal State. That it

needed to do something further—t0 make itself useful to

men by tracing the outline of a State easily workable

by men—Plato had already implied. But he was as one

who after setting out for a destination stops halfway on

the road to it, for even the Laws gave little practical help

to statesmen struggling with the problems and difficulties

of Greek politics. Plato’s political teaching required

not only to be restated and amended, but also to be

completed.

Success in this enterprise was hardly possible without a

new method. The political inquirer must begin at the

beginning with the simplest elements of society and work

methodically upwards, not ignoring current opinion or

practice, but correcting its confusions with the aid of a dis

tinct conception of the end of human life and of the State ;

he must make clear to himself and others the principles

on which he proceeds; he must study the physiology

and pathology of Society, the occasions and the profound

causes of social change ; he must master the technical side

of Political Science, and be prepared to deal practically

with the concrete problems of political organization as they

present themselves every day—to construct an oligarchy, or

a democracy, or a tyranny, so as to be as little hostile as

possible to human wellbeing. His treatment of political

questions must be more patient and detailed, must rest on

a wider knowledge of the past, must be more reasoned and

systematic. And if the deepest thoughts and highest

aspirations of the political inquirer would still find utterance

in the portraiture of a ‘best State,’ this best State will no

longer be seriously proposed for adoption everywhere; it
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will be a State Ka-r’ nixvjvl—an ideal representation of the

acme of human society, realizable only when Nature and

Fortune are in their most favourable mood. Neither its

portraiture nor the portraiture of two or three less high

pitched ideals will exhaust the problem of Political Science:

the political inquirer must pass on to grapple with the

task of ameliorating actual institutions and making them

tolerable.

Something was to be gained by a mere change of the

form in which many members of the Socratic school

had placed their ideas before the worldz. It was natural

enough that the disciples of a converser should set forth

their teaching in dialogues, and also that at Athens,

where the dramatic spirit was so strong, philosophical

literature should assume a dramatic form. Thucydides

had already put his best thoughts in the mouth of some

statesman or other. It was inevitable, however, that

the two aims—the quest of truth and the quest of literary

charm—should come more or less into collision. The

language used in a dialogue must appeal to the reading

world at large ; it must be as little technical as possible, it

must avoid the appearance of over-precision and pedantry.

The course of the inquiry needs to be accommodated to the

characters, and its depth will vary with their calibre. The

toil of the way should be relieved by wit, sarcasm, irony,

eloquence, conversational charm. Bright, genial remark,

even if paradoxical (e. g. ‘no man can be perfectly secure

against wrong, unless he has become perfectly good ’—

Laws 829 A), or inconsistent with the general tenour of the

views expressed (e.g. ‘ man is made to be the plaything of

1 As to the meaning of this

phrase, see the Theages ascribed

to Plato I25 E~126 A, efiéaipalv [46‘]!

6’11, oipaz, E'yu'ye 'rt'zpavvos 'ysve'o'dac

péhw-ra pe‘v min-aw dveprinrwv, 64’ 86‘

pf], (in whim-mu . . :11 1% ye i'vws

plith 0:6; yeve'a'aai' dhh' of: 'roi'rrou

E'Xs'yov e'mauysiv. Aristotle, hOW

ever, excludes aspirations for the

impossible (Pol. 2. 6. 1265 a 17).

2 See Heitz, Die verlorenen

Schriften des Aristoteles, p. 141—5.

Is it not probable that after Plato

opened a school, one of his aims

in writing dialogues was to show

his pupils how discussion should

be conducted ? Xenophon (Mem.

.,. 6. 1) is careful to describe, how

Socrates Btuhex'rtxw'rs'povs' €1roiu

rot'lr o'vvo'm'as‘.
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God, and this is the best of him ’——Laws 803 C), is always

welcome. Long deliberative, half-baffled pauses have to be

cut short. The investigation of historical fact, even a care—

ful regard for historical truth, seems out of place in a

gathering of friends. Like his kinsman the dramatist, the

dialogue-writer makes use of myths, and if he uses history

also, he will be apt to treat the latter with the same genial

freedom as the former. Each dialogue, again, claims to be

complete in itself. Each is too perfect an artistic whole to

serve as a mere chapter in a statement of philosophical

doctrine. In each there must be something fresh in the

line of attack. Hence inconsistencies, which increase in

number, if, as in Plato’s case, the dialogues are written at

intervals during the course of a long life. They naturally

conflict with each other. Occasionally consistency is not

maintained even within the limits of a single dialoguel.

Thus the interpretation of Plato’s meaning comes to de

mand a genius almost as subtle and sympathetic as his own.

It is hard to distinguish how far an utterance reflects only the

momentary mood of a speaker, or the attitude he chooses to

adopt towards a given opponent, or the sentiment suggested

by the dramatic situation. Plato had as it were imprisoned

his philosophy in some beautiful semi-transparent materialz;

his revelation of it was tantalizingly incomplete. The

greater its value, the greater the call for some intervention

which would bring it forth into the full light of day. Plato,

indeed, had taken some steps in this direction himself. In

his later dialogues, whether from a decline of dramatic

feeling or an increase of interest in positive doctrine, the

conversation tends more and more to become a monologue ;

the Socratic aim of arousing thought is more and more lost

sight of in the effort to communicate truth. Still the

decisive step is not yet taken; the dialogue-form is not

1 See Prof. jowett’s Plato 4.169* 2 As the sculptor Pauson (or

(ed. 1): ‘so little power has Pason) had enclosed a figure of

Plato of harmonizing the results Hermes in a pellucid stone: cp.

of his dialectics, or even of avoid— Aristot. Metaph. 9. 8. 1050a 19,

ing the most obvious contradic- and Bonitz’ note.

tions.’
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abandoned. Even Aristotle wrote many dialogues, though

he made the important change of reserving the part of chief

interlocutor for himself. But much of his work was of a

kind to which the dialogue was inapplicable. It was hardly

possible, for instance, to state the results of his zoological

investigations in a dialogue, and it was probably not merely

in the interest of his pupils, or merely in works intended for

their perusal, that he abandoned the Socratic manner of

treatment. Nor was he apparently alone in so doing. In

the Academics of Cicero (Cic. Acad. Post. I. 4. 17 sq.), we

find the Academical speaker ‘ designating the dogmatic

formulation of the system as a departure from the Socratic

manner common to Aristotle and the contemporary

Platonists’ (Zeller, Plato E. T., p. 565. 25).

It was a fortunate circumstance that Plato’s philosophical Plato's suc

inheritance passed to a successor sufficiently at one with iffsigtla

him to maintain the continuity of speculation, and suffi

ciently independent to give a fresh impulse and direction

to inquiry.

We do not know the length of the interval which elapsed

between the composition of the Laws and that of the Politics.

We do not indeed know that all parts of the Politics were

composed at or about the same time. The Fourth and Fifth

Books may be severed by some interval of time from the

first three, and the remaining three books may be later than

the Fourth and Fifth, or again the book on Constitutional

Changes may be earlier than the two books which im—

mediately precede and follow it, as early perhaps as any

book in the whole work. We cannot, indeed, always be

certain that the contents of any one book (apart from

any possible interpolations) date as a whole from the

same epoch.

But whatever we conceive the length of the interval to

have been, much had happened in the course of it. The

career of Philip of Macedon was needed to make the failure

of the free States of Greece quite manifest. It was not till

346 B. C. that Isocrates wrote his oration to Philip, in which
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the full tale of Greek failure and disunion is toldl, and

Plato died in 347 B. C. But the main change was in the

man, not in the times.

Aristotle was so far in a better position than Plato to

speak to Greece as a whole, that he was less closely con

nected with any one place in it. Plato was an Athenian

of long descent: Aristotle was one of those who had been

saved for philosophy by belonging to a small State; in

deed, his city for some time lay in ruins, so that he was

then, in the most literal sense, (from; 6rd nixnv. He was

not, like Plato, the citizen of an extreme democracy ; he can

hardly be said to have been a citizen at all, or to have lived

the life of a citizen; he had not the passions of a citizen.

He judges the Athenian democracy ab extra, unlike

Thucydides, who had learnt its strength and weakness by

living under it and taking part in its working. He was

forty years at least younger than Plato, and belonged to a

time when philosophy was coming to be more to men and

politics less. He was not, like Plato, the first explorer of the

field of Political Science, and had not the impatient, sweep

ing views of a first explorer. He was also naturally calmer

and more circumspect than Plato, and came to the study of

politics fresh from less\exciting studies—studies which had

trained him to accumulate facts and to weigh them patiently.

Sketch of It seems a mistake to speak of Aristotle as a ‘half

{litmus Greek.’ Some great Greeks were so, but Aristotle was

not. His father was a member of the long-descended gem

of the Asclepiadae, and belonged to the Andrian colony of

Stageira; his mother was of Chalcidian origin. His early

life is involved in a good deal of obscurity, but whether he

came to Athens and became Plato’s pupil at the age of

seventeen or later, he had been his pupil for a considerable

time when Plato died in the year 347 B.C., and the days he

thus spent at Athens no doubt left a permanent impress on

his mind and character 2. On Plato’s death Speusippus his

‘ Cp. Isocr. Philip. § 40, oi8a 2 Aristotle’s early dialogue

yap drrdo'as(n‘191r6}\us) épahwpémc entitled Eudemus appears to have

imb r5» vup¢op£m stood in a very close relation to
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nephew succeeded to his school, and Aristotle quitted

Athens with his friend Xenocrates, an attached disciple of

Plato. Probably neither of them wished either to work

under Speusippus or to open a rival school. Speusippus

was considerably senior to both, besides being Plato’s

nephew. That Aristotle did not leave Athens in any

spirit of antagonism to Plato seems proved by the fact

that Xenocrates accompanied him. On leaving Athens he

went not to Macedonl, but to Atarneus, drawn thither by

his old friendship for Hermias, and perhaps also by the

connexion of Proxenus, the guardian of his youth, with the

place. His pupil Theophrastus also belonged to Eresus in

the neighbouring island of Lesbos. Hermias had been the

pupil both of Plato and Aristotle at Athens, and hence

both Aristotle and Xenocrates would be interested in him.

He was engaged in an attempt to form a principality at the

expense of Persia in this district, which afterwards became

the centre of the kingdom of Pergamon. It is probable that

he was an instrument of Philip of Macedon 2. Hermias had

been a slave and was an eunuch and a tyrant, and the friend—

ship of these philosophers for him was undoubtedly an

offence to Greek prejudice. We need not attach too much

importance to the well-known epigram of Theocritus of

Chios 3. Theocritus was a bitter democratic epigrammatist,

and a fit foe for the bitter historian Theopompus, his con

temporary and fellow-citizen: both made themselves in

tolerable to those with whom they had to do, and came to

the Phaedo, and to have been

highly Platonic both in form and

contents (see Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2.

9. 1).

1 Stageira had been razed by

Philip in the course of the Olyn

thian War, and was still in ruins.

2 See Boeckh, Hermias von

Atarneus, p. 143, who refers to

[Demosth.] Philipp. 4. p. 139 sub

fin“, a passage which a highly pro

bable emendation in Ulpian 42 C

connects with Hermias.

3 ’Eppiou ei’woiixou 're Kai. E6806

hov 1'68: dotihov

pvfi/za Keven st6¢pwv Qfixeu

'Apur-ro-re’Ms‘ '

3: 81d 'rr‘yv (ixpa'rij yam-pd; (1)6011!

si'hero vain”

dvr’ 'Akadqpsiac Bopfliipnv E’v

rpoxoair (Euseb. Praep.

Evang. 15. 2).

According to Plutarch, the river

at Pella was called BépBopoc

(de Exil. c. 10). Cp. Plato, Rep.

533 1?. 5’” Bopfiépy Bil/15w“?

rm 1'0 71);“ UXYIS' 0H“: Ka'ropw

guypéuou fipipa ghxu Kai dva'yu

all“).
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evil ends. A familiar distich of Sophocles, however, ran

(Fr. 788 Nauck)—

' \ Q I I I

OU'TLS‘ yap we rvpavvov epiropeve-rai,

, . . - a u I .
KEWOU irri (Souhos, Kav ehevdrpos itchy,

and we must remember that Socrates was said to have re

fused to visit Archelaus of Macedon, Scopas of Crannon,

and Eurylochus of Larissa (Diog. Laert. 2. 25), that Euri

pides and Aristippus had not gained in repute by adopting

a different course, and that the service of princes came

to escape condemnation only in the Alexandrian period1.

The father of Aristotle, however, had been in the service

of a king, and we need not wonder that Aristotle himself

took a different view. We know from the Politics how he

regarded the kind of slavery which is not by nature, and

Hermias cannot have deserved to be a slave. Even

Tyranny in his opinion had its better forms, and Hermias

apparently ruled in conjunction with a group of friends:

‘Epui’as ml at éraipoi. is the term employed throughout

his treaty with the Erythraeansz. We are reminded of

the passage in the Politics (7 11. 1313 b 29 sqq.),

where Kingship is said to find safety in friends, while

distrust of friends is characteristic of Tyranny.

Aristotle remained with Hermias for three yearsa, perhaps

till the latter met his fate through Persian treachery 4, and

he seems to have felt a real enthusiasm for his character

and career. We know from the Nicomachean Ethics that

Aristotle combined a high estimate of the contemplative

life with a high estimate of the pleasures of true friendship,

and a noble conception of it. It was partly because the

household relations are forms of friendship, that he argued

so stoutly in defence of the household. His hymn, or

1 Zeller, Stoics Epicureans and 2 Boeckh, ibid. p. 151. See the

Sceptics, p. 269 n. Plutarch dis

cusses the question in his ‘ Philo

sopho esse cum principibus viris

colloquendum,’and argues strongly

in favour of bringing the philoso

pher and ruler into contact, as a

disciple of Plato was likely to do.

treaty in Dittenberger, Sylloge

Inscr. Gr. I. p. 167.

” Apollodorus ap. Diog. Laert.

3 9

4 So Strabo, p. 610, but see

Boeckh, Hermias p. 142 sqq. and

Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 20.
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scolion, to Virtue gave rise to comment, for, as Grote

remarks (Aristotle I. 19), it introduced the name and

exploits of Hermias, the tyrant, eunuch, and ex-slave, ‘as

the closing parallel and example in a list beginning with

Herakles, the Dioskuri, Achilles, and Ajax.’ It was untruly

made out to be a paean to Hermias (Athen. Deipn. 696

a—b), and on this ground as well as on that of a sump

tuous offering after his death, Aristotle was subsequently

accused of paying him divine honours‘. The whole

episode is interesting for the light which it casts on

Aristotle’s character. We see that the cool, circum

spect, methodical philosopher was capable of enthusiastic

devotion to his friends, and cared little whether his dis

play of it brought him into conflict with ordinary Greek

prejudice. We seem to discern in his nature a mixture of

affectionateness and combativeness which is not unpleasing.

Traces of a certain eagerness of spirit and pugnacity per

haps survive in his literary style. Sometimes we notice in

his writings that one thought follows another so rapidly

that the two, as it were, collide, and the strict grammatical

construction suffers shipwreck. He is also fond of tacitly

contradicting certain persons—Plato, for instance, and Iso

crates. The feud we hear of between him and the latter

must belong to his earlier period of Athenian residence,

which ended with the death of Plato, for Isocrates was

dead when he returned to Athens after Chaeroneia.

1 Cp. Lucian, Eunuch. 9, sic in this case there was better

im'cpfiohfiv Gav/Mica: (d 'pr-ro-réhrjs)

‘Eppefav 1'6” (1’1on 0v rev c'K 1'01]

’A'rapvs'ms‘ rupavuov,axpl. 'rofl Kai 66!"!

afar-q; Kurd. rain-1‘1 'roIs @6019. We

learn from Diogenes (Diog. Laert.

5. 4: cp. Euseb. Praep. Evang.

15. 2. 5) that comments were also

made on a similarly sumptuous

sacrifice ofAristotle’s in honour

of his wife Pythias after her death

461ml im'epxat'pwv 1'93 'yuvat'q), for

’Aeqvaiot ff; ’Ehcuo'wig Ar'nzq-rpl:

see Boeckh, Hermias p. 147,

who refers to these passages.

The same feeling appears, though

VOL. I.

ground for it, in the diatribe of

Theopompus against Harpalus in

his letter to Alexander (Theo

pomp. Fragm. 277: Miiller, Hist.

Gr. Fr. I. 325), and in the caution

0f Plato, Rep. 540 B, pqueia 8' mi;

rois (his philosophic rulers) ml 61:

vias 'rrjv 1rd)“: dqpoo't'q 1r0tciu, s't‘zu

Kai 1'] Hvdt'a gvvavutpfi, ti): daipotnv'

si 8“ an, dis sfidnipoo'i 1': mi 0sfou‘.

Compare also Duris ap. Plutarch.

Lysandr. C. 18, (Avadudpqi) n'pcbrcp

. . . (EMU;va [impede ai fldAflS‘ til/G'

o'rnaav (be 6qu Kai Gua'i'a; woo-arr sir

flpcirrov 68 natal/er 5004M”.

nh
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The death of Hermias left his niece and adopted daughter

without a protector, and Aristotle married her, partly out

of attachment to his memory, partly for her worth and un—

merited misfortunes1. He may have already left Hermias

before he experienced this severely felt blow at the hands

of Persia—a blow soon to be far more than repaid by his

great pupil; at any rate we next hear of him at Mytilene;

but in 343 or 342 B.C. he was summoned to Macedon to

become the teacher of Alexander.

Philip of Macedon had perhaps come in contact with

Pythagoreanism in the days when he resided as a youth at

Thebes; Isocrates credits him with some tincture of philo

sophy“; and he is said to have owed to Plato’s intervention

in his favour with Perdiccas the principality, his possession

of which at the critical moment enabled him to win the

throne of Macedonia Aristotle had probably already

resided at Pella in his boyhood, for his father Nicomachus

had lived at the court of Amyntas as his physician and

friend. He may have already written several of his

dialogues, and become known as a diligent reader and

book-collector, habits rare even among philosophers at

that time. But his selection as Alexander’s teacher was

probably rather due to his hereditary connexion with

the Macedonian court, to his being not only a philosopher

but also a student of rhetoric“, and, above all, to the

fact that he possessed a full measure of Athenian culture

without being an Athenian or alien to court-life. It is

creditable to Philip that he selected for the work a man

1 Strabo, p. 610: Aristocles ap.

Euseb. Praep. Evang. 15. 2. 8—10,

who however speaks of her as the

sister and adopted daughter of

Hermias.

‘1 Philip. § 29.

3 Speusippus ap. Athen. Deipn."

506 e. See also Diog. Laert. 3. 40:

A. Schafer, Demosthenes 2. 37.

‘ Cp. Cic. de Orat. 3. 35.

141: rerum cognitionem cum ora

tionis exercitatione coniunxit.

Neque vero hoe fugit sapien

tissimum regem Philippum, qui

hunc Alexandro filio doctorem

accierit, a quo eodem ille et agendi

acciperet praecepta et eloquendi.

‘ During the first sojourn of Aris

totle in Athens, while he was still

attached to and receiving instruc

tion from Plato, he appears to

have devoted himself more to

rhetoric than to philosophy, and

even to have given public lessons

or lectures on rhetoric’ (Grote,

Aristotle I. 32).
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likely to be able to hold a comparatively independent

position. The years that Aristotle had spent at Athens were

a guarantee that he would be no mere echo of Macedonian

feeling. His extraction and career might seem to mark

him out as a link between Macedon and Hellenism. For

three years, but only three, commencing when Alexander

was about 13 years of age, he had an unbroken time for

the education of his pupil. On attaining the age of 16,

Alexander began to be employed in affairs of State, which

can have left Aristotle only occasional opportunities of

supervision.

It is hard to imagine him a resident at Pella during these

years, if Philip’s court was what Theopompus describes it,

and if Philip was as hostile to men of orderly behaviour as

Theopompus assertsl. The descriptions of this historian—

an outspoken witness, but one not on the whole unfriendly

to Philip—lend some point to the surprise of Theocritus of

Chios, that Aristotle should have been willing to exchange

the Platonic Academy for Pella. A sacred precinct of the

Nymphs (uvpiqaaiov) existed at Mieza (a Macedonian city,

which Zeller (Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 27. 4) follows Geier in placing

in Emathia south-west of Pella), where even in Plutarch’s

days men pointed out stone seats and shady walks which

were believed to have been at one time used by Aristotle

(Plutarch, Alex. c. 7); and Plutarch seems to suppose that

Alexander received his instruction here. Aristotle appears

during his stay in the North to have induced Philip2 to refound

Stageira and to restore to it the remnant of its citizens, and

we may be sure that he watched with intense interest the

culmination of the king’s fortunes at Chaeroneia. The

death of Philip and accession of Alexander two years later

(336 B. C.), together with the preparations for the Oriental

campaign, would indicate to him that no reason existed

any longer for his stay in Macedon, from which Alexander

seemed likely to be absent some time. He may perhaps

have preferred the milder climate of the South3. The

‘ See Theopomp. Fragm. I36, 2 See Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 25. 3.

178,249, 298. 3 It is thus that Blakesley

H h 2
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destruction of Thebes in 335 B.C. made Alexander’s Asiatic

expedition possible without imprudence1, and was the most

effective warning that could have been given to Athens and

the rest of Greece. It now became possible for Aristotle

to settle at Athens.

He wished to be at Athens, mainly, no doubt, because

his philosophical views could not be effectually placed

before the world in any other way. Xenocrates had now

succeeded Speusippus at the Academy. Aristotle had been

unwilling to found a rival school when Plato’s death was

still recent, and in competition with his senior Speusippus,

the nephew of Plato. He does not seem to have felt the same

reluctance in reference to Xenocrates. His divergence from

Platonism may have increased in the interval. The Mace

donian leaders were probably glad that he should be there.

Antipater, who knew that Aristotle ‘added to his other

gifts that of persuasiveness 2,’ may well have been glad to

send to Athens a man so capable of leading the best minds

into peaceful paths. The mat d’w'dre of the Macedonian

party at Athens was ‘ peace 3,’ and a philosopher who taught

that the end for which the State, no less than the individual,

exists is to live nobly, finding happiness rather in the arts

of peace than in those of war, that a State may be great

(Life of Aristotle p. 58), in

terprets ‘the expression of Aris

totle cited by Demetrius, de

Elocutione, sec. 29, 155: s’yrb e'x

pew ’Adrjwfw sis Zrd'yflpa fjhdov did

1'61! Baalhe'a rim péyuv, Ex 86‘ 21a

ycipaw (is ’Adrjuas 8121 1'61; xsrpibua

n‘w préyav.’ But, supposing that

the fragment is authentic, the

phrase 15 )Lé'yas xfljuiw may here

simply mean ‘the great storm,’ as

in Plato, Protag. 344 D, or again,

if it means ‘the great winter,’ it

may be used, as in Aristot. Me

teor. I. I4. 352 a 31 (see Ideler ad

lac.) in the technical sense of the

winter of the ‘great year,’ in which

the sun, moon, and planets assume

a certain relative position in the

heavens—a winter attended with

torrents of rain. A ‘ great winter’

in this technical sense did pro

bably occur in 342 B.C. (see Ap

pendix G), but it is not easy to

connect it with Aristotle’s return

to Athens seven years later.

1 Alexander gained by terror

that freedom to act in Asia which

Isocrates thought could only be

gained by winning the goodwill

of Greece (Philip. §§ 86—8).

2 Plutarch, Alcib. et Coriol.

comparatio c. 3.

5 See Bernays, Phokion p. 68,

who refers to Demosth. de Cor.

§ 89,-"): vim eipr'iwjr, r’jv ot'l'rot xa-rd rfis

warpidos rrlpofza'w xprjo-rof:

§ 323, £11 oic ti'rvxqmivrwv 'rr'iw

'Ehhq'umu et’rrt'lxrjasv é'rspos‘, 'rafl'r’

gnarl/01701 Kai 31m; 161/ drrav'ra Xpti

vov drapeve'i (pan 85in Trfpeiv.
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without being at the head of a hegemony or an empire,

that the contemplative life is the highest, and that the aim

of the political life is not party-triumph, or the quest of

wealth and power, but the promotion in one’s fellow-citizens

of virtuous activity in all its forms, would exercise, it might

be expected, a calming influence on men’s minds, and give

a new and better direction to their thoughts.

Aristotle may well have hoped to be of service both to

Macedon and Greece. He probably long held—perhaps

he did so to the last—that the interests of Macedon and I

Greece might be reconciled. Isocrates had already pressed

Philip first to restore harmony between the four leading

Powers of Greece—the Argives, Lacedaemonians, Thebans,

and Athenians—and then to become its Agamemnon in

a war against Persia—to be, not its tyrant dividing in order

to govern (Philip. § 80) and plotting for selfish ends

(§ 73 sqq.), but the leader of a confederacy, the common

friend of all its States]. Aristotle, in his turn, counselled

Alexander to rule the Greeks as the head of a hegemony

and only the barbarians as a despot 2. On the other

hand, Greece was to place power in the hands of the néo-ot,

its soundest and most rational class (6 (4). 11. 1295 b 1 sqq.).

\Ve thus find Aristotle, in effect, inculcating moderation on

both sides. '

The departure of Alexander for the East left the direction

of affairs in Greece in the hands of Antipater, a man with

whom Aristotle had more in common than with either

Philip or Alexander. Antipater was probably some years

1 The Philippus of Isocrates

(346 B.C.) is an appeal to Philip

to change his present unsatisfac

tory policy (§ 17: §80), and to

falsify his opponents’ account of

his designs (§ 73 sqq.). It re

minds him of his Heraclid extrac

tion, and urges that plots for the

subjection of Greece which would

be creditable to a king of Persia

are quite out of place in a Heraclid

(§§ 75—6). A certain distrust of

Philip and a desire to point out

to him a ‘more excellent way’

are traceable throughout it. Age

laus gave similar advice to Mace

don at the Congress of Naupactus

a hundred and thirty years later

(Polyb. 5. 104: Prof. Freeman,

History of Federal Government

1. p. 561).
1 See the well-known passage

in Plutarch’s first oration ‘de Alex

andri seu virtute seu fortuna,’ c. 6,

and cp. Po]. 4 (7). 7. 1327 b

20 sqq.
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older than Aristotle, but like him in moderation of tone

and strong sober common sense. For the first time in the

course of Greek history the hegemony of Greece rested

with a man who, as the servant of a king, was neither

an oligarch nor a democrat, and who could have no wish

to press either oligarchy or democracy on the States of

Greece. Is it possible that Aristotle is to some extent

addressing Antipater, when he insists that one and the

same constitution is not applicable to every State, that the

form which suits one will not always suit another, and

that the important thing is to ameliorate oligarchy and

democracy where they must exist, and at the same time

to point to some form of constitution at once satisfactory

and generally applicable? There is no clear evidence of

a design on Aristotle's part to influence the policy of

Macedon, so that this surmise must remain a surmise.

It is to all appearance wholly in the interest of Greece

that he recommends the constitution which gives predo—

minance t0 the moderately wealthy class (1‘7 Bid r611 Iiéo-wv

iroAii-ei’a). Only one of those who had played a leading part

in the affairs of Greece had encouraged the introduction of

this form (6 II. 1296 a 38 sqq.). The reference is pro

bably to Theramenes, whom we know (Plutarch, Nicias

c. 2) that Aristotle grouped with Nicias and Thucydides

the son of Melesias, as combining high worth and social

position with a hereditary goodwill to the people. His

inauspicious name is for obvious reasons suppressed. We

find Theramenes striking the first blow at the power of

the Four Hundred at Athens by insisting that ‘it was

high time to institute the Five Thousand in reality, and

not in name’ (Thuc. 8. 89. 2), and these Five Thousand

were made, when he carried his point, to include all hoplites

(eivat at ai’irév, (51160-01. Kai. 57TAG. nape'xovrat, ThuC. 8. 97);

they would thus comprise the fLéO’Ol. of Aristotle 1. Later

_‘ It should be observed that office-holders (including probably

this ' constitution, which gave members of the assembly and

political supremacy to the hoplites dicasteries : see Classen ad lac.)

and put an end to the payment of meets with the approval of Thu
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on, in the struggle with Critias which proved fatal to him,

Theramenes is still true to the same ‘Left-Centre’ policy.

In that reply to Critias which won the boule to his side,

and which Critias could only parry by ordering his

execution, he declares himself the foe of those who will

have no democracy which does not go the full length of

giving a share of power to slaves and to men so poor that

they would sell their country for a drachma, no less than

of those who approve no oligarchy which does not make

a handful of men tyrants of the State. His opinion, he

adds, was still the same as it had ever been, that supremacy

in the State should rest with those who are able to serve

it as knights and hoplites1.

Aristotle expresses a similar view when he claims supre

macy for the aéa-oi, for we must not confound the péO’OL

of a Greek State with the classes which we now-a_days

group under the comprehensive term ‘middle class.’ They

were the best-trained and most effective soldiers of the

State; nor was this their only claim to power, for Aristotle

describes them as being well-fitted both for ruling and

being ruled, and therefore for the duties of citizenship, as

swayed by reason rather than impulse, and exposed neither

to the corrupting influence of extreme wealth nor to the

equally ruinous effects of extreme poverty. They deserved

to exercise a predominant influence in the State, and,

wherever they were at all numerous, their military training

as hoplites would enable them to do so. Aristotle may

possibly have thought, though, as has been said, we

have no evidence of the fact, that if the hegemony of

Macedon were used to bring this class to power, it would

be a blessing to Greece. Nothing could be worse than her

cydides, as it subsequently met 1 Xen. Hell. 2. 3. 48: cp. Plato,

with that of Aristotle. See Thuc.

8. 97, Kai 06X fiKw'm 8!) rev 'n'pr'b'rou

xpdvol! e'7ri y' e’pofi ’Adqvaiot (pail/0v—

'rm :5 nohircuo'aursr' psrpia yap 17

re (’9 1'01): (AZ-you: Kai e’s‘ rot): 1m)

hoi/s‘ gt'ryxpainr e’ye'vs'ro, Kai c’K 1min]

péiw raw irpayjui-rwv 'yevopc'vow roiro

1rp£rrov riwjveyxe rr’ju mihw.

Laws 753 B. Men could not be

hoplites unless they had not only

means enough to furnish them

selves with the arms appropriate

to the hoplite, but also the leisure

to practise the necessary exercises

(Zeller, Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 748. 7).
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present faction-ridden condition, which was both morally

and politically ruinous.

It is easy in reading the calm discussions of the Politics

to forget the impression which Aristotle's political views

must have made on his contemporaries, and especially on

the Athenians amongst whom he lived. We do not know,

indeed, how far the work was published in his lifetime,

or how far the nature of its teaching was generally known

to the citizens of Athens. Some knowledge of Aristotle’s

political views, however, must have been possessed even by

those who did not belong to any philosophical school, and

it is impossible to suppose that his recommendation of

a transfer of power from the Many to the pe'aot, coming

as it did from one who was deep in the confidence of

Antipater, was not viewed with uneasiness and indignation.

Ever since Chaeroneia the existence of the Athenian

democracy had hung by a thread, and the change sug

gested by Aristotle in the hearing, as it were, of Antipater

was a very feasible anti-democratic move. True, Aris

totle’s comments on the extreme form of democracy were

no severer than those of Plato, and Plato had lived undis

turbed at Athens to the last, but now the times were far

more critical, and Plato had suggested no such danger

ously easy change. Aristotle’s less ideal political method

had led him into questions of everyday politics, the treat

ment of which was attended with far more risk than the

portraiture of any number of ideal States. We find him

in one passage pointing out how to organize a tolerable

kind of democracy, the important thing being ‘ to eliminate

from the citizen-body the worse elements of the demos’ (Ta

Xeipov dei rrAfiGos‘ prifew, 8 4. 1319 b I): in another

he recommends the constitution in which supremacy rests

with men of moderate means (1‘7 6L2: 1'th ue’a-wv nohirefa). A

polity or moderate democracy had once existed at Athens

during the poverty-stricken and desperate period which

followed the fall of the Four Hundred, and Aristotle’s

advice was destined to be acted on in the very year of

his death, when the new constitution which Antipater
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forced on Athens, by confining political rights to those

possessed of a qualification of 2000 drachmae, disfranchised

12,000 citizens out of 21,000, and drove many to accept

the victor’s offer of a residence in Thrace 1. The religious

views, again, implied in the Politics would be extremely

unsatisfactory to many pious Greeks. True, the gods are

recognized and their worship provided for, but where in

its pages would be found that recognition of their inter

vention in human affairs which we constantly notice in the

writings of Xenophon? Xenophon traces the successes of

the Thebans against the Lacedaemonians to the anger of

the gods against a people which first swore that the cities

of Greece should be autonomous, and then broke its oath

by seizing the Cadmeia of Thebes (Hell. 5. 4. 1). He even

ascribes to the influence of some superhuman power, bent

on bringing the Lacedaemonian State to destruction, the

mistaken decision of the Lacedaemonian assembly which

resulted in the battle of Leuctra (Hell. 6. 4. 3, 1761; yo’ip, (in

é'oure, Tb datjto'vtov 'rjyev). Plato had rebuked views of this

kind (Rep. 379A sqq.), but his innovations in religion

were probably less repellent than the reticence and chilli

ness of Aristotle on the subject.

But in truth the mere fact of Aristotle’s close connexion

with Alexander and Antipater and with Macedonian agents

such as Nicanor, would suffice to make his position at

Athens precarious, quite apart from the unpopularity of his

political and religious views. Xenocrates and the Academy

seem to have held more aloof from Macedon. Already in

330 B.C., when three-fourths of the Peloponnesus rose under

the Lacedaemonian King Agis against Antipater, to be

crushed at a second Chaeroneia, and Aeschines shortly

after, notwithstanding that defeat, failed in his prosecution

of Ctesiphon and his attack on Demosthenes, Aristotle

must have felt himself in the midst of foes. Another crisis

occurred in 324 B. C. when Harpalus, the fugitive Mace

1 Diod. 18. 18. Long since the Gesammelte Abhandlungen, I.

above was written, I have found 167.

my remark anticipated in Bemays’
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donian satrap of Babylon, took refuge with his vast treasure

at Athens, and claimed, though without success, protection

against Alexander, who had now returned to Susa from

his wanderings in the depths of Asia, and soon signalized

his reappearance on the horizon of Greece by the ominous

decree for the restoration of all exiles from Greek States,

which Nicanor was ordered to make known to the Greeks

assembled for the festival at Olympia. The restoration of

exiles meant the restoration of all property taken from

them, its re-transfer from its present to its former holders.

Hitherto Alexander had sought to conciliate the Greek

States, but the East was now conquered, and Macedonian

supremacy was free to show itself in its true colours.

Macedon evidently desired to have in each Greek

State a body of men owing everything to it and therefore

devoted to its interestsl, and it would stop short at no

interference in the internal affairs of Greek States that was

at all likely to contribute to this end.

Aristotle, it is clear, had connected himself with a Power

which had failed to listen to his warning that Greeks must

be ruled in a different way from Orientals. The conqueror

of Asia had been exposed to the intoxicating homage of

Orientals and familiarised with the subservient manners of

the East, while still young and plastic in character. Even

if he had approved the policy which Aristotle recommended

to him, of making a distinction between his methods of

rule in the case of Hellenes and Orientals, he was by this

time incapable of the double attitude. His breach with

Callisthenes, whom Aristotle had introduced to his service,

had alienated him to some extent from Aristotle. Thus

Aristotle was too good a friend of Macedon for the

Athenians, too firm in the assertion of Hellenic dignity and

self-respect for Alexander.

The crisis came when the news of Alexander’s deatl‘

(June, 323 B.C.) reached Athens. A storm of anti-Mace

donian feeling arose, which spared Phocion but struck

Aristotle. He was indicted for impiety on account of his

1 Diod. 18. 8.
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scolion to Hermias and the honours which he had rendered

to his memory. Charges of this sort were weapons

frequently used against political adversaries both at Athens

and elsewhere 1, and we may be sure that his real offence

was his intimacy and influence with Antipater, his connexion

with Nicanor, the promulgator at Olympia of Alexander’s

decree, and his past connexion with the Macedonian Court.

He retired before trial to Chalcis, which was a Macedonian

stronghold2 and was also connected with the Chalcidian

cities of the Thrace-ward region from which he came

(cp. Aristot. Fragm. 93. 1492 b 24 sqq.). He died at

Chalcis in 322 B. C.

‘Aristotle,’ a great authority has said, ‘had no attach- Aristotle's

ment to Hellas as an organized system, autonomous, self

acting, with a Hellenic city as president; which attachment tgyace'

would have been considered by Perikles, Archidamus, and

Epameinondas as one among the constituents indispensable

to Hellenic patriotism 3.’ It would seem, however, from

the Politics (4 7. 1327b 29 sqq.), that he viewed the

Greek race as the race best fitted to rule, and the wo'Aw

(possibly under a wapflaamafs), not the £01109, as the best

depositary of power. Ideally, therefore, rule was, in his

opinion, best placed in the hands of a well-constituted

Hellenic City-State. So far as the rule of Macedon was

not Hellenic, nor the rule of a City-State, it must have

been unsatisfactory to him. But the actual City-State of

Greece seemed to him very defective, and he certainly did

not hold that the substitution of the Hellenic king of

Macedon for Thebes, as the dominant power in Greece, was

necessarily ‘ finis Graeciae.’

Some modern observers are inclined, while fully admit

ting the greatness of Demosthenes, to say that the boundary

of Hellas was rather arbitrarily drawn when Macedon

was left outside it, that the Macedonians were akin in

language and religion to the Greeks 4, that in these latter

‘ E.g.atCorcyra,Thuc. 3.70. 5. 8 Grote, Aristotle I. 14, note.

2 Schafer, Demosthenes 3. 35. ‘ See 0. Abel, Makedonien
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days the Northern races were more vigorous and unspoilt

than any others 1, and that looking to the rising greatness

of Rome, it was important that Greece should not cut off

from herself a promising kindred race, or shrink from

accepting its lead2 for no graver reason than that of an

ethnological difference". But Aristotle did not go so far

as this. To him the Macedonians are still perhaps barba—

rians (4 2. 1324b 15), though barbarians of a far nobler

sort than those of Asia, and it is the Hellenes who have

the best right to rule, in virtue of their well-balanced union

of heart and intellect. We may conjecture, however, that

he hoped that a ‘modus vivendi’ might be established

between Macedon and Greece. Let Macedon be content

to rule the Greeks subject to her as freemen should be ruled.

Let Greece silence her factions and call to power those who

would rule rationally and for the common good.

The ‘logic of facts’ did by degrees impose some degree

of moderation both on Macedon and on Greece. The break

up of Alexander’s empire, the rivalries of his successors,

the descent of the Gauls on Macedon, the rise of rulers like

the earlier Ptolemies and of governments like those of the

vor Ko'nig Philipp p. 115 sqq.

Bernays says (Phokion p. 74)

that ‘the differences of language

were not greater than those which

existed between Dorians and Ion

ians, and differences of religion

were wholly absent’; but to this

statement Gomperz (Die Akade

mie und ihr vermeintlicher Philo

macedonismus, Wiener Studz'en,

1882, p. 117) opposes the view of

Deecke (R/zez'n. Mus. 36, 577 and

596), who connects the Mace

donian language with those of the

Epirotic, lllyrian, Thracian, and

Phrygian races, and regards this

group of languages as ‘occupying

an intermediate position between

the Iranian and the Greek.’

1 See Mommsen, History of

Rome, Book 3, c. 8 (E. T. vol. 2,

p. 215). ‘ In steadfast resistance to

the public enemy under whatever

name, in unshaken fidelity to

wards their native country and

their hereditary government, and

in persevering courage amidst the

severest trials, no nation in ancient

history bears so close a resem

blance to the Roman people as

the Macedonians ’ (p. 216).

2 Greece eventually came to

see this. See the remarkable

speech of Agelaus of Naupactus

(Polyb. 5. 104) and the remarks

of Prof. Freeman upon it (His

tory of Federal Government 1.

5605qu)
8 It 15 easy to see how for

tunate a thing it was for Rome

that no such contrast as that

of Greek and barbarian formed

part of her traditions. By insist

ing on regarding far the larger

part of the Balkan peninsula as

alien to her, Greece greatly added

to the difficulty of uniting it to

herself.
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Achaean League, Rhodes, and the Pontic Heracleia, did

tend in this direction. More perhaps might have been

achieved if Greece had been wiser and less exhausted 1, and

if Macedon had trusted less to garrisons and tyrants 2. Still

it was much to have preached wisdom and moderation to

an age in which conquerors and conquered were alike im

patient of compromise.

We naturally expect to find in the teaching of the

Politics clear traces of Aristotle’s close connexion with

Macedon. It would be natural that we should do so, even

if the work was written before the battle of Chaeroneia:

after it, one would have thought that some reference to

the altered position of Greece would be unavoidable. Now

the mention of Philip’s death in the Seventh Book3 does

not prove that the whole of the Politics, or even the

immediate context, was written after that event, but it shows

that if this was not so, Aristotle made at least one addition

to that part of the work subsequently to the accession of

Alexander, and we may reasonably infer that his political

views remained unchanged at that date.

No reference, however, to the relation of Greece to

Macedon appears in the Politics; the fact that a mighty

power had suddenly arisen on her Northern frontier is ab

solutely ignored. For all that appears to the contrary in

its pages, the Politics may have been written while Thebes

was still the leading power. Not a particle of Aristotle’s

1 ‘ It is a great mistake to con

sider the political history of

Greece as at an end, when she

was once compelled to submit to

the Macedonian yoke. . . . If she

did not recover the position in

which she stood when Philip

mounted the throne of Macedon

. . . it was chiefly because she

wanted an eye to see her new

position and relations, and a hand

to collect, husband, and employ

her remaining resources ’ (Thirl

wall, History of Greece 7. 245).

‘There was ground to believe’

(in 318 13.0.) ‘that the time might

not be far distant, when the ruler

of Macedonia might find an equal

alliance with Greece necessary to

his safety, and when it might

even be desirable for her, that he

should be a. man of energy and

talents like Cassander, rather than

one so feeble and contemptible as

Polysperchon’ (ibid. 7. 263).

2 Polyb. 9. 29: Prof. Freeman

p. 232.

3 Po]. 7 (5). io. 1311b 1.
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attention is diverted from the mints to the 361.09. The

improvement of Greece is the central object of the work.

It is the riding, not the 501109, which Aristotle makes it his

aim to reform1. It is the iro'Ms that brings men completeness

in respect of good life, as distinguished from completeness

in respect of necessaries. It is in Greece, not Macedon,

that the future of human society is to be made or marred.

Aristotle writes as a Hellene and a disciple of Plato,

not as one whom circumstances had more or less attached

to the fortunes of Macedon. The great spirits of antiquity,

and Aristotle among them, seem to draw their creed from

sources too deep to be greatly affected by accidents such as

that which had connected him with Macedon. He still follows

in the track of his philosophical predecessors, and especially

of Plato, with whom he stands in complete filiation. The

object of the Politics is to carry on and complete the

work that Plato had begun—the work of re-adapting the

116M; to the promotion of virtue and noble living. Aris

totle’s relation to Plato was the critical fact of his life, not

his relation to Philip or Alexander. He broke much fresh

ground, it is true; yet over great regions of thought he

found a track already made by his predecessor: in fact, it

is the close sequence of two minds of this calibre, and in

this particular order 2, that forms the most exceptional

feature of the history of Greek philosophy, and goes far to

account for its greatness.

The first contrast which we note between the writings of

Plato and Aristotle, as they have come down to us, is a con

trast of form. This contrast would no doubt have been much

softened, if the dialogues of Aristotle had been preserved to

us, for we possess a few fragments of them which show, as

indeed do some few passages in other writings of his, that

Contrast

of form

between

Plato's

writings

and those

in which

Aristotle's

philosophi

1 History justified the leaning the world by becoming rather a

of Aristotle. The future rested

not with the Macedonian é'tiuor,

but with Carthage and Rome. On

the other hand, it is true to say

that Rome was what it was to

nation than a city, and rather a

World-State than a nation.

2 Would as much have been

achieved, ifAristotle hadpreceded

Plato ?
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Aristotle could be eloquent if he chose. He may have _calteach—

continued to write dialogues even after his return to Athens, fi‘ofii‘jd‘fm'

but the works with which we commonly connect his name

are of an entirely different character. Whatever view we

take of these works, whether we regard them as having to a

large extent arisen out of lectures (which we may do without

denying that Aristotle wrote them) or not, it is clear that

they handle the subjects of which they treat quite differently

from the dialogues of Plato: of Plato's lectures we possess

no record.

All considerations of literary charm drop out of sight in

them; the ascertainment of the truth comes to be the one

aim of the inquiry. In place of the easy windings of the

Platonic dialogue-fiowing, one would say, it knows not

whither, were it not that a subtle and hidden art governs

its course—we have a careful mapping-out of the investiga

tion into separate and successive inquiries, evidently arranged

beforehand, not starting up even in appearance on the spur

of the moment—the subject of each being announced with

an angular formality before it is entered upon, and the whole

series being pervaded by one uniform tone, so that the

mind of the inquirer and that of the reader are steadily

kept in one unvarying attitude of reasoning inquiry, without

any intervals of eloquence or dramatic by-play to relieve

the intentional monotony. The scientific spirit no longer

feels itself bound to put itself under the protection of its

elder sister, the literary spirit~no longer, like Teucer, hurls

its shafts from beneath the shield of Ajax; it has reached

years of emancipation and trusts to its own claims and

deserts. Investigations relating to one and the same sub

ject are no longer scattered over several writings, which

need to be compared. While Plato had, for instance, never

succeeded in reserving one whole dialogue for questions

relating to the constitutional structure of the State and

nothing elsel, Aristotle adheres closely to this one subject

1 The Republic mingles to- Logic and Politics; the Laws

gether Ethics, Psychology, Meta- unites with the quest of the second

physics,andPolitics;thePoliticus best constitution an attempt to
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throughout the Politics, and collects within the limits of a

single work the main body of his political doctrine, so that

it brings to a focus and treats in close connexion specula

tions spread over the Republic, the Politicus, and the Laws

of Plato, to say nothing of other dialogues.

There is no longer any obstacle to the use of the most

systematic and searching methods of inquiry. The careful

ascertainment of historical fact is no longer out of place 1.

Myth disappears; philosophy returns to the sober facts of

history. Yet some virtues of the dialogue-form are pre

served. From time to time, when a fit occasion presents

itself—especially, it would seem, in introductory discussions 2,

though we do not distinctly gather the principle on which

the occasion is chosen—a question is proposed, and a

dialogue-group formed; in other words an ample is dis

cussed. The parties to the discussion are commonly anony

mous, so that there is nothing to prepossess us in favour of

this side or that. All dramatic interest has vanished: no

interlocutor is more overbearing, or more inexperienced, or

more skilful than his fellows. But the comparison of views,

if less artistically managed, is quite as thorough and as

fruitful of result. Two or more opinions, each with a grain

of truth in it, are allowed to collide, till some reconciling

principle issues from their collision which embodies the

truth they contain without the error. Aristotle, who has

studied throughout to preserve the impartiality of a Chair

man3, accepts the result of the discussion. These aporetic

debates thus form, as it were, easy paths by which we

ascend from the plane of ordinary Hellenic opinion to the

higher level of Aristotelian insight, carried upward rather

set forth in detail a system of

Laws. ‘In the Phaedrus, the

Republic, the Philebus, the Par

menides, and the Sophist, we

have observed the tendency of

Plato to combine two or more

subjects, or different aspects of

the same subject, in a single dia

logue’ (Prof. Jowett, Plato 3.

543.6111)

1 The Second Book of the

Politics would have been impos

sible in a dialogue, and not less so

the fulness of concrete inquiry

and remark which we find in the

Sixth, Seventh,and Eighth Books.

2 5 (8). 5. 1339a 11 sq.

1 Cp. de Caelo, 1. 10. 27gb 11,

Bei (hairy-rd: tihh' of”: dundlxour

ell/at rolls péhhovrar 'rditrlds‘s xpt'vsw

ixavibs.
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by the force of facts than by any overt intervention of the

philosopher.

There is still much in the Politics to remind us that we

are reading a Greek and not a modern work. It is not at

first sight easy to detect the connecting thread on which its

successive inquiries are strung. The order in which they are

arranged is not always the order in which a modern writer

would have arranged them. Thus we have in the First

Book a sketch of the Household as it ought to be, before

the question comes up for solution in the Second, whether

the Household has any claim to exist. A conclusion estab

lished by argument is sometimes not taken as established

later on, but proved afresh, and occasionally by different

arguments. We find the same question started for debate,

and debated, more than once, even in one and the same

1266060; or inquiry, and in cases where the text seems not to

have been tampered with or disturbed. Sometimes this

appears to be done with the view of eliciting some fresh

lesson in connexion with the subject. Unreconciled con

tradictions are not uncommon, some of them perhaps due

to the fact that the work is made up of three or four parts,

not completely harmonized nor perhaps composed at the

same time. Still Plato’s rapid and constant changes of

tone are absent, and the exposition is systematic and strict

in comparison with his.

A new style and a new terminology came into existence Style of

with the new method. The fourth century before Christ Aristotle'

was prolific in prose-styles. History and oratory were

rapidly finding the style that best suited their purpose.

Philosophy was now to do the like. Aristotle said of

Plato’s style, that it was half-way between poetry and

prose1 The style which Aristotle chose for the syste

matic exposition of his philosophy, though not, probably,

for his dialogues, was altogether different. It is an easy,

‘ Diog. Laert. 3. 37. The turies before it began to be used

Greek language was successfully for prose, and naturally acquired

used for poetry for several cen- a bent which it was slow to lose.

VOL. I. I i
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unpretending style, almost conversational or epistolary in

its freedom, yet never substantially inaccurate or seriously

off its guard. It makes no pretension to literary grace ; it

does not scruple to use technical words, often borrowed

from the everyday language of Greeks, but used in new and

fixed senses. It very rarely rises into eloquence, hardly

ever in the Politics, at little oftener in the zoological works

and the Metaphysics. It has a rapid and eager movement;

it is concise and elliptical, often hinting an argument in

place of fully setting it forth; it is occasionally rough and

slipshod; it seems, in fact, to expect in the reader some

such quickness and delicacy of apprehension as grows up

in societies of an intimate nature where a pregnant word or

two suffices to convey a thoughtl. Deliberation is its very

life and being; nowhere does it seem to attain such a pace

and swing as to exclude the interposition of a doubt or a

conflicting fact; the assent is held oscillating so long, that

when at last it is accorded, there is no feeling that any

point of importance has escaped consideration. Anything

that might throw the judgment off its balance, or interfere

with a cool, circumspect, and dispassionate habit of investi

gation is carefully avoided.

\Vhatever may be the literary defects of Aristotle’s style

in his extant works, the extent to which Theophrastus and

other disciples retain it is an evidence that it really supplied

a philosophical need, and that there was a certain congeni

ality between the form which he chose for the exposition of

his philosophy and its substance. The style of the Stoics

and of Epicurus was apparently still further removed from

that of ordinary literature.

Contrast of If we pass from the form to the matter of Aristotle’s

22:23? political philosophy, we shall notice an equally great

the politi- COIltI‘ZlSt.

cal teach- ' ' I

ingOfPlato Plato had found real eXistence impugned on all 516165

235123;“ Not every one, indeed, went as far as Gorgias, who sought

1 Cp. Eurip. Fragm. 967 1') 'yt‘zp mam-1‘] 'rois‘ co¢oir 5G1"

(Nauck) : amixpum.
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to show that nothing has any real existence, but many

held that only the sensible 1, or the necessary, or the invari

able exists by nature. The more the field of full existence

was narrowed, the more the field of possible knowledge

was narrowed also. Plato’s first and main aim had there—

fore been, as has already been noticed, to point to a really

existent and knowable world, which he found in the

world of Ideas. He did not, however, stop here; we

have seen that he went on to seek in the Ideas the expla

nation of the phenomenal world. If the cure for scepticism

was to look from the variable Many to the unchanging

One, the next step must be to use the knowledge thus

gained for the explanation of the Many and the ameliora

tion of the Actual. The reassertion of Existence and of

the possibility of knowledge led on to the assertion that

a fixed standard exists to which the structure of the State

must conform. This standard is the Idea. The true

founder and ruler of States must look up from ‘the many

just ’ (r21 won 86mm) to ‘that which is essentially temperate

and just and good’ (air?) 15 ad¢pov Kai. MKaLov Kai dyafiéu),

and must then proceed to work these Ideas into the State

with which he has to do. Plato sees that Experience is

necessary to the rulerz; still his primary need is philo

sophy. If, in things political, earth and heaven ever come

to mingle, it is through the philosopher. The world of

social phenomena lies lost in its variability and semi

existence before him, and he calls it to full life by fixing

his gaze on the Idea and remoulding society in its likeness.

The philosopher is a kind of semi-divine demiurge: we feel

for the moment that he is everything, and the material on

which he works is nothing.

But this is not quite Plato’s view. The Idea is not to

Plato the sole source of existence, for, as we have seen 3,

he allows to things ‘a kind of existence that cannot be

derived from the Idea’: thus a second power is revealed

to us in the world, the power of Necessity immanent in

Matter, which may co-operate with or thwart the Idea.

1 Laws 889Asqq. 2 Rep. 539 E. a p. 53.

I 1 2
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We infer, therefore, that the philosophic statesman can do

little without favourable Matter, and if we do not hear much

of this in the Republic, where we are taught rather to as

cribe the unsatisfactoriness of things to the fact that no one

has lifted his eyes to the Idea, Plato seems in the Laws

more conscious of the insubordinate element in things.

Men are not made of wax, to be moulded by the legislator

at his pleasure (Laws 746): there are things which law

cannot touch1. He does not, however, go beyond attri

buting to things a power of resistance.

Aristotle ascribes more influence to Matter. Where Plato

sees passivity or resistance, Aristotle sees a capacity of

growth and the beginnings of a process. Things have an

immanent bent in the direction of good, but they have

also immanent tendencies which may warp them to evil.

In morals and politics these latter tendencies appear to be

especially active. It is only in the best races that a sense,

however dim, of the goal and of the right path to it is present,

and even in them it is clouded by all manner of confusions;

nor is full knowledge enough: communities which possess

it may be prevented by some unavoidable peculiarity of

their social structure, originating perhaps in some acciden

tal characteristic of the territory, from attaining the true

end. What, then, is the business of the philosophic in

quirer? It is to point out to those who are free from lets

and hindrances the ideal end and method of political and

social organization, and to assist the inherent tendency of

things to go right; and where insuperable impediments

exist, which is the more common case by far, to ascertain

by a close and minute study of society as it is, what course

is the best under the circumstances. In both departments

of her work, Political Science will have the same aim in

view—to secure rational government, in whatever degree

this may be possible : so far Aristotle is at one with Plato;

but Aristotle accepts and humours the tendencies that he

finds present in the particular case to a far greater extent

1 Laws 788, 807, 822. Something of this kind had already been

said in the Republic.
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than Plato. The problem of Political Science is no longer

a single or twofold or threefold problem ; on the contrary,

it breaks into a multitude of ramifications, and is as multi—

plex as the Matter dealt with. Political Science must be

flexible, must adapt itself freely to circumstances, if its

existence is to be of any use to mankind. The study,

as Aristotle understood it, gave full scope even to the

astonishing combination of gifts which Aristotle possessed.

His analytic and systematizing power, his marvellous

mastery of facts, his historical faculty1, his strong common

sense, his knowledge of human nature, all found in it abundant

ocCupation. The Politics is at once the portraiture of an

ideal State and a Statesman’s Manual.

Nor was this the only way in which Aristotle’s Theory

of Becoming influenced his political method. It afforded

him a rational justification for a free use of the collective

experience of the Greek race. For here, if anywhere, we

might look to find the nearest approach to the normal and

natural evolution of the State, though even here a constant

reference to the end of human society was necessary to

correct deviations. The interval between philosophy and

‘the common sense of most’ was thus bridged. In the

field of Morals and Politics the insight of the philosopher

is but a higher potency of the insight of the ¢p6vipos~ of

everyday life. The statesman is the man of full virtue.

His business is not to reveal a new world, but to bring

a stronger light to bear on everyday things. He should

unite a thorough knowledge of the end of Man and the

State, which is to Aristotle what a knowledge of the Ideas

of Temperance and justice and Goodness is to Plato, with

a knowledge of the means by which it is to be attained,

and this involves a close study of the facts of society.

Aristotle’s conception of ‘Nature’ (quiins) perhaps led him

to attach more weight to the outcome and leading features

1 ‘ We use the expression, cal writing falls of right to him ’

“ Aristotle the historian,” for our (A. Hug, Studien aus dem class

conviction is that the first prize ischen Alterthum p. 56).

after Thucydides in Greek histori
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of Greek civilization than they altogether deserved. The

same broad principle which underlies his defence of the

household, of several property, of Tragedy and poetry

generally, led him to defend slavery and to rest content

with the existing position and education of the female sex.

But it also involved the abandonment of that attitude of

sweeping antagonism to the Actual which Plato at one

time took up. Political Philosophy might well be content

to bear itself as the child of its race and time; its business

was rather to correct than to create anew.

We see, then, that the metaphysics of Aristotle pointed

to a new conception of the problem and method of Political

Science. But the difference between Plato’s treatment of

the subject and Aristotle’s is no mere accident of their

metaphysics; it reflects a thorough difference of character

and aim. To Plato a more or less ideal view of politics

probably seemed the only view worth taking. The question

that interests him is what the State ought to be. The

technical side of politics—the question, for instance, how

a democracy is constituted, or even how it should be con—

stituted so as to be durable—interests him hardly at all.

He found the claims of Justice to be something more than

a conventionality seriously impugned, and his aim was to

raise her from the dust, and to show that her indwelling

presence is that which makes both States and individuals

happy. Politics is to him a more concrete sort of Ethics;

we learn to know justice and Temperance better by view

ing them enshrined in a congenial State.

Plato seemed to Aristotle to have grappled with only one

of the problems of Political Science, and to have failed to

solve even that. He had constructed two ideal States, the

second diverging to some extent from the first, but resting

in reality on the same principle, the supremacy of the few

wise. This supremacy was based in the Republic on the

willing assent of the soldiers and landowners of the State;

in the Laws on ingenious constitutional devices, by which

the majority was deluded with a semblance of power.

Aristotle held that neither basis was satisfactory, but his
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main objection to Plato’s ideal was that it failed to do that

which the best State exists to do—it failed to realize the

best and most desirable life.

He differs from Plato as to the nature of happiness. To

Plato justice is Happiness; Aristotle, on the contrary, holds

that full happiness belongs only to those who possess all

the virtues, including speculative excellence (o-o¢i'a), and

who, besides, possess adequate extemal means, and that it

implies not only virtue endowed with adequate external

means, but life in accordance with it. That State is not

the best in which all the citizens are not capable of

living the best life and steadily purposed to live it. The

best State is that in which the men of full virtue are not a

mere handful, but the whole State, and are numerous enough

to form a complete citizen-body—in which they have all

the external conditions of the best life, and also adjunct

dependent classes, not included in the citizen—body, to

emancipate them from ‘necessary work.’ The best State

is a brotherhood of men of full stature, intellectual and

moral, animated by a common aim—~the aim of living

and helping each other to live the noblest life, active

and speculative, that men can live. Aristotle purges the

citizen-body of the feebler elements that Plato had left

in it‘, and launches it on a fuller and more aspiring life.

The State at its best exists, in his view, not for the protec

tion of the weaker elements of its citizen-body—no weak

elements must find a place within it—but for the full

pulsed life of the strong men of whom it is composed—for

the unimpeded exercise of every noble human faculty. It

exists, not that the wise may shelter the weak, though this

they will do, but that the wise may live the life of the

wise. No infraction of justice or of the common good

must take place—the weak must be gainers by their share

in the best State—but those who can live the true life

must have the fullest opportunity of doing so. The State

does not exist that they may minister to the common herd,

and develope in them that imperfect type of virtue and

1 In the Republic, at all events.
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happiness of which alone they are capable, though this will

be one of their cares; it exists that they may realize the

best life possible to man; it is in their life that the State

attains its true end.

It was a principle of Aristotle’s Teleology that every

thing exists for the sake of the noblest work it can do and of

the element which does it, and he could not refuse to apply

this principle to the State. His view, of course, jars on

modern feeling 1, but it is not difficult to see how he came

to hold it.

His is in some respects a bolder and more ideal concep

tion of the best State than Plato’s, for it requires in the

citizen a more varied combination of goods, and calls on

him to live a life of perfect and many-sided manhood.

But if Aristotle’s Political Philosophy is in some respects

more ideal than Plato’s, it is also more practical. He sees

that constitutions must be suitable to the communities to

which they are applied, and that the best constitution, pre

supposing as it does an exceptional share of the favours of

Nature and Fortune, is in nine cases out of ten inapplicable.

Thus a new department needs to be added to Political

inquiry. Hitherto Political Science had been so busy in

creating new worlds that it had failed to map the rugged

region through which the Statesman had actually to pick

his way. He must no longer be left without guidance.

He must be shown not only what is the best constitution,

but what is the best constitution attainable in the particular

case; he must further learn how to construct any given

constitution 2, and how, when constructed, it can be made

to last as long as possible; he must learn, still further, what

constitution is at once satisfactory and attainable by most

communities. The statesman, again, must cease to suppose

that democracy and oligarchy have each of them only one

1 Contrast with it the view of

Condorcet, that ‘all institutions

ought to have fortheir aim the phy

sical, intellectual, and moral ame

lioration of the poorest and most

numerous class. This is the peo

ple ’ (j. Morley, Rousseau 2. 190).

" Cp. Eth. Nic. I. II. 1101 a 3,

xafirirrcp Kai o'rpa-njybv dyadbv rqi 1ra

po'url. arparo'rre'drp xpfiadm rmhquxa'i

'ra'ra, Kai axuro'ro’pov e’x raw 8095'me

aku'rziw thhwrov fmédwm 1r0lciv.
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form: the varieties of both these constitutions must be

pointed out to him, and he must be taught in how many

different ways these varieties can be conjoined; he will

thus be enabled intelligently to repair and reinvigorate

existing constitutions. Lastly, he must learn what laws are

suitable to each constitution 1.

The Political Science of Aristotle, though still ethical in

aim, concerns itself more largely with the technical side of

politics than that of Plato. It concerns itself not only with

the construction of an ideal State, but also with the im

provement of the constitution and administration of the

actual State; nay, it even undertakes to show how any

given constitution, good or bad, is to be constructed; it

points out how we are to construct an extreme oligarchy

or democracyz. Even here, however, the ethical point of

view is not wholly lost sight of, for these constitutions must

be constructed so as to last (8 5. 1319b 33 sqq.), and

they cannot last unless their worst features are removed or

softened.

\Ve seem to pass at the commencement of the Sixth Contrast

Book into a wholly new department of political inquiry.

An attempt is indeed made to soften the transition by conduding

. . . books of

representing the Sixth Book as taking up the unexecuted the politics

portion of the programme of the Third. The Third Book 2:31;?“

had enumerated six constitutions: two of these, Kingship ones,

and Aristocracy, have now, we are told, been dealt with,

and it remains to treat of the four others. Some imperfect

forms of Aristocracy, however, are described in the Sixth

Book, and much is said about Kingship in the Seventh.

Besides, the principle on which the enumeration of six

constitutions in the Third Book was based is left far in the

rear. We were there told that six constitutions exist

because there are three possible supreme authorities (mipia)

-—the One or the Few or the Many—and these three

supreme authorities may govern in one or other of two

‘ P01. 6 (4). I. 2 8 (6).4. 1319b isqq.
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different ways—either for their own advantage or for the

advantage of the State. Even there, indeed, we learnt

rather to rest the division of constitutions on their varying

6pos—on the attribute to which they respectively award

supremacy. But now the diversity of constitutions is made

to rest on their varying combination of varying parts of

a State.

We are conscious also in the Sixth and two following

books of a change in the spirit of the inquiry. ’A-nopiat

well-nigh disappear. The discussions bristle with historical

facts, and throughout them the aim of giving assistance to

the practical statesman acquires a new prominence. It had

not been wholly absent before, but now its presence is

constantly felt. Political Science must know how to con

struct any constitution and how to amend existing constitu

tions; it must know how to furnish each constitution with

laws appropriate to it; and it cannot know these things

unless it has come to know how large is the number of

constitutions——how many shades of each constitution exist.

A minute technical study of each constitution and all its

sub-forms thus becomes necessary. The Seventh Book even

carries us into questions of administration, and shows how

constitutions must be administered if they are to be

durable.

The three books are evidently the work of a man

thoroughly familiar with the Greek State—its varieties

of organization, its administration, and its constitutional

history—and adding to his thorough knowledge the skill

to suggest improvements both of a broad and a minute

kind. The ideal point of view is now thrown aside, and

the conception of the end of the State, which had played

so great a part in its ideal reconstruction, is hardly at all

brought to bear on its amendment. We recognize an echo

of the earlier teaching when the moderately well-to-do

(ne’am) are selected for rule because they are more rational

than either the very rich or the very poor, and more

capable both of ruling and being ruled as freemen should

rule and be ruled. Aristotle, however, has done with the
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ideal State; he now assumes a wholly different tone, and

seeks to do all that can be done for the State not specially

favoured by Nature and Fortune.

The books with which we have now to do are written

with a breadth of view which no practical statesman could

have approached, to say nothing of the constitutional and

historical knowledge they display, which no one but the

collector of I58 constitutions probably possessed. Their

author evidently belongs to the school of Theramenes; he

lays stress on doctrines on which we know that the more

moderate wing of the popular party at Athens laid stress.

One of the cardinal points of his political teaching was a

cardinal point with Theramenes also—the principle that the

well-wishers of a constitution must be stronger than its

opponents, if the constitution is to stand 1, a principle which

pointed to a somewhat broad-based constitution. But

Theramenes was probably a stranger to the view that no

single constitution is applicable everywhere, and that the

social conditions of a State go far to determine its poli

tical constitution. He would have had neither the inclination

nor the capacity to advise every form of constitution—not

only the Polity, but Kingship, nay even Tyranny and the

extreme forms of Democracy and Oligarchy—how to make

the best of itself. If he had attempted to advise statesmen

how to govern so as to avoid revolution, his teaching

would probably have been far more unscrupulous and

Machiavelian, and far less really wise, than the teaching

of Aristotle in the Seventh Book. Even the extremest

varieties of the deviation-forms are taught by Aristotle to

be in their own interest as righteous as they can be. His

advice to them, indeed, is sometimes open to the objection

that it asks them in effect to cease to be what they are.

Nor would Theramenes, or anybody but a philosopher

with a strong faith in education, have pronounced the chief

omission of the actual State to be its omission to produce

in its citizens by training a character and behaviour suitable

1 Compare Xen. Hell. 2. 3. P01. 7 (5). 9. 1309b 16 sq. : 8 (6).

19-20: 2. 3. 42, 44 with Aristot. 6. 1320b 25 sq.
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Questions

arising as

to the pro

gramme of

the con

tents of the

last three

books

which

seems to be

given us in

6 (43- 1

1 289 b I 2

sqq.

to the constitution1. Laws, Aristotle holds, require to be

supported by an appropriate type of character @609), which

does not spring up of itself, but needs to be produced by

discipline and culture.

We feel that political inquiry has passed from the hands

of idealists and partisans into those of one whose patience

and grasp of detail have been matured in unimpassioned

studies, and above all in the study of animate nature.

Aristotle studies a constitution as he might study an

animal, or perhaps with even more sympathetic care,

for in politics he may hope to amend what he finds.

It would have been well for Greece if political inquiry

had continued to follow the same quiet and fruitful path.

But this, we shall find, was not to be.

The following passage (6 (4). 2. I289b 12—26) seems

to supply us with a programme of the remainder of the

Politics :—1’]j.t'iv 5% rrpérov “Ev 5tatpere'ov rro'a'ai. 8ta¢0pai 163v

noht'retciv, (irrep é'o'rw eifin whefova 'rfis‘ re Entioxparias‘

mi in); dittyapras', é'rretra rfs Koworoirrj Kai rfs‘ aipermrdrr]

psi-cl rijv dpfo'rijv 'n'oM'rsfav, Kav ei' 'rts 6AM] reriixnxev dpto'ro

KpartKij Kai o-vvro-rtiio'a KaAch', 6AM} rails WAGfG'TG-LS‘ appdrrovtra

adheo't, 'rL's- éo'rw, énara Kai r6311 dAva rig Tia-w aipe'rij (1'an

yap rois [2%11 dvayxafa Enjioxparifa ju'ihitov dhtyapras‘, 1'on 5’

min] pfiva Exefvrls‘), ps'rri 5% rafira, rfva rptirrov 5e? Kadto-révai.

r621 Bovho'jievov raifras ras- iroAt-reias, Ae'yw 5% Bnpoxparfas 're

Kad’ E'Karrrou {£1509 Kai min dMyapras‘, re’Aos 5E irrivrwv

rofirmv fir-av woujaa'ijieda o'vvrdjiws- rijv évfiexoiis'vrjv pveiav,

'n'eipare'ov éirsABei’v, rive; ¢60pai Kai 'rt'ues o-wrrjpiat r6311 iroM

raév Kai Kowfi ml. pris éKtia'rrjs, Kai Bu}. rlvas airfas rai'Jra.

pditwra yt'vea-dai. rré¢vxev.

If we compare this enumeration of questions to be

treated with the list of political problems with which the

Sixth Book begins, we shall find that it omits all reference

to one or two of them. Thus, though at the outset of the

book we are told that one of the questions which the

political inquirer has to consider is, what laws are the best

‘ Pol. 7 (5). 9.13ioa125qq.
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and which are appropriate to each constitution 1, we are not

prepared in the programme for any future treatment of this

subjectz. Nor again is the programme in full harmony

with the discussions which follow. We find in c. 9. 1294a

30 sqq. an account of the way in which polities and aristo

cracies (cp. 1294b 40 sq.) are to be constructed, though

the programme does not prepare us for any treatment of

this question; all that it promises us is an account of the

way in which each variety of oligarchy and democracy is to

be constructed. We also gather that this question will be

treated before the question of the causes of change in con

stitutions and the means of preserving them is dealt with ;

but if this order is to be followed, we shall have to place

the Eighth (or old Sixth) Book before the Seventh (or old

Fifth), a course which we can hardly take without entang

ling ourselves in fresh difficulties.

Again, the programme hardly prepares us for the dis

cussions which we find in the three concluding chapters

of the Sixth Book, so far at all events as they relate to

other constitutions than oligarchy and democracy. Nor

again does the programme prepare us for the treatment of

ovuovao-uof—constitutions combining an oligarchical deli

berative and magisterial organization with an aristocratic

judiciary, and the like—which we are promised at the out

set of the Eighth Book, though the subject is not, in fact,

dealt with in what we have of the Politics.

Some may suspect that this programme has been added

by a later hand. It may be urged, however, on the other

side, that an interpolator would probably have made it

correspond better with the sequel, and that rigid precision

is not much studied by Aristotle. It is not impossible

that here as elsewhere he may have been led in working

out the subject to deviate somewhat from his announced

1 Cp. 3.15. 1286a 5. they came to be so. It is not

2 The first four chapters of the

Sixth Book, as will be pointed out

elsewhere (see Appendix A), seem

to be in a somewhat chaotic state,

though it is not easy to say how

therefore surprising that discre

pancies should exist between the

list of political problems given in

the first chapter and the pro

gramme given in the second.
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Sketch of

the con

tents of the

Sixth

Book :—

1. Many

varieties

both of

oligarchy

and demo

cracy:

strong dis

similarity

between

the mode

track. The Seventh Book may well be an indepen

dent treatise not originally planned to form a part of

a larger work, but there are evident advantages to be

gained by inserting it before, and not after, the question of

the true mode of organizing democracies and oligarchies

comes up for treatment. There is much in the Seventh

Book to prepare us for the recommendations of the Eighth.

The main aim in these recommendations is to secure that

the constitution shall be durable (8 5. 1319b 33 sq.:

6. 1320b 30—1321 a 4). The secret of permanence both in

oligarchies and in democracies, and especially in the former,

is moderation—an avoidance of those abuses of power which

alienate the rich in the one constitution and the poor

in the other. The necessity of bearing in mind the lessons

of the Seventh Book is, in fact, dwelt upon in a passage

which is the less likely to be an interpolation, that it cannot

easily be detached from the context in which we find it (8

(6). 5. 1319b 37—1320a 4).

It would carry us too far if we were to attempt here

more than a rapid survey of the teaching of the last three

books of the Politics.

The broad object which Aristotle has in view in the

Sixth Book is to uproot the general impression that there

are but two or three constitutions—monarchy, oligarchy,

and democracy (6 8. 1294a 25)——or at the outside four

—these three and aristocracy (6 7. 1293 a 37 sq.)—

and that oligarchy and democracy have each of them only

one forml. The statesman who allows himself to fall into

‘DemOsthenes,’ says Hug archy is merely an exaggerated

(Studien aus dem classischen

Alterthum p. 71), ‘in common

with the practical statesmen of

his time, treated Oligarchy and

Monarchy (i.e. Tyranny) as con

stitutions similar in principle, and

distinguished them sharply from

Democracy. There are thus, ac

cording to him, virtually only two

principal forms of constitution——

Democracy and Oligarchy: Mon

form of Oligarchy. . . . This was

the dominant view of the fourth

century before Christ, so far as the

current opinion of the time is con

cerned. It is connected with the

notion which we often find ex

pressed in the writings of Demo

sthenes and others, that Demo—

cracy is the constitution under

which the laws rule, or at any

rate should rule, while in Mon
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error as to the number of constitutions is, in Aristotle’s rate and

opinion, lost. He fails to recognize the polity, and to see 1;,

how different it is in spirit and aim from oligarchy and each

democracy; he fails to see how vastly superior some forms

of oligarchy and democracy are to others, and he runs the

risk of travestying each form and sub-form of constitution

by giving it an inappropriate organization—by clothing

a moderate oligarchy or democracy in the institutions of

an extreme one, or vice versa. Aristotle’s aim, however,

probably was not only to save the designer of a State from

committing constitutional solecisms, but to draw attention

to the less defective varieties of the deviation-forms, and to

remind his contemporaries that a democracy might be a

democracy without being an extreme democracy.

It is thus that at the very outset of the book we find

frequent assertions that there are many constitutions and

many forms of oligarchy and democracy. There are as

many different forms of constitution as there are possible

combinations of possible forms of each of the parts of the

State 1. Till the statesman knows how many different forms

of oligarchy and democracy there are, he cannot improve

existing constitutions, nor can he fit out each constitution

with appropriate laws (c. 1. 1289 a 5—15). Each form of

oligarchy and democracy reflects the predominance of a

different supreme authority: in the moderate democracy, for

instance,the cultivators have the predominance and generally

those who possess a moderate amount of property, and it is

not till ‘revenues’ (1rp6005ot) are forthcoming from some

source or other, which can be used to enable the poorest of

the poor to take an active part in public affairs, that demo

archy and Oligarchy the rulers

attend only to their own convic

cracy : there are forms of each of

these constitutions in which the

tions or caprice, laws being either

non-existent or unobserved.’ Aris

totle combats the doctrine that

there are but two constitutions,

Oligarchyand Democracy, in 6(4).

3. 1290 a 11 sqq., and his teaching

is that Oligarchy is not necessarily

at all more lawless than Demo

laws are supreme, and also forms

in which they are not so.

‘ On the third and fourth chap

ters, which seem to give two in

consistent accounts of the parts

of the State, without distinctly

substituting the one for the other,

see Appendix A.
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cracy becomes extreme. Thus the classes which have the

upper hand in these two forms of democracy are quite

different from one another. The same thing is then shown

to hold of oligarchy also.

Aristotle’s object seems to be to make it clear that the

extreme oligarchy and democracy differ toto caela from the

moderate oligarchy and democracy, and are really more like

Tyrannies than the constitution whose name they bear, and

that the statesman would go altogether astray who, de

ceived by the common name and failing to take account of

this difference, should organize a moderate democracy or

oligarchy as an extreme democracy or oligarchy should be

organized. If democracy means freedom and equality for

all, then the moderate democracy is in a truer sense demo

cracy than the extreme, for under it both rich and poor

share in power (c. 4. 1291 b 31—1292 a 37). He also makes

it clear, by connecting the extreme democracy with large

cities and abundant revenues (1293 a 2 sq.), that it is only

in place here and there. The same thing is shown to be

true of the extreme oligarchy, for this also has its appro

priate social conditions; it exists where cavalry is the most

effective military force, for, in the mind of the Greek,

cavalry presupposes a class of innorpo'qaoi, and the i7T7TOTp6¢0L

of Greece were the wealthiest of its wealthy men.

Aristotle abstains for the moment from pressing his ex

amination of oligarchy and democracy further. He is con

tent to have distinguished the more moderate from the

more extreme forms of each, and to have pointed out the

cirCumstances under which the various forms arise. Plato

had spoken in the Republic, as Aristotle remarks in a later

book (7 12. 1316 b 25), as if there were only one form

of oligarchy and one of democracy, and hence the care with

which Aristotle insists on the fact that each has several

forms. It is still a truth, and an important truth, that a

democracy of wages-receiving labourers and artisans is a

totally different thing from a democracy of small farming

proprietors, and that a close hereditary oligarchy, in which

the privileged class is very small, is a totally difl'erent
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thing from an open oligarchy resting on a moderate pro

perty-qualification. So far as we can see, Aristotle was the

first to call attention to these important facts.

He passes on in the Seventh Chapter from oligarchy and 1- Mixed

democracy to two other forms of constitution—the aristo

cracy, commonly so called, and the polity—the latter ofdAp-‘slfljnpm

which appears to have escaped the notice of those who Titllmpl'o—

sought to enumerate the various kinds of constitution (c. 7.

1293a 40), though there were constitutions to which the

name was commonly applied (6 (4). 8. 1293 b 34: 6 13.

1297 b 24). It is clear that in the ordinary use of language

the term ‘aristocracy’ was applied to constitutions which

Aristotle did not think worthy of the name. It was applied

to combinations of oligarchy and democracy which inclined

towards oligarchy, while combinations of oligarchy and

democracy inclining towards democracy were called polities

(6 (4). 8. 1293b 34 sqq.: 7 (5). 7. 1307 a 15 sq.). Aristotle

explains at some length in the Eighth Chapter of the Sixth

Book how the term ‘aristocracy’ had come to be thus

used 1, and argues that it ought properly to be reserved for

constitutions which take account not only of wealth and

numbers, oligarchy and democracy, but also of virtue, and

that all constitutions which take account of wealth and

numbers only should be called ‘polities.’ In strictness,

indeed, the only constitution which, in his view, deserves

to be called an aristocracy is that which he has described

in the ‘first discussions’ (wpéi-rot Ao’yot) of the Politics ; still

he sees that there are constitutions which pay some regard

to virtue in elections to office, and that these need to be

distinguished from oligarchies on the one hand and politics

on the other; he will not therefore refuse them the name of

aristocracies (6 7. 1293 b 1 sqq.). Nor does he even

1 How common was the con

fusion between dpw'rokpm-ia (the

rule of the best) and oligarchy—

a confusion which still appears in

our own use of the word ‘aris

tocracy’—may be seen from c.

12. 1297 a 7 sqq., where Aristotle

VOL. I.

complains that even men whose

intention was to found aristo

cratical constitutions resorted to

sophistical devices (00¢i'crjm'm)

intended covertly to secure pre

ponderance to the rich.

Kk
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B. the

Polity.

insist in the Seventh Chapter, notwithstanding what he says

in the Eighth, on denying the name to those combinations

of oligarchy and democracy inclining towards oligarchy,

to which it was commonly conceded. Thus he reckons as

aristocracies, in addition to the best constitution, not only

those constitutions which, like the Carthaginian, take account

of virtue, wealth, and numbers, or, like the Lacedaemonian,

take account of virtue and numbers only, but also, though

he places them lowest on the list (Tpi’i-ov, 1293 b 20), those

combinations of wealth and numbers which incline towards

oligarchy (1293b 14 sqq.: cp. 7 7. 1307a 10 sqq.).

The aristocracy, we see, is, in all forms of it save the ideal

form, a mixed constitution in the sense in which Aristotle

uses the term. It is mixed, not because it divides power

between king, nobles, and people, but because two or more

of the social elements which can justly claim power in a

State share power within it.

Next, he turns to the polity, a mixture of wealth and

numbers, or of oligarchy and democracy, and therefore

better discussed now that oligarchy and democracy have

been discussed than before. We have already seen that,

in opposition to the common view, Aristotle prefers to

regard as politics all mixed constitutions which take account

only of wealth and numbers, and not of virtue, though he

does not always adopt this classification, but occasionally

(e.g. in 6(4). 7. 1293 b 20 and 7 (5). 7. 1307a 10 sqq.) falls

in with the popular view on the subject.

Having now sufficiently marked off the polity from the

aristocracy, Aristotle proceeds (c. 9) to ask, in what way the

constitution which is known as a ‘ polity’ comes into being,

and how it should be instituted 1. Aristotle holds that the

polity deserved more attention than it often received, and

he makes it one main object of the Sixth Book to draw

attention to this neglected constitution. He describes in

detail the way in which it is instituted and organized. The

1 Cp. c. 1. 1288b 28, 86 yi‘ip

Kai rip! 80660011 Bfiuaaaat Hempsiv

e’f dpxfis TE 11138 (iv 'ys'ilorro, Kai ysi/o

. . , a . -
p.qu rum rpmrov av 0w§01ro 1rth

UTUII Xpdvov.
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framer of a polity must effect a fusion of oligarchy and

democracy. Sometimes he will adopt an institution from

both, sometimes he will steer a midway course between them,

sometimes he will borrow partly from the one, partly from

the other. He may count himself successful, if the cons'titu

tion framed by him can be called both a democracy and an

oligarchy.

A short notice of Tyranny follows, which shows that even 3.Tyranny.

Tyranny has more kinds than one; and now Aristotle is

free to turn to the question which stands next in the pro

gramme. WVhat is the best constitution for most States— Whatisthe

for those which are not specially favoured by Nature andFortune nor provided with an exceptionally good systemof training? It is that which gives power neither to the very

rich nor to the very poor, but to men of moderate means.

Men thus situated are more ready than others to obey

reasonl; they are capable both of ruling and being ruled,

whereas the very rich from childhood upwards will not

hear of being ruled, and the very poor are incapable of

ruling and are as slavish as the others are masterful. A

State of very rich and very poor men is a State of slave

owners and slaves, the former contemptuous, the latter

envious; it has nothing of social friendship and unityg. It

1 The meaning of the words,

3'11 8' 17ng ot'l'rot ¢vhapxofi¢n xal.

Bovhapxofm'w' rain: 6' dptfié-repa

fihafiepd 'mls‘ wéheo'w (C. II. 1295 b

12), is very doubtful, and they

have therefore been passed over

in the brief sketch given in the

text of the contents of this chapter.

Perhaps, however, if we read

¢vhapxofim (not ¢L>HIPXODUL), some

light is thrown on them by Oecon.

2. 1347a 11, 51m: 15 Tptrlpaperu 1'7

¢vhapxeiv f] xoprryclv if rwa sis

é'rs'pav 'rmau'rrlv M'rrovp'yiav fipehhov

Sunni/5v, where ¢vhapxciu is pro

bably used (see Gottling’s note,

Aristot. Oecon. p. 102) of persons

undertaking the public burden of

feasting their fellow-tribesmen (cp.

e'dfld-rwp, c'rrrfamr). It iS possible,

therefore, if one may hazard the

suggestion, that Aristotle's mean

ing in the passage of the Politics

before us is, that the moderately

well-to-do class was little given

to undertaking these costly and

ruinous public burdens (Eth. Nic.

4. 5. 1122b 19 sqq.), which he

himself regards as detrimental to

the State. The office of [flotilla/1x0:

(‘ President of the Boulé,’ Gilbert,

Griech. Staatsalt. 2. 123) may

have been one of those mentioned

in P01. 8 (6). 7. 1321 a 31 sqq., to

which the duty of giving great

sacrificial feasts attached, and

may have so far resembled that

of the {end-mp; perhaps, indeed,

it was a still more costly office.

2 Aristotle evidently has in his

mind Plato, Laws 75o E, r'] néu

n'lpems oil-rm YI'YIIOfl-él") pco'ov 6v 3x04

Kkz
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is the nature of the State, however, to be an union of likes

and equals, and it succeeds best in being so where the men

of moderate means are strong. Lastly, the moderately

well-to-do class is the class which is least exposed to over

throw, for neither do those who belong to it covet the

goods of others nor are their goods coveted by the needyl.

Hence the best constitution is that which gives power to

this class : the State is very fortunate whose citizens possess

enough but not too much. This constitution is alone free

from civil trouble (arda'is)2, for it is the existence of a

large moderately well-to-do class in large cities that makes

them less liable to civil disturbance, and democracies

are for the same reason safer and more durable than

oligarchies. A democracy, in fact, is in peril, when this

class is absent and the numbers of the poor are in excess.

The reason why the constitution which gives power to men

of moderate means is of rare occurrence is in part that the

moderately well-to-do class is often small, in part that

those who have attained a position of supremacy in Greece

have hardly ever favoured its introduction: besides, men

have everywhere now become so heated by a long con

tinuance of party-conflict that they are indisposed to com

promise; they will not share power with those of the

opposite party; they prefer either to conquer or to submit.

What 0013- There are, however, cases in which the constitution must

be either a democracy or an oligarchy, the social balance

giventdr'sdeclaring itself clearly in either one way or the other.

cums ance _ ,

(11: Tia"! What is to be done in these cases? We thus reach the

‘fépgjgb next question in the programme. What constitution is

POWZPX’Htfifi‘ Kai dqjtoxpa-rmijs "oh

reiar, 1): dci dei p.60-66er 'rrjv 1rth

reiav' dofihoi ydp av Kai Beard-rm

of”: 511 nor: yévowro (biker.

1 The us'o-ot nohI-rai of Aristotle

are, of course, not to be con

founded with a modern ‘middle

class.’ They are ‘moderately

well-to-do’ people. Still we may

compare with Aristotle’s picture

of the pe'crot james Mill’s enthu

siastic description of the middle

class of a modern State in his

Essay on Government (quoted

by Lord Macaulay, Miscellaneous

Writings 1. 315).

2 6 (4). 11. 1296a 7, p61"! ydp

da'ratriao'ros‘: contrast Plato, Rep.

464 D, where Plato says of those

who have all things in common——

5’9“! 3!) imdpxet rain-0t: dorao'uio'rozs

filial
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most suitable to those who are specially situated (Tl; noAt— cumstances

“refa 'rt'o-L Kal wofa va¢épet wor'ozs)? 31,."

The broad principle to be kept in view is this, that those

who are in favour of the constitution must be stronger than the law.

those who are against it. Every State is made up of 523'???

quality (free birth, wealth, education, noble birth) and theyfavour

quantity (numbers). Quality and quantity may be in dif

ferent hands, and those who have the advantage in point P°1it}_' be

of numbers may not surpass the few in this respect so

much as they are surpassed by them in quality. In this

case the conditions point to oligarchy, and one form or

another of oligarchy will tend to prevail according to the

nature and degree of the superiority possessed by the few.

If, on the other hand, the few are more surpassed in numbers

than they surpass the rest in quality, then the conditions

point to democracy, and to that one of the various forms of

democracy which answers to the variety of demos that

happens to be in excess. Still in either case the legislator

may and should win the men of moderate means to the side

of the constitution. If the social conditions oblige him to

found an oligarchy, he should keep them in view; if a

democracy, he should constitute it so as to conciliate them.

So far we have had to do with the case of the rich or the

poor possessing a decided social predominance, but now we

will take the case of the men of moderate means being pre

dominant. Wherever this class preponderates over rich

and poor put together or over either of these classes

singly, there the legislator is no longer forced to make

his State a democracy or an oligarchy; he is free to es

tablish a durable polityl, for the rich will never combine

1 6(4). 12. 1296b 39, e’v-raifl'

e’vdz'xs'ral woM’rsiav six/at [Minimum

These words have usually been

translated—‘ here it is possible for

a durable constitution’ (not Polity)

‘to exist’; and this rendering

may be correct, for democracy

and oligarchy are elsewhere said

not to be durable constitutions (7

(5). 1. 1302 a 4, oqu’a yap fm'mpos'

iii: 1ti roimiraw rrohrafiw); but we

look for the mention of a definite

form of constitution in this pas

sage, for not only are democracy

and oligarchy mentioned in the

corresponding sentences, 1296b

26, 32, but the question under

consideration is, 1'1: Kohl-rein 'rio'z

Uup¢€pfl (cp. 8 I. 1317a 10,

1roi'a pév ofw dqpokpn-ria 1rpr 1rm'au
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with the poor against the moderately well-to-do. A con

stitution which gives power to this class is the fairest and

most inclusive possible, for you cannot give rich and poor

successive turns of office—they distrust each other too

much—the only plan is to set up an arbitrating authority

between them, and the midway class is the natural arbi

tratorl.

The more wisely the polity is mixed, the more durable

it will be. It is a mistake to do what many even of those

whose intention is to found aristocratical constitutions

doz. They are not content with the error of giving

too much power to the rich; they commit the further

error of trying to deceive the demos. For false goods end

sooner or later in real ills : the rich encroach, when the con

stitution gives them the upper hand (7 7. I3o7a 19),

and their encroachments are more fatal to constitutions than

those of the poora.
Men sought by means of these devices

dppdr'rst mihw, (ha-atier 8i Kai woia

r6311 tilttynpxu'bu Troiq) 10610“, ml min:

)touniw 8“ nolitrctr'bv 'ris‘ aup¢épet

'rt'o'w, Jpn-rat 1rp6-rspou). On the

whole, therefore, it seems likely

that mam-relay is used in 1296 b 40

in the more restricted sense of

Polity.

1 Cp. de An. 2. 11. 424a 6, Tb

'yt‘lp pe'a'ov Kpt-rtxdv' 'yius'ral. ydp npbe

e'Kd'rspoll ail-r5111 arirepml 11in! dxpwv.

It is evidently because the rela

tions of rich and poor in ancient

Greece were very unfriendly and

unsatisfactory, that Aristotle at

taches so much importance to the

influence of the moderately well

to-do class. Under other social

conditions its value might well be

less. Aristotle notices elsewhere

(7 (5). 10. 1310b 4o sqq.), that

the institution of Kingship in its

best moments served a similar

purpose, doing justice between

rich and poor and saving each of

these classes from being wronged

by the other. Monarchy has

sometimes discharged this func

tion in the history of modern

Europe.

2 Charondas is referred to a

little further on, 1297a 23. But

perhaps Plato is also among those

who are alluded to. In Laws

764A he makes attendance at

the assembly compulsory on the

members of the first and second

property-classes on pain of a fine

of ten drachmae, but he imposes

no fine for non-attendance on the

members of the third and fourth

property-classes, and leaves them

free to attend or not, except when

the rulers command the attend

ance of every one. We have

here one of the ao¢irruam referred

to by Aristotle (P01. 6 (4). 13.

1297a 17 sqq.). Contrast also

the language of Plato in Rep.

459 C , _

3 Contrast the saying which

Menander puts into the mouth of

one of his characters—

s’pé 5' dBLKeZ-rco whofimos Ka‘t ,ur‘;

Wéflflf'

fidov ¢§psw yup erL-r'ro'vmv rupau

V1 (1

(Fab. Inc. Fragm. 68: Meineke,

Fragin. Com. Gr. 4. 253).
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covertly to discourage the participation of the poor in the

popular assembly, in magistracies, in dicasteries, in the

possession of heavy arms and the practice of military exer

cise. Democracies in their turn resorted to similar methods

against the rich.

Clearly, if the polity is to be fairly compounded, measures

favouring the participation of the rich in political life should

be combined with measures favouring the participation of

the poor, for thus all will have a share of power. The

citizen-body, however, should consist of none but those

possessing heavy armsl; not that any definite and invari

able property-qualification can be fixed; its amount must

be the highest which will allow those who are enfranchised

by the constitution to outnumber those who are not. The

poor will be quiet enough, even though they do not share in

office, if no one outrages or plunders them. A little kindly

considerateness goes a long way with the poor. Thus they

are apt to refuse to serve in time of war, if no promise of

maintenance is made them, but, if maintenance is given,

they serve cheerfully enough.

Those who have borne heavy arms may perhaps be in

cluded in the citizen-body, as well as those who are actually

bearers of them: in Malis both classes formed part of the

citizembody, but only those actually serving could be

elected to State offices.

If we look back to the earlier days of Greece—Aristotle

is always careful to claim the sanction of antiquity for his

proposals, when he cang—we shall find that in the time

which succeeded the era of kingship political power rested

with those who fought for the State—originally with the

knights, for the knights were the most effective soldiers;

then when cities grew larger (cp. 7 5. 1305 a 18 sq.) and

the hoplites learnt better how to act together in organized

bodies, the oligarchies were succeeded by what were once

1 As the polity is evidently con- parently infer that poor men

ceived to give rights to the poor would be found even among the

as well as the rich, and therefore hoplites (cp. 8 (6). 7. 1321 a 12).

would seem to include poor men " Cp. 4(7). I329 a 40 sqq., and

among its citizens, we must ap- 8 (6). 4. 1318 b 6 sqq.
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called democracies, but would now be called polities. The

moral of this historical retrospect appears to be, that if we

follow the example of the ancient State, and give power to

the class which is most effective in war, we shall now give it

to the moderately well-to-do class.

Aristotle, we see, feels that Oligarchy is really almost as

much an anachronism in his own day as Kingship. He

sides with Theramenes, not with Critias. Plato has far

more faith in the rule of a few than Aristotle. Aristotle is

more alive to the necessity that the rulers of a State should

have force on their side. To him the rule even of the Few

Wise must inevitably be an insecure rule, for it is not in

human nature to be content to see power always in the

same hands, unless indeed there is a vast and unmistakable

disparity of excellence, and the scanty body of rulers is not

only intellectually and morally, but even physically, far

above the ruledl. His principle is that the well-wishers of

a constitution must be stronger than those who wish it ill ;

and this will not often be the case unless the holders of

power are a fairly numerous body.

Reasons We shall best understand why Aristotle, like Theramenes

X21525? and probably Thucydides before him, was in favour of the

t° adv°cate polity, if we bear in mind the characteristics of extreme

the Polit . ,

Nature oi democracy in Greece. In the extreme democracy—the

theextreme ' - - _
democmcy_ example of Athens 1s naturally espec1ally present to AYIS

totle’s mindz—the assembly and dicasteries were everything,

and their meetings consequently needed to be very frequent.

1 4(7).14.1332b 12 sqq. : cp.

2. 5. 1264b ésqq.

2 Democracies may well have

existed more extreme than the

Athenian, but it is hardly doubt—

ful that, in Aristotle’s opinion,

most of the characteristics of a

"hell-rain drumkpan'a were traceable

in that of Athens. We need not

appeal in proof of this to the

language of the last chapter of

the Second Book of the Politics

(1274 a gsqq.)—a chapter the

authenticity of which is open to

question—nor to the saying about

the Athenians ascribed to him in

Diog. Laert. 5. 17, for it would

seem from Pol. 6 (4). 4. 1292 a 7

that the rsheu'rm'a Brjpoxparia ex

isted wherever demagogues were

found, and Aristotle can hardly

have held that demagogues did

not exist at Athens. It is true

that the 'ypatpr) napavépwv Still

subsisted there, so that the laws

were nominally supreme, but

it is questionable how far it

was regarded by Aristotle as an

effectual check upon the dema

gogues.
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The better-to-do section of the citizens had property or busi

ness to attend to, and even if they resided in the city or near

it, and were not often called away to a distance, would find

it hard to spare the time to be present at meetings which

recurred so frequently; hence the poorer citizens, who had

no property to distract their attention, who were well content

with the State-pay, and who were always on the spot, seem

in practice to have furnished far the largest contingent to

the assembly and dicasteries. Aristotle even speaks as if

the rich often ceased to attend (6 6. 1293a 7 sq.:

6 14. 1298b 13 sqq.). They were not compelled to

attend by law; they could ill spare the time from their

business engagements ; and the result was that the manage

ment of State-affairs was abandoned to a needy class led

by demagogues. At Athens, in the earlier part of the
Peloponnesian War, the assembly was probably very differ—i

ently constituted, for the well-to-do class had not yet been

thinned by thewar(Pol. 7 3. 1303 a 8 sq.: Isocr.de Pace,

§ 88); but in the days of Plato and Aristotle most of the

citizens seem to have been very poor. It is true that even

then the Athenian assembly, like our own House of Com

mons, had great traditions; it was also still susceptible of

kindly and generous impulses. We need only read the

interesting comparison of the Athenian and Carthaginian

democracies which we find in the Political Precepts of

Plutarch (c. 3) to see this, for his remarks appear to apply

both to the fourth and fifth centuries. We have no class

among ourselves which corresponds at all to the poorest

class of Athenian citizen—a class which, pauperised as it

was, constantly sat in judgment on the plays and music

and poetry of men of genius, hung on the lips of the best

orators, and recognized even in its decline the greatness of

Demosthenes and Menander.

Still it could not be well for a State that its supreme

deliberative authority should be an immense and unwieldy

gathering, largely composed of very poor men and guided by

demagogues. Ihe wonder is that the rich suffered as little

as they did. In the days of the Athenian Empire the
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contributions of the dependent allies served to diminish the

demands upon them, and it was not probably till the latter

part of the fifth century that the wealthier class felt the

full pressure of State—burdens. Isocrates describes how in

his youth men displayed their wealth, while in the later

years of his life they were glad to conceal it 1. Perhaps

if we read between the lines of Xenophon’s essay De Vec

tigalibus, we shall see how desirous the rich were of

pointing out means of increasing the State-revenue other

wise than at their own expense? The moderately well-to

do seem indeed to have suffered more than the wealthiest

class, till Demosthenes interfered and re-adjusted the pres

sure of taxation. Some burdens, it is evident, were far

more willingly borne than others: men seem to have been

ready enough to undertake choregiae and other liturgies

which brought them prominently before the public (7 (5).

8. 1309 a 17): the eisphora, on the other hand, was ex

tremely unpopular (8 5. 1320 a 20). Ten times more

bitterness of feeling, however, was produced in all proba

bility by the occasional resort of the dicasteries to

confiscation, than by any kind of taxation (8 (6). 5. 1320 a

4sqq.). The paid dicast who lived by his calling was

naturally tempted, when revenues from dependent allies or

State-mines or similar sources fell short, to ensure his own

subsistence by confiscating the property of some unpopular

rich man for the benefit of the State. How often this

occurred, we have no means of knowing, but the rich can

never have felt absolutely secure at Athens. They seem,

if we may trust Theopompus 3, to have often lived self

indulgent, dissolute lives, for which they had the excuse

that they were little more than ciphers in the State; and

the poorer freemen who were its masters naturally enough

followed in the track of their betters and demanded that

the State should provide generously for their amusements.

Demosthenes might galvanize a society of this kind into

1 De Antid. § 159 sq.: Areo- 40 and 6. I.

pag. § 35. 3 Fr. 238 : cp. lsocr. de Antid.

’ '1 See, for instance, De Vect. 4. § 286 sq.
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life by his eloquence, but he could not restore its vanished

energies. The Athenian people of his day still retained

their intellectual acuteness and their quickness of per—

ception, but political greatness is more a question of

character than intelligence, and Demades was not far from

the truth, when he described Athens as a mere shadow of

her former self.

The extreme democracy, however, had other faults in

the eyes of Aristotle than its treatment of the rich, and its

habit of catering at their expense for the comfort and

amusement of the poor. He held its worst fault to be its

lawlessness. It destroyed the authority of the magistrates

and the law, giving supremacy instead to the resolutions of

the assembly, or in other words to the will of the dema

gogue and the humour of the moment. The State, he

held, should be through its law the guide of man’s life:

the extreme democracy made it the mere creature of the

momentary impulse of its members, and nullified its

influence by insisting on every man being allowed to live

as he pleased (8 2. 1317b Iosqq.: 7 (5). 9.1310 a

25 sqq.).

The root of the evil, Aristotle thought, lay in the extreme

poverty of the mass of the holders of power (8 5. 1320a

33, 86? 15v dhndwés onuonxov (Spiiv 51mm Tb nhfiflos Iii] Mow

dn'opov fl, rofiro ydp ai'TLov 'roz'i poxdnpiw (Ivar Tijv finuoxpa

riav), which obliged them to minister to their own needs

and to consult their own interests with as little regard to

law as possible. Hence Aristotle advises genuine friends of

democracy to purge the citizen-body of its pauper-element

by giving the pauperised classes a helping hand, starting

them in trade or farming, and thus enabling them to

improve their position by industry. The surest way, how

ever, to secure a sound constitution in which law would be

supreme, and the magistrates would have real authority,

was (wherever the social conditions were favourable) to

institute a polity. Power must be given to those who

would be neither too poor to possess self-respect nor rich

enough to be overbearing. Such a class Aristotle found in

The Polity.
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the moderately well~to-do or hoplite class. A citizen-body

composed of the hoplites of the State would be neither

too narrow and consequently insecure, nor too inclusive

and consequently inferior.

The broad outline of the Polity is already traced in the

Nicomachean Ethics (8. 1 2. 1160 a 31 sqq.), where the name

ofTimocracy is suggested as preferable to that of Polity, and

in the Second Book of the Politics, where we are told that

it is a midway form between oligarchy and democracy, and

that the hoplite class form the citizen-body in it (P01. 2. 6.

1265 b 26 sqq.), a class which, we elsewhere learn (8 7.

1321 a 1'2), belongs rather to the 'well-to-do than the poor.

We are further told in the Third Book (c. 7) that the mili

tary citizen-body which is supreme in the polity rules for

the common advantage, and in c. 17 that offices are ‘dis

tributed in it among the well-to-do according to desert,’

which seems to imply that they are filled by election.

We obtain a far more detailed picture of the polity,

however, if we put together the scattered notices of it

which we find in the Sixth Book of the Politics.

The assembly of a polity, we gather, would not have a

very great deal to do 1. Membership of it would be con

fined to those who possessed a moderate property-qualifi

cation (probably that implied in the possession of heavy

arms), and it would have the right to decide questions of

war and peace and to review the conduct of magistrates at

the expiration of their term of officeg. It would differ from

the assemblies of most democracies, and even from that of

Solonian Athens, in resting on a property qualification3;

1 We find this confirmed by

P01. 2. 11. 1273a 4sqq., where

the Carthaginian constitution is

criticised as giving the popular

assembly more power than a

polity should give it.

2 If we adopt the reading ripur

Toxpa'rt'a 1'] 1roAL-rsi'a in 6 I4.

1298 b 7.

5 We hear of democracies in

which there was a property quali

fication for office (6 (4). 4. 129! b

39), but not often of democracies

in which there was a property

qualification for membership of

the assembly. We see, however,

from 6 (4). 9. 1294b 3 sq. that

there were democracies in which

a property-qualification of this

kind existed. Itperhaps existed at

Aphytis and in other agricultural

democracies (8 (6). 4. 1319a 14

sqq. : ep. 6 (4). 6. 1292 b 25 sqq.).
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still we learn from a passage of the Politics (6 (4). 13. 1297 b

24) that the constitutions which were known as polities in

Aristotle‘s day had in earlier times been called democracies.

In the later form of democracy the assembly met often; in

the polity its meetings would be rare, and it would have

little temptation to set itself above the law.

The magistrates of a polity, on the other hand, would

have considerable powers. None but citizens would be

eligible for office, and the holders of office might, it would

seem, be either elected or chosen by lot, or the two plans

might be combined, or again some offices might be filled

in the one way and others in the other. The plan by which

successive sections of the citizen-body elected, suited well

with a polityl; and the election might be made out of all

the citizens or only a part of themz. It is evident that a

polity would vary a good deal according to the mode in which

its magistracies were filled. There would commonly perhaps

be no separate property-qualification for office in a polity,

though we hear of one polity in which a property-qualifi

cation for office existed, even after it had ceased to be ‘a

somewhat oligarchical kind of polity’ (7 (5). 7. 1307 a 27

sqq.). The magistrates of a polity would probably be less

wealthy than those of the moderate democracy (8 (6). 4.

1318 b 27 sqq.) or of Solonian Athens, for the polity is

conceived to consist largely of men ‘like and equal’ (6 (4).

11.1295 b 25 sqq.).

The judicial organization of a polity would be such as to

give a share ofpower both to the rich and to the poor. Either

some of its dicasteries would be differently organized from

others, the jurors of one sort of dicastery being taken from

the general body of citizens, and those of the other from

a special part of the citizen-body, or the two classes ofjurors

1 The arrangement by which at

Carthage one of the most impor

tant magistracies of the State was

appointed by self-elected Pentar

chies holding office for an excep

tionally long term is said to be

suitable rather to an oligarchy

thanapolity (P01. 2. 11. 1273a 13

sqq.).

2 See the passage 6 (4). I5.

1300a 34 sqq. : it belongs, how

ever, to a part of the Fifteenth

Chapter the text of which is very

uncertain.
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would be combined in the same dicastery—the selection of

jurors being made either by choice or lot or by the two

methods combined. Measures would be taken to secure the

presence of both rich and poor on the dicasteries, but there

would be no very poor members, for the very poor class

would be excluded from citizenship.

We see that the polity was not without some strikingly

popular features: for instance, all magistrates might be

appointed by lot, and the payment of jurors would be per

missible if the rich were compelled by fine to serve on the

dicasteries. Still the powers of the assembly were small and

those of the magistrates large. Its most prominent charac

teristics, however, were its legality, its freedom from class

government, and the equality of its citizens. It was not a

society of ‘slave-owners and slaves’ (Ewan-r6611 mi 5015va

Why), but of freemen and men ‘alike and equal’ (6 II.

1295 b 21 sqq.). It would differ in this from the moderate

democracy and from the moderate oligarchy 1, and still more

from such oligarchies as those of Larissa or Abydos (7 (5).

6. 1305 b 28 sqq.), where the magistrates were oligarchical

grandees who owed their election to the people and thus

needed to court its favour. Oligarchies such as that of the

Pontic Heracleia ( 1 3o5 b 34 sq.), where the dicasteries were

at one time composed of those outside the governing class

(woMi-evua), would also probably be quite unlike a polity.

The State sketched by Plato in his Laws comes far

nearer to the type of a polity than any of these; Aristotle

says himself that it seemed meant for a polity (2. 6. 1265

b 26). But Plato has not Aristotle’s confidence in the

hoplite class: the power which he gives them with one

hand he takes back with the other, and the best of the

richer citizens are made the virtual rulers of the State. It

is an oligarchical aristocracy rather than a polity of like

and equal citizens.

The purer type of the so-called aristocracy, again, would

differ from the polity in giving a larger recognition to the

Good. It gave power, in Aristotelian language, to virtue,

1 Nearly as this approached it (8 (6). 6. i320b 21).
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wealth, and numbers, or to virtue and numbers: the polity

gave power to wealth and numbers. Elsewhere, it is true,

Aristotle implies that military virtue bears sway in the

polity, so that here also virtue of a kind obtains recognition,

but it is virtue of a humbler and more popular type than that

which finds a place in an aristocracy. The heroic few would

have less power in a polity than they had, for instance, in the

Lacedaemonian State, when it was at its best. We can guess

the probable character and policy of a polity from the des

cription which Aristotle gives of the hoplite-citizens who

would be its guiding spirits. The tone of public opinion in

it would be neither hectoring nor servile, but self—respecting

and orderly. Its citizens would be under no temptation to

plunder the rich or to oppress those poorer than themselves,

for they would sympathize with both classes. They would

willingly accept the supremacy of law, which tended to be

impaired where the very rich or the very poor had things

their own way.

The class of moderately well-to-do men was probably

less numerous in proportion to other classes in Greek

States than it is in many modern States, for the professions

were little developed, and trade was largely in the hands of

resident aliens, but it was more military in character and

might well be thought more capable of imposing its will on

other classes. In discouraging the commercial and indus

trial spirit, Aristotle unconsciously did much to impede the

development of the class which he favoured.

The polity must not be confused with another constitu

tion which Aristotle frequently praises, and in which the

few émemeis who rule rest content with the honour that rule

brings and leave gain to the Many, both sections of the State

being thus satisfied and political equilibrium secured (Eth.

Nic. 8. 16.1163b 5 sqq.: 9. 6. 1167 a 35 sqq.: P01. 7 8.

1308 b 31 sqq.: 8 4. 1319 a I sqq.: 2. 7. 1267 b 5 sqq.).

Under this form, and this form only, says Aristotle (7 (5).

8. 1308 b 38), is a combination of aristocracy and demo—

cracy possible; for, office bringing no gain but only honour,

the Many will willingly abandon it to men of standing and
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The polity,

however, is

not applic

able every

where.

Contents

of the re

mainder of

the Sixth

Book.

position (yvéptnm), and the democratic measure of opening

office to all may be resorted to, while nevertheless power will

practically be in the hands of men of worth and capacity.

A polity is not an union of a few e’memsis and a passive

Many, but a State of free and equal citizens.

The polity, then, is most in place, and thrives best, in States

where the moderately well-to-do are numerous. It is not

equally applicable everywhere: some States are doomed by

their social composition to be oligarchies and others demo

cracies, and, more than this, to be oligarchies or democracies

of a particular type, some moderate, others extreme. Hence

it becomes one of the duties of Political Science to point

out how each of the less satisfactory constitutions should be

organized. The Seventh Book indeed goes further than

this, for it also deals with the question how constitutions

should be administered in order to be durable.

Aristotle, however, has not yet by any means done with

the satisfactory constitutions: the last three chapters of

the Sixth Book deal with all forms of constitution (except

perhaps Kingship and Tyrannyl), and the Seventh Book

deals with all forms without any exception. By the

time we reach the threshold of these three chapters, we

have learnt when each constitution is in place, and we have

also learnt something about the structure of each, but we

have not as yet penetrated into the minutiae of their or

ganization. The last three chapters of the Sixth Book

carry us for the first time deep into the tec/mz'que of

politics; we learn that the excellence of a constitution

depends on the way in which its deliberative, judicial, and

magisterial elements are organized, and that these are

differently organized in every form and sub-form of con

stitution. Which mode of constituting them is appropriate

in each case, Aristotle points out in detail.

His account of the various ways in which the deliberative

element was organized in Greek States is especially sig

nificant and interesting. We see that the functions of the

The de

liberative

element.

1 Movapxia is, however, referred to in c. 15. 1299 b 22.
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deliberative extended not only to questions of peace and

war and of alliance, or to questions of legislation, or the

review of the conduct of magistrates, but also to the

infliction of the punishments of death, exile, and confisca

tion, and that all these great powers might be confided to

a single magistracy or distributed among a number of

magistracies, or some might be given to magistrates and

others to the whole body of citizens, or the whole body of

citizens might be intrusted with all. The whole citizen

body, again, might be content to act in successive sections,

or might exercise its power through the collective popular

assembly, which would thus in its gathered thousands have

to deal with delicate questions of criminal justice, no less

than with broad political issues. This was the mode in

which, according to Aristotle, the deliberative was organized

in an extreme democracy. In an extreme oligarchy, on

the other hand, all these high functions were concentrated

in the hands of a small knot of hereditary oligarchs.

It is not wonderful that Aristotle should seek to amend

these more advanced forms of deliberative organization.

He advises the extreme democracy, which enabled the poor

to attend the assembly by means of pay, also to enforce by

penalties the attendance of the rich ; or to give deliberative

authority to a body composed of members selected by

election or lot in equal numbers from each tribe or section

of the State; or only to give pay to a portion of the poor

sufficiently large to hold its own against the rich. Aristotle

evidently feels that the numbers of the deliberative body

in an extreme democracy made wise deliberation impossible.

It would also seem from his account, as we have already

noticed, that the rich often absented themselves from the

deliberations of the popular assembly.

His advice to oligarchies, on the other hand, is to asso

ciate the people to some extent in their deliberations.

Either certain persons should be chosen from the people

by the authorities to join in deliberation, or deliberative

power should be allowed to a popular assembly on the

condition that no subjects shall be discussed except those

VOL. I. L 1
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The magis

tracies.

on which decrees have been proposed by a Board of N0

mophylakes or Probouloi, or that the people shall vote

either the resolutions placed before them by the authorities

or nothing contrary to them ; or again the popular assembly

might be allowed only a consultative voice. He advises

oligarchies to adopt the rule of making the voice of the

people definitive in voting against any proposal, but not in

giving an affirmative vote. The rule followed in polities

should, in fact, be reversed, for in them the few had final

authority in negativing a proposal, while if they voted affir

matively, their vote had to be confirmed by the people.

Aristotle turns in the next chapter (the fifteenth) to the

next of the three ‘ component elements of all constitutions’l

—the magistracies of the State. This element also may

assume many different forms. The magistracies of a State

may be few or many, they may differ in province and

function, and also in term of tenure; their holders may be

selected in different ways, and from and by different persons.

‘In respect of all these matters the scientific student of

politics ought to be able to point out with exactness, how

many difi'erent arrangements are possible, and then to match

each with the constitution to which it is appropriate, so as

to make it clear what magistracies are suitable to each kind

of constitution’ (c. 15. 1299 a 12).

The first question is, what is a magistracy.> Adiscussion

follows which results in the conclusion that a magistrate is

broadly one who has to deliberate on any matters, and to

come to a decision, and issue orders, the last of these func

tions being more especially characteristic of a magistrate.

This definition applies to all officers of State, but perhaps

not to priests, though they are included under the head

nohi'ret'as (explained by dpxrjv mm)

in 7 (5). 1.1301b 18, and perhaps

woM-rei'a here bears its usual

meaning. Mo’pm is often used of

I Mépm 15w fiOAlTGléV martini, c.

14.1297 b 37. Bonitz (Ind. 612 b

13 sq.) takes "ohm-sin here i0

mean ‘ universitas civium,’ and it

is true that what are here called things ‘ quae naturam alicuius rei

116p“! ni‘w nolursuiw are called constituunt ac distinguunt’ (Bon.

p.6an 1'61! mihcuv in 6 4. 1291 3. Ind. 473 b 55 sq.).

25. But we have pipe: 1': 1i):
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of magistrates in the Eighth Book (8 (6). 8. 1322 b 18

sqq.); on the other hand it clearly includes military and

naval officers (cp. 8 8. 1322 a 34 sqq.). The ‘giving

of orders ’ which constitutes a magistrate must be taken to

refer to public affairs only; otherwise the head of a house

hold, or the manager of a farm or factory, would have to be

accounted a magistrate.

Aristotle turns from this question, which is one rather of

theoretical than practical interest, to the more pressing one,

what magistracies are necessary, and what are not indeed

necessary but of service, in a good constitution. It is

desirable to ascertain this, for in small States magistracies

have to be amalgamated, and it is well to know which

magistracies belong to either class, in order that we may

know which may be amalgamated and which may not (1299b

10 sq.). Then again, we need to know what subjects should

be given over to special magistrates with powers extending

over the whole of the territory, and in what cases magis

tracies should be, not specialized, but local—that is to say,

confined in authority to a particular district, but with full

competence to deal with all matters arising in that district;

and in what cases, again, it is better to give jurisdiction

over particular classes of persons (e. g. women and children),

and not over particular subjects of administration. Another

point to be studied is, whether magistracies vary with the

constitution (like the deliberative), or whether they do not.

This is a question which Aristotle answers at once. They

not only vary, but some magistracies are peculiar to par

ticular constitutions and do not exist outside them.

Such then are the questions which arise as to magis

tracies, but Aristotle proposes to discuss only one of them

at presentwthe mode in which their holders are selected.

He enumerates with elaborate care all the possibilities of

variation in this matter—variations in the persons who

appoint, in those from whom the selection must be made,

and in the way in which it is made—and then he points

out which variety of organization is appropriate to each

constitution. He adds the following words at the close of

L 1 2
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the investigation : 0i. pEv 013v 'rpo'rrm r6511 nepl 'rZzs tipqu Too-061m

rt‘w dpLQtto'v et’a’t, Kai OLZjPTIUTGL Kai-tit nits rroM'refas ot'lrms' rfua 8%

Tim. 0'U}.L¢E’p€l. Kai mils 6st yfveo-Hat rus Karatr-rdo'ets, dpa rafs

fivvdpteo'l. r631) deth Kai rive; eio-fv, é'cr'rat qbavepo'u (1300 b 5

sqq.). Thus he would appear to reserve his treatment of

the questions, what magistracies are suitable to particular

communities, and in what manner magistracies ought to be

filled 1—questions which he had marked out for discussion in

c. 15. 1299 a 12—till he has studied the subject of the func

tions and nature of the various magistracies.

This subject is dealt with in the concluding chapter of

the Eighth Book. Here Aristotle inquires (8 8. 1321 b

4 sqq.), how many and what magistracies should find a

place in the State, and what should be their functions.

We need to know this, he says, because a State cannot exist

without those magistracies which are necessary, and cannot

exist nobly without those which contribute to orderliness

and seemliness of life. Besides, in small States it is ne

cessary to amalgamate magistracies, and it is desirable to

determine which should be amalgamated and which should

notz.

The result of Aristotle’s investigation is a list of magis

tracies and of the subjects with which they deal, and a

classification of magistracies in three classes—those which

are most necessary, those which are necessary but of a more

dignified character, and those which exist to secure seemli

ness and good order (efixoo-jut’a).

We may probably infer from Aristotle’s own statements

that one of his aims in making this classification is to

indicate that magistracies belonging to different grades

ought not to be amalgamated. But he has other reasons

besides this for distinguishing between necessary magis

tracies and higher ones. Access to magistracies belonging

to the former category might often with advantage be con

1 If we refer to the previous refer to magistracies, have been

chapter, we shall see that ques- treated in relation to the deliber

tions similar to those which he ative (c. 14. 1298 b 13 sqq.).

thus postpones, so far as they 2 Cp. 6(4). 15. 1299b IO sqq.
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ceded to those who would have to be excluded from magis

tracies belonging to the latter: thus in 8 6. 1320b 24

the framer of a moderate oligarchy is advised to make the

property-qualification for merely necessary magistracies

lower than for more important ones: the supreme magis

tracies of the State, on the contrary, should be reserved for

those privileged by the constitution (8 7. 132I a 3i :

cp. 7 8. 1309a 30 sq.). Aristotle is always, however,

careful to mark off the necessary from the noble; it is in

this spirit that he relegates to the ‘necessary’ (or com

mercial) agora in his ideal city certain magistracies be

longing to the necessary class (4. (7). 12. 1331 b 6 sqq.).

Still the question uppermost in his mind is that of the policy

to be followed in the amalgamation of magistracies, and

some of the most important passages of the last chapter of

the Eighth Book seem to be those in which he points out, for

the benefit of small States 1, that while there is no harm in

their placing the charge of military affairs in the hands of a

single magistracy (1322 a 38), and the same thing also

holds of sacred functions (1322 b 22 sqq.), it would be

a mistake to give the law-court which tries and condemns

the invidious additional functions of executing the sentence

and assuming the custody of prisoners—even these two func

tions, indeed, are better separated—and that it would also

be a mistake not to part the magistracy which audits from

those which administer the public money.

We expect that, having now studied the subject of the

functions of magistracies, he will go on in conformity with

his promise (6 15. 1300 b 7 sq.), to point out what is

the best way of selecting those who are to fill them, but

this he does not do 2. Some light is, however, thrown in

the chapter before us (c. 8. 1322b 37 sqq.) on the other

if it is to deserve the name, must

be ready and able to show how

the best is to be made of all sorts

of circumstances.

1 This attention to the special

difficulties of small city-States

reminds us thatlAristotle himself

belonged to one. Many of the

pupils for whom he wrote prob

ably also belonged to smallStates;

but irrespectively of this, his view

always is that Political Science,

2 The Eighth Book is incom

plete, as its closing words show—

1rcpi phi 05v niw dpxt'bv, [or iv rump,

o'xeddv sipq'rai 1rrpi. nacrcTw.
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question referred to in 1300b 7 sq., ‘ what magistracies are

suitable to particular communities,’ and an answer is tacitly

given to the question raised in the Sixth Book (c. I5. 1299 b

14 sqq.), what offices should be differentiated in respect of

place, and what in respect of subjects or persons. The

agoranomi, astynomi, and agronomi have special places

under their control: other magistracies have to do with

special subjects, and others again—for instance, the yvvamo

vo’pot and waioovépoL—have special classes of persons placed

under their charge.

Theiudi- The last chapter of the Sixth Book deals with the third

cmy' and last of the elements of the constitution-the judiciary.

It enumerates the various ways of constituting the judiciary

known to the Greek State, and points out which are appro

priate to each constitution.

We thus reach the end of a Book which more than any

other in the Politics insists on thoroughness in the study of

constitutions. The scientific student of politics must not

only know under what conditions each form and sub-form

of constitution is in place, but must know how the delibera

tive, the judicial, and the magisterial elements should be

organized in each. He must know both the ‘when ’ and

the ‘how’ of each form and sub-form. No previous Greek

composition had taken equal pains to throw light on the

path of the practical statesman in Greece. The principle

that the constitution of a State is dependent on its social

conditions had probably never been enunciated with any

thing like equal clearness before, and there was perhaps

at least as much novelty in the view that the scientific

student of politics must be no dreamer of airy fancies, but

versed in every detail of constitutional lore.

Sketch of The Seventh Book investigates the causes of change in

:le‘ztg‘f'the constitutions and the means of preserving them. Plato

Seventh had already had his attention drawn to the subject of

fit}; constitutional change. In the Eighth and Ninth Books of

a°°°um 0" the Republic he indulges for a moment in the dream that

the causes
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his ideal State and ideal man have come into existence, 9f¢hange

and traces in imagination the successive steps by which theorganization which secures internal harmony and happiness died

to each is first impaired and then absolutely overthrown, and

Desire enthroned in the place of Reason. His vigorous

series of sketches is mainly designed to teach the lesson,

that the willing acceptance of the rule of Reason by the

two lower elements of the State and the soul is the true

source of happiness, and that the less there is of justice in

a State or a soul, the less there is of happiness.

We need only read the conclusion of the Seventh Book of

the Politics (1316 a 1 sqq.)l to see in how totally different a

spirit Aristotle studies politics, especially in this part of his

work. The Eighth and Ninth Books of the Republic are

intended to support and enforce the central lesson of the

dialogue; they are too full of ‘ tendency’ to be coldly exact

to history; they have nothing of Aristotle’s zoological pre

cision. Even if Plato had been capable of this, it would have

been out of place in the Republic.

The Republic, we feel, has a great practical end in view

—to recall the State and the individual to a right view of

the importance and nature of Justice—and we can forgive

it, if in its language on the subject of constitutional change

it to a certain extent sacrifices historical accuracy. Aristotle,

however, who is often a somewhat unsympathetic critic,

loses sight of this, and bluntly enumerates the points in

which Plato’s account of the subject falls short. He felt,

I This passage is tacked on

rather strangely at the close of the

book, just after a summary of

the subjects treated in it, and

without any final summary of its

contents to wind it up. It seems

too characteristic of Aristotle not

to be his, but it may be of a some

what later date than the rest of

the book. Its criticism of Plato

is unusually blunt, outspoken, and

decided. It is in this chapter

that we find two statements about

Carthage—that it is a democracy,

and that it was once under a

tyranny—which it is difficult to

reconcile with the account of

Carthage in the Second Book.

The Fifth Book, as we have it,

closes in a very similar way with

a criticism of certain views about

Music expressed by the Platonic

Socrates in the Republic. This

criticism also, no less than that

at the close of the Seventh, might

easily be detached from the con

text in which it stands.
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no doubt, the great practical importance of correct views

respecting it, and we must also remember that this was one

of the many fields of inquiry in which he had broken fresh

ground, and that his natural combativeness was heightened

by the eagerness of a first discoverer.

His objections to Plato’s account of constitutional change

are, briefly stated, the following. The cause which the

Platonic Socrates gives for the change from the best con

stitution to a Timocracy like the Lacedaemonian is one

common not only to all other constitutions but to the whole

world of Becoming (r611 ywonévwv ndvrwv, 1316 a 13), whereas

we need to study with reference to each constitution the

causes of change special to it (Zora) 1. Then again, his whole

account of constitutional changes presupposes that constitu—

tions change into the form which is most akin to each. More

often, they change into an opposite form 2. Then again,

his series closes with tyranny. But does not tyranny

change into any other constitution? Again, he speaks as

if the change to oligarchy was always due to the holders

of office becoming lovers of money, and as if the change

to democracy was always due to well-to-do men becoming

poor. The rise of oligarchy is rather due to a feeling

among the rich that those who have nothing cannot fairly

claim as much power asthose who have much. And

as to democracy, it may come into being without any one

becoming poorer than he was before, if the numbers of

the poor increase. It is only when some leading man

becomes impoverished that constitutional change is apt to

ensue, and then the change is not necessarily a change to

democracy. There are many other causes besides impover

ishment for the rise of democracy—the exclusion of the

people from power, wrongful or humiliating treatment of

them, and so forth. Lastly, no account is taken in the

remarks of the Platonic Socrates on Constitutional Change

1 Cp. I. 13. 1260a 24, 8;;on 6E Nic. 8. 12.1160 b 21,;umBa'Movm
~ \ . - ~ , , , , - q r » _

rovro mi Kara pepos yahltov emuxo- [.Lfll our pahwfi ou-rws at rah-rem:

1rof1mu' xaadhou yfip oi hé'yovres‘ e'ha'xurrov ‘YI‘IP oiirw Kai figio'ra pera
_ ,€§a1rarmaw éGUfOlI/S‘. Bawovmv.

” Contrast the teaching of Eth.
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of the fact that. there are more kinds of oligarchy and

democracy than one 1.

The Seventh Book of the Politics addresses itself to the 2- Purl)?“

_ , , _ , _ and subject

study of const1tut1onal change With no homiletical aim, but own

as a scientific and historical problem. It proposes to in- gifgth

quire ‘ what things lead to change in constitutions and how

many, and what is their nature, and in what ways each

constitution is brought to destruction, and into what forms

each form mostly changes, and again, what ways there are

of preserving constitutions generally and each of them in

particular, and by what means each of them is most likely

to be preserved ’ (7 1. 1301 a 20 sqq.).

This summary does not prepare us for the distinction be

tween woMreIai and Movapraz which is a conspicuous feature

of the book, and in fact breaks it into two halves, for the

subject of change in constitutions strictly so called is treated

apart from that of change in kingships and tyrannies. An

other noticeable feature of the book is, that though it now and

then recognizes the distinction between the moderate (narpt’a

or é'zwopos) form of democracy or oligarchy and the absolute

(Kvpia) form of both, it seems nowhere to refer to the four

or five varieties of oligarchy and democracy enumerated in

the Sixth Book. Its teaching, however, is on the whole

very similar to that of the books which precede and follow

it, though it may probably have been originally composed

as a separate treatise, and not designed for the place which

it now fills in the Politics, or possibly for any place in the

f] 'ydp Trdhsptir 'ris Bmo’zipcvos‘ dve'rpe
we rohireiar Kai [IGTSIBGAG 116710119, 1'7

n'cm'as xahm'rjs dropia‘ rohhd dd

Kai 1160-01. dvayKé§ovoi Kawo-ropeiv,

X01115)” 1's s’pm'rrrdv-rcov Kai xpo'vov

e’1ri 1ro)\1‘1v 5111111115111 nohhiw WOAAIIKLC

dxaipi’ac. Aristotle does not notice

this account, which Plato seems

to accept in an amended form

(709 B)- _ _

1 It is worthy of notice that

Aristotle does not remark on

Plato’s observation (Rep. 545 D)

that all constitutional change is

due to the rise-0f a'niirts e’v aier

11:3 Zxov-ra 1a; dpxa's, though he

cannot have agreed with it.

Plato is much inclined to adopt

in the Laws (708 E) a quite dif

ferent account of constitutional

change—ipshkov )ie'ysw (hr ot’ldeis

11'0" dvdpoinrcnv 01’186‘11 VOF00€T€I,TL'IXGL

8E Kai fivptfiopai mun-ofa; 1r1'1r'rouaa1.

flawoims voliode-roi/cn rd mivra rjpiu'

2 We trace the germ of it 1n

P01. 3. 15. 1286b 13. Isocrates is

familiar with the distinction (e. g.

Paneg. § 125).
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Politics at all. \Vhether it is the inquiry respecting the

causes of revolution announced at the close of the Nico

machean Ethics (10. 10. 1181 b 15 sqq.), it is difficult to say.

It would seem at any rate to throw but little light on the

question what constitution is the best.

The subject of the book, we gather, is to be change in

constitutions (aeraflokw‘y WOItLTflICLS‘). This includes changes in

some part of a constitution, and changes of degree in con

stitutions. But we soon learn that changes in the holders

of power not accompanied by constitutional change also

fall within the limits of the subject (c. 1. 1301 b 10 sqq.).

Not much, however, is said as to this last matter, and we

may take the subject of the book to be broadly constitu

tional change. This is apparently viewed as being usually,

though not always (c. 3.1303 a 13), accompanied by civil

disturbance (O'Tu'urts); so that this is perhaps as much the

subject of the book as constitutional change. Change in

constitutions, again, is studied whether accompanied by

violence or not, for violence is not a necessary accom

paniment of it (c. 4. 1304 b 7 sqq.). Our word ‘revolu

tion’ does not exactly correspond either to Urdu-Ls or

perafiohi] woMreias.

\Ve must not expect from the book a study of consti

tutional development or evolution—of the way in which

constitutions are adjusted to varying social or ethical con

ditions; it does not view constitutional change as in many

cases a good thing and seek to assist it ; it looks at it from

the point of view of the constitution in possession, and re

gards it as a thing to be avoided and kept at bay ; its aim

is to advise every constitution how to maintain itself. As,

however, its teaching is that constitutions can only be

durable by being moderate in spirit and wisely adminis

tered, we naturally find in its pages many recommendations

for the improvement of the various constitutions and of the

methods of administration adopted in each. It is thus not

out of harmony with the books between which it stands.

In seeking the causes of civil disturbance and constitu
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tional change, Aristotle reverts to the often-considered ques

tion as to the cause of the existence of a multiplicity of con

stitutions, which he rightly considers to be closely connected

with the subject before him. Constitutions are many in

number, he says, because men do not agree as to what is

absolutely just. The rich or well—born take one view, the

poor another. The men of virtue and worth (of émetxeis)

might justly also put in a special claim for themselves, but

they are little apt to do so : later on, we are told that they

are too few to do it with any chance of success (c. 4. 1304 b 4).

The broad cause and source of civil trouble then is a differ

ence of view as to what is just. If all men took the same

view on this subject, there would be but one constitution,

and there would be no such thing as constitutional change.

There are, however, three heads under which the sources

and causes of civil discord and constitutional change (at

t’szal. Kai. ai airfat r611 ordaewv Kai perafloltéiv wepl rds‘ 110M

ret’as, c. 2.1302 a 16—18) should be arranged. We should

know in what frame of mind (11'ch é'xovres) men stir up civil

disturbance (UTdO'LS‘), and with what ends in view, and what

are the occasions (dpxat’) of movements of this kindl. The

ends for which men have recourse to them are gain and

honour and the avoidance of their opposites, for themselves

or their friends. The main cause which produces a frame

of mind favourable to revolution (1302 a 22) is a desire for

equality in relation to these things, where men think

equality their due, or for superiority, where they think

they have a title to it. The occasions of civil disturb

ance—the things which awake in men this desire for

equality or superiority in respect of gain, honour, and the

like (1302 a 34 sq.)——are the sight of others justly or

unjustly enjoying gain and honour, exposure to outrage

on the part 'of those in power, the fear of being wronged

or of undergoing deserved punishment, contempt for the

numerical weakness or indiscipline of the holders of power,

or again the excessive preponderance in the State of a

1 A similar classification is employed in the Rhetoric (I. 10.

1368b27).

3. Aristo

tle’s ac

count of

the causes

of consti

tutional

change.
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single individual or a number of individuals, or lastly the

disproportionate increase in number or wealth of some

section of the State. Changes of constitution, however,

may occur without civil disturbance (oi-aims), brought on by

a wish to check the intrigues of canvassers for office, or

by self-confident negligence, or by a succession of small

changesl.

Other occasions of civil trouble are a want of homoge

neity in the people of a State, for a State needs time to

weld its materials together; even contrasts of site, like that

between Athens and Peiraeus, are productive of disunion.

So small are the things which give occasion to it, though the

things for which the makers of revolutions struggle—gain,

honour, and the like—are not small, but great. Small

things are most productive of civil discord when they con

cern those who belong to the ruling class. To illustrate this,

Aristotle refers to a number of instances in which great

consequences had flowed from feuds arising among the

leading men of a State from trivial causes—love-quarrels 2,

or failure in suits for the hand of an heiress, or differences

about property and the like. So again, the increase in credit

or power of some magistracy or section of the State is apt

to bring about constitutional change—a change to oligarchy,

democracy, or polity, as the case may be. Thus the credit

gained by the Council of the Areopagus at Athens in the

Persian War gave increased stringency to the constitution,

and then the exploit of the seamen of the fleet (vavnxos‘

dxhos‘) in winning the victory of Salamis, and putting Athens

in the way of acquiring the headship of a hegemony, had

the counter-effect of strengthening the democracy. Aristotle

1 It is not clear whether Aris

totle regards that sense of not

having one’s due which he finds at

the root of constitutional change,

as present or absent in cases of

this kind.

2 Lord Clarendon mentions inhis

Autobiography (1. 12-15, ed. 1759)

an event of this kind which ‘made

such impressions upon the whole

Court (of Charles the First) by

dividing the lords and ladies both

in their wishes and appearances,

that much of that faction grew

out of it, which survived the

memory of the original ; and from

this occasion (to show us from

how small springs great rivers

may arise) the women, who till

then had not appeared concerned

in public affairs, began to have

some part in all business.’
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gives other instances of the same thing from the history of

Argos, Syracuse, Chalcis, and Ambracia. It may be said,

broadly, that the winners of power for a State—be they

private individuals, or the holders of a magistracy, or a

tribe, or any other section of the community, large or

small—are apt to become the cause of civil disturbance,

for either their honours excite the envy of others and thus

produce a rising, or their own heightened sense of import

ance makes them discontented with a position of mere

equality. On the other hand, an even balance of the parts

of the State——of the rich and poor, for example, where

the moderately well-to-do class is weak or absent—will also

often bring about civil trouble and constitutional change.

Such, then, is the broad outline which Aristotle gives of

the causes and occasions of constitutional change. It

acquires additional definiteness in the chapters which

follow, but the general drift of his views is clear enough

already.

He evidently holds that the causes'of constitutional

change are far more numerous and complex than Plato

had held them to be in the Republic 1. Among its main

sources may probably be reckoned dissension among the

holders of power and ill-treatment of those outside their

ranks; but given the existence of that sense of unsatisfied

claims to gain or honour on the part of the rich or poor,

or even on the part of a single individual, which commonly

in Aristotle’s view underlies revolution, a thousand little

circumstances2 may set fire to the train and cause an ex

1 Far more numerous also, than

they were held to be by those who

thought that civil trouble always

originated in questions about pro

perty (2.7. 1266 a 37).

2 The same view is implied in

the narrative about Naxos quoted

from Aristotle’s Poiities by Athen

aeus, Deipn. 348. It is not im

possible that the narratives in the

Seventh Book of the Politics

(7 (5). 4. 1303 b 19 sqq.), which

are designed to illustrate the fatal

effects of trifling feuds arising

among the great people of a State,

are derived from the Politics, for

Plutarch (Reip. gerend. praecepta

c. 32) tells one or two of them at

greater length and in more detail

than they are told in the Seventh

Book, and he may well have

quoted them from the Polities.

It should be noticed that Demo

sthenes had already used the ex

pression (in Lept. c. I62)—p.u<poi

xmpol ILG‘YIIAOI/ npnypd-rwv airtot

yiyvovrm.
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plosion. Some mute process of social change—some acci

dental increase in the numbers or prominence of a class

or a magistracy—some microscopic cause of quarrel may

suffice to bring about a revolution. And when a consti

tution changes, it may pass into any other constitution,

for an oligarchy does not necessarily change into a demo

cracy, or a democracy into a tyranny.

We note that constitutional change is conceived by Aris

totle always to imply a desire on the part of individuals

to win honour, gain, or glory, or to avoid their opposites,

though this desire often needs the spur of oppressive or

fraudulent conduct on the part of the rulers 1, or dissensions

among them, to wake it to active effort. Disinterested

changes or changes proceeding from common consent seem

not to be noticed by him. Nor are changes originating in

conscientious feeling, religious or other, untainted by a.

longing for power and spoil, if such there be. Religion was

seldom a cause of constitutional change in the history of

Greece and Rome, until Christianity appeared on the scene.

The makers of revolutions are viewed by Aristotle, with that

absence of sentiment which is characteristic of the best

Greek writers, as men keen for power, or wealth, or glory.

Even Dion, we seem to gather 2, in undertaking to dethrone

the younger Dionysius—an enterprise famous in Greece for

the odds against which it was undertaken 3——was actuated,

in Aristotle’s view, simply by a love of glory coupled with

a contempt for the feebleness of the tyrant. We do not

know how Aristotle would have classified an act like that

of Timoleon, who planned the assassination of his brother

Timophanes, when he found that the latter had assumed, or

was on the point of assuming, the tyranny of Corinth: the

act, indeed, was probably unique.

We see also that Aristotle is far from holding that

revolutions always ‘begin in hunger’: the promoters of

a revolution, as he has already said in his chapter on

1 8 (6).4. r318b r3 sqq.: 6 (4). 2 7 (5). IO. r312a 21 sqq.: cp.

13. 1297b6 sqq.: 7 (5). 8.1308b r312 a_4.

34 sqq. 3 DlOd. 16. 9.
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Phaleas, might be, and often were, not only men whose

physical wants were fully satisfied, but men positively

wealthy, for wealthy men often seek, he says, for an

increase of power and position.

\/Ve might have expected a different theory of Revolution

from Aristotle, looking to his teaching in other parts of the

Politics. Constitutions, we have been told by him, differ

because the holders of power, in some, rule for the common

advantage, in others for their own, or because, in some,

certain sections of society are dominant, in others certain

other sections; and we might have expected that changes

of constitution would result from some ethical change in

the society in which they occur, or from the rise of some new

section or sections of society to predominance. An in

crease in the numbers of the rich will tend to oligarchy; an

increase of the moderately well-to-do to polity; an increase

of the poor to democracy. \Ve might have expected also

that constitutional change, though often for the worse, would

sometimes be for the better, and that we should learn in the

Seventh Book how to help forward changes for the better,

and to prevent or delay changes for the worse. The

Seventh Book, however, sets itself to show how all con

stitutional change is to be avoided, and we are taught

to view it as arising only partly from changes in the

composition of society—ethical changes seem to escape

notice—and far more often from faults committed by the

holders of power. We learn here the wholesome lesson

that, if constitutions ‘habent sua fata,’ much may still

be done by watchfulness, fairness to those excluded from

power, and moderation to preserve them even under un

favourable circumstances.

Here, as elsewhere, Aristotle seems to be unc0nscious

of the inconsistencies in his teaching, which become appa

rent when different parts of it are brought together and

set side by side. He is great as a systematizer, but he

is also fond of dealing with a subject part by part, and

hence a not infrequent ‘patchiness’ of treatment; he is

in one passage possessed by one point of view and in
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another by another, and he does not pause to bring the

two sections of his work into absolute harmony; indeed,

he seems usually unaware of the defect. He inherits much

of the Platonic freedom of handling, which had its good

side, for a narrow systematizer misses much truth.

The three chapters which follow (cc. 5—7) place in a

strong light the perils of an over-narrow constitution.

They describe the besetting weaknesses of each of the four

constitutions, democracy, oligarchy, aristocracy, and polity.

It is easy to see that of these forms, as might be expected,

the narrowest, oligarchy, was the most precarious and the

most exposed to overthrow. It was in a higher degree

than aristocracy, and in a far higher degree than polity, the

rule of a few, and of a few not marked out by merit for

rule, but only by wealth or birth.

The beginnings of change in oligarchy might arise either

within or outside the ranks of the holders of power. When

the blow was struck from outside, it might be struck by an

oppressed and infuriated people, or by rich men excluded

from power; or again the people might rise from a simple

feeling of indignation at the narrowness of the oligarchy.

If, on the other hand, the causes of change arose within the

privileged body, they might be at least equally various.

War and peace were alike fatal to oligarchies. Trifles often

sufliced to tear them asunder. Like all constitutions rest

ing on a property-qualification, they were liable to alter

in type with every increase or decrease in the prosperity of

the State.

Democracies were far less apt to be overthrown. Their

overthrow was commonly due to the unscrupulousness of

demagogues, who forced the rich to combine against the

democracy by confiscating their property, or plundering

them of its proceeds by means of public burdens, or by

calumnious accusations intended to excite ill-will against

them and so to make the confiscation of their property

possible. Democracies were at one time apt to change

into tyrannies, but that had ceased to be common in the
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days of Aristotle, for demagogues had then ceased to be

skilled in war, and the demos was no longer resident in the

country far away from the centre of affairs, and no longer

needed a soldier to champion its cause. They still, however,

were liable to changes of type, the moderate form often

passing into the extreme.

Turning to mixed constitutions, we find that aristocracies

were more exposed to change than polities. Aristocracies,

as we learn from instances drawn for the most part from

Lacedaemonian history, were imperilled by the fewness of

those who held office in them, especially when the less

privileged Many think themselves of equal excellence with

their rulers, or when men of high position and unsurpassed

merit are dishonoured by men of still higher position, or

when an individual of vigorous character is excluded from

office, or when extremes of wealth and poverty arise in the

State—a frequent accompaniment of war—or when some

great man, having the power to make himself still greater,

seeks to be monarch. Both aristocracies and politics, how

ever, most often owed their fall to some deviation from

justice in their combination of social elements. Most of the

constitutions which were commonly termed aristocracies,

Aristotle here tells us, were like polities in this, that they

sought to combine, not virtue, wealth, and numbers, but the

two latter elements only; the one constitution, in fact,

differed from the other only in the mode in which it com

bined these elements, aristocracies commonly so called

inclining towards oligarchy, and polities commonly so called

towards the Many: hence polities were more durable than

aristocracies, for not only is the numerical majority stronger,

but the Many are more content with equal rights : the rich

are apt to encroach, if the constitution gives them the upper

hand, and thus to provoke revolution. Aristocracies were

often over-indulgent to rich men, leaving them far too free

to do as they would, and this had often caused their ruin.

Another very frequent cause of their fall was the thought

less permission of slight and gradual changes in the con_

stitution.

VOL. I. M m
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5. Means of We now know how constitutions are overthrown, and it

is easy to guess by what means they are preserved. They

tions. are preserved by the opposites of the things which over

throw them.

SPeFial The Eighth and Ninth chapters of the Seventh Book

delicacy of . . .

the politi- are full of political Wisdom, won from the study of the small

$163,213,?“ Greek City-State, a form of society in which the political

City-Slates. balance was exceptionally delicate, and power easily shifted

from hand to hand. The rulers were always under the

eyes of the ruled, and familiarity often bred contempt. In

most of the States of modern Europe any aberrations on

the part of the city-populations can be checked by the

interposition of a vastly larger rural population (commonly

of conservative tendencies), or of an army mainly recruited

from peasant homes; but in ancient Greece the city-popu

lations were usually supreme, and even where the cultivators

were not serfs or slaves, seem to have been well able to get

their own way. Arms were probably possessed by a far

larger number of persons than in modern communities,

except where the possession of them was expressly forbidden,

and the thirst for power was far greater and more diffused.

Civil life in Greece perhaps never entirely shook off the

traditions of the age in which it began—an age to which

fighting was everything. An ill-natured epigrammatist

might have said, not altogether untruly—‘ Grattez le Grec,

et vous trouverez l’Epirote.’

The relations of rich and poor were exceptionally bad.

The poor were often unmanageable, partly because they had

been oppressed and plundered by the rich, partly (in some

States at all events) from a sense of their own importance,

for the oarsmen of Athens had won victory and empire for

their country, and the fleet was naturally the main-stay of

a Power to which exclusion from the sea meant starva

tion ; partly because they were pressed hard in the labour

market by the competition of slavesl, and still more, per

‘ This cause of friction must writers. The wholesale enslave

have existed, though it seems to be ment of cities and populations in

little, if at all, noticed by Greek war,and thewholesale importation
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haps, because in most cities of ancient Greece the pursuits

of the poor were regarded by the rich and educated with

scorn, and poverty thus brought with it some loss of self

respect. It was natural enough, under these circumstances,

that the poor should press into political life, and seek to

exchange inglorious industries for judicial and official posi

tions, which, however, they could only fill with the aid of

State-pay, or in other words, at the expense of others.

Frequently, again, there must have been a difference of

race between rich and poor; this would be the case not

only in colonies or in States founded on conquest,

but also in States in which the citizen-body had been

replenished, after wars or famines or pestilences, with

slaves or aliensl. We can imagine how bitter struggles

of race must have been, when carried on within the

walls of a small city. Above all, the methods of party

confiict were often of the most uncompromising kind—

massacre, assassination, exile, and confiscation. The com

batants in each successive intestine struggle were infuriated

by the experience of atrocities or the recollection of them

in the past 2.

The relations of rich and poor being often of this nature,

it was only too easy for ambitious individuals, first to win in

fluence with the mob, and then to become tyrants and betray

it. The tyrant was a dazzling personage, surrounded with

wealth and glitter and luxury and all the outward signs of

power, and half~deified in the eyes of many Greeks, not only

by his good luck, which was interpreted to imply the favour

of slaves must have made the lot

of the poor freeman harder by

cheapening the labour-market.

1 Cp. 3. 5. 1278a 6, s’v ,us‘v m’m

'roir dpxat'ow xpéuois 'rrap' e'viom r'lv

8013on 16 deavo'ov f1 gsmxriv' diéncp

oi nohhoi Tomi-rm Kai vf/u. The com

mon people at Miletus were called

by the rich ‘Gergithes’ (Hera

cleides Ponticus ap. Athen. Deipn.

523 f, aramafdvrwv 'ydp 'rt'bu 'H‘IS

oi'm'fas e'xév-rmv Kai 75w 311/401-5511, oils

e'KeIi/ot I‘e'p'yidas‘ e’thovv). AS far

back as the days of Cleisthenes,

the lower classes at Athens must

have been of mixed race : 110M013:

ydp é¢v>téreu¢re ge'uous Kai doliitovs‘

peroixous (3. 2. 1275 l) 36).

3 The case of Corcyra was

famous, but Argos also was noto

rious for its outbreaks (Diod. I5.

57 sq.: Isocr. Philip. § 52), and

as to the early days of Miletus,

see Heracleides Ponticus ap.

Athen. Deipn. 523f sqq.

Mm2
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efects in

the work

ing of

Greek con

stitutions

indicatedin

the Eighth

and Ninth

Chapters.

of the Gods,but also by his life of magnificent plenty, which

seemed to recall the ‘ easy life’ of their Olympian abodel.

The admirers of tyranny in Greece were commonly admirers

of luxury. This was true even of men like the brilliant his

torian Philistusz, long the chief adviser of Dionysius the

Elder and of his successor. The things which fascinated

these men were precisely those which aroused the contempt

of men of nobler character. It was fortunate that Greek

despotism was felt by men of this stamp to be a vulgar

thing; it sinned against that manly taste for simplicity of

life which was one of the best traditions of Greece, confirmed

by influences as dissimilar as those of Lacedaemonian in

stitutions and philosophy.

The two chapters before us (the Eighth and Ninth) suggest

a most uninviting picture of the Greek State as it actually

was.

The holders of power in it, we gather, were often a mere

handful of men, who used their supremacy to enrich

themselves and to oppress those they ruled, and yet were

1 Aristoxenus, in a fragment of

his life of Archytas to which re

ference has been more than once

made, describes how the envoy

of the younger Dionysius, Poly

archus the luxurious (6 1'78v

1ra01'1s), dwelt on the life of the

Great King: zimiw 8% roti'rois

£55; 1—2. irepi Tris depart-slag 17“):

1'05 Hepadw Bamhe'ws, oi'ous- Kai

500v; E'st Hepa-n'eu-riipas‘, Kai nepi

rfis 1'sz ri¢po8wimv ail-r06 xpr'yaswr

Kai 'riic wepi 1'61! xprQ-ra afirof: 68,1159

Kai 'rfis sflpopqSi'as Kai 'rfis opihi'ac Kai

m-pi 16v emptymi'rwv Kai 1sz dena

parwv, itidaipove'zr'ra'rov 3(1)!) Kpivai

rc'bv vim 76v 11311 Heparin! Baa-Lhe'a‘

nheiarai 'ylip eia'il/ afrrtlii Kai rchsio'ra—

'ral. rapsastaa'ae'i/m fidovai'. Ami-rs

pow 86', (final, 1611 ripe-repay nipawov

Heir, 119 (ill, Kai1r£p 'n'oiui heard/“vow

e’Ku'i/tp pe‘v 721]) 1')’ 'ye 'Am'a 3hr]

xopri-ysi, 1'6 68 Awuuaiou xopri'yeiov

nav-rehém a” sir-she's n ¢aveiry 1rp6s‘

c’Kch/o a-u-pru/éiievov (Aristox. ap.

Athen. Deipn. 545 f: Miiller, Fr.

Hist. Gr. 2. 276). Epicurus,

following, he says, the common

opinion, held the two characteris

tics of Deity to be immortality

and happiness (Diog. Laert. 10.

123). Contrast the view of Plu

tarch (Aristides c. 6):1'<‘> Osiov

'rpw'i 80ml 5ia¢€peim d¢t9apaia Kai

81min“ Kai rips-rfj, 5w o'qii/o'ra-rov r';

lips'ri‘y Kai find-rarer! 501111. The

tyrants themselves seem to have

been aware how much a luxurious

court impressed the Greek spec

tator (7 (5). 11. 1314b 28 sqq.).

Not every race even now, we

must remember, admires the

bourgeois virtues in its ruler.

2 Plutarch, Dion c. 36, ¢L)\O1’U

pavmira-ros avfipa'nraw . . . Kai #4in

Ta mil/raw (isi (qha'm'as‘ Kai Gaviuia'as‘

rpv¢r‘;v Kai Blimp“! Kai whatirovc Kai

ydpovs robs raw 'rupciwwv 1 Pelopi

das c. 34: Timoleon c. 15.
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negligent and self-indulgent and jealous of each other.

Even in the ‘aristocracy,’ which rested power on a some

what broader basis than the oligarchy, trust was often

placed in transparent devices intended to diminish the

influence of the people. Some aristocracies and oligar

chies, we are told, stood their ground well, simply because

‘the magistrates behaved well both to those outside the

pale of the constitution and to those within it, abstaining

from all oppression of the former class and bringing

those of its members who were capable of command within

the privileged body, and being careful neither to wound

the self-respect of the few nor to wrong the many in

matters of profit, while treating as equals those recog

nized by the constitution’—-a remark from which we may

infer that many aristocracies and oligarchies pursued a

totally different course. The magistrates in these consti

tutions seem to have often, in Aristotle’s opinion, held their

offices for over-long terms; access to office was thus con

fined to a few, and these few were made too great for the

safety or good government of the State.

In every constitution it seems to have been common for

the holders of office to have opportunities of making large

illegitimate gains; and this was especially fatal to oligar

chies, for the Many, though often well content to be relieved

from unremunerative political responsibilities and set free

to attend to their own concerns, felt it hard that they should

be expected to sacrifice both office and profit 1, and hence

had every motive for making an assault on the holders of

power. In democracies, again, the rich were often as much

oppressed as the poor in oligarchies.

Three principles ofthe utmost importance were commonly

ignored in the organization of the State. In the first

place, no care was taken that the constitution should have

force on its side—that those who wished well to it should

1 Cp.Eth.Nic.8.16.1163b 8,

01'; ypr Fir-nu dpa Xpflpa'rffcoeat d1rl‘1

r5211 Kan/5w Ital rtpfio'em' eiv 7rfwt 'ydp

'rb ata'r'rov 0686i: inropc'vet. up 8r)

1rspl Xprjpnra e’ha'r-rovps'uzp fljnjv

(inour'povo't Kai up dwpoddxlp Xprj

para“ 11‘) m1?" I‘lgfflll ydp e’1ravw'oi Kal

all)ch rr‘jv (pthfav, Ka0d1rsp ripm'at.
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be stronger than those who did not. This mistake was

probably often made in oligarchies and aristocracies. Next,

the votaries of each deviation-form were not content, unless

they pushed their favourite constitution to an extreme, and

thus constitutions which, though faulty, might perhaps have

been bearable, became altogether oppressive and in—

tolerable. We gather that the members of a Greek party

actually took oaths to each other, and even swore to injure

the members of the party opposed to them; each party

thus became a band of sworn brethren, and it was perjury

not only to change sides, but even to abstain from plotting

injury to the opposite faction. The result was that each

State came to be two States, and not one.

The third and last mistake, however, was in Aristotle’s

view the greatest of all. No attempt was made to produce

in the classes possessed of power the character and quali

ties which would enable them to maintain their position.

The sons of oligarchs were allowed to indulge in luxury,

while the poor they ruled derived vigour from their labours

and hardships. Democracy, again, made it a principle to

allow men to live as they liked, and accepted the momentary

will of the majority as decisive, not seeing that it too

needs the support of a congenial 17609, moulded by law

and education in the way most conducive to the main

tenance of democratic institutions.

The way to preserve a constitution was, according to

Aristotle, to take an exactly opposite course in respect of

all these matters.

Aristotle dwells first on the necessity of watchfulness,

which is natural enough in one who held that small matters,

or gradual social changes not easy to detect, are often at

the bottom of revolutions. Well-balanced constitutions

must be on their guard to prevent infractions of legality,

and especially small infractions, for these tend to repeat

themselves, and to mount up in the end to something

considerable. Constitutions often stand their ground better

for being set in the midst of perils, for danger produces
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vigilance. There should be laws to check the rise of

quarrels and rivalries among the more important citizens,

and no effort should be spared to save those who are not

yet involved in these quarrels and rivalries from being

drawn into the vortex : this is work which calls for the keen

eye of a statesmanl. The same vigilance must be shown

in reference to the property-qualification for office, if the

constitution rests on one; it must be adjusted to any

change in the wealth of the State—in small States every

year, in large ones every three or five years ; the character

of the constitution will thus be maintained unaltered.

Whatever may be the nature of the constitution, it is well

to take care not to aggrandize any single individual unduly;

offices with a limited competence tenable for a long

term are better than great offices tenable for a short

one. But if great offices have to be conferred on the same

individual all together, they should not be taken away all

together, but gradually. The laws should, as far as they

can, make it impossible for an individual of this kind to

arise, strong in the numbers of his friends and in his com

mand of wealth; but if he does arise, any removal imposed

on him should be a removal beyond the limits of the

State 2. Again, since men’s ways of life often lead to

designs of innovation, a magistracy should be instituted to

keep watch on those who live in a manner inexpedient for

the constitution, whether it be a democracy or an oligarchy.

For just the same reason it is necessary to take precautions

against the various sections of the community enjoying

prosperity singly and by turns, not simultaneouslys—to

see that the rich do not flourish and the poor suffer,

or the rich suffer and the poor flourish, and that the better

1 Cp. Demosth. de Cor. c. 246,

.1112. 71.1))! (In! 7’ dv 6 fir'yrwp {111-5136111109

Cp. Plato, Laws 855 C and Stall

baum’s note.

sir], Trfitrav éfé'racrw ha'me/e' of;

napai-rofipai. Til/a 01311 1501‘; 'rafi-ra ;

ideiu 1-1‘1 1rp1i'y11ara dpxdpeua Kai apo

aurfle'aflai Kai wposm'siv rois dhhots.

'raii'ra 1rs'1rpaK-rai 11.01.

2 7 8. 1308b 19, dnodnpqri
. . -

Kar mustadai Tar napair-rdo'eis ai’i-rmv.

3 No student of English history

is ignorant, how often the very

thing which Aristotle here coun

sels statesmen to guard against

has occurred in the course of it,

often without attracting much

notice from anybody till too late.
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classes do not feel themselves in the shade, while the many

are in the sunshine, or vice versa. Inequalities of this

kind lead to civil trouble, and the way to prevent their

occurrence is to see that all elements of the State have

a share in office, and to try either to link together

(ovapiyvfiuai, 1308b 29) rich and poor, or to increase

the strength of the moderately well-to-do.

Above all, care should be taken to prevent ofiice being

a source of gain, both by laws devised for this end and by

the arrangements of the State in general. When matters

are so ordered, oligarchy is freed from one of its most

pressing perils, and democracy has for once the chance

of allying itself with aristocracy 1, for while office will be

open to all, it will be willingly abandoned by the people

to men of position (yvépijmt), and thus both classes will have

what they want 2.

Watchfulness, however, is not everything. Good govern

ment is also necessary. Aristotle insists on the conduct of

the magistrates and the arrangements as to the magistra

cies being such as to satisfy both those within the pale of

the constitution and those outside it. Fair and kindly

treatment of both is essential. In a democracyth only

the capital of the rich, but their incomes should be ten

derly dealt with. Aristotle evidently desires to relieve them,

even against their will, of the less useful public burdens,

such as the provision of choruses and torch-races 3. In an

oligarchy the poor should be well cared for: lucrative

offices should be abandoned to them, and outrages com—

mitted by rich men on poor men should be punished more

severely than those committed by rich men on members

1 A saying was ascribed by

tradition to Periander that demo

cracy was best when it most

nearly resembled aristocracy

([Plutarch] Sept. Sap. Conv. e.

11). Isocrates also had eulo

gized (Panath. § 131) the kind

of democracy which allied it—

self with aristOcracy (Bnpoxpa-riav

ripla'rokprl-riq Xpwyévrjv)——the demo

cracy which placed at its head

‘the most capable of the citizens

and those likely to manage the

affairs of the State in the best

and justest way’ (Panath.§ I32).

2 Cp.Eth. Nic. 9. 6. r i67a 34, of:

yép c'a'd' 61101105211 11‘) m’rrb e'Kzi-rcpou

e’vi/oeiv 651'11r0-rs, dXMz 11‘: 6’11 11:3 afrrqi,

ofm/ 3101/ Kai 6 dfipos mi. of s'mnxeir

1'01);- dpi'o'rovs z’z'pxew' oil-rm yap

midi. 'yi'yvs-rm 01'! cabin/ral.

“ Cp. 8 (6). 5. i320b 3.
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of their own class. The concentration of property in a

few hands should be discouraged: property should be

transmitted by inheritance, not by will or gift, and no single

individual should be capable of taking more than one

inheritance; fortunes will thus be more equal, and a larger

number will be raised from the ranks of the poor to

those of the well-to-do. Both in oligarchy and democracy

those who have the smaller share in the advantages of the

constitution should enjoy a superiority over the rest, or at

least an equality of position with them, in respect of all

offices which are not ‘supreme over the constitution’

(Kfipiat rfis woAu-eias), for offices of this nature must be confided

to those favoured by the constitution either exclusively

or in such a way that the rest will be in a minority.

They should be given to men who are not only well

affected to the constitution and skilled in the work to be

done, but also endowed with the type of virtue which is

most in harmony with the particular constitution 1.

Generally (Aristotle continues) whatever provisions of law

we describe as advantageous to constitutions, are preservative

of them”; and especially attention to that principle which

we have repeatedly mentioned as one of the highest im

portance—the principle that those who wish the constitution

well must be stronger than those who do not 3. But then

we must not suppose, as the framers of oligarchical and

1 As the citizen under every

constitution must possess the

type of virtue appropriate to the

constitution (3. 4. 1276b 3o: cp.

6 (4). 7. 1293b 5sq.), it is only

natural that Aristotle should ex

pect this of the holder ofa xupia

dpx'i

’ 7 (9.9. 1309b 14,1‘m-A698r', b'o-a

e’v 1'02: vépolr rim 0vp¢€povra hé-yopev

'rals‘ rah-reins, dram-a 'rafi'ra arbfil.

'rr‘ls wok-reins. Cp. 8 5. I319b

40, HGepé/ous 86‘ 'rolou-rovs vépovs‘

ml for): dypti¢0u9 Kai rails yeypny

pit/om, 02 TrapLMN/ovrm pdhto'ra 'n‘z

0&{ou1'a 1’21: nah-reins: 8 I.

1317 a 29, 1a ydp mic dryporgpa-riaw

a'xohoueoi/v-ra xnl doKoiim-a ELI/(ll- Ti]:

1rohrrn'as oiksia 'raz'rrrlr: 7 II.

13I4a. 12, 'raf-ra Kai 'ril retail-m.

rvpauvuzr‘z ps‘v Kai o'arrfipm rfis dpxfis.

The provisions of law which are

suitable to a democracy are enu

merated in 8 (6). 2. 1317 b 18 sqq.

*7 Question and answer before

the Lords’ Committee on the

Irish Land Act (1882) : ‘ Q.

What should you regard as a

stable equilibrium? A. I should

regard as a stable equilibrium

that position of things in which

the majority of the people would

be anxious to be conservative in

the best sense’(Tz'me:, May 2,

1882).
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Aristotle’s

views on

this subject

contrasted

with those

of the

writer of

the paper

on the

Athenian

Constitu

tion which

is included

among the

writings of

Xenophon.

democratic constitutions often seem to do, that the laws of

a democracy or an oligarchy should be made as democratic

or oligarchical as possible ; on the contrary, the mean must

always be kept in view. Nor is legislation everything: the

wisest laws will be of little use, if the citizens are not trained

to live in the way which is most conducive to the main

tenance of the constitution of the State, whatever it may be.

The best security against weakness (deao'fa) in the case of

an individual is a formed habit of right action, and the same

thing is true of a State. It must become a ‘second nature ’

to the citizen to live in the way most conducive to the

maintenance of the constitution. We remember that Aris

totle has elsewhere said that the virtue of the citizen is

relative to the safety of the constitution, just as that of a.

sailor is relative to the safety of the ship, and that the con

stitution is the mode of life adopted by the State (3. 4.

1276b 20 sqq.: 6(4). 11. 12952140).

Vigilance, good conduct, thoughtfulness for those ex—

cluded from power, moderation, a suitable training for the

citizens—these things, according to Aristotle, are the safe

guards of constitutions.

If we read the short paper, or extract from a letter 1, on

the Athenian Constitution which finds a place, rightly or

wrongly, among the works of Xenophon, we shall see in

how totally different a spirit it is written.

It implies throughout that the true way of preserving

a democracy is to study exclusively the interest of ‘the poor

and the common people and the inferior sort’ (oi'n'e'vn'res Kai.

0i onpo'mi Kai oi Xet’povs, 1. 4)—to increase their numbers to

the utmost 2, and to swell their prosperity and to diminish

1 It is addressed, apparently by

an Athenian of oligarchical sym

pathies (fron'papeu, I. 12), to a

friend (all widgets, I. 8), and is

intended to correct his impression

that the constitution of Athens

and the arrangements of the State

generally were a monument of

folly. There is much method, it

argues, in the supposed madness

of the Athenians.

2 Cp. 8 (6). 4. 1319b 6sqq.,

7rde 3e: 11‘) KaGLa-réval 'rm'rrrjv rilv

dqpoxpa'n'av (SC. 11):! rehcuraiav), Kai.

'rt‘w Bijpov mush! ia'xvpbv eidadao-w 0i

wposirré'rss Tl?) 'n'poo'hapfin'vsw (he

nheia‘rovs K.r.)t.
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the wealth and the prosperity of ‘the rich and the good ’

(0i irAmiaiol Kai oi Xpna-roi'), for these are always foes to

democracy (1. 4—5). ‘It is precisely the policy followed

by the Athenians of favouring the poor at the expense of

the “good,” that most clearly proves them to be effectual

preservers of their democracy, for the more the poor and

the common people and the inferior sort flourish and in

crease in number, the more the democracy thrives, whereas,

if the rich and the “good” flourish, the popular party makes

the side opposed to it strong’ (I. 4). If Athens allows

any one who pleases to get up in the assembly and take an

active part in its deliberations, however poor and low and

ignorant he may be, it adopts the best means for preserving

the democracy ornioxpa'rfa iioiMo'i" iii; o‘aifot'ro 01711.09, 1. 8).

The poor are better advisers for a democracy than the

rich, for the rich with all their virtue and wisdom are not

well disposed to democracy, and would not advise it for

its good, but for their own 1. It might be in the interest of

‘orderly government’ (efivoiiia), if only the cleverest and

best men were allowed to address the assembly, but a

democracy has to disregard considerations of ‘ orderly

government,’ for ‘orderly government’ means the supremacy

of the ‘good ’ and the silencing and slavery of the demos.

A democracy must indulge slaves and allow them to grow

rich 2, for otherwise their owners will lose the sums which

they pay by way of contribution (drogbopd), and be unable

to furnish the State with the means of maintaining a fleet.

The metoeci must be indulged for similar reasons. The

democracy of Athens puts down the students of gymnastic

and music 3, for it knows that pursuits of this kind are not

for poor men, but it encourages rich men to undertake the

costly functions of choregus, gymnasiarch, and trierarch,

because the demos derives advantage from their outlay in

1 Contrast the view expressed 2 Cp. P01. 7 (5). II. 1313b 32

by Aristotle in 6 (4). r4. 1298b sqq.: 8 (6). 4. 1319b 27 sq.

I3 sqq., where he says—ficultni- 3 C. I. 13, 101‘): 135‘ yuauag’oas'vous

aov-ral. yap Be'ivrwv Kori/37 Bouheué- air-69¢ Kai rr‘lv pow-1K1)” c'm-rqdniov

Favor mill-res“, 6 psi! 5?);109 [LG'H‘I 1'61» 'ras Karahs'hvkev 6 Sfiaos‘.

vapi'pmv, 0510i 86‘ para 'rot'l nhq’flovs.
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these positions; the poor receive pay for singing and

dancing in the choruses, for running in the races and

rowing in the triremes, and thus they gain and the rich

become less rich (I. 13). If the Athenian demos plunders

the rich in the dependent States of the Empire, and exiles

them and puts them to death, it does so in order to weaken

them, for it knows that if this class once became powerful

in the dependencies, it would soon have to say farewell to

its empire (1. 14).

The writer sums up as follows—‘ As to the Athenian

constitution, I do not commend it, but since it is the plea

sure of the Athenians to be democratically governed, they

seem to me, in following the policy which I have described,

to take the right means to preserve the democracy’ (3. I).

The whole drift of the composition is that a democracy

which wishes to be durable must impoverish the rich

and diminish their numbers, and see that the demos

is as numerous and as well off as possible. Aristotle

recommends democracies to adopt a diametrically op

posite course (7 8. 1309 a 14. sqq.). The writer of

the De Republica Atheniensium, though his notion of

the true policy for a democracy is much the same as

that of the democratic leaders referred to by Aristotle

in the Eighth Book (c. 4. 1319 b 6 sqq.), appears to

go even beyond them, for they do not seem to have

insisted on the weakening and impoverishment of the rich.

He probably wished to depict as vividly as possible the

consequences and accompaniments of a democratic regime,

and to point out that the only way of escaping them is

to abjure democracy, though he allows that at Athens,

where the fleet does so much for the State, democracy

has a just claim to exist (I. 2). Aristotle’s aim, on the

contrary, is to show that there are other forms both of

democracy and oligarchy than the extreme forms, and that

those who are called on to administer these extreme

forms will, if they are wise, seek the means of preserving

them, not in oppression, but in good government and

consideration for those excluded from power. Even Aris
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totle, however, does not see how much the interests of

rich and poor are bound up together-how difficult it is

to oppress the capitalist without impoverishing the poor.

If any one desires to test the truth of Aristotle’s account

of the causes of revolution and the means of preventing it,

let him select for study some great and notable instances

of constitutional change—the decline and fall of the ‘ nobili

tas’ at Rome or the fall of the ancien regime in France——

and then ask himself whether Aristotle has not stated in

advance many of the causes of each of these changes.

Some influences, no doubt, escape his notice, and perhaps,

in reading the Seventh Book, we are too much allowed to

forget that constitutional change is often made necessary,

and even desirable, by changes in the social conditions, but

nevertheless, it may be questioned whether on the whole

anything better and wiser has ever been written on the

subject than these two chapters of the Politics.

The Tenth and Eleventh chapters investigate the causes Causes of

of the fall of monarchies and the means of preserving them. fijnffiihijs

At the very outset, however, as might be anticipated, and means

a strong contrast is drawn between the two forms assumed $552?

by Monarchy in Greece, Kingship and Tyranny. They

differ, we are told, in origin and nature, and we are not

surprised to find in the sequel that the means by which

they are preserved are not altogether the same.

The conception of Kingship was one of the earliest of

the good traditions of Greece, and among the noblest and

most permanently valuable of them. Aristotle did little

more for it than to accept it 1, and hand it on to the

Roman and medieval world. The King is, in his view, a

man of high worth, or belongs to a family of high worth,

or has conferred great benefits on his people—founded its

greatness, secured its independence, or added to its terri

tory—or he unites worth or service with power (7 10.

1310b 33 sqq.). Kingship, like Aristocracy, rests on desert

1 He accepts it, though he adds that the only true King is the

flapfiamheus.
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(1310 b 2, 31 sq.). It is not won by force or deceit, but is

earned. It appears to be conceived by Aristotle as usually

hereditary, but not necessarily so (c. 10. 1313 a 10, éu ra'is

Kara ye'vos Baathsfats). It is regarded by him as owing its

origin to the support of the better classes (02 e’memeis, oi

yvaipium), and we are told that the King stands between

rich and poor to see that neither class suffers wrong from

the other. He lives for that which is noble, as the tyrant

lives for that which is pleasant. He is ambitious of honour

as the tyrant is ambitious of wealth; the soldiers who

guard him are citizens of the State, while those who guard

the tyrant are aliens. The King rules for the common

good; the tyrant regards the common good only so far as

it promotes his own.

The same causes, however, which bring about the fall of

non-monarchical constitutions—‘ constitutions’ strictly so

called—bring about the fall both of kingship and tyranny.

As in constitutions, so in monarchies, the ends aimed at

by those who seek to overthrow them are wealth and

honourl. So again, men attack monarchies, as they attack

constitutions, from a sense of wrong or from feelings of fear

or contempt. Their attack may be directed either against

the person of the monarch or against his throne. Attacks

on the person are mainly due to indignation aroused by

outrage, while those who assail the monarch’s throne are

commonly animated by feelings of contempt, or are made

hopeful of success by possessing the monarch’s confidence

or by holding high office (1312 a 6 sqq.: I314a 23 sqq.).

So far Kingship and Tyranny are exposed to the same

perils, but Tyranny has special perils of its own. It falls

both from disagreements within the dynasty and from the

action of foreign States whose constitutions are hostile to it.

Tyrants are always hated, and exposed to attacks inspired

by hatred, but the attacks on them which lead to the over

1 Those assailants of tyrants, what they seek is glory; their

indeed, who are moved by love of object is to distinguish themselves.

distinction (Momma) do not crave They too aim at honour, but in a

for themselves the wealth and different sense from others (0. 10.

d1gn1t1es possessed by the tyrant : 1311 a 28 sqq. : 1312 a 21 sqq.).
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throw of the Tyranny are in many cases .due to contempt;

the founder of a tyranny is less often overthrown than his

luxurious successor. Kingship, on the other hand, is less

than any other constitution interfered with by foreign

Statesl; its fall is mostly due to discord in the royal family,

or to attempts to make the royal authority more absolute,

and to raise it above the law. To moderate the power

of a Kingship is the best way to make it last. Aristotle

would probably have seen in the despotism of the Tudors

and Stuarts the cause of the decline of Monarchy in

England.

The picture of 'rvpavvfs‘ in the Seventh Book takes no ac

count of several of the forms of it described in the Third and

Sixth Books, and concerns itself only with rvpavut’s in its

extreme form (1‘7 adAw-ra T‘Upava's‘, 6 10. 1295 a 18), and

as it presented itself in a Greek State. Aristotle’s account

of it is thus hardly less sombre than that given in the

Republic of Plato, though, unlike Plato, he does what he

can to amend its methods of government.

He draws an interesting distinction in the Tenth Chapter

(cp. c. 5. 1305 a 7 sqq.) between some of the earlier Greek

tyrants and those of a later day. The earlier tyrants, he

tells us, were often ambitious kings, or else holders of

great offices in free States, who converted their lawful

prerogatives into tyranny—the tyrants of Ionia were of

the latter type, and Pheidon of Argos was not the only

instance of the former—but as to the later tyrants, and

some of the earlier ones apparently—for instance, Cypselus

(7 (5). 12. I315b 27)—he is at one with Plato in stating

that they came forward as the champions of the demos

against the rich. In those days, unlike the still later time

at which Aristotle himself lived and wrote, demagogues

commonly possessed military skill, and it was not difficult

for them to seize absolute power. It was thus that

Peisistratus at Athens, Theagenes at Megara, and Diony

sius at Syracuse won their tyrannies. By the time of

Aristotle, however, the conditions had altered: dema

1 I312b 38: cp. 1312a 93sqq.
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gogues were then rhetoricians, not soldiers, so that not

many of them became tyrants (c. 5. 1305 a 13). Notwith

standing this, Aristotle still speaks of tyranny in these

chapters (e. g. c. 10. 1310 b 14) as beginning in demagogy.

We know from the history of the Italian Republics of

the Middle Ages that tyranny is a not uncommon out

growth of the City-State; otherwise Aristotle’s account

of the Greek tyrant might make us wonder that such a

being should ever have existed.

His rule is described as exercised over unwilling subjects '

and wholly based on force. The mercenaries who main

tained him in power were supported by the proceeds of

heavy taxes imposed on his subjects. These taxes would no

doubt fall mainly on the rich, but both rich and poor are

described as suffering under his rule. It is said to combine the

worst features of extreme oligarchy and extreme democracy.

Like the extreme oligarchy 1, the tyrant deprives the people

of arms 2, oppresses them, drives them from the city, and

scatters them in villages. Like the extreme democracy, he

carries on a perpetual war with citizens of position (rots

'vapt’uow); he puts them to death both secretly and openly,

and exiles them, for he regards them as his rivals for

power; it is, in fact, from their ranks that plots for the

overthrow of a tyranny commonly proceed (1311 a 18).

Aristotle’s view of tyranny did not probably difi‘er much

from that current in the sounder portions of Greek society.

We know that though Jason of Pherae was not an oppressive

rulers, his murderers were publicly honoured in most of the

Greek States they visited“. The tyrant Hiero, in the

dialogue of Xenophon which bears his name, describes him

1 C. 10. 1311 a 9, 8|: ne‘u dht'yap—

xiar, but the extreme oligarchy is

probably referred to, as previously

in 13m b 4.

2 Isocrates mentions in his let

ter (Epist. 7) to Timotheus, tyrant

of the Pontic Heracleia, that Cle

ommis, the tyrant of Methymna,

trusted all his subjects with arms

(c. 8sq.), but this was evidently

an unusual and somewhat peril

ous course. Most tyrants went

armed themselves, and were sur

rounded with armed men (Xen.

Hiero 2. 8). Cypselus had no

guard (P01. 7 (5). 12. 1315b 27),

but he was an exception to the

general rule.

’ Diod. 15.61.

‘ Xen. Hell. 6. 4. 32.
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self in effect as an outlaw on a throne1. But then we must

remember that tyranny had a brighter side, which Aristotle

does not here take into account. The tyrant sometimes

gave his State predominance in return for its surrender of

freedom. The founder of a tyranny was commonly a man

of much energy and ability, capable of doing great things

for the State he ruled. We may be sure that Pherae was

not sorry to become the first State of Thessaly, even

though it owed its aggrandisement to jason. We may be

sure that many citizens of Syracuse rejoiced, when Dionysius

the Elder made their city the leading power in Sicily and

South Italy, and the rallying-point of Greek resistance to

Carthage. \Vell-cared-for mercenary troops were rapidly

becoming more effective in war than citizen-soldiersz, and

the tyrant’s military force was necessarily a mercenary

force. Even when the tyrant was not a Jason or a Diony

sius, he occasionally won the good-will of his subjects.

The memory of Euphron, the tyrant of Sicyon, was idolized

by the Sicyonians. He was a benefactor to his State, says

Xenophon, and therefore, as often happens, his fellow

citizens took him to be what he was not, a good man“.

They buried him in the agora, and worshipped him as the

second founder of the State. Aristotle-tells us that plots

against the tyrant commonly originated with the rich, and

it is probable that the poor often forgave him much for his

oppression of their oppressors. Here and there, indeed, we

find a tyrant governing well. Timotheus, tyrant of the

Pontic Heracleia, is an instance of this‘.

Aristotle himself seems to feel that tyranny might become

far less intolerable, if it adopted less objectionable means

than those which it usually adopted for securing its own

continuance. Periander was credited with the invention of

the policy traditionally recommended to tyrants, which,

however, recalled in many points the practices of Persian

rule. This policy was demoralizing enough. The tyrant

1 Xen.I-1iero c. 4. 4sq. 1 Grote, History of Greece

2 Xen. Hell. 6. 1. 5sq. 12. 629.

1’ Xen. Hell. 7. 3. 1:.

VOL. I. X n
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was to cut off all individuals who towered above the rest—

to put an end to syssitia, clubs, and intellectual gatheringsl—

to allow of no meeting-places for the social employment of

leisure nor of any meetings for that purpose—to do all he

could to prevent his subjects coming to know or trust each

other, or developing high spirit and self-confidence—to get

them to live in public and under his eye, and to hang about

his court, so that they may think humbly of themselves—to

employ spies—to promote disunion and hostility between

individuals, to set class against class, and to sow divisions

among the rich—to impoverish his subjects by costly works

»——to be always at war that they may need a leader—to

distrust his friends as those most capable of overthrowing

him, and to conciliate women and slaves by indulging them,

so that even what passes indoors may be known to him.

He will be fond of low people, for they will be his humble

flatterers and fit instruments for his purposes, and will dis

countenance all self-respecting and independent characters;

his companions will be aliens rather than citizens—artists,

singers, and musicians, on whom he lavishes the sums he

wrings from the hard-won earnings of the poor.

It is evident that a tyranny administered on these

principles must have been fatal to that free social inter

course for purposes of relaxation and discussion which was

everything to the Greek. Its evil effects would be

experienced both by rich and poor, but the rich probably

felt them most. The poor might suffer oppression and be

degraded by the deprivation of arms, but the rich and the

cultivated were robbed of all that was best in Hellenic life.

A city'ruled by a tyrant of this type can have been no

home for Greeks, or even for honest and self-respecting

men.

1 \Ve see that the founder of

the Museum of Alexandria did

that which a tyrant would not

have done, when he not only

tolerated,but endowed and placed

near to his own palace, a large

gathering of studious men and

their disciples. It was natural

enough that the tyrant Euergetes

II should scatter the Alexandrian

students by his persecutions

(Athen. Deipn. 184 c). Dion’s

Syracusan enterprise, it may be

added, received cordial support

in the Academy (Grote, History

of Greece 11. 116).
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Aristotle does not say that the traditional method of

maintaining a tyranny was ineffective for its purpose, but he

regards it as immoral and contemptible (1314a 12). He

recommends a wholly different course for the tyrant’s

adoption, as Isocrates had done before him]. He does not

tell him, as he tells the King, that he may make his throne

more lasting by parting with some of its power, but he ad

vises him to rule in such a way as to seem, not the selfish

tyrant, but the public-spirited and thrifty steward of the

State—in a word, to approximate his rule as far as possible

to that of a king, without, however, diminishing the means

he possesses of compelling obedience. As in free consti

tutions, so in tyranny the principle must not be lost sight

of, that those who wish well to the constitution must be

stronger than those who wish it ill, and the tyrant must

take care to win for his tyranny either the combined sup

port of rich and poor, or the support of the stronger of the

two factions ; it will not then be necessary for him either to

liberate slaves2 or to deprive freemen of their arms (1315 a

31 sqq.).

The very first sentence of the Eighth Book reminds us Sketch of

how little we have heard in the Seventh of the four or five 223,521,“

sub-forms of oligarchy and democracy which were enume- Eighth

rated in the Sixth. Aristotle recurs to these sub-forms at Bock'

the beginning of the Eighth Book, and recalls the fact

that though he has distinguished various forms of oli

garchy and democracy, and pointed out under what con

ditions each is in place, he has not shown how each form

should be constructed—he has not shown what organization

is at once appropriate in each case and satisfactory. Nor

has he studied hybrid forms of constitution (o-vvfivaojuoi)—

forms in which an aristocratic judiciary is combined with an

1 In his address to Nicocles

and his letter to Timotheus.

2 This was probably one of the

most odious weapons in the

arsenal of the tyrant: cp. Xen.

Hell. 7. 3. 8,\vhere the murderer of

the tyrant Euphron says in his

own defence—Kai [1.7)]! 7rd); 06K

d1rpo¢naiarwr nipawor 791V, 5; 806

hovs psi! 01’; pduov e’hwfis'pavs‘ (DOM-z

xal nohfras e’rroist K.-r.l\.

N112
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oligarchical organization of the deliberative authority and

the magistracies, or in which some other combination of

differing constitutions occurs. Both these subjects, how

ever, require to be studied. The Eighth Book, nevertheless,

as we have it, breaks off before the subject of hybrid forms

is reached, and the book consists of an investigation of the

first—mentioned subject, followed, as we have already seen,

by an epilogue to the discussions respecting magistracies

which are left avowedly incomplete in the Sixth.

The fragment of the book which has reached us seems,

therefore, to be intended to give technical help to the

framers and reformers (1317a 33 sq.) of democratic and

oligarchical constitutions in Greece. Aristotle’s object in it

is to point out to them, under what circumstances these con

stitutions should assume a moderate or a pronounced form

(c. 7. 1321 a 8), and what institutions are appropriate and

desirable in each form, and to save them from constructing

each in an inappropriate or undesirable way. A common

error, for instance, was1 to hold that every democracy must

unite in itself every democratic feature (ii'rrav'ra. rd anaemia),

whereas the very thing that makes democracy vary in form

is the circumstance that it need not do so: democracy may

embody more or fewer of these characteristics, or all of

them, as it pleases (1317 a 29 sqq.). Aristotle seeks to

show how each form of democracy and oligarchy should be

constituted. He points out how even the extreme demo

cracy and the extreme oligarchy may be made tolerable,

just as in the Seventh Book he had shown the tyrant how

to make his power durable. His aim in the Eighth Book

evidently is to give useful aid to the founders of moderate

forms of democracy and oligarchy, and to guide the

founders of the extreme forms into moderate paths. There

is much in the book which illustrates and enforces in detail

the counsel of the Seventh Book to keep the mean (Ta

piéaov) in view (c. 9. 1309 b 18 sqq.).

1 C. 1. 1317a 35 sqq.
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To Aristotle the political art is the means by which the Aristotle's

individual is enabled to make the link which binds him to filcilz'thc

the State a blessing instead of a curse. It cannot, indeed, PTOMBII}

overrule Nature and Fortune, or make good all defects of giifiiim

material and circumstance; it cannot render human society

everywhere all that it ought to be; but it can point out

what the State is at its best, for the benefit of the few who

can realize its best form, and it can also point out how

under every variety of circumstances constitutions may be

ameliorated, or at all events made to work tolerably. It

must not rest content with depicting an ideal State or

a series of ideal States; it must learn to do something for

every form of society, however imperfect.

How far it is really the business of Political Science to

enter on so many problems of detail, or to construe its

functions in so practical a spirit, may well be questioned,

but Aristotle’s conception of its mission is as creditable to

his patriotism, as his handling of the subject is to his

wisdom and statesmanship. Theophrastus persevered in

the same path, and supplemented Aristotle's Politics by

writing a work on Laws, and teaching the statesman how

to deal with those ‘inclinationes rerum’ (Kaipoi’), which in

practice so largely determine his action 1. Dicaearchus was

also an influential Peripatetic writer on political subjects,

but after the death of Strato (270—268 13.0) the Peripatetic

school seems to have lost much of its vitality.

Stoicism and Epicureanism had arisen meanwhile, and Relation of

the broad tendency of their teaching was more or less to

detach the individual from politics. To the Stoics Virtue t°P°1ifiF§

was Knowledge, and came not by habituation, but by

teaching; philosophy, therefore, was its source rather than

society. To know the law of the Universe was virtue.

I Aristotle had said (Eth. Nic. 'ri’w Katpdu o'xorreiv, dza'rrsp Kai e’rri 'rrjr

- . 2 _ , ~ ., \ - ~
2. 2. 1104a 5)—'rotou'rov d OVTOS‘ 'rou m-rptKrlr £X€L Kai T179 KvBepwl'rtKns‘.

Kaeohov Miyov, 1‘1" pfihhov 6 nepi Perhaps Theophrastus thought
.. H , , .. , - -

'raw K00 eKno'Ta Myer ouK GXGL Tdel- that something mlght be done for

Bes' Oii'rs yap {111-6 TEXI/Yll! 0176’ {mo men’s guidance even in reference

'rrapayyehi'av ofidspiav win-rat, 8:1 8' t0 rd 1rpos 1'61! Kaipév.

ai’rroizs (isi 1'01): 1rpd'r'r0vras‘ 'ra 1rpr
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Still political life recommended itself to them as affording

opportunities for doing good. In one respect, indeed, their

conception of the statesman is in advance of that of Plato

and Aristotle, for in their view he lives to promote not only

the happiness of his fellow-citizens but that of mankind 1.

The wise man, however, would not take an active part in

the affairs of any and every State, for if the State is too

unsatisfactory, he will withdraw from its concerns; and

after all, ‘a philosopher who teaches and improves his

fellow-men benefits the State quite as much as a warrior,

an administrator, or a civil functionary2.’ The o-rrovoaios, we

see, is no longer necessarily a 7r0M'rLKO's‘, as he was to Aris—

totleg. Besides, the true State was to the Stoics the \Vorld

State—a State co-extensive with the human race, or rather

embracing not only men but gods. Still the Stoics wrote

freely about politics. They composed treatises on King

ship, which we must not undervalue, for in the Greek world

of the third century before Christ the influence of philoso

phers was considerable, and occasionally availed to temper

the despotism of the kings. They also joined with the

Peripatetic Dicaearchus in extolling a combination of king

ship, aristocracy, and democracy 4. They took a keen

interest in the Lacedaemonian State; its austerity pleased

them, and not less its mixed constitution. None of them,

however, appear to have studied the technical side of politics

in the minute and painstaking way in which Aristotle and

Theophrastus studied it, or to have attempted, like Aristotle,

to amend the less hopeful constitutions.

The Epicurean school stood still more aloof from politics.

Epicurus sought to ease the strain of Greek life, to still

that restless ambition to shine which had been at the root

both of the greatness and the unhappiness of Greece, and to

teach afresh the lesson of Democritus, that if men wish for

1 See the teaching of the Stoic Sceptics, E. T. p. 305. See

Athenodorus ap. Sen. de Tranq. Athenodorus ubisupra.

An. 3, who says of the statesman 3 Po]. 3. 4. 1277b 16: 3. i8.

—‘ cum utilem se efficere civibus 1288 a 41 sqq.

mortalibusquepropositumhabeat.’ ‘ Diog. Laert. 7. I31.

2 Zeller, Stoics Epicureans and
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cheerful tranquillity (sitivaia), they must not be over-active

either in private or public life, or attempt achievements

beyond their power 1. The life of friendship, according to

Epicurus, conferred more pleasure and was therefore better

than political life.

‘Ut satius multo iam sit parere quietum

Quam regere imperio res velle et regna tenerez.’

The State exists to prevent the infliction of wrong, and for

no higher end: the wise man will take an active part in it

only so far as is necessary for his own safety.

Too little of the Greek literature of the two centuries

after Theophrastus’ death has survived to enable us to say

with any certainty how far Aristotle’s patient effort to

understand and to ameliorate the public and private insti

tutions of Greece was continued during this period; if it

was continued, however, it must have been so in the face of

many discouragements. We hear, indeed, of two disciples

of Arcesilaus the founder of the New Academy, Ecdemus

and Megalophanes, the tutors of Philopoemen, who, accord

ing to Plutarch, ‘more than any other men of their time

carried philosophy forward into politics and active life3.’

But the great scientific intellects of the third century before

Christ—and there was no lack of them—seem to have

sought distinction for the most part in other fields of

inquiry. Little, if any, progress appears to have been

made in the quiet and fruitful path which Aristotle had

followed in political inquiry, and it is rather to the

practical politics of this century and to such new births

of time as the Achaean League that we must look, if

we seek to trace some approach to a realization of his

principle of moderation. The Achaean League was, in

deed, reared on the ruins of that Town-autonomy which

1 Democrit. Fragm.2o,92 (Mul

lach, Fr. Philos. Gr. 1. 341, 346).

2 Lucr. 5. 1127.

a Plutarch, Philopoemen c. I,

’1':quan Kai Mcyah0¢dwls oi Ms'ya

honohiral . . . ’Apxemhdq: o'uvr'jfias

c'v 'AxaBrmsiq ye-yovdrss, Kai ¢L)\oac

(plan ,uéhm'ra 161/ Md e'av'mizs s'n-l

"oh-relay Kai. 1rpd§ns wpoayayéwss.

Their names are variously given :

see Prof. Freeman, Federal G0

vernment I. p. 362 note.
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The Poli

tics the

closing1

word in a

long de

bate

Isocrates,

Plato, and

Aristotle.

he prized, but its government did exemplify in some degree

an union of democracy with aristocracy. ‘Achaia,’ says

Mr. Freeman1, ‘still retained its mixture of moderate

Democracy and moderate Aristocracy, its freedom from

the rule alike of mobs, Tyrants, and Oligarchs.’

The Politics of Aristotle is thus virtually the closing

word, or almost the closing word, of a debate begun by

Pythagoras and the Sophists, and continued by Socrates,

Xenophon, Isocrates, and Plato. Aristotle’s political views

were the outcome of more than a century and a half of

controversy. Fresh vigour had been added to the discus

sion in the later part of this period by the miseries of

Greece.

Three Greek writers especially seem to have taken the

state of Greece to heart—Isocrates, Plato, and Aristotle.

The orations of Isocrates, many of which are really political

pamphlets, were evidently familiar to Aristotle, and were

evidently thought by him of sufficient importance to

be frequently glanced at in the Politics. Sometimes he

agrees with opinions expressed in them; more often he

does not. Isocrates is not once mentioned in the Politics;

but his heresies probably lent a zest to the composition of

the work, for many a tacit contradiction of them is to be

found in its pages.

He held that in politics and in, the affairs of life opinion

usually gives better results than science 2, whereas Aristotle

insisted on the value of the noAmKi; e’marrqu: he depre

ciated the legislative art in comparison with that of Rhe

toric, for the former, he said, was easily mastereda, and,

after all, dealt only with the internal organization of

States 4, whereas the business of Rhetoric is to treat of

such matters as the mutual relations of the States of Hellas 5,

and to teach men civil prudence, or wisdom in deliberation,

1 Federal Govemment I. p.

500: see also p. 475 and p. 392

note.

'1 Adv. Sophistas, §§ 8, 17 : De

Antid. § 271.

3 De Antid. § 80.

1 Aristotle appears to dissent

from this view in P01. 4 (7). 2.

I32 5 a 11 sqq.

" De Antid. § 79.
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which is the true end of education‘. Aristotle, on the

contrary, holds that the 'TIOALTLKi] e’mcr-niim is the supreme

authority on all these subjects. It was natural that one

who thought opinion a safer guide in politics and the

conduct of life than Science, should seek to fit it for

the discharge of this function, and should invoke the aid

of Rhetoric for this purpose. Isocrates, accordingly, made

it his aim to draw Rhetoric away from the humbler topics

with which in his day it concerned itself, to the study of

questions connected with the mutual relations of Greek

States, and thus to render rhetorical training a school of

civil wisdom. His strength lay in his affection for Hellas

and his keen interest in her well-being. More than any

one else, he deserves credit for insisting on a right use of

‘hegemonical’ authority. Looking back over the past of

Hellas, he saw the Athenians, Lacedaemonians, and Thebans

successively rising to supremacy and successively misusing

the opportunity that Fortune gave them. His orations are

spread over a considerable period of time, and, perhaps in

part for this reason, are not very self-consistent. In one

(the De Pace) he holds that there was something corrupt—

ing in maritime empire; in others he implies that the root

of the evil lay in faultiness of constitution. The constitu

tion is the soul of a State (Areopag. § 14: Panath. § 138).

Monarchy, oligarchy, and democracy are all good, if only

office be in the hands of those of the citizens who are fittest

to rule (oi ixavairaror 163v noitirév, Panath. § 132: cp. Xen.

de Vectig. I. I). But on the whole Isocrates is in favour of

democracy allied with aristocracy (Panath. § 131 : Areopag.

passim). Already, however, in the Panegyric Oration (B. C.

380) he had spoken as if all would be well in Greece, if only

the Athenians and the Lacedaemonians would come to an

agreement, and the other States would follow their example,

and all would unite in a war against Persia—this, he implies,

would suffice to restore internal harmony to each State

without any constitutional alterations (Paneg. §§ 173—4);

and in the Philippus (B. C. 346), a work of his extreme old

1 De Antid. §§ 261—280.
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age, he recurs to this earlier view, and holds that the essen

tial thing for Greece is that Philip should heal the feuds of

her four greatest States, Thebes, Lacedaemon, Athens, and

Argos—the last thing that Philip was likely to do—and

then become her leader in an invasion of the Persian Empire.

Plato and Aristotle saw deeper. They say persistently

what Isocrates says by fits and starts, that there must be

a reorganization of the State, but they hold that the re

organization of the State must be based on a reorganization

of knowledge. Plato and Aristotle base Politics, not on

Opinion, but on Science, and trace back the Science of

Politics to its roots in the Order of Nature. The begin

nings of sound Politics lie, according to the former, in a

knowledge of the Ideas—according to the latter, in a know

ledge of the end of Man and the purposes of Nature.

Plato is less pre-occupied than Isocrates with the dis

union of Hellas, and more with the moral and political mis

conceptions which had made each State two States and not

one, and were ruining the best-endowed natures. Let every

class possess the virtues demanded by the position which it

has to fill; let the mass of men be just and temperate, the

soldiers of the State be brave and obedient to its rulers,

and let the rulers be men of high natural gifts and worth,

to whom philosophy has given a glimpse of real existence,

and who have learnt to be wise and just and good in the

surest way—by contact with the Idea of Good; let the

State no longer corrupt its best natures, but train them to

rule by training them in philosophy. The State will then

be at one with itself, and the soul of the individual will be

so too; and a moral and political regeneration will proceed

hand in hand with the regeneration of Science, which will

itself be accompanied by a reform of religion.

Aristotle follows Plato in directing his attention mainly

to the internal reorganization of the State, though he is

well aware with Isocrates of the importance of regulating

hegemonyl. Unlike Plato, however, he has no panacea.

1 He knows how much harm misconception that the art of

had been done by the prevailing Politics is the art of Empire (4
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Power must be allotted in each State conformany to the

social conditions prevailing in it. There are States whose

social conditions point to the extreme democracy or the

extreme oligarchy. In States so circumstanced these highly

defective forms must exist, but they must be wisely or

ganized, so as to be as durable as possible. Elsewhere a

moderate oligarchy or democracy will be in place. The

holders of power will not be the same everywhere, but

whoever they are, they must remember that their power

will not be durable unless they not only behave well to

each other, but also to those to whom the constitution as

signs a subordinate position, whether these happen to be

the rich or the poor. They must be moderate and avoid

extremes. No government, however, deserves the name of

a ‘normal government,’ unless it is for the common good,

which no deviation-form can really be ; and if we ask what

government for the common good is, it is government

which secures happiness to all in the measure in which

they are capable of partaking of it (3. 6. 1278 b 21). Vir

tuous action is the main constituent of happiness; hence

government which promotes virtuous action is government

for the common good.

The Politics, however, like the Republic of Plato before

it, is the work of one who was not only a Hellenic patriot,

but also a philosopher. It seeks, on the one hand, to restore

rational government in Greece, but it also seeks, on the

other, to trace the ideal outline of human society. It is

only by studying politics in an ideal spirit, that we discern

the full scope and operation of the State. To do this, we

must imagine ourselves favoured to the fullest extent by

Nature and Fortune, and devise such a State as will give

complete effect to the purposes of Nature in regard to man.

Man has an end to achieve—‘ good life ’—and he cannot

achieve it except in and through Society. He must join

(7). 2. 1324b 32 sqq.), and insists of the qualifications of the ruler

on States behaving to other States of a State is to know how a State

according to their deserts (4 (7). should behave to other States

2. 1325a 11 sqq.). Plato himself (Rep. 428 C—D).

had said in the Republic that one
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with his fellows, and the society thus formed must learn to

ascend from the satisfaction of daily physical needs to the

satisfaction of higher needs. Society must culminate in the

1rd)“; : the individual must find in the “KdItLS‘ a guide of life,

a source of virtuous action, and so of happiness. Aristotle,

like Plato before him, met the universal craving of man for

some guiding and saving Power external to the individual

by pointing, not to a priesthood or to a Church, or even to

God, but to the State. Man’s natural sociality is his salva

tion, if only it be preserved from distortion.

The group of individuals forming the 7TdI\LS‘, if it has not

a living law in the person of a waufiaameiis or Absolute

King, must frame laws and live in obedience to them.

These laws must mould the conditions under which they

live so as to be in the highest degree conducive to virtuous

action and happiness. They must be such as to secure as

far as possible to each member of the group enough and

not more than enough of external goods, and an adequate

supply of bodily goods. Above all, they must be such

as to develope the goods of the soul—to call forth and

give full play to men’s highest faculties, moral and in

tellectual. They must begin by making the Household

a nursery of virtue for husband and wife, father and child,

master and slave; its head must learn to be less a bread

winner 0r proprietor than a ruler and a guide in the paths

of virtue—to care less for the improvement of his inani

mate property than for that of his slaves, less for that of

his slaves than for that of the free members of his house

hold. They must carry the same principle'into the orga

nization of the State ; they must allow no one to be a citizen

who is not equal to the duties of a citizen—who has not

the purpose and capacity to rule and be ruled with a view

to virtuous action and the highest life; they must give

political power only to men of mature age and full expe

rience, animated by the aim of ruling for the good ofthe

whole—that is, for the development of the best and happiest

life. This equal brotherhood of mature men will live for

politics and philosophy, leaving war to the younger citizens
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who will in time fill their places. The business of the citizens

of full age will be to rule their households and the State, to

guide the education of the young. and above all to live their

own life—a wholly unimpeded life of the noblest activity.

Their happiness will consist in this, that they are in posses

sion of all the material and psychical conditions of such a

life, that they live in the society of those who are equally fit

to live it‘, and that the social conditions in which they find

themselves are precisely those which best suit such a life.

The ideal society is as a vessel which has all the winds of

heaven in its favour. In a society thus organized man

breathes at last his native air, reaches his full stature, and

attains the end of his being. Society is no longer a warping

and distorting, but an elevating and ennobling influence.

The State exists, then, according to Aristotle, for the

sake of that kind of life which is the end of man—not for

the increase of its population or wealth, or (necessarily at

all events) for empire or the extension of its influence. It

exists for the exercise of the qualities which make men

good husbands, fathers, and heads of households, good

soldiers and citizens, good men of science and philosophers.

\then the State by its education and laws written and

unwritten succeeds in evoking and maintaining in vigorous

activity a life rich in noble aims and deeds, then and not

till then has it fully attained the end for which it exists.

The ideal State is that which adds to adequate material

advantages the noblest gifts of intellect and character, and

the will to live for their exercise in every relation of life,

and whose education, institutions, and law are such as to

develope these gifts and to call them into full play.

This is the social and political ideal of Aristotle, broadly

stated and stripped of detail. \Ve need not trouble our

1 Cp.Eth.Nic.9.9.117oa 11,711

uorro 8’ (iv Kai Eiirxrjm's 119 ff]; a’pe'rr'js‘

s’x 'rofi irufr'ju roir d-yafioir, Kada'nsp Kai

Gs'o'yvis (baa-w: and 9. 12. 11723.

I I, 1301:0501 56' Kdl. Behriovs yivscdai

c’vsp-yofivrer Kai diopdof/vres (HM;

hovs" dwopé'r'rovraz yi‘zp 1rap‘ tiltih'j

haw 0i: dpe'o-Kovrm, 50w “s'crfiiulw
ae‘u 'ydp (ln' éO'éAil-n Aristotle is

speaking in these passages of

the intercourse of arm/Saint as

private friends, but the same

thing may probably hold of their

public relations as fellow-citizens.
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Concluding

remarks.

selves here about the organization by which he thinks that

the end of the State is best attained. His conceptions on

this subject are affected by the inevitable imperfection of

the experience of his race and time.

His ideal, we feel, is a noble one, the ideal of an aspiring

race, perhaps rather Hellenic than Teutonic, rather ancient

than modern. Moderns are apt to value excellence for its

social utility: the Greek in his best moments worshipped

it for its own sake, and held its production to be the mismz

d’étre of human society. Yet Aristotle’s State, if Hellenic,

belongs to a new type of Hellenism, for much of the frivol

ous and feverish brilliancy of Greek life would vanish before

the high aims and serious purpose which he sought to im

press upon social life.

There are those, however, who will ask, as some Greeks

already asked, whether the end of human life is not rather

pleasure than perfection : some will hold that it is the

‘ greatest pleasure of the greatest number.’ The study of

Politics, we see, leads up at once to one of the central

questions of Ethics—a question which every race and every

generation will solve in its own way.

A further question is, whether Aristotle does not go too

far in pointing the individual to the State and its law as the

sources of his spiritual life. Do not men draw a large por

tion of their spiritual life—their religion, science, philos0phy

—from sources lying beyond the limits of the State to

which they belong? Is it not well that they should be free

to do so—free to adopt the best wherever they find it?

Aristotle, on the contrary, apparently expects all stirrings

of intellectual and religious life to accept the guidance of

the State and its law. And then again, can law do as much

as Aristotle thinks it can for perfection of life? It may

well be that the community of which a man forms a part

exercises over him an almost irresistible moulding influence,

and yet that the lawgiver’s power to direct and give shape

to that influence is far less than Aristotle implies it to be.

The influence of society over the individual is one thing;

the influence of law over both is another. When Aristotle
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ascribes to the lawgiver the power to determine both the

written and the unwritten laws of a community, or when he

conceives Law as exercising an easy supremacy over all

stirrings of life and all forms of activity within it—over

religion, science, trade, and production—and fashioning all

things at its will, does he not greatly overestimate the power

of the lawgiver?

To all these doubts there Would, however, be a ready

answer—that something very much like what Aristotle

proposed had already been effected in the Lacedaemonian

State1. Men remembered also the rule of Pythagoras at

Croton. We ourselves recall in comparatively modern

times the rule of Calvin at Geneva.

We must bear in mind that Aristotle belonged to a race

which was far more conscious of what the State and the

lawgiver had done for it than our own. The Greeks felt

that the merits of the Spartan were not due to any pecu

liarity in his religion, but to his State and its laws. Many

Greek States looked back to lawgivers in the past who

had, they believed, devised the laws, written and un

written, under which they had won their greatness. If

some modern communities look back to religious teachers

—Luther or Calvin or Knox—as their founders or re

founders, ancient societies frequently referred their origin

to individuals bearing the commission of the State. It

was the State that had made them what they were2; and

when they felt the need of a reform and asked themselves

how it could come about, they sought it not in a reforma

tion of religion, or at all events not in that alone, but in

a reformation of the State. Plato and Aristotle were

faithful to Greek traditions when they endeavoured to make

1 Cp. Eth. Nic. r. 13. 1102a 7

sqq.,doxsi de Kai 6 Kar' (ihrjdetav 1min

nKbs‘ mpi ratiqu (1.6. nepi ripe‘rr'yv)

[LtiALO'TG rren'owjodai' Batik-rm. 'yitp

'rmis TroM-rar dyudoiis 1r0isiv Kai min:

116wa im'qmious' napzidsiypa dé roti—

raw Zxonev roils‘ qu-rdw Kai AaKedai—

povlmv vapodé-ras", Kai ei' TWES‘ Erspoi

'rmoii'roz. yc'ye'mv'rai.

2 This view was asserted even

more emphatically by those who

regarded virtue as a Convention

and the coinage of the legislator,

like Polyarchus (Aristox. Fr. 15 :

Miiller, Fragm. Hist. Grace. 2.

276), than by those who held

that it had its root in the nature

of things.
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the State the main lever of moral and spiritual amend

ment. At’rros 6 'rpéa'as‘ ail-r69 Zaire-rat. The State exists for

spiritual ends, and must be so organized as to be fit for

the task of promoting them.

Everything tended to guide Aristotle to a conception of

the State as a small and intimate unity, dominated from

one end to the other by a single idea. inspired and per

meated by its law—a more human Lacedaemon, a wiser and

more many-sided jerusalem. To him a State was not

a State, if it was a mere coizgerz'es of individuals lacking

a common ethical creed to colour its art, its science and

philosophy, its political and social life. A State to him is

a strongly individualized unity which impresses its domi

nant idea on its members; it is no mere mechanical unity

compatible with infinite dissimilarities of creed and charac—

ter. The contrast between this ideal of the State and the

modern ideal resembles the contrast between a Greek

work of art and a modern one. We may say of the Aris

totelian State:

‘ Spiritus intus alit, totamque infusa per artus

Mens agitat molem, et magno se corpore miscet.’

States of this kind have existed, as has been said, not

only in ancient but in modern times, and when they have

existed, they have been as the leaven which leavens the

whole lump. Take away Lacedaemon and Rome from

ancient history, or Geneva from modern, and some of the

main factors of each will disappear.

In the large national States of modern Europe—‘ bodies

wanting souls,’ as Plato and Aristotle would perhaps have

thought them—we are less sensible of the fashioning in

fluence of the State and its Law. We are hardly conscious

enough of the spiritual issues which hang on the making

of laws and the government of States. We find it hard to

trace back the traditional views of life which are current

among ourselves —the tacit ideal of character and conduct

which every Englishman acquires from the social ‘milieu ’

in which he lives—to any laws ever promulgated by a law
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giver. We hold this ideal to be rather a heritage of blood,

an accompaniment of race, than the product of written law.

It seems to us the outcome of the national experience,

developed by stress of circumstances, and modified as this

or that class has gained or lost predominance. The Eng

lishman, unlike the Greek, does not trace back his moral

being to a lawgiver—hardly even to any action on the part

of his State. Yet if he studies the past of his race, he will

perhaps discover that he has underrated the share of his

State in making him what he is. His character would

have been other than it is, if there had been no French

Wars, no Wars of the Reformation, or if English freedom

had been less often imperilled and less often fought for.

Even the law of the State has had more to do with forming

the English character than we commonly remember. It

would not probably be quite what it is, if English feudalism

had been more like that of France. The laws which have

encouraged the ambition to ‘found a family,’ and enabled

men to do it, have greatly influenced the national character

for good or ill. The laws which, in popular phrase,

‘established the Church of England ’ have perhaps done

even more to influence it. The laws which regulate mar

riage and the household are also potent ethical influences.

\Vhen we remember these things, we come to see the

statesman and statesmanship in a new light. The states

man is revealed to us as a moral and spiritual force—

a power capable of imparting to the national character a

bent for good or ill, a means of lowering or elevating it.

We come to feel that this is the momentous side of his

activity—not the increase of the wealth or population of

his State, or the extension of its empire, or even perhaps

the extension of its influence in the world, but the deve

lopment of its character and intellect, for if this end

is attained, everything else will follow. The statesman

is placed in charge of his State, not to anticipate and

gratify its desires 1, but to guard and enrich its character

and life, to see that they suffer no detriment at his

‘ Plato, Gorgias 517 B sq.: 518 E sq.

VOL. I. O O
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hands. These are the views of Plato and Aristotle.

This and no other was the lesson they taught. It was

because the irrational governments around them were

potent sources of demoralization, potent solvents of Greek

character and manhood, that they seek—Aristotle even

more patiently and persistently than Plato—to facilitate

the return of the State to the true path.

Aristotle, indeed, is careful to impress on the statesman

that the circumstances of a State go far to determine its

organization, and that his aims must vary with what is

possible in the given case. He must not forget the techni

cal side of statesmanship, and must know how to make an

extreme democracy or a tyranny as durable, and therefore

as little oppressive and demoralizing, as possible. When,

on the other hand, fortune is wholly with him, he will take

the end of good life as his guide in moulding every institu

tion of the State.

In one respect, however, Aristotle’s conception of the

office of the State in regard to the promotion of good life

seems to us to sin by defect. It apparently never occurs

to him to ask whether the State does not exist to promote

good life in others than its own citizens. His best State is

to be just to its neighbours, but he is too little accustomed

to regard the State as part of a larger whole to ask

whether States do not in some degree exist for the eleva

tion of those outside their limits, or even possibly for the

‘education of the human race.’ To us a State which,

however'noble in its action, fails to leave its mark upon

history and the world at large, would seem not to be all

that we could wish a State to be. We look back to a suc—

cession of States which have helped to build up the fabric

of European civilization, and the State which has not

fought a Salamis, or done great things for religion or law or

science, falls, in our view, behind the State which has. We

regard the State not as living to itself and dying to itself,

but as influencing for good or ill the destinies of mankind.

Aristotle, on the contrary, knows nothing of the historical

mission of States. He looks to the quality of the life, not
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to the results achieved—to the intrinsic nobility of the life

lived, not to its fruitfulness in consequences. The question

which determines his estimate of a State is—how far is the

life lived in it a life of perfect manhood? Does it develope

and give full play to the noblest faculties of man, and not

to one of them only, or a few of them, but to all?
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(See PP- 98, 493. 495-)

On llze 77zz'rd and Fourth Chap/err (fl/1e Sz'xflz Book.

THE integrity of the text in the third and fourth chapters of the

Sixth Book has been much doubted, and not without reason.

The question whether there are more constitutions than one has

already been discussed in the Third Book (3. 6. 1278 b 6 sqq.), and

its renewed discussion is in itself surprising. But of this there are

other instances in the Politics. For example, the question what is

the most desirable life is discussed in the first three chapters of the

Fourth Book, and yet we are again invited to consider ‘ what is the

end of the best life ’ in the fourteenth and fifteenth chapters (1333 2.

15—1334 b 5). Aristotle, in fact, has no scruple in raising a ques

tion again, when he wishes to draw a new lesson from the discussion,

as he does in each of these discussions of the Fourth Book. We

notice the same thing here. The question discussed in these chap

ters of the Sixth Book is the same as that discussed in the Third,

but the object of the discussion is different. There the object had

been to obtain a rough classification of constitutions; here it is to

point out how great is the number of possible forms, and to correct

a prevailing impression that, however much constitutions may ap

pear to differ from each other, they are all forms either of oligarchy

or democracy. Aristotle’s wish in the Sixth Book is to give aid to

the statesman who undertakes the difiicult task of reforming existing

constitutions (6 I. 1289a 1-15). He perhaps knew of cases

in which statesmen had ignored the difference between various

shades of oligarchy and democracy, and had given to one sub-form

institutions appropriate to another.

The third chapter begins by affirming that the reason why there

are more constitutions than one is that there are more ‘parts of

the State ’ than one, and in enumerating these it groups them

under the two heads of 8?);10: and 'ylltitplfml. Under the former head

fall cultivators, traders, and artisans, each representing a different

type of demos—under the latter, ywbptpm representing various

degrees of wealth, and then again those whose claims rest on birth
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and those whose claims rest on virtue. To all these parts may be

added any others included among necessary parts of a State e'v mi:

wepi 17‘)” dpw'roKpa'riav (1290 a 2)—3. much disputed reference, but

one which we cannot stop to examine here. One constitution,

Aristotle goes on, admits all these parts or classes to a share in

power, another gives power to only a few of them, a third gives

power to a larger number. As the parts differ in kind, the con

stitutions will also differ in kind, [for constitutions vary relatively

to the parts]. ‘A constitution is the ordering of the offices of the

State, and this ordering all men distribute among themselves either

according to the power of those who are admitted to political

rights, or according to some common equality subsisting among

them—I mean, for example, the power of the poor or the rich or

some power common to both. Thus there will necessarily be as

many constitutions as there are ways of ordering the offices of

a State according to the relative superiorities and differences exhi

bited by the parts ’ (1290 a 7 sqq.)1. A common view is that there

are two typical constitutions, democracy and oligarchy, and that all

others are deviation-forms of these; the aristocracy is counted as

a form of oligarchy, and the polity as a form of democracy. But it

is better and more correct to make the best constitution (whether in

one form only, or in two—kingship and aristocracy) the typical form,

and to view other constitutions as deviations from that—the stricter

and more despotic forms as oligarchical deviations, the looser and

less strict as democratical.

It is a mistake to suppose that democracy can be simply defined

as the rule of the many, or oligarchy as the rule of the few. Oli

garchy is the rule primarily of the rich, secondarily of the few:

democracy is the rule primarily of the free-born, secondarily of the

many. We must not, however, suppose a democracy to exist,

where a free-born minority rules over a subject majority, nor again

where a wealthy majority rules over a minority of poor. Demo

cracy exists when the free-born and the poor, being a majority,

are supreme, and oligarchy, when the rich are supreme, being few.

This explanation of the nature of democracy and oligarchy is pro

bably added to show that these terms must be used in a less

comprehensive sense than that in which they were used by those

means certain. For im-ré. 101’ 11616111 6 12. 1296 b 26, Mai gua

o'rov 6 us quoupa-rias Man). 71):! z‘nrsp

oxfiv 1'05 Br’mou émiarou. It seems best

to supply w‘p/ brim/aw with 112111 limipwv

1) 16011 sfiwépwv, but the interpretation

of the passage 1290 a 7 sqq. is by no

iaé-rq-ra Koivr'lv, cp. 3. 6. 1279 a 9,

511111 f Ka'r' 106111111 1631/ nah-rain! o'ws

a-nprufa. Kai KaO‘ 6p016rfl7a: 6 (4). 4.

1291 b 30 sqq.: 8 (6). 2. 1318a. 3

sqq.: 6 (4). 11.1296 a 40 sqq.
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who brought all existing constitutions under these two heads. If

democracy were the rule of the many and oligarchy the rule of the

few, it might be more possible to classify all constitutions as

democracies or oligarchies.

At this point the result of the discussion, so far as it has gone, is

summed up, and the next subject of inquiry announced, as follows:

31': pix! 05v rohireiat wher'ovs- Kai of fill airlav, ei'prrrai' Bid-rt Bs‘ wheiovs'

'raw eipqiis'vwv Kai fives Kai did 11', hé-ywjisv dpxiiv her/9611119 n‘p! ciprlaé

vrjv 1rpo'1'sp0v. opoho'yoiipcv yap ot’ix Eu ,uc'pos dhha rrhcio) nan-av E'xsw

néAw (c. 4. 1290b 21-24). It would seem then that, if this passage

is authentic, all that Aristotle claims to have as yet established is

that there are more constitutions than one, and why this is so; he

has not yet displayed their full number, or set forth what varieties

of constitution exist, or why there are all these varieties. And it is

true that though he has prepared us (1290 a 5-13) for the existence

of many diflcrent ways of ordering offices relatively to the various

forms of the 815140: and yvdipqior, he has not decisively told us that

more constitutions exist than the best constitution (single or two

fold in form) and its oligarchical and democratic deviations. So

that there is really room for a renewed consideration of the subject.

The long inquiry into the parts of the State which follows (I 290 b

22—1291 b 15) is very interesting, but it gives us an entirely new

account of them—one which we might suppose was intended to

take the place of that given in c. 3, were it not that in c. 4. 1291 b

15 sqq. (the passage which immediately succeeds the new account)

the old contrast of 677110: and 'yl/(iilptftm is reverted to, precisely as if

the elaborate inquiry (1290 b 22—1291 b 15) had no existence. So

again in a. later chapter of the Sixth Book (6 1 r. 1295 b I sqq.)

the pe'pr] mike»: are Still iii-impel. a¢68pa, Zirropoi a¢68pa, and oi pe'aot

Tori-rev. The same view prevails also in the Seventh Book (cp. 7

(5). 3. 1302b 34-1303 2. 13: 4.13o3b 26—31: 130421 19 sqq.:

1304 a 38-b 4), and we find a similar view implied in the Second

(2. 9. 1270 b 21—25)‘.

The account of the parts of the State given in the passage 1290b

22—1291 b 15 is, however, quite different. We must determine the

number of constitutions, says Aristotle, exactly as we should deter

mine the number of zoological species. To do this, we should first

mark ofi" the limbs, organs, and features—in other words, the parts

—that an animal murl possess; then we should note that these

assume difi'erent forms, and that each species of animal will possess

1 A not very dissimilar account of implied in the Third Book also (c. 12.

the parts of the State is apparently 1283 a 14 sqq.).
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one of these forms and no more; we thus arrive at the conclusion

that there will be as many species of animal as there are possible

combinations‘ of possible forms of each part. Exactly the same

thing holds of constitutions. To every State the following parts

are DCCCSSal'y—ycwp'yof, 'rt‘; Bévauo'ov, 1'6 dyopa'iov, 'rb quucéu, 'rb

wpoflohspijaov, 1'6 thatrrmiv, 'rt’) rais olive-fats Retrovpyoiiu, 'rb dwuovpytxdv

(an oflicial class), 16 Bovkwépwov. The parts now enumerated,

we notice, represent, not different degrees of wealth or poverty

or the like, but different dwa'par (1291 b 2). There are as many

necessary parts of the State as there are separate avvdpsls necessary

to its existence. The parts of the State are not the rich and the

poor, or the few and the many, but the 'ye'my representing the ‘powers’

essential to it. judges, deliberators, administrators, and soldiers

are parts of the State in a far more real sense than the sections of

the demos or the rich. There are therefore as many constitutions

as there are possible combinations of possible forms of each part

of the State, the higher parts being parts in a fuller sense than the

rest. We are reminded of this principle, when in c. 14 (1297 b 39)

Aristotle traces the difference between constitutions to differences of

the deliberative, judicial, and magisterial elements in each.

How is it then, he in effect continues, that the mistaken view

has arisen, that the rich and the poor are in an especial sense

parts of the State? It is because people think that wealth and

poverty, unlike fighting and tilling the soil and practising a handi

craft, are mutually exclusive and cannot be combined. All claim

to possess virtue and to be fit to hold most offices (cp. 8 2.

13r7 b 20: [Xen.] Rep. Ath. I. 3), but it is of course impossible

to be both rich and poor. Hence the rich and the poor are held

to be in an especial sense parts of the State, and the former being

commonly few in number and the latter many, these parts are

thought to be contrary the one to the other, and thus men set

up constitutions based on the predominance of the one or the

other, and hold that democracy and oligarchy are the only consti

tutions.

After listening to this full and interesting account of the parts of

a State, which agrees to a great extent with the enumeration of the

yéw, composing a State given in 4 8. 1328 a 21 sqq., we natu

rally expect to find the yr'w; representing the various 81min“: of the

State treated as its parts in the remainder of the Politics. But

1 It will be noticed that in c. 4. award of office to various sections of

Aristotle traces back constitutional the 5mm: and 7wbptpor, exclusively or

differences to ‘combinations of neces- in conjunction.

sary parts of the State,’ in c. 3 to the
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this, as has been said already, is far from being the case, though we

find, as we have seen, in the fourteenth chapter (1297 b 39 sq.)—

and perhaps also in the reference to o'uvduao'pof in the Eighth

Book (1316 b 39 sqq.)—some echoes of the views expressed in the

passage 1290b 22-1291b 15. What then are we to say of this

passage? It seems to be imperfectly worked into the context in

which it stands, but whether it was placed where we find it by the

hand of Aristotle or by that of another, it is not easy to say.

The fact that its teaching is echoed in the fourteenth chapter

makes in favour both of its authenticity and of its insertion here by

Aristotle. But then how are we to explain the circumstance that

its account of the parts of the State is ignored in the passage which

immediately succeeds it, to say nothing of 6 11. 1295b 1 sqq.

and of the Seventh and Second Books F

We may well have here an ‘ intrusive ’ or ‘ added ’ passage ; but

the difiiculty of harmonizing the third and fourth chapters of the

Sixth Book is far from being the only difficulty that we encounter in

the course of the first four chapters of this book. There is much

that is puzzling in the state in which these chapters have come down

to us 1. In this part of the Politics, more perhaps than in any other,

we feel that we cannot penetrate the secrets of the workshop.

APPEN DIX B.

(See p. 240.)

The result of the inquiry in the Fourth Chapter of the Third

Book appears to be, that in the best State all citizens are {ii/6pc:

dyaflor' in the sense of possessing one or other of the two kinds of

the me‘y dvapb; éyaflofi—i.e. they possess either the virtue of the good

man qua dpxo'pevos, or the virtue of the good man qua fipxow (which

implies their possession of the other kind, for men learn to rule by

learning to be ruled)—but that only those among them who are

ruling or have the capacity to rule, possess the virtue of the good

man in its full form—the form in which alone ¢p6vrlms is present.

The subject is perplexed in 3. 5. 1278a 40 sqq. (where we find a

recapitulation of c. 4) by the result of the fourth chapter being stated

to be that no one but the ruler or he who has capacity to rule (6

mkmxds) possesses the virtue of the good man in the best State,

for it seems to be clear that a form, though an inferior form, of the

1 See on this subject 1). 492 sqq.
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virtue of the good man is conceded in the fourth chapter to 6

dpxépfl/os noktrtxfiu tipxr’p/ in the best State. It is not, however,

uncommon to find Aristotle’s recapitulatory summaries not abso

lutely exact. Thus in the recapitulatory summary given in r. 9.

12589. I6 the natural kind of quparw-rmfi appears to be identified

with the provision of food, whereas other commodities also are

clearly contemplated in c. 8 (1256b I9). And so here Aristotle

probably thinks it enough for his purpose to state the most pro—

minent result of the inquiry and the one most present to his mind,

and this is, that a citizen of the best State, if he is to possess the full

virtue of a man, must be woht-rtxds‘.

But we further find him saying elsewhere in the Third Book‘

(c. 18. I 288 a 38) that it has been proved in the npéroi Mym that the

virtue of the citizen of the best State is the same as the virtue of the

good man, the reference evidently being to the fourth chapter of this

book. How are we to reconcile this statement with the teaching

of that chapter (compare also c. 5. 1278 a 40 sqq.), where it seems

to be implied that there will be citizens in the best State not capable

of ruling and not possessed of ¢pdvrltn$, and therefore not possessing

the full virtue of the good man? The answer probably is, that in

3. I8 Aristotle refers to the full citizens of the best State, the

citizens Ka-r' egoxfiv, and not to those of its citizens who, being

vstb‘rspm, are not fit for rule and do not possess ¢p6vq0t9. The word

‘citizen’ must apparently be used in this more limited sense in a

passage of the Fourth Book (c. 13. 1332 a 32 sqq.), for here

we are told that a State is good in so far as the citizens who share

in the constitution (i. e. in the exercise of political power) are good,

and in our State, adds Aristotle, all the citizens share in the con

stitution. Yet the veé-rspot of the best State can hardly be said to

‘ share in the constitution.’ Aristotle would seem to use the word

‘ citizen,’ as he uses the word qupafurrlkr'] in the First Book, in two

senses—a wider and a narrower one.

APPEND IX C.

(See p. a 59.)

0n the Twelflh and Tlzz'rleenl/z C/zapl'err of {/20 Tln'rd Book.

‘The twelfth and thirteenth chapters,’ says Bernays 1, ‘contain a

separate draft of a discussion (Entwurf zur Erorterung) of the same

1 Aristoteles’ Politik p. 172 n.
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questions which are dealt with, partly in the ninth, tenth, and

eleventh, partly in the sixteenth and seventeenth chapters. As this

draft offers—in its remarks on the ostracism, for instance—some

fresh matter, those who were putting the Aristotelian papers in

order would be unwilling to leave it unused, and the place in which

it appears seemed marked out for it by reason of the kinship

existing between its contents and those of the chapters among

which it was inserted. . . .Aristotle’s intention, however, was that

the fourteenth chapter should immediately follow the eleventh.’

It is quite true that the beginning of c. 14 joins on very well to

the end of c. II, and that cc. 12 and 13 deal to some extent with

questions already discussed in cc. 9, IO, and r I, and also anticipate

inquiries contained in cc. 16 and 17. The discussion, for instance

(0. 13. 1283b 35 sqq.), of the question whether the statesman

should legislate for the advantage of the Few Better or the Many,

when the Many are collectively superior in virtue to the Few,

reminds us of the investigations of the eleventh chapter, and we feel

some surprise that a fresh solution of the question should be

offered without any notice being taken of the fact that it has been

already discussed and settled. So again, the result of cc. 12 and

13 is to modify in one important respect the conclusion announced

at the close of e. 11, that the true supreme authority is law adjusted

to the normal constitutions, the ruler or rulers retaining unchecked

authority only where law cannot deal satisfactorily with individual

cases, for we learn from these chapters that in one case (that of

the wapBamAela) law is altogether out of place; yet no notice is

taken of the fact that this conclusion conflicts with the previous

decision in favour of law. The twelfth and thirteenth chapters

also anticipate the sixteenth and seventeenth. They in fact explain

so distinctly the conditions under which the WGFfillO'LIWfG is in place

that we are surprised to find in cc. 16 and 17 a long discussion of

the question whether it is better to be ruled by the best man or

the best laws, which, after battling with the problem as if it was

altogether a new one and still unsolved, eventually results in

exactly the same solution as had already been announced at the

close of c. 13.

On the other hand, it is questionable whether the sequence of

the latter part of the Third Book would be altogether satisfactory,

even if these two chapters were omitted. For though, as has been

noticed, the beginning of c. 14 suits well with the close of c. 11, we

hardly expect to find an investigation of the question whether it is

better to be ruled by the best man or the best laws following the
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assertion at the close of c. 11 that the true supreme authority is

rightly constituted law, eked out, where necessary, by the authority

of a ruler or rulers. The interposition of cc. 12 and 13, indeed,

perhaps serves in some degree to soften the strangeness of this

transition, for these two chapters qualify the conclusion in favour of

law arrived at in c. 11‘, and prepare the way for cc. 14—17. Then

again, while in c. 15. 1286a 21 sqq. we are led back for the

moment to much the same solution as that announced in c. 11.

1282 b 1 sqq., no notice is taken in the former passage of the fact

that something very similar had been said before. It maybe added

that the conclusions arrived at in cc. 12 and 13 are referred to in

c. 17. 1288 a 19 sqq., and that this is one of those references which

cannot easily be detached from the context and which are con

sequently less likely than others to be due to an interpolator.

Nor can we well spare the contents of these two chapters.

Nowhere else in the Politics do we learn so clearly on what

principles the State is to be organized under varying social con

ditions. Their teaching, again, is borne out by passages such as Eth.

Nic. 4. 8. 1 124 a 20 sqq. The list given in them of rival claimants

for power (oi etl'yevcig, oi e’hefit9cpot, oi whofimoa, oi Ka'r’ ripen)” fnrcpe'xovrer)

agrees pretty closely with that given at the end of P01. 3. 9. If

7(5). 1. 1301 a 25 sqq. refers to c. 12.1282 b 18 sqq., and 6(4).

3. 1289 b 40 sqq. to c. 12. 1283a 14 sqq., we have another argu—

ment in their favour, but both these references are doubtful. We

note, however, that c. 13. 1283 b 42 sqq. recapitulates correctly the

result of earlier chapters of the Third Book, that c. 13. 1284 b 4

sqq. appears to presuppose the distinction drawn in c. 6 between

the dpdal wohrre'iat and the 'rrapexfido'us', and that the advice given to

the lawgiver in c. 13. 1283 b 40 sq. also harmonizes well with c. 6.

The view taken of the ostracism as directed against oi inrspéxowss‘

(c. 13. 1284a 17 sqq.) agrees with that taken in 7 3. 1302b

18 sqq., and e. 13. 1283b 16 sq. may be compared with 83. 13 18 a 23.

Perhaps the fact is that the latter part of the Third Book from

c. 12 onwards is rather a string of more or less independent

inquiries than a well-ordered whole. And yet there may be more

method in the apparent disorder of these inquiries than strikes us at

first sight.

1 Cp. c. 13. 1284, a 11, 6'00 617M” wepi foils l'rrovs Mai 1g? 71')!“ Mai311 mi ")1! voyo0eot'av dva'yuafov Jmu Bin/dyer.
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APPENDIX D.

(See p. 290.)

Susemihl (Sus.’, Note 677) brackets the passage 1288 a 6, rpiirov

-r 5, dpxds, as interpolated. He objects to the account of aristo

cracy given in it on the ground that it makes no reference to that

interchange of ruling and being ruled which is elsewhere treated as

a characteristic of the ideal aristocracy, and also on the ground

that a population fitted for kingship is here distinguished from one

fitted for aristocracy, whereas the rapBamhsia, the only true form of

kingship, is conceived as arising in the ‘best constitution’ (3. I 3.

1284 b 25), i. e. under an aristocracy. As to the latter objection,

perhaps he builds too much on the words s’n-i 7;]9 ript’arqs woktreias in

this passage. They seem there to mean little more than ‘in the

case of a constitution which awards power for pre-eminence in

virtue.’ As to the former objection, it would seem from 4 I4.

1332 b 12-1333 2. 13, that in the ideal aristocracy sketched in that

book the interchange of rule referred to consists in the younger

men being ruled as freemen should be ruled (r333a 3 sqq.) by

their elders, who possess ¢pdvqms, and in their succeeding these

elders as rulers when they have attained the due age. This agrees

sufficiently well with the account of aristocracy in the passage before

us. It is true that it does not include, as in its description of

polity, any mention of law, though law is apparently intended to

exist in the aristocracy of the Fourth Book. The account of polity

is not free from difficulty‘, but the statement that the well-to-do (oi

u'z'n'opot) hold oflice in it becomes comprehensible, if we remember

that the hoplite class, which is supreme in the polity, is said to

‘belong rather to the well-to-do than the poor’ (8 7.

I32! a 12).

APPENDIX E.

(See p. 331.)

If 4 10. 1329 a 40—h 35 is genuine, Aristotle here pauses in

the inquiry which he has been pressing forward so fast, and pro

ceeds to justify the step which he has just taken in distributing the

1 We note, for instance, that the 8-11 that magistrates in the polity

statement that offices in the polity are might be appointed either by election

distributed na-r'ti-fiav appears to imply or by lot, or partly by election and

that they are filled by election, where- partly by lot.

as it would seem from 6(4).14. I 298 b
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population into distinct yévq, by showing that the idea of such a

distribution is not an invention of his own or a notion which dates

from yesterday, but one which may be traced back to an immemo

rial past 1. So far there is nothing in the contents of this passage

which need raise a doubt of its genuineness. Aristotle well knew

the value of an appeal to antiquity. He says in the Rhetoric (2. 9.

1387a 16 sqq.) that men more willingly accept the ancient than

the new, and regard the ancient as nearly allied to the natural. He

appeals in the Nicomachean Ethics (8. 11. 116021 25 sq.) to the

purpose of ancient festivals in order to show what is the purpose

of festivals generally, and in the Politics (5 (8). 3. 1337 b 29 sqq.:

1338 a 34 sq.) he seeks to discover what were the aims of those

who originally introduced music into education, in order to show

its true educational use (cp. also Eth. Nic. r. 8. 1098 b 17).

Besides, in this very chapter he explains—herein, it would seem,

adopting a doctrine of Democritus (Philodemus de Musica, 4. col.

36. 29 sqq.: Kemke p. Io8)--that the things which are earliest

discovered are those which are necessary to man; thus the early

date of the arrangements here referred to proves their necessity.

But we hardly see why he need have gone on to assert the antiquity

of syssitia also, which he has not yet instituted, and still less why

he should trace the origin of syssitia in so much detail. It is true

that Isocrates had said that syssitia were borrowed by the Lacedae

monians from Egypt in a passage (Busir. § 18) which is evidently

present to the mind of the writer, and that it is quite in Aristotle’s

manner to take pleasure in tacitly correcting Isocrates, but it seems

hardly necessary for this purpose to go into so much detail as to

the exact geographical position of the Itali; and then again, the

recommendation to inquirers with which the passage closes, to

accept all sound additions to knowledge already made and to rest

content with completing what is left incomplete, though quite in

harmony with his teaching elsewhere (cp. Pol. 2. 5. 1264 a r sqq.:

Eth. Nic. r. 7. 1098 a 21 sqq.), seems also somewhat superfluous,

especially in the midst of an inquiry, in the course of which so many

questions are postponed in order that rapid progress may be made.

It may be added that it is not clear how the facts mentioned in r 329

b 8—22, which are largely taken from Antiochus of Syracuse (see

Antioch. Fragm. 3, 4, 6, 8 in Muller, Fr. Hist. Gr. r. 181 sqq.), prove

what they seem to be intended to prove, that syssitia were known

‘ Cp. Demosth. in Lept. c. 89, Ital 0510; nape'Brl, vépos 0177a) “Aerie: vo

Torifwv null/Tau! ofifie'v éa'n mum‘w 065' #0061151.

fipé'rspov silprlya, (MN 6 wakauls, 5v
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in Italy long before they were known in Crete 1. No notice, again,

appears to be taken of this inquiry about syssitia when they are

instituted later on (1330a 3). Above all, the whole passage

1329a 4o—b 35 betrays the same interest in uopoOémi, and

chronology, and the history of efipr'mam, as does the suspected

concluding passage of the Second Book 2. Is it due to the same

hand? And is this hand Aristotle’s?

APPENDIX F.

(See p. 341.)

The account Of efidatpom'a as c'vs'p‘yua Kai xpija'zs‘ dpc'rijs rehefa, Kai.

aii'rq of”: £5 inrofis'trem dM’ dfl‘hcfn‘ (P01. 4 13. 1332a 7 sqq.)

cannot be found lotz'a'em verbz'r in the Nicomachean Ethics. In

fact, the distinction between d‘n'haJS‘ and £5 im-oééawg or wpds {mo’flmt'v

'rwa, so frequent in the Politics, seems seldom to occur in the

Nicomachean Ethics ‘1, though that of drrhéis and run: is common

enough there (see Bon. Ind. 772. 21-33). Nor is efidatpovia

described there in the exact phrase s’vs'pyua kal xprjo'ts dps'rijs 'rehsia,

though the words 11"]; “Asia: dpe'rijs Xpijms‘ occur in Eth. Nic. 5. 3.

1129 b 31. hVe rather hear of it as \jluxfjs e’ue'pyeta xa-r’ dpfl'fllll, but

then, as Aristotle points out, this is much the same thing as

speaking of it as dps'rfjs e've’pyem (Eth. Nic. I. 8. 1098b 29—31).

That the s’uép-yua must be "Asia, appears from Eth. Nic. I. 10.

1099 b 26: cp. Irooa 4. Thus the Nicomachean Ethics may be

said to give an account of swat/writ: which is not ill represented by

1 The argument appears to be that

the existence of syssitia in Italy is

coeval with the name ‘Italy’—a name

which, it is tacitly assumed, is far older

than the days of Minos. The care

which the writer takes to explain the

exact sense in which he uses this name

may perhaps be accounted for, if we

remember that it wascommonly used to

designate a far wider region: thus the

author of the poem bearing the name

of Scymnus Chius, who probably re

produces Ephorus, makes ‘Italy’ in

clude the whole region lying between

Terina on the West (306) and Taren

turn on the East (330). He also dis

tinguishes it from Oenotria, on which

it is said to border (300). If we could

trace in the passage of the Politics

before us a wish to correct Ephorus,

the fact would make in favour of its

authenticity.

1 A close resemblance may also be

noted between 1329 b 16, 516 mu‘ 111711

31': 16h! d1r’ Emil/0v ‘m/Es ch'fiv-rat 'rofs

duam'riots Mal 75W 1161.40.11! évfms, and

2. 10. 1271 b 30, 5:6 Icai vful of 1rspf

0mm 16v ai’l'rdi/ 'rp61rov xpz'iw'ral ail-refs,

dis narao'lreuziuravros vaa: 1rp¢irrou Thu

76sz 16w vdponl, the latter passage

immediately preceding what is ap

parently an extract from Ephorus,

which may or may not have been

placed where we find it by the hand

of Aristotle.

’1 In Eth. Nic. 4. I5. 1128 b 29 we

have air; 6' 611 1? 0.156.): if fnrer'decus

Emeun'r' (1 7a,. npiifat, aiaxtivm'r' 51/.

In Eth. Nic. 7. 15. 1154b 16 sq. mi.

quiver fifie'a are contrasted with 1d Ira-rd.

011,148qude fifie’a (= 76. larpetiovra).
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the terse phrase of the Politics 1, and the passage in the former

treatise which Aristotle has especially before him is probably

I. 9. 1099a 3r—end of c. 10. Irooa 9. The tendency to mix

up swatpovla with 61,111)de is mentioned here (1099b 7), as it is

mentioned in this passage of the Politics (c. I3. 1332 a 25), and

the marring effect of calamity on happiness is also dwelt on in

both passages (Eth. Nic. I. 9. 1099b 2 sqq.: P0]. 4 13.

r332a 20). Both speak of happiness as presupposing the pos

session of external and bodily goods ’. But the whole treatment

of the subject in this chapter of the Politics is more detailed and

definite. The view that action, if it is to be 61m}: nah}, must have

arm; dyafié to deal with as its object-matter, seems certainly not to

find equally clear expression in the Nicomachean Ethics.

APPENDIX G.

(See p. 467, note 3.)

The following passages from Censorinus and Olympiodorus,

quoted by Ideler in his edition of the Meteorologica of Aristotle

(vol. i. pp. 484, 257), will serve to illustrate the nature of a ‘great

winter’2—

Censorinus, de Die Natali c. 18: ‘Est praeterea annus, quem

Aristoteles maximum potius quam magnum appellat, quem solis

lunae vagarumque quinque stellarum orbes conficiunt, cum ad

idem signum, ubi quondam simul fuerunt, una referuntur. Cuius

anni hyems summa est Karaxhvoytos, quam nostri diluvionem vocant,

aestas autem émnipwmc, quod est mundi incendiurn. Nam his

alternis temporibus mundus tum exignescere, tum exaquescere

videtur’ (cp. Cic. de Nat. Deor. 2. 20).

Olympiodorus in Aristot. Meteorologica I. I4. 1, (mp/Salve; Be‘

rofi'ro 'rfiv Bdha-r'rav finnpofzo'fiat Kai. 'rr‘lw fi'rrupou fiahar'roiaflat 8d: rz‘w pé'yav

Kahmipsvov Xctpcir/a Kai 'n‘) ’16,)”: as'pos‘. ye'yas 8; £011” 6 xctpciw, {plim

mill-res e’u xetpsptvzlo (0)5119 'ys'uwlrrat, fi udpoxélp fi Zxfifia't. pc'ya 86' e'o'rt

Hépos, 37ml fl'l-‘ilITES‘ e’v fleptvqi (molt? Wheat/rug?) he'om't 1’7 xapxivrp. (30'1er

ydp 6 films [46110; c'v M'om'l. pe‘u 'ywéysuos mus? Ge'pos‘, e’w aiyoKr'pru-rt Be‘

‘ Other references also in the spirit of its teaching than strict cita

Politics to the Nicomachean Ethics tions.

(e. g. that in 2. z. 1261 a. 30), if ’ See also Eth. Nic. 9. 9. nng

indeed it is correct so to describe 4sqq.

them, are rather reproductions of the
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xctpéva, Kai o-iirm 'yivs'rat 6 e’nav-rb: oiirm thfisls‘ Bu‘l 'rt’z sis 3v mi 76 m’rrd

¢€pew 'rt‘zv 77AM, dm‘) yt‘zp 1'05 ai’rrofi 629 1'6 m’m‘) dfloxadt'trra'rat' 11' 0511 (i)

£011 811‘: 1ro)\)\oii xpévov mime 152v 1r)tavr'rrwv ytvope'vr] 7681.9, fins 1mth rbv

pe'yav {mat/1611; ei 'ydp mivres 0i 'n'hdwrrec Ira-rd. Kopv¢i1v 'ywépevm Hspfmi

vova'w, aimep Kdl. 6 fihtor, d¢urrdpcvot BG‘ TOIII‘I'OU 4’6XO‘UO’HI, 01’”: druid):

mivras Kurd Kopv¢fiv 'ywope'vovr #0:ch pe'ya aépor, d¢w~rap€vovs 66‘ xcmtiwa.

('11 01711 11,3 peyzihrp xstpibiu. 1'] r'f1retpo: Gaha'n'ofirat, 31¢ 86‘ 1'1?) pryéhq: de'pu

min/awful! 811‘: 'ro'1rov pc‘v (8nd 1'61r0u 1'05 #811 conj. Ideler) Zxxavtnv Kai

wohhr‘lv Equ'rflm, 1701'; (1'05 Ideler) BE {ryptimrm

In answer to an inquiry on the subject, the Savilian Professor

of Astronomy at Oxford (Rev. C. Pritchard, D.D.) kindly informs

me that a ‘rough and approximative computation’ made by him

gives the result that ‘in the year 342 n.c. the sun, moon, and

five planets were seen together somewhere in the constellations

Libra and Scorpio.’ This year would seem, therefore, to have been

a ‘magnus annus’ in the sense at any rate which Censorinus at

taches to the phrase, though not in the sense attached to it by

Olympiodorus, who appears to require the meeting of the heavenly

bodies to take place in the particular constellations named by him,

and not in Libra or Scorpio. The question, however, is one

which I must leave to those who are more versed in these matters

than I am.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

P. 11, last line, dele comma.

P. 117, last line, for who read which.

P. 128, line 15, ‘Plants and animals.’ See however my note on 1. 8. 1256

b 20 (vol. ii. p. 174 sq.).

P. 129, line 3 sqq. See however my note on 1. 8. 1256 b 26 (vol. ii. p. 178 sq.),

where I have on further consideration adopted a different rendering of this

passage.

P. 163, note 2, for injustum read iniustum, andfor conjuges read coniuges.

. 216, note 1,for juris read iuris.

. 230, line 12,/brju1e read iure.

. 269, line 24, and p. 282, note. More strictly, a ‘ perpetual generalship.’

warren:

. 294, line 22, for junctura read iunctura.

"d . 406, last line. I have translated raptet'ov here ‘ treasury,’ because Plato is

evidently thinking of the 'raprei‘ov as a place for storing gold and silver, but

with respect to the Lacedaemonian raplefu, which seem to haVe been used for

the storage of commodities of all kinds, see [Aristot] Oecon. I. 6. 1344 b

32 sq. (with Gottling‘s note, p. 81 of his edition) and Schomann, Opusc. Acad.

3. 223 sq.

P. 430, line 29 sqq. I am indebted to Prof. Jowett‘s Translation of Plato for

the renderings given here and p. 459, line 27 sqq.

P. 442, line 24, dele the second comma.

P. 467, note 3,, line 17, add comma before ‘in.’

P. 494, note, add 1 [Ia/bra the 11012.

P. 499, line 11 sqq. I should have made it clearer here that (with Zeller,

Gr. Ph. 2. 2. 746 sq.) I take Aristotle to regard the Polity as ‘the best consti

tution for most States.’ Compare 6 (4). 1. 1288 b 38, 11‘71/ ,sa'w Kai nowo-re’par

o‘nniaars, with 2. 6. 1265 b 26-31, where the Polity is called Icon/uni", mt“;

when The Polity is described as [zr’o'q 6A17apxt’as Kai 81;;toupa-rias in 2. 6.

1265 b 28, and ‘the best constitution for most States” is spoken of as 1) pe’m]

IroM-ru'u. in 6 (4). 11. 1296 a 7, 37. The hoplites are supreme in the Polity

(1265 b 28), and the bulk of the hoplites would probably be pre’o'ot. HoM-rciav

1461111101: in 6 (4). 12. 1296 b 40 seems to me, as to Mr. Postgate (Notes, p. 30},

to mean, not ‘durable constitution,’ but ‘durable Polity' (see p. 501, note I).

Mr. Postgate may possibly be right in holding that ‘the best constitution for

most States’ will be ‘in some cases,’ not the Polity, but ‘others of the mixed

forms '—some kind of tiptaronpa-n'a, for instance—but I do not feel sure of this.

\Vould Aristotle hold the pc'aot to be supreme in .an dpm-rolrpa-n'a, or call an
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dpio'roupan’a a péo'q won-rein? At any rate, the Polity is uppermost in his

mind as ‘the best constitution for most States.’

P. 499, note I. In support of the suggestion here made as to the probable

meaning of 6 (4). 11. 1295 b 12 sq., I may refer to Xen. Oecon. 2. 5 sq.

P. 503, note 2,for 4 (7). 1329 a 40 sqq. read4 (7). 10. 1329 a. 4.0 sqq.

P. 521, line 21, ‘nowhere.’ The last chapter of the Seventh Book, however,

recognizes in its concluding portion, as we have seen (p. 52!, line I), that

there are more kinds of democracy and oligarchy than one. But see p. 519,

note I, as to this part of the chapter.

P. 543, note I, for 93 read 39.

END OF VOL. I.
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